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F ETHODIST

Quarterly Review.

JANUARY, ] 884.

Art. I.—prater AND SCIENCE.

A Review of Mr. Wakemnns ^'Science and Prayer" in the North American Review.

"Jehovah is dead !" was the jubilant exclamation of a German
agnostic pliilo.sopher. "Theology is the past tense," is the first

sentence of Mr. Wakeman, more modest in expression, but

Ejnonymous in import and eqnal in its mistake. " Theology is

the past tense," we cheerfully grant ; a glorious pa.st tense

;

and statistical science predicts a future tense far more illustri-

ous. The Christian Church is growing more rapidly than the

world's population ; and our evangelical Christiatiity is grow-

ing the most rapidly of all the forms of Christian doctrine.

And the spread of Christianity has never been so rapid as in

the last fifty years. These facts have been critically and arith-

metically demonstrated in Dorchester's " Problem of Religious

Progress," so that after all these hostile jubilations, derived

from "science," science herself declares that Jehovah still lives,

and that Christianity will rule in beneficent power long after

A[r. AVaheman and myself are forgotten.

Mr. Wakeman maintains the mechanical nature of the sys-

tem of the universe, and the exclusion therefrom of any con-

trolling Mhid. This mechanical universe he holds to be gov-
erned by unintelligent laws, without any intellective lawgiver.

"Ihese laws are : the indestructibility of matter, the correla-

tion and equivalence of forces, gravitation, and the law of evolu-
tion." Brevit}', of course, precludes him from being able to

1—FOUUTH SERIES, VOL. XXXVI..
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demonstrate that so adaptive and so planned a system excludes

the planning mind; and he therefore refers us for that demon-

etration to Herbert Spencer's " First Principles," chaps. 4r-9-

The same brevity, as well as the absence of any argument

presented, precludes our answering Mr. Spencer's supposed

demonstration. We can only, in like manner, refer for its

refutation to Janet's celebrated work on " Final Causes."

Next, from this high ])riori ground of Agnosticism, Mr.

"Wakeman comes down to the issue upon the platform of our

theism, and boldly maintains that the attributes of our God,

humanly though we state them, shut his ears to prayer. " The
ism," he says, '• assumes a God who is anthropomorphic and

yet "—. Pause a moment there. AVe respectfully suggest to Mr.

Wakeraan whether that e})ithet " anthropomorphic^'' so popu-

larly reiterated by our agnostic philosophers, is not below their

intellectual level ; whether it has not too much of an ad captan-

dam quality. Between God and man we hold there to be no

other resemblance or identity than that they are both spirit.

It is not likeness of physical image, but an analogy of spiritual

nature. And our Christian theism holds tliat there, doubtless,

.are grades and ranks of spirit beings, invisible "principalities

.and powers," occupying the immense vacuity between the in-

"finite God above and finite man below, practically infinite in

number; so that to say that God is anthropomorphic is sim])ly

to say that God is at the sumniit of the sublime spiritual col-

umn of which man is the lowest base. Moreover, there are

countless instances in which the finite thing unquestionably

is a miniature, and even the reduced identity of an infinite.

!Ne\\i:on, it is said, conceived the idea of gravitation from the

fall of an apple, so that Kewton conceived the astonishing

i^bsurdity of supposing that the unWcrse is appleomoyphic /

Space we suppose our learned friend conceives as infinite;

and yet space can be inclosed in a quart bottle, and so infinite

space is hottJeomorphic. Law we know is proclaimed by these

illustrious thinkers to be universal, all pervading, almighty.

Hut law does condescend from its infinity to rule the humblest

ultimate atom of matter ; and so universal, all-pervading, al-

mighty law is atomornorpJiic. Force, we suppose, is conceived

to be practically infinite and all-controlling. But this same

force does reside in the living human body ; inclosed, as we
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niav say, within the human skin ; and so is truly shaped to and

iiirarnated in the human form. And so infinite, ahnigaty force

is antJiro^'oniOt'phic ! So ATr. ^Vakeman himself holds to an

si! mighty authroponiorphic but unintelligent ruler of the cos-

mos. If there can be an infinite and a finite force, why not an

iriUaite and a finite spirit ? And wonderful it is to conceive

liow as truly perfect is infinite, omnipresent law in the infi-

nitely small as in the infinitely great. Herschel and CIerk>

^laxwell aflirm that the ultimate atom has the character of "a
manufactured article." An English rhymester has illustrated

the downward travel to infinite littleness in quaint style nearly

HR follows:

So naturalists affirm the flea

Hath lesser fleas on him that prey

;

And these have lesser fleas that bite 'em,

And so descend ad infirdtuvi.

And thus the infinite condescends to finite itself to the in-

finitesimal ! Science itself therefore demonstrates that the

inlinite can move in the slightest movements, can incarnate

it^sclf in the minutest objects, and operate under guise of most
tnily finite causes.

And next, as our thought peers down and down this descend-
ing line of fleas, not only is each flea mentally seen to be per-

ff'-tly shaped by infinite force, and that force to he ruled by
infinite law, but that law oheys the authoritij of mind. For, as

experience reveals that the shaping of matter is ruled by the

pressure of force, and force is by experience seen to be ruled
by law, so it is as clear that law is modified and niled by
reason, and reason can be conceived as existing in mind
sdone. More literally we might drop law out, and say that
force itself is ruled by mind, law being nothing more than
the icay m which reason consistently and regularly controls and
directs tlie course of things. Mind we knov\% by conclusive
|»^ychological experience, does volitionally compel force to shape
tjiutter to its own purpose and model ; and 'Mv. AYakcman can
nnd nothing else than mind in the universe that does so com-
!^--l. As there is nothing that solves the operation of matter
I'Ut force, nnd nothing solves the control of force but law, so
'i'>tliing solves the imposition and direction of law on force
''It mind. The proof that tlie solar sj'stem is raled by mind,
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is just the same as the proof that my fellow man is ruled

by mind. I know, indeed, my own individual mind by con-

sciousness ; but I cannot walk into my fellow being's conscious-

ness and know his mind, and can only infer the existence of

his mind by external rational-like effects. There is, therefore,

the same reason to infer that intelligence rules in that mass of

matter called nature as there is in that mass of matter which
I call my fellow man, namely, the intelligential effects seen.

The atheist ought to deny the existence of any consciousness but

his own. If the rational effects in human mechanism denion-

Btrate human mind, so the rational effects in a superhuman

mechanism demonstrate superhuman mind. Why do we rec-

ognize mind in the formation, the adaptation, of the parts of a

flea ? Because every thing is known by its jy^operties^ and this

shows the objective jyropertles which experience proves to be-

long to mind. And then, if infinite force is ruled by mind,

that mind is also as infinite as force. And that unity of in-

finite force and infinite mind we call God. And if being

intelligent is being anthropomorphic, Mr. "Wakeman is welcome
to the conclusion.

And this condescension of infinite Perfection to the finities

—to their imperfections, contingencies, and littlenesses—'is the

very result of its perfection. An infinite unable to reach the

humblest infinitesimal would fail to be an infinite. It is its

perfect extension to the mnmtest particle of existence that con-

stitutes infinity. A perfect force impels the minutest atom, a

perfect law descends to the minutest event, a perfect Providence

takes care of the minutest animalcule. It is not confused by in-

finities of number or immensities of space. It takes care of one

animalcule with as concentrated an omniscience as if that one

animalcule were the only object in universal space. And this

results from the very infinitude and perfection of that Provi-

dence. In the force, the law, or the providence, the omission of

the care of one infinitesimal would bo an absolute imperfection.

And, what is specially to my purpose, this infinite law-

roled force, whether ruled by mind or not, and whether

anthropomorphic or not, condescends to the prayers of the

minutest flea. In order to live, the flea must have all the parts

of his body put together and symmetrized ; the apparatus and
the material for eating and nutriment must be sup})licd ; the
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appetites and instincts be placed in the organism, prompting

and directing it to perform the self-nourishing process. These

needs and wants for self-completeness and conservation are hia

unconscious ^nryi^rs/ and infinite law-ruled force adjusts itself

to and answers those prayers. Much more may it condescend

to the prayers of man, who is in the very image of God. The

expressed prayers of man, which are only his vocalized needs,

arc comprehended in the completeness of his being, and, there-

fore, embraced in that divine condescension.

One of the noblest sentences, indeed, ever penned by human

liand was that sentence of Moses, " God created man in his own

image ; in the image of God created he him." This says, not

60 much that God is anthropomorphic, as tliat man is theomor-

pJii'C ; not, indeed, so much so in his corporeal frame as in his

nature and spirit. And tlie author of the Book of "Wisdom ex-

plains this sentence by saying, " God made man for immor-

tality." And herein man, uidike the animal races, has an

eternity done up in his nature, a wonderful parallelism with

God himself. And how has that divine sentence ennobled the

thoughts and character of man through the ages of Christendom!

And hence, too, the profound consistency of our Christian the-

ism in believing that God condescends to man. It is a great

a fortiori, that if God condescends to the voiceless needs of the

infinitesimal insect, much more will he condescend to the vocal

needs of the being created in the image of his own eternity.

After this anthropomorphic banter, Mr. Wakeman's first ar-

gument against prayer-fulfillment is drawn from the divine

perfection. " If the laws of nature be but the order of con-

tinuous manifestations of his power, they are invariable because

they must le perfect for they are the action of a Perfect Being

who omnisciently knew all things for all time, and had infinite

power to execute all that he knew or wished.- Such a being

is, thei-efore, commonly and properly described as unchangear-

ble, and " without a shadow of turning."

It does not follow, we reply, that, because a being is ab-

solutely perfect, the products of his power are absolutely

perfect. A created being is inferior to his creator, and is,

therefore, not absolutely perfect. A created universe is not

absolutely perfect, for it is inferior toi ts creator. There can,

therefore, be no absolutely ])erfect creation. The dependence
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of a living being is an imperfection. Limitation in the mag-

nitude or amount of a being is an imperfection. Hence all

finities are but relatively perfect. And that is relatively per-

fect which is best adapted to its end or place. And in order

to the variety of a world, and to deliver it from monotony,

there need be ranks and grades, and so superiorities and inferi-

orities ; the highest superior being inferior to tlie Most High,

and so all beneath liim and dependent upon him ; and, there-

fore, imperfect, but relatively perfect. Yet an intinitely wise

being would create a universe, however necessarily imperfect,

if its existence were better than its non-existence. If the al-

ternative be between a defective universe and universal noth-

ingness, wisdom would probably prefer the former. AVisdom

would create the best possible universe. And the admission

of defects might be necessary to that best possible. In this

little music-box I have on my table there is a polished revolv-

ing cylinder, from whose solid circumference projects a large

number of needles, standing in the most lamentable disorder.

That disorder is plainly seen to be an imperfection. And yet

every one of these project ives is so positioned as to strike upon

its proper metallic key in such precisely successive order as to

produce the most perfect strain "of music. That is, disorder is

a necessary condition to a higher order ; imperfection is the

condition of perfection. And that imperfection is relatively

perfect, and that relative perfection is absolutely imperfect.

We justify the imperfection by pointing to the high perfection

it conditionates and to the more perfect system that results.

Kor does Mr. Wakeman rightly claim, that the invariability

of the divine nature, without shadow of turning, prohibits an

infinite variety of divine actions. The basis of all natural laws

is the supreme law of reason in the divine mind, in accordance

with which those laws are but the v.n'}forin course of divine

volitions. Uniformity of law is maintained by the divine will

in order that finite intelligences may be enabled to know
what to expect, and to calculate tJie future and regulate their

actions ; a uniformity without which intelligence would be un-

intelligent. And of course, should a given law have finished

all the purpose of its existence, and have performed its whole

mission, then, by the same reason, which is the supreme law

of laws, would it be changed. This would follow from the
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very immutability of that reason which, in itself, is without

*' tlie shadow of turning," but which is carrying finite things

th.r^uf'li an infinite variety of turnings and changes.

But it is a mistake to suppose that a supernatural interposi-

tion, a prayer-hearing, a miracle, is a change^ violation, or sus-

pension of law. It is simply a change in the particular course

of events under the law by the interposition of a new impulse.

Thus a ball is flying through the air, whose course by natural

law is to gradually curve down in a given direction to the

earth. But a player suddenly interposes a blow by which its

course is deflected into a new direction. This is not a change

oflmo^ but a change of result under law. The new sequence

is produced by the introduction of a new antecedent. And
whether that new antecedent is a human or divine interposition

makes no difference :is to the invariability of the law. Kor is

it a change, as Mr. Wakeman assumes, in the " general order,"

for it is contemplated by reason as witliin the di\nue pro-

gramme. We know no law, science knows no law, that in-

capacitates Omnipotence from so interposing. The ques-

tion whether sucli an interposition ever has taken place

is not a question of science, but of historical fact. And
tlic man who knows that no such fact has taken place in the

past eternity, and none will take place in the future eternity,

is simply omniscient. As laws are interposed in order that

finite intelligences might be intelligent, so interpositions may
most wisely take place to raise finite intelligences in thought

above the finite routine into recognition, contemplation, and

sympathy with the supreme intelligence. Thence are they

developed and educated into a nobler nature h^ that Infinite,

who, as already shown, is infinitely condescending to the fini-

ties and even to the infinitesimals.

The next argument of our learned friend against efficacy of

pi-ayer is from God's foreknowledge. He says :
" All things

niust have been fore-ordained by himself, in order to be know-
able by him. But if he knew and ordained the result he must
be morally responsible for it ; and if he is also perfect, the result

ordained by him must be perfect. But it could be perfect in

one order only ; for there cannot be two perfect orders. There-

fore the actual order must have been eternally perfect and eter-

nally ordained, and the prayer for any change must be useless
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and absurd." Our Calvinistic brethren, we reply, might con-

cede that God must fore-ordain in order to foreknow, but

we are Arminian, and hold no such conception. God's fore-

knowledge is but a phase of his omniscience, by whicli he knows

all things, past, present, and future, possible or necessary. And
as fore-ordination is an act, and omniscience is an attribute, of

God's nature, so the act must be subsequent and the nature

antecedent. That is, God must know before he ordains. And
even if his fore-ordination and his omniscience are both eternal,

still, in the order of necessary thouglit, the omniscience must

be antecedent to the fore-ordination, as an eternal cause is in the

order of thought and nature antecedent to its eternal effect, as

the eternal Father is antecedent to the eternal Son. And that

fore-ordination of a particular finite fact may be in its nature

conditional upon a foreknown antecedent e%'ent. God may
know that an agent can freely, unnecessitatedly choose either

of several ways. And then he may know which one of the

several ways which the agent is able to choose will be the way

he w'lU actually choose. God's omniscience no more compels

this agent's special action than the light of the sun, falling

upon his body, cramps it to a particular course. The fore-

knowledge adjusts itself to the choice, not the choice to the

foreknowledge. And so the most perfect cosmos is the cos-

mos which, having a base fixed in its own material laws and

substance, is the stage on which a free history is evolved and

made by free agents. And the most perfect order of God and

plan of the historic world is that which is finally the grand

resultant and sum total oi free action under divine overrule.

And in the very perfection of that plan are included such sym-

pathy between Infinity and the finities, between God and

man ; and such condescensions and special interpositions, and

divine interferences and commands, as are wonderful ; as won-

derful as those condescensions we have already shown to exist

in nature. And "'the responsibility" for the free alternative

choice in favor of evil rests, not " upon God," but upon him

who, with. full power for good choice instead, originated from

himself the actual evil choice. For man is not a thing; far

less an infinitesimal thing. As a living, intelligent being, he

is of more importance than the whole material universe ; for

that universe might just as well be so much pure space, so
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ntiich absolute nothingness, except in so far as it contributes to

tlie well-being of a thinking, feeling being. It results, there-

fore, from the perfections, and especially the immutabilitj, of

God, that alternativitj and change andinterposition should be

enibraced in his system.

Mr. Wakeman argues, above, that as perfection is one, and

" there cannot be two perfect orders," so there can be but one

way ])0ssible to God, Absolute perfection is, we admit, one,

and "cannot be two; "and is realized in God alone. But rela-

tive perfection, approximative perfection, is a thing of degrees;

and who can say that there may not be several perfects in equal

degree? But even the oneness of perfection requires not one

etilf procedure, one iron stereotype ; for variability, possibility

of substitution, itself may often be the one best and most per-

fect course of things.

Mr. Wakeman next raises and answers a theistic inquiry:

" But it is said, may not God, in some way, adjust his fixed

laws so as to effect answers to prayer much as human beings

do, or are supposed to do ? The answer is, that scientific laws

are unvariable, and therefore always unadjustable. They

cannot be adjusted by either God or man." We ask the proof

that He who imposed these laws cannot withdraw, modify,

or change them. A distinguished scientist, Professor Cooke,

of Harvard, in a noble volume, entitled " The Keligion

of Chemistry," has shown with great beauty and force that

the laws of nature themselves exhibit luminous proofs of

having been primordially plaimed for the construction of a

cosmos by an all-comprehensive will. Freedom of choice is a

divine perfection, and so the planning will that imposed those

laws can suspend or repeal tliem. And both that imposition

and that change may, like any other divine act, be part of a still

more primordial plan, and. be required by divine perfection.

Next, Mr. "Wakeman considers a theistic case of adjustment.

" Let us," says he, " suppose that prayer was foreknown and

fore-ordained by the Supreme Being as a thing to happen as a part

of Ins government by which man would procure a benefit that

God had fore-ordained thereupon to grant. Then the prayer

vould be u.-eless ; for the event would happen as a part of the

perfect world-order, without prayer, or, if prayer were decreed

to be inseparably connected with the event, then it would be
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simply a part of it, a superfluous concomitant of the event,

and useless, since the event would happen without it. The
maker of the prayer would be only an automaton working for

nothing." The case, as we understand it, is this. A storm,

we will suppose, is about to happen in the natural order of

elementary sequence, which will suddenly relieve a long and

destructive drought. God divinely arranges so that a prayer

of faith is immediately followed by the bursting of the storm.

Barely this sequence would not approve itself an interposed an-

swer. But if the prayer anticipated a varictj' of peculiar facts

and events in the coming of the storm, those anticipations might

be so special as to prove the prayer predictive. The prayer

would be "useless" as to changing the special sequence; but

it would be profoundly beneficent as proving the great truth

we have illustrated, the divine condescension to the finite. Such

was the prayer of Elijah for the storm which God promised to

succeed his performance of the prayer-gauge with the priests of

Baal. It was a predictive prayer of faith ; and the fulfillment

proclaimed that " Jehovah is" not " dead." And so the deluge

of Noah may have been a natural event, and yet so concurrent

with the preceding wickedness of men and the inspired antici-

pations of Noah as to come into the order of the supernatural,

testifying Jehovah's existence and his divine retribution.

A further argument against prayer-answer is, that to affix a

special result to a prayer " would be conditioning the order of

events and the order of a perfect world upon the volition of

an imperfect being." Have we not shown that imperfection

in the w^orld is often the condition of perfection ? Surely the

learned reasoner will not maintain that the world and its events

are not modified by man's volitions, however imperfect. Pro-

fessor G. P. Marsli shows how man's volitions have changed

the face of the earth. And the reasoning is especially malap-

ropos in the case of answered prayer ; since we shall soon show

reason to believe that such prayer is always inspired and guided

by God himself, so that the act of the imperfect being is sure

to be, if not perfect, tributary to a perfect ^-esult.

Finally, a prayer-answering God, he declares, is " the reverse

of worshipful," " a limited imperfect, quasi human agent."

Please just reverse that statement. An infinite that cannot

condescend to a finite, even to an infinitesimal, is limited and
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imperfect. He is not truly infinite nor truly perfect. Infinite

force can run down the infinite line, diminuendo^ of fleas.

Infinite law condescends to the ultimate particle, and yet, for-

sooth, the power that energizes that law to the ultimate min-

imum cannot condescend to mortal man ! Mr. Wakeman can

at once see that such a limitation of the reach of lavj would be

infinitely absurd. Why not equally absurd this limitation of

omniscience and omnipotence ?

But let us, with our learned friend, put the question to an

experimental test, the " prayer-gauge." Mr. Tyndall proposed,

if we rightly recollect, that there should be two hospitals, in

one of which all prayer should be offered for the patients, and

for the other all Christians should be prayerless. We will

tlien know M'hether prayer is effective of answer and fulfill-

ment. Mr. Wakeman tells us those scientists who proposed

fuch contract were " vociferously accused " of '* profanity and

blasphemy," etc. I never heard or read those vociferous accusa-

tions ; but it seems to me that, if he will for a moment contem-

plate the Christian idea of the Divine Being, ho would candidly

confess that such a performance, if not the proposition, would

justly seem to Christians profoundly irreverent. Mr. Wakeman
assures us that " no advocate of prayer dares to imitate Elijah

"

in trying such a test. Our friend is mistaken. We accept his

challenge, and are ready to " imitate Elijah." But before we
do so, we will make three all-important discriminations.

Prayer directly aft'ecting an external physical thing, changing

the order of physical events, we will admit to be miracle and mi-

raculous interposition. But, firsts note that the direct inteq^o-

sition of the Divine Spirit within the human spirit belongs to a

different order. We believe that the Spirit of God can pervade

the spirit of man, as the light of the moraing sun pervades the

atmosphere of our earth. And within that sphere there is a

spiritual order of cause and effect, which, in the sense of being

regular, is an order of nature. The Spirit of God, pervading

the spirit of man, produces conviction of sin, of which the

consequence may be repentance, and the fixed sequence of that

may be faith, and the sequence of that pardon, justification,

peace with God, happiness, and heaven. This, as a regular

order, may be called nature, but from its elevation may be

called supernatural, but scarcely miraculous. And, second^ the
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divine energy may also at will enter the.lower regions of our

psychological nature, with sequences that can be orderly and

yet interposed. Xot only the spirit, but the intellect, may be

pervaded with brightening or obscuring influences, the emo-

tions may be heaved or allayed, the springs of the will may be

touched. And, thircL and lower still, and unequivocally mi-

raculous, the physiological regions may be reached, the vital

forces, the corporeal energies, the vigor of coui-age, the fount-

ains of health, and the issues of life. These three mysterious

chambero of operations are ruled by God himself as " the hid-

ings of his power." Xo scale can weigh, no rule can measure,

this divine efficiency ; no science can bring it into the circle of

physical " correlations." The current of sequences may here be

reversed at the demand of prayer, and human science be none

the wiser for it. Thence may go forth the most momentous
results into the world. Under this divine agency the indi-

vidual fortune may be controlled, nay, national destinies may
be decided, and man never know the secret springs of action.

The " order of nature " may thus take either of a variety of

ways, and science perceive no loss of invariability. We are

now prepared for the prayer-guage.

As, however, !Mr. Wakeman has specified the precedent of

Elijah, as a good jurist he must accept the case as it stands on

record. And the record is this : Elijah was sent expressly by

Jehovah to this experiment of prayer, undertaken under pro-

phetic impulse, with a divine promise that a miracul<:>us rain

should, after the prayer-test performed, remove the general

drought. Elijah therefore umited for a special command, a

divine authority, and a prophetic impulse. We shall do the

same. We " imitate Elijah." And let it be understood that

this is no quibble, for it is easy to show that, by the biblical

view, it is a universal law that miracle-working is a ;^;ap^cfua,

charisma, a special divine gift. And so the miracle-working

prayer is itself miracle-wrought. Every miracle is thus double,

internal and external. The example of Elijah in depending

on special inspiration accords with the biblical law of the New
Testament. Of this special faith Jesus declared in the gospels

that if a mustard-seed amount were imparted for a given work,

though it were moving a mountain, it could be done. An
iniinitesimal particle of bestowed omnipotence could achieve
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its niii,'litiest mission. In the Acts of the Apostles the power

of "healinp;," especially, was a charisma^ a gift. And in the

epi.^tle St. James tells us that the faitli that " availeth much "

\s erepyovuevT], inwrought, and quotes Elijah as a case in point.

The possession of that charismatic power is either conscious

or unconscious. When consciously possessed and given as cor^

relative to a certain act, that act is in full faith executed. If

tliat act be to engage in a "prayer-gaiige." then a man or a church

may, as Elijah did, undertake the mission. Otherwi&e no man

may without presumption criter into contract for the Almiglity

to perform a certain work. liut if, on the other hand, the

power for miraculous result be not consciously realized, then

tlie Cliristian fervently prays for the externality with a cheerful

" peradventure God may give " the boon, and with the under-

lying reserve " thy will be done," the blessed result of which

prayer is to retain the human spirit in calm, resigned commun-

ion with the Divine Spirit. And the Church and the New Tes-

tament are chary of specifying external things in prayer to God.

Xo one claims that prayer-skill can dispense with tlie medical

profession, or that prayer-force can take the place of steam-

force in running rail-cars. The most Christian of ancient

pagans, Socrates, as Xenophon tells us, " prayed to the gods

to give us good things, realizing that the gods best know what

things are good ; but he thought tliat those praying for gold

and silver and power, or any of such things, prayed as it were
for a game of chance, not knowing how it might tui-n out."'

When the parent prays for the life of his sick child, perhaps
that child, if made to live, would be the curse of himself,

family, and country. When a prayer is offered for a national

specialty, its fulfillment may interfere with the divine adminis-

tration of the affairs of nations. The specialty is unbestowed,
but the retlex moral and spiritual benefit on the supplicator is

immeasurable.

As an actual physiological miracle, the restoration to health
by prayer must have the rarity of miracle, and require the
niost unequivocal proof, especially as means of convincing an
unbeliever. The prayer ordinarily offered, and that should be
'Ordinarily offered, at the sick-bed, is modest and submissive.
It is ordinarily but the earnestly expressed wish of human
syujpathy, reverently addressed to God, graciously by liim
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accepted as such, and resulting only in benign influences upon

the human feelings. Conscious communion in the devout

heart with God is itself to the feeble a tranquilizing, sustain-

ing, and restorative power. It is a supernaturalism, bringing us

nearer to him, and shading imperceptibly toward miracle. And
as there is something intrinsically spiritual also in the secret,

life-touching, curative power of medicine, so there is a blend-

ing of the two, the supernatural and the natural. This divine

communion and trust resting down upon 'the medicine is the

80 called " blessing on the means ;
" and I doubt not that the

sick and dying believer in Christ is many a time, especially in

diseases of mental and nervous nature, by this double power re-

stored. Such a case is a supernaturalism, but not a miracle.

The bold claim of a positive objective mikacle must be sus-

tained by unequivocal proof. The deep reality of the disease,

the instantaneous sequence of the cure, the completeness and

permanence of the restoration, and the trustworthiness of the

witnesses, must be perfectly clear. IS'or are these cases of such

frequency or regularity as to be calculated upon as to take

place in any hospital you may select.

But we are triumphantly told that Garfield's case presents

"the crucial test," "grander than that of Elijah." ISTot quite.

The discussing parties had entered into no compact. Mr. Wake-
man and his co-thinkers would never have accepted Garfield's

recovery as any proof of tl;e power of prayer, and Christians

never admitted his dying as any disproof. AVith both sides,

therefore, it was no test case.

And then, what Mr. Wakefield calls " the prayer of fifty

millions" never existed. One third of the nation, at least, in

deferential silence, was quite willing he should die. Two
thirds of the whole never prayed, even in form. A small

minority did devoutly pray ; but none of that choice few pos-

sessed the divine commission, the? prophetic impulse, or the

charismatic power of Elijah, and none, so far as I know, ever

claimed it. It was simply the earnest loinh of a large body of

our people, shaped into earnest, uninspired prayer by only the

devoutest hearts. What is thereby proved? AVhat nobody
ever denied, that the united prayer of our Christian body is

not sure of obtaining an external, physical miracle from God.

To assert such a surety would be to claim Church control over
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the pliysical forces of events of tlic world. "We would be glad

to be informed what Protestant autliority of our day ever

uttered such a claim? But all this touches not the spiritual

K.'(iuences within tlie spirit of man, on which alone Christianity

is ompliatic.

Two or three points made suj^plementary to the argument

wo may, in conclusion, notice.

To the argument in behalf of a Supernatural drawn from

tlie universality of the behef in the supernatural, Mr. Wakeman

answers somewhat contemptuously. Ee parallels such belief,

even the belief in God, Nvith the belief in '• fairies, witches,"

etc. But what are even those superstitions, we ask, but the

unenlightened forms of the same natural behef of the Super-

natural? When men's ideas are local and fragmentary, their

Fni)ernaturals are so. But even then they often mouotheist-

ic<dly believe in a supreme deity, though they possess not the

full conception of an Infinite Being. But when expanding

thought grasps firmly the realities of infinite space and limit-

less power, and sees the astronomic world to be a unit, the idea

of an omnipresent, omnipotent Unit over the whole bases itself

lirndy in the human soul. To the claim that the Supernatural

is a " want " of the soul, he first denies that " the general

want of a thing proves its existence." My aiiswer is, that for

every constitutional primary " want " of the human soul there

is the constituted supply, whether each individual obtains

possession of it or not. He next affirms that the "want" is

]>roduced by the belief, and will die with it. The reverse I

submit to be the fact. The belief is prompted by the instinct-

ive " want," and established by the intuitive reason, and will

live as long as the instinct does. To the appalling aspect of

these his denials of God, personality and immortality, he offers

the consolation of knowing " the truth." Well, the criminal

under death sentence, waiting for a reprieve, has a satisfaction

in at last knowing the worst of his case ; but that relieves not
tiie anguisli of knowing that his doom is death. Xor, for us,

docs tlie fixed certainty of our doom diminish our horror of
Its endless darkness. To all that horror these sad denials sur-

render us. To the deep questionings of the soul, "When shall

day dawn on the night of the tomb," what is the answer ?

Quoth the Eaven. " Nevekmore! "
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Art. IL—the EARLIEST CREED OF MANKIND.

The sacred books of Judaism and of Cliristianitj describe tlie

first human beings as having stood in direct personal fellow-

ship with the personal Creator of the world, as having received

instruction and commandments from him, as having at length,

in consequence of disobedience, been dispossessed of Eden and

subjected to a new, pi'ovidential, and gracious administration de-

vised for tlieir salvation. They teach that the descendants of tlie

first human pair recognized, by offerings and sacrifices, the be-

ing and claims of the Supreme Gcd,and tliat for a long time

—

certainly till after the Flood—a line of pious patriarchs main-

tained in the wicked vrorld the profession and testimony of

monotheistic believers.

The Koran is pervaded by the same idea. To Mohammed,
no less than to Moses and Paul, the theism of revelation was
the primitive faith of mankind

;
polytheism and its attendant

idolatry were of later origin, and traceable to spiritual blind-

ness and unbelief. In all three of tlie monotheistic religions

of the world, therefore, men are conceived of as commencino-

their history with a supernatural knowledge of the one true

and living God.

In the Christian world the first noteworthy treatise express-

ing dissent from this view was from the pen of the English

deist, David Hume. In his "Natural History of Religion,"

(published in 1755,) he lays down this as his first and funda-

mental proposition :
" Polytheism was the primary Religion of

Mankind."

His first argument in support of this thesis is an appeal to

the evidence of post-Christian history. He puts it thus

:

It is a matter of fact, incontestable, that about 1,700 years ago all

mankind were polytheists. The doubtful and skeptical principha of a
few philosoi)hers, or the theism, and that not entirely too pure, of one or

two nations, form no objection worth regarding. Behold, then, the clear

testimony of history. The farther we mount into antiquity the more do
we find mankind plunged into polytheism. Ko marks, wo symptoms of

any more perfect religion. The most ancient records of the human race

Btill present us with that system as the popular and established creed.

The North, the South, the East, the West, give their unanimous testimony
to the same fact. "What can be opposed to so full an evidence ?
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The force of tliis passage consists almost exclusively in its

C(>i»l positiveness of dogmatic assertion. Plainly, the condition

(if the majority of mankind 1,700 years ago affords no just cri-

terion by which to judge of the condition of tlie race thou-

h;inils of yeai-s before tliat. Indeed, to any believer in historic

cvoUition of any sort, it would seem antecedently certain that

tlse condition of men several thousand years after the com-

iiK-nccment of their existence nmst be very different indeed

from their primitive condition. But, furthermore, he grants

tliat 1,700 years ago the prevalence of polytheism was, after

jJI, not universal ; there were " one or two nations " of theists,

and even philosophers in other nations, who doubted the truth

of polytheism. It was absurd, therefore, to talk of ''the

vrunuTncrus testimony" of Xorth and South, East and West.

The second point urged by Hume is the improbability of the

pujiposition that " a barbarous, necessitous animal, sucli as man

is, on the first origin of society," a being "pressed by such nu-

liiorous wants and passions," should have had either the disposi-

ti(jn, or the capacity, or the leisure, so to study "the order and

frame of the universe" as immediately to be led "into the

jnire principles of theism." He grants that a careful and phil-

osophic consideration of the unity and order of the natural

world is sufficient to conduct one to an assured belief in the

being of one Supreme and Almighty Creator, but he says: '* I

can never think that this consideration could have an influence

on mankind when they formed their first rude notions of relig-

ion." Assuming that the first men must necessarily have been
'* an ignorant multitude," he says

:

It seems certain that, according to the natural progress of human thought,
thi- ignorant multitude must first entertain some groveling and familiar

ti'-liou of superior posvcrs before they stretch their conception to that

I"- rffct Being v,ho bestowed order on the whole frame of nature.

The force of this argument it is difficult to see. It all rests

'•jp<,ii two assumptions : first, the assumption that the first men
'-vt-ro the lowest barbarians—to use his o^m words, "barbarous,
necessitous animals

;
" and, secondly, the assumption that there

y-^S aj)art from the philosophic study of nature, no other way
!J» whii^h they could have obtained a belief in the existence of
'he Creator. As no religionist of any age has ever admitted
thoK^ assumptions, and as Hume adduces no particle of proof

2— FOUr.TlI SKUIES, VOL. XXXVI.
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for eitlier of them, this part of his argument is surely witliout

force.

His next and last point is the impossihility of the loss of the

monotheistic faith if it liad once been reached by the earliest

men. He says :

If men were at first led into the belief of one superior Being by rea-

soning from tbe frame of nature, tliey could never possibly leave [have

left] that belief in order to embrace polytheism; but the same priuciplcs

of reason which at first produced and difi!used over mankind so magnifi-

cent an opinion, must be [have been] able, with greater facility, to pre-

Eervc it. The first invention and proof of any doctrine is much more dif-

ficult than the supporting and retaining of it.

Here our author appears to even- poorer advantage than in

either of his former arguments. In the first place, as before,

he ignores the possibility of supposing a knowledge of God

by nicans of a divi7ie self-manifestation—thus covertly mis-

representing or evading the only point in debate. In the sec-

ond place, the assertion, that if the first men had attained to a

pure theism, they never could have left it and become poly-

theists, should be compared with his own later assertions in

section viii, of the same treatise, where he describes what he,

liimself, calls the " Flux and Eeilux of Polytheisjn and The-

ism." This section opens thus

:

It is remarkable that the principles of religion have a kind of flux and

reflux in the human mind, and that men have a natural tendency to rise

from idolatry to theism, and to sink again from theism into idolatry.

The author then states his well-known theory of the origin

of polytheism as the first form of religion, and his theory of

ihQ rise of monotheism out of polytheism. But when a peo-

ple have thus reached a belief in a God possessed of ''the

attributes of unity and affinity, simplicity and spirituality,"

there comes—so he declares—a natural relapse into polytheism.

The explanation of this is given in these words

:

Such refined ideas [as those of pure monotheism] being somewhat dis-

proportioncd to vulgar comprehension, remain not long in their original

purity, but require to be supported by the notion of inferior mediators or

subordinate agents, which interpose between mankind and their supreme

deity. These demi-gods, or middle beings, partaking more of human

nature, and being more familiar to us, become the chief objects of devo-

tion. . . . But as these idolatrous religions fall every day into grosser and

more vulgar corruptions, they at last destroy themselves, and by the vile
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roprosciitotions which they form of their duties make the tide turn again

toward theism.

Thus monotheism and polytheism are, to Hume, two oppo-

Fites, between which the human mind forever oscillates. This

bcinc: so, it is plain that this oscillation is grounded in reason,

or it is not. If it is grounded in reason, then primitive men

nriv have reasoned their way into monotheism as their first

relii^ious faith, and still have relapsed into polytheism as the

natural and rational reaction. On the other hand, if the oscil-

lation is not grounded in reason, then, as by hi:: own account

all later religious states of mankind have been unreasonable,

the fust may have been altogether different from what Hume
would have considered rational ; that is, may have been a state

of pure monotheism.

Such was Hume's attempted demonstration of the primitive-

ness of polytheism, and the whole of it.

Five years later, in ITGO, De Brosses, one of Voltaire's cor-

respondents, published his crude but noteworthy book on '" The

Worship of Fetiches ; or. Parallel of the x\ncient Eeligion of

Egypt with the present Ileligion of Xigritia." This was the

writer who first gave currency to the word " Fetichism," and

who first postulated it as the invariable antecedent of polythe-

ism. I3e Brosses, however, was a professed believer in primeval

divine revelation, and he made the Hebrews an exception to

his general claim that all ancient nations began with fetichism,

rose tlience to polytheism, and tended thence toward monothe-
i>ni. In the early part of the present century, however, Au-
gnste Comte, ignoring any primeval revelation, elevated De
i'roiscs's generalization into an absolute law of historic devel-

•

o|)mcnt. He gave the greater acceptability and influence to it

ly representing this law of theological progress as only part
of a yet broader social law, according to which humanity, hav-
ing traversed this "theological stage " in the manner indicated,

p.is-es next through a '• metaphysical " one, and finally attains

the '-scientific"' stage of atheistic positivism.

In Germany, in 1795, Hume's opinion found an able rcpre-

f^entutive in G. L. Bauer, of Altdorf, and ten years later we
find !Mciuers, in his " Univei-sal History of ReligioD," repeat-
ing and enforcing the notion of the absolute primitivcness
of fetichism. The rationalistic and pantheistic tendencies of
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German speculation aboi^t this time, were, of course, favorable

to any new theory which discredited tlie biblical one, and thus

it came to pass that before the middle of the present century

the De Brosses theory, in its completer Comtean form, became
almost universally adopted. Speaking of its prevalence, Max
M tiller says

:

All of us have been brought up on it. I, myself, certainly held it for

a long time, and never doubted it till I became more and more startled

by the fact that, while in the earliest accessible documents of religious

thought we look in vain for any very clear traces of fcticliism, they be-

come more and more frequent every-where in the latter stages of religious

development, and are certainly more visible in the later corruptions of

the Indian religion, bogiuning with the Atharvaua, than in the earliest

hymns of the "Rig Veda." *

For many years our works on primeval history have been

saturated with this idea. Even professedly Christian writers

upon the history of religions, and upon Comparative Theology,

have largely fallen in with the prevailing notion. As one has

well said, " The very theory has become a kind of scientific

fetich, though like most fetiches it seems to owe its existence

to ignorance and superstition."

For some time past, however, this long dominant dogma of

naturalism has been losing credit with all careful students of

the world's religions, and, indeed, with the more thorough pro-

fessional ethnologists. In his recent work, " The Hibbert

Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion," f Max Miiller,

himself for a long time, as we have seen, a believer in the the-

ary, publicly challenges its correctness. In Lecture Second,

after rapidly sketching the rise and remarkable prevalence of

the theory, he exposes, with much acuteness and with his usual

wealth of illustrative facts, the indiscriminateness with vvdiich

the term fetichism has l)een currently used, and the worthless-

ncss of evidence upon which Comte and others have relied.

He sets forth, respectfully, but strongly, the inadequacy of {heir

p^<ychological exploration of the origin of fetichism, and shows

that even the West African fetich-worshipers hold at the same

titnc otlier views properly polytheistic, or, in some cases, even

monotheistic. Sununing up his own conclusions, he says

:

* "Origin and Growtli of Religions," Lond. and N. Y., 1879, p. 58.

\ Reviewed by C. P. Tielc,. ia "Tbool. Tijschrifl," for May, 1379.
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The results at which wc have arrived, after examining the num<'rous

\»(irk>< ou fctichisni from the days of De Brosses to our own timo, may be

fijiiuiud up under four heads:

Fir.^t. The meaning of the word fetich has remained undefined from its

fir.st introduction, and has by most writers been so much extended that it

rmv iiicUide almost every symbolical or imitative representation of relig-

ious objects.

S'cond. Among people who have a history we find that every thing

whit h fulls under the category of fetich points to historical and psycho-

lc;.'iral antecedents. "We are, therefore, not justified in supposing that

it h.is been otherwise among people whose religious development happens

U) be unknown or inaccessible to us.

Third. There is no religion which has kept itself entirely free from feti-

chlsm.

Fourth. There is no religion which consists entirely of fetichism.*

So able an expose of the short-comings of tlie fetiehistic phi-

I'^sopliy of the origin of religion, coining from ihe pen of a writer

fo widely and deservedly popular, cannot fail to produce in the

A nglo-Saxon world of general readers and second-hand writers

a profound and wholesome impression.

Perhaps the most striking defect of this work of Miiller's

was his failure anywhere to recognize the fact that, so far as

this dogma of primitive fetichism is concerned, he was really

dealing with an issue which in advanced circles was already

<I»-a(l. Ten or fifteen years earlier his polemic would have
done many times the good it can now. During this period a
decided change has taken place. There remained a decade or
two ago a further step, and but one further step, for the advo-
<'ates of the naturalistic view of the origin of religion to take,

llinae had made polytheism the primitive faith; Comte thought
to go back of this, and to postulate a still more rudimentary
form as antedating polytheism. It remained to go back of
fytichisni and predicate of the first men ahsolute atheisra.

iliis, various recent authors have done, prominent among
>vli.,m, in England, is Sir John Lubbock. In chapter iv of his
^\'"rk, n-iiscalled '' The Origin of Civilization, and the Primitive
< Voidition of ]Man," f he classifies " the first great stages of re^

hglous thought " as follows

:

I'irst. Atheisni ; "understanding by this term not a denial of

* "Oricin and Growth of Religion," p. 115.
"•

•f
The first edition was published in 1870. t
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the existence of a deity, but an absence of any definite ideas on

the subject."

Second. JFciichism. In tlie state of primeval atheism men
were " not without a behef in invisible beings." They espe-

cially believed in human shadows, ghosts, and the people seen,

in dreams, etc., though these spirits were not conceived of as

immortal, or as possessing any supernatural powers. They

were feared only because they were supposed to have power

and disposition to inflict disease or otherwise injure men yet in

the flesh. Now, inasmuch as it was believed that, by means of

the fetich, these evil spirits could be controlled and coerced to

the will of the worshiper, fetichism, viewed in its relation to

religious development, is proriounced by Lubbock " a decided

Btep in advance." Viewed in itself, " it is mere witchcraft."

Third. Totemi^m, or Xature-worship. This our author no-

where clearly distinguishes from fetichism. In this stage of

religious progress

—

The savage does not abandon his belief in fetichism, from ^^hich, in-

deed, no race of men lias yet entirely freed itself, but he superinduces on

it a belief in beings of a higher and less material nature. In this stage

every thing may be worshiped— trees, stones, rivers, mountains, the

heavenly bodies, plants, and animals.

Fourth. Shamanism. "As Totemism overlies Fetichism, so

docs Shamanism overlie Totemism." Here the gods are con-

ceived of as far more "powerful than men," as "of a dillerent

nature," as residing far away, and as "accessible only to the

Shamans," who are " occasionally honored by the presence of

the deities, or are allowed to visit the heavenly regions." This

in its turn is pronounced "a considerable advance" over the

preceding stage of religious thought.

Fifth. Idolatry, or Anthropomorphism. Here "the gods

take still more completely the nature of men, being, however,

more powerful. They are still amenable to persuasion ; they

are a part of nature, and not creators. They are represented

by images or idols."

Sixth. To the sixth stage no name is given; but it is de-

scribed as one in which "the deity is regarded as the autlior,

not merely a part, of nature. He becomes foi^ tVie first time a

really supernatural being."

Seventh. In this lost and liighest stage, which he also leaves
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uuelirlstened, morality becomes "for the first time associated

with religion."
*

We will not stop to criticise in detail tin's extremely confused

and ill-named classification, or the assumptions on which it rests.

Its most characteristic feature is its postulation of ^universal

primitive atheism as antedating every form of religious devel-

ttjtment in our race. So far as he rests this dogma, either upon

the affirmed absence of all religious beliefs and usages among

the lowest savages of to-day, or upon the principle that the re-

ligious conceptions of a people are al\\ays in exact proportion

to its degree of civilization, his refutation quickly began. The

next year after the publication of his work, in a learned treatise

on "Pnmitive Culture," E. B. Tylor challenged several of

Lubbock's authorities for the statement that non-religious tribes

luive been found, while in his new work on " The Human Spe-

cies," 1879, the learned and able Professor of Anthropology in

tlie Paris Museum of Xatural History, Quatrefages, went yet

further, not only maintaining, with Tylor, that no atheistic

tribe of savages has yet been discovered, but also expressly

denying the proposition that elevation of religious conceptions

invariably corresponds to the elevation of a people in the scale

of general civilization or knowledge of the arts. The fact that

these objections to the hypothesis of primitive atheism came,

not from theologians, but from scientific men—from fellow-

Btudents in the fields of anthropology and ethnology—gave

them, with many, all the greater weight. The careful reader,

however, cannot fail to see that the only difi'crcnce between

Lubbock and some of his critics is merely one of name and not

of thing—that the alleged primitive state which he calls athe-

istic exactly corresponds to what Tylor and Darwin would de-

K-ribc as the earliest form of animistic religion, and to what
• Herbert Spencer would call the first rudimentary beginnings
of ghost and ancestor worship. !Xor can we fail to see that the

consistent Darwinian evolutionist must place the beginnings of

human lustory so near the plane of the brute-life as to make it

almost certain that its first stage was truly non-theistic, if not,

ijidt-ed, altogether non-religious.

1 recisely at this point notice should be taken of the elaborate

^vork of Otto Caspari, of Heidelberg, entitled ^'J)le UrgeschicJUe

* Chaps. iv-vL
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der Ifenschkdt, mit Ruchsicht auf die naturlkhe Entwich
elung des fruhcsten Geisteslelens,'' ('' The Primitive History
of Mankind, with Pwcspect to the Natural Evolution of the
Earliest Spiritual Life.") This two-volumed treatise was issued
at Leipsic m IS 72, and reached a second edition in 1877. A
very large portion of it is devoted to the exposition of the
author's view of the origin and natural evolution of relicrion in
the early history of the race. This view is characterised by
an originality and elaborated with an ingenuity which render
the book as fascinating to the student as the most absorbing
romance. The author is a pure and professed evolutionist, bu't
instead of attempting to solve his problem with Lyell and
Brocii from the data of Paleontology, or with Darwin and
Hackel from the data of Zoology, or with Huxley and Bastian
from the data of Biology, or with Miiller and A'oire from the
data of Philology, or with Prichard and Peschel from the data
of Ethnology, or with Tylor and Lubbock from the data of
Culture-History, or with Waitz and Topinard from the data of
General Anthropology, he approaches it and grapples with it
as a problem for that higher and broader science to which all
of the above are tributary—the science to which its German
originators have given the name, Volker-psychoJogie, (Ethnic or
Anthropic Psychology.) He cannot consider the problem
solved until, beginning with the psychological facts of brute-
hfe, we are able to represent to ourselves the successive stej^s
and stages by which the originally animal mind slowly evolved
all the spiritual and religious conceptions, emotions, habits, and
ideals of the historic and actual human race. His own attempt
to do this is not free from ai-bitrary assumptions or inconsist-
encies, but, as a M-hole, it is a marvel of subtile analysis and
constructive ability. In contrast with it the expositions of
Hume and Lubbock appear as clumsy and grotesque as the

'

early theories of geology, described in Goldsmith's " Book of
Nature," now look to the modern student.
One of the oldest of the antisupernatiiralist explanations of

the origin of religion is that which ascribes it to the ignorant
and superstitious fears of earliest men.

"Primus in orbe deos fecit timor,"

wrote Petronius, and Lucretius's fuller exposition of the same'
notion IS familiar. No such explanation satisfies Caspari. He
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cinnot conceive how fear could ever become that compound of

reverence and love which is of tlie essence of religion. Fear

simply prompts the brute to shun, as far as may be, the object

feared. Equally unsatisfactory is the notion that the heavenly

bodies and the sublimer phenomena of nature inspired the awe

and curious questionings out of which religion could have

"•rown. The primitive man, like the anthropoid brute, took

no notice of the remote and lofty. Nothing had interest for

him save that which was perceived to be vitally related to him

in the struggle for existence. The range of his conceptions

and of his sympathies was limited to the objects which were

his allies or his enemies in this perpetual battle. Keligion,

tlierefore, is not to be traced to any inworking of nature or of

natural objects upon the human mind. It had a deeper and

yet more obWous genesis in natural human relationships. The
tirst and root-form of all piety was filial piety. The first object

of truly religious regard was the parent. This reverential and

altectionate regard of tlie consciously ignorant, weak, an*d de-

l>ondent child for the indefinitely wise, strong, and helpful

futlier or mother is essentially religious. At an extremely

early date it must have become extended from the parent to

the all-defending and all-regulating tribal chieftain, and to the

aged and experienced counselors of the rude primeval commu-
nities. The natural tendency of uncivilized men to gesture-

language must have produced habitual forms of rendering
homage—the germ of which w^e may observe in the homage
paid by the bees to their queen—and thus parents, chieftains,

and sages were the first objects of religious reverence and
ii'Muage among men. As yet men had no conceptions of
nature as a whole, no intellectual interest in stars or trees or
animals, no mental provocation to worship any thing else than
''ihe etJdcaUy exalted,'' as it appeared in the narrow circle of
the family and tribal life. There Nvas no thought of an unseen
^vorld, no idea of souls, no proper conception even of death.
i ne dead man was supposed to be simply asleep, or in a long
swoon. Leiug self-evidently helpless for the present, like a
fciok member of the family, he called out natural pity and care.
i*ood and drink were placed in readiness against his re-awaken-

J",^-

If he had to be left behind, he was put in a cave to protect
'»»'« against wild beasts, and his weapons were left for his use.
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On the basis of this ridive conception of things tlie rise of

animal worship first becomes conceivable. The beast which
has devoured a man, living or dead, is now as much man as

beast. The man has not ceased to be, he has simply blended

his life in that of the beast, and become a " half-beast." The
ferocity of the new compound is easily mistaken for an angry

wish on the part of the late man to take vengeance on his rela-

tives or associates for not having more eifectually protected

hun from the devouring animal. But if the man-beast is human
enough to remember and avenge such real or supposed r.eglects

on the part of his late friends, he must be human enough to

recognize and appreciate any well-meant attempts to appease

his anger and propitiate his favor. Hence a natural basis, not

for universal animal worship, but for the worship of the more
common carnivora, and these Caspari endeavors to show were

the first that attained such distinction.

Here, also, is found the origin of Cannibalism. A man has

killed liis foe. If he leaves him merely dead, he will some time

come to life again as bad as ever. If haply a wild beast first

come and devour him, he will then become a ferocious and

malevolent " man-beast "—a worse enemy than ever. There is

no way of making the victory final and secure, except by eating

him up one's self. Then the life and valor of the slain becomes

the life and valor to the, slayer. Even the eating of othci-s than

foes becomes in this way intelligible. As the Fan iSTcgroes are

said to eat
—" with a certain tenderness "—the corpses of their

wives and children, so the primitive man, seeking the safest

possible place for the body of his dead friend, may have thought

it a far friendlier act to eat him up than to leave him to take

his chances at the hand of worms under-ground, or beasts of

prey above it. Between the two motives, the desire to appro-

priate the vital forces of the foe and the wish to do the best

possible thing for the unwakable friend, our author thinks that

anthropophagy became in the first age of the world almost uni-

versal. The very piety of the surviving for the dead contrib-

uted to the dissemination of the revolting custom.

Our limits \nll not permit an equally full account of the re-

maining steps by which religion has become wliat it has been

and is in the world. Suffice to say that possible millenniums

from the beginning of Iwiman history towai'd the end of the
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'* Stone. Age," there occurred the greatest revolution in human

thought and belief and life wliich the race has yet witnessed.

Tliis was brought about by the rise and adoption of the belief

that trees and men and beasts—in line, all natural objects—are

possessed of invisible, impalpable, vital principles—souls. That

wliich evoked and supported this strange, new notion vs'as a dis-

covery which, estimated by the breadth and profoundness of

its intluence, must be placed at the bead of all others : the dis-

covery, namely, of tlie art of kindling fire. Tiiis mysterious

and novel power of evoking what seemed a bright and living

being from the realm of tlie invisible, by means of the " fire-

drill,'' half be%\dldered even the priestly caste, in whoso hands

the awful secret lay. Their attempts to use it led to Sha-

manism and a sincere magic. By means of the observed vital

heat of living things, and the coldness of the dead, the new

element Avas quickly identified with the inner essence of life

itself, and the new art the more commended to universal atten-

tion by means of its beneficent applications in the hands of the

Flamens or Fire-priests to the'purposes of heating. The same

identification of heat and life soon associated phallus and fire-

drill, and introduced the strange and apparently monstrous

aberration of Phallic worship. Under these new ideas it wius

oidy natural that sun and star and lightning flash should

come to have a now significance for man, and make their im-

press on religion. Animal worship was profoundly modified

in ways ingeniously set forth. The simple oblations of the

earlier period give place to sacrifice to fire, and to the heaven-

ly bodies. So strong is the desire to become transformed into

wiiite, flaming spirits, and to be joined to the supernal fellow-

ship of such, that men bring themselves as offerings, and seek

transfiguration in the holy altar flames. Hence human sacri-

fices
; hence also incremation of the dead. In time, the idea of

the soul takes on greater and greater definiteness ; so also the
idea of the immaterial supersensual gods. The long-continued

stimulation of the imagination renders myth-constructions pos-

^i!^le. Some of the great priesthoods of history invent hiero-

.ulyphic and alphabetic writing, and in time there naturally

follow sacred books, cosmogonies, codes of religious laws, etc.,

«tc. The magic wand of the first fire-bringer has at last created
a spiritual and unseen counterpart to the world which is seen.
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ing our faitli by superstitious feticliism, the liigliest of us by

attempts at a purely spiritual worship. That liighest Christian

conception, " God is light, and in him is no darkness at all," is

simply the culmination of a mode of thinking which started

ages ago with the spark which some savage prehistoric flint-

chipper struck out of the flinty stone.

The brevity of this sketch of Caspari's theory renders it im-

possible to do full justice to the skill and plausibility with

which he has elaborated it. Still less have we time for that

detailed review which would be needed were we to undertake

a refutation of the scheme in part or whole.

In striking opposition to the theory of Caspar! stands that

of Jules BaissaCy elaborated iii his ^''Origines do la Relin-

ion^ * He too begins with primitive animality, and proposes to

trace the rise and natural evolution of religion from that far-off

starting-point of the human race. But, instead of magnifying

the initial influence of a pure domestic life in Caspari's truly

German method, Baissac—in a manner characteristically French,

shall we say ?—starts Avith a deification of mere maternity, con-

ceived of as self-originating and self-sufficing. This form of

religion prevailed during the remote period anterior to the

time w^hen it was discovered that males had any participation

in the procreation of the species. The religious symbols of

that far-oii age were les elevations et tumescences terrestres,

naturelles on artificielles, et les cavites sonterraines; les tumes-

cences coinme image du sein maternel en etat de pregnation et

les profondeurs et cavites comme ventre sacre de la divine

mere. De la le culte des ballons ou montagnes a croupe ar-

rondie ; de Id le symbolismc des tumuli, des pyramides, des

grottes, des puits, des labyrinthes, des dolmens. lu this period

all motherhood is divine, and all life and change in nature

mentally represented as a spontaneous and exclusively female

conceiving and bringing forth.

In the second period, which is still anterior to the idea of

marriage, and to the establishment of the idea of personal prop-

erty or individual rights, the function of the male principle

has been discovered ; and now Nature, the divine mother, is

conceived of as analogous to a M'oman of the })eriod, a mother

* Paris, 2 tomes, 1877.
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fecundated onlj by male energy, but by male energy from any

quarter. To use Baissac's own terms, she is a prostitnee divine

ayant son symbole dans la Terre ouverte a tons les gcrmes.*

In the third period the two principles arc brought into a re-

btion of equality, and now tlie divine becomes hermaphrodite.

In the fourth the male principle is given priority, the relig-

ious symbols of maternity give place to the phallic symbols,

the institutions of marriage and property arise, the power of

atmospheric and celestial divinities begins to supersede that of

earth spirits. The fifth stage is marked by the entire predom-

inance of these celestial divinities and the definite rejection of

the ancient chthonian and subterranean powers. In the sixth

comes the final separation of the Heaven and the Earth, the

idea of creation and the idea of an almighty and transcendent

Creator of all things.

The manner in which the author elaborates this savory inter-

pretation of the liistory and symbolism of religion, through two
of.'tavo volumes of 300 pages each, is as ingenious as it is dis-

gusting.

Tlie best refutation of whatever is wrong in all these new
evohitional concej)tions of primoi'dial religion will be found,

not in a blind and indiscriminate polemic against them en masse,

but in showing how every departure from the traditional con-

ception involves the careful thinker in perplexing if not insolu-

ble problems, and how easily all the real facts on which these

proposed departures are based can be arrayed in support of the

traditional conception. To this task we turn.

First, then, according to Genesis, the earliest representatives
of the human race begun their existence in Paradise unclad,
unhoused, and possessed of none of the outward and visible

signs of what is called civilization. Had Afr. Lubbock
been permitted at the time to visit the spot, he would have
seen—so far as Moses suggests—no printing-press, no power-
loom, perhaps not even a " fire-drill " or flint " arrow-head."
IJe would have seen no gcd, no Miltonic guard of angels, no
Kden gates, no temple nor altar. He would' only have no-
ticed, in the luxuriant tropical landscape, a wealth of graceful
animal fonns, rising in manifold gradations, and culminating
»n two fair human figures. He would doubtless have gone his

* Page 131.
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way and reported at the next meeting of the Antliropological

Society the discovery of a now Otaheite, whose naked and art-

less inhabitants were evidently at the bottom of the scale as

respects "cuUure," and in the sub-fetichistic, "atheistic stage"

as respects religion. So doing, he would have committed no

greater blunder than many of his favorite reporters have made

in describing such people as the Andaman Islanders.*

According to the old conception, no less than according to

the new, the arts were only gradually developed. Men were

destitute of the art of metal-working and of all to which that

was essential until the days of Tubal Cain. Musical instru-

ments there were none, until invented by Jubal. Every thing

in Sacred Scripture indicates the kind of social and industrial

progress for which, in connection with the beginnings of human
society, one would naturally look.

So far,tlien,tho believer in Sacred History has no occasion what-

ever to disagree with the believer in ISTatural History. Hackel

and Peschel and Caspar! hold, with Moses, to the monogenesis of

the race, and even place their imaginary " Lemuria " just under

the northern jiortion of the Indian Ocean, hard by one of the

traditional seats of Eden. Tlieir account of man's migrations

from that center, and of his primeval destitution of the arts, con-

flict with no fact recorded in Holy Scripture. Neither party

can tell precisely how long the period antecedent to the rise of

the first great historic civilizations of Asia, Egypt, and Greece

lasted, and neitlier can tell how long ago it terminated, so that

even in their confessed ignorances both are in accord.

But, secondly, the believer in Sacred History, Hebrew or

Ethnic, cannot accept the eagerly advocated notion that the

intellectual condition of the earliest men was not higher than

that of the lowest savages of to-day. Ignorant of many things

tliose earliest generations must have been, but it is equally cer-

tain that they must have been above the line which separates

stationary or retrograding peoples from progressive ones. They

were men capable of investigating the powers and laws of

nature, of originating arts absolutely new in the history of tlic

* For the complete vindication of this statement, see Sir Henry Sumner }.[aine,

"Early Law and Custom," London, 18='3. pp. 229-231
;

Quntrcf.ities, "The Human

Species," N. Y., 1879, chap, xxxv; and especially Iloskoll, ''Has Religiouiwtsn

d/T roheslen Katurvolker,^^ Leipsic, 18S0.
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world, and of making successive inventions which revolnticwi-

ized the social state.

With this representation we should expect the Darwinian on

fobcr second thought to agree. For it is a well-known fact

that our lowest savages are dying out, while the men who peo-

pled the world in accordance with the law of the survival of

the littest, at a period in the earth's history when, in important

respects, according to Darwin, the environment was less favor-

able to the human struggle for existence tlian now—must have

been superior to these degenerating and vanishing tribes. And
as all evolutionists, in enumerating the qualities which win in

the struggle for existence, lay great stress upon ouperior intel-

lectual endowments, it is only a natural inference that the native

intelligence of the earliest men was at least superior to that of

the lowest modern savage. Turning to the writers in question

v,-e find our antecedent expectations confirmed. Thus Mr. Her-

bert Spencer, in his " Principles of Sociology," expresses him-

self as follows

:

Tliere are sundiy reasons for suspecting that existing men of the lowest

types, forming social groups of the simplest kinds, do not exemplify men
as they originally were. Probably most of thera, if not all of them, had
ancestors in higher states, and among their beliefs remain some which,

were evolved during those higher states. . . , There is inadequate war-

rant for the notion that the lowest savagery has always been as low as it

is now. . . . That supplanting of race by race, and thrusting into corners

puch inferior races as are not exterminated which is now going on so ac-

tively, and which has been going on from the earliest recorded times,

nuist have been ever going on. And the implication is that remnants of

iuftrior races, taking refuge in inclement, barren, and otherwise unfit re-

gions, have retrograded.*

In like manner Darwin himself conceives of the first men
as capable of rising in thought above the knowledge furnished

by the senses, as able to represent is themselves the unseen and,

i>j)intual. And ho expressly calls their mental faculties " high,"

buying :
" The same high mental faculties which first led men

to believe in unseen spiritual agencies, then in fetichism, poly-

tlieism, and ultimately in monotheism, would infallibly lead

him. so long as his reasoning }>owers remained poorly developed,
to various strange superstitions and customs," f Thus Darwin

* "Principles of Sociology," pp. lOG-109.

f "Descent of Man, vol. i, p. 66.
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justly considers the character of the very aberrations of the

human intellect in its infantile stage a striking proof of the

loftiness of its powers.

Lubbock ascribes to the earliest men a like ability to conceive

of the supersensual, and to govern themselves largely by ideals.

Though sometimes speaking of the primitive generations as in a

state of '• utter barbarism," or as having been " no more advanced

than the lowest savages of to-day," this seems to occur only by

inadvertence, for in the later editions of his already quoted work
on " The Origin of Civilization," (page 4S3,) he expressly ad-

mits and asserts that he does not regard cannibals as representa-

tives of the first men.* On the same page he says :
" It may

be as well to state empliatically that all brutal customs are not,

in my opinion, primeval. Human sacrifices, for instance, were,

I think, certainly not so."

Caspari also afhrms that the social state of tlie North Ameri-

can Indians and of the Australians is not primitive, but a re-

sult of degeneration. He says :
"We know a succession of such

tribes of which, in fact, only aiisgeartete verhommene Banden
und staatlicJie Splitter remain in existence, who, wild and sav-

age, wander about in the primitive forests miserably to per-

ish." t

Tylor takes the same general ground, maintaining that the

best representatives of primitive men are not the lowest but

" the higher" of the uncivilized races. Thus he says:

In a study of the native myths of the world it is hardly practicable to

Btart from the conceptions of the very lowest human tribes and to work

upward from thence to fictions of higher growth
;
partly because our in-

formation is meager as to the beliefs of these shy and seldom quite intel-

ligible folk, and partly because the legends they possess have not reached

that artistic and systematic shape which they attain to among races next

higher in the scale. It, therefore, answers better to take as a foundation

the mj-thology of the North American Indians, the South Sea Islanders,

* Let us hope that it is by a like inHdvertenco merely that Professor Sa^-ce

speaks of " the savai,'0 tribes of the modern world, and the still more savage tribes

nraoDg whom the Inngunges of tlie earth took their start:'—Introduction to the

Science of Lawjuaje. vol. ii, p. 31. Compare p. 269, wliere spooking of iho

mythopoeio man, whom he con'^ider.' a considerable advance! on the pri:nitiv(3

savajre, the professor say.s: " ITc had not yet learned to dislinsuish between tho

lifeless and the living ;
" " he had not yet realized that might existed which his.

senses could not perceive."

f Vol. i, p. 113.
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%.ni\ other hiph savage tribes wlio test represent in modem times the early

^lithvlogical period ofTiuman history.*

In chapter ii of the same work he presents the evidence

that many of the very lowest tribes of the modern world have

lK'<«omc wliat they are by degeneration.

I>iit, thirdly, if the best representatives of the first men must

1k' fc-onght, not among the lowest, but rather among the higher, of

tho uncivilized peoples, then surely we are justified in rejecting

tiic notion of all those writers who, since the time of De Brosses

and Comte, have maintained that primitive men personified and

vit;ili/.ed and fetichised all natural objects about them.

On this point the author of the " Outlines of Cosmic Philos-

opliy " is. less clear-sighted than his master. Boldly and ably

ail he criticises Comte in some other particulars, in this Mr. Fiske

eurronders to him wholly. He says: "We may safely assert,

with Comte, that the earhest attitude assumed by the mind in

interpreting nature was.a fetichistic attitude." f Herbert Spen-

ct'.'', however, recognizing the fact that the lower mammals,
birds, and even insects, are able to distinguish animate from in-

animate objects, and that to deny this capacity to the first men
Would be to make them less and lower than animals, commits
iiiniself unreservedly to the view in harmony with that of the

biblical record. Quoting the stock examples of savages who, on
tir-t seeing a watch or a compass, imagined that it was alive, he
.shows the naturalness of the mistake, and very properly says :

\\c must exclude these mistakes made in classing things which ad-
vniiced arts have made to simulate living things; since such things mis-
l'u<l tlic primitive man in ways unlike those in which he can be misled by
t'lc natural objects about him. Limiting ourselves to his conceptions of
tlH.-j; natural objects, we cannot but conclude that his classification of
tJi'-in into animate and inanimate is substantially correct. Concluding
tiUH, we are obliged to diverge at the outset from certain interpretations
currently given of his superstitions. The assumption, tacit or avowed.
|i;'»t tlic primitive man tends to ascribe life to things which are not living
'« dearly an untenable assumption. Consciousness of the difference be-
^7'" the two, growing ever more definite as intelligence evolves, must
•' in him more definite than in all lower creatures. To suppose that
Without cause he begins to confound them, is to suppose the process of
fviiluiion inverf,.,! +on inverted.

|

• ''Primitive Culture," vol. i,p. 321. f Vol. i, p. 178, d passim.

\ "IViiiciplcs of Sociology," pp. 143, 144.

3--F0L:RTH SKKIKS, VOL. XXXVI.
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This \rriter, tlierefore, whom Darwin in one passage calls

" our great pliilosopher," explicitly rejects the dogma of the

primitiveness and universality of animism and fetichism among
the earliest men. According to him animistic and fetichistic

beliefs were not " primary beliefs," they wei'e errors into which

"the primitive man was betrayed during liis early attempts to

understand the surrounding world." " The primitive man no
more tends to confound animate with inanimate than inferior

creatures do." (P. 14G.)

Caspari, too, as we have seen, denies to fetichism a primiti%-e

character. Ascribing its lise to the new ideas which the dis-

covery of the art of fire-kindhng produced, he makes the wor-

ship of " the morally exalted," {des sittlich Erhabenen^ repre-

sented by the personal father, the tribal chieftain, and tlie de-

ceased ancestor far older, possibly thousands of years older,

than any worsliip of fetiches. With Lubbock there is no moral

element in religion until it reaches its last and highest stage.

With Caspar*, on the contrary, religion is essentially moral in

its first emergence, and lias from the first moment of its ex-

istence an actual and relatively worthy personal object. This

is a prodigious scientific advance from the positions of Hume,
Comte, Lubbock, and all their followers, and by postulating a

high moral nature and moral life at the very beginnings of

human history, it renders the biblical conception of those be-

ginnings, not only conceivable, but even antecedently probable..

Fourthly, the Bible and the sacred traditions of nearly all

peoples represent monogamy as the first form of marriage, as-

cribing all deviations from it to the ungoverned selfish passions

of men. This view, Lubbock and the writers whom he has fol-

lowed, M'Lcnnan and Morgan, emphatically reject. These the-

orists claim that among the first men the late Oneida Com-
munity system of " complex marriage," or, as Lubbock calls it,

" communal marriage," universally obtained. The appropriate-

ness of the term marriage is very far from clear. The first

communities were mere herds, in which all the women were
"•wives" to all the men. In M'Lennan's opinion "the next

stage was that form of polyandry in which bi'others had their

wives in common ; afterward came that of the levirate, that

is, the system under which, when an elder brother died, his

second brother married the widow, and so on with the others
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in succession. Thence he considered that some tribes branched

ulT into endogamy, others into exogamy ; that is to say, some-

f.irhadc marriage out of, others within, the tribe. If either of

tlif^-e two systems was older than the other, he considers that

i'X()"-aniy must have been the more ancient. Exogamy was

liAscd on infanticide, and led to the practice of marriage by

capture. Lubbock, on the contrary, believes that the commun-

;i! marriage, which he assumes to have been the primitive form,

•' was gradually superseded by individual marriage founded

on capture, and that this led, firstly, to exogamy, and then to

female infanticide, thus reversing Mr. M'Lennau's order of

w?quonce. Endogamy and regulated polyandry, though fre-

<pient," he says, " I regard as exceptional, and as not entering

into the normal progress of development." * Still different is

the theory of Bacliofen, set forth in his work entitled " i^czs

MuiterrecliV Assuming sexual promiscuity as the primordial

ttate, he considers that under this system the women—instead

of being rendered more and more debauched and corrupted by

the practice, as we might suppose—became, on the contrary, in

process of time so refined, that after a season they felt shocked

and scandalized by the beastly state of things, revolted against

it, and established a system of marriage with female supremacy,

the liusband being subject to the wife, property and descent

being required to follow the female line, and women enjoying

the principal share of political power.

(Gradually, however, the more spiritual ideas associated with

fatherhood prevailed over the more material ideas associated

with motherhood. The father came to be considered the real

author of life to the offspring, the mother a mere nurse, prop-

erty and descent were traced in the male line, sun-worship

superseded moon worship, men absorbed all political power

—

ni a word, as primitive " Hetairismus " was followed by the
^ Mother-law " system, so this now gave way to the hiodern

^K'ial state.

Tile chief evolutionist authorities disagreeing so widely on
thi^ point, it is surely proper to look further. So doing, we
^'•i>d a number of at least equally respectable, scientific, and

*IH.c\dative representatives of the evolutional school, who ex-

pressly question, if they do not openly reject, the dogma of

* " Origia of Civilization," pp. 94, 95.
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universal sexual promiscuity as the primeval social state. Thus
Herbert Spencer argues tlirough many pages of his " Principles

of Sociology " against M'Lennan, chiiming that monogamy must

be conceived of as going back to the begiiming. Kowever
unsettled social and sexual relations then were, " promiscuity,"

he affirms, "was checked by the establishment of individual

connections prompted by men's likings, and maintained against

other men by force." (P. 665.) Again he says :
" The im-

pulses which lead primitive men to monopolize other objects

of value must lead them to monopolize women." (P. C)i6A:.)

And again :
" Monogamy dates back as far as any other marital

relation." (P. 69S.) Darwin takes substantially the same view,

positively discrediting the alleged sexual promiscuity of the

earliest communities.*

In like manner another of the latest of English writers on

this subject, James A. Farrcr, in his book entitled " Primitive

Manners and Custoins," f emphatically rejects the notion that a

brutal and forcible bride-capturing was ever universal, and de-

nies that the customs relied upon by M'Lennan and others to

prove its prevalence are to be viewed as a survival of such a

custom. As to the absolutely first form of marriage he does

not express an opinion, but the theory of primitive monogamy

would better agree with his general representation than any

otlier. The same may be said of Caspari, who, though he does

not expressly postulate the priority of monogamy, yet ascribes

to filial piety a role in the first origination of religion which

seems to necessitate such a postulate.:}: So Mr. John Fiske's

suggestion, that the transition from the anthropoid animals to

truly human beings was probably effected by the prolongation

of infancy and of parental care incident to the slower evolution

of a highly complex organism, and, by the family life thus ne-

cessitat'ed and brought about, is more harmonious with the

doctrine of primitive monogamy than with any other. It

would not be surprising, therefore, if this class of considera-

tions, which we meet again in Noire's theory of the origin of

language, should gradually lead ta such a reconstruction of

Darwinian sociology as will }-K)Stulatc monogamy as the one and

only form of sexual relation by virtue of which man could have

" Descent of Man," voK ii, pp. 362-36T. t London, 1879.

X Soe vol. i, pp. 322, 358. 3C7.
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xTx-vn out of tlie lower and preceding animal orders. Mr.

Sp-nccr culls Mr. Fiske's suggestion "an important" one, and

!;i: rxplains it in a note appended to a significant declaration

rr.jK'cting the biological and sociological value of monog-

xv.w. (P. 630.) Elsewhere, after stating that " Irregular re-

\.\\\o\\i of the sexes are at variance with the welfare of the

KK'icty, of the young and of the adults," and after ascribing

{ho 1,'nidual d^^ing out of the Andanianese to their promiscuity

«.f R-xual relation,* he says :
" We may infer that the progeny

of fuch unions (as had a degree of exclusiveness and durability)

were more likely to be reared and more likely to be vigorous."

(I*. 0«)0.) Agaiti, a page or two later, he uses this language :

•' As under ordinary conditions the rearing of more numerous

and stronger offspring must have been favored by more regular

K-xual relations, there must on the average have been a tendency

fur those societies most characterized by promiscuity to disap-

jH-ar before those less characterized by it." (P. 671.) But

."^jH-iicor himself must grant that in the earliest ages, upon the

w!n»le, the race multiplied and spread from generation to gen-

f-nition, so that we must at least conclude from his o^vn declara-

tion that the approximately monogamous societies and unions

wiTo more numerous than the approximately promiscuous ones.

Fiftldy, the Bible represents the earliest men as capable of

••ntcrtaining the conception of a supreme Divine Being, the

M.ikur of the heavens and earth, the Creator and rightful Lord
«'f men. It represents them as capable of realizing the moral ob-

l!;,Mtion of obedience to the Creator, and as possessed of freedom
t" obey or to refuse. It gives us to understand that as a matter
'•' fact a few, then as now, were faithful to their light and to

••hvir convictions of duty, while the greater part lived in con-

•^•K'us violation of the promptings of their own consciences.

As a natural consequence immoralities multiplied; these de-

'••"•ralized and brutalized those who practiced them. Then
'•'.moralized and brutalized parents were followed by children
'•>j Well instructed and less well endowed than they themselves
^'\ been, and so despite exceptional men and exceptional

* ^'r- K. n. Man's recent pciper on the Andaman Islanders ("The Journal of

' -^ A'ltlirr.pological Institute," vol. xii, i, G9, and ii, 13) denies tlie alleged sexual
»'"' riiis'-uity, ahd illustrates the worthlessness of much of the evidence on which
»' P-Ur ethnot'raphors n.ly
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families who were more faithful to conscience, the general

demoralization went on. The song of Lamech (Gen. iv, 23, 21)

is the song of a true savage, though of one who has kno\^m the

law of right and duty. One can hardly read it without imagin-

ing it first sung in a kind of domestic war-dance in the hut of

its polygamous author. lie glories in his homicides, and evi-

dently belongs to those who with savage lust and brutality

" took them wives of all which they chose." lie was a repre-

sentative of his Cainite kindred. By the mass of these, and

those who intermarried with them, the Father and Lord of all

creatm-es was ignored and gradually misconceived and, at last,

superseded by creations of man's own disordered mind and

heart, until the pure primitive religion of the righteous patri-

archs became a false worship as irrational and immoral as the

mass of those who gave themselves to its loathsome and cruel

practices. AVith some i)opulations this abnormal and immoral

evolution proceeded to thoroughly unnatural and self-destructive

results, such as religious prostitution, sodomy, human sacrifices,

cannibalism, etc. On the other hand, then as now, fidchty to

truth and goodness led its possessor to larger knowledge and

to higher spiritual experiences. Then, as ever, the principle

held good, " To him that hath shall be given." Hence along-

side and within and above the histonc evolution of a large

portion of the race from evil to evil, there was another evolu-

tion of a smaller but more vital portion from good to good.

If Satan's kingdom steadily unfolded, so did also the kingdom

of God. xVnd while the one M'as in the direction of spiritual

and physical degeneration and death, the other was in the

direction of life and ultimate spiritual ascendency. Both of

these partial or special evolutions were within and part of the

universal evolution of the race under its pre-established nature

and conditions, one of which fundamental conditions is its im-

manency in the Divine. Such is the picture presented us by

all the monotheistic religions of the woi-ld, and it is substan-

tially confirmed by most of the ancient traditions of the human
race.

Xow in all this there is nothing inconsistent with any well-

established facts or principles of science. Some authorities

which Lubbock himself quotes prove, not only that uncivilized

tribes are capable of entertaining the theistic conception of the
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worUl, biu also that not a few of them when first found actually

jMKa'Stod remarkably high and pure conceptions of the Su-

preme Spirit and of man's relation to him. Tims he cites Liv-

in^btone as saying that "The uncontaminated African believes

tliat the Great Spirit lives above the stars." In trying to

j.nu-e the absence of prayer among certain savages, he admits

witiies.-es who show that the Esquimos, the North American

Iiuiiuns, and the Caribs believed in the existence of a Supreme

Spirit, the "Master of Life." He even quotes the following

objection to prayer made by Tomochichi, the chief of the

Yamacraws, to General Oglctliorpe, to wit :
" That the asking of

aiiv particular blessing looked to him like directing God ;
and

if so, that it must be a very wicked thing. That for his part

lie thought every thing that happened in the world was as it

t^huuld be; that God of himself would do for every one what

was consistent with the good of the whole, and that our duty

to him was to be content with whatever happened in general,

and thankful for all the good that happened in particular."

What civilized religionist, what purest monotheist, ever appre-

lieuded or expressed this theological problem more clearly than

this Indian chief ? Lubbock quotes another author as saying

that the Caribs considered the Great Spirit as endowed with so

great goodness that he docs not take revenge even on his

enemies.*

So Mr. Tylor allows not only that most barbarians are able

to conceive of a Creator, but also that they actually believe in

one. lie says

:

" Haces of North and South America, of Africa, of Polynesia, recognizing

a number of groat deities, are usually and reasonably considered polythe-

i-ts, yet their acknowledgment of a Supreme Creator would entitle them
"l the same time to the name of monotheists," if belief in a Supreme
I)i"ity, lield to be the creator of the world and chief of the spiritual hier-

ttrrhy, were the sufficient criterion of monotheism. "High above the

doctrine of souls, of divine manes, of local nature-spirits, of the great

«i>'itir;» of class and element, there are to be discerned in savage theology,

shudowings quaint or majestic of the conception of a Supreme Deity."!

He illustrates the prevalence of this conception by facts re-

'^tted of barbarous peoples in almost every quarter of the globe.

S^'caking of the remarkable clearness of this idea and belief

* "Origin of Civiliziition," pp. 374, 375.

f
" Primitive Culture," voL ii, p. 332.
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among the Xew Zealanders, tlie Ilawaiians, the Toni^aas, Sa-

iiioans and other representatives of the Polynesian race, he

Bays

:

Students of tlie science of religion who hold polytheism to be but the

misdevelopmcnt of a primal idea of divine unity, which in spite of cor-

ruption continues to pervade it, might well choose this South Sea Island

divinity as their aptest illustration from the savage world.

He quotes Moerenhout as saying

:

Taaroa is their supreme or, rather, only God ; for all the others, as in

other known polytheisms, seem scarcely more than sensible figures and
images of the infinite attributes united in his divine person.

He adds the following sublime native description of this

supreme God, (p. 345 :)

He was ; Taaroa was his name ; he abode in the void. No earth, no
sky, no nien. Taaroa calls, but naught answers; and alone existing he
became the universe.

Though an outspoken opponent of the theory that polytheism

arose from moral and spiritual degeneration, his own facts are

so strong that, for the explanation of some of them, he is con-

strained to resort to it. Speaking of the " conceptions of the

Supreme Deity in the savage and barbaric world," he says,

" The degeneration theory may claim such beliefs as mutilated

and perverted remnants of higher religions, in some instances,

no doubt, with justice."

That a religion originally good and pure may degenerate and

become corrupt is conceded even by Lubbock. At the close of

his sketch of "the lowest intellectual stages through which

religion lias passed," he uses this significant language :

I have stopped short sooner perhaps than I should otherwise have done,

because the worship of personified principles, such as Fear, Love, Hope,

etc., could not have been treated apart from that of the Phallus, or Lin-

gam, with which it was so intimately associated in Greece, India, Mexico,

and elsewhere; and which, though at first modest and pure—as all re-

ligions are in their origin—led to such abominable practices, that it is one

of the most painful chapters in human history.*

Reading tliis the disciple of history simply asks : If men could

so corrupt the originally modest and pure worship of Aphro-

dite, why not also the originally pure worship of Jehovah ?

* " Origin of Civilization," p. 350.
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Summing up, tlien, we see : 1. That, in rejecting the his-

torical conception of the primeval religious belief of mankind,

Hume took up a position which none of his own successors

otiisider as at all tenable.

2. The fui'ther these successors have carried their revolt

airiittst history, the more have they become involved in contra-

liction with each other.

W. Tlie more consistently and radically the dogma of primitive

Kivngcry has been carried out, the more inevitably has it landed

it-s ailvocates in the doctrine of primitive bestiality.

4. In their eagerness to destroy the possibility or credibility

of primeval monotheism, these more consistent and radical

tiieorists have inadvertently gone so far as to render a self-

consistent evolutional biology or sociology impossible.

5. In consequence hereof the more clear-sighted of the repre-

sentatives of Darwinism are just now deftly re-approaching the

long-scouted historic conception—by representing the first men
iis superior to the modern savage in intellectual endowment, by
calling their powers high, by considering their judgments of

natural objects substantially correct, by admitting their knowl-
edge of the true and normal form of the family, by conceding
to them a truly human appreciation of ethical excellences and
ohiigations, by allowing to them a capacity to conceive of an
almighty Supreme Spirit, the Author and rightful Governor
of the world, and by ]-ecognizing that nearly all religions pre-
sent clear traces of corruption. So far as principles are con-
conied these representations surrender their whole case. With
these data Adamic revelation becomes quite as possible, and
quite as credible, as Abrahamic, or Mosaic, or Christian Revela-
tion.

This unclad Adam of the garden was no more incapacitated
for the knowledge of his Father than was that naked second
Adam for whose advent Mary provided the swaddling clothes.
If the former seems too undeveloped to b»«fi <H^«»'of dwiro
rwelation, the latter, the higlicst of all 'these organs, the abso
bite Revelator, began quite as low. If nomad Arabs of to-day
t-mseo in storm and stars sublime manifestations of one al-

w'-lll

^^"^ P^^onal power, why could not the nomadic Abel as

?,^".. ^^ ^^^ Gospel messenger of to-day can cause the rudest
'J'^n to know God and to experience a sense of divine for-
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giveness and favor, why may not God's earliest preachers of

righteousness have produced a like effect on sincere souls even

before tlie discovery of the art of metal-working? Only let

once the antlu'opological and sociological postulates demanded

even by Herbert Spencer be granted, and the ancient historic

conception of primitive monotheism becomes both possible and

eminently reasonable. As an escape from the conflicting and

mutually destructive theories of the evolutional school in its dif-

ferent departments, it presents, on merely speculative grounds,

a positive attractiveness. Its full array of evidences, however,

is simply co-extensive and identical with the evidences for the

reality of Historic Revelation as a whole. Every thing which

goes to show that God has intelligibly revealed himself lo men
at all, bears more or less directly upon the credibility of a

revelation " in the befrinnino:."

Art. m.—our PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

An Index to Periodical Literature. By William Frederick Poole, LL.D., with
the assistance of William I. Fletcher. Royal Svo. Third Edition. Boston

:

James R. Osgood & Co. 1882.

In no department of our modern literature do we find a larger

or more vigorous and healthy growth than in that of the

periodical. To measure its full magnitude we must recognize

the fundamental difference between tlie serial and the fin-

ished volume. In a work which reappears at regular intervals,

whether it be by the day or the year, the purpose is all the

same—to speak again, and still again, and to keep on speak-

ing, with a view to the new demands that come with each

oscillation of the pendulum. But with the formal book the

purpose is very different. The writer proposes to begin, and

continue, and have done with, his undertaking, and then let it

go out on its mission to the world, lie may improve his work
and prepare new editions, but it always contains an element of

finality as a store-house of his thoughts. The periodical is the

mouth-piece of confession, party, class, and tendency. It takes

note of the passing currents, and expects immediate results

from its work. It is the lance which the kmight proposes to

use in rapid gallop, not the heavy arms which must stand him
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ill ^ood stead for an all-day encounter. The accumulation of

tliirf periodical matter is simply immense. The beginning is to

\iM found in martial and thoughtful Venice, where, in 1531,

llie iirst modern periodical appeared as " La Gazetta," a name

taken from the little local coin, which was the price of the

fugitive sheet. The idea spread rapidly into other European

countries, and now, after the lapse of three centuries and a

liuif, we liavc a world of periodical literature, whose influence

in shaping and quickening thought is beyond all computation.

The undertaking of Dr. Poole contemplated the classification

of only the firmer and broader serials, the magazine proper,

and not at all the mere newspaper. The growth of his idea

touches upon the romance. "While a student in Harvard, in

1S4S, and handling the books of the university library in his

spare hours, he prepared his " Index to Subjects treated in Ee-

views and other Periodicals,*' a good pamphlet of one hundred

and tifty-four pages. It awakened a taste, but did far more in

revealing a need. Later, in 1S53, his thin hrochure grew into

the '' Index to Periodical Literature," an octavo of over five

lumdred pages. The edition was limited, and was soon out of

print. As early as ISGl the writer had no little difficulty in

purcliasing a copy, which he did, finally, when spending a day

in the Boston Public Library, of the author himself, who was

the librarian. For twenty years the book has been entirely

out of the market. Xow comes the new edition, the latest

Index, an immense royal octavo of one thousand four hun

dred and sixty-eight pages, in attractive print and double

columns. Its place in literature is, and must remain, alone.

The infant has at last become a man. The Preface, which

c<>uld with great propriety have been called the Introduc-

tion, recounts the story of the bibliographer's intense mania,

of librarians in the Old and Xew World coming to his relief,

and of his happy solution of the difiiculties of his system

«»f classification, and of the fulfillment of his dream in the

I'rcsent magnificent work. Every American may well con-

gnitulate himself upon the achievement. The periodical

\vurld is no longer a hopeless labyrinth, but an easy road in

the broad noonday. One can easily find what has been written,

in calm or passion, on any topic and in any magazine, by the

"lore turnini; of the leaves.
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We can best measure the value of Dr. Toole's labors by
taking a broad view of this field, which he has been the first to
enter as both student and analyst. The rapid growth of the
European periodical, from its humble origin beside a Venetian
canal m the former half of the sixteenth century, to its present
immense proportions, is a fair index of the activity of thor.o-ht
created by the Keformation. Our serial literature sprano- into
bemg simultaneously with Protestantism, the mother of" both
books and modern republics. Venice was at this very time in
the throes of the religious revolution. The works of Luther
and his coadjutors were not only circulated, but even printed
along the Grand Canal. Some little skill was needful to escape
papal interdiction. For example, the "Loci Theologici " of
Melanchthon—the Greek term into which he translated his
name, after the usage of scholars, from his German name of
Schwarzerd, or Bhick Earth—was translated into Italian, and
published under the almost undistinguishable, but accurately
Italianized, name of "I Principii della Theologia di Ippofilo de
Terra Nigra." The war between the German Empire and Italy
broke out in 1520, and in 1527 the imperial army sacked Rome
itself, and for a long time occupied Naples.

With this army there was a large number of Protestants.
They carried the reform south of the Alps, and the conta-
gion spread into the Italian peoples.* We have positive
proof that ]\Ielanchthon corresponded with the Venetian re-
formers in 1529, and that Modena was a Lutheran city.f In
England we find the same singular coincidence between the
beginning of periodical literature and the bitter conflict be-
tween Romanism and Protestantism. The fitting out of the
Spanish Armada was regarded as an attack at once upon Brit-
ish liberty and the Protestant cause. At the very time when
the Armada was tossing in the English Channel, in 15S8, and
the hopes of Rome were bright with the prospect of humiliated
British reformers, the first periodical in the British islands saw
the light. This was eighteen years after Pius V. excommuni-
cated Elizabeth, one ^-ear after the execution of ]\Larv Stuart,
and just at the hour when papal anger was supreme at" the firm

* &rpi
:

Dans I'ltalie mime plusieurs per.^onner* joOterent la nouvelle Refornie
iiist. du Concile de Trente. traduit par Caera-er, vol. i, p. 85.

f Citta Luthcrnna. Quirini, in Pnef. to Poli Epistt' Tom. in, p. 84.
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IVotcstuntism of Elizabeth and lier ministry. The first Ger-

niati periodical was issued in Nuremberg. There is a number

of it in the British Museum. Its title is " Xewe Zeitung aus

Ili^panien und Italien." It is in black letter, and bears date of

V.uW. The description of this rare treasure is thus furnished

by the catalogue :

A f^azette of excessive rarity, which appears to have been

priiitf"! at Xurembei'g. It contains the first news of the discov-

ery of Peru, and has remained unknown to all the bibliographers

vvt' have been able to consult. In it is announced that the gov-

ernor of Panumya, (Panama,) in th^; Indies, has written to his

.Majestv (the Emperor Charles V.) that a ship had arrived from
IVni with a letter from the Regent, Francisco Piscario, (Pizarro,)

stating that he had disembarked and seized the country; that,

witli two hundred Spaniard -=, infantry and cavalry, he had em-
h:irked ; that he had arrived at the lands of a great lord named
Cassiko, who had refused peace, and attacked him ; that the

S|>aniards had been victorious, and had seized live thousand cas-

tillions, pieces of gold, and twenty thousand marks of silver
;

and tliat they had drawn two millions in gold from the said

C:is.siko.

This is by nine months tlie earliest document known authen-

ticating tlie conquest of Peru. The next publication we have

was also in German, and pi'inted in Cologne, by J. Bureich,

entitled " Certain tidings of what has taken place in the

month of September last past of this current year, 159G, in

»Spain, Portugal, and France." In 1590 a semi-annual publica-

tioQ was commenced in Germany. The following is the title

of one of the numbers :
'* A True Description of all principal

and noteworthy Histories which have taken place in Upper and
Ixjwer Germany, also in France, Italy, England, Spain, Hun-
gary, Croatia, Poland, Sweden, Transylvania, ^Vallachia, Mol-
davia, Turkey, etc., between the last past Frankfort Lent-Fair
i»ud the present Autumn Fair of this year, 1595, gathered and
drawn up from day to day, partly from personal knowledge,
partly from credible writings, by Jacobus Francus." The true

name of the author was Conrad Lauterbach ; he was born in

Thuringia in 1531:, and died in Frankfort in 1597.
llie American periodical was born of the strife of the colonist

^\'>th the rude forces of his new life and the ruder despotism
*jf Whitehall. What had lie to say, at his distance, from the
l'apjH.'nings of the Old World ? But it mattered little to him
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wliat the Old World was doing and thinking. He had set up
housekeeping for himself. The thought of independence

really dawned on the colonial mind as early as the close of the

seventeenth century. Our first American newspaper appeared

in Boston in 1690. Its life was short, only one number ap-

pearing. It contained such an attack on the home govern-

ment, on the ground of oppression, that the authorities cut its

throat immediately, as " it camo out contraiy to law, and con-

tained reflections of a very high nature." Only one copy
of this remarkable production is supposed to be in existence.

It is in the State Paper Office in London, and is a small

sheet of four quarto pages, one of them being blank. On
Monday, April 2-t, 1701, the "Boston ISTews-Letter " ap-

peared, on a half sheet of paper doubled into two leaves, liav-

ing two columns on a page, and the entire paper one foot long

and eight inches broad. Its imprint was, "Boston. Printed

by B. Green, sold by Nicholas Boone at his shop near the

Old Meeting House." From the opening address in it, it

would be safe to infer that it was the property of John Camp-
bell. It runs thus

:

This " News-Letter " is to be cou'sidered weekly, and all per-

sons who have any houses, lands, tenements, farms, ships, vessels,

goods, wares, or merchaiidises, etc., to he sold or let; or servants
run away, [in Boston, mind,] or goods stole or lost, mav have the
same advertised at a reasonable rate, from twelve pence to five

shillings, and not to exceed: who may agree with John Campbell,
Postmaster of Boston. All persons in town or country may have
said "Xews-Lctter " evei-y week, yearly, upon reasonable terms,
agreeing with John Campbell, Postmaster, for the ^^T,me.

TVe must suppose that Mr. Campbell was successful in his

enterprise, for, after a while, we find him enlarging and im-

proving his paper, and invoking the good public to lend their

generous aid. In his second appeal he said

:

At the persuasion of several gentlemen, merchants and others,

both in this and the neighborinp; provinces, who are sensible of
the want of this public letter of intelligence for both foreign and
domestic occurrences, tlie undertaker has once more attempted to

promote the same, in hopes tliat all persons who love a public

good will one way or other, will put to their helping hand to pro-

mote and support it, that the same may not oidy be carried on a

fourth year, but also continued for the future. And all persons in

town or country, who have a mind to encourage the same mov
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liuve the said letter of intelligence every week by the year upon

ro.i-<oiiable terms, by agreeing with John Campbell, Postmaster

of Boston.

Uiit lest that might not be enough, the publisher adds

:

Tis taken for granted that all such who had this letter of intel-

litrem-e last year, and have not forbid the same, will be still

to take it at the price which others give. If any are of a c

willinfj

tofike it at'the price which others give. If any are of a contrary

mind let them signifv it, and we shall forbear sending it to them.

The undertaker has also been advised to carry on the occurrences

wliere they were left off, and it is hoped that fourteen days will

retrieve the same.

The "News -Letter" was a success, and only went down

amid the convulsions of 1776. The journal that exerted the

most marked influence during the Revolutionary War was the

"(iazette," of Boston. It was established in April, 1755, and

was the main organ of the patriots. It was publislied by Edes

tfc Gill, and, at first, was issued in the form of a crown half

f^hoet, in two pages folio; but about 17G0 it was enlarged and

printed on a -demy sheet. Its office of publication became the

habitual resort of the most distinguished political writers on

the American side, among them James Otis, John Hancock,

Joseph Warren, Thomas^ Gushing, Josiah Quincy, Jun., and

the two Adamses, John and Samuel. This paper was a pest

to the government. Every measure was examined and criti-

cised in its columns by these able politicians with freedom and

«ivcrlty, and with a prodigious ettect on the popular mind.

It was in this journal that John Adams wrote, under the signa-

ture of ''Xovanglus," his celebrated series of papers in defense

of the colonial cause, the first of which appeared in January,

1775. They were continued every week until April 19 of the

fame year, when the outbreak of hostilities at Lexington and

Concord rendered further argument needless. Much as we

must thank our grandsires for their restless swords, let us not

forget that it was their pens that first drew their swords from

the scabbard.

While patriotic impulses had much to do with the growth of

American periodical literature, we must not forget that the

theological and religious mind was active in the san-ie direction.

^0 far as we can deterinine, the great revival at the middle of

tlie eighteenth century produced the first religious magazine

published in this country. An odd hour in an obscure book-
^
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stall brought into our possession a copy of a portion of this first

American religious magazine, '' The Christian History." It
consists of weekly duodechuo numbers, of four leaves each,
and bears the following title-page: "The Christian -History'
containing Accounts of the Revival and Propagation of Relig-
ion in Great Britain, America, etc., for the Year 1744. Boston,
N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Gi-een, for T Prince'
Jun., 1745."

This is the second and concluding volume. The first we
liave never been so fortunate as to see, except such extracts as
are published in Gillies's " Historical Collections." * The serial

closes with the following notice, which we introduce as a spec-
imen of the business-liice method with which even a religious
publishing enterprise was conducted in those cruder days

:

Thus, according to the design of this paper, and from the best
and most autlicntic materials we could obtain, we have criven the
reader a_ specimen of that wondrous work of God wliicirhas been
in tlie midst of tliese years revived in many parts of Great Biitain
and America: and as the present paper cimcludes the ye.ir, and
therewitli the " Christian History," and there are some remark-
able narratives yet unprinted, and others daily expected ; it is
proposed to publi.-h them in entire pieces of about three sheets
once a quarter, at twelve pence new tenor; and those who would
encourage tlieir publication are desired to send their names to
Kneeland Sc Green, in Queen Street. The titlc-paije and index to
this volume will be speedily sent to the subscribers, when it is
expected they will send in their dues.

After the declaration of peace the increase in American
journalism was beyond all precedent. The freedom of the
press having been guaranteed by the Constitution, newspapers
multiplied, and continued to wield a supremacy over the public
mind that has never yet decreased. Sometimes it is alarmino-;

but, alarming or not, as the case may be, the fact is too well
known to question for a« moment. By the year 1810 the
number of journals was 359, of which 27 Avere dailies, and the
total annual issue was 22,321,('»00 copies. By 1850 the immbcr
of newspapers amounted to 2,800, with an annual circulation

of 420,409,978 copies, or an average of nearly 22 copies to each
person in our population, and of twelve journals to every
100,000 inhabitants. The number of daily newspapers, iiti

* Edited by H. Bonar, and published in Kelso, 1S45.
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1>,'0, was 254, with an average circulation of 3,200 copies

cai'li. Tlie number of newspapers and periodicals now pub-

lished in the United States and Territories is as follows : dai-

lies, 090; tri-weeklies, 49 ; semi-weeklies, 115 ; weeklies, 8,392;

bi-weeklies, 4G ; semi-monthlies, 172 ; monthlies, 1,028 ; bi-

monthlies, 12
;
quarterlies, 59—making a total of 10,872.*

We now come to the consideration of the utilization of our

]>eriodical literature for further literary purposes. For nothing

p»od in literature ought to be considered a finality. Some-

times the magazine has been started somewhat flippantly, and

yon have not much respect for the editors, but the magazine

iti^elf may become a power. Take " Knight's Quarterly ]\Iaga-

?.inc" as an illustration of the rollicking mood in which a

]>oriodical may be brought into life. A few young men,

bright and sparkling Cantabs all of them—Praed, Macaulay,

and Derwent and Henry Xelson Coleridge—resolved on start-

ing a serial. They put out their proposition with that delicious

bravery which marks the young man's trustfulness in the pub-

lic before he gets to know it well

:

Some of us have no occupation.
Some of us have no money.
Some of us are despeivately in love.

Some of us are desperately in debt.
Many of us are very clever, and wish to convince the public

of the fact.

Some of us have never written a line.

Some of us have written a great many, and wish to write more.
For all these reasons we intend to write a book.

The public had not' much reason to expect mature matter
after such a frank deliverance of motives, and yet, while this

magazine has never figured extensively in the annals of period-
ical literature* no one can calculate the extent to which the ed-
itors and contributors gained that familiarity with the public,
•in.d with their own literary ability, which made them the writ-
•Ts jiito which they matured. Here lies one of the principal
^'Ivajitages of the periodical. The young aspirant for literary

^I'liievement has never attempted a book. It is too great a

^"'•nght as yet. lie is cramped, mayhap, for bread. At any
f-'tc, tlie burden of giving his inspirations to the public is full
*'pc>i^ him. He is willing to do any thing by which to gain

4—
* Rowell. "American Newspaper Directory," for 1883, p. 6.
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tlie eye and car of the million. So he writes an article for a

magazine. lie is admitted into the literary fraternity. Then

come more confidence, more fresh thoughts, and finally the

Tolume and volumes. "We have just overhauled some num-

bers of the old short-lived " United States Literary Gazette,"

and there we find, away back in the twenties, some of our

own Bryant's earliest and best poems, signed simply " B."

Who can tell how much encouragement he derived from these

first appearings of his poetic creations ? The entire periodical

was certainly wortli all it cost, if for no other service than fur-

nishing that one youth a stepping-stone to his now secure place

in the pantheon of American minstrels. There is hardly any

American poet, and many of the Victorian poets belong to the

same category, who has not gained immensely from the advan-

tages which were offered in the weekly and the monthly. It

is not at all unlikely that most of the rare qualities which

Macaulay developed as a historian found their germs in the

care with which he found it necessary to prepare those fas-

cinating articles in the '' Edinburgh Review." Our own de-

nominational literature abounds in illustrations of the same

service. One has only to look into the back numbers of this

Eeview to find abundant evidence of the single article as fore-

shadowing the later author of the formal volume.

The utility of the already existing treasures of periodical lit-

erature can be seen in the fact that many of the topics treated

are of too special and minute a character to be cast into a volume.

The whole magazine is replete with examples of this unique serv-

ice to the general department of letters. As a specimen of the

value of the one article which could never have been amplified

into a volume, we may mention that choice bit of bibliograph-

ical information which Dr. M'Clintock furnished' for this Re-

view, in the year 1S67, on the Abbe Migne's Roman Catholic

Publishing House, a building occupying a good part of a block,

under whose one roof the work of editing and printing the

entire list of Greek and Latin Fathers is conducted. Poole's

Index contains, on almost every page, monographs which, un-

der any supposition, could not have seen the light had not the

periodical been the vehicle for their presentation to the public.

Where could we go for a satisfactory description of the Elgin

]!Jarbles, but to a single mimber of the " Quarterly Review ;

"
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for an account of Sea Customs, but to "All the Year Eound ;"

fi.r a racy and full relation of the Scottish monks, but to a

luniibor each of the " Xortli Britisli " and the " Dublin ; " for a

thorough account of the Huguenots of Staten Island, by our

p^'iiial friend, G. P. Disosway, but to the " Continental Month-

ly;" and for numerous descriptions of the early religious life

along the Pacific coast, but to the now defunct " Overland

MouUdy"?
It may be urged that we find many of the more important

magazine productions reproduced in volumes. True, but we
must remember that the public of the periodical is different

from that of the volume. Norman M'Leod wrote the most of

his books in the monthly installments of " Good AVords," of

whicli he was creator and editor, and they afterward came out

;u> bound volumes. Macaulay's Essays only solidified into a

volume after appearing in the '* Edinburgh,'' and even then un-

der Ills protest. Trevelyan tells us that the author could never

wxj why his Essays, and much less his Lays, should arrive at

tlie dignity of a book. But there has been a different class of

readers in each case. " Good Words " was sold at the news-

ftands, went every-where as a fugitive, stayed awliile on the

parlor-table, and was finally thrown aside. But his " Old
I.ii'utcnant," " Parish Papers," " Highland Parish," " Character

Sketches," " Starling," and " Eastward," as volumes, have gone
into the home and the Sunday-school and the public library, and
liavc gained a permanent place in the literature of all Anglic
countries. "VYho that might want to read Macaulay's Essays
woidd think now of depending on the " Edinburgh Review "

fur them? He found much to correct, and some harsh person-

alities to tone dowif, and finally came the Essays in tlie form of
a volume. Only a small share, however, of even the best arti-

<Mes in periodicals arc cast into the permanent form of a book.

1 iie most of them come before the public eye as monographs,
and neither author or publisher thinks of later crystallization
in a volume.

l>ut the principal clement of the utility of our periodical
literature is to be found in tlie fact that, without it, we should
"•<i in the dark on many important departments of needful
• nfonnation. Suppose one is desirous of studying the aside-

tul.JL-ct of the Plymouth Brethren. Where will he find his
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sources 1 Marsden, in his " Dictionary of Christian Churches

and Sects," does not dignify them with even a mention. There

is, we think, no book (except M'Chntock & StrongV) which treats

the subject even remotely. He is mainly dependent on the

periodicals. By turning to Poole, he finds ten differont maga-

zine articles, from which he can derive data enough for a toler-

ably clear understanding of this diminutive, but still not to

be despised, religious phenomenon. "Who will direct to a

single work that describes in full that rare and weird German
mystic, Jacob Boehme ? Yaughan, in his "Hours with the

Mystics," gives us some choice information. The few books

of the man which were rudely translated into English were

out of the London market a century ago. But there are

four Keview articles, and a most valuable one on Boehme's

death-bed, which tell us what we wish to know. There is but

one good work on Tractarianism, that by Mozley, yet no one

can read it without being convinced of how much he does not

know of this singular theological development of our century.

But we find that the missing links are supplied by the Eeview

articles, nearly fifty of which have appeared, and leave but

little to be desired. Sir Thomas More figures as both human-

iBt and reformer, but he is a strangely overlooked character.

Merle d'Aubigno can give us eight volumes on Calvin, but

only a few fragments on More, the friend of Erasmus. But

our periodical literature fm-nishes twenty-eight articles on the

man, in all departments of his activity. We have but one

good life- of Olympia Morata, by Bonnet, but the reviews give

eight excellent articles on her character and her place in the

age to which she belonged.

The service which the periodical has pefformed as a censor

of literature has been incalculable. Authors can no more be

trusted to conduct their enterprise without the benefit of the

public judgment than any other class of public servants. The
republic of letters has often lapsed into a despotism of scrib-

blers. Unless there be a Vv^atchful master, the same thing may
occur at any time. The political review, albeit it may call

itself purely literary, has its partisan point to carry, and so all

things must bend to it. The "Edinburgh," in the days of

Jeffrey, would tolerate nothing but Whiggery. No M'onder

Carlylc: hated it, and no wonder it hated Carlyle, though a
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!ruce was now and then patched up, on the basis of only

iu-nimii criticism from his jagged pen. To our certain

ktiowlcdge the editor of a British review wrote to one of its

rritirs to prepare a review on a certain book. The book bore

vu tlie stand-point of the serial. The answer came back, in

tuU-tance: "What kind of a review shall I write? Shall I

pr.ii.-c or abuse?" He of the tripod promptly replied:

'* Abuse." In due time the abuse came out in stately form.

William Black, in his " Shandon Bells," throws a world of

!I;^'lit on the inner machinery of the typical London editing of a

{•^•riodical, and how things must be made to match. Whatever

-tillers, the stand-point, like Sidney Smith's equator, must be

rvvj»cctcd. Still, this is only an offset to the general utility of

t!io magazine as a public censor. There is justice—an average

justice—even in the editor's room. Between the Tory and
fliO Wliig review, there is to be found, after all, the golden

nu-an. As to the criticism on books, there is no telling what
wi.uld become of authorship were it not for the writer's eye
0:1 his masters, the editors. In every line he writes he knows
lliat he must look out for the lash. Like a certain English
atithor of whom we wot, he may leave London for the conti-

nent for six months, that he may not see a single savage cri-

t'.'nie on his latest work. But who can tell how much of a
i.iinking he keeps up meanwhile, and how slily he prowls
»rHinid the reading-desks of the circulating libraries when he
K't.4 back again, to catch some words that the world has been
Mving about him while he has been lounging under the lin-

'icu.s at Schwalbach, or looking out of his window in Cha-
iii-miii ? We have yet to hear of the most defiant author who
w-w totally deaf to the scratch of the critic's pen. One has
"!dy to read Eckermann's " Conversations with Goethe " to see
'"•w this man of supreme equipoise kept informed upon, and
^ >^ensitive to, the very latest judgments of his critics,

as more supercilious or intolerant than he when his
lH».v;ible "Theory of Colors" was laughed at by the French

^^^'ntL<ts? Byron braved and defied his critics, and yet in the
'_'i'-.s, and between them, of his "English Bards and Scotch
»*--v:u\vers," one can easily see how deeply the "Edinburgh"
-iioe hji5 struck into the fiery spirit. One has only to read his
*^5'« by Moore, and Jeaffreson's "Real Lord Byron," to see

Who ^v

irt
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how observant lie was, even amid his unrestrained life at tlie

Diodati villa, in Venice, and in Bavenna, of the writing and

talking of the English critics concerning even his most proper

cantos of " Childe Harold," not to mention his exceptionable

poems. Did not his starting of the short lived " Liberal" have

for its aim a self-defense ? Who knows whither we should be

hurled, with Shelley, Byron, Swinburne, and men of similar

mettle to bear us, but for the timely bridles ready for use in

the editorial offices ? We cannot doubt that even Byron ac-

knowledged and submitted to the restraints.

With all possible margin for injustice, we are compelled to

hold that there is not a department of literature that has not

been held in check by the sense of a prompt criticism. As
to thoroughness of work, in going back to the first fountains,

in all the fields of authorship involving dependence on facts,

the knowledge of accountability to the critic has been a con-

stant reminder of duty both to the public and one's self. Even

in historical fiction the judgment of the critical periodical has

been of prime value. There is good ground for believing that

Walter Scott was impelled to minute fidelity to historic truth

in his " Talisman," " Betrothed," " Count Kobert of Paris,"

and other oriental treatments, as well as in his romances bear-

ing on Scotch and English life, by an acute eye on the keen

critics who were ready at any moment to find out a flaw in the

wand of the iSorthern Wizard, and equally ready to tell the

public of their discovery, George Eliot was as painstaking in

studying the sources for her " Romola " as if she were writing

a Gradgrind history of Savonarola, while her " Daniel De-

ronda" shows that her studies on Judaism, in Frankfort-on-the-

Main and other continental centers, were as thorough as if her

task were exact history. She had received a training as a book

critic herself on the staff of the "Westminster,'' and knew
that the company to which she had belonged would tolei-ate

no careless stroke of the pen. She knew that the critics, like

death, love a " shining mark." It is easy to say that she and

Sir Walter, and all their guild, were a conscientious folk, and

would have told the truth, critics or no critics. Still, with all

the margin for conscience, we must yet hold that in every case

the knowledge that there is such a thing as criticism, and that

no author is safe after he has done slovenly work, or, Homer-
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like has " nodded," lias been a constant motive to the faithful

and full use of all possibly available material. The old charge

tliat critics are failures in literature does not disturb our posi-

tion in the least. We have not to do with what men have

U-en, but with what they are. The existing critic of the new

hook holds an important office. He is to judge and reveal

and help to place the book where it belongs. Like Sidney

Sinitli, he may not have read his new book, but that js the

author's fault. He should have written a book that the critic

could not help reading.

A sense of sadness will come over one, in spite of himself,

as he reflects on the large number of dead periodicals, whose

graves are so frequent along the paths of literature. The many

departed ones, whose names are known only to the curious,

liave each a story of adventure, enterprise, and final failure.

Tlie Index of Dr. Poole contains many names which we search

in vain for among the living. We have also before us that

curious directory to the American periodical cemetery prepared

\>\' Henry Stevens, of London. As it has never been on the

market, having been only privately printed, we give the title

entire :
" American Books with Tails to 'Em. A Private

Pocket List of the incomplete and unfinished American Period-

ieals. Transactions, Memoirs, Judicial Reports, Laws, Journals,

Legislative Documents, and other continuations and works in

progress supplied to the British Museum and other Libraries."

Vre turn over these pages, every one of which abounds in dead

periodicals, with new thoughts on the vanity of literature.

Many a periodical has lived only a year. Some have weathered
the storm three or four years, and then, like the Arab's tent,

were to be found no more. The want of money, of party, of

subscribers, and what not, has come in to stop the editing and
tlie contributing and the printing. The poor incomplete thing
lias passed out of existence, and carried with it many bright

hopes. Sometimes the death has been followed by a new gal-

vanism, a.5 in the case of the first " Putnam's Magazine," and
this in turn has been followed by a selling-out, an absorption,

<>r even death. One can find the parcels of these departed

Jwjriodicals in the junkshops of the land, all the way from Ann
•- treet, Xew York, to the dusty stalls of San Franrisco. But
tne most luve gone the way of all dead literature, into what
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Macanlay used to call the " lining of the trunkmaker's boxes,"

or, still more, into the pulp that fills the papermaker's vats.

"We -will not say, however, that even the departed periodical

has been a total loss. Even the lost Pleiad was once a point

of beauty. No one would be so rash as to suppose that " Sal-

magundi," although short-lived, was without its power in devel-

oping Irving and Halleck, and of still greater power in point-

ing out, to later publishers and editors, the quicksands that

bring certain shipwreck. There is not a periodical now exist-

ing, in Europe or this country, that is not built up on the

graves of the dead. Wisdom has come from experiment. This

very Quarterly is not the product of the year that gave it ap-

parent birth, or even of the " Methodist Magazine," that ran

from 1S18 to 1828. Its real origin must be found in that earlier

" Methodist Magazine," publislied in Philadelphia by John
Dickins, which died in 1798, after the issue of the second vol-

ume, and in that still earlier "Arminian Magazine," with Asbury

and Coke as sponsors, which came to its death with the close of

the second volume, in 1T90. The popular magazines of our

country, such as " Harper's Monthly," the " Century," and the

" Atlantic Monthly," are the ripe fruit of failures. Publishers

have learned wherein the failure of their predecessors lay, while

editors have learned good lessons from the earlier occupants of

editorial sancta. Hence we say, of the flourishing periodicals

of to-day, that the living live on the no longer living.

Art.JV.—LETTERS AND MEMORIALS OF JANE WELSH
CARLYLE.

Jjetters and M^m'rri'jh of Jane WeUh Carlyle. Prepared for publication by Thomas
Carlyle. EJiced b}' James Antuoky Pkol'de. Two volumes. New York;
Ciiarles Scribncr's Sons. 1883.

Of late years the press has teemed with anecdotes, personal

reminiscences, and memorial sketches relative to the life and

work of Thomas Carlyle, Yet, unique as is the character of

this cynical Scotchman, grand as is his work, that as historian

and prose-poet at once putting him in the foremost rank of

English writers, it may fairly be questioned whether, in. Fronde's
" Life of Carlyle," tlie most extensive as well as the most
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aiithcutic to be had, and to wliich, together with the "Eemi-

iitsocnces," we are to look fortlie history of Mrs. Carlyle's early

life, Mr. Carlyle or his wife be the more interesting figure
;

for, as Lady William Russell put it :
" Mr, Carlyle a great

TiKUi ? Yes ; but Mrs. Carlyle, let me inform you, is no less

^Tcat as a woman.'

Mr. Froude was unsparingly censured for portraying the

n-al ^[r. Carlyle so admirably as he has done in his " History

of the First Forty Years" of his life, a biography after Car-

Ivlc's own method, and as happily executed as if by the hand

of that prince of biographers himself, the preacher of truth

l>.'ing unable to paint us a truer picture of himself. Now,

again, the critics are lamenting Fronde's obtuseness and indis-

cretion in giving us Mrs. Carlyle's letters just as annotated by

licr Imsband, confessedly a suitable person, recommending as a

cliivalrons deed the expunction of all passages relating to the

IH,'tty details of home-life; maintaining, strange to say, that

" unconscious autobiography, though interesting, is seldom fair

•inrl adequate." True, we were all startled by the novelty of

tlio procedure, and somewhat shocked to find Carlyle so much
of a bear, and his wife so menial a slave ; for, had we known
i-uc'h to be the case, we should little have expected to find it

Hironicled here. It is equally probable that we might not have

r-.-alized how completely Carlyle was wrapped up in what he
conceived to be his mission, and how toilsome, so almost be-

yond expression, was the execution of it ; how deep, pathetic

a feeling he had for man and beast ; nor have divined the ex.

'iuisite delicacy and refinement of that spiritudld being that,

f*'r 60 many years, shed a halo of almost supernal brightness

«'Vor his rocky pathway. And, to use the figure of the afore-

iiientioned critic, we are only too glad to believe that, had this

^an^acked house possessed the direst secrets to reveal, every
'-oor and shutter would have been fiung wide open, " from
><ito]ien to parlor." Had Mr. Froude acted on these suggestions
"f liis censors, especially with regard to the latter book, the
••i:ef merit of his work would have been lost, and the letters,

«'Uil and insipid, like wine without sparkle or flavor; not the
letters of a woman, least of all of this woman.

jVoman, as Mrs. Carlyle well knew, has a knack for lettcr-

wntiug, though it is not so certain that she understood the
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pliilosopliy of it. " ' My dear,' said Gerald ine, ' how is it that

women who don't write books write always so much nicer let-

ters than those who do ?
' I told her it was, I supposed, be-

cause they did not write in the valley of the shadow of their

future biographer, but wrote what they had to say frankly and
naturally." But authors are few, even amohg men, and it can

hardly be claimed for the ladies that they are more frank and

natural than men, or that there is such a vast difference, in this

respect, between authoresses and their less fortunate sisters.

The almost universal superiority of a woman's letter over that

of a man is, I suspect, largely attributable to a difference in

the cast of mind—the imaginative faculty predominating in

woman as the reflective in man, a plan fruitful of so far-reach-

ing and beneficent results as to be nothing less than providen-

tial, as has been capitally shown by Mr. Buckle. This gives

woman a wonderful start over her prosy brother ; for " the

imagination is the strongest virtue to keep a book alive," and

liveliness is what wo. look for in a letter.

The fact remains, anyhow ; and Mrs. Carlyle seems to have

Lad a clearer idea of the purpose of letter-writing and, cer-

tainly, a greater facility for realizing that ideal, than most

women. " Decidedly I was meant to have been a subaltern

of the daily press, not a ' penny-lady,' (almoner,) but a penny-

a-liner ; for it is not only a faculty with m.e, but a necessity of

my nature, to make a great deal out of nothing." Or, if you

please, what she surely meant, to invest every-day topics with

such beauty and dignity as their frequent recurrence and a

cultivated sensibility demand and justify. If this seem to you

of small moment, only remember that, as Lowell says, " The
true poet is he that detects the divine in the casual." So im-

bued was Mrs. Carlyle with this poetic sensibility that, with

Wordsworth, she might well have sung :

" To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do oltea he too deep for tears."

JTow tnie this is of Mrs. Carlyle one has but to read these

letters to know. The record of the simplest occurrences, under

her treatment, interests, nay, charms, us. Whether she be re-

lating an adventure with a lost child, a visit to a decrepit old

"woman, or a scene with a servant ; or humorously detailing her
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exploits agaiust dogs, cocks, etc., for a deliverance from all

which disturbers of the peace she would insert a special prayer

in the litany, the result is the same, a story as beautiful and

t-ngagiiig as any fairy tale, woven out of details seemingly the

most prosaic.

Headers of the " First Forty Yeai'S " must remember Car-

Ivle's thundering anathemas against the whole canine race.

Mrs. Carlyle, it seems, had something of the same antipathy for

the liowl of a dog, acquired, no doubt, through association with

her husband. A noisy cur had, as they thought, been silenced.

But no. She writes Carlyle :

The other night the candles were lit, and I had set myself with
my feet on the fender to enjoy the happiness of being let alone,

and to bid myself "consider." "Bow-\vow-\s^ow" roared the dog,
*' and dashed Ihe cnp of fame from my brow I" " Bow-wow-wow "

ai^ain and again, till the Avhole universe seemed turned into one
great dog-kennel ! I hid my face in my hands and groaned in-

wardly, "O destiny accursed! what use of scrubbing? All this

availeth me nothing, so long as the dog sitteth at the washer-
man's gate ! " I could have burst into tears, but I did not ! I

ran for ink and paper, and wrote :

"Dear Gambardella : You once offered to shoot some cocks
for me ; that service I was enabled to dispense with : but now
1 accept your devotion. Come, if you value my sanity, and—

"

But he could not take aim without scaling the high wall, in doing
which he would certainly be seized by the police ; so I threw
away that first sibylline leaf, and wrote another—to the washer-
man ! Once more I offered him "any price for that horrible
Jog—to hang it," offered " to settle a yearly income on it if it

Would hold its accursed tongue." I implored, threatened, im-
precated, and ended by proposing that, in case he could not
fume to an immediate final resolution, he should in the inte-
riiu "make the dog deail drunk Avith a bottle of whisky,
which 1 sent for the purpose ! " Helen was sent off with the
«»ute and bottle of Avhisky; and I sat all concentrated, awaiting
her return, as if the fate of nations had depended on my di-

{''•nnacy; and so it did, to a certain extent ! Would not the
inspirations of the " first man in Europe " be modified, for the
»iy.xt six months at least, by the fact who should come off victo-
nous---I or the dog ! Ah, it is curious to think how the first
nifu in Europe, and first women, too, are acted upon by the
inferior animals !

" e can best interest those with whom we can, in some sort,

sympathize
: Shakespeare is a general favorite because of his

'nyriad mindedness : on his stage every class is represented.
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from king to cobbler. Jane Welsh Carlylc is myriad souled,

with enough intelligence to make it beautifully apparent on
all occasions. An aristocrat herself, she takes no little pleas-

ure in communing with plebeians ; the best of scholars, she is

at home in the company of the illiterate ; a mover in the

highest social circles, she counts it not a condescension to

speak a word of cheer or do a deed of kindness to the lowest

of her fallen brothers and sisters. From this universal love

of others came the universal esteem in which she was held,

tlie German servant declaring to Mrs. Carlyle that " a many,
many peoples love you very dear." So bewitching was her

influence over others, one would think she had recourse to a

fairy's wand. From first sight one swore eternal friendship,

and ever afterward rendered her unqualified adoration, the

commons clamoring to become her servants, and countesses,

kneehng beside the sofa, embracing her feet and kissing her

hands to express their admiration. On one of her journej-s

Mrs. Carlyle inadvertently left her parasol in the coach, which

misfortune she related to the landlady on entering the way-side

inn, A gentleman present, a total stranger to Mrs. Carlyle,

hearing this, bolted off, overtook the coach, and recovering the

parasol, hastened back with it—all, he said, " for the pleasure

of presenting it to Mrs. Carlyle."

As contrasted with Mr, Carlyle's writings how different the

spirit. Every-where throughout Carlyle's works we meet with

jeremiads on the ills of this "vile-spotted" world, he (in the
*' Correspondence of Carlyle and Emerson ") more than once

declaring that Emerson's is the only " human " voice that

reaches his ear. Woe is the world ! Numberless were the

voices that reached ]\rrs. Carlyle, each articulating something

human, too. Carlyle's attitude is that of a spoiled babe, who

wonld rectify the M'orld by chronic censoriousness ; Mrs. Car-

lyle's, that of a true mother, who dares all and hopes all. The

one is a pessimist, the other an optimist, as clearly set forth in

the two following sonnets, the former by Carlyle, the latter by

his wife

:

Cut Bono?

What is Hope? a smilinfr rainbow

Children follow through the wet;

'Tis not here, still yonder, yonder I

Never urchin found it yet.
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What is Life ? a thawing ice-boat

On a sea with sunny shore.

Gay we sail— it melts beneath us I

"We are sunk, and seen no more.

What is man ? a foolish baby

;

Vainly strives and fights and frets;

Demanding all—deserving nothing!

One small grave is what he gets.

One feels like answering Carlyle as Rae, " an industrious sim-

pleton, nursing his baby on the street," did '' a conceited, quiz-

zing man," who accosted him: "Rae, I's wae for you."

" Damn ye, be wae for yersel'
!

" But here is Mrs. Carlyle's

Answer.

Nay, this is hope : a gentle dove

That nestles in the gentle breast,

Bringing glad tidines from above

Ofjoys to come and lieavenly rest

And this is Life : ethereal fire

Striving aloft through smothering clay;

Mounting, flaming, higher, higher!

Tilllost in immortaUty.

And man— ! hate not nor despise

The fairest, lordliest work of God I

Think cot he made the good and wise

Only to sleep beneath the sod.

On the other hand, about the time Mr. Carlyle seemed so

bewitched with the first Lady Ashburton, wlien, to use Mrs.
Carlyle's own terse phraseology, " there was fine weather out-

side, but indoors blowing a devil of a gale," and she felt the
need of stirring around to get the "green mold" that had
l)cen collecting on her brushed off by human contact, the notes
did become plaintive, and, perliaps, never again assumed their

wonted sprightliness ; and, toward the close of life, Mrs. Car-
lyle wrote in a diary, which no one saw till after her death

—

for, let it be reinenibered, all her heart-failings were kept to

Herself
:
" I married for ambition. Mr. Carlyle has exceeded

all my wildest hopes ever imagined of him, and—I am misera-
f^'y-" But to the most sanguine of us moments of despondency
^''11 come, and a momentary outburst no more characterizes
one's feelings and thoughts than does the height of -the waters
at flood-tide determine thu depth of a stream. Parado.xical as
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it may seem, Mrs. Carlyle was at one and the same time the

saddest and cheerfiilest of creatures: within her own soul sad ;

to outsiders hopeful and cheering. She did not, like Carlyle

make up her theory of the world from her own experience.

Hers was no depreciative view of life ; though we fancy we
see traces of Carlyle's teachings. They are traces merely : to

her mind, man, if he but strove aright, was all-powerful and

all-adorable ; trials are necessarily incident to his progress, and

hence should be cheerfully borne. Ease she did not have,

either of body or of mind ; but, as with Schiller, the fiery

consciousness of her own activity stood her instead. Here
is no nirvana^ but rather a battle-ground, whereon, if we
contend manfully, progress is inevitable and reward assured.

Deep and abiding must have been the faith in human nature,

the world's advancement, and in God's provideTice, of a being

that saw no creature, however forlorn or besmircht-d and low-

sunken, but that she extended a helping hand, whispering,

"Up, brother, sister; you can, you must : for there is a higher

place if you will only take it," so lifting them out of the mire

and brightening their dark lives, that she seems aii emanation

of the divine Light.

"VYe have noticed the different spirit that characterizes the

productions of the two Carlyles. Between the styles there is

hardly so marked a difference, or, perliaps, we should rather

say that, while these are unlike, the resultant sensation on the

reader is quite the same, that of rapturous delight. In Carlyle

the imaginative faculty was developed to a greater extent than

in most men : so vividly does he picture events that one feels

that one loses nothing by not witnessing the spectacle, if one

but read Carlylc's word-picture. This powerful effect Carlyle

attains by a skillful marshaling of striking words in striking

combinations. Mrs. Carlyle effects the same result by a hardly

less clever ordering of ordinary words ; so^^that, if she do not

hold the mind with such intensity of interest as does ]\Ir. Carlyle,

she does not, on the other hand, awaken that puzzling, nay, al-

most repellent, feeling that, at first, seizes a reader of Carlyle.

IN'otable as is the benign spirit every-where manifest, no less

noteworthy is the simple, graceful, forcible directness of its

diction, to which no little of the book's charm is due.

The v.'oraanly genius is stamped upon every sentence
; every-
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where there is exhibited a sprightliness and an andaciousneBS

found alone in the speech of woman. In his " Among my
I>o()ks," commenting upon Carlyle's style, Lowell says, '"that

tlic figures of some authors remind him of dolls stuffed with

bran, but that Carlyle's, if punctured, yields blood ; and, with

equal propriety, this might be said of Mrs. Carlyle. Her
characters seem embodiments of flesh and blood, they live and

move, and we fancy ourselves moving with them—a thing more

difficult in letter-writing, since they are presumed to especially

interest those only to whom they may be addressed. The fol-

lowing displays the ingenuity and boldness of the woman no

less than the vivacity of the writer. Mrs. Carlyle was having

pome repairs made on the house, in consideration of which the

proprietor had promised " to indemnify them with the undis-

turbed possession of the house for five years !
" In her account

of the transaction to her husband, who always absented him-

EL'lf in times of renovation, Mrs. Carlyle wrote

:

A piece of paper equivalent to a lease of the house for five

year;?, " with the reciprocity all on one side,"" binding him and
leaving us free. " Such a thing," old Sterling: said, " as no
woman but myself would have had the impudence to ask, nor
any lawyer in his senses the folly to grant." This was one of
tliuse remarkable instances of fascination that I exercise over
j,'CTitle:nen of "a certain age;" before I had spoken six words
to liiiu it was plain to. the meanest capacity that he had fallen
over head and ears in love with me ; and if he put off time in
writing me the promise, it was plainly because he could not bear
thf iJea of my going away again I Xo wonder: probably no
such beatific vision as that of a real live woman, and a silk
b 'unet and a muslin gown, ever irradiated that dingy, dusty
law-chamber of his, and sat there on a three-feet high stool,
•^uicc he had had a pen behind his ear, and, certainly, never be-
fore had eitlier man or woman, in that place, addressed him as
a human being, not as a lawyer, or he would not have lo(iked at
me so struck dumb with admiration when I did so. For re-
f-pectability's sake I said, in taking leave, " that my husband was
t>ut of town, or he would have ct»me himself." " Better as it is,"
•'iiid the old gentleman; "do you think I would have written to
your husband's dictation as I'have done to yours?" Plainly he
had lodg».-d an angel unawares.

intensely engaging throughout for its frankness, piquancy,
bold originality, for the gleams of light shed upon two of the
J^rost characters in all history, "The Letters and Memorials''
ranks higli as a literary production, the letters being pronounced
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bj the " Boston Post," perliaps not injudiciously, " the finest

of the nineteenth century." Beyond a doubt, it is a worthy

companion of " The Correspondence of Carlyle and Emerson,"

and needs only to be read to win for itself a permanent place

among the classics of Englisli literature.

Tlie life of the author is a romance. Of a worthy pair,

themselves the descendants of John Knox and Sir William
Wallace, in the Little village of Haddington, Scotland, on July

4, 1801, M-as born Jane Baillie Welsh, a child from the very

first endowed with an ambition that knew no bounds, an in.

tellect whose quick and subtle apprehensions were the wonder
of her companions as they were the delight of her parents

and elderly acquaintances. " Mamma, O mamma, don't exposie

me," once exclaimed three-year-old Jane, her mother having

occasion to arrange some of her undergarments. Beautifully

expressive, this, of a modesty and a precociousness quite for-

eign to the ordinary child. Yet Miss AVelsh was no genius.

Unusually endowed she doubtless was : of these endowments
she made unusual use. Surely she is the offspring of that fam-

ily of which it had been said that " there were in it many
blackguards, but not one blockhead." At five the young stu-

dent must begin Latin ; but her parents are unwilling. Not
to be outwitted, wary Jane, by some means, learns the first

declension, and, under the cover, at night, is heard lisping,

^'^ Penna, a pen
;
pennae., of a pen," etc., and handsomely wins

her point. This is no sudden outburst of a flickering flame,

but rather the steady, ever-brightening light of an unquench-

able fire. Dissatisfied with the few studies allotted the young

nn'ss of her period, Jane begged to be allowed to study like a

boy. Her application was intense, Jane tying weights to her

ankles to prevent oversleep, her rising hour being four ! An
early curiosity to know Latin led to the acquisition of a thor-

ough knowledge of the classics. When, a few years after her

first triumph, she is admonished that girls in Virgil do not

play with dolls, it is determined that the doll's end shall com-

port with her mistress's dignity : the funeral pyre is built, the

doll, with all her finery, laid thereon. For dolly Jane is spokes-

man ; the last words of Dido the First (which Miss Welsh said

she had as pat as A, B, C) are said, the torch is lighted, and

Dido the Second ends her career, not without a few tears on
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.lane's part. Miss Welsh seems to have imbibed much of the

pnirit of these authors : her every act was judged by the Ko-

ni.in standard, so that wlien, on her way to school, she is at-

tncked by an old gobbler, she determines to stand her ground
;

for she reasoned, Caisar would have done so ! Miss "Welsh

w:i.s then seven years old. '' Thus," she said, " my inner

world, at that time, was three fourths old Koman and one

foiirtli old fairy."

Beautiful in pei-son Miss Welsh must have been, judging

from the following description by an intimate friend :

As a girl she was extremely pretty, a graceful and beautifully

forniecl "figure, upright and supple, a delicate complexion of

creamy white, with a pale rose-tint in the cheeks; lovely eyes,

full of fire and softness, with great depths of meaning.

The girl of quick parts and tireless energy grew to the

clear-sighted, keen-witted, scholarly young lady. Miss Welsh's

insight was as penetrating as instantaneous ; her wit, at times,

R';ithing ; in all the branches of the best schools, thorough

;

always she seemed

" Bright as angel new-dropped from heaven."

So supremely fascinating a creature, that, as was said, no gen-

llvman could be in her presence for five minutes without mak-
ing her an offer of marriage. Although Miss Jewsbury has
t^aid that, " If flirting were a capital crime, Miss Welsh would
bave been in danger of hanging many times over," her con-

duct, all must admit, was unexceptionably high-toned. Edward
Irving was her tutor while Miss Welsh was yet a girl. The
zvalous teacher paid his young charge a devotion that, as she
liersclf afterward put it, was '' passionately" returned. Mean-
^»lulc Irving went to a neighboring town and half formed a
iK-truthal with a Miss Martin. Presently, finding that one lady
'»^s his hand and another his heart, Irving says as much to.
*'i'^s ;Martin, and begs a release. But in Scotland constancy is

a duty enforced in matters mantal as M-ell as in business affairs,

Jiid the Martins prefer holding him to his engagement. Irving
a-Kitates, but is urged to keep faith by Miss Welsh, who, on
arnin' of his entanglement, at once forbade him to address

I.-

''" ^" other than sisterly terms. Poor Irving, who had reiH

;

' ^Ted his pupil great service by turning her mind from matters
S— tOlRxn SKRTES, VOL. XXXVI.
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exclusively literary to the Source of all liglit, loses liis prize, re-

Inctantly marries Miss Martin, returns to London, tliere to en-

ter on his brilliant but tragic career. This was one of the sorest

of Miss Welsh's many trials : the heart's choice had been sacri-

ficed to another, and never did it forget the old or find a new.

The sad soul finds some relief in the pressure of life's duties.

Miss Welsh was too brave to yield to this disappointment, too

intent on future success to admit of any cessation of her unre-

mitting toil. Into her elegant home was introduced a youno-

man whose rugged exterior and ignorance of conventionalities

hid not from her the genuine worth that lay beneath. The
womanly intuition saw in this unprepossessing youth the future

distinguished author, Thomas Carlyle, tlienceforward the direc-

tor of her studies. Irving having moved away, and being

busily engaged in his religious work, Carlyle, in some sort, took

his place. Books were interchanged, and criticisms of these,

and, naturally enough, friendly notes. Like another teacher,

then safely ensconced in his pupil's love, Carlyle professed a

deeper attachment. At once he is admonished to discontinue

the strain, for Miss Welsh then expected to marry Irving.

But the friendly notes go on ; in these and their author Miss

Welsh took a keen interest. jS'ext to Ir\'ing, Carlyle's best friend.

Miss Welsh was the first to bestow appreciative notice on this

odd character. Carlyle's manner, far from repelling, amused
Miss Welsh—nay, drew her to him. A worshiper of intellect

herself, we are not surprised that she was attracted by this

phenomenal manifestation of it. Seemingly protected by the

humbleness of her suitor's birth and position, our young lady

was yet in danger of Cupid's dart. Her respect for Carlyle's

great learning and sterling character grew to admiration ; her

admiration to love. A declaration of affectionate regard is

mistaken by enraptured Carlyle for a promise of marriage.

The mistake is quickly corrected. " My friend," wrote Miss

Welsh, " I love you. I repeat it, though I find the expression

a rash one. But were you my brother I would love you all

the same. But your wife, never ! Xever, though you were

as rich as Croesus, as honored and renowned as you yet shall

be." Knowing woman as he did, Carlyle heard not in this the

•everlasting nay. The heart's chords had been touched deeply,

.as a bequeathal, about this time, of all her property to Carlyle
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tiuflicicntly evidenced. Proudly conscious of the impression

already made, even then too full of "desperate hope"' to be

cnst down at the rejection of a proposal for whose acceptance

lie Imd no right to hope, he sought to quicken and intensify

this impression. What a courtship ! Carlyle again proposes :

his blythe mistress now laughs, now mocks, now repents and

becomes the most tractable of creatures. Irving had married,

Carlyle had succeeded in his first literary ventures, Miss Welsh

was longing for literary companionship ; so extraordinary a

fellow, thought she, must make rapid strides toward the goal

of fame, on the attainment of which Miss Welsh promised

to marry Carlyle. For, though he had published " Wilhelm

Meister" and the " Life of Schiller," and his work had been ap-

provingly noticed by Goethe himself, Carlyle was at this time

almost penniless, with no regular profession, no social standing.

Tliough craving neither fortune nor grandeur, Miss Welsh had,

she saiJ, certain wants that she was unwilling should be unmet,

fciiice the idea of a sacrifice should not enter into a voluntary

union
; also, she had a certain station in society, w^hicli she felt

it a duty not to compromise. Mr. Carlyle, she knew, was capa-

ble of attaining both these desiderata • meantime she hoped to

come to love him more ; for, with characteristic frankness, she
confessed a lack of that love which she deemed proper toward
a husband. The scales seem partly to fall from Carlyle's

eyes
: not his circumstances alone, but himself also, need bet-

U.-nnent. Disclaiming a \villingness to bring her from affluence
and respectability to his poverty and obscurity, professing to
find in her companionship his greatest stay and comfort, he
proposes for them " to go forth their several ways." Miss
^^ elsh's answer goes a long way toward explaining the char-
acter of the womanhood, the quality of her love: "How
could I part from the mily living soul that understands me ?

I would marry you to-morrow, rather ; our parting would need
to be brought about by death or some dispensation of Provi-
doneo. Were you to will it, to part M'ould no longer be bitter

;

tho^ bitterness would be in thinking you unworthy." But,
vcrjjy, ^ve cannot sec that she does get her own consent. Car-
lvl« ••' character she revered, his wisdom she well-nigh adored ;

>Y>ot up to her ideal, confessedly she liked him above all

otht-rs-—always excepting him in whom she seemed to find a
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second self, Edward Irving. Slie seems to get the assent of

the head, not the consent of tlie heart, though one could never

have discovered this from her conduct then or afterward. The

marriage is determined npon. Carlyle has a dozen different

propositions, as ludicrous as thev are disregardful of his wife's

comfort. Suddenly awaking to the fact, as he thought, that

literature is the wine of life, the book-worm would become a

farmer ! One laughs outi'ight. But the end is not yet : Miss

Welsh has a bleak place, Craigenputtock, to work which, it

strikes Carlyle, is better than renting, and of this desire he in-

formed Miss AYelsh. " I tell you it will not do," wrote she.

" You must play Cincinnatus elsewhere. For my part, I could

not live there a month with an angel !

" 'Tis well we cannot

peer into the future : she did live there six wearisome years

with an angelic being, albeit one of the fallen ! Now 'tis an

Edinburgh cottage, where the great man can slam the door in

the face of intruding visitors. Xow 'tis at Scotsbrig, under his

father's roof, already crowded, though of this Carlyle seems

unaware. Although he had just asked her to share the rude

hospitality of his own home, where surely her inconvenience

would have been no less than his needless irritation in the

home of her mother, Carlyle discourteously answers in the

negative a proposal that they live with i\Iiss Welsh's mother

in Edinburgh, wliere finally the two settled alone.

Beautiful was Miss Welsh's behavior under these provoking

circumstances. She writes Carlyle thus :

This time twelvemonth nothing would content you but to live

in the country, and, though a country life never before aUracted my
desires, it nevertheless became my choice the moment it seemed to

be yours. In truth I discovered a hundred beauties and proper-

ties that hitherto had escaped my notice, and it came at last to

this, that every imagination of the thought of my heart was love

in a cottage continually. Eh hieu ! and what then ? A change

comes over the spirit of your dream. While the birds are yet

humming, the roses blooming, and the S7nall birds rejoicing, ami

every thing is in summer glory about our ideal cottage, I am
calle'd to liVe, in prosp&:ti(, in the smoke and bustle and icy cold-

ness of Edinburgh. Now this I call a trial of patience and obe-

dience. And, say, could I have complied more readily had I

been your wedded wife ten times over ? Without once looking

behind, without even bidding adieu to my iiowers, I took my
way out of our paradise to raise another iu the howling wilder-

wess. A very miracle of love.
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Kaoh, uneasy, facetiously tries to stay the other. " I am re-

jiolved in spirit," wrote Miss AYelsh, " and joyful—joyful in

the face of the dreaded ceremony, of starvation, and of every

other horrid fate. O, my dearest friend, be always so good to

inc and I shall make the best and happiest wife. When I read

in yon r looks and words that you love me, then I care not one

ft raw for the universe besides. But when you speak of me

a5 a circumstance of your lot, fly from me to smoke tobacco,

then, indeed, is my heart troubled about many things." Omi-

nous words these—we had almost said prophetic. Mrs. Carlyle

if said to have had some temper herself. She continues :

I am going really to be a very meek-tempered wife. Indeed,

I am begun to be meek-tempered already. My aunt says she

could live with me forever without quarreling, so reasonable and

equable am I in my humor. Do you perceive, my good sir, the

fault will be entirely your own if we do not get on most harmo-

niuuhly together ?

After drawing stay from all the philosophers, German and

English, Carlyle adds

:

You are very kind to impute my ill-natured speeches (for which

li*.aven forgive me) to their true cause, a disordered nervous sys-

tem. Believe me, Jane, it is not I, but the devil speaking out of

nic, that could utter one harsh wor<l to a heart that so little de-

K'Tvt's it. O ! I were blind and wretched if I could make thee

unhappy. But it will not and shall not be ; for I am not nat-

urally a villain, and at bottom 1 do love you well.

Several times, in liis annotations of his dead wife's letters,

Mr. Carlyle exclaims, " O, sinner that I was !" with how much
propriety ^vill be seen as we proceed.

" The last speech and marrying words of that unfortunate

voung lady, Jane Baillie \Yelsh," as our heroine playfully put

it, wherein she instructs Carlyle as to gloves, ceremony, etc.,

promising him that he may smoke two cigars on their home-
ward journey, is forwarded to her spouse, the dreaded cere.

luony over with, October IT, IS'iO. On the evening of the

•<inie day they reach Comley Bank, Edinburgh, for a year or

two their home.

^
Yarious references have been made to Mrs. Carlyle's unhap-

piness, which was intense beyond expression. Only an angel

*'ould have been happy ; and even an angel could not have
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striven more zealously to make others so, or more delicately

have hidden the heart's own bitter disappointment. The ten-

der hot-house plant withers when treated as the hardy shrub

of the field. She that had hitherto had nothing to do except

to cultivate the mind, found herself too busy with domestic

duties to engage in any intellectaal work, even had he, of whom
it had been said that '* a glacier on a mountain would have been

as human a companionship," wished her fellowship. As to what

we call love, by which most men and women lay great store,

of this Mr. Carlyle seemed incapable—really this was too in-

significant for the philosophic mind. Do these statements

seem wild ? Take a peep at their second home, Craigenput-

tock, the weirdest of places, sixteen miles from town, in the

midst of a peat bog, no visitor putting in for months at a

time, one's ears being regaled, meanwhile, by the nibbling of

sheep a quarter of a mile off, easily heard, so ghost-like was its

silence. Here, where, as Mrs. Carlyle informs us, her two

immediate predecessors went mad and the third took to

drink, she was the veriest slave. Cook, milk, scour, all of

these by turns ; not infrequent turns either, it being diffi-

cult to obtain an efficient servant, the Carlyles never having one

from poverty. This had not been so galling had Mr. Carlyle

manifested any appreciation of his wife's efforts to please him.

But no : Mr. Carlyle was too much engrossed in his own work,

rambling among the clouds, to notice her who, without the

compensation even of a grateful word or an approving smile,

not to speak of a helping hand, from her master, was uncom-

plainingly slaving it beside him, Mrs. Carlyle seeing her hus-

band but a few moments a day, these glimpses being stolen,

she tells us, while her lord was shaving ! ISTow do we appre-

ciate the following, written in a diary never seen by any one

save herself :
" To a swallow building under our eaves," dated

the " Desert :

"

Thou bast past fair places in thy flight,

A world lay all beneath thee where to light.

And strange thy taste.

Of all the varied scenes that met thine eye

—

Of all the spots for building 'neath the sky

—

To choose this waste.

Kor was this loneliness one of place only, or of this place. In

London, their home for the latter and greater part of life,
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when Carlyle had become famous and had leisure enough to

take a vacation of a month or two's duration every summer, to

make repeated visits of a day or two's length to Lady Ashbur-

toii's, while his wife ^yas suffering untold agonies of body and

mind, ^[rs. Carlyle saw her husband half an hour a day ! Mrs.

Carlyle thought, and very reasonably too, that she that had

laid down name, wealth, rank, and had worn out herself in

trying to shield her husband from vexation and to forward his

interests—in a word, she that had given him her life—merited

at least a few moments of his time and consideration. This

discontent, aggravated by the supercilious treatment received at

tlio hands of her w^ith whom Carlyle seemed so fascinated, she

made known to her husband. Without reference to Carlyle's

relations to Lady Ashburton, this seems to mc human nature,

and I cannot ask of Mrs. Carlyle what is possible only to angels.

Yet thinors moved on as smoothly as if their life were one

long-drawn-out honeymoon. To those who saw it, Mrs. Car-

lyle's home seemed a paradise, this, too, whether in London or

tlie " Devil's Den " of Craigenputtock—equally in the years

wlien their living was scant as when, in after times, ^their in-

c«jme was comfortably sufficient. This scrupulous housewifery

was attained not without a few adventures and much toil on

ilrs. Carlyle's part. She was somewhat startled by the gross-

ness of her ignorance concerning household matters.

Being an only child, and brought up to great prospects, I was
publiniely ignorant of every branch of useful knowledge, though
a capital Latiu scholar and very fair mathematician! It be-
hooved rae, in these astonishing circumstances, to learn to sew

!

Husbands, I was shocked to find, wore their stockings into holes,
aii<l /was expected to look to all that; also, it behooved me to
Icaru to cook.

At first the delicate organism shrank from the uncongenial
ta.sk.s. Pathetic is the account of her tirst attempt at bread-

making, iu which she relates that, having sat up till three

o clock in the morning over a loaf of bread, a sense of forlorn-

^Jcss and degradation stole over her. Suddenly she bethinks
hcrtielf of Benvenuto Cellini's sitting up all night, watching
lii^ Perseus iu the fire.

After all, in the sight of the higher powers, what is the mighty
uiflLTenco between a loaf of bread and a statue of Perseus, so that
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each be the thing one's hand has found to do ? The man's de-
termined will, his energy, his patience, were the really admirable
things of which his statue of Perseus was the mere chance ex-
jiression. If he had been a woman living at Craigenputtock,
•with a dyspeptic husband, sixteen miles from a baker, and he a
bad one, these same qualities would have come out more fitly in
a loaf of bread.

Heroic woman I tliat could follow out this principle, as diffi-

cult of application as simple of comprehension and Christ-like

in influence, so eloquently stated by Mr. Carlyle :
" Man ! sym-

bol of eternity imprisoned into time ! it is not thy works,

which are all mortal, infinitely little, and the greatest no greater

than the least, but only the spirit thou workest in, which can

have worth or continuance."

" Crown me with all the laurels that ever decorated man's

brow : were it other than the bitterest of mockeries if she that

had struggled with me were not there to share them ? " wrote

he that, for three years, could not find time to go out and buy
his poor invalid wife a brougham ! Yet, as far as his actions

fell short of his professions, Mr. Carlyle was " not naturally a

villain, and at bottom loved his wife real well "—so far as he

knew how. There are circumstances that extenuate, none that

excnse, Carlyle's boorish treatment of his wife. Gifted with

a vivid imagination and, at tlie same time, afflicted with dys-

pepsia, Carlyle saw only the evil side of things, and that

through magnifying glasses. This fact, no doubt, accounts for

his acerbity. But we cannot but tliink of Schiller, to say

nothing of Mrs. Carlyle, who, though harassed quite as much
as Mr. Carlyle, not, it may be, by liis " diabolical apparatus,"

was the calmest of men. Again, at Carlyle's home, his mother

and sisters did most of the housework, and lie, unmindful of

their different bringing up, unwisely expected of his wife what

lie had seen done by his mother. The fact is, tliat of the two

theories of womanhood—the poetic and the materialistic—the

one championing refinement to the sacrifice of usefulness, the

other, utility to the sacrifice of beauty and culture, finding in

woman a child-bearer and domestic, Carlyle adopted the latter

—a theory held in common with not a'few of his contempora-

ries. ISTaturally enough, Carlyle did not encourage his wife to

enter the field of literature, lier place being, as he thought, in

the cook-room or at the broom-handle ; not, indeed, for lack of
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t;ilont or ca])acity, but as better comporting with woman's

pnhcre. Alike by instinct and by breeding, Carlyle was un-

fitted to rightly determine woman's province or appreciate her

nature, least of all his woman's.

But what sublime indifference to his wife's sufferings, what

iiii^'ratltude for her laborious services ! But Mr. Carlyle did

Ijavc a heart, and it beat lovingly toward his mother and her

f.ainily, no more filial or fraternal conduct than his being on

n.Tord. Leigh Ilunt, a frequent visitor and an iutimaie friend

of Ills, thus warmly testifies to Mr. Carlyle's humanity :

I believe that what Mr. Carlyle loves better than his fault-

fmtliug, with all its eloquence, is the sight of any human face

lliat looks suffering and loving and sincere; and I believe, fur-

thor, that if the fellow-creature were suffering only, and neither

loving nor sincere, but had come to a pass of agony in this life

which put him at the mercy of some good man for some last help

aii<l consolation toward his grave, even at the risk of loss to re-

pute, and a sure amount of pain and vexation, that man, if the

groau reached him in its forlornness, would be Thomas Carlyle.

Actions do speah louder than words. Carlyle was deeply

imbued with the idea that he had a mission to right this dis-

jointed world by instructing its poor fools, and, swallowed up
as he was in his mission, he was lost to humanity ; and we
can but smile at the egotism of this typical one of the Britons,

" not a bull of them all but believes he can bear Europa on liis

back," and wonder at the short-sightedness of a num that

f-aw BO much wrong in the universe, but nothing in his own
ill-managed kingdom, the home.
Humdrum as was Mrs. Carlyle's way of living, she managed

to extract therefrom many pleasures, not the least of which
(the highest, resulting from a consciousness of duty performed,
has already been noticed) was to have her friends call. The
u«^'pth and the universality of their love has been incidentally

t-hown. Xo visitor, however transient his stay, went o£E with-
f'nt W'ing impressed with Mrs. Carlyle. She was the enter-

^'nor
; and many amusing stories docs she tell of her recep.

tx^ns
: how, for instance, the JefiEroys once visiting them very

unexpectedly at Craigenputtock, and the larder being rather
fmpty, she sprang upon a horse, rode sixteen miles to town,
!iia<ie her purchases, hurried back home, and, having gotten
<l»nner with her own hands, presided at the table as gi-acefully
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as ever did a qneen. She does not seem to have especially

liked US Americans ; in fact, none save Emerson, of whose
visit to Craigenputtock she said that it was the only one made
for such a pur]X)se since the time of [N'oah's ark. "While liv-

ing at Chelsea, Mrs. Carlyle, on returning home from visiting

one evening, was told by the servant that some one was await-

ing Mr. Carlyle in the library. She writes :

On proceeding thither, a tall, lean, red-herring-looking man
arose from Carlyle's desk, at which he was writing, and, running
his eyes over me, from head to foot, said, " O, you are Mrs. Car-
lyle, are you?" An inclination of the head, intended to be
hauteur itself, was all the answer he got. " Do you keep your
health pretty well, Mrs. Carlyle ? " said the wretch, nothing
daunted, that being always your regular Yankee's second word.

Then, pouring upon her a broadside of impertinent ques-

tions, receiving in return churlish answers, " that spattered off

the rhinoceros hide of him as if they had been sugar-plums,"

and being informed that Mr. Carlyle might not return for some
time, he leaves his note and departs ; whereupon Mrs. Carlyle

soliloquizes :
" If Mr. Carlyle's increasing reputation bore no

other fruits than congratulatory Yankees and the like 1

should vote for its proceeding to diminish witli all possible

dispatch." Mr. Carlyle was not very accessible, Mrs. Carlyle

telling us of his turning off two of his boon companions of

early life, when she came to the rescue and saved him from

'doing what he would afterward have regretted. The follow-

ing, occurring in a letter to her husband, shows in what awe

Mr. Carlyle was held by peoj^le generally :

" There is just one thing," said Madame de to Rev.
John Barlow, " I wish you to do for me—to take me to see Mr.
Carlyle." " Tell me to ask the Archbishop of Canterbury to dance

a polka with you," said Barlow, aghast, " and 1 would dare it,

though I have not the honor of his acquaintance; but take any
body to Mr. Carlyle, impossible !

"

Though she has left us but few memorials of her literary

talent, Mrs. Carlyle was truly a woman of intellect, and, pre-

eminent as was her character by reason of its many rare virtues,

the intellectual is scarcely second to the moral endowment. A
hard student she always was, even during the Craigenputtock

regime finding time to read " Don Quixote " and other classics
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in tlie original. At thirteen she wrote a drama said to have

been of more than usual merit, though committed to the flames

toon after its production. After the busier period of Kfe had

j)assed Mrs. Carlyle began a novel, which, owing to a com-

plete failure of health, she was unable to finish. " Xone of

iho writing women," thought Charles Dickens, a contemporary

of George Ehot, " come near to her at all." Carlyle, while

lie would not admit her to literary partnership, never failed

to avail himself of her criticisms, which were acute and far-

reaching, as we may judge from her prophetic foreshadowing

of Curlyle's talent. In his own inimitable way Carlyle esti

mated his wife's literary ability :
" JSTot all the Sands and

EHots and babbling coterie of celebrated scribbhng women
that ever strutted over the world in my time could, it seems
to me, if boiled down and distilled to essence, make one such

woman." The " Letters and Memorials," itself of the highest

Hterary merit, has yet its chief value as a token of what might
liave been accomplished. Certainly Mrs. Carlyle accomplished

much under most adverse circumstances ; and it is not improb-
able that, under more favorable conditions, " like the eagle re-

newing her mighty youth and kindling her undazzled eyes at

the full midday beam, she would have purged and unsealed her
long-abused sight at the fountain itself of heavenly radiance.".

"\V hen we come to speak of character, we, as Merivale in
writing of Caesar, exclaim, (we hope with better reason,)
" One can but be silent in the presence of the perfect." Ener-
getic when energy and forethought were at discount, patient
atnid unparalleled vexations, serene and trustful by the side of
a joyless Jeremiah and doubting Thomas ; withal so intelhgent,
K> forgetful of self, so thoughtful of others, with Mr. Carlyle
we may well ask, " Did ever one come more direct from the
empyrean ?

"
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Aet. v.—the administration of the discipline.

The proper administration of the Discipline is a matter of

grave importance to the welfare of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. As yet, it has not received the attention which its

importance demands. There is, perhaps, no part of our eccle-

siastical machincrj so little understood, and so inefficiently

worked, as the part which relates to the administration of the

discipline. Not that the machinery itself is greatly defective.

It is not. No other ecclesiastical body has a better. The fault

is not in our judicial system, but in its administration. It is

this that is frequently inefficient and open to criticism ; and
that, too, when it is possible for it to be most efficient in its

workings and trustworthy in its results.

AVe are suffering both from laxness of administration and
from clumsiness in its attempt. The difficulty attending and

the labor involved in the investigation of alleged crimes

charged against offenders are so great, that the administrator

sometimes shrinks from them, and evades the unpleasant task,

if possible. The result is, offenders remain in the Church,

elements of weakness to it, and stum])ling-blocks in the way of

its progress. Or, if it is attempted, the methods of investiga-

tion are frequently such that they fail to elicit the truth. The
consequence is, the guilty escape, or, perhaps, what is rarer, the

innocent suffer. Because of this, ecclesiastical courts are looked

upon with suspicion, and the trials conducted in them assumed

to be inefficient in their methods, and unreliable in their find-

ings—a result greatly to be deplored.

"We lack uniformity of administration, also. • One pastor or

presiding elder tries to enforce the discipline and preserve

the purity of the Church ; another evades or ignores it. Dif-

ferent localities and different administrators have different

modes of administration. "With some, it is lax ; with others,

what is called liberal; with still others, critical and exact. All

these—the laxness, the clumsiness, and the lack of uniformity

—are hinderances in tlie way of the true work of the Church-

Any Church that does not keep itself pure, that does not

sho wintelligenco and wisdom in the administration of its laws,

and that does not have power enough, as a system, to impress
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miiforniitjin its administration, cannot long command the re-

jiooct, secure tlie conlidence, or exert much influence for good

over mankind. The avenues throagli which the Church reaches

ajul controls men are the avenues of its wisdom, efficiency, and

purity ; and if the world does not see in it these elements—if

it docs not possess them, it has lost its intluence for good and

it.4 j>ower over men.

To call attention to these evils, and the possibility of reme-

dving them, and at the same time stimulate the Church to

olTort in that direction, is the object of this paper. In it I pro-

pose to discuss the whole question of administration, under the

live following general divisions of the subject

:

I. To call attention to the principles of authority underly-

ing the government of the Church, by and through which it

is possessed of power to exclude unworthy persons from its

body.

II. To show the limits and kind of jurisdiction which the

Methodist Episcopal Church gives to its administrators, and

the several duties it imposes upon them.

III. To define the qualifications and the spirit which should

characterize the true administrator, in conductinrr all investifr*!-

tions coming under his jurisdiction.

IV. To define the manner in which a Church court should

\xi conducted, and to discuss the application of the principles

and rules of evidence prevailing in civil courts to ecclesiastical

courts.

V. To show that our ecclesiastical courts may become the

most reliable of all courts, the surest in eliciting truth and
rvndering verdicts which will command the approval of honor-
ublo and thinking men.

In accordance with this plan I proceed,

I To call attention to the principles of autliority underly-
ing the government of the Church, by and through which it

Js possessed of power to exclude" unworthy persons from its

Uxiy.

Tlie authority which the Church ha* o\%y the individuals

composing it, rests upon the broadest possible foundations, both
of reason and the will of God. They are tlie same as those
Upon which tho state rests, and are twofold in their origin
wid character. One of the greatest philosophers and jurists of
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modern times has said, concerning the principles underlyino-

civil government :
" One thing is always essential to civil so-

cieties : that each member of a society should relinquish in

favor of the social body a portion of his rights, and there

should be a power capable of governing all individuals, of
giving them laws, and of coercing those who refuse to obev."

Aristotle, long centuries ago, said, " A truly human life is in

society; individuals are only accidental parts of the social

whole."* Hence, the individual being less than society—on
the principle that a single part is less than the sum of all the

parts—if he infringes against the rules which govern the whole,

and which are ordained for its interests, society must deal with

the offender. Therefore, he says, " The moral mean in social

life is between doing wrong and suffering wrong, which is

justice." All governments are founded upon these principles

;

all states stand on these foundations. They are simple, but

they are universal, and no social body can exist without them.

The Church, on its human side, is a civil society, a state, and,

as such, it must have government and administration. If it is

to command the respect of mankind, and conserve the ends for

which it exists, it must be possessed of these powers. View-
ing the Church from this stand-point, another high authority

has 6aid of it :
" The quality of the true visible Church is

purity, and a union under no other than moral motives. The
relation of its members to each other rests upon the principles

of freedom. The Church is, therefore, a free state, neither a

hierarchy nor democracy." f
This definition of the Church is almost an exact definition of

ecclesiastical ^lethodism. " Such a society is none other than

a company of men having the form and seeking the power of

godliness." They are " banded together" for this purpose. It

is a voluntary union for moral ends—a free state. This im-

plies government, discipline, laws, and their execution. Being

a voluntary and free state, existing for the purposes named,

it cannot "coerce" in the sense of inflicting physical pen-

alty, but it can by inflicting moral penalty. It can compel

compliance with its laws or exclusion from its body, and the

privileges belonging to that body, for the attainment and

* Wolff, " Law of Nations."

f Kant, " Religion withiu the Bound3 of Pure Reason."
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preservation of tlie ends for whicli it exists, namely, its " essen-

tial quality," inu%.
\\\\\. there is another and a higher class of principles than

those already named underlying the government of the

Cliurch. These are principles of divine character and author-

ity. The Church is more than a free state existing for moral

ends ; it is GocVs visible kingdom among men. It has an

authoritv, therefore, higher than that given it by the individuals

wlio voluntarily enter into it and compose its body. God is its

kinir and lawgiver. His authority is supreme ;
and he to whom

he delegates it, possesses it—holds it by supreme right, arising

out of di^'ine enactment. That God has committed authority

to the Church to govern, cannot be denied ; and this authority,

though exercised by the Church, is God^s authority. Whether

wc consider this right to govern as lodged in the whole body

of Christians, and delegated by them to those whom tliey set

apart to rule—as we most steadfastly believe, and as Method-

ism teaches—or as committed to the few, and transmitted from

them by the " laying on of hands " to others, in either case the

autliority is in the Church, and is God's authority.

The Holy Scriptures teach us that .the state has this ele-

ment of divine authority lodged in it. The thirteenth chap-

ter of the Epistle to the Romans fully establishes this fact.

Such declarations and exhortations as the following are un-

equivocal and explicit upon this point :
" Let every soul be

eul»ject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of

God : the powers that be are ordained of God. Whosoever
tlierefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God.

. . . For he [the civil ruler] is the minister of God to thee for

pood ... he beareth not the sword in vain : for he is the min-
uter of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth

evil. Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath,

but also for conscience' sake." For, for this cause pay ye trib-

ute also : for they are God's ministers, attending continually

upon this very thing."

If this be the relation of the civil government and the civil

ruler to the divine government and the divine Ruler, how
"«ueh more the Church, which is God's kingdom among men,

uncircumscribed by political boundary, by nationality, race, or

fige
! A kingdom, as described by the prophet Daniel (set up)
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to be "an everlasting kingdom," one which is to break in
pieces and subdue all others, and fill the whole world, makincr
the civil powers but limited fragments of its own powe?
which, while separated from them, yet permeates and controls
them. The most important of all institutions, the most uni-
versal and perpetual—the " New Jerusalem descendino- from
God out of heaven," into which the glory of the nations is to
be gathered, and into Mhich kings are to bring their treasures
—the power that is to subdue the world, overcome evil, develop
holy character, train souls for heaven, and into which nothino-
shall enter "that defileth^^ and which is finally to be presented
to God " a glorious Church without spot or wrinkle," must
be under the dominion of a divine government, and have
lodged m it an authority more than human, even the authority
of God.

The Holy Scriptures nowhere formally state and define
this authority in so many words, but they do most explicitly
recognize and speak of it. St. Paul, in his first letter to
Timothy, third chapter, speaking of the qualifications of a
bishop, says, he must be " one who ruleth well his own house,
having his children in subjection with all gravity. For if a
man know not how to rule his own house, how can he take care
of [rule] the Church of God ? " Again, in the fifth chapter,
he says, " Let the elders that ride well be counted worthy of
double honor." " Against an elder receive not an accusation
but before two or three witnesses." » Them that sin, rebuhe
before all, that others may fear." " Lay hands suddenly upon
no man, neither ha partaker of other tnen's sins:' " I charge
thee before God, and the elect angels, that thou observe the°e
things, without preferring one above another, doing nothing by
partiality." All this teaches us that elders ruled; that Timo-
thy, as an tTnoKorrog, by virtue of his* office, if not his order, had
still higher authority than they, and the apostle, by virtue of
his apostleship, still higher authority than Timothy; and
that this authority extended to the arrest, arraignment, trial,
and expiation from the Church of unworthy members and
ministers. We are taught thereby that the early Church was
under government, God having made them who were in au-
thonty "overseers to feed the flock," and not only to feed
them, but to arraign, discipline, and expel the unworthy by a
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divine authority committed to them, and for the proper exer-

cise of which they were not only responsible to the Church,

hut to God himself.

la the First Epistle to the Corinthians, fifth and sixth chap-

ters, there is given a case in point. There was one, it seems,

all(-.\ved to remain in tlie Chureli who was known to be guilty

of ^M-oss immorality. The apostle severely rebukes the Church

tlierofor, and says :
" But now I have written unto you not to

keep company, if any man that is called a brother be a forui-

c.-itor, or covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or a drunkard, or

an extortioner ; v:ith such a one no not to eat. For what have

I to do to judge them also that are without ? do not ye judge

them that are within ? But them that are without God judg-

I'tli. Tfierefore put awayfrom among yourselves that wicJced

jhrsonP And then, as if anticipating an objection to this ac-

tion upon the ground of a lack of competent authority in the

Cinirch to exclude, he says :
" Do ye not know that the saints

thai! judge the world ? and if the world shall be judged by you,

are ye unworthy to judge the smallest matters ? Know ye not

that we shall judge angels ? how much more things that per-

tain to this life."

In the Gospel by St. Matthew, eighteenth chapter, our Sav-
iour, in a most marked and positive manner, recognizes and
f^peaks of this authority as follows :

" Moreover if thy brother
t^hall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between
thee and him alone : if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained
tliy brother. But if he will not hear thee, take with thee one
<''r two more, that in the mouth of two or three witnesses every
wuril may be establislied. x\nd if he shall neglect to hear them,
^'11 it unto the Church : hut if he neglect to hear the Church,
i<t him he v.nto thee as a nEATUEX man and a publican."

Nothing can be stronger than this. The absolute and utter
K>panition and exclusion from all the religious privileges of
<'io Jewish Church of a heathen, or publican, was inost thor-
ough and complete. And such is ta be the attitude and action
"f tlie Church toward the persistent and defiant offender. The
^'«•r^e following the quotation already given asserts, in the
^trongest manner, the authority of the Church, and, while no
i*r»)tostunt will claim it as teaching what the Boman Church
clawns, yet it does imply that excommunication from the

C— FOURTIt SKRIKS, vol,. XXXVI.
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Church is a fearful \\\\xi%—a penalty wliicli to the incorrigible

must appear like the foreshadowings of that darkness which

will accompany the wrath of the judgment thunders. " Yerily

I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound

in heaven ; and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be

loosed in heaven."

The Church, then, is still, as of old, a Theocracy. The Lord

Jesus Christ is its head and ruler, the word of God its law.

Its authority to administer discipline is by divine enactment.

Those into whose hands this authority is committed must exer-

cise it according to the direction of the Supreme Head of the

'Church, and the laws he has given. They have no choice

;

they must be faithful to their trust, or stand guilty before

their Judge. The Methodist Episcopal Church, as a part

of the body of Christ, recognizes these principles, and as-

sumes the authority they imply. It says of its fundamental

rules and requirements :
" These are the General Eules of our

societies ; all of which we are taught of God to observe, even

in his written word, which is the only rule, and the sufficient

rule, both of our faith and practice. And all these we know
iiis Spirit writes on truly awakened hearts. If there be any

.among us who observes them not, who habitually breaks any of

them, let it be known unto them who watch over that soul as

they who must give an account. We will admonish him of the

error of his ways. We will bear with him for a season. But

if then he repent not, he hath no more place amomj ns. We
have delivered our own souls."

Having called attention to these great basal principles and

sources of authority in the Church, we are led naturally to ask,

What provisions has the ^lethodist Episcopal Church made for

the exercise of this authority ? This leads to my second gen-

cral division of the subject :

IT. To show the limits and kind of jurisdiction which the

Methodist Episcopal Church giv^es to its administrators, and

the several duties which it imposes upon them.

The ]\[ethodist' Episcopal Church indicates quite clearly the

manner in which discipline shall be administered, and desig-

nates the persons it selects and authorizes to perform its

functions in this respect, defining and limiting their several

duties ; and it recognizes this authority as existing in the
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wliolo body of the Church, and not exclusively in its minis-

ters or officers, except as delegated to them from tlie Church

•k» ;\ whole.

Part third of our Book of Discipline, chapters first, second,

and third, containing paragraphs from 200 to 253, inclusive,

rovers the whole ground of administration. Space will not

admit of extended quotations. Any one so desiring can sift

the matter in detail by reading these chapters and paragraphs.

The ^lethodist Episcopal Church has, for laymen and bish-

f.j)-:, tiro well-defined courts, and one not well-defined, making

three in all. The two well-defined are courts of trial and

ccmrts of appeal. The third and iTl<hfined court is that pro-

vision which is made in our Book of Discipline whereby

(1) A preacher in charge, when differing in judgment from a

majority of a committee, may refer a case to a Quarterly

C<;iiference, which may order a new trial, (^ 235.) (2 jWhere

the president of an Annual Conference may correct errors of
law made by a Presiding Elder in an appeal case before a

Quarterly Conference, and an Annual Conference itself correct

errors of administration not connected with judicial proceed-

ings, providing such suitable remedies as may be needed, (§§ 2

and 3,
•"

215;) and (3) Where "the General Conference," in

reviewing " the decisions of questions of law contained in the

records and documents transmitted to it from the Judicial Con-
ferences, in case of serious error therein, shall take such action

a.-- justice may require," ("i" 247.) It has for traveling preach-
ers, other than bishops, three courts, besides the indefinite court
already named. These are : court of investigation, court of
trial, and court of appeal. The court of investigation, how.
t^vcr, can hardly be called a court in the proper sense, though
j^Ksessed, in a limited degree, of judicial functions ; it being
»!i>tituted to meet exigencies which may arise in the interim of
an Annual Conference, a body which has no real judicial power
wve when in session.

1 lie ovei-sight of all administration is lodged in three classes
<'i persons, who, in their official capacity, are designated to
h-rfurm the duties assigned to each. These are, "first, the
'•'•-hops, or General Superintendents

; second, the Presiding
'''ders, or District Superintendents

; third, Preachers in charge
^f Circuits or Stations. . The jurisdiction and duties ora Bishop
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are defined in ^^ 201 to 216, 2i2 to 244, and 24S. These

are : to convene and prei^ide in a Judicial Conference called to

try an accused Bishop ; to preside in an Annual Conference at

the trial of a traveling preacher, when tried before the whole

body of the Conference
; or to appoint a chairman to preside

when tried before a select number ; to appoint counsel for the

Church and for the accused
; to convene a Judicial Conference,

and preside therein, in cases of appeal from the decisions of an

Annual Conference ; and to decide all questions of law pre-

sented in an appeal from the decisions of a Presiding Elder,

made in an appeal case before a Quarterly Conference.

The jurisdiction and duties of a Presiding Elder are defined

in the following paragraphs, and relate to four classes of cases.

First, the appeal of a private member or local preacher to a

Quarterly Conference, (•[®i 219 and 251.) Second, proceedings

against a preacher on trial, (•[ 218.) Third, proceedings against

a traveling preacher, or other Presiding Elder, in the interim

of an Annual Conference, (*^ 209, §§ 1 to 5, ^^ 211 to 215.)

Fourth, proceedings against an accused P>ishop, (•[*" 201 to 203.)

The jurisdiction and duties of a preacher in charge are de-

fined in «;^ 219 to 226, •[ 227, §§ 1 and 2, ^*i 228 to 233, and

^j[ 235 to 237. These paragraphs refer to proceedings for im-

morality, imprudent and unchristian conduct, insolvency, dis-

agreement in business, non payment of debts, sowing dissen-

sion, neglect of the means of grace, and improper words and

tempers. Their jurisdiction extends over local preachers, and

official and private members.

The first class of offenses named consists of improper tem-

pers, words, and actions, insolvency, non-payment of debts, sow-

ing dissensions, neglect of the means of grace, disagreement in

business, teaching heresy, buying, selling, or using intoxicating

liquors as a beverage, or becoming in any way a participant in

tlie trafiSc in intoxicating drinks, dancing, card-playing, horse-

racing, attending theaters, circuses, dancing-parties—in a word,

all such amusements as " cannot be taken in the name of the

Lord Jesus." The second class consists of such offenses as are

" expressly forbidden in the word of God, and sufficient to

exclude a person from the kingdom of grace and glory."

The Church, while it makes it the duty of a Preacher in

cliarge, a Presiding Elder, and a Bishop to see that the pro-
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vi-ions of the Discipline named in all these paragraphs and

wot ions are carried out by each in the jurisdiction given him,

(l(x.s not give either of them any right to exclude from the

Clmrch until the persons charged, after trial by their peers,

have been found guilty of the crimes alleged against them.

The administrator, in no case, is the judge of the innocence

or guilt of an accused person. He cannot even charge a com-

mittee which tries a case as a judge charges a jury in a civil

<n>urt. The committee are the judges of both the law and

the evidence^ and the Church does not permit interference with

their prerogatives. All an administrator can do is to see

that a case is properly arranged and conducted, and rule upon

inntions for the admission or exclusion of proffered evidence.

The only departure from this is where a preacher in charge
*' may differ. in judgment from a majority of the committee

CMncerning the guilt or innocence of the accused, he may refer

the case to the ensuing Quarterly Conference, which sliall have

aiitliority to order a new trial." A prerogative of doubtful

ixiK'diency, and not at all in harmony with the general juris-

prii.lence of Methodism. The Church decides upon the

fTuilt or innocence of all who are arraigned for offenses cora-

liiitted against its laws and order. The verdict is pronounced
I'v the peers of the accused in every case except that of an ar-

raigned Bishop, and here also, if we look upon the episcopacy
iM an off.ce and not an order— 2^ view which most Methodists
l""!d. The right of jperemptory q\\^qvl^q is only given to ac-

cu-od J3is]iops, and to traveling preachers in cases of appeal
t'> u Judicial Conference ; but this extends only to a limited
tiumbcr. The court cannot be reduced below the minimum
required by the law of the Church. The right to challenge for
oiHiic is given to private members, local preachers, and travel-

'•'g preacliers, in all preliminary investigations, but not in
^P^'lhite courts. Such courts—being either the Quarterly
Ct.nference, the Annual Conference, or the Judicial Confer.
fnci-—are created by the organic law of the Church, and can-
"'»t be changed in their composition, like committees called
^'j'.n-'ther for an especial purpose. The Church grants the right

y J*PI*t-''"»l to all, where errors and defects in judicial proceed-

!J!^'^

niay be duly considered, and rectified if wrong, or affirmed
»'y«t. And beyond these appellate courts of the Church,
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definitelj named, there are the indefinite courts ah-eady alkided

to, where errors of administration and serious errors in law may
be remedied by " such action as justice may require."

It is seen by these provisions that the Church guards most

sacredly the rights of all within its fold ; while, at the same

time, by the minute provisions made for proceedings against

those guilty of the multiform and various offenses named, it

also equally seeks to guard the integrity and purity of the

Church.

There can be no doubt as to the duty of an administrator in

relation to offenses so explicitly named. It matters not what

his personal feelings may be, nor how much he may shrink

from the performance of what must ever be a most disagree-

able task ; obligation binds him, responsibility rests upon him,

and the gravity of his position as " an overseer of the Church
of God " makes it impossible that he should evade his duty

without incurring serious guilt. There are, however, some
questions arising in connection with the discharge of these

stem duties Mhich are worthy of consideration. For in-

stance : IIow far should an administrator insist upon regular

investigation by Church courts of alleged immoralities or other

offenses \ Constant, or even frequent, litigation is very per-

nicious in its results ; it distracts and demoralizes. "We know
something of its evil effects upon the character of those ^vho

indulge in it in our civil courts. Would not the effects be

worse upon litigants in our Church courts ? IIow, then, is an

administrator to proceed hi the discharge of his duty, so as

to subserve the moral ends for which the Church exists ? How
is he to preserve its peace, secure moral benefit to the offender,

uphold the righteousness and dignity of Church authority,

saving it from any charge of laxness or connivance with

offenders, and at the stime time avoid the troubles which natu-

rally grow out of litigation ? It is evident tliat Church trials

ought to be avoided, if they can be, without betrayal of tnist

or neglect of duty. If all men were honest, or even wise

when honest, it would be different. There is likely to be mis-

representation. Sides will be taken, perhaps from prejudice,

or sentiment, or interest, and not from reason, justice, the love

of the Church, or the love of God. There will, in all probabil-

ity, be evil pa.ssion engendered, and no one can predict what
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may be the final outcome of evil. On the otlier hand, to even

f.iin to wink at wrong, or to show the least indifference in

rv'forence to evident immorality, would be productive of still

greater evil. There must not be room for even the shadoio

of a suspicion in this direction. Where, then, shall the line

W drawn so as to avoid both of these evils? To carry out in

tiiL'ir fullest measure the mandates of the Church, and at the

fc\;i!nc time avoid, as far as possible, the evils which arise out of

wrong ivhen it arrays itself against the forces which seek to

ftijipress it?

I answer : Let the provisions of our Book of Discipline, in

K'ference to the minor offenses, be faithfully and fully, yet

prudently, carried out ; and it is probable that, in a large

majority of these cases, reformation can be secured, and the

Church saved both the scandal and the trouble which grow
out of litigation. In cases of the sterner immoralities, there

fchould be no vacillating. Every rumor should have imme-
diate attention, and such informal inquiry be made as will

a>certain the grounds upon which it rests. If it appears, after

fuch inquiry, that the rumor is false, let the result be known,
and usually the case will be ended. If, on the other hand, there

ii3 a probability, or even a possibility, of guilt, or if it is not

(tholutcly clear that the rumor is groundless, then let the ad-

ministrator proceed to investigate the case according to the

rules and provisions of the Church made and provided for

fuch cases. ]Ni^o member of the Church, certainly no minister^

can afford any other course. To shrink from investigation is

l-;j''it confession of guilt ; and though the accused may escape

i-x pulsion from the Church by evading trial, yet he will not be

exonerated in the eyes of his fellow-men, nor of the Church,
'«^>r will the administrator be guiltless of a betrayal of the

fe;>cred trusts committed to his keeping. The interests of the

Ciiurch, the administrator, and the accused all demand that

there be immediate^ thorough, and fearless investigatimi of
fvery such case. The solution of the difficult problem just

»»ained will find further answer in the consideration of my next

general division, which is :

III. To define the qualifications and spirit which should

characterize the true administrator in conducting all investiga-

liuus coming under his jurisdiction.
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The proper inquiry having been made, and tlie preliminary
steps of arraignment all having been correctly, carefullv, and
prudently taken, the personal qualifications and spirit of the
administrator will have much to do with results and their
effects. Tlie position in which he is placed is one of the most
critical positions possible. He is intrusted with interests of
the^most delicate and important character, and surrounded with
difficulties of the most subtle and sensitive kind. He is in the
position of both a judge and a brother, and consequently occu-
pies a near and delicate relation both to the accuser and the
accused. The Church has intrusted him with the care of its

honor, integrity, and purity. He pities the accused, and sym-
pathizes with the innocent and blameless ones, who by the ties
of kinship and friendship are so intimately associated with him,
that their welfare and happiness is bound up in the verdict
which may be given in the case. The welfare, too, on the
other side, of perhaps deeply injured and wronged ones, and
those near and dear to tliem, the welfare of the Church, and
perhaps the eternal salvation of souls, is involved in the issue.

With these opposite interests clamoring and appealing to his

judgment and his heart ; with self-interested, and sometimes
wicked, persons seeking to intluence him by raising false issues,

in order to distract attention from the real issue ; surrounded
with smiles and frowns, praise and blame, -flattery and censure,
promises and threats, often alternating and seeking to move him,
he certainly needs to be thoroughly panoplied for the ordeal.

Plato* classifies virtue as follows : The virtue of the reason,
which is prudence, or wisdom ; the virtue of the heart, which
is valor

; and lastly the virtue to which he says '' belong the due
regulation and adjustment of the other powers of the soul, and
which, therefore, constitutes the bond uniting the three, which
is justice:' "In justice all the elements of moral culture meet
together and center." Again he says :

" God is angry when
any one censures a man like himself, or praises a man of an
opposite character ; and the Godlike man is the (/ood many
The administrator of the discipline ought to be possessed of all

these virtues. Wisdom and prudence are indispensable to him.
He will need valor oi the highest order, daring, under any and
all circumstances, to do right. And above all. he must he just.

• " Republic."
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Ho onp:lit, and lie will, if be has the right spirit, typify in his

liaractcr Plato's " Godlike man," and be possessed of what

Charles Sumner calls "the true grandeur of humanity" when
ill' t:;iys: "The true grandeur of humanity is in moral elevatlmi,

Kr^taincd and enlightened by reason, and that passionless, God-
like justice which controls his relations with all others." No
tincture of littleness or narrowness should show itself in his

oliaracter. He must not be a partisan, nor allow prejudice to

control him. Sympathy must be under the dominion of reason,

and impartiality mark every movement. The old saying, "the
jiuii;e is on the prisoner's side," must not be the rule which
nirnlates him ; he is to be on no side, or rather, on all sides.

Standing as the representative of God's authority in the Church,
lit' ought to cultivate and represent that dignity, impartiality,

J!i>tnt.'ss, tenderness, transparency, wisdom, courage, and love
•Aliit'li inhere in and adorn the character of our Lord Jesus
<"lirist. He ought to be possessed of all the platonic virtues,

A.M'l more, of the Christian virtues also. If it were possible, he
oii;;ht to be as wise as Solomon, as just as James, as prudent as
I*aul, as brave as Peter, as tender as John, and as immovahle
from right as the "Rock of Ages," and, like the sjnnbolic rcp-
rv-sjntations of justice, Hind to every thing but truth, right, and
tin- cvQ. of God. Such a character, who can find ? Such per-
f'.ctions,^alas! are only ideal, and never can be fully realized in
^^''_t. Yet notwithstanding this, every administrator should
»'nve, as nearly as possible, to reach this ideal. He can be pos-

^
j^scd of the spirit, and be guided by the intent thereof, even

•'vlicii he falls greatly short of its realization. Knowing "no
;"^i» after the flesh," let him preside as reflecting in his a'dmin-
j't ration God's qualities, and above all, ''that passionless God-
" '•'•.; (/.v^i^je" which is the band that ties in one the bundle of all
t-'o virtues.

,

I

now come to the most important part of this discussion—
•|^'l^-<jd, all-important, if the results aimed at by the Church in
'•" •I'hrnnistration of the discipline are rightly reached, or even
^•^-'•hed at all, namely:

^
.
To define the manner in which a Church court should

J-

conducted, and to discuss tlie application of the principles
" rules of evidence prevailing in civil courts to ecclesiastical

"jurts.
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How is an administrator to elicit the truth in reference to

the guilt or innocence of an accused party, and thus secure

justice in administration'^ This is a vital question. He may
be just and upright ; his intentions may be the purest

and best ; he may have many of the qualifications, and be pos-

sessed fully of the spirit, already described, and yet so conduct

an investigation or trial as to defeat the ends of justice, rather

than attain them. It is very important tliat all tlie preliminary

steps shall have been carefully and correctly taken. The re-

quirements of our Book of Discipline should be fully c'omplied

with, even to the minutest details, in this respect. The charges

and specifications under them ought to be carefully and cor-

rectly drawn. Each charge should be specific; each specifica-

tion defijiite, and under its appropriate charge ; the committee

secured ; due notification given the accused of time and place

of trial; ample time given him to secure counsel and prepare

his defense ; sufficient time allowed to both complainant and

defendant, to take depositions, secure witnesses, and do any

other thing which may be necessary to the thorough investiga-

tion of the complaints.

"When every thing is thus ready, and the investigation be-

gins, the administrator must see that the case is conducted

according to the forms of law and that the tests of relevancy

and truthfulness are applied, to all the testimony offered;

applying strictly the princijiles and rules of evidence pre-

vailin2 in civil courts to the case in hand. I know that

this is not the view taken by the Church generally. Per-

haps a majority—certainly a large number—of its adminis-

trators hold that these principles and rules should not be

strictly adhered to, hut that all rulings on the admission

of offered evidence should be what is called liberal—whatever

that term may mean, (as indefinite here, doubtless, as it is when

apphed to theology ;) that there should be a " broad niargin
"

given, as to the character of witnesses, kind and relation of

evidence, charaotor of questions, etc. In support of this view,

it is said, it is impossible to apply the rules of evidence to cases

before ecclesiastical courts, or conduct them as civil courts arc

conducted, because the Churcli has no power to compel the

attendance of witnesses, and administers no oaths, !N"ot, there-

fore, -using the forms, nor possessing the powers, of a civil
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court, greater latitude must be given, and the facts gained by

L'Icauing them from and sifting them out of wliatever may

be proffered or produced, whether true or false, relevant or

irrelevant, to the issue relating or not relating to the case in

hand. The sorting j>rocess implied in this position is the

|)oint of its weakness. He who would he able to separate

tlic true from the false, under such circumstances, would

k' possessed of an insight ahnost amounting to omniscience.

And yet such views are somewhat general, and our Church

practice largely corresponds to them ; and because of this, our

Ciiurch courts are so frequently charged with "whitewashing"

offenders, and are reckoned by many untrustworthy, failing to

command, as they should, the respect of the intelligent and

thinking public. This "wide margin" theory is a delusion.

Tiie fallacy of the position will be seen upon a moment's

rclleotion. In granting it the question naturally arises. How
wide ? Do away with all limitations ? ignore all tests ? admit

every thing that is offered as evidence ? allow every question

which may be asked? No one will he absurd enough to claim

this. Well, then, where shall the line be drawn? It must be

drawn somewhere ; where shall it be ? Is it not better to leave

it where the experience of men who have made the methods

of eliciting truth a special study have placed it? Is it probable

that any one can do better than this ? Is there not an unwar-

ranted assumption of wisdom in setting one's self up as wiser

tlian the aggregate wisdom of the many, gained by hundreds

of years of experimenting in reference to the same tiling?

Ought any one man be permitted to assume such prerogative,

niuch less be assisted in taking it upon himself ? It is an

a^^lnnption unwarranted in any view of the case. There will

l>o points enough arise, as we shall see farther on, where an

administrator will be forced to apply principles of evidence in

Ills discretion, without assuming to set aside or ignore those

Well-established rules, which are every-where reckoned the safe-

U'lords of virtue and the tests of trvth. The reasons given for

a departure from the practice of civil courts are, when properly

<'-.>n.sidered, reasons why, if th§re should be any difference, the

ruleH of evidence should be more strictly applied in ecclesi-

sj'^ticul than in civil courts. Because the Church cannot compel
l5»c attendance of witnesses, nor secure their testimony except
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they clioose to give it, nor administer oaths, it is therefore

under the greater obligation to be careful as to the character

of those who do testify, and to protect them and all concerned

from attacks which, from the nature of a Church court, they

may not be able to repel. Any other course can only be of

advantage to the unscrupulous. They, and not the honest and
truthful, would take advantage of this liberality in administra-

tion, and put in irrelevant and false testimony under it ; while

the just, being unable to secure the attendance of witnesses, per-

haps, and being precluded by conscience from meeting it on its

own plane, icould he at the mercy of the 'vile. Our Church
courts would thus become agencies to hurt the good, instead of

agencies to protect the Church and punish evil-doers. Ko just

person could ever be benefited by such administration. All
legitimate evidence—all that is necessary for the ascertainment

of itniih and fact—can be brought forward without the least

departure from the rules of evidence contained in the common
law and equity. Kay, more, an adherence to them is necessary

to the ascertainment of truth and the protection of all parties

from the dangers of false testimony ; they are equally just to

all, and the surest means known of detecting and preventing

such testimony.

It is the duty of every administrator to become familiar

with the methods of civil courts. He ought to make himself

master of the rules of evidence, especially the principles upon
which they are based. As truth is more certainly attained by

the use of logical methods than in disregard of them ; as they

are absolutely necessary to the success of argument and the

detection of fallacy ; so the methods of our civil and criminal

courts are necessary to the attainment of justice before eccle-

siastical tribunals. The rules of evidence contained in the

common law are the result of centuries of investigation and

experiment as to the best methods of eliciting truth. They
are the product of experience, and the conclusions of the ablest

and most learned jurists of the %vorld. The ground of their

necessity lies in the infirmity of the human mind—its inability

to avoid confusion amid a multit;ide of issues. The best dis-

ciplined minds among men, those trained to the closest thought,

have ascertained that in the pursuit of truth it is ahfiolutel

y

necessary to hold the mind to sinyUnexH of issue, and exclude
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from it all irrelevant and extraneous matter. There is but a

iiii^'Ie issue in any trial before a Churcli court ; namely, the

j^'uilt or innocence of the accused in reference to the offenses

cliarj^ed against him. An unscrupulous counsel will seek to

^llift the issue, and by so doing confuse the court and jury, by

calling their attention away from the real issue to some person

not on trial, and some issue not involved in the case. An ad-

ministrator must prevent this, holding all parties strictly to the

case in hand, excluding every thing irrelevant.

In a sister Church, it is said, there actually occurred the fol-

lowing case, highly illustrative of the importance of the point

just named. A pastor preferred charges against a member of

his church for the crime of theft, of which he was clearly

|j:uilty. A neighboring pastor was called in to preside at the

trial. The defense, instead of trying to show innocence, as-

!=ailed the character of the pastor who brought the charges,

accusing him of all kinds of misdemeanors, and bringing for-

ward disreputable persons to prove them. He protested, claim-

ing that he was not on trial ; that the question before them
Was not what he might or might not be guilty of, but whether
tiie accused was guilty or innocent of the crime charged
a^Minst him. He insisted that, if he had committed the of-

fenses claimed, that charges should be preferred against him
in a proper way, where and when he could meet and answer
tlH-m

;
that now the question was not his guilt or innocence,

I'Ut that of the other man. The presideiit of the court ruled
llut ecclesiastical courts should be conducted with great liber-
ality of procedure ! that in them accused and accuser came face
l<> face

; both were before the Church, and on trial. The re-
sult was, that one clearly guilty escaped, and the good name of
Jn innocent party was clouded, through the ignorance of an
administrator, ignoring, as he did, the plainest principles of ev-
"•^nce and the dictates of common sense. The notion that a
^-liureh court ought to be conducted upon the hroad ?i\\di liberal
idea so generally prevailing is a delusion of the worst kind, and,
•a nine cases out of ten, will not only needlessly and indetinite-
«.^ prolong investigation, but defeat the ends of justice.

^5i»t It may be said, Trials conducted in this way give better
*>j»ti'^faction to the general public, who, knowing nothing about
-•-• pnnciples of evidence, will be dissatislied if the case is held
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etrictlj to them. I reply, If the object of a Cliurch court is

to 'please the feople more than to elicit the truth, tlie point is

well taken. But is that the object? Is that what Cluirch

trials are for ? Is there no higher motive than this ? Does

not the objection rest upon a moral plane so low that it is un-

worthy of a moment's thought ? Is it not better to please God
than menf What would be thought of a civil court which

should in all its proceedings have its hand upon the popular

pulse, and act accordingly ? Its work is to administer justice,

regardless of the popular favor or disfavor. And shall the

Church of the living God be less removed from such influ-

ences ? I^ay, verily ! When in the discharge of the high and

holy duties of the administration of the Discipline it panders

tojiopular clamor, it will have ceased to deserve i\\Q coniidence

of mankind, and will soon reach the point of its deserving?.

The administration of Discipline should not, however, be

confined to a quibbling adherence to mere technicalities ; this

is an extreme to be avoided as well as the oj^posite. It is a

well-established principle of our ecclesiastical jurisprudence,

that no technical informality nor hair-splitting quibbling shall

be permitted to interfere with the ascertainment of truth, or

stand in the way of justice. Geikie,* speaking of the disgust-

ing adherence of the Jewish rabbis to the miimte technicali-

ties of the " traditions of the elders " at the time of our Sav-

iour, says :
" A system which admitted no change, in which

the least originality of thought was heresy, which required the

mechanical labor of a life-time to master its details, and which

occupied its teachers with the most trifling casuistry, could

have but one result, to degenerate to a great extent into pueril-

ities and outward forms." The same thing is true of a rigid

adherence to minute technicalities anywhere and in any thing.

Lading the memory with tine points of detail usually enfeebles

the understanding, rendering its decisions more or less untrust-

worthy. A Church court laden and bound fast with a great

mass of technicalities would be as puerile as a court of rabbis.

Avoid technicalities, but in doing so do not ignore those rules

which are not merely technical, but are God^s sign-hoards of

reason, which point the way to the truth, and whose directions

we must follow if we ever arrive at it.

* "Life of Christ."
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In the progress of a trial there will frequently points arise

wljere the administrator must be guided by tlie nature of

tlie case, and his judgment as to the course he should

take. The application of principles of evidence at such

times is discretionary, and must be determined by all the cir-

ciitnstances of the case. It is at points of this kind he needs

llie greatest wisdom, and should proceed with the greatest de-

lik-ration and care. There can be no dehnite rules given to

^.rule him at such points. His own good judgment, personal

insight, common sense, and intuition of right, aided by the en-

lightciunent which God gives to the sincere seeker for it, must

Ik; his guides. A distinguished authority* has said, "The
al>>ohite criterion of the correctness of our conviction of duty

is a feeling of truth and certainty." This accords with the

lliforythat conscience is the "eye of the reason " f by which

we recognize the intuition of right and wrong ; the ought and

ought not ; and, when enlightened by the judgment, not only

recognizes that there is a right and a ivrong^ but what is right

iJ'.d ichat is wrong. "Without indorsing or denying this

" philosophy," it is safe to say such study of a case as recom-

mended would so enlighten the ''^feeling of truth and cer-

Lninty," that what it dictated would perhaps be right, at least

»s nearly right as it is possible to ascertain under such circum-
ftanees and in such cases.

Jhit, aside from the exceptions named, an unswerving ad-

herence to the well-established rules of evidence will be still

more clearly seen by calling attention, a little more fully than
hitherto, to the following three important points : (1) The com-
jH--tency and character of witnesses. (2) The grounds upon which
cvrtain cpiestions are allowed or prohibited in the direct and
<'ru>s examination of witnesses. (3) The quality and relative-

ticss of testimony. The common law recognizes several things
*••« rendering witnesses incompetent. Defect of understanding,
uefeet of a sense of moral obligation, and defect from infamy
<jf chi.rac*;er, all render them incompetent to give testimony in

'''jurts of justice. Defect of understanding may arise from
'n.-vinity, idiocy, or immaturity—intoxication being defined as

* I'P^'cies of insanity. Defect of a sense of moral obligation
*n-<cd from a lack of religious belief, and of a conviction of

* Fichte. f Calderwood.
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moral acconntabilitj'to God. Defect from infamy of charac-
ter may be either infamy in the eye of the Liw or infamy in
fact. Infamy in the eye of tlie law arises from a conviction
by a conrt of justice for the commission of certain crimes. L
conviction for forgery, perjury, subornation of perjury, bribing
a witness to absent himself, or for conspiracy to accuse anothe'r
person of a capital crime, all render witnesses incompetent.
Infamy of character is usually set down against the credibility
of a witness. In Church courts it ought to render them in-
competent, because of the reasons already given, and also be-
cause of the superior dignity and jpurity of the Chiirch. There
is a difference between the common law and the statutes of
some of the States as to the competency of certain testimony.
The common law, as a rule, does not allow one charged with
crime to testify in his own behalf, while the statutes of several
States, at least, make him competent so to testify. Ought the
Church to follow the common or the statute law ? Possibly,
for prudential reasons, it may be best to follow the practice of
the courts in the localities where we reside ; at the same time,
the best minds who have given the subject the thought it

deserves are fully convinced of the superior wisdom Sf the
common law in this respect. Neither the cause of truth or
justice has been served by the other practice. The plea of
guilty or not guilty covers the M^hole ground, and no testimony
from an accused person will add any thing to this plea. The
common law practice, in my judgment, ought to be the prac-
tice of our Church courts, with the added exclusion of witnesses
who are infamous in fact, though they may not be so in law.
The Church is the earthly representation of God's eternal
kingdom

;
its government, therefore, ought to be a reflex of the

divine government, and its dignity and purity in all things duly
considered and })rotected. Hence no person of acknowledged
bad moral character should be competent to bear witness in

its courts. No self-convicted debauchee, no person convicted
of the commission of grave crime, no one expelled from its

folds for falsehood or other gross immorality, should ever be
permitted to testify before its tribunals. Expulsion from the
Church debars from Church privileges. If the expulsion has
been for falsehood or other gross immorality, the expelled
person stands in the same relation to the Church that one
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convicted of perjury or otlier grave crime stands to the civil

court, and, bj the law of analogy, is incompetent to testify

in the courts of the Church.

Questions asked witnesses by counsel or committee are fre-

quently necessary to get out the real points of testimony upon
which the prosecution or defense rely. The direct and cross

examination of witnesses, therefore, is an inalienable rio-ht
;

but the rule prohibiting a leading question in direct exami-
nation is based upon grounds of equal reason with those of

examination itself. Such questions are equivalent to puttiuv

words into the mouth of a witness, and justly chargeable with

attempt to manufacture testimony for the occasion. For this

reason they are prohibited. But to offer suggestions, in order

to assist the memory of a witness, is not only allowable, but

highly proper, because often necessary to enable the ^Aritness to

call up that which, tliough important, would otherwise, because

of the treachery of the memory, be passed over and lost. In

cross examination leading questions are admissible, because

they may be necessary to bring out some point which the wit-

ness is trying to conceal, or to show the animus of the witness

toward the opposite party. All questions asked upon cross-

examination must bear the tests of being responsive to the ex-

amination in chief, and relevant to the issue. Were it other-

wise, endless issues might be raised, unlimited time consumed,

private right invaded, and the dignity of a solemn court turned

into a bm-lesque of justice. For the same reasons no new mat-

ter can be introduced upon cross-examination. If there is some-

thing the opposite side desire the witness to state, which has not

been stated in the direct testimony, let the party make the wit-

ness his own, or bring the evidence out through some other wit-

ness. Xo witness can be called upon to answer a question which
would criminate liimself in such a manner as to expose him to

legal penalty, and an administrator ought to protect him agamst
all attempts to induce him to do so ; if he is a competent wit-

ness, he has a right to such protection ; if incompetent, he
ought to be ruled out. "When a witness, through regard for the

accused, or ont of respect for the welfare and purity of the

Church, voluntarily comes forward and gives testimon}', the

Church owes him protection. And while his testimony ouerlit

to be subject to all the rules of testing known in civil courts,

*l FOUKTH SKRIES, VOL. XXXVT.
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nothing beyond this, upon the plea tliat there should be greater

.breadth and liberality in ecclesiastical courts than in civil, should

be permitted.

The impeachment of a witness is also an inalienable right,

because necessary sometimes to self-protection ; but it should

never be permitted save in one, or both, of tlie two ways recog-

nized in the common law. That is, by showing the general

reputation of the witness for truth and veracity to be bad ; or

by showing that the witness has made statements outside of the

court different from, or contradictory of, those made in it.

The foundation for impeachment in the latter of these two

ways must be laid in the cross-examination of the witness, by

calling his attention to the time, place, attending circumstances,

and person to whom such contradictory statement was made.

The reason for this is, that while one may be supposed to be

always able to defend his general reputation, he may not be

.able to defend his reputation in a special case unless he has

his attention called to all the particulars connected with it.

For this reason, if there has been no such foundation laid, the

law does not permit any attempt to impeach in that way, or

questions upon outside matters which are not contradictory of

the direct testimony, or irrelevant to the issue. A member of

•our Church ought to be liable to impeachment, as well as one

who is not. There is no good reason why all witnesses should

not equally be subject to the same testings. The cause of truth

and justice demands it.

As to the quality and relativeness of testimony, a part has

already been anticipated. The rules relative to hearsay, rele-

vant and irrelevant
;

parole and written ; matters of public

interest ; husband and wife ; co-conspirators ; dying declara-

tions ; declaration of agents, res gesta ; burden of proof ; sub-

.stance of the issue
;
presumptive and direct evidence, are as

applicable to ecclesiastical as to civil courts, and ought to be

adhered to by the administrator of the Discipline as strictly as

by a judge in a civil or criminal court. That he may do so, the

Rules of E\adence, by some recognized authority, ought to be

in the course of study prescribed for our preachers ; and none

.should be graduated without mastering tliem any more than

they should be without mastering our *' Standards of Theol-

ogy" and "Church Economy."
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I come now to the closing division of this subject, the foiin-

d:itioT»s for which have been laid in the preceding divisions :

V. To show that our ecclesiastical courts may become the

most reliable of all courts, the surest in eliciting truth and ren-

dering verdicts which will command the approval of honorable

and tliinking men.

The reliability of the decrees of any court depends upon the

extent into which the following elements of certainty have en-

tered into its investigations. : (1) Legality of form and order

in the indictment, or complaint. (2) Legahty of procedure in

the investigation of the complaint. (3) Singleness of issue in

the contest between the parties to the suit. (4) Eeliability and

trutlifulness of testimony, because of the good character of wit-

nesses. (5) That the verdict is the verdict, not of one^ but of

neveral persons. (6) That a full, uyritten record of the testimony

l>c kept, so that it can be examined carefully, point by point,

by the jury or committee at their leisure. (7) General intelli-

^'cnce and special legal training of the court and jury. (8) lur

curruptiblc integrity, accompanied by the solemnities and

sanctions of a personal religious faith and sense of responsibi-

hty to God on the part of both court and jury. These ele-

ments, in some degree, at least, would enter into a Church

court if conducted in the manner already described.

Let the complaint be explicit and definite, containing no

side issues or unimportant matter. Let each charge, and the

blK^citications under it, definitely state the ofi:enses, when and

where committed. Many a cause has failed, both in civil and

in Church courts, because of serious defect in the complaint.

Many Church trials have proved unsatisfactory, or entirely

failed, because of clumsiness in drawing the charges, and in

loading down the case with trifling issues.

One defect in the verdicts of our civil courts, especially the

verdicts of juries, rendering them more or less unreliable, is

the utter inability of the human mind to retain in memory all

the points in a large mass of conflicting testimony—a defect

which the courts now quite generally arc seeking to remedy
hy the employment of stenogra[)hers. Tlie writer just quoted

put,s the ease in the following clear and strong language :
" To

carry all the evidence of a long trial in the mind is a thing few
Dien can do w^th the trainiuir of a life-time. In a cause which
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lias a large mass of conflicting testimony it is an impossible

tiling, even for the most able and experienced judges, to give

sound decisions on mere matters of fact without having tlie

exact record of tlie witnesses' words, copies of the papers, and,

above all, time to read and think."

As if anticipating tin's defect of civil courts, as well as the

possibilities of an appeal, our Church requires an exact copy of

all the proceedings and testimony in the case to be taken down
in wriiing, so that a committee can carefully examine it at

their leisure, and ascertain exactly what the testimony is upon
any point which may be in doubt ; thus refreshing the mem-
ory, enlightening the judgment, and rendering its decisions

trustworthy.

As to intelligence, a Church committee of five laymen,

selected, as they should be, and usually are, for their intelli-

gence and sound judgment, will in this respect greatly outrank

the best juries in our civil courts; while a committee of min-

isters, either in a preliminary investigation before a Presiding

Elder's court, a select number at an Annual Conference, or as

a Judicial Conference, constitute a jury whose general intelli-

gence is unequaled save by a bench of trained lawyers when act-

ing as judges in an Appellate or Supreme Court. It is safe

to assert that there is no class of men of superior general intelli-

gence, or with better trained and disciplined minds anywhere,

than tliese. The breadth and variety of their general culture,

the critical training that comes from theological and philosoph-

ical study, the habit of observing nice distinctions and scanning

close points, render them eminently qualified to sift, weigh, and

apply evidence. If, in addition to this, we add the mastery of

the fundamental principles of law and evidence, then, if such

a court is not thoroughly prepared for the intelligent perform-

ance of its work, it would be hard to find one in the world

that is.

But there is a still more important element than intellectual

qualification, which entei-s into the trustworthiness of the ver-

dicts of courts and juries. That element is integrity, backed

by a religious conviction of responsibility to (rod for the just-

ness of the verdict. Tliis, above every thing else, renders such

decisions worthy of confidence. When men act from profound

convictions of duty, with the fear of God and the solemnities
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of tlie judgment before their eyes; they do only what they

hlkvc to he riyht, and when that conviction is supported

l»V intelligence and the other safeguards named, its decisions

amount to as nearly a certainty as is possible in this fallible

world. Every court of the Methodist Episcopal Church is

Mij)[)osed to be composed of such men : men of integrity and

of profound convictions of duty and responsibility ; men who
Imve the vows of God upon them, and act as in his sight ; who
in their daily lives are in constant association with things good

atid pure ; many of them engaged in the most holy of all call-

ings—the Christian ministry. If tliere are pure, honest, God-

fi-aring, good, and true men, these men ought to be, and, wnth

r.ire exceptions, are. There can be only two grounds of danger

tliat the verdicts of such men may not be just and right, and

thise liave respect to their virtues and not their vices. The
tiret of these arises from the iinsuspectingness which belongs

to unfamiliarity with crime. The difficulty which such persona

luive of conceiving how men can be as vile as they sometimes

.•tre, arises from the fact, that "to the pure all things are pure."
*' Charity thinketh no evil

; " and because it does not, such per-

K)iis will be slow to believe evil. They must see it before they

can or will condemn it. We may, therefore, be sure that

tliL-re will not be, with them, a readiness to convict without

tlio strongest evidence of guilt. The second ground of danger
arises from the spirit of sympathy with the sorrowing and

troubled, which, belonging to Christ, is the spirit of Chris-

tians. But these are only seeming dangers. They are fully

lalancod by intelligence and sincerity, and by that sense of

M-'>jK>nsibility and of accountability to God which will not per-

'uit, liowever painful, sympathy to override justice or crime
^'\w\\ clearly seen to go unpunished. Indeed, these elements
<'f pupposed weakness are really elements of strength, render-
>'ig the decisions, when made, all the more reliable ; because
I hey show us that sympathy prevents injustice being done to

the accused, while tlie sense of responsibility prevents sym-
pathy from overriding justice.

i'ake, then, in conclusion, these great facts and points which
I have been discussing in this article and put them together.

1. The fact that there is both natural and divine authority
>n the Church to exclude the unworthy, and that he whom
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tlie Church selects to exercise this authority is acting, when
exercising it, under the double sanction of both human and

divine authorization ; and is, therefore, not only the CliurcK's

agent, but GocVs minkter to do this very thing, surrounded

with a dignity and clothed with a power the highest earth can

know.

2. The fact that the Church by its law points out the limits

of the jurisdiction it delegates to him, and the powers it con-

fers upon him, defining his duty in each several Ciise clearly

and expUcitly.

3. The point that he should, as far as possible, be possessed

of the spirit of wisdom, pnidence, valor, and justice, already

pointed out, having, as a crown over all human endowments,
" the wisdom that cometh from above."

4. The point that the case to be tried, after being carefully

prepared and exact in all its points, be inquired into according

to the principles of investigation already discussed, and by such

committees as our Book of Discipline designates, and nothing

can comjyare with such admi7iistratio7i in dignity, wisdom,
purity, and certainty of righteous result. It ought to, and

would, command the respect, approval, and admiration of the

world.

There can no good reason be given why such results may not

be reached in our administration, and the Methodist Episcopal

Church become "a terror to evil-doers," as well as a "praise to

them that do well." A government which permits its laws to

be violated va'Cix impunity, becomes contemptible in the eyes of

its own citizens, and loses the respect of the governments of

the world. If the ]\[ethodi5t Episcopal Church is to retain the

respect of its own members, and command the respect of other

Churches, it must show that it has value as a system, and the

power and the will to preserve its own purity by administer-

ing discipline, intelligently, kindly, and yet with a firm hand
upon the violators of its laws within, its own pale, and around
its own altars.
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Anx. VI.—THE PROBLEM OF OUR AFRICAN POPU-
LATION.

I.v our July number we discussed some " remarkable prob-

lems " of the population of the United States as presented by

M. Simonin, in the " Bulletin " of the Geographical Society of

I*aris; facts which he pronounces "the most noteworthy, in

j,'eographical, economic, and moral phenomena " ever brought

out by the statistics of nations. The results of this discus-

sion were, summarily, the following: (1) That the "center

of population " moves westward at the rate of fifty miles per

decade (2) That, while the center has thus advanced at the

rate of about five miles a year, the vanguard and flanks of the

movement—in a line 1,200 miles long, as the bird flies, from the

Lakes to the Gulf—advanced at the mean rate of seventeen

miles a year, until the gold discoveries on the Pacific coast

broke up the comparative regularity of the movement and dis-

persed it over the whole west of the continent. It had been,

as Sir Charles Lyell said, " a continuous, a grand and solemn

march " of humanity over the New World ; felling tlie forests,

planting the prairies, and founding the institutions of civiliza-

tion. (3) That our population doubles in periods of from

twenty-five to twenty-eight years. (4) That in about seventy

years, that is to say, within the life-time of some thousands of

'»ur children, it will equal the whole present population of

Europe, on a territory more than equal to that of Europe—

a

fiiet which must have most important effects on the commer-
cial, social, political, and military relations of the two great

sections, that is to say, on the whole civilized world. It will be

t^^piivalent to what would be the case were a single European
i>tate, say Germany, to have sway over all Europe, its "flag

Waving from the North Cape to Malta, from Lisbon to Moscow,
t'vor a population homogeneous in all vital respects, all free-

"K-n, and all speaking the same language. The fact of such a

I'tv-ult is, in itself, startling; the fact of its proximity rendei-s

>t doubly startling." In about eighty years the population of

^'>e United States will be more tliau seventy millions greater
t'ian tlie present population of Europe, according to M. Sim-
wiiii's formula, and some of our children will see that time.
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(5) The movement of the « center of population " %dll be com-
pleted, according to M. Simonin, and " all the surface of the
immense country be filled witli inhabitants," in about three
hundred years—at most three hundred and twenty—a period
which, though apparently distant to us fast Americans, seems
near to hini

;
it is as to-morrow in the history of nations.

(C) Before this consummation, and as earlv as the year 2050 our
population will be 800,000,000. " This,'' remarks M. Simonin
"is niore than douUe all the population of Europe, including
Kussia; it is the figare which was given, at the beginning of
this century, for the population of the lohole earths (7) But
the result he reaches at the completion of the center move-
ment-witliin three hundred and twenty years-is still more
startling, not to say absolutely incredible ; namely, that our
population will then amount to 1,000,000,000 ; thkt is to say,
a hundred millions more than tlie whole present population if
the planet!—a hundred and si.xty-six millions more, according
to the latest and best German estimate of the population of the
globe. The requisite period is not farther from us in the
future than the conquest of Mexico, by Cortez, is in the past.
It IS but about fifty-seven years more than have elapsed since
the arrival of the '^Mayflower" at Plymouth. (8) But, what
is more relevant to our present purpose, M. Simonin, in com-
mon with other European thinkers, points to two other very
interesting and NQr^^ grave facts in our national statistics,
namely, that though the Xegro population has no aid from
immigration, yet its rate of increase is greater than that of the
whites, which has such immense accessions from abroad

; and,
secondly, the startling fact that, in about eighty-one years, it

will be larger than our whole population at the last census.
Such is a rapid summary of the calculations presented in our

former article ; they are assuredly of surpassing interest, and
justify the attention given them by ]\I. Simonin's European
confreres, and the questions they have propounded to him re-
specting the pro!)a]>ility of a future reflex' emigration from
the Kew to the Old ^Vorld ; the possibility of new fields for emi-
gration, especially in the great f^rra incognita of Africa; and,
finally, the f;ite of the world itself with a prospect of such a
repleted population.

When we proposed to return to the subject, it was not with
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the hope of saying anything much more satisfactory than we
have already said on its problems, but of emphasizing some of
its practical corollaries. For personal reasons we must, at
present, resist the temptation to do so ; but we must be al-

lowed briefly to refer again to the future of our African popu-
lation, a problem which is so proximate, so startling, and, as
Boino M-riters think, so menacing. As to the problem of the
general population of the globe, as affected by the immense
Anierican growth, we may leave that to the Malthusians and
their opponents ; it is so distant, and subject to so many contin-
gencies—which have thus far historically affected it—wars,
famines, pestilences, etc.—that few of us would contemplate
it with much solicitude. It is a relief to us, also, to learn
from the statisticians that, if our own population should be as
dense, per square mile, as that of some of the agricuUural dis-
tricts of India, we are able, alone, to accommodate about three
times the present population of the globe.
Our colored population is now found to be a great element

of the working force of the nation, and is constantly becom-
ing a better one

; it deserves well of the republic for worthy
conduct generally, and especially in critical times of our history.
^^ e have given it, theoretically, at least, liberty and political
tj'inahty

;
but it has not social equality, for the latter does not

i;q>end entirely on political equality, though it may be pro-
foundly affected by it. Our African population is still a social
'•'i^te, and seems destined to continue such. The mark of that
'•a<te is on its very brows, as we have admitted in our for-
•"•-•r article; and, though only "skin deep," yet it is believed,

Jnany of our own thinkers, at least, to be irremediable. Pro-
I'^'-^or Gilham, in treating elaborately the subject, (in the " Pop-
ular .Science Monthly," February,- 18S3,) pronounces Amal-a-
'Mtion impossible, inconceivable. Professor Freeman, (the^^^h historian,) who has studied it in his travels among us,

'Pi

" p^^/l^c problem as one of the gravest perils of our future.

'^ i l^'-'-^'an geographers look upon it as a "surprising" and
^^ "Hdable question. Are these well-deserving fellow-citizens

havo
""^ ^ '^^^^^ ^«^'^^ a"io"g us? They are to be, as we

.^ ^^^

seen, withm the life-time of some of our children, numer-

liior'' ""'[^''V^
our whole present population—fifty millions and

^
,
1 rofessor Gilliam shows that, in 19S0, they will be
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one Imndred and ninety-two millions. Can a republic go on
prosperously with sucli a socially proscribed nation within the

nation, and all these proscribed niilhons actual freemen, and
politically equal to the race that socially disowns them 'i Can
this Hindu pariah barbarism be successfully incorporated into

our free institution, and Christian civilization ? We unhesi-

tatingly say Xo ! Neither republicanism nor Christianity can

admit such a supposition ; and every fundamental lavr of na-

tional life is against it. And all good men should thank God
that it is so.

Professor Gilliam insists that colonization is our only hope.

We are not disposed to discourage this hope, though, in the

presence of the formidable facts of the case, it seems alto-

gether dubious. Geographers rank Africa as one of the great

quarters of the earth ; and it is fast becoming the chief field

of modern exploration and commercial experiment. Euro-

pean enterprise is now attempting to penetrate it, at almost

every point of the north, the west, the south, and the south-

east, and to reach its very heart through the north-east by
Egypt and Xubia. Livingstone, Stanley, De Brazza, and their

coadjutors, have concentrated the attention of the world upon
it; and the Congo would seem about to become one of the

great thoroughfares of the globe. The " Dark Continent " is

full of resources, of gold, iron, coal, ivory, precious woods,

and gums, and the day for its corporation into the commercial

system of the ci\'ilized world seems to have at last como. It

may also be pronounced the greatest of all our remaining fields

for philanthropic and religious zeal.

European thinkers now point to Africa as the next great

field of colonization, after America ; its proximity to Europe

gives it special advantage in this respect, and it will not be

surprising if the surplus })opulatIon of the latter should be

found, before many years, flowing toward it. The unliealthi-

ness of parts of it would seem not to be an insurmountable ob-

stacle. Geographers and geologists describe it as an inverted

plate, with a low, malarious margin, or sea-])oard ; and an inner,

circular ridge of mountains inclosing most of the country as

high and comparatively healthy plateaus, with inestimal)le re-

sources. Several of the governments of Europe are now ac-

tively interested in its exploration and development. Is not
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America to share, commercially, at least, this new interest for

Africa? We, who have millions of people the best adapted

to its climate—to be its sailors, pioneers, merchants, and mis-

^ionarie3—are we to be but idle spectators of the general move-

ment for it ? Are our growing millions of its children, rising

daily in intellectual and moral improv^ement, to take no part

in its redemption? With the immense prospective growth of

our colored population will doubtless come considerable devel-

opment of its business talent and wealth ; in spite of its social

disadvantages, can its fatherland fail then to attract its enter-

prise in commerce, in religion, and civilization generally ?

It is not, therefore, improbable that the coming colored

American hosts may look thitherward with an interest snch as

few of us now dream of ; and if European emigration is here-

after to tend toward it, is it chimerical to suppose that the

Americo-African race, with its scores of millions, will neglect

the inviting field—its ancestral home ?

AV"e may well remind ourselves, in this connection, of the

marvelous times in which we live, and their probable effect on
the future. Events move now, not in arithmetical, but in

geometrical, progression. "Within our own still uncompleted
century the world has advanced, in the scientific and practical

arts, more than it ever advanced before in any recorded two
thousand years. Our century has given it the steam-boat, the

railroad, the telegraph, the telephone, the photograph, the

eixictroscope, anaesthetics, practical electricity, and how many
other beneficent wonders ! The above summary statistics of

the Kew "World are alone marvels portentous of revolutionary

changes of the entire planet. Not he that hopes, but he that

desponds over the prospects of the world, is now likely to be
the false logician. As our Africo-American millions go on
increasing, the world will also be hurrying on to new, aa<i,

J>crliaps, unthought-of, intersectional relations. Commercial
fteam navies will cover the seas ; cheaper and more rapid com-
munications -will exist ; and the transition from one to another
portion of our little globe will become incredibly facilitated.

May we not, then, with sufficient sobriety, expect that the Af-
rican movement, now setting in, will affect the Africo-Amer-
i<*an problem? Europeans come now, by annual hundreds of

tiJuusands, to America to escape social and other disadvantages
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of their native lands ; and Africa is pointed to as tlieir next

great field of refuge. Can it be possible, we again ask, that

our own African people, suffering the social disadvantages

we have mentioned, will not share the general and ever-grow-

ing colonizing spirit, and claim their precedent right to the

blessings of their fatherland ?

Still, we look in this direction only for relief to the problem,

not for its solution. Emigration to Africa, or anjwliere else,

must be voluntary with our colored population ; no compul-

sion can now be tliought of as either right or possible. Can we
expect a voluntary expatriation of such millions? There is

another line of thought, on which we may find further relief

to the problem. While the movement of our Middle and

Kortheru population is toward the West and North-west, that

of the South tends to tlie West and South-west. Of course

the black population must sliare the latter general movement

;

but it is said that there is already discernible a peculiarly strong

tendency of the blacks in that direction. They appear to be

unconsciously wending their way thitherward. Soutliern ob-

Berv^ers say so, at least. Even in the North, where there has

been, since the civil war, a great' diraimition of prejudice

against the race, and where hosts of philanthropic citizens

stand ready to help it upward, it increases in but few places,

and is gradually disappearing in many. Some of us expected

it would overflow the North after emancipation ; but, except-

ing a few western localities whither it has gone under a sort of

sporadic and temporary impulse, its tendency has been south-

westward. It is leaving Virginia, the old " breeding field " of

the race ; and all through the old Southern States, v»'hile it still

multiplies there, it is reported that this tendency is bearing it

along toward the Mexican frontier. Tliither, too, tends inev-

itably the destiny of the nation. Beyond that frontier, and

throughout Central and Southern America, exist millions of

mixed populations, amalgamated Spaniards, Africans, and

Indians. Our prejudices against amalgamation, wrongly af-

firmed, as we think, by Professor Gilliam, to be invincible are

comparatively unknown among the masses, at least, of those

vast and fertile regions. Is our African problem to find its

solution there ? Is nature, or rather Providence, opening

thitherward the national destiny for our salvation and pro-
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longed beneficent mission? We know how conjectural must

be any such calculations, and how self-complacently criticism

can brush them aside ; but the history of humanity has nmch

in it tliat our philosophy would never have dreamed of ; there

If, a beneficent programme in things, whether we are willing

tlieistically to account for it or not. Expecting death under

tlie Keign of Terror, the atheistic philosoper, Condorcet, wrote

an essay to prove the progressive " perfectibility " of the world

—that by a natural law, an inherent system, the human race

will go on to ever better conditions. The Christian thinker

may still more confidently entertain this hope, especially in

connection with so grand a destiny as that to which our coun-

try eccras appointed. Few of us can doubt that our strongest

future geographical tendency must be southward, perhaps in-

definitely southward ; and that our recent railroad and other

business enterprises in that direction, particularly in Mexico,

are opening the way for it. Meanwhile, what does this tend-

ency of our black population thitherward mean ? These peo-

ple will tliere find not only a congenial climate, and most favor-

able conditions for their accustomed agricultural life, but they
will find the native population, we may say, in a sense, the

whole population, a mass of amalgamated races, including their

own. Reaching the great new field, either by a special tend-
ency of their own or the general tendency of our people, can
they fail to intermingle with its mixed races? A similar amal-
K'-i'nation can begin only with the lower classes of population
iu any country; all the population of this vast, new field may
It* said to be of those classes. Mixing, as they naturally do in
"uch circumstances, the distinctive and repulsive types, as of
aNiriginal or African, are more or less obliterated, or mingled
»i' a new type of the working or common people, from whom,
under free institutions like ours, rise at last the better classes

population
; specific causes of prejudice against intermar-

•••^^e, like that against the African, may thus die out. May
^^-" not, then, 16ok with hope to the great Southern fields
"J the continent, which are to be the theater of our future

'"'il'^?^^
progress^ for the solution of this :N'egro problem ?

i his view of the subject makes us, of course, "amalga-
'ationists," though in a somewhat qualified sense ; and we
i^-sitate not a moment to accept that charge, notwithstanding
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the emphatic language of Professor Gilh'am, and similar very

respectable writers, against amalgamation. We would not be

unreasonable here, much less fanatical ; but from broad views

of humanity, as well as Christianity, we must insist on a treat-

ment of the subject less liable to foster the antipathies of race

than that which has prevailed among us. Though our relif^-

ion is wisely not dogmatic on such subjects, unquestionably it

repels at its very heart most of these prejudices. In most of

foreign Christendom they are comparatively unknown ; even

in polished Paris, the American traveler finds them far less

prevalent than in Boston or New York.

But it is on scientific grounds that we chiefly assert, con-

trary to prevalent opinion, that "amalgamation," and nothing

but amalgamation, in some way or other, must be the final

solution of the problem. This is certainly its only historical

solution. No similar problem has been solved in any other

way. England, France, Spain, modern Greece, have all ho-

mogeneous populations compounded of various races ; the illus-

tration is, we admit, but partial, for they are not exactly parallel

cases ; but in tropical and South America the amalgamation

has been sufficiently parallel ; and, whether parallel or not, is

there any other historical or scientific solution to be offered us?

If not, should it not be the aim of all thinkers, and of all g-ood

men among us, to diminish rather than fortify the prevalent

prejudice against it ?

It is often said that degeneration attends the intermarriage

of blacks and whites, and there are wise men who would con-

scientiously oppose it on this ground. The opinion is a fallacy,

founded nevertheless in an element of truth. It is contrary to

the well-known laws and results of interbreeding. The mulatto

may, indeed, be less physically vigorous than the pure African,

but intellectually he is superior, and this implies an essentially

superior type, with whatever incidental defects. lie is in

transition, and has, doubtless, some peculiar liabilities ; but let

the transition go on, and the superior blood is certain, soon

or later, to work out superior results. His anomalous position

amid o\\v unchristian prejudices, depresses him in all respects

;

give liim fair play and, like not a few of his class of late years,

he, or at least his children, will soon reveal his superiority.

The quadroon has been noted for beauty ; and beauty belongs
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to fiiipcrior race. It is seldom found among savages. If we
jia.-s by the local anomaly of the Asiatic Georgians, (intrinsic-

ally, however, an intimate example of the Aryan race, and prob-

ably affected by peculiar local conditions,) beauty is a character-

istic of advanced humanity ; it distinguished the Greeks in the

ancient world, as symbolized by their poets, in the person of

Helen; the French in the modern world, symbolized in

Madame Kecamier; the Americans in recent times, if we may
accept the concurrent opinion of foreign travelers among us.

The blood of the white race in the quadroon doubtless con-

tributes to the peculiar physique in which is founded her pe-

culiar beauty ; but, nevertheless, the Kegro element is tlie dis-

tinctive fact of that beauty. We have certainly abused the

Negro enough; let us be candid with liim, at least witliin the

limits of science, if we will not within those of religion and
LiHiianity. Let us not deny to him the benefits of its acknowl-
etlged laws. K we suppose ourselves incomparably his su-

perior, and consider his race one of the lowest, yet what were
our own British forefathers in the days of Caesar's invasion,

and what would we probably be to-day, had they, in their mud
lints, their clothes of wild beasts' skins, and their universal

brutality, been denied the benefit of the natural laws of im-

provement ? Heredity is one of those laws which affects the

intellectual and social as well as the physical condition of

i^ces. It has taken centuries for the British race to rise from
Its primitive inferiority ; but it has risen to the supreme place
aniong nations. Doubtless the Negro race, among us, has in-

lierent natural disabilities, and no possible means can at once
bring it up to the standard of advanced races ; its immediate
improvements must become hereditary ; with fair play every
fucccpsive generation will possess not only better advantages,
but better hereditary capabilities for further advancement.
And we doubt not that, under the auspices of our better times,
Its continuous development will be far more rapid than was
t'lat of our own British ancestry. Be that as it may, let us
^'ivc it fair play here, in our glorious arena of the New ^yorld

—

''^'re, where races, nationalities, complexions, and physiognomies
fcnould pass out of consideration, and humanity alone be recog-
nized—humanity in its universal brotherhood, and its impre-
ecriptable rights.
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It would seem, indeed, that the popular, if not the scientific,

mind of our times has been too much inclined tu jilace tlie

Negro in the very lowest degree of humanity, quite forgettino-

the Terra del Fuegian, the Patagonian, the New Zealander, and
other still lower forms of the species. The African is con-

sidered as, in some peculiar sense, autochthonous, indigenous to

the '• Dark Contiuent,"—if not sprung from the very slime of

its soil, yet from some of its brute occupants, probably from
its monkeys, and it is apparently assumed that any mingling

of foreign blood with his can only brutalize humanity, not hu-

manize his -supposed brutality. Ethnologists know, however,

that if we except one or two local examples of peculiar degra-

dation in Africa, there are other much inferior races of our

poor humanity. They know, also, that in Africa itself the

laws of interbreeding have been working out their usual salu-

tary results on a scale of nmch greater magnitude than has

been generally suspected ; and demonstrating tliat the Negro
is as capable as any other people of this natural process of im-

provement. The Semitic race, to which we owe so much, has

long been extending its sway over, not only the northern coast,

but the northern interior of the continent, reaching far south-

ward, over the somewhat numerous communities of the great

desert, and into the Soudan, and is tending fast toward the

equator ; not only reducing the native tribes under its con-

trol, but teaching them to read the Arabic ; erecting mosques
among them, superseding the native polytheism by tlie strict

Mohammedan monotheism, marked though it Tnay be by

some traces of the old native superstitions. The Semitic race,

while maintaining its characteristics throughout this vast re-

gion, mingles, nevertheless, its blood with the native blood

;

the daughters of Africa fill the households, the harems, of

the superior race, and thus a new race, a Semitic-African

race, is being raised up over a large portion of the continent.

A similar amelioration is also going on over most of the east-

ern coast. Ethnologists have long known that the superior

Negroes of south-eastern Africa, who have won the friendsin'p

and admiration of Livingstone, Colenso, etc., are the offspring

of an amalgamation of tlie natives with a foreign race. The
original Kaffirs were a people from the north-east, quite dis-

tinct from the Negroes ; they have mingled with the latter and
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niscd np a new race admired bj all travelers for their superior

stature, their fine proportions, "supple," and even "elegant,"

>.av3 a French authority—their ligliter color, yellow brown,

(lu'ir elevated and rounded foreheads, etc. Their idiom and

tlicir inflnence reach far beyond Kaffraria. Amalgamation has,

((•rtaiuly, not failed to show here the usual advantages of inter-

I. reeding.

Again, there extends over nearly the whole northern in-

terior, from Xubia to the Atlantic, a remarkable example of

llio comparative elevation of the native race by amalgamation

witli a mysterious foreign people from the Xorth-east, known
X'S tlie Ponls, the " Reds," " forming," sa3-s a French ethnologist,

•• tlie dominant caste in all the states which were founded ages

fincc in the valley of the Senegal, in that of the Is^iger, and in

t!io basin of Lake Tchad." They founded the empire of

Ti-krour, reaching beyond Timbuctoo. They have assimilated

the native population, have raised up an improved race of

pale or red color, " with a shade of rhubarb ;
" their children

.ire taught to read in schools ; their faith is monotheistic ; their

features are "fine;" their lips are " thin ; " they havc"noth-

ini^ of the Xegro woolly hair," but their locks hang in long

tnsses on their shoulders;" their " noses are aquiline ;
" their

•l_nn-es " tall and straight." They are " very intelligent," com-

hinc in their industries, and work well in iron and tissues.

Tliey "show a decided taste for instruction;" they "cannot

!>o held in slavery," etc. In fine, Africa itself presents, we
ri'peat, on a broad scale, examples of the salutary effects of

-Tinalgamation, incontestable demonstrations that the Kegro is

tn^'cptible, like all the rest of the human race, of the elevating

< iTi'cts of interbreeding.

1 iiat good and, in some respects, truly great man, the late

I'i-hop Gilbert Haven, studied thoroughly the African race

a:iiong us. He himself was of the best type of American char-

:i.-tcr—or, at least, of what all genuine Americans should be—
"^ ith a soul large, not only as his nation, but as his race. At
••'•^irt Gilbert Ilavcn was an amalgamationist. Tie knew the

^••gro well, for he traveled and labored in the Soutli with he-

f"!c devotion. lie did not believe the race could be forever
"• ouU among us, and what prevention of a caste could he see

h'U tlie blending of it with our other races I lie came, not
t"—KOLirril SKKIF-S, VOL. XXXVI.
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only to esteem the African, as ha\-ing some peculiar and ad-

mirable race-traits ; but, at last, he came heartily to love him as

a brother man, destined to good and great things, and worthy of

such a destiny. He saw in the race the best social affinities,

singular docility, rare facility for acquiring at least the ele-

mentary intelligence and habits of civilization, such as could

prepare it for high and speedy hereditary development, great

religiousness, subordination to government, so rare in undevel-

oped peoples, brave patriotism, soldierly capabilities, and the

best human sympathies. His episcopal dignity could not pre-

vent his fervent fraternization with the humblest black men,

nor even a certain frank, not to say gallant, acknowledgment

of the beauty and graceful capabihties of many of their women.
After studying them, all over the South, he could never criti-

cise Moses's choice of an Ethiopian wife ; and he believed it

quite possible that, some day or other, an American leader of

the people might not hesitate to introduce one into the presi-

dential mansion. We may smile at all this; but the future may
have some new revelations for us little suspected at present.

The "heresies" of great men in one age have often become

the highest orthodoxy and sublimest convictions of another.

What will be, what must be, the relative position of this race

when, a few years hence, it shall be as numerous as our wliolc

present population—when, in about a hundred years hence, it

shall be, according to Prof. Gilliam's figures, nearly four times

-as great as all our present national hosts ? What must be the

elevation of many of its families in that time ? Already it has

.given us some really able men, who have adorned our public

life; with its advancement they will multiply to tens of thou-

sands. There will be among them successful merchants, schol-

ars, statesmen. Can we socially proscribe them then ? What
will their millions not be able to do with our politics? They

•can then control, at discretion, our greatest parties ; they can

rule the nation. They are already in our Legislatures, and

worthily there. To the most sober calculation the time may
not be distant when, in the balancing of parties, we shall have

a nominee from among them for the Yice-Presidency of the

republic. Many patriotic citizens, zealous for their elevation,

would hail such a fact to-morrow ; but the Vice-President may

readily enough become President, as our history sliows ; and if
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lie is worthy of the oiie position, he ought to be of the other.

Aiitl if an able colored statesman, a man of polished educariou

and manners, should enter, hy the call of the nation, the White

House with his educated wife ^aud children, what would be-

o.iue of our Xesiro social proscription under such a political

rcco<'uition ? Where would our race antipathy take refuge ?

It nuist be thrown to the winds. We woQld find ourselves in

a practical, a national, solecism, where we must stand before

the world confounded, if not ridiculous. Evidently the two

thini^'s cannot co-exist; and, evidently, the first of them is next

to iircvitable in our political future. Gilbert Haven will as in-

evitably be recognized, not merely as an apostolic bishop, whose

Innnanitarianism was worthy of the highest ethics of his relig-

ion, but as a heroic prophet in our national Israel.

Speculate on the subject as we please, the essential facts of

the question confront us in a manner entirely uncompromising.

These people are enfranchised citizens ; they are to become the

jiiillions we have above estimated—these are two clear enough

facts. It is another certain fact that their social proscription

cannot possibly co-exist wnth their future numerical and polit-

ical importance. What, then, are we to do in the case ? The
Kjlution of the problem must absolutely be either such as we
li:ive indicated, or these coming millions must be reduced to

hk'Ij subjection as existed under the old, oriental, barbaric des-

l^jtisms, where alone history has recorded any long subjection

arid control of large socially proscribed " castes," unless in

K'uMlizcd slavery and ownership. Does any man think we can

reduce these millions again to slavery ? Or, on the other hand,

'•ail our republican and Christian civilization sink to the condi-

tion of the old, oriental despotism and barbarism ? If any man
c<«uld wish the latter, as our only salvation, in respect to this

I'roblem, yet there can be no such miserable hope for him; for

no nation could, in one century, sink from our altitude to such
'-• depth, and in about one century, as we have seen, our Xegro
p 'pulation is to be several times as great as our w'hole present

i-'pulation. There can be no time, therefore, for this barbarous

^.ternative. On the other hand, let us the rather believe, that
t'!*' I»rovidential extension southward of our population and
ctvdization, not to say our governmental autonomy—for this is

i»'-»t necessary in the argument—together with a gi-and moral
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self-conquest of our prejudices, sLall dispel alike our race

antipathies and the perils of the problem.

So much for hypotheses on the question ; we wish they could

be something better than hypotheses, but we offer them only

for what they are worth, and if any other pen should afford us

a more satisfactory, a more hopeful, solution of the problem, we
would gratefully give our dubious theoriicings to the winds.

'We have said that the subject presents occasions for " prophe-
syings," and even " preachments." There have been enough
of the former, in our treatment of it, thus far ; we have no dis-

position to indulge in the latter, but may be allowed to add a

few practical remarks in conclusion.

What should be our conduct, as citizens, before this formi-

dable problem \ «

Fii-st. All political grievances of our colored people should

be extinguished. The constitutional amendments have made
them citizens and given them political equality with the

whites, and the national Constitution is, as -Judge Black af-

firmed, tacitly, an integral part of the organic law of the indi-

vidual States; notliing in the latter can legally contradict the

former, and any thing that does so, as regards the colored man,

should be effectually negatived. It is not here a relevant ques-

tion whether the constitutional amendments were wisely made,

or could not have been more wisely made. Good citizens,

good friends of the enfranchised African, may differ on that

point. Personally we believe they were wisely made, and that

nothing short of them could have been wisely done at the time.

Keservations, which some thinkers suggest as having been ex-

pedient, and more appropriate to future opportunities, might

never again find such opportunities, and might have remained

eternal and insurmountable subjects of political agitation and

peril. We rejoice, therefore, in the fait accomjiili of the en-

franchisement of the American colored man. It is a legitimate

evolution in the histor}- of our civilization ; and M'hat now de-

volves upon us is the duty of maintaining it in its fullest in-

tegrity. All locnl laws that, in spirit, contravene it should, Ave

repeat, be swept away. They should be no more tolerated

against the black man than against the Teuton or the Celt.

There are remnants of such laws ; some of them, if they do

not directly oppose liberty of marriage, impose at least dis-
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advantages on the descent of property in marriages between

Macks and whites. There are even disparagements of African

citizens retained in the regulations of the national army, against

w liieh they have strongly protested in a late public convention.

Evidently the best policy toward a people so prospectively im-

nurtunt is to leave them the least possible grievance to complain

uf, the least possible motive for race combination, or for sep-

.iratc political organization in self-defense. It is especially im-

jH»rtant that the Southern States should follow this liberal

jxdicy. Already the blacks have large majorities in some of

tliem. Professor Gilliam's statistical tables show that, before

long, these majorities will be absolutely overwhelming. Su-

I>crior intelligence and social power may enable the whites to

guide political events there for some few years, but the ad-

vancing education of the blacks will afford them able leaders

of their own color, and then race grievances will be sure to

cuinc into play in party movements. "The best solvent of po-

litical ]>roblems is liberty," says a great writer. Take away
I'ublic grievances if you would prevent pubHc disturbances.

Uiir government started with perfect religious liberty. The
ix'-xult has been that, while every cabinet of Europe is more or

It•^s embarrassed by ecclesiastical problems, ours has probablv
never had any such problem before it for ten minutes. European
radicals come among us in hosts, and, for a time, declaim their
"i>inions, hold conventions, and have, in some cases, organized
tlieir socialistic communities. In Europe they would have been
o}>pressed. perhaps suppressed

; here they have had full liberty
to experiment their whims, and the experiment has usually
converted them (the most of them, at least, if not the demagog-
ical^ leaders) into sober, practical citizens, seeking to make their
individual fortunes, and to maintain the individual rights of
I'roperty. Xo new political party could seriously disturb the
American public mind, or even long exist, without a more or
'>>s sound and intelligible raisr/n (Vetre. But there could
I'^rdly be a more valid reason for public agitation and peril
'in race grievances imposed upon a large class of citizens

luvmg equal constitutional rights. Let the colored citizen,
p-n, have fair play in the politics of the country ; let him
'^^e no grievances to complain of, and we believe he will be
»* patriotic as any other race under its flag. Let him have as
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perfect eligibility to public office, iTnder good civil-service rules,

as any other citizen ; his promotion in this respect will tend to

elevate the status of his race, and that elevation can only be a

public advantage. In other words, color—whether white or

red, black or yellow—should be incognizable before the laws

of the republic.

Second. We should put away, as far as possible, our social,

as distinguished from political, disparagements of the colored

citizen. Free as we may personally be from such social preju-

dice, we would not impair the influence of what we wish to say

on this subject by inconsiderately attacking the contrary senti-

ments of the reader. As Sir Roger de Coverly used to say on
all doubtful or delicate questions, '• There is much to be said

on both sides of the subject." De gustlhus non est disjmtan-
dum; and the prejudices of men are as imprescriptible as their

natural rights. Is o positive law in the Churcli or tlie State can

be relied on as effectively corrective of the social antipathies

against the Negro. But there is stronger law than positive

legislation ; there is the " hi'gher law," the moral law, of pub.

lie conscience, which can be arrayed in voluntary opjiosition to

local or personal wrong opinion. It is this law tliat we would
invoke in the present case. It was invoked against the old

slave-trade, and swept it from the seas by taking on, at last,

the power of legislation ; it was, later, invoked against slavery

itself, and swept it from the British Colonies and from the

United States. Can it not now sweep 'away most, if not all,

our race antipathies, and clear the national field for the free

development of this depressed, this much-wronged, people ?

In the more intimate relations of life some of these antipathies

may yet long linger among us, but should not our political

ethics, should not onr religion, should not our patriotism, (es-

pecially in presence of the problem we have been discussing,)

inspire the whole nation witli a determination to ameliorate, as

far as possible, the social proscription which \xg yet impose upon

this race, and on this race alone? There will always be social

discriminations in any society. The " political equality " of

men, declared by the American fathers, does not imply the

extinction of such discriminations, though tlie doctrine contin-

ually tends toward that result. They depend npon social con-

ditions—education, wealth, tastes, manners, or even whims

;
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but tlicre is a point beyond which neither onr politics nor our

rehi:!:iou should allow them to go. It should be considered an

otlensc against our self-respect and the public conscience to

allow them to go further against the colored man than against

the Hindu, the Japanese, or any other distinctly marked race,

for the American colored man has higher claims upon us than

any of these races. The Hindu or Japanese is physically as

distinctly, if not more distinctly, marked by nature than the

American African—if not by color, yet by other traits, xis.

the latter rises in his circumstances ho rises with peculiar

rapidity in his tastes, dress, and manners. He is the natural

Frenchman of the Xew World in the etiquette of manners and

apparel. We admit the well-dressed, well-mannered Japanese,

Hindu, or Sandwich Islander to our hotels, railroads, or omni-

buses, and even to dinner tables ; why, in the name of all good

6onse or good taste, should we hesitate to extend equal court-

esy to the equally presentable American colored man ? Espe-

cially in the South should we expect to see these illogical preju-

dices extinguished, for why should the Southerner, whose infant

Fports were with colored children, who was carried in the arms

of a colored nurse, and even nourished at her breast, why should

be disdain to travel in the same railroad car, or lodge in the

same hotel, with his old colored playmate, now his fellow-

citizen, and as well dressed and as well behaved as his other

fellow-citizens? Clearly enough these antipathies are but

wliimsical prejudices, and should, especially in our new cir-

cumstances, be thrown to the winds.

We are more urgent for this social self-emancipation now
that the Supreme Court at "Washington has decided against the

constitutionality of the Civil Rights Act of 1875. The decis-

ion still leaves the Act in full force in the Territories and the

national capital ; and this is much, and will tend to fashion

I'ublic opinion
; but in the individual States the African citizen

la left without legal protection against disparaging treatment in

hotels, theaters, public conveyances, etc. The individual States

themselves should now provide that protection ; still better,

I'liblic opinion should proWde it. Public opinion should

demand no special favors for him, but it surely should demand
for him perfect impartiality ; it should claim for him equal

treatment with the Japanese, Chinese, Hindu, or any other
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marked race of equal personal conditions. We believe that,

600U or later, it will do so.

Thirdly, the religion of the land should especially ^<i\ rid of

its prejudices against this much-wronged people. The " color

line" should be obliterated throughout the American Church.

But let us not be misunderstood here. As we have already

affirmed, no mere legislative act of Church or State can obliter-

ate such invidious lines ; but public sentiment can. Public

sentiment must indeed itself be first rectified. But we believe

public opinion is capable, in these Cliristian States, of any

beneficent advancement. It broke the chains of the Kegro
slave ; it changed the national Constitution to make him a citi-

zen equal to the best of us ; it rallied hosts of our best men
and women to go, with the ardor of missionaries, to the South

to educate him and his children ; and it has inspired some of

our capitalists to found, by the donations of millions, grand,

permanent provisions for the education of his race. Let us

have confidence in American public sentiment ; there is

nothing to-day, in the whole Christian world, more generous or

more powerful, in spite of its many errors or whimsicalities.

It needs but to be specifically and resolutely directed by right

leaders to obliterate the " color line " from our Churches. But,

it will doubtless be asked, Would you flood our white congre-

gations with untutored, uncleansed, unmannered blacks ? Xot

at all. "We would have the illogical, fastidious, unchristian,

discrimination of the Xegro from all other races, in this re-

spect, abandoned as unworthy of our religion, our politics, our

humanity, and we would have it peremptorily assumed and

asserted that there is no such danger as is apprehended or pre-

tended from such an emancipation of the Church—its own
emancipation, let us say it, rather than that of the African

—from an inhuman, an inherently anti-Christian, prejudice.

Things are a law unto themselves in all such cases. The
Kegro does not wish to intrude into your churches ; he prefers

liis own, and docs it too strongly for his own good or for our

good. We can safely treat him, in this respect, as we treat all

other men whether Celt, Japanese, Chinese, or our poor white

Anglo-Saxon brother. Let us have no invidious sentinel at

the church door or the pew door against him, none more
than against any other race or class under our national flag.
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Tlie poor white man goes, with his humblj-dressed family, to

tlie sanctuaries of his own class ; he prefers to go there, and

!io fastidious church in the land fears his undue intrusion into

its f^arnished aisles ; there is no " line " of discrimination against

liiin there, except the undefined, the tacit one, winch social

convenience or 'his own good sense and good taste may sug-

{;est. Why not give the colored citizen equal right, especially

in the temples of our common God ? If, like his poor white,

or Japanese, or Chinese brother, he should rise, in individual

cases, in culture and social condition—in manners, dress, intel-

ligence, etc.—to a rank essentially equal with your own, and

ehoiild then seek for his family a well-paid pew in your sanctu-

ary, why forbid him? In every land under heaven, except this

Christian republic, he has not only the right to do so, but is wel-

comed as a "man and a brother," In St. Paul's, in Westmins-
ter Abbey, of London, in Notre Dame, of Paris, in St. Peter's,

of Kome, no prince nor coxcomb would decline to sit beside

hiui. We alone, in all the Christian world, have the ungracious,

wc were about to say the ridiculous, fastidiousness to order

him away from us, or take ourselves away from him. There
i.^ no church of the land in which a well-dressed and a well-

mannered Japanese or Hindu would not be admitted, and be
even an object of generous interest however conspicuous his

a-at there. Why, then, repel an African fellow-citizen of equal
f^x;ial condition ? AVe repeat that the prejudice, which has or-

^iamcd among us the " color hue," is an egregious social fallacy,

V-ii'Jst which every really high-minded citizen should protest
i-s l>elittling to our national good sense, our religion, and our
rt'publicanism. We believe, further, that nearly all our

ai'I'rt'hensions of social inconveniences from the obliteration of
'*'-»t ''line," especially in the Church, are utterly fallacious.

Wo believe that in " Old Trinity," in " Grace Church," or any
^ther notable church of New York, the habitual appearance of a
^•-U to-do, cultivated African family in their own pew would
*"^'" come to be considered an honor to tlie congregation. It

^""uhl be a noteworthy example of Catholic Christianity as

-'tnouicdged in all the high places of Christendom beyond
*'Ur own land. It would be a triumph over prejudice to which
'^'«- Christian heart of the community would, soon or later,

^'-•*[>ond with admiration. It would be such a recognition of
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our common humanitj as could not fail itself to be recognized

with honor by all thoughtful njjm..

One topic more we might allude to here as of immeasurable

importance, in respect to the African-American, namely, his

education ; but we have reached the proposed limit of this

article, and what need of enlarging on a subject of such obvious

significance, one upon which there has been so much public

interest, to which so many heroic men and women are devoting

their lives, and to which individual philanthropists have con-

secrated millions !

Let us say, in conclusion, that not%vithstanding the grave

difficulties of the problem we have been considering, and the

merely hypothetical solutions of it we have suggested, yet the

treatment of the colored man, which we have urged, seems to

us to be about the sum of our responsibility for, and practica-

ble management of, the question. Let us do this our duty, and

leave the rest to that beneficent Providence which has hitherto

guided our national destiny. Great things are undeniably be-

fore us all, whites and blacks, in the providential programme of

this grand New World ; humanity is here probably to take on

new developments such as have never been dreamed of in our

political and social speculations. It may not be for us to fore-

cast these coming destinies by our theories, but we can forecast

them by our practice. Let us emancipate ourselves from prej-

udices ; let us rise above traditional fallacies; let us seek to em-

body in our legislation, and in all our social conventionalism,

the universal principles of humanity, religion, and liberty, and

the God of our fathers will take care of our country and our

children.

Art. Vn.—probation AFTER DEATH.
[First Arttclk.]

Pkobation is the moral trial of intelligent and free beings, un-

der divinely-appointed conditions, in preparation for reward or

punishment in the world to come. As used by Bishop Butler,

who first brought the term into prominence, it means " that our

future interest is now depending, and depending upon our-

selves ; that we have scope and opportunities here for that good
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and bad behavior which God will reward and punish hereaf-

ter • together with temptations to one, as well as inducements

of reason to the other." '-^ Over against our natural depravity,

which of itself would necessitate a failure, is placed the ever-

availins: "race of the atonement, whereby success is possible to

every man. The central point of tha test is not, however, an

unfailui^, perfect obedience to law, as with Adam before the

Fall, but a new one, adapted to fallen beings, of the acceptance

or rejection of the gracious remedy in the cross of Christ,

thron'gh which alone can the power of sin be escaped and holi-

ness won. The providential advantages of individuals greatly

vary with different ages and other circumstances, and it may

be safely assumed that the Judge of all the earth, who surely

will do right, knows well how to measure responsibility in

every case. But if any be destitute of intelligence, or if any,

because of some necessitating agency outside of himself, be

not free to choose his course, he stands as a non-probationer, for

whom any proper trial is not conceivable.

The general faith of the Christian Church is that human

probation closes with the present earthly life, and that in the

final judgment at the end of the world every person will receive

his eternal and unalterable award according to his character, the

righteous being cro%vned with everlasting blessedness, and the

wicked consigned to everlasting conscious punishment. From
this common faith there are three classes of dissent, holding,

1. The ultimate recovery to holiness of all wicked men and

falk-n angels, and the cessation of evil throughout the universe,

involving the continuance of probation until it is accomplished.

2. The continuance of probation to the impenitent during

the period between death and the judgment-day, at which time

llic tinal award will be made.

3. A second probation after death for those who in this life

have had no knowledge of Christ and his Gospel, such as the

heathen and children dying in infancy.

In the examination of the question of probation after death,

wliile our ultimate appeal must be to Holy Scripture, and es-

pecially to the words of Christ himself, the query arises whether
our Lord in any way contradicted the opinions on the subject

of tile etenial punishment of the wicked prevalent in his day,

* " Analogy," part i, chap, iv, 1.
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and also whether the doctrine held by his early followers was
in accord with that which he taught. For it would be a very

important, but difiicult, task for \\\q denier of endless punish-

ment to explain why, if the Jews were wrong, he did not cor-

rect them, and also, if the early Christians had fallen into

error, how it came to pass, and how it became so unanimous
and unquestioned. Let us, then, notice first

:

• I. The sentiment held at and about the time of Christ.

1. Among Jewish writers.

The Book of Judith, (xvi, 17,) written about a hundred years

before Christ :
" Woe to the nations that rise up against my

kindred. The Lord Almighty will take vengeance of them
in the day of judgment, putting fire and worms in their flesh

;

and they shall feel them and weep forever."

The Book of Enoch, (ciii, 4, 5 :) "Woe to you, sinners, when
ye die in your sins, and they who are like you say of you.

Blessed are these sinners. . . . Has it not been shown to them
that, when to the receptacle their souls shall be made to de-

scend, their evil deeds shall become their greatest torment ?

Into darkness, into the snare, and into the ilame which shall

burn to the great judgment, shall their spirits enter, and the

great judgment shall be for every generation, even forever."

The Fourth Book of Esdras, (vii, 36 :)
"A lake of torment

shall appear, and over against it a place of rest : and the oven

of gehenna shall be shown, and over against it a paradise of de-

light. ... If one be of those who have despised and not kept

the way of the Most High, or who despised his law and who
hated those who fear him, their souls shall not enter the habi-

tations, [garners ;] but shall wander about thenceforth in tor-

ments, ever grieving and sad."

The Apocalypse of Baruch, (Ixxxv, 9S :)
" Prepare ye your

souls, that, when ye have ended your voyage and disembarked,

ye may rest, and not be condemned, for the Most Higli will

bring all these things. There will be no more place of repent-

ance, nor bound to times, nor length to hours, nor change of

way, nor place for petition, nor sending of entreaties, nor

obtaining knowledge, nor giving of charity, nor entreaties of

parents, nor orison of prophets, nor help of the righteous, but

there will be sentence to the destmction of the way of fire,

and the path which leadeth to the hot coals."
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Joseplius, ("Ant.," xviii, 1, 3 :) "The Pharisees believe that

gouls liave an immortal vigor in them, and that beneath the

earth there will be rewards or punishments, according as thej

luive lived virtuonslj or viciously in this life ; and the latter

are to be detained in an everlasting prison, elpyfibv di6cov ; but

that the former shall have power, the other have permission,

to revive and live again,"' and that the souls " of the wicked

are to be didicp rtiicjpia Ko?A(^eGdaL, punished with eternal venge-

ance."* •

Dr. Farrar objects to Josephus generally as an nntrustwor-

tliy witness,! and to these passages in i)articular, because " his

words are unscriptural.":}: Yet the latter citation coutains the

very words wliicli he complains were not used by our Saviour

if he intended to teach endless punishment, admitting at the

eame time that "Josephus and some Christian writers, when
tliey want to speak of endless retribution, do use such words." §
The real reason may be that didtog would better express to

strangers, unfamiliar with the Hebrew mode of thought, the

idea intended by aldjviog.

Dr. Pasey, liegius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford, is au-

thority for the statement that the expression of belief was
uniform and unmistakable, with the one exception of the Sad-
ducees, wlio did not believe in a future life, " but whoever did
believe in it, believed in the eternity of the weal and woe
which God would allot to the righteous or the wicked." The
theory that punishment in gehenna is limited, he shows, orig-

inated with Eabbi Akiba, eighty-six years after our Lord's
a<<-ension, and had reference, not to all mankind, but to the
Jew alone.

I

2. Among early Christian Fathers.

Ignatius of Antioch, A.D. 107: "One so defiled [by cor-

r^ij^tj'iiC tlie faith of God] M'ill go into the unquenchable fire,

and in like way he who hearcth him."
Polycarp, the disci])lc of St. John, A.D. 155, when threat-

jiK-d with the stake, replied, "You threaten me with fire that
'''irns for one hour and then cools, not knowing the judgment to
^-'JUie nor the perpetual torment of eternal fire to the ungodly."

• " Bell. Jud.," ii S, 14. f
" ircrcy and Jud-ment," p. 193.

" Mern- and Jndsment," p. 196. § Ihid., p. 385. See p. ni.
I
""\^ lut id of Faitli a.s to Evorlasling Piini.shment ? "

p. 78, 87.
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Justin Martyr, A.D. 141, in liis Defense of tlie Christians to

the Emperor Antoninus Pius, said: ''Briefly, M'hat we look

for, and have learned from Christ, and what we teach, is as

follows : Plato said to the same effect, that Ehadamanthus and

Minos would punish the wicked when they came to them. We
say the same thing will take place, but that the judge will be

Christ, and that their souls will be united to the same bodies,

and will undergo an eternal punishment, and not as he (Plato)

eaid, for a period of a thousand years only."

Irenseus, pupil of Polycarp, and Bishop of Lyons, A. D. ISO,

writing against the Gnostic heresies, says :
" The Church,

though scattered through the whole world to the ends of the

earth, has received from the apostles and their disciples the

faith ... in one Chi-ist Jesus . . . and his appearing from
heaven in the glory of the Father ... to raise up all flesh of

all mankind that ... he may execute righteous judgment
over all, sending into eternal fire the spiritual powers of wick-

edness and the angels who transgressed and apostatized, and

the godless and unrighteons and lawless and blasphemous

among men." He adds, " The Church, having received this

preaching and this faith . . . zealously preserves it as one

household, . . . and unanimously preaches and teaches the

same." In a Latin form, he says, "the Saviour of those who
are saved, and the Judge of those who are judged, and send-

ing, in ignem CEternum, into eternal lire the perverters of the

truth and the despisers of his Father and his advent."

Tertullian (A. D. 200) says Christ " will come again with

glory to take the saints into the enjoyment, vitcn ceteimcB, of

eternal life and to judge the wicked, igni jperpetiio, with

eternal fire."

Clemens Alexandrinus (A. D. 215) says :
" Is God unright-

eous who taketh vengeance ? God forbid. It is clear, then,

that those who are not at enmity with the truth, and do not

hate the word, will not hate their own salvation, but will es-

cape the punishment of eternity." He elsewhere speaks of

the sinner's " securing exemption fI'om eternal death by a little

pain." Clemens has been claimed as a Restorationist, but it

is probably through wrongly interpreting him as speaking of

the purification of sinners by fire, when he meant that imper-

fect Christians must pass through the fire in order to complete
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fitness for heaven, as, indeed, not a few of the fathers believed,

cvi'ii inchiding Augustine, who distinguished between '* that

eternal fire which shall to eternity torment the ungodly " and

•• that also which shall amend those who shall be saved by fire,

tor it is said, ' Yet himself shall be saved, but so as by fire.'
"

These citations, purposely not extended later than the time

of Orif>-en, who will be mentioned on another page, show a re-

markable unanimity of sentiment both in the fathers and in

the whole Church.

3. Testimony of the Martyrs.

That unanunlty is still more apparent in the sayings of

martyrs before their judges, under torture, and in death. They

show the faith of all classes—the shepherd and the fl^ock, the

teacher and the taught, noble, plebeian, and slave, men and

boys, matrons, widows, and girls. With one consent, they see

in opposition to fidelity to Christ here only " eternal destruc-

tion," " everlasting burning," " eternal punishment," " perpet-

ual torment," and " eternal fire " in the world to come. This

universal faith in the people shows the instruction given and

r'.'ceived by the Church every-where, which is utterly inexplic-

able if our Lord and his apostles taught, as is alleged, a con-

trary doctrine. And if they did, we have a right to look for

it in clear, decisive utterances, and not in obscure passages or

uncertain inferences which may only mock as at the last. If

Christ taught it, it should be found in some distinct statement,

with an " I say unto you" as authoritative as any of those in

the Sermon on the Mount with which he contradicted the false

teaching of his time.

II. Scriptures adduced as teaching probation after death.

"NVe mention only those most strongly relied on. Tlie first

i> Matt, xii, 31, 32 : "All manner of sin and blasphemy shall

l"0 forgiven unto men ; but the blasphemy against the Holy
^•ho.st shall not be forgiven unto men. And whosoever speak-

tth a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him
;

but whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost it shall not be
••'r;;iven him, neither in this world, neither in the world to

Come."

<*u these words Dr. Farrar says :
" Our Lord states with im-

njcusc plainness, and with no reservation, the possible ultimate

f^'unssion of every sin and blasphemy except one. What that
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one is no human being lias ever been able to decide," * " It is

doubtful whether it is meant that even this sin can never be

repented of, either here or in the M'orld to come." f Dr. Dorner
is more modest :

" AYhereas other sins iind forgiveness without

restriction to this life, there is involved a testimony that other

sins, aside from the sin against the Holy Ghost, may yet be

forgiven in the next world." X
The appalling truth in the statement of our Lord is that

there is one sin for which there is no forgiveness even in this

life, and this is made emphatic by the further stateinent that it

cannot be forgiven in the future world. So that, as Professor

"Wright truly remarks, " Probation may practically close before

death." § It is most blessedly true that all other sins are forgiv-

able, but always in accordance with God's conditions of for-

giveness, and those conditions, as we know from other Script-

ures, are limited to this life. Dr. Farrar's " ultimate " is an

adroit gloss of his own without foundation in the passage ; and

Dorner's " without restriction to this life" assumes that if, par-

don is limited to this life it must be expressly stated, and so

begs the whole question. The parallel passage in Mark iii, 29,

reads, " hath never forgiveness, but is in danger of eternal

danmation," or, as in the more correct text of the Revision,

"guiltj, aloiviov duaprrjiMirog, of eternal sin," a sin so bound up

with the sinners existence that from it there is no escape. If

possible to be " repented of " by one abandoned by the Holy

Spirit, that repentance nmst be forever unavailing. Dorner

admits the necessity of the punishment for those guilty of

this sin, but adds, " That does not necessarily exclude deliver-

ance through punishment and its just execution."
||

It is

enough to say here that this would be salvation through per-

dition, and not through grace, and, besides, would blot out an

"eternal sin."

Matt. V, 25, 2G :
" Agree with thine adversary quickly. . . .

Thou shalt by no means come out thence till thou hast paid

the uttermost farthing." The case is that of a debtor who can

neither pay nor settle with his creditor, almost parallel with

the debtor in chap, xviii, 23-3 i, who owed his lord fifteen

* " Eternal Hope," p. 112. \ " Mercy and Judgment," p. 461.

X
" Future St:ito," p. lO:'.. g ' Relauou of Death to Prob^iiion," p. 20.

I "Future State," p. 119.
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twill ions of dollars, and was " delivered to the tormentors till

lie should pay all that was due." The inference drawn is that

idiuishnient for sin is limited in duration. The reply is,

(I) The punishment in this case is, indeed, in the sentence pro-

nounced, limited in its terms, which therein differs from God's

sentence upon the sinner ; and yet, inasmuch as the debtor is

l);i!ikrupt, and can never pay the debt, it is endless in fact.

Fur this very reason our Saviour exhorts him to make an ar-

rangement with his creditor before reaching the court, that is,

in its spiritual application, ho admonishes the neglectful to

'' quickly " make use of the hour of probation to secure the

mercy of God, lest he summarily fall into the hands of inflexi-

ble justice. (2) Punishment does not pay the debt of sin. It

is not the coin current in the court of heaven with which to

[uirchase salvation. (3) Dorner's remark, that " penal suffer-

ings may be requisite to deliverance," overlooks the absolute

condition of payment in full, and forgets that no amount of

torturing can enable him to pay who has nothing to pay with.

The passage most depended on to prove probation after

death, especially by German theologians, is 1 Pet. iii, 18-20:
'* For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the

unjust, that he might bring us to God, being put to death in

t!ie tlesh, but quickened by the Spirit : by which also he went
»nd preached unto the spirits in prison ; which sometime were

disobedient, when once the long-suffering of God waited in

the days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing." *

As we shall see, opinions on this passage greatly vary. Of
those who hold the preaching to have been on the earth, some
tiiink it was through Noah to the men of his time ; others that

U was through the apostles, the disobedient antediluvians being
taken as a type of all wicked men. Of those who understand
the preaching to have been in hades, some interpret it as

*finouncing terrible condemnation to the ungodly ; others,

»iH-liiilinMr the Roman and Greek Churches, as triumphantly
pr»x:iaiming salvation and release to the Old Testament saints

;

'•hers think that Christ, as conqueror of Satan and the demons,
f^-iiscd the dead to life and declared the true doctrine of the

^i^'^siah
; and others still, that he published the Gospel of sal-

^*tiou to the spirits of the righteous, and damnation to^ those

• For a lull exposition, see Wliedon's " Comineutary.."'

• PofKTn SEiju-s, vol.. xxxvr.
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of the wicked. These tlieories are connected with the doc-
trine of the Descent into Ilell, or, rather, they are accretions
to the simple statement of David in Psa. xvi, 10, and St. Petei-'s
citation of it in Acts ii, 27, '' Thou wilt not leave my soul in
hell, {hades) neither wilt thou suffer thine holy one to see
corruption." Eph. iv, 8-10; Rom. x, 7, and this passageOf
Peter, have, we think, no reference to that event. But iUvill
be seen that some of the opinions given above are clearly out-
side the passage in hand, and that none of them involves the
offer of salvation to those who died impenitent. Alford gives
a list of expositors who admit the descent into hades, butOup-
pose it "to have had another purpose" than preaching the

- Gospel to the dead, and then very strangely snms up by assert-
ing that "with the great body of commentators, ancient and
modern," he holds that Christ did " preach salvation in fact to

the disembodied spirits of those Avho refused to obey the voice
of God when the judgment of the Flood was hanging over
them." Dr. Newman Smyth falls into the same discrei)aiicv
as to " the great consensus of interpreters ;

" but Dorner, witli

the same view of the passage, more accurately accepts it " as a

result of the more recent exegetical research." * The author-
ity of the great commentators of past ages is thus iuvokcl
to sustain a theory which they neither taught nor held, whik-,

on Alford's own testimony, they may be^ rightfully cited in

opposition to the doctrine of future probation.

By many theologians, especially in England and Germany,
this passage is held to teach that our Lord preached the Gosik'1
in hades to the disembodied spirits of the disobedient anti-

diluvians of Xoah's time who were there conlined. This woul J

seem to be sufliciently definite, but the inquirer presently tiu'l^

the unity of opinion so full of diversity that, like Xoah's duvi',

he has no place for the sole of his foot. It makes a differcn<-c

whether our Lord's human spirit was in hades simply as other

human spirits are, and whetlier his humiliation continued until

he rose from the dead, and whether his preacliing there was after

his resurrection, and whether his resurrection and glorificatioi!

began immediately after his deatli. Kor is it all one wlicthtr
his acts in hades were in the exercise of his priestly, kingly.
or prophetical office. If, indeed, our Lord did truly preucirtlH'

* "The Future State," pp. 147, 148.
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Gospel there, as Alford, Fronmiiller, Wordsworth, Ellicott, Far-

rar, Dorner, Smyth, Pope, and Townsend assert, these differ-

ences should weigh little, if anything, against the settled fact;

they cannot be summarily brushed aside when tlie question is

in debate whether he preached the Gospel there at all. This

only increases the hazard of those who would build their faith

and rest their souls upon this foundation, so frail at best.

But,' granting that our Lord did so preach, we are absolutely

limited lo the simple fact that he offered salvation to a particu-

lar class of antediluvians. Xothing is proved, except that by a

well-known law the specification of those to wliom he preached

excludes all other sinnei-s in hades at the time. There is no

evidence that any who heard him accepted his offers. Dr.

Kewraan Smyth admits that " nothing is said or implied con-

ceruiug the effect of Christ's preaching among the dead.^'

*

For aught that appears they scoffed at liim as they did of old at

Koah.
"^

It is absolutely certain that none of them crossed the

great, impassable gulf and entered Paradise among the blest.

It may be that the obduracy acquired on earth, in spite of

Noairs preaching, had become so intense, that repentance was

beyond their power or desire. If, then, there be a future pro-

bation, this test case furnishes naught but hopelessness. The

only lesson is that another chance in the future world would

have no different result from the chance in this world. And

the fact of no known benefit resulting throws a doubt upon

the interpretation given.

Kor, again, is there in this passage the least evidence that

the preaching in hades was repeated or continued. Not a few,

including Wordsworth, Pope, and Townsend, strongly insist

that it was not. On the other hand, the widest latitude is eager-

ly given to inferences of its repetition and continuance, and

the^e inferences are announced as the proven doctrine of God.

Thus, Alford argues from our ignorance that " as we cannot

eay to what other cases this preaching may have applied, so it

would be presumption in us to limit its occurrence or its effi-

cacy." In our view, the presumption is in the opposite direc-

tion, for we are not informed that there are any " other cases."

Dorner says: "The ceasing of this preaching which Christ

began, with his preaching at that time, is neither recorded nor

• "The Orthodox Theology of To-day," p. 184.
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reasonablj to be supposed," * thus mistaking the slioulders
upon which the burden of proof falls, and forgetting that it is
very far from agreed that Christ preached in hades tt all.

The most that the passage can be claimed as teaching is that
after Christ's death his human spirit went to hades and preached
the Gospel to the disobedient antediluvians of Noah's time
But KTipvocio signifies, to make proclamation as a herald, to
proclaim, to announce, to declare, to tell, to preach. In 'the
sixty times that the word occurs in the New Testament what
IS declared or preached is to be gathered from the context;
but It never, in itself, means to preach the Gospel For that
Oie word is evayyeU;oy. Wiiat, then, did our Lord proclaim ?
The word translated "preached" does not tell us, the context
gives no light, and no mortal knows. The passage, then, does
not affirm that Christ preached the Gospel.
Did St. Peter understand these antediluvians in hades to be

in a state of probation ? The apostle shall answer for himself
la his second epistle, (chap, ii, 4-9,) denouncing a class of sin-
ners of his day for whom he sees only eternal destruction, he
makes an argument of which the conclusion reached is this :

"The Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of tempta-
tion, and to reserve the unjust unto the day of judgment to be
punished ;" or, as the Eevised Version more correctlv reads
« to keep [that is, in custody] the unrighteous under" punish-
ment unto the day of judgment." His proof of this proposi-
tion, for such It really is, consists of three historic precedents
in the divine administration, namely, first, in the case of the
apostate angels cast down to Tartarus, committed as prisoners
to caverns of darkness, and kept in custodv unto the final
judgment; second, the antediluvians who had for a hundred
and twenty years Noah's preaching of repentance and rio-ht-
eousness, and then, when the long-sulfering of God became
exhausted, were swept from the face of the earth and shut upm the "prison " of hades; and, third, the cities of the plain
turned to ashes, overthrown, made an example to the ungodly
of all coming time, and (Jude 7) " suffering the vengeairce of
eternal fire." St. Peter sets forth these three classes as illus-
trative specimens of those who are kept in prison under cniard,
enduring punishment, like Dives, and bound over to the'judg-

* "Future State," p. 153.
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ment-day. The antediluvians are, in his view, equally with

the fallen angels and the Sodomites, a standing proof of the

assured perdition awaiting the ungodly.

He considers their probation closed forever with death. He
could not have cited their case for his purpose had he thought

thetn in a new probation and receiving from Christ the glad

tidings of salvation. Nor can we conceive the compassionate

Christ as inflicting upon souls beyond remedy tlie horrid mock-

ery of an offer of mercy which he knew it was impossible for

them to accept. And even if he did offer them mercy, it does

not follow that he will offer it to us in the next world if we

reject him here.

The crucial word in the passage is the participle ^(oo-oupel^^

rendered quickened. Very singularly, this seems to be generally

overlooked in the effort to properly dispose of the two datives,

which really derive their force from the participles. The verb

means simply fo make alive. Such is its use in the classics

and the Septuagiut. It occurs in eleven other places in the

New Testament. In seven, John v, 21, twice; Rom. iv, 17;
viii, 11 ; 1 Cor. xv, 22, 36, 45, it refers to the resurrection of

the dead ; in three, John vi, 63 ; 2 Cor. iii, 6 ; Gal. iii, 21, to

giving spiritual life ; and once, 1 Tim. vi, 13, to God, as the

giver of life. In every instance it signifies to make alive, that

is, to give life where it has never hee7i, or to restore life xchere

it has once heen and has ceased to he. Its use should be the

same here. But when we apply it to Christ's human spirit,

which did not die and was already alive, we encounter new
definitions specially invented for this particular place. For
instance, Steiger and Bloomfield understand a preservation of

life ; Wordsworth, an increase of life ; Alford, the beginning
of " a spiritual resurrection life ;

" Dorner, " a higher state of

life, of a pneumatic character ;
" while Smyth speaks of " the

beginning of the new life made after the spirit." Possibly the

reader may think this not very intelligible ; if so, he is doubt-
less in goodly fellowship with plainest. Peter himself. All
these definitions must be rejected as outside the established

nieaning of <woTo/e6>, and because, again, none of them is nec-

essary to a correct understanding of the passage. Christ's

human spirit did not die ; it tlicrefore was not made alivfl^

and no cliange in its sphere or mode of continued being falls
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within the meaning of the word. "What the case requires is

either that sonietliing not before existing was hrought into he-

ing and connected with him, or that sometliing belonging to

him which had ceased to live was restoredto life. The former

is nowhere intimated ; the latter was accomplished in liis res-

urrection from the dead. It clearly follows that Txvevua does

not mean Christ's human spirit ; it must indicate, therefore,

either his divine nature or tlie Holy Spirit. Taking " flesh
"

in the sense of man's nature, as in John i, 14 ; Rom. i, 3

;

1 Pet. i, 24, and other well-known passages, we have, put to

death indeed as to his human nature^ hut made alive hy his

divine nature. This explains how his sufferings avail to

" bring us to God," and exactly parallels the saying of St. Paul,

" "Was delivered for our offenses, and was raised again for our

justification." Pom. iv, 25.

As to the preaching, it is a little remarkable that St. Peter

himscK, in speaking elsewhere (2 Pet. ii, 5) of these same
antediluvians, mentions Xoah as " a preacher {KrjpvKa, a herald)

of righteousness," using the noun from which comes the kt]^-

vaau) here employed, and thus seems to furnish a clew to it*

manner. IS'oah was the herald of Christ, the Jehovah of the

Old Testament as well as Lord of the Xew, and under the

inspiration of his Spirit he proclaimed for a hundred and

twenty years his law to the men around him, who remained

unbelieving and disobedient until the Flood came. Thus the

preaching was truly Christ's to the antediluvians at tlie time of

their disobedience. (The " sometime," once, aforetime, is

from Peter's point of view, not Noah's.) A parallel is Eph.

ii, 17, where St. Paul says of Christ who, in his earthly life,

did not visit Ephesns: "And came [by his Spirit] and preached

[through the apostles] peace to you which were afar off, and

to them that were nigh." So Christ " went " by the Holy

Spirit " and preached " through Xoah to men whom St. Peter

identifies as "spirits in prison" at the time of his writing, not

in probation, but in confinement awaiting the judgment.

Frequently joined with tlie passage just considered, as sup-

posed to have the same reference, is 1 Pet. iv, 6 :
" For this

cause was the Gospel preached also to them that are dead, that

they might be judged according to men in the flesh, but live

according to God in the spirit," The Pevised Version reads,
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*• prcaclied even to the dead." But the connection is not so

clear. In the former we have " spirits in prison," and in the

latter, the " dead :

" in the former, heralding ; in the latter,

preaching the Gospel, and with no mention of the antedilu-

vians. AV^hy this complete change of expression if the apostle

is speaking of the same persons ? And, again, what possible

encouragement for Christians to brave endurance of persecu-

tion even unto death, would there be in the knowledge that

our Lord preached the Gospel to antediluvians in hades,

which we have shown did not occur ? Tlie theory supposed

by advocates of probation after death to be here taught is, that

the Gospel is preached to all the dead in the other world.

But there are several grave dithculties. If "dead" means the

dead universally, it includes the sainted dead who need no

pardon among those to whom pardon is offered ; and this

proves too much. Again, EvriyyeAiodri is aorist, and shows that

the Gospel was preached and the preaching ceased, as, indeed,

it does to every man at death. Moreover, the plain meaning
i-^ that the Gospel was preached to men when living who are

now dead, and who will not by death be exempted from judg-

ment for their persecutions.

III. Probation limited to earthly life.

While the Scriptures do not warrant the expectation of a

probation after death, they do, on the other hand, most une-

'piivocally and positively connect certain results in the future
world with the course pursued and the character attained in

the present life, thus excluding the idea of probation beyond
It. Our citations shall be chiefly of the words of our Lord
himself.

Very explicit is Matt, x, 32, 33 :
" Whosoever shall confess

me before men, him will I confess also before my Father which
i-i in lieaven. But whosoever shall deny me before men, him
will I also deny before my Father which is in heaven ;" or, as
^^•e read in Luke xii, 8, " before the angels of God." Like, but
jHore decisive, if possible, is Mark viii, 88 :

" Whosoever shall
ho asliamed of me and of my words, in this adulterous and sinful
|-'i'neration, of him also shall the Son of man be ashamed when

;'f
c^'ineth in the glory of his Father with the holy angels."

'le confession, denial, and shame '• before men," and, more
Jehnitely, « in this . . . generation," belong to this world, and
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are the condition of confession, denial, and shame before God
at the second advent, with no hint of a different result from
any thing occurring in the long interval. The story of the rich

young ruler in Matt, xix, 16-22, who asked the Saviour,
** What good thing shall I do that I may have eternal life ?

''

shows his belief that his condition in the next world would
turn upon his conduct here ; and our Lord's reply distinctly

puts "treasure in heaven "" as compensation for the surrender

of treasure on earth, thus showing his own understanding on
the point. In Rev, ii, 10, the " crown of life" is the promise

made to fidelity " unto death ;
" and for the present purpose it

is immaterial whether the words mean during life, or to death

by martyrdom. In either case it is the end of earth, and insep-

arably connected with it is the unfading crown. St Paul, in

1 Cor. vi, 9, 10, after a general statement, excluding '• the un-

righteous " from the kingdom, becomes specific, and adds :

" Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effemi-

nate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, nor thieves, nor

covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall

inherit the kingdom of God." This is not a list of lovely

characters. Their vices belong, with scarcely an exception,

wholly to this world, and when the sons of God enter the

kingdom to which they are graciously entitled as heirs, these

sinners will be left out. If a sense of justice assent to this

because of the greatness of their sins, and it be thought that

sins of less magnitude will receive more lenient treatment, let

us remember our Lord's words to the Jews, (John viii, 21
:)

" Ye shall die in your sins : whither I go ye cannot come," and

the reason given in verse 24: for the stern statement, namely,

" If ye believe not that I am he." Omission and neglect are

small things as men measure, but, small as they are, whoever

dies in them is shut off from going where Christ is.

Probation sometimes closes suddenly. The lesson related in

Luke xii, 42-46, pronounces a blessing on the faithful servant

who is ready for his master's coming, but to the careless, self-

ish, procrastinating, and riotous servant the master's return is

unexpected, sudden, and unprepared for ; and we arc told that

his Lord " will cut him in sunder, and will appoint him his por-

tion with the unbelievers." Xay, probation sometimes closes

before life ends. Such we have found to be the result of his
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ein who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit, who, though lie

may remain years on earth, has already by his voluntary act for-

ever put away from him all hope of mercy, and freely become

guilty of " eternal sin." Such was the effect of the sin of the

Hebrew apostates, (Heb. vi, 6.) who, in renouncing Christ, de-

clared him to be an impostor and his sacrifice for sin worthless,

that, either from their self-induced obduracy or from the with-

drawal of the proffers and aid of grace, it was " impossible . . .

to renew them again unto repentance."

The narrative of the rich man and Lazarus, in Luke xvi,

19-31, is full of instruction. If it be thought a parable, we
may say that, whatever it be intended to teach, the several

features of the picture drawn must have a foundation in the

facts of the world of departed spirits, so that our Lord has

really given us a glimpse of the condition of souls between

death and the judgment. We are not concerned to fix its lo-

cality, or, rather, perliaps, its localities, for they seem to be

two—Paradise, the abode of the blessed, where the souls of

Jesus, the penitent thief, and Lazarus went, and to which St.

Paul was " caught up ;" and the abode of wretchedness, to which

the name of hades peculiarly clings, where the rich man was.

They are ''afar off" from each other, with a "great gulf

fixed " between them, declared by our Lord to be impassable in

either direction. Father Abraham preaches no Gospel of

salvation
; the rich man pleads for no pardon, nor is there to-

ken of repentance. The one prayer for himself is that Lazarus

may be sent with some alleviation of his anguish, " for," said

he, " I am tormented in this llame "—not, of necessity, mate-
rial flame, but something which is to the soul as material flame

»6 to the body. Even this prayer is denied, and for two rea-

6<»ns: first, he chose and had his portion here, and is now re-

ceiving only what he had prepared himself for in his life-time
;

and, second, it is one of the inflexible laws of that realm of the
dead that " they which would pass from hence to you cannot ;

"

^> that Lazarus could not fulfill the desired office; and we
may add that, for the same reason, the disembodied human spirit

*>f Christ, which went into that world as the natural consequence
of death, as do other human spirits, and was subject to its laws,

*^ould not cross the impassable gulf to preach the Gospel to the

antediluvians there confined.
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These references, M-liicli might be greatly extended, not

only fail to intimate hope for the continuance of probation be-

yond death, but they so directly connect the future with the

present that it should not be thought an open question.

Dr. Dorner argues that " the time of grace does not by a

universal law expire with death," from the case of the son of

the widow of Xain.'^ Luke vii, 11-15. Dr. Smyth, referring

to the same case, takes up the strain, speaking of '• prolongation

upon earth of probation after death had ensued, which could

not be if at death the final judgment takes place ;"" f and, in a

foot-note to Dorner, he asks, with a seriousness born apparently

of the deepest perplexity, " In the case of Lazarus, after which

death, the first or the second, was the judgment appointed for

him?" The new reconstructed theology plainly has need of

friendly caution, for it cannot stand the strain of many such prob-

lems. Surely, Dr. Dorner, "the greatest living theologian,"

must know that probation is claimed to expire when earthly life

ends, and not at some supposed end which is really only an inter-

ruption of it. But when Dr. Smyth, the Presbyterian, going

beyond his chief, speaks of " the final judgment at death," he

does it with full knowledge that the orthodoxy which his "• new
departure" seeks to modify, holds no such doctrine.

It should be noted that the very passages quoted for half a

century to prove Universalism are now employed by advocates

of probation after death, from Dr. Smyth to Dr. Farrar, who

denies again and again that he is aUniversalist, but does his

utmost to prove hope for every man, if not after the last judg-

ment, at least in the intermediate state. All good men would

rejoice over the repentance of the last sinner and the perfect

victory of goodness over evil, and yet not a few who have

hoped for it have confessed that the Scriptures do not so teach.

Olshausen admits tliat " no passage of the Is'ew Testament af-

fords a clear and positive testimony for the consummation of

this longing." Xeander sees '-only some slight intimation."

Thomas StaiT King says: ''There is no argument for the final

triumph of goodness in the four gospels, nor any dogmatic

textual assertion of that doctrine." And Theodore Parker,

who may be accepted as a competent witness on this point,

Baid in his last discourse : " I think there is not in the Old

'-The Future State," p. 102. \ "Ortbodox Theology," p. 185.
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Testament or the New a single word wliicli tells this blessed

truth, that penitence hereafter will do any good." The ground

for hope must be sought elsewhere.

But there is some interesting testimony as to the tendencies

of this doctrine of probation hereafter. Keander saw them
when he said, " We acknowledge the guidance of divine wis-

dom that, in the records of revelation destined for such varied

steps of religious development, no more liglit has been com-

municated on this subject." Prof. Herman Messner uses

nearly the same highly suggestive words. Origen is more em-

phatic. In some of his works, the De Prlncipiis in particu-

lar, written when he was a young man, and not intended for

publication, in a philosophical, speculative, and tentative way,

he propounds the theory of ultimate universal restoration

tlirough a series of transmigrations and probations. On the

authority of Jerome it is stated that " in an epistle which he

wrote to Fabian, Bishop of Eome, he expressed regi-et for

having written such things, and threw' the blame upon Am-
brose, who made public what he had written privately." - In

his popular writings he taught the common doctrine. In his

reply to Celsus he acknowledged that Christ taught eternal

punishment, and with the effect of inducing men to strive

against those sins which lead to it. He, however, calls the fear

of it a beneficial deception brought about by God himself, yet

thought its rejection dangerous. " For," said he, " many wise

men, or such as thought themselves wise, after having appre-

hended the real truth respecting the divine punishments and
rejected the delusion, have given themselves up to a vicious

life. It would have been much better for them to have con-

tinued in the delusion, and to believe in the eternity of the

punishments of hell." f The dangerous tendency has in no
wise diminished with the passage of the centuries.

IV. The decisions of the day of judgment based upon the

deeds of this life.

Dr. Farrar arraigns as a " popular accretion " to the teaching

of Scripture the notion that, "at death, there is passed upon
every impenitent sinner an irreversible doom to endless tor-

ments." X ^one should know better than that eminent scholar

* " What is of Faith? " pp. 129-200.

f Hageabach, § 18. % " Eternal Hope," preface, p. xiv.
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and brilliant preacher that the common view places the passage

of that doom at the day of judgment, and not at death. We
must not confound God's act of judicial sentence with his daily

discrimination of human character, nor yet with man's act in

deciding his own condition and destiny. There is, undoubt-

edly, in God's mind an opinion, a discrimination, a judgment, a

classifying of men in this life, so that, as Fletcher expresses it,

we are every moment pleasing or displeasing to him according

to the whole of our inward tempers and our outward behavior.

Our present acceptance or condemnation turns upon our vol-

untary position with respect to him and his truth. "He that

believeth not is condemned already," not by a judicial act of

God, but by the terms of the law of grace. He may change this

state if he chooses to believe ; if he chooses not, it abides with

him when he passes away from life and can choose no longer.

Thenceforward, with conscious knowledge of himself, even as

God will know him, and with full certainty of the issue, he will

await the public trial of the last day, when dellnite sentence

will be passed upon every man according to the self-determined

course of the present life.

The Scriptures are very plain upon the point. St. Paul

gives as the reason for his incessant striving for present accept-

ance with his Lord the fact, that " we nmst all appear before

the judgment-seat of Christ, that every one may receive the

things done in his body, according to that he hath done,

whether it be good or bad." 2 Cor. v, 10. He evidently does

not anticipate a chance in the intermediate state of recovery

from failure through negligence here. In Horn, ii, 5, 6, he

teaches that at " the day of wrath and revelation of the right-

eou§ judgment of God, [he] will render to every man according

to his deeds," and the specifications following describe conduct

belonging to this life. In that day (verse 16) " God shall judge

the secrets of men," the things covered up and hidden, which

earth has in plenty, but are hardly supposable in the transpar-

ency of the world of spirits. The same apostle, in Heb. ix, 27,

connects death with the judgment in these words :
'• It is ap-

pointed nnto men once to die, but after this the judgment,"

with no intimation of a day of grace in the interval. The con-

nection of the two events is placed beyond criticism by the par-

allel in verse 28 of Christ's death for sin and his second advent
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t<> gather its fruits in tlie eternal salvation of those expecting his

coming. In Heb. x, 26, 27, for them that "sin willfully," as

apostates do, and as saints in Paradise cannot, ''there remaineth

no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful looking for of

judgment and fiery indignation " as their only possible fate.

St. Peter, in a passage (chap, ii, 9,) already discussed, shows

that the unrighteous of this world are strictly guarded in prison

under punishment unto the day of judgment, when (verse 3)

eternal destruction will surely be inflicted. And St. John, in

Rev. xxi, T, 8, while assuring the victorious struggler of a blessed

heirship, says of the opposite class, " But the fearful, and unbe-

lieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremon-

gers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their

part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone : which

is the second death." Some of the sins pointed out can be com-

mitted only on the earth, and they who commit them are, with

the moral coward and the simple neglecter of Christ, to be

" judged every man according to their works.'' Pev, xx, 13.

And what says our Lord ? Referring to the judgment-day,

(Matt, vii, 22, 23,) he afiirms that many in that day will claim

to have prophesied, expelled demons, and performed miracles

in his name, all of which are deeds in time, '' and then," he says,

"will I profess unto them, I never knew you : depart from me,
ye that work iniquity." In Matt, xi, 20-24, he declares that " it

shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judg-
ment than for " Chorazin and Bethsaida, and " for the land of
Sodom" than for Capernaum; and in chap, x, 15, "for the
land of Sodom and Gomorrah than for that city" which rejects
his disciples and their message. No place is left for the hypoth-
esis of the repentance of these people in hades, and in the
judgment they will stand relatively as they did then. In Mark
viii, 38, he that is " ashamed " of Christ and his teachings " in
this adulterous and sinful generation," which is very definite
as to time, will have Christ " ashamed " of liim at his second
coming. And in the solemn delineation of the proceedings of
the judgment-day in Matt, xxv, 31-45, the reasons assigned
lor the decisive av.-ards pronounced relate without exception
to deeds of this world, performed by those on the right hand
"f the Judge, and not performed by those on his left.

Such are some of the sayings of our Lord and his apostles
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that connect conduct in this life with the final judgment.

They make no reservation. They give no hint of some pos-

sible change of character in the intermediate state tliat may
reverse the result in the day of trial ; but, on the other hand,

they distinctly teach that the stamp which character bears at

death is ineffaceable. The fixed permanency thenceforth is

in the nature of things, and is always in accordance with the

choice freely made under the light and influences of a probation-

ary state and in full view of its obligations. Surely it becomes

those who advocate the doctrine of future probation to explain

the CTitire absence in these stern and positive declarations of

the New Testament of a mitigating word, or even of the least

intimation of some chance for repentance after death. And
still more is it incumbent on them to explain why Christ, who
seized so many opportunities to contradict and correct erro-

neous" sentiments of his time, not only did not contradict tlie

prevalent view on this subject, but always spoke in accordance

with it. The truth is nigh at hand. He did not correct it be-

cause it was true. He came to a race of sinners to offer himself

to them as God's provided remedy for sin and the giver of life

to their souls, and demanding acceptancs. iSot to believe on

him when oifered is to reject him, and upon such rejecters

"the wrath of God abideth." Probation^ then, summarily

closed would not be injustice, and its further continuance is

purely of the compassion and long-suffering that will not will-

ingly let a soul perish. Through lengthened years he seeks

them with the Gospel, with his Spirit, with providences, with

multiplied warnings and entreaties, until he is weary of rejec-

tion, and death closes the scene with pity for the infatuation

that spurns the beseechings of infinite love.

Keither the blessedness of the Christian nor the wretched-

ness of the sinner will be perfected until the resurrection ; but

it does not follow that the intermediate world is one of moral

change except by growth. In Dr. Dorner's view, " believers

are not yet sinless at the moment of death ;"* and as "only

the pure in heart, or holy, shall see God," f they must become
freed froin moral imperfection in the future world before they

can enjoy the glorious vision. Dr. Smyth, faitlifnl in his fol-

lowing, cannot see " how the mere accident of death can fit an

• "Future State," p. 100. f Ibid., p. 93.
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Tintrained and unchastened Christian for the pure vision of the

supernal glorj." * No more can Dr. Farrar, or Dr. Pnsey, or

tlie Eoniish Cluireh, who argue that infirmities, moral defects,

evil habits, sins, and neglects will, by training, by discipline, by

punishment, by purifying lire, become finally purged away,

and the soul prepared for the blessed vision of God. All alike

assume that the moral processes of this life shall be in the next

world much as they are in this, only, perhaps, " nmch more

abundant." Holy we must be before we can see God ; but

neither death's cold stream nor purgatorial burning has power

to make us so. The believer has learned a better way. The

infirmities and defects, physical and mental, inherent in our

nature must, indeed, be carried to the end, but the " blood of

Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin " in this life. It

maybe true that many devout Christians do not attain this gift

of grace until near death ; but it is likewise true that no child

of God passes that boundary without a previous full preparation

by the Holy Spirit dwelling in him to meet his Eedeemer and

Judge. All hopes of becoming fit for heaven after death

must prove fallacious. Spotless holiness must be won before

that hour ; but the blessedness of the saved, far exceeding

aught on earth, will increase until its consummation at the

resurrection. This, however, involves no change of destiny.

In our examination of the teachings of Scripture we have not

forgotten the multiplied admonitions against t!ie "ignorant tyr-

anny of isolated texts," to use the words of Dr. Farrar, or the

necessity of inquiry for the broad outlines, the unity, and the

drift of revealed truth. There is no divinely prepared table of

contents outlining for us beforehand the Book of God, and no

one has informed us how to discover those outlines, to find that

unity, or to learn that drift, except in the careful study of its

words. Beginning thus, and moving forward step by step, we
find the Scriptures, from " God " in the first verse to " the

grace of the Lord Jesus " in the last, to be an urgent message

of salvation sent by Infinite Love to a sinful, guilty, ruined

race. In its letter and in its spirit, in its single words and its

broad outlines, in its separate expressions and its whole drift,

it demands acceptance to-day, and makes no provision or sug-

gestion for to-morrow. Our Lord's preaching, both in the

* " Orthodox Theology," p. 126.
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plainest of words and fn the most significant of parables, and
the preaching and writings of his apostles as well, always treat

the subject as if this life were the only time in which men can
prepare for the next. They warn, they exliort, they plead, they

urge to immediate action while the power of acting remains,
as if the final issue were to turn upon the next step ; and they
never intimate even a suspicion of an opportunity in the future

world to recover from the present neglect, while they do most
strongly base condition there upon character here. These facts

are strangely mysterious and absolutely unaccountable, if hu-

man probation extends into the future life ; they are perfectly

plain, and precisely what we might expect in a revelation of a

way of salvation, if the day of grace is limited to the present

world.

Art. Vm.—dr. ELIPIIAT.ET CLARK.

Eliphalet Clark, M.D., was born in the town of Strong, Maine, May
12, 1801. His father, ilr. Richard Clark, of Puritan descent, was among
the pioneer settlers of the Sandy River Valley, one of the most beautiful

of the many picturesque sections of the State. Mr. Clark was a farmer,

and on his farm reared, amid the rigors of a New England climate, a

large family.

Our early pioneer ministry at a very early day penetrated the settle-

ments of Sandy River, and gathered among its sturdy settlers some of

their richest harvests. Very near the Clarks lived the Soules. Both

families became ]\rethodists; the one gave Joshua Soule to the ministry,

and the other Eliphalet Clark to the laity, of the I^fethodist Episcopal

Church. Young Clark was converted in his father's house at family wor-

ship when he was eighteen years of age. The change was thorough, and

accompanied by a clear witness of his acceptance with God. This sound

conversion not only gave bent to all his subsequent actions, but was the

key which ever unlocked to him the secret wards of the divine kingdom.

In one of his first letters to his parents, 1826, soon after leaving home,

Eliphalet thus showed his appreciation of their influence: "But for no

particular of your concern in my welfare do I feel more grateful than

for the religious restraints imposed when my mind was easily impressed,

and for the religious instructions by which I was frequently caused to

reflect, when a child, on' the uncertainty of life, and the necessity of a

change of heart to be prepared for another and more important state of

existence."'

Of his brother Dennis, whom he called his "twin spirit," and who died,

while a young man, in New Orleans, he wrote: " Is Dennis indeed dead t
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True, his dead body, his earthly part, his well-wrought frame, may now

be decaying in a far-distant city among strangers ; no one to visit the

crave and say, Here lies my son, my brother, and drop a tear of affection,

and plant a rose on the sacred sjiot; yet, is Dennis dead ? A voice from

Him who is the resurrection and the life, declares he shall never die. All

that made Dennis so lovely, all that so closely bound our hearts in one,

lives in heaven."

Eliphalet, after receiving an academical education at Farmington, Me.,

read medicine with Dr. J. L. Blake, of Phillips, and also with Dr. Thomas

Little, one of the most eminent surgeons of the State. Between the pupil

and the venerated teacher. Dr. Blake, who still sur\'ives, there ever sub-

sisted the warmest affection. In 1S24 he received the degree of Doctor of

Medicine from the medical school of Bowdoin College.

His first settlement as a physician was in the town of Wilton. "While

here he was married, October 8, 1827, to Miss Nancy Caldwell, only

daughter of Mr. William Caldwell, of Hebron, ]ile., and the sister of the

Rev. Zenas Caldwell, of the Maine Conference, and of Professor M. Cald-

well, afterward of Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. Miss Caldwell was

reared by her eminently godly mother under a regime which accepted

the theory that it is safer for young Christians always to lean toward the

"stricter virtues." She became the life-long companion of her husband.

She fully appreciated his genius and character, and, in a very important

sense, merged her life m his. Her rare tact, affability, and patience, but,

above all, her deep, intelligent, and steady piety, made her to him all that

a man called of God to a laborious and useful service could require.

From first to last no one more certainly perceived or more readily ac-

knowledged her worth than her husband. As early as 1833 he expressed

it to his parents: "My good Nancy is a host herself, none better, and,

may be, none so good. 'Ah,' say you, 'Eliphalet can brag at any time.'

Well, laugh at my folly ; still, let me say, no man's wife is better than

mine, none a better nurse, more sympathetic and devoted, the very angel

of kindness. Well, laugh, or say umph. I know what I say."

The account of the marriage, written to a brother, may be a little

amusing, but would there were more such wedding days! "Tuesday
morning talked and sang and prayed all day. In the evening we were
married for the first time in our lives ; felt anxious about the sequel, of

course. We were married in three or four minutes; then had a prayer-

niceting, very interesting. . . . Friday reached home ; set up a few things,

talked some, and dedicated our home, our goods, our souls and bodies,

our ALL, to God ; were some ha})py.

"

Soon after locating at VVilton he had a severe sickness, from the ill effects

of which he never fully recovered. During convalescence he wrote :
" O

fuay I, -with increasing strength, be increasingly happy, holy, and use-

ful! . . . You may know the service of God is still my delight."

In 1830 Dr. Clark removed to the city of Portland. He had but little

money and no influential friends to introduce him. The following ac-

count, in a letter at the time to Professor Caldwell, speaks for itself:

10 FOURTH SKRIKS, VOL. XXXVI.
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" See one or two sick folks every ireek. Expenses about one dollar a

day; income, twenty-five cents. That's making money. However, I ex-

pect every clay to obtain great celebrity, and, of course, much business,

and then I shall be rich. Don't you -wish your prospects were as good as

mine ?
"

Again, in 1831. in the same vein: "Hi-ho-hum! Most tired boarding

out. O dear! Xancy some home-sick. Xot much business, no money.

O what can the matter be! Tam-to-diddle, diddle, diddle-de! Wish you

could just look through my windows and see the blue houses and the

blue horses and the blue sky. ' Home, home, sweet home, there's no

place like home,' etc., (singing.) Any body comes here to get rich must

learn to live on nothing, and make money out of the north angle of two

ideas. Hurrah! (smiting his fists and scratching his head) hurrah! I

never lay down in the ditch yet, and I'll give it one pull before I let

it go. Hurrah for Jackson! He's mad with Calhoun, and I may get

an office by this means. If South Carolina repudiates much more I

shall be o2 in a giff, as Jack Downing would say."

It is not surprising such courage was rewarded. He almost imme-

diately built up a large and lucrative practice both as physician and sur-

geon. He did this without compromising his religion or his ^lethodism.

He became an active official member of the Chestnut-street Methodist

Church. At that day the ]\Iethodists were rather looked down upon in

the cultured communities of New England, and more than once it was

broadly hinted to the struggling young doctor thjit, if he would succeed,

he must leave them and join some more popular sect. His replj- was sub-

stantially, "Successor no success, lam a Methodist; and I cannot give

up principle for profit or fame." And stick to his Church he did, with

the best results both for himself and the Church. He lived to be more

respected for his adherence to his denomination, and the respect which he

gained as a man aided not a little the cause of which he was an acknowl-

edged representative.

Dr. Clark, while catholic in his views and feelings, counting always

among his esteemed friends many members of the various Christian com-

munions, was a ]Methodist from conviction. Yet he became quite early

a reader outside of his professional studies. Ere he had attained his

prime he was fully imbued with the distinctive Wesleyau doctrines, and

always held them with the utmost firmness. His ])crsuasion of the

supreme importance of these doctrines made him feel that his Church

had a right to be and to grow. His judgment was, that it was especially

needed in New England to answer a want of many minds which could

accept neither the ultra-orthodoxy of Calvinism, nor the latitudiuarian-

ism of so-called liberal Christianitj'. And yet his mind, like his home,

was most hospitable. Enthusiastic in his love of truth, of a speculative

turn, he was ready to learn from every source, and any religious opinion

which presented itself with good credentials would be respectfully enter-

tertained for the time and duly considered.

Not many years after his location in Portland his attention was called
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to the works of Su'cdenborg. The drearnor drew strongly upon his vivid

imagination, with that peculiar spell by which he has charmed many rain>is

b<-)th in Europe and America; but there were some stubborn facts which

8tood in the way. "What, no justification by faith! ]S'o vicarious atone-

ment! Now he knew that God for Christ's sake had forgiven his sins.

Tliis was enough. Only a day or two before his death, he said: " When
I was a young man Swedeuborgiauisra was presented to me, and it had

some attractions; but it required me to give up the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith, and this I never could do. Then the doctrine of the God-

head—Father—Logos—Paraclete—three, three, not one person, became

fixed in my mind. This is the wonderful system so adaj)ted to man's

need."

Thus a sound religious experience saved him from v,liat he regarded

afterward as a very specious and dangerous error. As with this, so with

the doubts and denials which more or le-?s prevailed in the highly specu-

lative New England religious atmosphere. "To me,'' he said again,

" the answer to salvation is my own consciousness. You know I have

always been fond of theology and speculation, and have indulged my
ta.>te. So it was a wonderful mercy that the Holy Spirit came to me,

Bwceping away all doubt, and forever settling my mind. Now, these,"

alluding to the nearness of death, •' are no times for doubt and uncer-

tainty; salvation is a great practical question."

Thus with him was attested the principle ihvA faitli , in its evangelical

sense, is the foundation of religion. He realized this faith given of God,
distinguished alike from historical belief, and the conclusions of reason,

and possessing internal certainty, to be indeed the verifying faculty of

the soul. It revealed Christ to him as a personal Redeemer, and conse-
quently the Son of God, who liveth and abideth forever.

An additional and very urgent reason for the existence of Wesleyani'^m
with Dr. Clark was the prominence it gave to the definite experience of

Christian perfection. He espoused the doctrine when quite a young man,
and held it fast with maturer and ripened faculties. In his later years he
was seldom heard to refer to it, much less to his own personal attain-

ments; but it was well understood by those who knew him best what his

opinion was, and where, if occasion required an expression, he was accjs-
toined to stand.

As early as 1839 he wrote: " Jly own enjoyment in rommiming with
God h;is been increased. ... I have some hope that I feel the blood of
Clirist cleanses from all sin. . . , Here I rest, relying only on Christ for
all I need. How peace comes to my heart and love to all men! . . .

Ihc class which I have led for some years is generally prosperous,
ronr of my members and two others who have attended pretty regularly
have professed the blessing of perfect love. Their lives show what their
lips profess. The work of holiness has been gradual in most of these
f^ises. A strong con^^ction of impurity, of want of full conformity to the
holy law of God, a hungering and thirsting for righteousness, has charac-
terized them all. The blessing has been accompanied with the witness
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of the Spirit in each case. In some several days have elapsed before the

witness came, but when it was given it was clear as light, hushing every

murmur of the soul, and giving peace that passeth understanding."

As might be expected Dr. Clark was in intelligent and hearty sympa-
thy with the Church, not only in its doctrines, but in its polity and work.
While his health admitted he hjid the charge of a large and prosperous

class, and was a regular attendant upon the public and the social devo-

tional services. He co-operated with his pastors in their efforts to pro-

mote revivals of religion, and to build up both the spiritual and material

welfare of the congregation. At one time, being greatly exercised for a

revival in the Chestnut-street charge, he prayed most earnestly for it.

He thought he would exact large things, and ventured to ask God for

the conversion of one hundred persons. The revival came, and one hun-
dred persons were converted, lie thanked God, but felt a little sorry he
did not. ask for a larger number. The pastors of the earlier days, and
before his enforced retirement from the means of grace, will recall what
a power he was in the spiritual life of the people.

In private, however, he was always accessible to the brethren, and espe-

cially to his pastors. "How are you?" " How was your meeting?" was
the quick inquiry as the pastor entered his door. If all was well and
prosperous, he rejoiced; if adverse, he was ready with a strong and cheery

word. What the Rev. W. R. Clark, of Boston, once his pastor, ivrites,

all his pastors will indorse:

" Dr. Clark possessed a kingly nature, all his ideals of life were of the

royal type, and his lightest word was freighted with wisdom. Although

compelled by delic^\te health, at or before the time when I was his pastor,

\o keep aloof from active participation in the religious work of the

Church, yet the pronounced thoughts and feelings of his great heart

were a perpetual benediction—a fountain clear and exhaustless. He was

the soul of courtesy toward his pastors, generous, appreciative, deferential,

and steady as the sun in the warmth of his friendship. Devout, prac-

tical, and progressive, he was a tower of strength. Eminent in his pro-

fession, and of commanding influence, he was such a support to his pastors

as it rarely falls to their lot to find."

Dr. Clark was a "born leader." All with whom he was associated

recognized his capacity for guidance and control. Although he never

sought prominence, yet he was never afraid of responsibility. It is not

too much to say that our Church owes largely what it is to-day in the

city of Portland and vicinity to his foresight, enterprise, and liberality.

He was the nrincipal man in the erection of the present edifice of the

Chestnut-street Church. In feeble health at the time, (ISoG,) both he and

his wife were ready to acknowledge that his life was spared for this work.

It was, when finished, an ornament to the denomination in the city.

Bishop Morris, after inspecting it, pronounced it "the best house for all

purposes in Methodism." To show his interest, he not onlj- conferred con-

stantly with the architect and builder, watching each stone and timber,

"but he studied canefuUy the construction of pipe organs, in order that no
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mistake might be madej and they should have the best instrument possi-

ble for the money. This was not all ; he either gave or secured the laud

on which the Pine-street and Congress-street churches were built ; and

anion"- his last works was to see completed a tasteful house of worship at

Woodford's, the village where he spent the closing years of his life. Dr.

Clark's zeal for education in the Methodist Episcopal Church was, if pos-

nible even oreater thau for church building. His conviction was that

the Church which educates the people will be the Church of the people.

In harmony vvith these views he became the early and constant friend

of Kent's Hill Seminary. As far back as 1831 he wrote to Professor

Caldwell: " "When every denomination, nearly, in the State has its semi-

nary of learning, and all are urging forward their claims on public pat-

ronage, is this the time for us to give up our popular school? No. Let

an agent be appointed. . . . Let the agent be a man of one mind who

loves the interests of our youth." When, in 1848, this institution was

deeply embarrassed and greatly needed increased accommodations, he

Fugsested the organization of a Board of Education, distinct from the

Board of Trustees, to which the care of educational funds could be 'com-

mitted. The Maine Wesleyan Board of Education was incorporated in

1850, and he was elected its first president, which office he held until

within a year of his death. He promptly subscribed one thousand dol-

lars to its funds; other subscriptions followed and confidence was re-

stored, and the school entered upon a new career of prosperity.

In 1860 he rejoiced at the completion of the new and commodious

building for the female college.

To Mr. James Noyes, the treasurer of the Board of Education, a few

days before his death, he said: " This work in which you and I have been

tngaged these years I am still interested in. You know my views. Be
faithful—be faithful." Thus the institution which had his first educa-

tional love had his latest care, and to it the bulk of his property was be-

qtieathed. He was one of the first patrons and trustees of the General

iJiblical Institute of the 3Iethodist Episcopal Church established in Con-
t-ord, N. II., and afterward removed to Boston.

While Dr. Clark wa-s in full accord with the polity of the Methodist
Episcopal Church he was yet progressive in his views. He was an early,

consistent, and persistent advocate of lay delegation. He talked and
corresponded with most of the leading ministers and laymen of his

^^tat.', and vAi\i. many outside of the State, on the subject, and ceased
not his efforts until the measure was adopted. His brethren of the
I-Jiy Electoral Conference of 1872 oflTered to elect him the first lay

representative to the General Conference which Avas to meet at Brooklyn.
^'- Y., but he was obliged to decline on account of poor health. He
b.-lifved that because Methodism was vital, that, like all true life, it must
*'v 'constant to a constant change,' and when it ceased to be so, there
wai already proof that decay had set in. Though dying beyond four-
K'^)re years, he was never known to utter a word either of disjiaragement
or despondency as to the government of the Church. His soul expanded
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and his tongue glowed as he dilated upon its history and prospects. On
his death-bed he said: " I joined the Church at eighteen—joined to stay.

I have made many mistakes. My life has been full of failures and short-

comings. 1 love the Church; I have always felt my need of it, and that it

helped me. Methodism is a great system; I never liked its doctrines or

its polity better. If true to itself, there is no reason why it should not

spread over this continent, including Mexico and South America. And
within the next fifty years Christianity shall extend over Japan and China,

and 'shall reign where'er the sun does his successive journeys run.' "

Dr. Clark had a rare capacity for friendships. A more sincere, lo\inT

man never lived. With all the grasp and strength of his intellect, his

sensibilities were as tender and refined as any woman's. He loved his

kindred and friends until his heart well nigh ached. Like good old Sir

Thomas Browne, their sorrows he desired not only to share but to en-

gross. To be filled with their company was his delight. His house w:vs

the seat of true hospitality. For very many j'ears it was the home of the

Bishops and other ministers, great and small, all brothers beloved in the

Gospel. Around his genial hearth sat many a time Heddiug, Waugh,
Morris, Olin, Janes; and many are the pleasant stories he could tell of

these distinguished servants of the Church. Hedding, for example,

walking the floor one night discussing preachers and preaching, stretch-

ing himself to his full proportions and exclaiming, " Doctor, this preach-

ing is a great business!" Sick preachers from every part of the State

came to be treated, and they were both treated and entertained. "He is

preaching," said one who knew whereof he spoke, " through more living

preachers, whom he has cured or helped, than any other man in the

State." TTho that has ever been a recipient of his genial hospitality

can forget his graceful, dignified, and hearty welcome. "One of the

most princely men I ever saw," declared a delegate from the Baltimore

Conference in attendance upon the General Conference at Boston in 1S52.

In his own home he was most himself—as habitual invalidism had de-

barred him from general society—and here, when those were about him
whom he loved, he conversed, did not deliver monologues, but converfed,

with a familiarity which ])ut every one at ease, and elicited from all the

utmost freedom of expression. At such times wise and high talk was so

interspersed with playful and sparkling humor, with such delicate com-

pliments for wife, friends, and guests, as to render the occasion ever

memorable to those who had the honor and pleasure of his companion-

Rhip. One of his most beautiful friendships was that with his brother-

in-law, Professor Caldwell, of Dickinson. Beginning life together, both

highly intellectual and thoroughly devoted to God, the Church, and

learning, their correspondence is replete with thought and aflfection, and

would make, if published, a valuable contribution to Methodist and

scientific literature.

After all, humanly speaking, Dr. Clark was the phi/siciaii. He had the

highest ide;\l of his profession. "I feel," he remarked years ago to the

writer, "that I am as really called of God to bo a physician as you are
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to be a preacher." His profession was a divine vocation, and consequently

he pursued it with devout, scrupulous, and unflagging fidelity. As long

as he was physically able to prescribe for and visit the sick, he could not

retire from active practice. Having no other law of life than loyalty to

the truth, he was in medicine a thorough and impartial inquirer. Quite

early in his career peculiar circumstances called his attention to Homoeop-

athy. After a full, practical, and conscientious examination he was

convinced of the superiority of that system, and felt bound, even if it

diminished his practice, to adopt it. He was one of the first native

American physicians who adopted homojopathy, and was associated with

the distinguished Dr. Gray, of Xew York, on the committee which drafted

the plan of the American Institute of Homoeopathy. In 18G3 he was

offered the chair of materia medica in the Xew York Homoeopathic Col-

lege, and asked to become Dean of the Faculty. Letters showing the

highest estimate of his professional attainments and personal worth were

written him urging his acceptance, but he was obliged, on account of

feeble health, to decline. Thus, through his whole professional career,

notwithstanding his grand physical proportions, sickness curtailed hln

opportunities. Xot unfrequently he would be laid aside for months

at a time, and for half his professional life was not able to attend pa-

tients at night or in inclement weather. He was restrained, not only in

his practice, but in the use of his pen, which he might have wielded

greatly to the advantage of the profession and the public.

With all his professional engagements and Church work, Dr. Clark was
not fully content. He was also " a man of affairs," in politics, business,

temperance, and good neighborhood; he had decided opinions, and in some
directions was very active. He was solicited to accept nominations for

governor of the State and mayor of the city of Portland, but he uniformly

declined, deeming such positions incompatible with his professional

duties. He projected and built the horse-railway of the city, and was
the first president of the company. He was for a long while a director

of the Boston and Portland Steam-Packet Company, and for some years

before and at the time of his death its president. He did not believe in

retiring from business, or in growing old and falling to the rear, but in

standing to the last in the thickest of the fight of life. In matters of

business, politics, theology, metaphysics, and literature, there could be
discerned no failure in his mental powers. In the summer of 1882 the
writer, when visiting him, found he had just finished Bowne's "Meta-
physics," and he was as fascinated with it as any school-girl could be
with the latest novel. Later on he wrote, touching the Smith-Andover
controversy: "They (the Puritans) have already entered upon another
transition period, which will land many of them on the ground of Univers-
alism. If a future probation is worth having, to be of any value it must
result in the ultimate salvation of all men. Their theology <\t this time is

in a very precarious condition. The foundations are giving way."
The last si.x years of Dr. Clark's life were spent at Woodford, a rural

retreat about two miles from the city. He had owned for some time a
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Uttle farm, where he beguiled many an hour, and relieved dull care and
where finally he indulged his taste for the country by building a capacious
house, in which he could have plenty of room and sunshine " Whv
doctor," his friends would say, " building such a house, and in the coun-
try, at your time of Ufe !

" " Yes, it may prolong my life for some years
or none; but at any rate it will remain for some one else to enjoy when I
have gone.''

On the night of May 13, his eighty-second birthday, he was seized with
the illness which, after extreme suffering, terminated his life, June 8
1883. His death was such as befitted the life he had lived

' He died
more as a conqueror returns to the triumph. Through all his sickness
his mmd was clear, and his faith never faltered. Ever and anon in the
interrals of pain, Christian words of wisdom, beautv, and power fell from
hishps. They were such as these: " I find now 'that Christianitv is no
failure. It is the truth. I am at the gate; the chariot is on th^ other
side to bear me away." "God is my refuge, a very present help I
never had stronger consolation; have the strongest evidence of the truth
of Christianity, the truth of the Bible-not a doubt or a fear. It is not
matter of the reason, but of the heart, experimental. Yet, as usual with my
experience, there is no rapture." "You know I have never been an emo-
tional Christian, but I do feel, if I live long enough, I shall get very hap-
py. O what waves of light have rolled over my soul as I have Iain here."
^To an old schoolmate and friend he said, "We were boys together.
Now I say salvation is no empty word, no mere theory, but a fac^-s.\L-
VATiox! It does not come so much by reason as experience. 'Because I
live, ye shall live also.' One such hour as this is worth a life's struggles.
I have thought many times of young Tyng, especially his dying testimon\' ':

' Stand up for Jesus
! '—testifying for Jesus. Ye are my witnesses. If' I

had strength I should want to see a great many. My testimony is not to
be doubted

:
saved, saved

! So many years and I still cling to the cross."
To another friend he said, "And now, to turn to Christ and his salva-
tion; you have known something about it. I have such comfort as I
never dreamed of. ... I have tried to live faithfully, but I see my
defects. Rest, such rest ! I have not much joy, but it will come after-
ward. ' Rock of Ages;' sing that often, and think of me. This abidino-
consciousness, 'I live, yet not T. but Christ liveth in me.' He will soon
come and take me home." " I shall see you again," remarked the friend.
"Yes, in heaven. You Tvill meet me; let there be no failure."

Again, to the family gathered about him: "Such mortal weakness I
never felt before. I know I am in God's hands, and he cares for me, and
will not allow more suffering than is necessary for me. I am nearer
heaven; I feel it." His eyes following his patient, fiiithful wife, "My
dear, don't stay with me, it can do me no good. Joy inexpressible! I
am so grateful for the attention I have received from all those dear
friends. It is all of the Lord, because we are bound together in Christ's
love." To a lady friend who called: "Once I thought my bark was
coming into port. The head-lights were in sight, and I expected soon
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to hear the bells ring, -when I was driven out, to be tossed a little longer

on the stonny sea. It will not be long. Give my love to your children."

After recovering, during the last day that he survived, from a sinking
hpell, he remarked, "It is strange how I recovered from the last attack.

I seem to have come from home, and to be in a strange place for awhile.

I am going home. Glory be to his name ! I rejoice in God my Saviour."

At night, turning his face and looking up, he said, '' You must let me go
thin time." Eariy the next morning as the day was dawning the win-
dows were opened, he looked out, but said, "It is gi-owing dark, I am
ahnost home," and soon fell asleep in Christ. These expressions are only
a few of the many which he uttered, and which chanced to be taken
duwn. Through all these last days there was the same thoughtfulness
for others, the same regard for all human relationships and temporal
duties, the same exquisite appreciation of the beauties of nature, and
consideration for the welfare of the Church and the State which had
characterized him in the fullness of his active powers. Truly, Christian-
ity is its own best witness, and it can never fail so long as it produces
euch holy and beautiful lives for its confirmation.

Art. IX.—SYIs^OPSIS OF THE QUARTERLIES AND OTHERS OP
THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Reviews.

Akerican Antiquarian and Or[extal Journal, October, 1883. (Chic.'^go )—
1. Native Races of Colombia; by E. Barney. 1. Mexican Antiquities; bj L.
V. Irratacap. 3. On the (Gentile System of the Omahas

; bv Rev. J. Owen Dor-
sey. 4. Primitive Xortli-West; by C. W. Buttertield. 5. Babylonian and As-
syrian Art; by W. S. C. Boscawen.

AKERrcAN Cathouc Quarterly R>:view, October, 1883. (Philadelphia.)—!. The
Iviw of Prayer; by Most Rev. James Gibbons. D.D. 2. William M. Tliack-
crnv; by Prof. A. J. Faust, Pii.D. 3. The Cimrch in Spain; by Rev. Bernard
UKl-iIIv. 4. Who Wrote the "Imitation of Christ?" by Rev. Aug. J. The-

rT' ^'j'^ ^' ^^''°c™''t'3 History of the United States ; bv John Gilraarv
biiea. LL.D. 6. Martin Luther. 7. What has Ireland Gained by Affilation ?by John Boylb O'Reilly. 8. The Ori.^in of Civil Authoritv ; by Rev. John
Wins:. S.J. 9. The Philosophy of Introspection; by A. de G.

^*",'%,9^''^^"^^^"^ Review, October, Xovembor, December. 1883. (Cincinnati.)
I. 1 he Worship of the Church; bv A. J. Rowland, D.D. 2. Some Aspects

oi Karly Protestant Theology ; bv Prof. Albert H. Newman. 3. Probation
Ait.T Death; or, "The Spirits in Prison: " by Rev. C. F. Mussev, D.D. 4. The
\'V m'l'f''*^

Baptists; by J. T. Smith, D.D. 5. The True Light of Asia; byJohn T. Perry.

Chhistian Quarterly Review. October, 1S83. (Columbia. Mo.)—1. The Tem-

^''^r^'n?"'^
^^1® Permarifut in Cliristianitv; by A. I. Hobbs. 2. Chnst-the

4 n
Teacher; by J. W. Monsor. 3. Kxegetical; bv J Tomline Walsh.

^- v^ne Chapter in Theodicy—the Origin of Evil; bv B.'U. Watkins. 5. The
.lurches the Body of Christ; Unsectarian and Xon-Denominational ; bv B.
• Alanire.^ 6. Inspiration; by H. W. Everest. 7. A Criticism of Uall's
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" Problem of Iluman Life ;
" by Clark Braden. 8. The Lesson of Paul's

Life ; by K. K. Miller. 9. Scriptural Status of the Aposcleahip ; by G. R.

Hani 10. Among our Exchanges.

Chkistiak Thought Moxthly, November, 1883. (Xew York.)—1. The Lands
of the Bible, Ancient and Modern ; by Mr. Ilormuzd Kassara. 2. Remarks on
Mr. Rassiim's Paper; by Howard Crosby, D.D. 3. Additional Remarks; by
Prof. Francis Brown.

CUMBERLANT) PRESBYTERIAN QUARTERLY REVIEW, October, 1881. (I.ebanon,

Tenn.)— 1. The Bible and Revision; by H. M. Irwin. 2. Inspiration of the
Scriptures; by J. D. Kirkpatrick. 3. Spurious Zeal; or, Church Discipline;

by Rev. J. H. MilhoUand. 4. True Education : by Rev. A. L. Barr. 5. The
New Theology; by Rev. W. H. Black. 6. The Problem of Religious Progress;
by B. "W. M'Dunnold. D.D., LL.D. 7. Christian Institutions; by S. G^ Bur-
ney, D.D. 8. The New Revision ; by Prof. D. M. Harris. 9. Date of the

Origin of the Human Race; by S. H. Buchanan, D.D. 10. To Our Readers,
(Editorial.) 11. Notes; by Prof. R. Y. Foster.

Journal OF Christian- Philosophy, October, 1883. (New York.)—1. Hospital-

ity; by Andrew P. Peabody, D.D. 2. The Duty, A'alue, and Power of Posi-

tive Faitii ; by Samuel C. Bartlett, D.D. 3. The Authenticity of the Four
Gospels; by Henry Wace, D.D. 4. The Modern Theory of Force rs. Mate-
rialism; by Rev. Joseph S. Van Dyke. 5. The Disbeliever Challenged; by
Rev. Francis W. Ryder. 6. The Mosaic Authorship of the Pentateuch ; by
Very Rev. R. Payne-Smith, D.D. 7. The Ethics of Herbeit Spencer; by A*.

Campbell Armstrong, Jun. S. The Historical Ciiapters of Daniel Attested by
Contemporary Records; by "William Hayes Ward, D.D. 9. God's True Glory,

and Man"s Knowledge of It; by William H. Dallinger, LL.D.

Journal of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, June and
December, 1SS2. (Middletown, Conn.)— 1. Notes on the Beirut Syriac Code.x;

by Prof. L H. Hall, Ph.D. 2. On Job xix, 25-27 : by Rev. J. I. Mombert. .D.D.

3. An Examination of the Use of the Tenses in Conditional Sentences in He-
brew; by Rev. Henry Ferguson.

December.— 1. The New Testament Witness to the Autliorship of Old Testament
Books; by Prof. Francis Brown. 2. Lost Hebrew Manuscript?; by Rev. B.

Pick, Ph.D. 3. On Nl^ in Josh, xvii, 15, 18, and Ezek. xxi, 2-i ; xxiii. 47;
by Prof. Willis J. Beecher, D.D. 4. The Syriac Apocalypse; by Prof. Isaac

H. Hall, Ph.D.

Lutheran Quarterly, October, 1883. (Gettysburg.)—1. Of Free Will; by
Prof. H. Louis Baugher, D.D. 2. The Relation of tlie Lutheran Church in

the United States to the Lime-Stone Districts ; by Rev. Sylvanus Stall, A.M.
3. History of tlie Lutheran Congregation at Frederick, Md.; by B. M. Schmucker,
D.D. 4. Luther and Loyola—Thnr Influence on Men; by Alfred A. Mitchell,

Esq. 5. Tendencies; by Rev. Edward T. Horn. A.M. 6. Standing in One's
Lot at the End; by M. Valentine, D.D. 7. The Call to l:ho Ministry; bv F.

W. Conrad, D.D.

New Engl.anper, November, 18S3. (New Haven.) — !. A Chapter.of Connect-
icut Reminiscences ; by Rev. I. N. Tarbox, D.D. 2. Tlie Relations of the
Church to the Colored Race; by Rev. Lewis Grout. 3. Revival Experiences
during the Great Awakening in 1741-44, in New London County; by Rev.
Wm. B. Cary. 4. The Intluence of Infant Baptism on the Children Tliems'elves

;

by Rev. Burdett H.irt. 5. The Chrisiian Consciousness; by Rev. Philo R.

Hurd. 6. A Study of Cognition ; by Miss Laura A. Luse. 7. Tho Paulicians;

by Rev. William Clark. 8. The Method of Political Economy: by D. M'G.
Means. 9. Prof. Harris's "Philosophical Basis of Theism; "by Rev. G. B.

Stevens.

North American Review, October, 1893. (Xew York.)— I. Gold and Silver

as Standards of Value; by Senator N. P. Hill. 2. Some Aspects of Democracy
in England ; by A. V. Dicey. 3. Co-operative Distribution ; by Rev. Dr. R.
Heber Newton. 4. Eiirly Man in America; by Prot'. W. Boyd Dawkins.
5. Astronomical Collisions; by Prof. C. A. Young. 6. Tlie St. Patrick Myth;
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by Moncure D. Conway. 7. Board of Trade Morality ; by Van Biiren Dens-

low. 8. Histories of the French Revoluiion; by Frederic Harrison. 9. So-

cial Forces in the United States; by Rev. Dr. E. E. Hale.

November.— 1. Limited Suffra,;?e in Rhode Island; by Senator H. B. Anthony.

2. The Goverumoiit and the Telegraph: by Dr. Norvin Green. 3. John Brown
of Osawatomie; by Rev. David X. Utter. 4. Solar Pliysics; by Prof. Balfour

Stewart. 5. Modern Explosives ; by Gen. John Newton. 6. Conversations

with a Soht;iry. Part Hi; by W. H. Malloelc. 7. Sii.<r!ie3tion3 in Regard to

the Public Service; by Green B. Raum. 8. Dr. Hammond's Estimate ot'

"Woman ; by Lillie Devereux Blake, Nina Morais, Sara A. Underwood, Dr.

Ciemence S. Lozier.

December.— 1. Government Control of the Telegraph; by Gardiner G. Hubbard.

2. Causes of Felicity; by Dr. B. W. Richardson. 3. Evils of the Sub-Treas-

ury System; by Pro'f. J. L. Laiighlin. 4. The Day of Judgment. Part I; by
Gail Hamilton. 5. Overproduction; by Henry George. 6. National Defense;

by Gen. W. B. Franklin. 7. Railroad and Public Time ; bj Prof. Leonard

Waldo. 8. Morality and Religion; by F. A. Kidder, Prof. A. A. Hodge.

Old Testamext Stcden-t, September, 1883. (Chicago.)— 1. Traces of the Ver-

nacular Tongue in the Gospels, IIL; by Prof. Franz DeUtzsch. 2. The Liter-

ary Character of Amos : by Talbot "W. Chambers, D.D. 3. The Battle Ad-
dress of Abijah ; by Rev. James L. Bigger, M.A., B.D. 4. Isaiah and tlie New
Criticism: by Rev.' C. N. Patterson. V. The Old Hebrew Theology ; by Rev
Nathaniel West.

October.— 1. Is the Book of Jonah Historical ? by Editor. 2. Modem Biblical

Criticism; by Rev. Wm. Norman Irish. 3. Al-Tashheth ; by Rev. Wm. H.
Cobb. 4. Notes on the Targum as a Commentary ; by Rev. M. Jastrow, Ph.D.

November.—Is the Book of Jonah Historical? II; by the Editor. 2. The
Assyrian Literature and the Old Testament; by Prof. S. Burnham. 3. The
Cuneiform Account of the Deluge : by Dr. Paul Haupt. 4. Ruth and the New-
Criticism ; by Rev. Newell Woolsey Wells.

December.— ]. Some Features of Messianic Prophecy Illustrated by the Book of
Joel, I; by Prof Edward L. Curtis. 2. The Results of Modern Biblical Criti-

cism; by Prof. D. G. Lyon, Ph.D. 3. Ciironological ; Prof. H. G. Mitchell,
Ph.D. 4. The Relation of the Old Testament to the New; by Rev. Wm.
Burnett.

Presbyterian Review, October, 1883. (New York.)—I. Milton and Tennvson;
by Rev. Henry J. Van Dyke, Jun. 2. Hilary of Poitiers, and the Earliest
Latin Hymns; by Rev. Samuel W. Duffield. 3. Studies in Eschatoloey; bv Prof
Philip SchafT, D.D., LL.D. 4. Presbyterian Worship: bv Rev. R.' M. Paiter-
Kon, D.D. 5. The Psalter of Solomon ; by Prof Bernhard Pick, Ph.D.

Prlvceton Review, November, 1883. (New York.)—!. The Abnegation of
Solf-Goverument

; by Hon. Thomas M. Cooler. LL.D. 2. Divorce Reform ; bv
Leonard Woolsey Bacon. 3. Tourgeueff; by Bayard Tuckerman. 4. The
"Foreign Competitive Pauper Labor" Argument for Protection: by Hon.
David A. Wells. 5. Currency Problems

; by Worthiiiirton C. Ford. '
6. The

Critical Study of tiie Scriptures ; by Rev. Francis A. Henry.

QUARTERLY REVIEW OF THE METHODIST EPISCOP.VL CHrRCH, SOCTH, October,
1883. (Macon, Ga.)—L Revelation Sustained: by A. Means, D.D., LL.D.
2. Spontaneous Combustion. 3. A Free Ballot and a Fair Count: bv Rev.

,

J. M. Edwards. 4. Plurahty of Inhabited Worlds; by Rev. E. A. Yate.s, D.D.
5- Facts Concerning the Resurrection ; bv Rev. 6. A. Myers. 6. Lord
Macaulay; by Rev. W. Jackson. 7. Woridline^s and Other Woridliness ; by
it^v. W. Harrison. 8. Educational Problems in the South ; by Prof. James
^- Hmton, A.^[. 9. The Problem of Life; Prof J. M. Long, A.M.

U.S-IVER.SAUST Quarterly, October, 1383. (Boston.)—!. The Jew—From the
Maccabees to Christ Part I; by Rev. A. G; Laurie 2. New Orthodoxy; or,
the Tendency of Sin to Permanence. Part I; by Rev. Stephen Crane. .3. Tho
Resurrection of the Dead; or, An Exegesis of the 15th of First Coru-thians

j
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by "W. E. Manley, D.D. 4. Maya Literature; by Rev. J. P. M'Lean. 5. A Per-
soual God: Ommpresent; by Kev. Thomas Abbott. 6. Tlie Bible; by G. T.

Flanders, D.D.

BiBLiOTHECA Sacra, October, 1883. (Andover.)— 1. Proposed Reconstruction of
the Pentateuch; by Prof. Edwiu C. Bissell, D.D. 2. Sociology and Christian
Missions; by llev. George Mooar, D.D. 3. Theism and Ethics; by Rev.
Tliomas Hill, D.D., LL.D. 4. Recent Theories of the Divine Forekuowled^-e-
by Rev. V.'m. Heury Cobb. 5. The Practical Bearings of our Belief Ooncera-
ing the Relation of Death to Probation; by Rev. G. Frederick Wricrht-
6. The Brahma Samaj ; by Rev. C. W. Park. 7. Ctesias of Cnidus; by Prof.
H. A. Schonip.

Mr, Cobb's article on Divine Foreknowledge is clear, acute, and
candid. It examines Dr. M'Cabe's theory of Nescience as well

as those of Eothe and Dorner, and concludes that " the result

of our Scripture examination is to negative decidedly" all

three. But so obscure are the utterances, wliich he fully and
freely quotes, of Dorner, that he concludes " that a clear state-

ment of Doruer's real belief is a desideratum.''^ He gives a

summary of Scripture texts on the subject which the investiga-

tor of the subject may find a valuable aid. Mr. Cobb, we may
add by the way, is author of the remarkable arithmetical dem-
onstration of the unity of Isaiah, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, no-

ticed, in a former number of our Quarterly.

The author also presents and discusses the view maintained

in our volume upon the Will
;
giving copious and pertinent ex-

tracts, aiming evidently to give an accurate exldbit of our doc-

trine. He does not rank it in tlie unscriptural category. " It

wouM be hazardous for any one to assert that Whedon's theory

of divine foreknowledge is, on the face of it, contrary to Holy

Scripture." Indeed, he professes " we go as far as any one in

maintaining the power of alternate choice." But he afiirms,

" The Bible was not written for the purpose of furnishing

proof-texts to eitlier party." If Calvinists rightly insist on the

absoluteness of God's plan of " election," xVrminians rightly

insist on " man's absolute freedom in the process."

Mr. Cobb quotes from Dr. M'Cabe's book on " Nescience "

a sentence extracted from a private letter of ours, saying, " I

have never made any objections to your view." He is induced

therefrom to conjecture that our maintenance of divine fore-

knowledge may be purely hypothetical, and that we occultly

mean : if foreknowledge be held it can thus be defended.

This conjecture arises from the fact that tliis sentence is isola-

ted from its context. Dr. M'Cabe certainly never understood
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from us that we had subjectively no objections to his vievr,

but that we had " never made any," eitlier in this Quarterly

or in our volume. Our mind has ever been very much coinci-

dent with that of the Cambridge Platonist, Dr. Henry More,

that we hold firmly to divine foreknowledge, but if that be

incompatible with human pre-responsibility we must, philo-

sophically speaking, maintain the latter and not the former.

Accordingly, in our volume we simply allude to the doctrine of

Xescience, and without making " any objections" to it, declare

that it is an unnecessary hypothesis, since freedom and fore-

knowledge are maintainable as compatible with each other.

Mr. Cobb expresses the doubt whether Edwards really

taught necessity. He says our book is " an admirable polemic

against necessity
;

yet many will refuse to grant that Edwards
is properly classed with the fatalists, although his terminology

alone might warrant that inference. It is not necessary to dis-

cuss here the perennial question whether Edwards does or does

not hold to the true liberty of the Will." iSTow we wish he

had discussed the question whether Edwards taught the doc-

trine of necessity, in the sense of the non-existence of the

power of contrary choice. We have seen many a flat denial,

but we have never seen any attempt to disprove that he was a
rigid, unflmching necessitarian. And when we are told that our
book disproves necessity, and remember that the main state-

ments with which we took issue in so disproving were taken
from Edwards with a most rigid scrutiny of the meaning of his

words, and then learn that Edwards taught no necessity at all,

we might at first feel quite chopfallen at committing such a
miss-fire. But then, on second cheery thought, we might claim
to liave performed therein one of the most unique exploits in
all literary history. Looking through the world of thought
we could find no author who so fully and explicity teaches
what we wished to refute as Edwards. Hobbes is generally
accepted as necessitarian and fatalistic ; but Hobhes does not
express that doctrine with any thing like the clearness and
force that Edwards does. And if any defender of Edwards is

pleased to try tlie contest of quotations we think that for one
clear unequivocal expression of the doctrine in Hobbes we
could find from three to ten in Edwards. On page 29 of our
volume we call attention to the fact that Edwards ridicules
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those who hold to a " liberty ad utrumvis,^^ or ''jpcncer of
choosing differently in given cases^'' as not knowing what thej

are talking about. And this power of choosing differently in

given cases is just that power of contrary choice which ^\x.

Cobb holds to be anti-necessitarian freedom, thereby subjecting

himself to Edwards's sharp sarcasm. Repeatedly, at successive

statements of Edwards, we call attention to the unflinching-

ness of the fatalism. Thus, at p. 157, we give the following

words of Edwards :

If the acts of the Will are excited by motives, those mo-
tives are the causes of those acts of the Will ; which makes the
acts necessary ; as effect necessarily follows the efficiency of the
cause.

Now if that does not explicitly affirm necessity, will our

Edwardian friends please give us a formula which does ? At
p. 221 we condense into a brief summary the statements of

Edwards, which make it almost as wise to say that Euclid did

not teach geometry as to say that Edwards did not teach neces-

sity. Some twenty years ago we said that Edwards was the

most unflinching fatalist that ever held a pen, and to the best

of our knowledge and belief it is still true.

Mr. Cobb maintains that "knowledge is an essential attri-

bute of God, but not foreknowledge. The latter respects a

future certainty, which can be made certain only by God's

decree. We can conceive him as a perfect God without fore-

knowledge." That is, he can at once be both onmiscient and

nescient ! And that is precisely Dr. M'Cabe's theory. " A
future certainty can be made certain only by God's decree."

Why, then, in regard to a free agent, may not God withhold de-

cree, and allow him to act freely as he pleases, God meanwhile

voluntarily unknowing the acts ? And why can he not create a

system of free agents, and withhold all decree fixing their acts,

and, freely unknowing what they will do, adjust his own plans

60 as to overrule their actions to the best results? And then

what can Dr. M'Cabe want more to satisfy his nescience thecv

ry? It is in fact Dr. Adam Clarke's theory of divine volun-

tary nescience of the future acts of agents left to the freedom

of their own v/ill.

The follo^^^ngis our treatment of the sole difficulty of God's

foreknowledge of the free act, with Mr. Cobb's reply

:
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P. 2T4. "The real difficulty (which we distinctly profess to

leave forever insoluble), as may soon more clearly appear, is to

conceive how God came by that foreknoxdedye. But that is no
greater difficulty than to conceive how God came by his omnip-
otence or self-existence. It will be a wise theologian who will

tell us how God came by his attributes." Dr. Whedon seems
here to miss the point of the problem. When wc inquire, " How
can God draw his knowledge from an object not yet in existence,

a zero ? " we are not asking after a method, but suggesting a

contradiction. The how resembles that in Matt, xii, 34, " How
can ye, being- evil, speak good things ?

"

But, we reply, a future fact is as knowable a reality as a

future thing, or even a present thing, and so is no mere zero.

The conception of sucli fact may exist, nmst exist, in the om-

niscient mind. A future fact is no more a zero than a past

fact. The former is a matter of anticipation, tlie latter of

memory. Even when it is decreed to be in the future, it

is no more than a conception until it is accomplished. Nay,

it must in the order of nature exist as a conception before it

can be decreed. If the conception can be decreed to be in the

future, why not foreknown? There is, then, no such "contra-

diction " as this foreknowing of a zero. The true difliculty, as

we stated, is how the knowledge of a future free fact can be

possible in omniscience. Or, rather, since a nescient Omnis-

cience is no Omniscience at all, Hov^ is a complete Omnisci-

ence possible? Which is all the same as to ask of God's other

attributes, How is complete onmipresence or omnipotence pos-

sible ? But specifically it is asking, IIoiw can God look tlirough

time as man can look through space ? It is, then, tlie question,

Quomodof And we may say that our power to look through

space is as inconceivable to a blind mole as God's looking

through time is to us. Our own non-possession of intuitive

omniscience striking through time is the reason why we can

shape no conception of it.

Man sees through time on a line of causations and through

means of calculations and deductions. (See our ""Will," page

129.) God sees through time independently of all such aids

and props, by tlie pure intuitive power of omniscience. Of
course Mr. Cobb will scout all idea of ascribing such an at-

tribute to God ; and so would our blind mole aforesaid scout

•Mr. Cobb's pretensions to looking through space. Why may
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not God possess a vision as much above ours as ours above the

mole, and as inconceivable to us as ours to him ? And this is

the true idea of omniscience. We mean not the idea of the

etenial novo, nor the notion that time has no reality ; but the

grand idea that all time, and all eternity, and all the eternities

of eternities, present their contents to his open view, and are

realized by him with a direct and perfect knowing. "All
things are naked and opened to the eyes of Him with whom
we have to do." They are not present to him by the annihila-

tion of time, but seen by him in full perception of the distances

and evolutions of time ; so that the Gnosis of God pervades alike

the eternities of time and the immensities of space. And this

clear comprehensive view relieves us of all trouble in ascrib-

ing to God a direct knowing of the acts of alternative agents.

For this knowing percei%^es not merely externalities, but the

intrinsic natures and relations of things, and events, and realizes

truly the act put forth with power-otherwise.

Mr. Cobb biings up the question. Does omniscience precede

the act of decree, or xnce versa f We say (as in the first

article of this Quarterly) that, omniscience; being a divine at-

tribute, in the order of nature and thought precedes the divine

act, and so the decree is enacted in the full light of an antece-

dent omniscience. God does not decree in ignorance. He
does not create any part or phase of his own omniscience. He
knows, and in the order of nature foreknows, his own free act,

just as 1 may know my own future free act.

To this !Mr. Cobb replies in the words of the following para-

graph. To each successive step of the process we affix a numer-

al, which refers to our reply marked with the same numeral.

"We transport ourselves in thought to the distant eternity when
God existed alone, and, admitting that his essential attributes log-

ically precede his acts, we will overleap those acts, and endeavor

to conceive of tlie divine mind in its essential knowledge, wlien

the present order of creation was only one of many possible

systems, among M'hich God was to choose, when therefore God
knew them all as possible, no one of them as actual

;
just as an

architect may have a distinct vision of a dozen conceivable

houses.' But Dr. Whedon arrests us in this endeavor, and assorts

that the divine omniscience must eternally conform to whatever
is certain in the future. Granting that there is no chronoloy-

ical separation between the knowledge of possibilities and of

realities, we still insist, with Whedon himself, that volition must
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lon-ically come after perception.' Is not God at liberty to create

what lie will ?' Can we not even conceive of his essential attri-

butes without postulating our own existence ? Dr. Whedoti

will hardly maintain that we cannot, in view of a statement which

he makes in the interest of human freedom, (pp. 279, 280:) "An
atheist is fully able to conceive a world of free agents without

any omnipotent personal First Cause." So, then, we can conceive

of man without God, but not of God without man !* And not

onlv so ; for if foreknowledge be an essential divine attribute,

then God could not be God without the certain existence of the

meanest reptile that crawls on the ground.* The existence of all

things as they are at present was/ro< infallibly certain, and then

—God deliberately chose the present world out of all possible

worlds ! ' That choice, at least, could not reflect itself back

into the previous knowledge, for then the choice' would be log-

ically first, which is contrary to the supposition. The divine

creative act was according to a divine thought into which no

choice had entered, but which shaped infallibly the pattern to be

followed.' The advocates of this doctrine must beware lest, in

freeing man from his chains, they wrap them around his Creator.'

—Pp. 686, 687.

(1) But the traditional view is that " God from all eternity

decrees whatsoever comes to pass." The omniscienae and the

decree are, therefore, co-eternal, and oblige us to find God
eternally in the state of freely choosing for the best, just as he

is eternally in the state of omniscience. There can, therefore,

be no anterior period of God's ignorance of any free acts, even

his own. And so eternally the act is in the order of thought

subsequent to the attribute. Mr, Cobb's theory is compelled to

suppose a pre-existent nescience, a mutilated omniscience, wait-

ing for the construction of God's divine theory before it is able

to know. But, in fact, these conceptions of God on a certain

occasion making a comparison of worlds, and choosing the best

one, do not presuppose an actual transaction once occurring,

preceded by divine ignorance. They are simply devices to aid

our own thouglit. (2) Yes
;
just as the divine decree must

come after the full omniscience. (3) This argues that God's

omniscience as including his own act destroys the liberty of

his act. And yet our author tells ns on the very next page :

^^ ^?> knowledge oi all future motives, and accordingly ^/"^/^

free choices as certain to l>e realized, . . . gives the system of

hberty." That is, God's knowledge of future free acts does

not destroy their freedom ; and so hitj kno-wledge of his own
11—FOURTH SERIES, VOL. X.KXVI.
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free acts does not destroy tlieir freedom. God is to be con-

ceived as freely and eternally choosing the best possible sys-

tem, and plenarily knowing and foreknowing within his own
divine consciousness that he will do so. His omniscience and

his purpose, as in nature antecedent and consequent, eter-

nally fuse with each other, eternal knowledge and eternal act.

In our chapter on '' Freedom of Divine ^Yill " we say :
" Eter-

nity bears to God the same relation as an hour bears to man
;

and it no more follows that God's volitions are bound by fixed

law from his will-mg eternally right, than it follows that

man's volitions are fixed by law because he wills right through

sixty seconds." God's " unchangea^/^n^.§5 " is his free un-

cYiopngingn^^s with eternal full power to change ; his immuta-

bility is his eternal free volition not to mutate. (4) It is per-

fectly easy to conceive God as eternally willing not to create

man
;
just as Mr. Cobb holds, as we suppose, that it was perfect-

ly competent for God to foreordain from all eternity that man
should not exist. And just as we may conceive a man for an

hour willing or not w^illing to make a clock. Does Mr. Cobb
admit that the eternity of God's foreordination destroys the

freedom of God ? (5) Xo difficulty in conceiving God eternally

willing the " reptile" not to exist, and eternally knew he would.

(6) Whichever the enacted choice, that would be the foreknown

choice. (7) iS^ot " the choice," but the knowledge or idea of

the choice, '' would be logically first." (8) No. Not " shaped,"

hut shapes to "• the pattern followed." (9) Aud yet Mr. Cobb

liolds that God foreknows the free choices of men, as he says

on this very page. He has declared, " We go as far as any

Arminian in maintaining alternate choice." And yet he here

stoutly maintains that the foreknowledge of the choice destroys

the alternity. And this again seems like an indorsement of

Dr. M'Cabe. On our view there is no difficulty in the matter.

It is of the very property and power of perfect omniscience,

that the alternative choice should be the one embraced within

its knowledge, without destroying its alternity.

Mr. Cobb introduces a fine old Puritan writer, Charnock,

with extracts clearly demonstrating that he held " the power

of contrary choice." All tliat is lovely. But soon comes a

terrible catastrophe. In other extracts this same Charnock

•avows the doctrine of predestination, which makes God's
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decree annul, with all tlie might of his pledged omnipotence,

this very power of contrary choice. Wliat boots it, we pray

you, to take off the shackles of necessitation from the will,

and then clap on the fetters of predestination upon the AVill ?

AVhat worth is a power of choice which abuts against the decree

of God ? There can be no " alternate choice " if God's power

has secured that none but one given choice can take place.

God's decree forecloses, crushes out, and annihilates the ''con-

trary power." It is an issue between the contrary choice and

onmipotence. The reprobate sinner is henmied in to his

reprobate choice, and to his reprobate doom. God has decreed

his sin, and damns him for committing the sin decreed. And

this decree is very specially denied to take shape from the fore-

knowledge; the decree creates the foreknowledge, and the

foreknowledge is shaped by the decree.

And in this same awful inconsistency Mr. Cobb fearfully in-

volves himself. He traces (p. 687) the process of divine gov-

ernment by stages of which the fourth and fifth are as follows:

" His [God's] act of will, according to which certain beings are

endowed with freedom, and surrounded with objects appeal-

ing to choice ; his knowledge of future motives, and accord-

ingly of all free-choices as certain to be realized. This gives

the system of liberty." Xow, of the connection between the

" motives " and the " choices " three things are predicated. First.

It is so strong that the very scheme of divine government can

safely rest npon it. Second. It is so strong that it can bear to

have the decree of predestination fastened and based upon it.

Third. There emerges this contradiction that the "knowledge

of future motives " and " free-choice " is here made the basal

condition of the decreed " system," and yet the decree is held

by Mr. Cobb to be the precedent condition of the " knowledge."

Kow we beg leave to doubt that, holding to all those annihila-

tors of the power of contrary volition, Mr. Cobb can accurately

claim to "go as far as any Arminian in maintaining the power

of alternate choice." The moment you introduce predestina-

tion you cancel all freedom.

In summarizing calmly his conclusions whether this " tradi-

tional" Calvinian theodicy should be amended, our friendly crit-

ics final objection to our " theory " is that it gives us " an unfrec

Creator forming a free creature." That is, God's endowing man
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with ample scope of unviolated freedom sufficient to render

him justly responsible renders him an " unfree creator." We
wish Mr. Cobb had fully weighed our two chapters entitled

" Freedom limits not Omnipotence," and " Freedom exalts Man
and dishonors God % " where that objection is analyzed. We
there show that the outfit of free agency furnished to man by
God was no abdication or diminution of divine power, but

simply a munificent divine self-limitation of action in the use

of that power. Even in the imposition of physical laws upon
the material mechanism of creation God imposes the most ab-

solute laws upon his own action. He binds himself by the

same adamantine laws with which he binds mechanical nature.

If he will have a permanent course of nature he must hold

himself " unfree " to violate that course of nature. He cannot

both maintain and violate. If that is to be " unfree," God is

as unfree as the clod of the valley, the rock in our Palisades,

or the orrery of the solar system revolving in its orbits. Is

it ''unfree" in God to uniformly and forever avoid a capri-

cious break-up of the system of nature as a boy knocks to

pieces his Christmas block-house % The human mechanist obeys

his machine / and so does the divine, and thereby both are far

more free and illustrious. Even if God determines to have a

system of necessitated human agents he must hold himself just

as unfree to violate the law of necessity as lie is ''unfree" to

violate the law of freedom in a system of responsible free

agents. And in the realm of responsible beings : the greater the

power and freedom conferred upon the agent, the higher does

God himself rise above the grade of a mere master mechanist to

n divine imperial Ruler. The higher, the richer, the endowment

bestowed, the nobler is the dignity of the "divine sovereign-

ty." For God to grant all the capacities necessar}- to a due re-

sponsibiKty is simply for him to most freely take upon him-

gelf the principles of eternal wisdom and righteousness. It is

a voluntary unfreedom, a free unfreedom. On the other

hand, the "traditional" Augustinian view makes God too

covetous of his power to allow a freedom requisite for respon-

sfbility. God is made to talk largely of freedom, responsibil-

ity, and penalty, and damnation ; but when it comes to the

treedom, the pseudo-free action is scrimped, and necessitated,

and predestinated, and decermined, and made " certain," before-
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hand, like the automatic figures of a cliess-board, all to save

God from being " unfree " and without attaining that result.

It represents God like a tradesman who might win a million,

but is too penurious to lay out the necessary investment.

God's freedom, m'c maintain, consists in the largeness of his

liberalities, in the nobleness of his divine self-limitations as a

ruler, in the richness of the powers he bestows upon the sul>-

jects by him held responsible. And in the fullness of those

powers for whicli he holds his subjects responsible is the true

grandeur of his " divine sovereignty." We conclude that in

honor of the divine Sovereign the " traditional " Augustinian

theory needs summary abolition.

Finally this objection that our " theor}^ " gives " an unfree

Creator forming a free creature " evolves something like an-

other contradiction. Mr. Cobb declares he "will go as far as

any one," even as far as we, " in maintaining the power of al-

ternate choice ; " and yet it seems we go it so far as to hold
" an unfree Creator." "Which " horn," then, does Mr. Cobb
accept? Our "alternate choice?" Then he has "an unfree

God." Does he assert a free "Creator?" Then by his own
account he must reject the " alternate choice." . We have a

shade of doubt whether our candid friend has as clear and firm

belief in "alternate choice" as he himself.

Frnglish Revieics.

London QrARiERLY Review, October, 1883. (Londou.)— 1. The London Quar-
terly Review: New Series. 2. Professor Palmer. 3. The Completed Church
Books of Weslevan Methodism. 4. Republican France and Relig'ion. 5. The
Official Year-Book of the Church of England. 6. Hopes and Fears for Mada-
gascar. 7. The Lutlier Festival; by Dr. Philippi.

BamsH Qu.vRTERLY Review, October, 1883. (London.)—1. Tlie Life and Times
of St. Anselm: by Jolm Gibb. 2. Some Indian Stories; by W. R. S. Ralston.
3. Life Insurance Finance. 4. Among: the Moneols. 5. Cromwell in Ireland:
by T. C. D. 6. The Four Hundredth Birthday of Luther ; by Georire P.

Fislier. 7. Mr. Roden Noel's Poems ; by Daniel C. Anprus.' 8." The Dop; ia

Homor; by A. M.Clarke. 9. Tlie Second Part of "FausC": a Study; bv M.
Betham Kdwards. 10. Mr. Ilbert's Bill; by Wm. Summers. 11. Politiciil

Review of tlie Quarter.

British and Foreigx Evanoeucal Review, October, 1883. (London.)—!. Prr^
posed Substitutes for Christianity: by Prof. J. Radford Thomson, M.A.
2. Canon Cook's Criticism of the Revised Version of the Three First Gospels

;

by Principal Brown. .3. Studies in Scottish Ecclesiastical Biofrrnphy ; by Rev.
Charles'" G. M'Crie. 4. Was Aerius a Heretic? by Rev. Thomas" Witherow.
5. The Nature of Phvsical Causes and their Induction ; bv Prof. R. L. Dabney,
D.D., LL,D. 6. Clirisriauitv and Buddhism ; by Prof. S. H. Kellogg, D.D.
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Germam, Femews.

TaEOLOGisCHE Studien und Kritikex. (Theological Essays and Reviews.) 1884.
First number.

—

Es.mys: 1. Haopt, The Life of Jesus: by B. Weiss. 2. Frankk.
The Sphere of the Joimnaeaii Gospel. Thowjhts and Remurks : 1. Klosterma.vn",
Alteration of the Text of the Psalm of Hezekiah, in Isaiah xxxviii, 9-20.
2. Tag, An Exposition of Luke xviii, 7, and Galatians ii, 3-6. Review: Schra-
DER, The Cuueiforui Inscriptions and the Old Testament; reviewed by Rosea.

KiacuLicaB Monmtschrift, (Church Monthly.) Yol. 2, No. 12.— 1. H. Sciiiiidt,

Church Heresy and the Sects. 2. Price, Guide to the Teaching of Homiletics
for the Theolo^rians of the Fraucke Foundation in Halle 3. Marti.vs, The Sol-
dier and tlie Sabbath: a Contribution to the Sabbath Observance Question.
From East and West Prussia. Monthly Review. Programme for the Luther
Celebration m Wittemberg.

The leading article in the first of the above periodicals is an

exhaustive criticism on the " Life of Jesus," by Bernard Weiss.

This now famous work has already been so much criticised and

reviewed, on account of its equivocal character, that it may be

pleasing to our readers to learn how an orthodox publication

presents it to the German public. The work itself appeals to

an extensive circle of readers among the cultured and intelH-

gent classes, and also to the smaller circle of the specially scien-

tific and theological.

" Weiss places himself in sharp contrast to the so-called

'modern theology' which does not believe in miracles in tiie

strict sense of the term, by confessing to tlie existence of a

Christ who is more than a mere man, even the liighest and

most unattainable. On the other hand, he separates himself

from the usual Church circle, by resting his views on a histor-

ically critical treatment of the gospels, by a presentation of the

life of Christ from the stand-point of his eartlily and liistorical

life. On account of this double position, Weiss expresses the

fear that his book will find a favorable reception from neither

of the theological tendencies. And unfavorable criticisms have

not been wanting. Weiss frequently wrestles with inexactitudes

and errors in treating of the miracles ; but this is all pardoned

by some in view of his exact treatment of many ecclesiastical

truths, as the pre-existence of Christ, his immaculate birth, and

his resurrection. The external success which Weiss has gained

is largely owing to this direction. The external success, for the

internal success is by no means assured. This can only be set-

tled when the principles represented by him are accepted in

broader circles; and how fur this will be the case is yet doubt-
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ful. Only the futnre can show whether a large circle of readers

will be induced, through his book, to give up their principal

stand-point, or whether they will gjniplj accept his aid to reach

their results, but in other matters refuse to follow in his ways

and look to his aims."

This same number of the " Theological Essays" closes with

a review of Schrader's work on the " Cuneiform Inscriptions

and the Old Testament," which has just been issued in a new

and enlarged edition, with a supplement by Prof. Paul Haupt,

the famous young Assyriologist, now of the Johns Hopkins

University of Baltimore. This new edition has been largely

increased and greatly improved by the criticisms that the first

edition received from several distinguished Orientalists, so that

it has become, in Germany, the standard work on the matter

of these now widely-known inscriptions. This new edition

contains about two hundred pages more than the original, pre-

senting in these added pages an Excursus containing the tran-

scription, translation, and exegesis of the cuneiform description

of the Flood, together with a glossary belonging to it.

In consequence of the increase of the Assyriological parallel

Bible passages, the number of the compared quotations has

largely increased. The body of the book contains, therefore,

in the order of the chapters, all the passages that are illustrated

in any measure by the cuneiform parallels. The Excursus has

four chronological supplements referring to bo many different

reigns. To these are added two linguistic supplements, a glos-

sary by Haupt, and one by Schrader himself. There are also

numerous additions and corrections in the registers, showing
how every day, almost, brings some new matter or discovery

to tliis interesting handmaid of biblical exposition. In conclu-

sion, the master map-maker of Germany—Kiepert—is present

with a most complete map of Mesopotamia, from the xVrmenian

mountains to the Persian Gulf, and also from the Mediterranean

to the Euphrates. The cartoons of Xineveh are also greatly

improved in comparison with those in the earlier edition.

As we examine the contents we find them divided into sec-

tions treating of the geography, history, religion, and language

involved in an accurate study of the subject. In the geograph-

ical section the question as to the location of Paradise is treated

in harmony with the views of Friedrich Delitzsch and Fritz
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Ilommel ; tliat is, it is laid in tlie region of Babylon. This
view, tbej claim, is sustained by one of the cnneifonn inscri|>

tions, and the reasons given are based on lingnistic, geograph-
ical, and mythological research. Turning from the question of
the site of Paradise to that of genealogy, we find a thorough
revision. The period after the flood has now its parallels froln
an old Babylonian list of kings found among the cuneiform
inscriptions

; some new names are even introduced from the
cimeiform lists. In the field of history- the author begins with
cuneiform parallels for the biblical account of the creation. At
the flood Schrader makes a very interesting comparison be-
tween the agreements and the disagreements of tlie biblical
story and that of the inscriptions. The result reached by
Schrader is, that the biblical account of the Flood stands in
closer harmony wath the Chaldaic story than could have been
expected. On the whole, the work is a very rare product of
some of the first biblical scholars of the world, and goes mar-
yelously far in supporting Bible history by these profane
inscriptions.

French Reviews.

Eettte CHRETn:y>-E, (Christian Review.) August, 1883.—1. MouRON, Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Evangeliavl Association. 2. In Africa, by X. 3. Bridel,
Philosophical Chrouicle. 4. Rokrich, Literary Notices. 5. Monthly Review

. by Pressense.

Septemb* r, 1SS3.— 1. Aguilera, The Future of Relip-ion. 2. In Africa bv X
, 3. Siibatier, Literary Chronicle. 4. Nvegaard, PJn-jlish Chronicle. 5. Review

of the Mouth by Pressens^.

October, ISS."?.— 1. E. de Pressense, Conciliation in Theology. 2. In Africa, by
X. 3. Draussi.v, Protestaut Literature and Book-selling. 4. Moutiily Review
by Presstnse.

In the August number of the Bevue we find an interestino-

and instructive article on the estabhshment and growth of the
Evangelical Association of France. It is virtually an address
delivered quite recently on the occasion of the semi-centennial
celebration of the society. Fifty years ago, under the heavy
pressure tliat still kept the Protestant Church in the back-
ground, and did not even permit it to hold as a Church any
general meetings or synods, a few zealous Christians deter-
mined to adopt the custom of Switzerland, England, and the
United States, and establish an organization with the view to
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advance and consolidate the cause of Protestant Christianity.

"With much trial and discouragement to contend with they

nevertheless at last succeeded in effecting a reunion of a few

of the Protestant leaders of the day to consult in regard to

the enterprise. Among these we find the revered names of

Frederic and Victor Monod, and E. de Pressense. They had

scarcely made the first step in their organization before they

were encouraged by the greetings of similar bodies from

Switzerland, Ireland, and England, as well as the United

States. This step put them in rajyport with the Protestant

Christians, and their words of encouragement induced them to

study the methods of these sister Churches for the propagation

of the Gospel. In due time they had a Bible society and

colporteurs, and were fairly on the good and active path.

But this activity stin-ed up opposition in certain quarters, and

soon certain of their colporteurs were arrested, and the penal

code was brought to bear on their a&semblies and their agents.

Magistrates would put injunctions on them that wise judges

would remove as illegal and not in accordance with the spirit

of the code, and so they floated through stormy seas with an

occasional MTeck of their frail bark high and dry on the sand.

Under such adverse winds it was thought at times that the

society must yield up its existence, but in these hours of trial

there were always a few determined ones whom no opposition

could crush or threats intimidate. These kept the leaven

alive until the storm had passed, when they again tried the

high seas, sometimes to sail smoothly for awhile, and then

again to be bufl'eted by otlier storms. And these vicissitudes

tell the sum of the story of well nigh forty years. When the

Second Empire fell, Protestantism bounded forth like a

spring that had long been under pressure. Bells that had been
under a forced silence now pealed forth their tones to call

together Christian brothers animated by new hopes ; schools

that had long been closed now opened their doors, and the

Protestant chapels again dared to sing aloud their fervent

hymns. When Protestantism was again allowed to move
abroad it seemed as if liberty were in the air and new hopes

inspired the hearts of men. In Paris, the workmen came
in crowds to listen to Gospel words, and in the provinces new
stations were opened to proclaim the nanie of the living God.
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This societj immediately received the privilege to preach and

circulate its publications every-where, and it has used these

opportunities with great effect. Now the cry is for workmen

for the harvest, and for means to carry on the various enter-

prises of the associations. The object of this semi-centennial

meeting was to review the past and animate the present into

renewed vigor in view of the growing demands of the future.

What they most need just now is money to carry on their

enterprises. And tliis is coming now from England and

America.

The article in the October number, on the literature and

the book-sellers of Protestantism, reveals some of the wants and

difficulties with which the aggressive movements of French

Protestants have to contend. They find themselves devoid of

implements with which to forward their cause in the dearth of

good religious books for the instruction of their higher insti-

tutions, as well as their schools and families.

To remedy this defect they at first resorted to the method

of enconraging as far as possible a Protestant establishment in

private hands, and this mode was warmly seconded by some of

the first men of the Protestant ranks. It seemed, however,

not to move with any degree of celerity, and the cry went

forth for some process more rapid and practical and popular.

And therefore, about five years ago, the religions press an-

nounced the formation of a Committee resolved to undertake

the reprint of a series of works on history and theology, to

which they fittingly gave the title of Classics of French Prot-

estantism. The names of the members of this Committee

were a guarantee for the character of the works that would be

published.

The enterprise of this association was in the course of ex-

ecution, and was to be inaugurated by the Ecclesiastical History

of Theodore Bezc, which was the frnit of twenty-five years

of exhaustive labor of one of the most learned men in the

Protestant ranks, and not, of course, as a means of making

money, for no sale of such a book in France would be possible

to an extent to make it a profitable enterprise pecuniarily.

While this work was in the course of execution there was

suddenly formed, in the south of France, a society for the pub-

lication of cheap religious books, which announced as its first
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issue a popular edition of this same work. The members of

the above Committee represented in vain that such an impedi-

ment thrown across their path would prevent them from

making a success of the endeavor to do good work and select

desirable books ; but their appeal was in vain,

ter stands at present without compromise.

Art. X.—foreign RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

THE PROTESTANT CHURCHES OF ITALY.

The Protestant Churches of Italy are just now embarrassed by a very

peculiar circumstance, namely, the abolition of paper money and the in-

troduction of gold. For many years the premium of the precious metal

has been so high that the face value of a draft to the missions was much
greater than the strict figures of the draft ; but now a draft for five hun-

dred dollars only draws that amount at the bankers, instead of drawing

well nigh six hundred, and this d elicit in the missionary treasury is be-

coming a very serious matter. Under it the Waldenses especially are

appealing for more funds from their friends in this country. A recent

tabulation of the Protestant Churches in Italy presents the following

figures

:

1R7S. 1S82. Increase.

Waldensian Churches 2,5-30 3,4'21 991
Free Church 1,649 1,666 17
Wesleyan Methodi.-^ti' 1,276 1,451 175
American Methodists 437 707 270
Baptists of various shades (?) 847 497 (?)

So that now the entire number of Church members of various evan-

gelical denominations in Italy amountii to 8,002, and we surmise that

tliere has been a large increase on this figure during the year 18S3.

The Italian Protestant press has for some time been discussing the

project of the association of all the evangelical denominations of the

land into one Church body, or rather into one organic federation. The
organ of the Free Church in Venice, "• The Fra Paola Sarpi," exclaims:

"The members of our parishes will rejoice ou the day when their min-

isters will lead them hand in hand to the same living pastures and fresh

waters." In the Waldensian organ, " LTtMlia Evangelica," Teofile Guy
proposes, with certain restrictions, the following mode of confederatic^n :

(1) Every denomination which enters the confederation will remain fully

autonomous in all that regards its ecclesiastical and financial adminis-

tration. (3) The confederated denominations will in future divide

among themselves the fields of labor not yet occupied, and will in them
only establish new stations. (3) Tlie confederated Ciiurches will mutu-
ally recognize the leaders and members of the other Churches in their
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respective qualities as pastors, evangelists, and Clmrcli members in com-

munion. (4) Each of the confederated Churclies binds itself to accept

no member that has belonged to one of the other confederated Churches

without the previously expressed permission of the Church in question.

(5) The confederated Churches unite in the exchange of preacliers, in.

periodical assemblies, in a common organ, and in common synods com-
posed of all the Churches of the confederation, meeting triennially or

quadrennially. (6) This confederation will Ije controlled by a central

committee, to consist of one or two from eacli of the denominations to

be named by their representatives in the synod. This committee re-

mains in activity in the interim of the sessions in the general synods.

(7) This central committee will take measures to create a single and com-

plete theological faculty, in which the clergy of all denominations will

receive their preparation, and will do whatever else that may forward

the aim of the confederation.

The author of this proposition hoped to see the preparations for this

work of union so far advanced as to be able to have the constituent

assembly of this confederation to meet on the occasion of the principal

Luther festival of Protestant Italy in Rome or Florence. This project

seems very attractive to most of the Italian Protestants, and they sin-

cerely hope that its execution may be speedily effected. The greatest

obstacle to its advancement will be probably found in the differences

that exist between the Free Church supported mainly by Scotch funds,

and the Churches of the Waldenses.

THE BELGIAN MISSION CHURCH.

We notice with extreme pleasure the zealous earnestness and loving

activity of the Protestant Churcli of Belgium. In the midst of this land

of ultramontane gloom the work of Protestant missions shines forth

like a bright light. At a meeting of this body recently held in one of

the industrial sections of Bel-.;ium, the fiery tongues of the promoters of

the mission work seemed inspired with the energy of the brawny arms

of tlieir working masses. The Protestant pastors on this occasion

scarcely found it necessary to appeal for assistance in the work. The
improved condition of the financial situation has enabled most of the

parishes to reduce their floating debt and to increase their subscription

for the instruction of their children in the Protestant faith in the Sun-

day-schools, and to make an advance in their subscriptions for the mis-

sion work. The most interesting features of the occasion were tlie exer-

cises connected witli the withdrawal of Rev. Leonard Annel from the

work that he has conducted with signal success for the last forty years

among the Protestants of Belgium, He was for a long time pastor in

Brussels, and at the same time general secretary for the evangelical

Church in Belgium, which is emphatically a mission work amid the

ignorance and superstition of tlie Catholic Church. An untiring activ-

ity, a rare fidelity, and an inimitable spirit of self-sacrifice have at last

exhausted his powers, and bidden him cease from his labors and seek
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for rest. By common consent he has been placed upon the retired list

and roll of honor as raissionaiy emeritus.

But the armor that he lays down has been taken up by a young and

active worker, and the cause moves on apace. Here, also, the Scotch

Cliurch is doing a grand work with its missionary funds ; and prominent

members of its organization were present to express their tliauks to the

veteran Christian laljorer who had used them with so much judgment

and success. Wishes and prayers for tlie increased prosperity of tlie

Belgium 3Iission Church came from many hearts in that land, and, it is

believed, find a place even in the heart of its king. The glorious enter-

prises undertaken by Leopold II. in the wilds of Africa, under his lieu-

tenant and mouth-piece, the indefatigable Stanley, have inspired the

Belgian Protestants to prepare themselves for the work that is soon

likely to be ready for their hands on the banks of the Congo.

THE OLD CATHOLICS IN BADEN.

The Old Catholics of Germany see-n to hold their own in Baden with

more tenacity than in any of the other States. They lately held a state

convention for the purpose of a close inspection of the situation. Their

bishop, Dr. Reinkens, was present with them, and preached with fervor

before a large congregation. Thirty-two parishes of Baden were repre-

sented in this convention by one hundred and thirty delegates. Besides

their presiding bishop there were also present their general vicar, an

Anglican clergyman, and one of the evangelical Protestant faith. The
State's attorney of Baden from its capital, Carlsruhe, was the presiding

officer. A professor from Austria made an interesting report on the

politico-ecclesiastical condition in that country, and two other profes-

sional delegates treated of the position and the character of its literature

and of its press.

The national committee proposed to make a collection for episcopal

support, and also for the assistance of poor parishes and the formation

of new ones, on Whit-Sunday, of each year, which is a peiind of high
festival with the German nation. Certain resolutions published in their

official organ, "The Old Catholic ilessenger," were indorsed, according
to which the opposition of the Old Catholics, not only to the infalli-

bility of the Pope, but to the entire Romish system, with all its

abuses and misleading tenets, were asseverated. A lasting peace be-

tween the State and the Pope was declared impossible, and the
speeches of the Ultramontanes in the imperial Parliament and in the
respective State diets was declared to be the product of a 8Ui)or-
cilious policy of expediency. It is declared to be untrue that the
Roman Catholic is independent of the Pope in the political field, and
that every act of any government whereby the common use of Catholic
churches was withdrawn from, or denied to, the Old Catholics must
result in strengthening the Ultramontanes and weakening the civil

power. Again, it was asserted tliat every one in Germany who
awakens or stirs up confessional conflict, be he Catholic or Protestant,
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is an enemy of the fatherland ; and that only in the false belief that

Romish policy is the Catholic religion could statesmen legislate for the

care of the souls of the people with Rome.
At a banquet held on the closing evening, Professor Michelis offered

to go for a few weeks to Boliemia, where recently several parishes had
declared themselves ready to enter the ranks of the Old Catholics. Pro-

fessor Watterich narrated the struggle of Luther against the Hildebrand
papacy. A Protestant pastor favored the union between Old Catholics

and Protestants, which suggestion and proposition was critically ex-

plained by Bishop Reinkens. It would seem, from the above proceed-
ings, that the Old Catholics are not yet losing hope of a certain success

in the future, but the conquests that they are now making are of a very
equivocal character. We opine that the parishes of Bohemia tliat de-

clare themselves ready to throw oflf the papal yoke, and join hands with
the Old Catholics, do so more in a fit of anger at tyrannical priestly rule

than from well-grounded conviction. The Old Catholics are now virtu-

ally between two fires, for the Protestant Churcli of Germany is greatly

disappointed that they do not go far enough in tlieir opposition to the

papacy to be of any influence in tlie cause of Protestantism, and are

thus deserting their cause, ecclesiastically and politically, while the

Catholics are taking advantage of the situation, and are crowding them
out of the Catholic churches, in which they have hitherto enjoyed com-
mon privileges.

Akt. XL—foreign literary INTELLIGENCE.

In the line of French Theological Literature the book of the period is

the "Ecclesiastical History of the Reformed Cliurches in the Kingdom
of France," by Theodore Do BCze—a new edition, with additions by

Baum and Cunitz, Professors in the University of Strasburg. This

monumental edition of the book of tlie religious history of the sixteenth

century is published under the patronage of tlie Society for the History

of French Protestantism, and with tlic collaboration of a committee

composed of Alfred Andr6. Eugtiue Bersier, Jules Bonnet, Uenri Bor-

dier, Maurice Cottier, Count Jules Dchiborde, Alfred Franklin, J. Gaiffe.

C. Jameson, William Jackson, Fr. Lichtenl)erger, Henri Lutteroth, Will-

iam Martin, G. de Montbrison, Rosseeuw-Saint-IIi'.aire, E. Savons, Baron

Femand de Schicklcr. The plan of this publication was conceived five

years ago. The very numerous notes, borrowed for the most part from

a copy annotated by the late Professor Baum. of Strasburg, have been

carefully gathered, revised, and enlarged by Professor Cunitz of Stras-

burg. Jules Bonnet has been delegated by the al>ove-named committee

to overlook the printing of these volumes. The work will be complete

in three qnarto volumes, forming together more than 3,000 pagfs. The

printing of the second volume is almost completed. It %\ill. doubtless,
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become tbe standard in the public libraries, nnd in tlie libraries of the

consistories, of scholars, of pastors, of bibliophiles.

Another monumental work in the same line, published by subscrip-

tion, by Fischbacher, of Paris, is the "Dicti-mary of Ecclesiastical His-

tory," by Pasteur Bost. We are aware of tlie considerable develop-

ment which has taken place during the hast fifty years in historical

sciences, even in the domain purely ecclesiastical and religious. If the

epoch of the Reformation first justly fixed the attention of our scholars

and writers in beginning, by the Chroniqiier of 1835 and 1836, to end in

the great works of Reuss, of Herminjard, of Ibiag, of Douen, of ]Merle

d'Aubigng, of de Felice, of Puaux. of Jules Bonnet, without forgetting

the precious bulletin of French Protestantism, other periods have been

equally elucidated; raonograpiis and biographies have been multiplied,

given by humble or by eminent investigators, whose names are legion.

This collection of sketches and fragments prepared and made desirable

a complete and analytical history of the Church, written by a historian

worthy of the name. This man was found in the person of Professor

Chastel, whose works and previous publications had engage:! the atten-

tion of the learned world. This gentleman placed 3,500 pages of his

manuscript at the disposition of Edmondde Pressense, who writes thus

about it: "My dear friend, what I have seen of your historical diction-

ary appears to me to demonstrate its utility and excellent arrangement,

and its publication will present genuine advantages." Another critic,

Pasteur Perrelet, speaks thus: "I have had the privilege of examining

th6 manuscript of the work which Augustin Bost is about to give to the

public after fifteen years of labor. This ecclesiastical and theological

dictionary is a vast library contained in a thousand pages, a veritable

fortune to all tliose who shall possess it, and they will be numerous."

The Luther revival has produced a tidal wave of so-called Luther liter-

ature. Several of these works are replies to recent Romish attacks on

Luther's fair fame. A very notable publication in this line is an address

by Dr. Martin Rade, at the ConfiTcnce of Meissen, in reply to the oft-asked

question. Does Luther need defense against Janssen, his most determined

and prominent vilifier ? The address culminates in these two striking

answers: From the stand-point of the historian—No! From that of the

theologian—Yes! The scientific method of Janssen, if such it can be

called, has been condemned and executed, and needs no further contra-

diction; but tliat such a book should attract the attention in Protestant

circles which it clearly has, must create serious apprehensions from tl\e

stand-point of the theologian. This ultramontane distortion of his-

tory has been effected by Janssen, with all the air of innocence, and

this makes of the book " a stupendous invitation for the conversion of

all intelligent Protestants." Against his falsehoods and seductive rea-

sonings Dr. Rade prescribes the careful reading of all that Janssen has

•written, on the one hand, and then all the careful reading of Lutlier's

writings.
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"Zockler's Manual of Tlieological Science," to which we have previ-

ously alluded in these p:iges, lias just beeu enriched by another volume.

This contains Old Testament theology, by Professor Schultz, in Breslau,

an Introduction to the New Testament, and a Biblical History of the New
Testament. Professor Grau has an article on New Testament theology,

while Volck, of Dorpat, treats of canonical doctrine and biblical herme-

neutics. The section under tlie charge of Volck is the most satisfactory

and systematic as to the dialectics of the thouglits. The Old Testament

theology, by Sciiultz, seems to be more acceptable to German critics. The
work is very abstruse, and intelliaent readers are requested to appreciate

the difficulties that have attended these investi":ations.

Art. Xn.—quarterly BOOK -TABLE.

Biblical.

The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture. A Critical, Historical, and Dogmatic Inquiry
into tne Origin and Nature of the Old and New Testaments. By GfiORGE T.

Ladd, D.D., Professor of 2»Ienial and Moral Ptiilo.sophy in Yale College. Vol. i,

8vo, pp. 761. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1883. 1.

By Doctrine of Sacred Scripture Dr. Ladd means the true doc-

trine or teaching in regard to tlie Scripture; and his book profess-

edly aims to answer the question, " What is the Bible ?" But,

more definitely, it attempts to answer the question, What opin-

ion shall we form of the Bible, in view of the present debate

between the school of Graf, Kuenen, and W^ellhausen, and the

"traditional " maintainers of the high Biblicism of the Post-

Reformation era? Dr. Ladd, as an eminent Yale professor,

may be assumed to be a master of the scholarship of the ques-

tion ; and as for years a pastor claims to have some perception

of the true needs of the popular mind. He takes ample space

for a full discussion of all the phases of the great question. His

two volumes embrace about fifteen hundred pages ; fifteen of

which are devoted to an analytical table of contents, shedding

great lucidity through the massy volumes, fifteen pages to a list

of quoted texts, and twenty-four to an index of topics. The

work is a " liberal education " upon its topic, or, rather, generic

range of topics. Even those who dissent, more or less, from the

author's views will respect the clearness, candor, thoroughness,

and critical ability of the learned author, and we doubt not it

will make a decided impression upon the public mind.

Between Kuenen and his extreme opponents Dr. Ladd takes
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•professedly a medium ground. His position, generically stated,

would be, not that " The Bible is the word of God," but that

" The Bible contains the word of God." Within the visible

canon there is " an inner Bible " revealing supernatural ethico-

religious truth in its purity, but surrounded by an outer margin

which is not infallible nor always accurate. The " inner Bible,"

" the word of God," speaks in self-evidencing clearness and

power, from the Spirit of God to the spirit of man, especially to

the regenerate spirit. It is God revealing himself, and revealing

Christ and his kingdom, with all its glories, to men. If this inner

Bible is inclosed in earthen vessels, if surrounded by a margin

partly or wholly human, the true inquirer can readily distinguish

the true word from the vehicle that holds it. Our faith in the

word, therefore, need never tremble at the disclosure of mistakes

of chronology, contradictions to history, discrepancies between

its own narratives, human conceptions, and traditional legends.

Through all these, indeed, more or less, the divine word is

breathed, making even error and myth the vehicle of divine

truth. Besides, several books of our Bible are of doubtful

canonicity, and so of inferior authority. But the body of holy

truth is ample and intact after all these deductions.

To ascertain what the Bible is, he asks, in his first six elaborate

chapters, What does the Bible claim for itself ? He commences
Christo-cenlrically, and critically analyzes the words of Christ to

find his opinions of the character of the Old Testament, and

his promises for the inspiration of the New. Similarly he ana-

lyzes the claims set up by the Old Testament for itself, and by
the New Testament for the Old and for itself. These claims

he finds to be far more qualified and limited than our Protestant
*' traditionalism " has taught. The classical text regarding In-

spiration (2 Tim. iii, 16) is thus rendered: "All Scripture, theo-

pneustic, is also profitable for the ethical purposes of teaching,

conviction, correction, discipline, in righteousness." The passage

is said to allude to the Old Testament only, " and although it is

not the intent of the writer to suggest the possibility of denying

theopneusty to any Scripture whatever, neither is it his intent to

imply such theopneusty of any such Scripture as is not morally

profitable."

After having ascertained the claims made for the Canon, our

author proceeds to answer the inquiry, How do the contents of

the Canon sustain its claims ? The body of responses arising

from this inductive investigation is elaborate and immense.

12—FOURTH SERIES, VOT.. XXXVI.
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Scripture is scrutinized in the various departments of History,

Prophecy, Etliics, Authorship, and Composition of the Sacred

Books, their Language and Style, and the History and Text of

the Canon. This much in the first volume.

The freedom of dealing with the outer Bible which his in-

ductions afford him is amply displayed in his treatment of his

topics. The first chapter of Genesis, whether ante-Mosaic, Mo-

saic, or post-Exilic, is entirt^ly unscientific. So far from attempt-

ing to reconcile it with geology, he simply traces in it how an

ancient pious monotheistic thinker would imagine the succes-

sive steps of the creational process. The history of the Fall is

allegory, nor have we clearly ascertained whether or not the

author believes in a personal Adam, or how he would expound

the Pauline parallelism between Adam and Christ in Rom. v,

12, 25. On the geological proofs of the antiquity of man he

gives a confused dissertation, bringing out no clear conclu-

sion. He makes no allusion to the ascertained lateness of the

glacial break-up, and the consequent "pluvial period" hast-

ening the geological events. We have sometimes suspected

that Yale was infected by the malaria proceeding from a cer-

tain Marsh. Our author seems to entertain no predilection for

Diirwinisra.

The prophets, he thinks, were more largely preachers than

predicters. Their predictions were not always fulfilled, and he

even gives a list of mistaken prophecies. Their fulfillments in

Christ are generally, secondary, and even the celebrated Isa. liii,

originally fulfilled in other personages, and is applied to Christ

only by accommodation. Yet there is an organic connection be-

tween the prophetic system and Christ. The old dispensation is

truly a preparatory to the new, and this new is found to authen-

ticate the second-hand lapping over of the residuum of a once-

fulfilled prediction upon the person of Christ.

But the "higher criticism," specially attracts our attention by

its heroic treatment of the Pentateuch or, including Joshua,

Hexateuch. The " tradition " of the Jewish Church regarding

its ow^n literature is nullified and ignored at start. The Hexa-

teuch is seen to be "a composite book," made of crudely jux-

taposed scraps and laws of obviously different nges of history.

Critical elimination of conglomerated parts discloses indeed a

Gnindschrift, a ground-script or basal doeiiincnt at the core,

which, however, is none the more true for being basal. Dr. ]jadd

gives us the ground-scripts of several leading investigators for
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each book of the Ilexateuch. On these primitive skeletons Dr.

Ladd remarks, in reference to his critics :

Fault will doubtless be found with the author for going even thus far in affirm-

ing the results of critical research. Some students would much prefer the state-

ment that criticism has failed hitherto to reach any conclusions as to the composi-

tion of the Hexateuch ; others would force the re-affirmation of the tradition of the

synagogue ; still others would desire the full and unquestioning assertion of all

the details of the theories of Graf, Kuenen, and Wellhausen. But we stand upon
the facts. Certain general conclusions wholly adverse to the traditional view areas

well established as any critical results can be. It is simple statement of fact to

eay that in Germany—so far as we are aware—Keil remains the only advocate of

a view at all resembling the traditional one. Even Delitzsch—so far as can be

judged from his statements, which are always commendably cautious, but often

obscure and wavering—could be claimed in support of most of our very moderate
conclusions.

Assuming the validity of a division into Elohistic and Jeho-

vistic documents, the great question with "the advanced criti-

cism" is, "since the Jehovist is generally agreed to have writ-

ten in the time, from 700 B. C. to 900 B. C, and the Deuterono-

mist not long previous to 621—did the Elohist write before 900,

or after 600 ?
"

Now be it understood that Dr. Ladd does not fully affirm these

"advanced" views. He thinks it is a matter of degrees; modi-

fication and additions have taken place to an unknown extent

;

but the sweeping extremism of German " criticism " is untenable.

First giving a calm statement of the "critical" theory, he next

arrays a series of formidable objections and takes position in via

media. The several points against the theory he makes are :

(1) Its discordance with the facts of Ezra, and his period
;

(2) With the plain truth of an antiquity of the religion earlier than

Prophetism and clearly originating in the Mosaic age
; (3) With

the high and commanding personality of Moses; (4) With the

traits of antiquity in some of the so-called Mosaic laws
; (5) With

the traditional antiquity of hereditary feasts and other institutes,

Buch as the Passover, Sanctification of the First-born, Offerings

and Sacrifices, the Tabernacle, the Priesthood, all pointing to a

certain primitive national origin, authenticating their history,

and by their history authenticated.

The questions herein involved Dr. Ladd conceives to require

for authoritative decision a life-long study by profound experts.

Especially do the philological aspects of the discussion require

further exploration by our Oriental scholars. The following

paragraph shows this point in a strong light.

But what is the precise truth as to the grammar and etymology of the author
of the Grundschrift ? This question is still in dispute. The means for making the

necessary comparisons are few ; and all our conclusions may be largely vitiated
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by our ignorance as to how we shall distinguish between writings which are
in a body of late date, and early writings into which certain words and phrases
of late form have been introduced at a late date. Delitzsch is doubtless right in

denying the correctness of many of the earlier statements of Graf, Popper, and
Kuencn. But his own positive affirmation—" The so-called Elohistic language is

ancient throughout: . . . there is no trace of the peculiar exilic forms and syn-

tax "—is at best very doubtful. The thorough examiuation of Ryssel led him
to the following conclusions. The language of the Elohistic portions of the Pen-
tateuch would assign them, so far as its Aramaizing is concerned, to the second
period of the language, viz., that between Josiah and 536 B. C. It is conceded
by Ryssel, however, that certain parts of Numbers, in themselves considered,
should be referred to the time of the later books of the Old Testament. But
many of the conclusions of this author have been most seriously shaken by the
searching criticism and independent research of Giesebrecht. According to this

critic a large proportion of the words and roots distinctive of the Elohist can be
ghown to be either Aramaic or Aramaizing.

Dr, Ladd concludes that, as yet, " there is no reason to depart

from the raost general conclusions " of Delitzsch, if we make all

allowance for successive redactions. And he still believes that

"the principal part of the Elohist," (to which the first chapter

of Genesis belongs) " the superior laws and histories, belong to

the earliest age of the language." It will be seen, therefore, that

Dr. Ladd does not quite belong to the Kuenen or even Robert-

son Smith sections of " criticism."

The unanimity of German criticism is by no means conclusive

to the English and American mind. We remember the period

when Hegelism was so supreme that none was so bold as to give

it denial, and how soon the period of its fall when " none so poor

as to do it reverence." Let the English and American mind,

taking all the materials th.it Germany can furnish, revise the

logic and draw the independent conclusion. We have no fears

of the result.

Biblical Study, its Principles, Methods and History, together with a Catalogue of

Reference. By Charles Augustus Briggs, D.D., Davenport Professor of

Hebrew and Cognate Languages in Union Theological Seminary, N. Y. 12mo,

pp.506. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1883. Price, $2 50.

Dr. Briggs is a clear thinker and a fine writer. He has here

collected a series of his fugitive articles on Biblical topics, form-

ing a somewhat connected train of thought, and treating on

questions lately discussed. He occuj)ies nearly similar grounds

with Professor Ladd. The doctrine that insjnred Scripture evi-

dences itsdf directly to the soul has a fine evangelical ring, but it

means that our canon has an " inner " and outer Bible distin-

guishing themselves to our subjectivity. Those who cannot

undertake Dr. I^add may, perhaps, satisfy themselves with

Dr. I^riggs.
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BibU Htrmeneuiics. A Treatise on the Interpretation of the Old and New Testa-

ments. By Milton S. Terry, S.T.D. 8vo, pp. T81. New York: Phillips &
Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe. Price, $4.

Dr. Terry's new volume is one of the mo.st elaborate and able

works ever issued from our press. It is written in clear, manly

English, and embodies a vast compass of erudition and thought.

Of course we do not pledge ourselves to agree with him in all

his positions. But we can only announce his work in our present

number, with a hope of a fuller notice in a subsequent Quarterly.

Theological.

An Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England. By Git.p.ert,

Bishop of Sarum. "Witli an Appendix, containing the Augsburg Confession,

Creed of Pope Pius IV., etc. Revised and Corrected; with copious Notes and
additional References. By Rev. James R. Page, A.M., of Queen's College,

Cambridge, Minister of Carlisle Chapel, Lambeth. 8vo, pp. 585. New York:
D. Appleton & Co. 1842.

There are two books of fine old English theology well worthy

the attention of the Methodist theological thinker :
" Pearson

on the Creed," from whom Watson culls many a fine extract, and
" Burnet on the Thirty-nine Articles," which sheds much light

upon our own standard document. The former is a true speci-

men of the free, fresh English of his age ; the latter is less lucid

and classic, yet abounds in vigorous and suggestive discus-

sions. When, in the reign of James I., the debates aroused

by Arrainius in Holland had powerfully impressed the English

mind, the best thinkers in England were awakened to find

how completely they were fettered in their articles by the

imported theology of Geneva. The still older Eastern, Greek;

or Chrysostomian, theology had been supplanted by the later

Western, or Augustinian, dogmas. They had not strength

enough to reconstruct the Articles, and so the Chrysostomians,

or Arminians, re-interpreted them. The various parties were eo

equally divided that a compromise spontaneously took place, by

which, under the generic Calvinistic phrases, different specific

meanings might be alloM-ed. The clergy generally went back to

the Greek theology, and this, in fact, drew them nearer to that

of Trent, and the fashionable and court opinions became anti-

Calvinistic. The result was, as somewhat overstated for terseness'

Bake, by Lord Chatham, tliat the English Church has " a popish

Liturgy, a Calvinistic Creed, and an Arminian Clergy." The
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Puritans adhered to higli Calvinism, so that the curious antith-

esis, remarked by Selden in his *' Table Talk," existed by which

absolutists in creed became the liberalists in politics, and vice

versa. But so severely did the Puritan absolutistic liberalism

press upon the nation that the reaction brought in Charles II.

with a national debauch. The Revolution of 1688 restored the

public balance. And here it is, in the time of William nnd Mary,

that Burnet comes in with his "Exposition" of the Churchly

Articles. He writes with great good sense and piety; with an

unpolished and often intricate vigor of style and thought ; and

with an irenieal spirit quite well worth our study at the present

day. The Calvinists and Lutherans and Arminians were all in

a quarrelsome mood; and he brings them counsels of peace and

love; yet not without a free fraternal discussion of doctrinal

truth. In much of his treatment he gives the various views of

leading minds and classes of minds, with but gentle interposition

of his own opinions. Upon the Predestinarian article, especial-

ly, he congratulates himself upon having stated the argument

on both sides so fairly that nobody could tell on which side he

stood, although he really held the Eastern, or Arraiuian, theology.

Dean Stanley wishes that some one would explain historically

how John Wesley became a maintainer of the Eastern theology.

AVe understand it to have been as to Predestination the theol-

ogy of the whole Wesley family, derived from its High-Church

antecedents.

The clergy were required, so Burnet says, to declare their

belief ex animo in the entire truth of the Articles. Yet, to give

a due freedom of opinion, they were allowed to read any opinion

into the Articles which did not violate either the lexical meaning

of the words or the grammatical syntax of the sentences. Thus

there may be "an Article conceived in such general woids that

it can admit of different literal and grammatical senses, even

when the senses are plainly contrary one to another; yet both

may subscribe the Article with a good conscience, and without

any equivocation." Thus, for instance, the Article concerning

Christ's descent into Ile/l admits of three different, yet allowable,

interpretations. The Ninth Article admits as many.

Instead of modifying the Articles by diverse interpretations,

Wesley, in his day, expurgated the Articles themselves. One of

our Roman Catholic exchanges lately impeached the integrity

of Wesley for mutilating Articles he had sworn to maintain.

But Wesley made no change which altered the doctrines as then
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h,ld by the Church authorities, and as by him promised to be

r.lhi All he did was to diminish the amount of the assent

equirod bv those who belonged to his " Societies." And a«

American Methodism, in ceasing to be ''Societies," and becom-

t^l Church, adopted his diminished form, so, fat he struck

o"rtfrom the Ninth Article is not to be required as Method,

doctrine- nav, it stands in the historical position of being like

iTNine'teen'th (predestinarian) Article, positively exscinded and

KUDPOsablv denied. . ^ i-

On the Ninth Article, which we have had late occasions to dis-

cuss, Burnet gives the various existing opinions, condemning some

and legitimating others, but very usually balancing between. He

"Uy maintains^he doctrine of hereditary inwardness derived

from the Fall, condemning the Pelagians, who hold that eve >

man is freshly born pure as Adam, and able to please God with-

out the Spint-s aid. He repudiates the Manicheans, -^o exp auied

depravity as the work of an evil anti-God. And, what is to our

purpose, he finds the transmission of sinwardness froni Adam to

Le place by the law of propagation. "God has -"led it by a

law of creation" that a soul should be adjusted to a fitting bodv

"And if with this [law] God made another general law, that when

all things were duly prepared for the propagation of the species

of mankind, a soul should always be ready to go into and animate

those first threads and beginnings of life; those laws being laid

down, Adam, by corrupting his own frame corrupted the frame

of his o^^-n posterity, by the general course of things and the grea

law of the creation. So that the sufiering this to run through all

the race is no more (only different in degrees and extent) than the

suffering the folly or madness of a man to infect his posterity

In these things God acts as the Creator of the worldly ge.ieral

rules, and these must not be altered because of ;the sins and dis-

orders of men; but they are rather to have their course, that so

sin may be its own punishment."

And then he raises the perennial question : Is this hereditary

simoardne,s truly sin? that is, is it responsible sin, -he^cht.,ru

guiUr^ "The defilement of the race being thus stated, he

«ays,« a question remains whether this can be called a sin,

and such as deserves GocVs wrath and damnation.- To this

question at the present day, we understand some Arminian.

to say, Yes; but we understand a greater number, with Dr.

Wilbur Fisk, to say Xo; and to that No categorical we give

our humble ditto. Hereditary sinwardness, inborn tendency to
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Bin is not itself sin, that is, -guilt," until we make it so by free
volitional action. And Burnet goes on thus: "An opposition
of nature to the divine nature must certainly be hateful to God
a^ It IS the roo^ of much malignity and sin. Such a nature cannot
be the object of his love, and of itself cannot be accepted of God »

1 his 18 precisely our position as explained in our last Quarterlyand (although we had not then read Burnet on the Article) inremarkably similar phrase. We said that an inborn sinwardne..
was a nature "contrarious to the divine nature," and so the proper
object of a real, though not judicial or punitive, displacencv It
18 this non-judicial, non-punitive character that, in the nexV sen-
tence Burnet misses and (contradictorily to himself, as we shall
soon show) runs widely astray, followed by some of our theoloc.-
lans. Burnet adds

:
" Now, since there is no mean in God, between

/o«. and urath acceptation and damnation, if such persons are not
in the first order [namely, of love and acceptation] they must bem the second." Now, according to Burnet's own repeated as-
sertion of the requisiteness of freedom for responsibility there isbetween God's " love and acceptation " of a freely-obedient beinc
and his wrath and damnation " of a freely-disobedient, at leas!
onemtermediate; namely, his displacency toward a necessitat-
edly evil being. And we may add a second, namely, God's divine
complacency for a necessitatedly pure and benevolent anc^el Of
Lurnets affirmations of the requisiteness of freedom for'respon-
sibility and judicial condemnation the following is a snecinien •

*'It is a principle that seems to arise out of the licrht of nature
that no man is accountable, rewardable, or punishable, but for
that m which he acts freely, without force or compulsion; and
80 far, all are agreed." But how does a "man" "act freely''
without force or compulsion," in being born a sinward bein.^'?And how can God hold such being amenable to wrath and
damnation for so being born ?

This question, whether inborn sinwardness deserves God's
"wrath and damnation," Burnet discusses, giving the opposite
views and arguments, but very indecisively indicating his ownHe gives the Augustinian interpretation of Rom. v, 12-21 and
concludes: "This explication does certainly quadrate' more to 'the
words of the Article, as it is known that this was the tenet of
those who prepared the Articles, it having been the generally
received opinion from St. Austin's [St. Augustine's] days down-
«^ard." And that means that the Article was, originally and his-
tonnill". Calvinistic in its meaning. He then gives the methods
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of the Armlnians of his day to read a different sense into the

M-ords, methods so poor as to be hardly worth the giving. One

method was to say that this passage of Paul stood alone, and

we lack the confirmatory force of similar passages, and are, there-

fore, not so sure of the meaning of this. The other was to say

that, in recognizing the "condemnation" of this passage, Paul

simply assumed the truth of the prevalent opinion of the Jews of

the day, in order to illustrate or enforce the doctrine of redemp-

tion through Christ. That is, it was a case of accommodation

:

proving a truth from popular concession; the conclusion being

true, the argument was untrue. How terribly a Wesley was

needed to sweep the clause with a besom!

That between the divine " love and acceptation " of justified

man and the " wrath and damnation " of a freely sinning unholy

being there is a "mean," namely, the divine unjudicial displa-

c(?ncy toward an evil, unfree agent, we maintained in our last

Quarterly. Two learned friends, the one in the North and the

other in the South, have written us objections to the reality of

this intermediate. As it happens, both these respected corre-

spondents express a high valuation of our work on the "Will, a

work which, for some twenty years, has been recommended to bo

read in our Course of Study. Our two friends, nevertheless, seem

totally unaware that whole chapters of that volume are expended

in elucidating that intermediate. In our two chapters entitled

" Distinction between Automatic Excellence and Moral Desert,"

and " Created Moral Desert Impossible," (pp. 375-396,) we have
discussed this subject with a fullness and, as we think, with a

demonstrative conclusiveness which admits of no valid reply, and
which ought to have expelled the fatalistic monster of " heredi-

tary guilt" from our theology.

It was a full decade since we had read tbese two chapters; but
we see nothing, save some little stiffnesses, occasionally, of expres-

sion, in which we could now improve them. To save the trouble

of our readers in referring to the volume, and ourself from re-

wntuig, we here quote a few passages, at the same time asking
our friends who are disposed to differ from our view to fully read
both chapters.

We quote the following on

KON-MERITORIOUS NkCESSITATED IToLIXESS.

If God were to create a beins: of perceptions, emotions, and volitions, all per-
fectly excellent and well adjusted, yet all necessary and automatic in their action,
BO that every volition, like the pointers of a perfectly true clock, shonld point
exactly right, such a. being would bo innocent and lovely, and in that scnso of
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lovely innocence it mip;lit be called holy. It could not be punishable. "We slioud

assthetically admire it; we should sympathetioallj love it; we should wish it

happy ill a condition accordunt to its nature. Yet we should none the less hold
it incapable of moral responsibility, moral merit or demerit, moral good or evil

desert, moral reward or penalty. Nor could it, even by Omuipotcnce itself, be
invested with a morally meritorious holiness. All its holiness would be simplv a
lovely and excelleut automatic innocence or purity. The sum of all this is, that
a necessitated lioliness is no meritorious or morally deserving holiness.—P. 383.

NON-KESPONSIBLE AUTOMATIC BaDNESS.

Again, should God create an automatic fiend: a being whose perceptions were,
indeed, true, but whose emotions were purely and with a perfect intensity, yet
automatically, malignant; and whose volitions were, witli all their stren^'th,'atito-

matically bad ; we should hate such a being and wish it out of our way. We
might still admire its vicious perfection. Yet, when we had it.dulged our abhor-
rence of it, and come to remember coolly its automatism, wo sliould see that,

though bad, it was umblamably bad. Its volitions, being as necessitrited. are as
irresponsible as the spriugs of a guu-lock. Upon such a fiend, if the infliction of
jjazn would set his volitions right, and make all his movements safe and Kencficial,

we should, for the common good, think expedient to inflict it, simply as an altera-

tive
;
just as we would insert a key and turn it round to set any other machinery

right—simply as au alterative. Such infliction of pain could not be a punishment,
in the sense of justice, or execution for a responsible crime. It would simply be
an expedient, like a medicine or a mechanical adjustment, in wliich there can bo

no moral element. We might, for the gcod of the world, wish such a being de-

stroyed ; not as a moral retribution to him, but for the common weal, and, if pos-

sible, painlessly. Tlie sum of all wiiicli is, a necessitated depravity is no responsible

or justly punishable dtjiruiity. As there is, therefore, wliat may be called a hoL'-

Tiess without any meritoriousncss or moral good desert, so there is wliat may bo
caUed a depravity, or a sin, without any responsibihty or morally penal desert.

—

Pp. 383, 384.

Ikrespoxsible Congenital Depravity of our Fallen Race.

The whole human race, viewed as fallen in Adam, and apart from redemption

through Christ, is thus uecessitatedly unholy. It is in disconformity with the

ideal prescribed by the divine law. Judged by the standard of the moral law, it

is evil ; and, in the sense above defined, it is morally evil. But it is not respoTisi-

hly evil. It' cannot be retributively, and iu the strict sense of the word, punished.

Incapable it is. indeed, of the holiness, and so of the happiness, of heaven. It rests

under the displacency of heaven as not being holy in the sense of conformed to

his law, which is but the transcript of his own character and the expression of

his own divine feehngs.—P. 385.

One of our correspondents above mentioned assured us that

Dr. Bledsoe would have condemned our notion of a created U7i-

hoUness as an absurdity. We assured him that we were perfectly

aware of it, and referred him to the following paragraphs :

Created Moral Desert, Hereditary Guilt, or Tunishabil-

ITY, Impossible.

The maxim laid down bv Mr. Bledsoe in his Theodicy, and used by him with

preat argumentative effect, "that tliere can be no created virtue or viciou-^ness, ought,

accordine to the doctrine of o\ir last chapter, to read, there can be no created moral

desert, good or evil, and so corrected it would lose none of tlie argumentative

efhcieucy with which his liandling invests it. Tlieie can be a created conformity

or disconformity to the divine law; but no created merit or demerit therem or

therefor, or desert of reward or penalty.

The righteous law, let us say, has a twofold office, namely, the judiaitory or
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rritiral, and the retributive or penal. In its former cliaracter it is an ethical ideal

bv which is tested the active real ; it is the rule by which the ethical character

of its subjecis is admeasured. Tliat subject, if automatic, if created and hannj;

moral status anterior to free volitional action, is still tested by the law's ideal, is

commeasured by the perfect rule; but there the office of the law stops. The

insUint it should proceed to use its retributive tunctiou and inflict penalty, it

would be by its own rectitude condemned. But the moment free volitional moral

action commences, the result is accountability; and retributive rignieousuess or

unrii^'hteousncss inhere to lii-i personality and being.

It mi?ht be said, then, that if the agent is not free, the law has nothing to do

with him. inasmuch as he lacks the qualification of the subject of the law. And

we niifiht grant that the law scarcely is his judge; but only an instrument, as an

olhicaf critique, to estimate the quality of the agent necessitated as good or bad

without responsibilitv. Yet when the agent is placed, like Adam, at the hia-

toricil commencemen't of a legal governmental system, the law is installed already

over liim, and it is its orhce to" pronounce, even if it pronounce tiiat it has no juris-

diciiou. and that he cannot come into court In suoli case tlie agent is necessarily

placed in some relation to th-s law, and the law pronouncing must, as we conceive,

pronounce him ethically, but not retributively, holy.—Pp. 3S9, 390.

We take it that these paragraphs substantiate our statement

that, in spite of Burnet, there is a "mean" between God's "love"

for the regenerate and his " wrath and damnation" of the sinner,

namely, his unjudicial displacency toward an evil non-free agent.

And that being the original case of Adam, we know precisely

what is the divine " condemnation" pronounced in Scripture upon

the race viewed as born sinward beings. The nature of that

"condemnation " was expressed in our note on Rom. v, 18: "The
condemnation would have produced the exclusion of the race

from existence by the infliction of immediate death upon Adam."
And we discussed the point more explicitly on Rom. xi, 32. It

was a " condemnation " of the fallen race to non-existence as un-

fit for a probationary being without a special provision in its be-

half. Like the marred vessel of the potter, though irresponsibly,

it was unsuitable for the purposes of its creation. But it may be

asked, however, Do you really suppose that was Paul's real mean-

ing in Rom. v, 18? Paul, we reply, does not stop explicitly to

define, or perhaps even to think out, the exact extent or limits of

that "condemnation;" and so here the extent of its meaning must

be limited by a just common sense and the clear nature of things,

yet not transgressing the lexical boimdary lines of the terra. "We

do not pretend to know whether Paul personally realized the ex-

act psychological import of his profound words or not ; but we
are absolutely sure that the mind of the omniscient Spirit that

inspired Paul did. We do not suppose that INIoses personally

understood the true cosmogony now disclosed by science, but

the Inspirer of the first chapter of Genesis did. jModern science

<^ould, doubtless, a.sk Moses questions about his cosmogony which
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he could not answer. And so modern psychology and etliics

might ask Paul questions about the bottomless import of his

words to which he would decline to respond. But this we do

know, the Spirit of Righteousness never inspired Paul to say

that God damned the unborn soul for *' hereditary guilt," and

we do not believe that Paul ever said it.

The Conflict of Ceviuric'?. By C. W. Miller, D.D. 12mo, pp. 308. Southern
Methodist Publishiug House, Nashville, Tenn. 1883. . 2

Dr. Miller's book is a very interesting tractate for the hour. It

is called forth by discussions that have been in progress in our

Southern States and in the Dominion, as well as editorially in

our Quarterly. It is a resurvey of the doctrines of Sin and Re-

sponsibility. It especially seeks an answer to the question : In

what condition does Christ's redemption find our fallen race ?

What is our fallen condition before Christ interposes? Augus-
tinianism answers that it is (according to the antithetic passage

of Paul in Rom. v, 12) a state of genetic unconditional reproba-

tion to an eternal hell. What is the answer of Arminianism ?

Dr. Miller traces the history of the "conflict" through the "cent-

uries" rapidly, clearly, and quite conclusively.

The early or oriental Christian Church of the first three centu-

ries emphasized the doctrine of human freedom as the basis of

responsibility, and found human nature sinwardly disposed, but

laid little stress on the derivation of that sinwardness from

Adam. But when, about A. D. 415, Pelagius so emphasized the

doctrine of freedom as to ignore the need of the Divine Spirit,

Augustine came forth with his absolutism. He maintained that

somehow the race so inherited the guilt of Adam as to be in a

state of just eternal wrath and damnation from God. In that

state redemption finds us, and elects from a sovereign good pleas-

ure just such as it wills, with nothing in the creature moving
thereto. Dr. Miller finds that it was Cassian that in this age

furnished the true Arminian answer. The great abilities of Au-
gustine secured the triumph of his theory, and it reigned, at least

nominally, in the Western Church through the Middle Ages, and

until the Reformation. And it largely rules still, and, to some
extent, even among Arminian communions.

At the Reformation Augustinianism received an emphatic

re-enforcement among the Protestant Churches. Luther and
Calvin, more Augustinian than Augustine himself, led the way.
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Ami, what is here specially important, it took full possession of

the English Church. Dr. Miller quotes Hagenbach as saying:

"The theological professors at Cambridge and Oxford were Cal-

vinii-tic for fifty years from Elizabeth's accession. Bucer and

Peter Martyr were called by Crannier to the chair of divinity in

Cambridge and Oxford during the reign of Edward. Cranmer,

too, in 1552, invited Calvin, Bullinger, and Melanchthon to En-

gland to aid in drawing up a confession of faith for the Prot-

estant Churches."—P. 93. Thus the Thirty-nine Articles were,

unquestionably, a Calvinistic document. And what greatly ag-

{^ravates the matter is, that the pestiferous technics of Augus-

tinianism, such as "original sin" and "total depravity," became

imbedded even in the Arminian vocabulary.

And this brings us to the age of James Armixius, Dr. Miller

briefly gives his history, with extracts from his works, indicating

his rejection of genetic unconditional reprobation of the; race by

the Fall. But, as Dr. Miller correctly says, it was Philip Limborch

who was the truest systemizer of the Arminian theology. He
gives us an admirable summary of Limborch's views, well worth

our readers' study. How the doctrines of the Hollandic Arrain-

ians supplanted Augustinianisni in England we have intimated

in our notice of Burnet on another page. Our author fur-

nishes a clear survey of Wesley's change in later life from the

intensely Augustinian positions of his tractate on " Original Sin,"

and his deliberate purpose in striking genetic reprobation from

our Articles.

In stating the views of Fletcher, however, there seems to us

an important distinction which Dr. Miller overlooks. One posi-

tion, as taken by Limborch, by our Wesleyan Articles, and by
our own editorials, is this: Our state, previous to the interpo-

sition of the Redemption, was simply prospective non-existence

(of a sinward but guiltless race) by the infliction of death on
Adam. The other is, that our state was a just desert of an eter-

nal hell. Now, which does Fletcher take? As we jndge him
from his words, so far as given by our author, he took the latter.

He was that much Augustinian. The work of Christ, as he seems
to state it, was a gracious rescue of the race from a just desert

of hdly and the placing us upon a new probation. Fletcher, for

instance, puts the question, "How could God damn, to all eter-

nity, any of Adam's children for a sin which Christ expiated?"
Christ's expiation, then, saves the race from a just eternal dam-
nation for Adam's sin.
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We have agreed wonderfully well with Dr. Miller, and we
heartily recommend the perusal of his work to all our readers

;

but there is one point upon which he opens upon us a very vio--

orous, but quite superfluous, onslaught. He quotes a passage

from our work on the Will, in which we state that a malignant

non-free agent is "evil, morally evil," yet not responsible. This

he earnestly pronounces a " self-destructive contradiction," etc.

All this excitement arises from the fact that Dr. Miller adopts

Dr. Bledsoe's formula (specified in one of our extracts given in

our notice of Burnet) that there cannot be a created or necessi-

tated holiness, unholiness, or moral character. On the contrary,

as before stated, our formula is, that there can be created and
necessitated holiness, unholiness, and moral character, but that

such cannot be meritorious or responsible. Especially if, as we
ehow in one of these extracts, the unfree agent is divinely placed

under the cognizance of the moral law, then must his rightward

or wrongward character and conduct be critically and morally

adjudged. The very vessels of the sanctuary were pronounced
" holy," though not responsibly so. Animals were held morally

unclean, yet not retributively so. And when we* speak of created

unholiness, we have exemplified it in the case of Adam as a dis-

conformity to a divinely applied law. If Dr. Miller thinks our

above "automatic fiend" is not evil or hateful, any more than a

pure automatic living angel, he is perfectly welcome to that view.

We prefer to say that one is "good," and the other "evil;" and,

when brought under authoritative scrutiny of the moral law,

morally good or evil, but not responsibly or retributively so. If

that be to him, as he says, " unthinkable," we imagine that very

few of our readers will share his professed incapacity of thought.

Dr. Miller furnishes us an argument against infant regenera-

tion which seems to us to be too unqualified.

First, he attacks the Calvinistic doctrine which affirms, as he

interprets, that regeneration is partial, and not entire. It main-

tains that a degree of "concupiscence" remains in the regenerate,

and that Dr. Miller earnestly denies. Now, if by "concupiscence"

is meant our physiological and psychological sensitivities, by

which we are susceptible to temptation and very liable to sin, sn

that the regenerate often do sin, the Calvin ists are correct. Ko

constituent part of our psychological or physical constitution is

cast out or, in substance, changed in regeneration. It is the vital-

izing influence, presence, and power of the Holy Spirit, obeyed

and acted by our free agency, that constitutes our regeneration.
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Kor 3oes the still-remaining presence of the above-named suscep-

llhllities and liabilities to sin in the least contradict the doctrine

that our regeneration is of the whole man. The regenerative

Spirit does pervade body, soul, and spirit. But here is a moment-

ous distinction that, we think, Dr. Miller overlooks, namely, the

distinction between the extent of the Spirit's presence and the in-

tensity of its presence and power. This is the distinction some-

times philosophically found between extension and intension.

We tolerate the phrase "total depravity," because that depravity

truly does pervade the total man ; not because its degree and in-

tensity in the whole man is total, so total that he is as bad as the

devil ; bad as he can be; so bad that the most abandoned mature

pirate is no more depraved than a modest young girl. Totus vir

depravatm, not totus vir depravatus totaliter. And so the regen-

erate spirit is entire in its extent through the whole man, but

measured in its intensity of influence and power; so that the free

will is able to yield to temptation. According to the fullness of

the presence and influence of the Spirit obeyed by the man is his

degree of spiritual power; that is, the entirety of his sanctifica-

tion. When that Spirit's power and the man's concurrence are

eo entire that the man is able to, and actually does, reject all sin,

and so does remain in the undiminished fullness of the divine

approbation, unquestionably he is entirely sanctified. The love

of God is in his heart, and his path is the path of the just shinino-

to the perfect day. And this is the simple account of the differ-

ence between regeneration and entire sanctification, at which so

many minds are perplexed.

Now the fact that the word regeneration is usually applied only
to the adult, arises from the other fact that the adult is the per-
sonality usually dealt with in urging regeneration. And we by no
means insist that the term should be applied to infants. But that
the infant, being by the vitalizing Spirit a child of God, is, as an
infant, in the same state essentially as justifying faith has brought
the adult, is to us perfectly clear. Here we think we accord with
I)r. ]\[iller. He even quotes approvingly our words: "The infant
IS in the kingdom of God Avith a character perhaps corresponding
to regeneration in the adult."— Will, p. 347. But his specialty
IS, that he requires the act of regeneration to be preceded by a
state of spiritual death. But we may consider that the gift of
personal life and that of spiritual life by the Spirit may both be
so bestowed upon the infant that generation and regeneration
are simultaneous. Each is preceded by its non-living state.
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Outlines of the Dck-b-ine of the Resurrection, Biblical, Historical, and Scientific.

By Rev. R. J. Cooke, M.A. With an Introduction by D. D. Whedon, LL.1).

12mo, pp. 407. Xew York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe.
1883.'

Not a few thinkers at the present day identify death and resur-

rection with the successional waste and repair of our bodies by

which our corporeal life is perpetuated. Particles in infinites-

imal detail are displaced and replaced by their minute succes-

sors, until an entire change is made, and yet the organism is

historically kept going, and is called the same. And hence it

was lately said, in a theological journal, that there need not be

a particle of the dying body in the body of the resurrection.

But all that is confounding facts of very different nature. That

great break-up of the body at death, specially appointed by

divine authority, by which all corporeal continuity is destroyed,

is no way analogous to that stream of molecular conduction by

which corporeal continuity has been preserved. The two facts

are, indeed, in momentous contrast. The one is the assimila-

tive work of the present and active life-power, transmitting its

vitalizing and organizing energies by physical contact from par-

ticle to particle ; the latter is the catastrophe of the sudden with-

drawal of the entire life-power, and abandonment of the organ-

ism to total disintegration and individualization of ultimate par-

ticles. Now, in order to a continuity which can constitute a

resurrection of the same body, the life-power must go back to

that aggregate of particles, and reorganize them into a new cor-

poreity. It must go, like a divine voice, to the " graves ;
" it must

waken the truly "dead ;
" it must quicken the " mortal bodies ;

"

in short, it must effect a renewed continuity of the once living

and dying body. This is altogether a different process from a

construction from a new material—a creation. Every so-called

** theory of the resurrection " which denies this molecular iden-

tity involves a misnomer ; being truly a "theory" opposed to the

" resurrection," and a denial of its reality. This book delineates

not "a theory of the resurrection," but the resurrection itself.

Mr. Cooke, in the present volume, demonstrates this molecular

identity to be the doctrine of the ^yord of God, of the Church

of God, and even of Ethnic sacred tradition. lie ranges through

the Old Testament and the New, and finds it there. Pie ap-

peals to the earliest post-a])ostolic fathers, to the catacombs, to

the creeds, to the great doctors of the iliddle Ages, to the

symbols of the lieforraation, and the Articles of Faith of the

Evangelical Churches of Europe and America, and all pro-
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nounce a unanimous verdict. And, then, since science is claimed

as denying molecular identity, to science will he appeal. And,

8o far from opposition there, he finds that in fact he can draw

from science the most striking confirmatory analogy and beauti-

fvin<T illustration. It is the first brilliant hrodiure of a young

author, and, so far as we know, the completest treatise in our

language on the subject. It is a " live " book
;
perhaps too ex-

uberant with the florid life and free difFuseness of an habitual

popular speaker. To some subordinate points we might dissent,

as Mr. Cooke is withal an independent thinker ; but his volume

may, we think, aspire to a standard position on its subject.

Conirary Winds, and other Sermons. By William M. Taylor, D.D., LL.D.,
Pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle, New York City. Crowu 8vo, pp. 372.
New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. Price, $1 75.

These twenty-four sermons, " printed now as they were preached

at first to the writer's congregation," are an acceptable addition

to the practical religious literature of the times. Without being

profound they impress one as the product of a strong, cultivated

mind. They are not speculative, but eminently practical, dealing

with the problems of every-day life in treating which they make
their appeal to Holy Scripture, to conscience, and to an enlight-

ened common-sense. They are ethical rather than spiritual ; not

decidedly emotional, yet their thoughts are enlivened by a calm
undercurrent of religious feeling. In style they are plain and
direct, sufficiently rhetorical and illustrative, and invigorated
by that inspiration which is the outcome of a high purpose. In

doctrine they are in the main eminently scriptural, albeit, in the

discourse on the "Seal and Earnest of the Spirit," the writer falls

into the error of confounding the direct with the indirect wit-

ness of the Spirit. A little more Wesleyan and Pauline theoiOgy
infused into that sermon would add much to its value.

The Living Christ : The Life and the Light of Men. By the Rev. W. P. Harrisox,
D.D., Book Editor of the M. E. Church, South. 12mo., pp. 297. Nash-
ville, Tenn.: Southern Methodist Publisliing House. 18S3. Price, $1.

Dr. Harrison, as is well known, is an eminent scholar, and wields
an able pen. The present volume pictures (/hrlst as the presid-

ing patron of our world, ever present and ever benign. He is

described as the Christ of yesterday through the Old Testament
ages until the epoch of Calvary, and as the Christ of to-day from
John the Baptist to our present hour. A tinge of attractive

13—FOUKTH SERIES, VOL. XXXVI.
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mysticism pervades the whole. But the author by no means
fihiins the probing of deep theological problems. His view of the

atonement is somewhat original. Christian thinkers will find a

rich reward in the study of this thoughtful volume.

Philosojphy^ 3letaj)hysics, and Gene7-al Science.

World-Life ; or. Comparative Geology. By Alexander "Wixchell, LL.D., Pro-
fepsor of Geolocrv and PalcantoloTy in tlie University of Michigan. 12mo, pp.
642. Chicago's. C. Griggs & Co. 1883.

What is the best theory that the Science of our day can frame

of the origin, structure, and destiny of the Material Universe as

a Whole ? This is the large question, very large, which Dr.

Winchell aims to answer in this new volume. Worlds and uni-

verses have been built by theoretic thinkers, in chronological suc-

cession, during the past ages of active thought. They have been

largely of an a priori character, yet gradually modified to truth

by the advance of science. And now, at this day, so great a mass

of scientific material has been piled up by the illustrious sons of

Science, that our author takes his stand upon it as a high ped-

estal, and throws out his bold conjectures, in lines of logical

probability, so grandly as to sketch the rational outlines of a

Whole. He can tell us with a certainty, not wholly absolute, yet

furnishing a reliable repose for our faith, what the substance, the-

growth, the history, the decline, the death—without a resur-

rection ?—of the stupendous but not infinite Pan.

The volume is symmetrically divided into Four Paits ; the

Fourth being a history of cosmogonic thought from the days of

the Greek philosophers to the age of Laplace. The three

Scientific Parts treat of World-Stuff, or the primal matter

out of which the worlds are made ; Planetology, or the forma-

tion of planets according to the Nebular Theory, which the

author very ably and perliaps conclusively explains and defends
;

Geneuai, Cosmogony, in which, after having in the previous

part learned how a planet comes to form, Ave are enabled to take

an inclusive survey of the entire congregation of worlds, filling

a vast yet limited space in a limitless immensity.

It is, we may say, in a special sense, a seriox(s subject, in

•spite of the deep interest we feel in ku.oioing, yet, bare of all

living beings, the material universe, with all the sublime vastness

of its magnitudes, movements, and spaces, is a bleak machine.
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Fi'.es and blazes and heats enough it has ; but they are not of

the sort to warm the heart. And the fact that there hangs over

the whole a destiny of final deadlock, that all its movements are

but " funeral marches to the grave," sheds over the whole an as-

pect of disaster and doom, without the dignity and human inter-

est of the tragic. It is simply a vast machine coming to a gen-

eral hitch from which there is no known extrication. All its

parts remain ; but with so perfect a countercheck that not a par-

ticle can move. Not a pulse can beat, not a breath can heave.

It still encumbers space, but as a worthless hulk! Biichner, the

frank atheist, leaves it there through all the eternities of the

future, and seems to jubilate over the prospect. Spencer sug-

gests a hope of revival on his theory of pulsation and remission.

Dr. "Winchell, who claims to be the first announcer of this sad

finality, even earlier than Spencer, has a resource in Theism
;

but does not tell us the process by which Theos restores the

doMiinion of motion and inaugurates the new alu)v. Even our

theology and our religion shudder over this c:xtastropho, and

our spirits wonder what is to become of us ensconced in the solid

bulk of this universal iceberg. And yet, somehow, our little

Greek Testament seems to anticipate such remissions and pulsa-

tions when it talks of divine existence and even human penalty

as enduring eIc; rovg alibvag ribv alibvcjv. And, truly, what dan-

ger to the body of the resurrection from any material evolu-

tions ? Spirit-ruled, and able to rule its own corporeity, it

Btands unharmed amid " the crash of matter and the wreck of

worlds." Perfect master of its own sensations it refuses to suf-

fer any pain from heat or cold
;
perfect master of its o^vn

molecular organism it repels or evades all danger from collision.

" The mind," says Milton, " in its own place and of itself can

make a liell of heaven, a heaven of hell."

The World-StuiT, or substance out of which our system is

made, is found by our author in various degrees of aggregation,

as meteors, comets, and nebulie, and the pi-oblem is first to show
how these are modeled into planetary forms. This leads to a

discussion of the primordial nature of the w^orld-stuff, and the

theory dawns into view that the some sixty so-called elements of

matter are in simplest state a primitive one,—"a semi-spiritual

ether." All material things arc then but the foldings and com-

binations of this primordiura. " As a vesture shalt thou fold

thom and they shall be folded." In the Second Part we have a

full discussion and maintenance of the Nebular Theory and the
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formation of planets and solar system on that hypothesis. He
embraces that view under the conviction that it requires more
credulity to reject than to accept it. Our planets and their sun
are specimens of the entire plan of the universe.

The Comparative Geology of the Planets, like the parallel

columns of a Polyglot, present but a varied repetition of the
same story. Beginning with a " fire-mist," which (the apparent
solecism is the author's) is "cold" and "dark," there are, succes-

gively, contlagation by condensation, a surface crust from surface

cooling, a temperate inhabitable period, a refrigeration, and final

frozen stereotype. Our moon has gone through this process
;

and our earth may look upon the dead lunar surface as a middle-
aged gentleman gazes upon the pale, cold face of a dead baby
and reads the image of his own destiny. And here Dr. Win-
chell, with a human and Christian interest, raises and discusses

the question, whether the sister worlds of astronomy are inhab-

ited? Shelley, the poet, once said, that astronomy amply refutes

the notion of God's begetting a son from a Jewish maiden.

The greatest of Chalmers's productions was his Astronomical

Sermons, preached to reconcile the vastness of the universe

with the incarnation and the atonement. Whewell, on the other

hand, undertook to solve the theological problem by denying the

po])ulation of any world but ours. But modern theology pre-

fers to believe in a vast Republic of li.ving worlds, divided into

planetary pi-ovinces, with some common interest, under the

Suprcm.e Ruler. Dr. Winchell, while furnishing admirable

statements of the vast variety of forms suited to a wide variety

of existences on our earth, points out the non-necessity of requir-

ing that all living, intelligent, or even responsible forms, must
be conformed to the human model.' He reminds us that it is

simply an affair of attaching intelligence to a material form
;

and there is no limiting the variety of methods and forms with

which that may be done. " Why might not psychic natures be

enshrined in indestructible flint and platinum ?" "We read, a few

months since, a Swcdenborgian s])oculation that the form of a

human soul was globular. And that curiously reminded us that,

years ago, we had occasion to illustrate, colloquially, the differ-

ence between brute instinct and human reason, and were led to

say that the former radiated from its center in a few far-reach-

ing directions, while the latter emitted its radii equally in all

directions. We thus nuide the human intellect a globe ! How
easily might there be a race of living, brilliant globes, like far-
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81'oing eye-balls, blazing witb far-reacliing intelligence, floating at

their own sweet will in ether or even in pure space, uncbilleJ

bv colJ, unmelted by beat, and unknowing of dissolution. And
then the nereids and mermaids of the mythologies tell us how

easily watery Jupiter may be stocked with living beauty. And
Dr. Winchell's reminder that there may be beings with more

than five, six, or seven senses suggests that even the bleakest

ftge of a planet or the moon may be truly invested with an un-

seen glory, and be the residence of unseen populations and
" principalities and powers." Just so the white, dry, cold skel-

eton in the anatomical room was once clothed with beauty and

occupied by intelligence. And what is this bleak machine uni-

verse but a blank skeleton ? It is good for nothing, and it might

jtist as well be so much space if it be not subservient to the ex-

istence and happiness of living beings. A living canary bird is

of more value than a dead universe.

Dr. Winchell's last utterances, as here presented, on the com-

mencement of the visible life-period on our globe, are very note-

worthy. How long since the first incrustation of our globe com-

menced ? Mivart ciphered that Darwin's Natural Selection, by
his own statements, required twenty-five hundred millions of

years since Hie first davmed on earth. Prof, Thomson disturbed

our Evolution brethren profoundly by telling us it could be but
lifty millions. Then it was announced as but fifteen ; and then
ton millions. Our author now ciphers it at three millions!

Truly that crushes Natural Serection to nonentity. We may
rest with La Conte's " paroxysmal evolution," but the paroxysms
must be very spasmodic. Or if, with a late writer, we style it

** saltatory evolution," evolution by jumps, it must be a very
nimble jumper. On the whole we may perhaps fall back on
Dawson's Creation in accordance with Evolutionary Laws. More
important than evei> this limitation of earth's Zoic Period is the
late closing of the Glacial Period,, and consequent late creation of
man. Four independent measurements, by American geologists,

po agree as to form a medium estimate of six or seven thousand
years. Does not Science begin to make her bow to ]Moses ?

This volume is, thus far, Dr. Winchell's masterpiece. It as-

i^igns him a high rank among Irving scientists. Its clear ex-

l»osition, in as popular style as the subject will admit, brings it

M'ithin the reach of the- great body of thoughtful readers. It

lurnishes us a magnificent survey of universal structural Cos-
niogony such as has not hitherto appeared.
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M'isGellaiieous.

The Middle Kingdom. A Survey of the Geogmpliy, Government, Literature,

Social Life, Arts, atid History of the Chinese Empire and its Inliabitiints. By
S. Wells Williams, LL.D., Professor of tiie Chinese Lanciuipe and
Literaiiire at Yale College; author of Tonic and Syllahic Dictionaries of the
Chinese Language. Revised Edition, witli Illustrations, and a Xew Map of the
Empire. In two Volumes. 8vo, pp. 836, 775. New York: Charles Scribner's

Sous. 1883.

This magnificent work seems to bring China, large as life, into

our office. It is too maguitiidinous and too rich in its topics for

a book notice, and we can now barely annoimce it, in expecta-

tion of a full review by an amply competent hand. It is thirty-

five years since the first edition was published, and China has in

that time so changed as to require, not a rewriting of the old, but

a historical presentation of the new, China. It is done up—type,

material, and engraving—in the best style of the Scribners.

Sketches and Awc&Ae-s of American Methodists of the Days that Are no More. De-
signed for Boys and Girls. By Daxiel Wise, D.D., Author of " Heroic Meth-
odists,"' " Story of a Wonderful Lil'f?," "Pleasant Pathways," etc. IGnio, pp.
352. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe. 1883.

Dr. Wise has here gone over some of the most striking events

and leading characters of our American Methodist history. Bar-

bara Ileck, Shadford, Asbury, and others in the earlier period, and

M'Clintock and Wilbur Fisk in the later.

77ie Raven. 'By Edgar Allen Poe. Illustrated by Gustave Dore. With a

Comment by Edmund C. Stcdnmn. Maguiticent folio. New York: Harper
& Brothers. 1884.

"That forever adds a T to the name of Poe," we snid, when, one

morninor lono; ago, the New York Tribune brought a copy of

"The Raven "' to our quiet IMassachusetts home. We were then

but slightly familiar with his name, as that, as we supposed, of

one of the literary (/rubs of the New York "Grub Street." We
little knew what a weird pair of wings the said grub could put

on, and with what flights he could soar.

Dor6 has added his shadowy conceptions to those of the poet,

and Stedman has prefaced it with a " Comment," tracing the

genesis of the poem, yet fully appreciating its marvelous indi-

viduality. But would it not have been well if he had uttered

some words unfolding the solution of Poc's parable? Of the

thousands who are entranced by its rhythms and wildering fan-

cies do a respectable minority realize the hidden meaning?

What is that Raven, and what the significance of its message ?
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It is, we answer, onr modern oracular Agnosticism, coming from

I ho realms of outer darkness, perched upon the semblance of sci-

ence and philosophy, pronouncing its eternal negative on our

hopes of immortality, and leaving the soul forever prostrate un-

diT the dark shadow of Pessimism,

r r S<nd- Winnftr. A Sketch and Incidents in the Life and Labors of Edmund J.

Yiird. For sixty-three years !i Class-Le:ider and Hospital Visitoi in Philadel-

phia. By his sister, Mrs. Mary D. J.vmks, with an Introduction by D. P-

Kii)r»i;R,'D.D. 16nio, pp. 231. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cinciuniiti-

Walden & Stowe. 1SS3.

Mr, Yard was endowed by nature with a personal "magnetism,"

and by grace with a deep desire to draw therewith the souls of

his frionls to Christ. It was a blessed charisma. May the

book spread far and wide and produce thousands of his like !

IIauper's FRANKLi>f Square Library.— David, King of Israel: His Life and its

Lrs-ioiis. By the Rev^. Wit.liam M. Taylor, D D., Mini-ster of the Broadu-ay
T.ibernacle, New York Ciiy. Quarto, pp. 97. Harry Joscelyn. A Novel.

By Mrs. Olipha.vt., Author of •For Love and Life," '-The Chronicles of

Carliujrford," "The Curate in Cliartre," "The Story of Valentine and his

Brotlier," etc., pp. 87. Pearla ; or. The World After an Island. A Novel,
By .M. Bktham Kdwakds, Autiior of "Kitty," "Dr. Jacob,'" etc., pp. 45.

liy the Gnta of the Sea. A Novel. By David Christik Mckrvy, Author
of a "Life's Atonement," "A Model Father," "Joscpli's Coat," etc. pp. IIG.

Price, 15 cents.

The Bill of the Vejetahle-s and other Stories in Prose and Verse. By Margaret
I'JVTI.VGE. Ilhisti-ated. Quarto, pp. 246. New York: Hari)or A". Brothers.

The Buj Travelers in the Far East. Part Fifth. Adventures of Two Youtlis in a
Journey Tiirouf^h Africa. By Thomas Kno.x, Author of "Tiie Youn? Nim-
rcxis in Nortii .X.inenca," "The Youu;; Niinrods Around the World," "Advent-
ures of Two Youths in Journe.vs to Japan and China—To Siam and Java—To
Ceylon and India—To K^^ypt and the Holy Land," etc. Illustrated. Quarto,
pp.473. New York: Harper & Brothers. 1884.

Old .Mexico and Her Lost Provinces. A Journey in Mexico, Southern California,
and Arizona, byway of Cuba. By William Henry Bishop. Author of " Dct-
nioki," "The House of a Merchant Prince," etc. With Illustrations. Quarto,
pp.509. New Y'ork : Harper & Brothers. 1SS3.

r/f Preacher and His Sermon. A Trcati.se on Uomilctics. By Rev. JoHJf W.
KiTER, B.D., Quarto, pp. 581. Dayton, Ohio: United Brethren Publishing:
House. 1883.

A Complete Concordance to the Revised Version of the New Testament. Embracin<r
liio .Maru'inal Readings of the En.^lish Revisers, as well as those of the Amer-
ican Couuiiiltec. By John' Alexander Thoms. Publislied under tlie Autlior-
i/-ition of O.xford and Cambridge Universities. Quarto, pp. 532. New Y'ork:
Charles Scribtier's Sons. 18S3.

Tfie Parabolic Tearldnj Sf Christ. A Svstcmatic and Critical Study of the Para-
bles of our Lord. By Ale.yander Balmmn" Bruck, D.D., Professor of Apol-
"n'clics and New Testament Exc<iesis, Free Ciiurch College, Glasgow. 8vo,
pp. 515. Now York: A. C. Armstrong & Sou. 18S3.

God and the Future Life. Tho Reasonableness of Christianity. Bv Charles
Nordhofp, Autlior of "Politics for Young Americans," "Capo Cod and All
Aionp; Shore," " Tho Comnuinistic Societies of the United States," etc. 16mo,
pp.228. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1883,
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Harper''s Young People, 18S3. 8vo, pp. 840. New York: Harper t Brothers.

The Pulpit Titasury. Au Evangeliciil Monthly. 8vo, pp. 124. New York: E.
B. Treat.

Unsaics of Grecian Tlislory. The Historical Narrative, with Numerous Ilhislra-

live Poeticiil and Prose Selections; A Popular Course of Reading iu Grecian
History and Literature. By Marcus Wilson and Robert Pierpoxt Wilson.
12mo, pp. 554. New York: Harper t Brothers. 1883.

ELtctra. A Belles- Lettres Montlily for Young People. Edited by Axxri E.
Wn-SON and Isabklla. M. LeybI-rx. 8vo, pp. 336. Published' by Isabella
M. Leyburn^ Louisville, Ky.

Gosinp about America and Europe. By Ram Chandra Bose. M.A., Author of
"The Truth of the Christian Religion," etc. Published by the C. M. C. Press.
IGmo, pp. 274. Luckuow. 1883.

Special Providence Plu-itrattd. Quarter-Centennial Sermon, by Rev. J. 0. Peck, D.D.,
in the Hanson Place Methodist P^piscopal Church. Brooklyn, N. Y., Octoljer
21,1883. Published by Request. Pamphlet, 12mo, pp. 38. New York: Willis
M'Donald t Co. 1883.

An Autoiiography. By AxTiioNY Trollope, Author of " The Warden,'" "ftir-
chesicr Towers," "Doctor Thorne," " Framley Parsonajre," "He Knew he
was Right," "Phineas Finn," "The Prime Minister," etc. 12mo, pp. 329.
New York: Harper 4 Brotiiers. 1883.

Tie Story of Young Margaret. By Lena Gilbert Fellows. 12mo, pp. 354.
New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe. 1883.

Stories of Patriotimi and Devotion. For Young People. Translated from the
French. By Mrs. Belle Tevis Speed. 12mo. pp. 325. Cincinnati: Walden
i Stowe. New York: Phillips & Hunt. 1883.

Hacker Than Water. A Novel. By James Payn, Author of " A Confidential
Agent," "Kit, a Memory," "For Cash Only," "A Beggar on Horseback,"
"-By Proxy," "The Best of Husbands," etc. 12mo. New York: Harper &
Brothers. 1883.

What Social Classes Otve to Each (Other. By William Graham Scmxer, Pro-
fessor of, PoUtical and Social LScience in Yale College. Small 12mo, pp. 169.

New York. Harper & Brothers. 1883.

The Gosj)tl According to Moses; or, the Import of Sacrifice in the Ancient
Jewish Service By W. W. WASHBCRNf^ A.M., of the Detroit Conference.
12rao, pp. 90. Cincinnati: Widden & Stowe. New York: Phillips & Hunt.
1883.

The Clerical Library: Ptilpit Prayers. By Eminent Preachers. 12mo, pp. 287.
New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. 1884.

Outlines of Sermons to Children. With numerous Anecdotes. 12mo, pp. 300.
New York: A. C. Armstrong k Son. 1884.

Synall Things. By Reese Rockwell. Small 12mo, pp. 231. New York: Phillips

± Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe. 1883.

77ic Gospel According to John Explained. By William Mulligan, D.D., Pro-
fessor of Biblical Literature in the University of Aberdeen, and William F.

Moulton. D.I)., Master of the Leys Schod, Cambridge. Small 12rao, pp. 443.
New York : Charles Scribner's Sons. 1883.

Lessons on the L'ife of Jesus. By Rev. William Scrimgeour Bridgegate, Free
Church, Glasgow. 12mo, pp. 232. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. 1883.

Prayer and its Answer. Illustrated in the fl^st Twenty-Five Years of the Fulton-
street Prayer-Meeting. By S. Irenaeus Prime, D.D., Author of " The Power
of Prayer," "Five Years of Prayer," " Fifteen Years of Prayer." etc. 12mo,
pp. 171. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1S82.

Ripe Grapes; or. The Fruit of the Spirit. By Rev. W. H. Poole, LL.D., Pas-
tor of Simpson Metliodist Episcopal Church, Detroit, Mich. Small 12mo, pp.
163. Cincinnati : Walden & Stowe. New York : Phillips 4 Hunt. 1881.
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Art. I.-" WESLEY'S DESIGNATED SUCCESSOR."

Nevfr since the "beloved disciple" fell asleep, has there

trod this earth a saintlier man than Jean GuiUauine De^ La

Flechere The aroma of his character and life has been

breathed wherever Wesleyan Methodism has reared its stand-

ards in the earth. How tnie it is that, whenever God has a

great work to perform, he has always his instruments ready to

answer his call, and accomplish his purposes !
This fact,

which has its clearest illustration in all the grand eras and

epochs of the history of the Church, is abundantly confirmed

in the inauguration and mighty movement of the great eight-

eenth century revival There was John Wesley, whom

Buckle calls '-The first of theological statesmen;" Charles

Wesley, the sweetest singer of Israel for nearly three thousand

years, whose hymns of love and praise will go ringing down

the ages until they mingle with the millennial songs ;
George

Whitefield, the mightiest preacher of the last three centuries;

Thomas Coke, Methodism's first bishop and earliest missiona-

ry ; Francis Asbury, the apostle of Methodism and evangelical

Christianity in America ; and John Fletcher, that saintly^ and

Bcraphic man ; and, without doubt, the greatest controversialist

of his age. Each of these wonderful men had his o^vn work

assigned him ; no one of them could do the work of the other

;

but all were essential in carrying out the great designs of pr

dence and grace.

U FOL'RXn SEKIES, VOL. XXX VI.
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Especial attention has been called of late to the character^

the life, and the work of the last named of this list of worthies-

by the publication of Mr. Tyernian's book on " Wesley's Desig-

nated Successor." ]\Ir. Wesley, amid the pressure of multi-

plied engagements, and the heavier pressure of advancing
* years and growing infirmities, had prepared a brief biography

of him ; but it was very imperfect. Mr. Benson, in 1S04,

wrote a " Life of Fletcher," ,which for nearly fourscore years

has been the accepted account of his life and work in all the

families of Methodism. The author of this work has had excep-

tional advantages in its preparation for the press. In writing

his volumes on " The Life and Times of Wesley" he had met

with all the great facts in the early history of the Church, and

had seen the all-important part which Mr. Fletcher had taken

in this mighty religious reformation. Since then he has dili-

gently followed up his pursuit of every thing which could be-

known of this distinguished man, until, in writing his book, he

feels warranted m saying in his Preface, " I think I may say,

without exposing myself to the charge of arrogance or conceit,

that in this volume the reader will find all the facts of any

importance that are known concerning Fletcher."

He was born in Nyon, Switzerland, on the 12th of Septem-

ber, 1729. His family was one of the most respectable in that

grand old republic, being, in fact, a " branch of an earldom of

Savoy." He says of the house in which he was born :
" It has

one of the finest prospects in the world. We have a shady

wood near the lake, (Leman,) where I can ride in the cool all

the day, and enjoy the singing of a multitude of birds." Of

his early life but little is known. A few incidents only are

preserved, which tell of hair-breadth escapes from perils

and dangers, and show us his tenderness of conscience and his

fear of God. His education, begun in Kyon, was carried for-

ward in the University of Genev?., which was only fifteen

miles from his ancestral home. After completing his course

there, hi^ father sent him to Lentzburg, where, besides pursu-

ing other studies, he acquired the German language. On

returning to liis home he applied himself to the study of He-

brew and mathematics. Thus was God preparing him for the

work whicli he had for him to do. The University of Geneva,

as well as the University of Oxford, was to have its share in
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training God's instruments for the re^'ival v/liich was to sliake

the world.

lie dates his religious convictions from an earlj period in

his life. So true is it that those whom God designs for a

epoclal work he begins to train early. He relates himself:

" I think it was when I was seven years of age that 1 first began

to feel the love of God shed abroad in my heart, and that I

resolved to give myself up te him, and to the service of his

Church, if ever I should be lit for it."

But, although his studies had been pursued with a design to

enter into the holy orders of the ministry, yet upon the very

threshold of this work he was startled, horrified, and " dis-

gusted by the necessity he would be under to subscribe to the

doctrine of predestination.'' His conscience in this respect

was not so elastic as that of some of our modem ministers

M'ho, professing to be Arminians in their theology, gulp down

the whole Calvinistic system without a qualm.

His attention was now turned, according to the wishes of his

friends, although not of his parents, to the army. Having

studied the works of Cohorn and Vauban, the great military

engineers of his day, he went to Lisbon, and there raised a com-

pany of his own countrymen to fight in the strife between Por-

tugal and Brazil. AYhile waiting for the ship to sail, the maid

who waited on him at the breakfast table " let the tea-kettle fall

upon his leg, which so scalded him that he had to keep his

bed." Wesley adds :
" During that time the ship sailed for

Brazil, but it was observed that the ship was heard of no

more." Upon what seemingly small and trivial events God
often turns the course and destinies of a whole life-time

!

That tea-kettle, and tliat scalded leg, changed the religious

history of the world. Jl subsequent effort to enter the Dutch

service also failed, and he abandoned, henceforth, all idea of

military life.

We next find him in England, whither he had gone, with

other young gentlemen, to acquire the English language.

This was another link in the great chain of providences whicli

was to bind him forever to tlie service of the Churcli—both

niilitant and triumphant. His desire to become acquainted

^vith the English tongue having been realized, he obtained a

situation as tutor in the family of Thomas Hill, Esq., of Fern
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Hall, in Shropshire. And'liere occurred the change whicli to

him, and to all wlio experience it, is the beginning of a new-

life, the starting-point of a new career, the npspringing of a

well of water which is unto life eternal. This was his clear,

undoubted, scriptural conversion. God spoke to his inmost

6onl in a dream, in which the fiery terrors and dread alarms of

that great day of judgment were vividly porti-ayed before his

mind, and he was assured that he was not prepared to meet it.

This awakened a wild tumult of doubt and fear, of conviction

for sin and dread of its terrible consequences. Right in the

midst of this an incident occurred which is of interest to every

Methodist.

When ]Mr. Hill went up to London to attend the Parliament,

he took his family and Mr. Fletcher with hira. While they

stopped at St. Albans he walked out into the town, and did

not return until they were set out for London. A horse being left

for him, ho rode after, and overtook them in the evening. ]Mr.

Hill asked him why he stayed behind. He said, "As I was walk-

ing, I met with a poor old woman, who talked so sweetly of

Jesus Christ that I knew not how the time passed away."
"I shall wonder," said Mrs. Hill, "if our tutor does not turn

Methodist by and by." " jNIethodist, madame!" said he, "pray,
what is that ?" She replied, "Why, the Methodists are a peoj»le

that do nothing but pray; they are praying all day and all

night." "Are they ?" said he; " then, by the help of God, I will

find them out ! " lie did find them out, joined the society, and met
in Mr. Richard Edwards's class.

As soon as the new, divine life was consciously enjoyed in

his soul, he devoted himself earnestly to the service of his

Master. Whole nights were sp>ent each week in reading the

Scriptures, and in other devotional exercises. Now, also, there

returned upon him deep, earnest convictions, the pressure of a

divine call to devote himself to the work of the mniistry. And
so, after consultation with Mr. AVesley, he was ordained to the

holy work of the ministry, to which he had been set apart by

his parents, which he had hesitated to enter upon before his

conversion, but which now was the height of his sanctified ambi-

tion. Mr. Wesley had been longing for some one to help him

in his large sacramental services. His request was now granted.

and he Avrites, " Ho^v wonderful are the ways of God ! When
my bodily strength failed, and none in England were able and

willing to assist me, he sent me help from the mountains of
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Switzerland, aiul a helpmeet for mt iu every respect. Where

<-t»uld 1 have found such another ?
"

It seems, indeed, very strange that one so gifted and so

flevoted should be three years after his ordination without a

church appointment. But so it was. He was evidently an un-

]K>pular minister among the ungodly and the worldly. When
lie preached at Atcham on '' Ye adulterers and adulteresses,"

etc., Vaughau says, " The congregation stood amazed, and gazed

upon him as if he had been a monster, but to me he appeared

as a messenger sent from heaven." Soon the churches began

to be closed against him ; but by those who were evangelical

in the Church, and by Mr. Wesley's societies, his services and

sermons were highly appreciated. Xor were his ministrations

ineffectual. Xot only were believers comforted and built up,

but instances of conversion of the most cheering character

occurred. Hearing of the wonderful scenes which had been

witnessed at Everton, under the preaching of Berridge^ Mr.

Fletcher desired to see them for himself. Arriving at the

place, he introduced himself to Berridge as a " new convert

who had taken the liberty to wait upon him for the benefit of

Iiis instruction and advice." Perceiving by his accent that he

was a foreigner, he asked him what countryman he was. He
replied, " A Swiss, from the Canton of Berne." '*' From Berne I

then, probably, you can give me some account of a young
countryman of yours, John Fletcher, who has lately preached
a few tiines for the Messi-s, Wesley, and of whose talents,

learning, and piety they both speak in terms of high euloixv.

Do you know him ? " " Yes, sir, I know him intimately

;

and did those gentlemen know him as well, they would not
speak so highly of him. He is more obliged to their partial

friendship than to his own merits." '^ You surprise me," said
Berridge. " I have the best reason for speaking of John
Fletcher as I do. I am John Fletcher." " If you° be John
Fletcher," replied Berridge, " you must take my pulpit to-
morrow."

_lt was in this place, not long afterward, that Mr. Fletcher
v.-itnessed one of those wonderful displays of the divine power
and glory which were so frequent under the micrhtv ministra-
tions of the early ]\rethodists, both in the Arminian and Cal-
vmistic branches. There were present on the occasion referred
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to, besides Berridge and himself, Yenn and Madan and the

Countess of Huntingdon. And while they preached and
prayed and sang for three days to congregations numbering
thousands of people, men and women wept bitterly, and fell

to the ground as dead. No wonder that, as the services closed,

the whole assembly joined in singing one of Mr. Wesley's
hymns, so familiar to our older ]\[ethodists :

"Arm of the Lord, a^ake, awake!
Thine own immortal strength put on! "

The circumstances connected with his appointment to Made-
ley are of so umch interest that we must refer to them here.

The living at Durham had been proifered to him. "It is a

small parish," said Mr. Hill, his patron, " the duty is light,

the income good, (82,000, equal to $5,000 now,) and it is sit-

uated in a fine, healthy, sporting country." " Alas ! " replied

Fletcher, " alas ! sir, Durham will not suit me : there is too

much money, and too little labor." "Few clergymen make
such objections," said Mr. Hill. " It is a pity to decline such

a living, especially as I know not that I can tind you another.

What shall we do? Would you like Madeley ? "
" " That, sir,"

said Fletcher, " would be the very place for me." Singularly

enough, the two pati'ons of Durham and Madeley, uncle and

nephew, " met at the Shrewsbury races, and there, on a race-

course^ of all places in the world, it was settled that the

Madeley living should be offered to Fletcher."

Here were met the questions wliich have engaged the atten-

tion and demanded the consideration of Methodists for more than

a century, namely : Should the ministry be wholly itinerant,

or wholly settled ; or can it be partly itinerant and partly

settled, according to circumstances ? Mr. Wesley was, doubt-

less, a born itinerant. It was from the fullness of his

heart that he cried, " The world is my parish ! " He was an

"angel /y//?<7 through the midst of heaven, having the ever-

lasting Gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth
;

"

and his wings could not long be folded, nor his voice long

silent. On the other hand, Mr. Fletcher's whole nature de-

manded quietude, retirement, settledness. These tendencies

of his nature must have been very strong to enable him to go

against the urgent and oft-repeated counsels of Mr. Wesley to

adopt an itinerant life. The sequel, however, will show that
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yix. Fletcher was right in tlie choice which he made. And we

cannot help thinking that, if it had been possible to combine

from the beginning the settled with the itinerant ministry,

Methodism would have been stronger to-day than it is. The

itinerancy is not suited to all men. There are many to whom
it is revolting, or who shrink from it with dread. There are

others who love its change—its variety of labors, and its ever

fresh and new fields of toil. They are evangelists. God has

called them to do this work, and they do it well, do it grandly.

But others are just as truly pastors and teachers, and the

nature which God has given them, and the character of the

work which they are called to do, require time, maturity of

plans of study, and work, and to all this the itinerancy is un-

favorable. A very large number of the most excellent and

cultured men have been lost to us simply because of their

want of adaptation to the life and work of an itinerant. It is

<;asy to say, '' Let them go ; we are better off without them

than with them." But so long as they were one with us in doc-

trine and dispciline, and in the fervor and fire of their min-

istrations ; and since their learning and culture, in many in-

stances, have been needed among us, no doubt, if we could have

retained them and utilized them, they would have been even a

greater benediction to us than they have been in the Churches

where they have found a home. No cast-iron system will

answer in any ecclesiastical arrangements—whether of a settled

pastorate on the one hand, or of an itinerancy upon the other.

There must be sufficient elasticity in the system to take in

•and make useful every grade of talent and every class of

workmen. The problem which Methodism must solve in the

not distant future is, can these two ideas of the permanent
iind the itinerant pastorate be combined in one system? Some
liastily say, " It can never be done." We think it can be, and
that the calm, deliberate wisdom of the Church will find an
answer to the inquiry. Our early historv seems to teach that
•»r>th the Arminian and Calvinistic branches were combined
in one Methodism, and a permanent and itinerant ministry
niay yet be combined in our Churches. Of course, it does not
outer within the scope of this article to argue these ques-
tions, We merely refer to them as facts which meet us in the
Jives of Wesley and Fletcher. If iMr. Fletcher had become an
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itinerant, as Mr. Wesley so earnestly desired that he should,

we would never have laiown, in all probability, those mighty
tomes which for more than a hundred years have stood as a

great bulwark against Antinomianism, ultra-Calvinism, and
Necessitarianism. Methodism, lacking such defenses, might
have been, like Mr. Whitefield's converts, "a rope of sand,"

instead of being, as now, the most compact and cohesive body,

so far as doctrinal belief is concerned, in the world. As a

system of evangelism, Methodism has never been equaled in

the history of this world. But as a system of culturing con-

verts, and training up a body of strong, steadfast, intelligent

workers, especially in our large cities, it has not been sa
efficient.

In the parish vestry of Madeley is, or was, a book with the

following :
" John Fletcher, clerk, was inducted to the Yicarage

of Madeley, the ITth of October, ITGO." "Madeley is°a

market-town in the county of Salop. It is beautifully situated

in a winding glen, through which the river Severn flows. In

1800, fifteen years after Fletcher's death, it contained, accord-

ing to parliam.entary returns, 291 houses, and 4,758 inhal>

itants. The church is dedicated to St. Michael, and the parish

includes Coalbrook Dale and Madeley Wood, noted for their

coal-mines and iron-works." Here, in the midst of this com-
munity, largely composed of ignorant and brutal men, inexpe-

rienced in parish work as he was, ^vith no one near him to

sympathize with his Methodistic views, he began his earnest

evangelistic and parochial labors. He was full of heart and
of hope. His congregations grew amazingly, and he looked

for immediate and wonderful results. But in this he was-

doomed to disappointment. Opposition speedily manifested

itself against his plain and faithful preaching against drunk-

enness, shows, and bull-baiting. On one occasion he barely

escaped violence at the hands of some of his enraged and

drunken parishioners.

One Simday evening, Mr. Fletcher, after performing the usual
duty at Madeley, was about to set out for Madeley Wood, to
pi-each and catochize as usual. But just then a notice was
brought that a child was to be buried. His waiting till the child
was brought prevented his going to tho Wood ; and herein the
providence of God a}>pcared. For, at this very time, many of the
colliers were baiting a bull just by the uiccling-liousc; and' having.
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liad plenty to drink, they had all agreed, as soon as he came,
to bnit t/ie jyarson. Part of them were appointed to pull him off

his liorse, and the rest to set the dogs upon him.

Specimens of his sermons are given in this volmne which
are awakening and startling in a high degree. It is not to be
wondered at that men -wlio woiild not give np their cherished

sins were enraged at his faithful portrayal of the results of

their ungodliness. With him there was no toning down of the

tlmnders of Sinai, and no vailing of its blaziuir lightuino-s.

He not only believed in a whole Christ and a whole heaven,

but he also belie%'ed in a whole hell. And what he believed he
ppoke. We have room for only one of these specimens. The
text was Ezekiel ii, T. After having portrayed their sins and
guilt before them, he proceeds as follows :

And now, sinner, think seriously with yourself what defense
yon will make to all this. Will you lly into the iace of God, and
that of your conscience, so openly as to deny one of the charges
of rebellion, yea, of aggravated rebellion, I have advanced
against you? Have you not lifted up yourself against the Lord
of heaven? Have you not sided with his sworn enemies—the
world and the flesh ? What part of your body, wliat faculty of
your soul, have you not employed as an instrument of unright-
eousness? When did you live one day before God with thede-
pendence of a creature, the gratitude of a redeemed creature,
the heavenly frame of a sanctified creature ? Yea, when did vou
live one hour without violating God's known law, either' in
word, in thought, or action? . . . Thousands are, no doubt,
already in hell wliose guilt never equaled yours; and yet God
has spared you to see almost the end of another year, and to hear
now this plain represeutation of your case. And will you not
yet consider? Shall nothing move you to shake off that amaz-
ing carelessness and stupid disregard of your salvation ? Will
vou never begin to " work it out with fear and trembling ?

""

Will you slumber in im|)enitency until eternal woes crushyou
into destruction? Is death, is judgment, is the bottomless pit
so distant, that you dare put off from week to -week the dav of
your conversion? You have read in God's Avord that there is

mercy with him that he may be feared; but where did you read
there is mercy Mith him for those wlio fear him not ? . . .

Sinner, despise me here if thou wilt; call me here an enthusiast,
.'Hid laugh at the concern I feel for the ])erishing soul, but
li':rej(ftcr thou wilt do mo justice, clear me before the Lord Jesus,
and aeknowledge that thy blooil is upon thine own head, that
thou art imdone because thou wouldst be undone, because thou
wouldst take neither warning nor reproof.
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This, witli kindred specituons, the author well ealls '"tlmnder

and lightning preaching." 80, indeed, it was. Yet it was the

eternal truth of God, nut changing to suit men's notions or

fancies, or bringing itself down to the low level of men's pas-

sions and propensities. How different was it from much of the

preacliing heard at that time ! and how different from much
that is heard at the present !—these sermonettes of the present

day, with their diluted Gospel, in which no thunder-bolts are

launched against ungodliness, lest they should give offense ; in

which no ringing terrors of the law are proclaimed ; in which

no endless hell, as the legitimate result of sin, is announced

;

but in which the demand of v.'orldlings, ''lovers of pleasure more

than lovers of God," of men and women who are dreaming of

going to heaven, with a wine-glass in one hand and a pack of

cards in the otlier, of frequenters of the theater and the dance,

is regarded, and obsequiously obeyed, by men professing to be

ministers of God's word.

Such preaching as that of Fletcher's will create opposition

in certain quarters, but it will redeem and save men, it will meet

the approval of heaven, and it will prevent ministers from

going with blood-stained garments to the judgment-seat of

Christ. By such preaching souls were saved in Madeley and

other places then, and such preaching will save souls now. But

his fidelity as a preacher was only equaled by his faitlifulness

as a pastor. lie visited the people at their homes, in the forges

and collieries, catechized the children, built a church in Made-

leyWood, to which he gave largely from his own pi-ivate funds;

and "for many years he regularly preached at places eight, ten,

or sixteen miles distant, returning home the same night, though

he seldom reached it before one or two in the morning." Two
or three times in the week he preached at a place six miles

from Madeley at five in the morning. And if he heard tlie

knocker in the middle of the coldest winter night, his window

Avas instantly thrown up, and the uniform answer w;is, "I will

attend you immediately.'" AVhen some of his charge made it

an excuse that they could not attend service on Sunday inoni-

ings because they did not awake early enough to get their

families ready, he took a bell in his hand, and at five in the

morning went round the more distant parts of his parish, call-

ing the people to the house of God. And he did all this while
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he was living upon tlie scantiest fare lumself, giving, at

times, the furniture of his liouse and table for the poor ; and

not only spending his salary for the relief of the needy, but

also his own private fortune. Indeed, the wonder is, how he

lived on the scanty fare which he allowed himself. Mr. Wes-

ley ^v^ote of him: " He did not allow himself such food as was

necessary to sustain nature. He seldom took any regular meals

unless he had company ; otherwise, twice or thrice in twenty-

four hours he ate some bread and cheese, or fruit. Sometimes

he took a draught of milk, and then wrote on again. When
one reproved him for not affording himself a sufficiency of

necessary food, he replied : 'Xot allow myself food! "VVhy, our

food seldom costs my housekeeper and' me less than two shil-

lings a week !' " In this Fletcher undoubtedly erred. iSTo man
has a right to neglect or starve his body. Fasting and absti-

nence are good and right ; but no one should practice them

seven days in the week. He accomplished, it is true, a great

amount of work on this simple diet ; but if it had been more
generous and regular he might have lived longer, preached and
written more, and, indeed, have become " Wesley's Successor."

We must now turn our attention to his relations with the

Trevecca College. This was an institution which had been
projected by the Countess of Huntingdon. It was located at

Trevecca, in Wales. Mr. Fletcher had been, from the begin-

ning, one of the Countess's chosen advisers, and had been fixed

upon as the future president of the college. It was designed
to educate young men for the work of the ministry. It was
opened by Mr. Whitefield on the 24th of August, 17GS. A list

of the books furnished by Mr. Fletclier to the Countess will

show how meager was the course of study in that institution :

" Grammar, logic, rlietoric, ecclesiastical history, and a little

natural philosophy and geography, with a great deal of prac-

tical divinity. Watts's 'Logic,' and his ' History of the Bible,'

Mr. Wesley's "Natural Philosophy,' Alason's ' Essay on Pro
nunciation,' Henry and Gill on the Bible, four volumes of
Baxter's ' Practical Works,' Keaeh's ' Metaphors,' Taylor on
the ' Types,' Gurnal's ' Christian Armor,' Edwards on ' Preach-
ing,' Johnson's ' English Dictionary,' Mr. Wesley's ' Christian
Library,' Usher's 'Body of Divinity,' Scapula's Greek and
Littleton's Latin Dictionary, Bailey or Dvke's Dictionaries,
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for tliose Avlio learn Englisli ; two or three of Coles's Dic-

tionaries, Sclirevelius and Pasor's, for those who will learn

Greek and Latin." This was indeed a limited stock to begin

with, bnt, donbtless, was as extended as that which many of the

clergy of that day possessed. What branches Mr. Fletcher

taught, or how often he visited the school, we do not know. Bnt
one tiling is certain, his influence upon the students was of the

most salutar)' and hallowing character. It has been suggested

by a veiy able divine, somewhat facetiously, that all our theo-

logical institutions now need is a " Professor of Religion."

Trevecca College had tliis wonderful advantage. Mr. Bensoirs

account of his visits to this collesre is well worth transcribinoc

here •

He Avas received as an angel of God. It is not possible for me
to describe the A'cneration in which avo all held him. Like Elijah,

in the school of the 2)rophcts, he was revered; he was loved; he
was almost adored ; not only by every student, but by every
member of the family. And, indeed, he was worthy. The reader

will pardon me if he thinks I exceed. ]My heart kindles while I

write. Here it was that I saw, shall I say, an angel in human
flesh ? I should not far exceed the truth if I said so. But here
I saw a descendant of fallen Adam, so fully raised above the

ruins of the fall that, though by the body he was tied down to

earth, his whole conversation icas in heaven. His life, from day
to day, wns Jilcl icith Christ in God. Prayer, praise, love, and
zeal, all ardent, elevated above what one M'ould think attainable in

this state of frailty, were the element in which he continually

lived. As to others, his one employment was to call, entreat,

and urge them to ascend with him to the glorious source of being
and blessedness. He had leisure, comparatively, for nothing else.

Languages, arts, sciences, grammar, logic, and even divinity itself,

were all laid aside when he appeared in the school-room among
the students. His full heart would not suffer him to be silent.

He mufit speak; and tliey v\'ere readier to hearken to this servant

and minister of Jesus Christ than to attend to Sallust, Virgil,

Cicero, or any Latin or Greek historian, poet, or philosopher tliey

had been engaged in reading. And they seldom hearkened long
before they were in tears, and every heart catched fire from the

flame that burned in his soul.

It is no wonder that, after such a presence among the students,

and after listening to such burning words, when he invited

those who were athirst for the fullness of the Spirit to foUow

him into his room, many went, where they would remain for

hours, until they could kneel no longer. On such occasions
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Mr. Fletcher hinisell would be so lilled with the love of God

a.s to cry out, " O my God, withhold thy hand, or the vessel

will burst I

''

And yet, this holy, this seraphic man, whose intiuence Upon

the students was so saintly and so salutary, was constrained, in

a little while, to resign his presidency of the institution and to

depart from its walls. The occasion for this is fully narrated

in the volume before us.

On the 7th of August, 1770, Mr. Wesley held the Annual

Conterence of his preachers in London. Among other things

sugi^'csted for the revival of the work of God was the follow-

ing! '-That the Methodists must be taught to seek and expect,

no't only tjradual, but ' instantaneous sanctification.' '' But this

w;is not the only occasion of the. trouble which removed Mr.

Benson from frevecca, and made the resignation of Mr.

Fletcher desirable to liimself, as well as, doubtless, to the Count-

ess. This was found in the following questions and answers

wliich called forth Mr. Fletcher's " Checks," and inaugurated

a controvei*sy which raged with the greatest bitterness on the

part of the opponents of Arminianism for several years after-

wai-d :

We said, iu 1744, " We have leaned too much toward Calvin-

ism." Wherein ? 1. With regard to meal's faithfulness. Our
Lord himself taught us to use the expression, and we ought never

to be ashamed of it. We ought steadily to assert, on his author-

ity, that if a man is not "faithful in the unrighteous mammon,"
God will not give him " the true riches." 2. With regard to

toorkinrjfor life. This, also, our Lord has expressly commanded
us, " Labor," kpyd^Eods, literally, " Work for the meat that en-

dureth to everlasting life." And, in fact, every believer, till he

comes to glory, works for^as well as from life. 3. We have

received it^as a nvaxim, that "a man is to do nothing in order to

justification." Xothini]^ can be more false. Whoever desires to find

favor with God " should cease from evil and le^arn to do well."

Wlioever repents should do " works meet for repentance." And
if this is not in order to iind favor, what does he do them for ?

Review the whole affair.

1. Who of us is )iow accepted of God? He that now believes

in Christ with a loving, obedient heart.

2. But who among those who never heard of Christ ? He that

"feareth God ami. worketh righteousness" according to the light

he has.

3- Is this the same with "he that is sincere?''' Nearly, if not

quite.
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4. Is not this salvation by icorks? Not by the merit of works
but by works as a condlt')0)i.

5. What have m'c then been disputing about for these thirty
years? I am afraid about laords.

6. As to 7nerit itself, of which we have been so dreadfully afraid.
We are rewarded accordhig to our tcorks, yea, because of our
works. How docs this diiier from for the sake of our xoorks ^
And how differs this from seamdum 7nerita operum— "as our
works deserve ? " Can you split this hair ? I doiibt I cannot.

v. The grand objection to one of the preceding propositions,
is drawn from a matter of fact. God does, in fact, justify those
who, by their own confession, "neither feared God, nor wrought
righteousness." Is this an CvKception to the general rule ? It Ts a
doubt whether God makes any exception at all. • But how^ are
we sure that the person in question never did fear God and work
righteousness? His own saying so is not proof; for we know
how all that are convinced of sin undervalue themselves in every
respect.

8. Does not talking of a justified and sanctified state tend to
mislead men, almost naturally leading them to trust in what was
done in one moment ? Whereas we are every hour and every
moment pleasing or displeasing to God " according to our works "

•—according to the whole of our inward temper and outward be-,

havior.*

• Thus the broad line of distinction was drawn between Wes-
leyan Arminianism, and Calvinism and Antinomianism. Very
soon the tocsin of war was sounded all along the line, and Mr.

Fletcher for five years was engaged in nnintermitting strife,

until the last foe had abandoned the field, or confessed himself

vanquished. There were no epithets which the opponents of

the theses referred to tlionght to be too strong or too bitter to

employ against Mr. Wesley and those who held with him. He
was a " Pelagian," a " Pharisee," a " P-apist," an " Antichrist."

Mr. Benson, as we have seen, was dismissed by the Countess

because he did not, could not, believe in " absolute predestina-

tion." Even a moderate (?) Calvinist had said to Mr. Fletcher

that he was " in a damnable heresy, and never knew any thing

of himself or of true grace, because he had taught that sinners

perish for resisting and quenching the Spirit of grace." The
Minutes were branded as "the very doctrines of Po^icxy, yea,

of Popery unmasked. "

A deputation was appointed, with Shirley at its head, to

attend Mr. Wesley's Conference, and, if possible, effect an

• "Minutes of the Methodist Coaferences," vol. i, p. 97.
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understanding. For tliis purpose a " declaration " was drawn

np, which was amended by Mr. Wesley, and then signed by

liiin and all the itinerant preachers present (except Thomas

Ollivei-s). In this it was most positively affirmed that " we

have no trust or confidence but in the alone merits of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ for justification, or salvation, either

in life, death, or the day of judgment ; and that our works

have no part in meriting or purchasing our salvation from first

to last, either in whole or in part."

This seemed eminently satisfactory to Shirley, who repre-

sented the Calvinists and the Countess. And here, perhaps,

the strife might have ended. But Mr. Fletcher had already

written his '' First Check to Antinomianism," and it was in the

printers hands. Efforts were at once made to suppress it.

But Mr. Wesley declined all offers in this direction, and it was

published. It consisted of " Five Letters to the Hon. and

Bev. Author of the Circular Letter " (Mr. Shirley.) It was at

once answered by him. In this "First Check" Mr. Fletcher

defends Mr. Wesley from the charge of heresy; while he

clearly formulates the doctrines which were held and preached

by him : depravity, redemption alone through the merits of

Christ's death, holiness of heart and life, and the universality

of the atonement. And in connection .with this he clearly

stated the necessity of the formulation of these doctrines, and

the insistance upon outward as well as imoard holiness.-

The answer of the Hon. and Rev. Mr. Shirley having been

pubhshed, it called forth "A Second Check." This contained^

three letters, was revised, as the first, by Mr. Wesley, and

therefore indorsed by him. It was a dark picture of the con-

dition of the ministry and laity of the Churches, and grapples

with ungloved hands the dangerous and damning Antinomian-

ism of tlie day. But if he had written with severity against

this error in his first two " Checks," his attack was even more
severe and trenchant in his third. Mr. Wesley wrote of it to

Ins brother Charles :
" In this he draws the sword and throws

away the scabbard." It was written in reply to a publication

by his friend and neighbor, Ilichard Hill, Esq., consisting of

five letters addressed to him. Mr. Hill's Antinomianism was

of the most pronounced character. A single specimen from
his letters clearly shows the character of his theology :
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Either Christ has fulfilled the whole law, and borne the curse,

orhehas'not. If he has not, no soul can ever be saved; if he
has, then all debts and claims against his people, be they more
or be they less, be they small or be they great, be they before
or be they after conversion, are forever and forever canceled.
All trespasses are forgiven them. They are justified from all

things. They already have everlasting life. They are now (vir-

tually) sat down in heavenly places with Christ their forerunner;
and as soon shall Satan pluck his crown from his head as his

purchase from his hand.

Mr. Fletcher grapples with this idea of the eternal justifica-

tion of the elect in the most masterly manner, and sho^vs that

such teachings " make the preaching of the Gospel one of the

most absurd, wicked, and barbarous things in the world. For
what can be more absurd than to say, ' Repent ye, and believe

the Gospel ;' ' He that believeth not shall be damned,' if a cer-

tain number can never repent or helieve^ and a certain number
can never be damned." And still further on he says :

"' But when
a good man gives us to understand that there are no lengths

God's people may not run, nor any depths they may not fall

into, without losing the character of men after God's own heart,

that many will praise God for the denial of Christ, that sin and

bormption work for good, that a fall into adultery will drive us

nearer to Christ, and make us sing louder to the praise of free

grace," he represents the danger to the Church as great indeed.

Again, Eichard Hill, Esq., appeared in the arena, and w^th

great bitterness attacked Mr. Wesley and Mr. Fletcher. Top-

lady, also, with an envenomed style, such as it is difficult to

conceive possible for a man who wrote " Rock of Ages," vio-

lently assailed these leaders of the great religious movement
of the eighteenth century. Rowland Hill, the eccentric

brother of Richard, came to the aid of his brother, and en-

deavored to show the " glaring inconsistencies and palpable

mistakes" of Mr. Fletcher. These attacks called forth the
" Fourth Check to Antinomianism in thirteen letters to the

Messrs. Hill." He fairly rains blows upon the system de-

fended by them, employing a merciless irony, and holding up
to ridicule the absurd reasonings of his oj">ponents. A verv
brief specimen of this style of w^riting must suffice

:

In this rich garment oi finished salvation the greatest apos-
tates shine brighter than angels, though they are " in themselves,
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lli'^k'''' as the old murderer, and filthy as the brute that wallows

ill the luire. This " best robe," as it is called, is full trimmed
with such phylacteries as these: " Or.ce in grace, always in

ijracc;" "Once justified, eternally justified;" "Once washed,

always fair, undefiled, and without spot." And so great are

the privileges of those that have it on, that they can range

throufrh all the bogs of sin, wade through the puddles of in-

iquit\'^ and roll themselves in the thickest mire of wickedness,

without contracting the least spot of guilt or speck of defilement.

It mar occasion surprise to many that one so holy, so seraph-

ic, even, as Mr. Fletcher, could write in this style. Such per-

sons should not forgot tliat tlie most scathing, withering irony

and bitter invective ever uttered by human lips was uttered

by God's mightiest prophet under the Old Testament dispensa-

tion, who was thought worthy to be translated to' the heaven

of heavens without tasting the pangs of death. Mr. Fletcher

vindicates his use of tin's weapon in the following words :
" If

I make use of irony in my 'Checks' it is not from ' si^lcen^ but

reason. It appears to me that the subject requires it, and tliat

ridiculous error is to be turned out of the temple of truth,

not only with scriptural argument, which is the svjord of the

Spirit, but also with mild irony^ which is a proper scourge

for a glaring and obstinate mistake." The first part of Mr.

Fletchers "Fifth Check" was published in 1774, and was

entitled ^'Logica Genevcnsis Continued," etc. In this Mr. Hill,

Kev. Mr. Berridge, and others are noticed, and their publica-

tions severely reviewed. Meanwhile, between the publication

of the fourth and fifth " Checks," he had published what

may be regarded on the whole as his ablest work—" Appeal

to Matter of Fact and Common Sense." This fifth and last

'* Check " seems to have cleared the field. His antagonists,

one after another, were silenced, or sued for peace. As early

as 1773 '• Mr. Hill gave Fletcher full permission to nuike known
the facts that the controversy had done him no good ; tliat he

desired to be humbled before God, and to ask forgiveness of

Fletcher and TTesley for every thing that had 'savored of

Avrong ' or of his own spirit in his writings ; that he had

stopped the sale of his publications ; and that he regarded many
of "Wesley's people as the excellent of the earth." In 1776

Mr. Fletcher visited Berridge at Everton, whose "Christian

World Unmasked " he had so utterly deniolislied. The instant

15—VOURTH SEKIKS, VOL. XXXVI.
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he entered t!ie parsonage at Everton, Berridge rose up, ran
to meet him, embraced him with folded arms, and cried, '' Mj
dear brother, how could we write against each other, when we
both aim at the same thing—the glorj of God, and the good
of souls ? My book lies quietly on the phelf, and there let it

be." Toplady died in 177S, when only in the thirty-eighth

year of his age, and was buried in a grave, thirteen feet deep^
under the gallery of Whitefield's chapel in Tottenham Court
Eoad. Although converted through the instrumentality of
one of Mr, A^esley's itinerants, he had been one of his most
bitter foes. But the Methodists of the pi-esent generation,

while holding in utter abhorrence his supralapsarian Calvinism,

and his dangerous Antinomianisni, have long since forgiven the:

man who could write so sweetly of Christ, and for years past

very many of them have been singing as a chorus to Charles.

"Wesley's inimitable hymn, "Jesus lover of my soul," a part

of Toplady ""s equally well-known, and universally cherished,

hymn, " Eock of ages, cleft for me." Lady Huntingdon
sought an interview with Mr. Fletcher in view of the peace

of the Church. Shirley also visited him when ill at Stoke

!N"ewington, and so did Rowland Hill.

Thus the long controversy ended, and Mr. Fletcher remained

master of the Held. He had cleared away the barriers which
were reared in the way of evangelical Christianity, and had

gained for Wesleyan Arrainianism the right of way to tlie

heart of the world. His '' Checks," his " Appeal to Matter of

Fact and Common Sense," his " Manual on Christian Perfec-

tion," and his '* Portrait of St. Paul," must ever remain classics-

in Methodist literature. * They furnished to our fathers,' in the

ministry and in the laity, the great arguments in their assaults-

against Calvinism in Europe and America. They were to

them the richly stored arsenal from whence they were abun-

dantly supplied with weapons, the keenness of whose edge and

the fineness of whose temper made them irresistible in their

onslau<;hts ui)on this svstem of horrible decrees and its logical

corollary of Antinomianisni. It is perhaps hardly worth while,

in this brief review, to turn aside to notice the fact that Mr.
Fletcher, in his escliatological views of the Scripture, was,

without doubt, a millenarian ;
or to consider his pamphlet on.

the America^n struggle, which, while to ns-it seems unfortunate.
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was doubtless regarded by Lim as simply a proof of his loy-

alty to bis government and his adopted comitry. It was this

pamphlet which Lord Dartmouth carried to King George,

who immediately commissioned an otheial to ask hhn if any

preferment in the Church would be acceptable to him, or

whether the Lord Chancellor could do him any service. To

all this Mr. Fletchei- replied, '' I want nothing but mohe grace."

After these weary years of conflict and strife, which he

maintained with so much vigor, although his pure spirit and

his brilliant and cultured intellect dwelt in a frail house of

clay, which was emaciated with perpetual fastings and enfeebled

by lurking disease, he felt the need of retirement and rest.

This period was much longer than he had anticipated, continu-

ing for three years. The most of tliis time was spent in the

south of France and in Switzerland, his own native clime and

home. Here, as his strength permitred, he preached, taught

the children, wrote letters, and composed a poem in French,

entitled '* La Grace et la Nature." His retirement haviug im-

proved his health, he returned to England, and we find him

preaching in the City lioad Chapel, and also in Bristol. Mr.

Kankin, who had been in America for five years, and had been

driven home on account of the War of Independence, was now-

stationed in Bristol Circuit. He writes of his visit to Bristol

as follows

:

The whole congregation was in tears. He spoke like one who
had just left the converse of God and angels. . . . Of all the men I

ever knew, I never saw such love to God and man, such dead-
nt'.ss to the world, such consecratedness to Jt'sus Christ, as in

him. It often appeared to me that his every breatli was prayer
and praise. lie lived more like a disembodied spirit than a

human being.

It was not long after his return to England that his thoughts

were directed to the subject of his marriage. His increasing

years, his growing infirmities, his many cares, and his conscious

loneliness, drew his attention to this question. His heart at

once turned toward ]\Iis3 Bosanquct, whom he had known so

long and so well ; and, at the same time, her heart was turned

toward him. In her elforts to do good to others, both children

and adults, she had already expended a large fortune, (£10,500,

or §r)-2,2r)0, worth now about $200,000,) and had become in-

volved in financial difiiculties. And the impression was deep
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in lier mind that Mr. Fletclicr was the only one "who could aid

lier in her efi'orts, and relieve her of her embarrassments. The
preliminaries of the marriage were arranged upon the most

honorable basis, and with the utmost delicacy and Christian

refinement, bv Mr. Fletcher. At length the day for the mar-

riage arrived. And perhaps the world has never witnessed such

a wedding day. Mr, Fletcher, dressed in his canonicals, gave

out one of Mr. Wesley's marriage hymns at the house, and

read Rev. xix, T-9. And so before they left for the church,

on the way to it, and after their retui'n, the time was spent in

singing, prayer, and scriptural exposition. At night there was

preaching. Mr. Wesley and all the early Methodists were

greatly pleased with this union of two such holy persons. For
nearly four bright and beautiful years this union was continued,

and then death came and released the blood-washed, seraphic

spirit, to find its eternal dwelling-place in the presence of God.

Mr. Fletcher's '' Treatise on Christian Perfection," with Mr.

Wesley's *" Plain Account " of the same great truth, must

forever remain the great text-books of Methodism on this

so little understood question. He not only saw the truth of

this doctrine gleaming from the pages of divine truth, and glow-

ing in the hymns and sermons of John and Charles Wesley,

and exhibited in the saintliness of Hester Ann Rogers, Miss

Bosanquet, and others; but his own clear and joyous experi-

ence enabled him to write upon this subject with a clearness

which has characterized no other writer excepting Mr. Wesley.

His statement of his own experience, as recorded by Mrs. H. A.

Rogers, will always be dear to the hearts of Methodists in all

parts of the world. It was given in the fifty-second year of

his age, in a select company of friends, and is as follows

:

"For many years I have grieved His Spirit; I am deeply lunu-

bled ; and he has again restored my soul. Last Wednesday
evening, he spoke to me by these words: 'Reckon yourselves

therefore to lie dead indeed unto sin ; but alive unto God
tlirougli Jesus Christ our Lord.' I obeyed the voice of God: I

now obey it; and tell you all, to the praise of his love, I am
freedfrom aln. Yes, I rejoice to declare it, and to be a witness
to the glory of his grace, that I am dead unto sin, and alive unto
God through Jesus Clirist, who is my Lord and my King! I re-

ceived this blessing four or five times beiore; but I lost it by not
observing the order of God, wiio lias told us, ' With the heart man
believeth unto ritrhteousness, and with fT?0 moutli confession is
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nriJe unto salvation.' " After t'uvther declaring how Satan had

dJceived him, he said, "Now, my brethren, yon see my folly.

1 have confessed it in your presence; and now I resolve before

vou all to confess my blaster. I will confess him to all the

world. And I declare unto you, in the presence of the Holy

Trinity, I am now dead indeed unto sin.''''

No review of Mr. Fletcher's life cuiild be complete with-

out reference, to liis rich experience of the fullness of

Christ's ealvation. Holiness unto the Lord was uot only

realized in the depths of his consciousness as a real con-

dition and blessed experience, but it was also written upon

his breastplate, upon his shining face, and upon his whole

character and life. In the gallery of the portraits of saints

his picture will ever stand nearest to that of the beloved

St. John.

At length the end of his wonderful hfe drew near. The

"fever " had been raging in Madeley for many days. His visits

among his sick and dying parishioners were unremitting, and

his anxieties for them were constantly pressing upon his soul.

Even after the fever came upon him, he went out to attend to

his parochial duties. On Sabbath, August 7, he preached his

last sermon, and continued the service until nearly two o'clock.

After the sermon he went up the aisle to the communion

table ^vith these words :
" I am going to throw myself under

the wings of the cherubim, before the mercy-seat," As soon

as the service was over he fainted. On the following Wednes-

day he told his beloved companion that he had received such a

full nianifestation of the meaning of the words, " God is love,"

as he could not tell. " It fills me," he said, " \i fills me every

moment. O, Polly ! my dear Polly ! God is love ! Shout

!

Shout aloud I O, it so fills me that I want a gust of praise to

go to the end of the earth ! " Finding his articulation failing,

he agreed with Mrs. Fletcher upon a sign which would tell

her, when he could speak no more, of God's love. His servant

Sally, coming in the room, he said, " O, Sally ! God is love !

Shout, both of you ! I want to hear you shout his praise
!

"

AVhen Mrs. Fletcher repeated tlxc lines of Johann A. Ilothe's

hymn, as translated by John AVesley,

"While Jesus' blood, throug-h earth and skies,

Mercy, free, boundless mercy, cries,"
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lie cried out, '•'^ Boundless ! .Boundless !''"' and added with

great difficulty,

" Mercy's fuR power I socm shall prove,

Loved with an everlasting love."

His last act upon earth was to raise his right hand again and
again in token of the presence of Jesus with him, and of

the glory which was breaking upon his soul. After beino-

for twenty-four hours in a comatose state, "he was not; for

God took him."

Our pm-pose in this review has been to give a bird's-eye view
of the character and life of this wonderful man of God. Fol-

lowing the full and graphic account furnished by Mr. Tyerman
in his invaluable book, we have grouped together, in a

succinct form, its salient points. Those who desire ampler in-

formation concerning him should by all means obtain and read

carefully "the entire volume. His name is still, after nearly a

century has passed since he went up on high, "• as ointment

poured forth." The aroma will fill the Church of God for

ages to come. Many pilgrims annually make their way to

Madeley, to view the place where he labored and wrote and

fell asleep in Jesus ; and where his precious remains rest.

Precious relics of him are shown to visitors by the vicar and

his ^vife: a lock of his silken hair; his study, nine feet by

twelve, a portion of whose wall is still stained with his breath-

ings while engaged in prayer ; the oaken communion-table at

which he celebrated his last sacrament, and the Church Reg-

ister, containing a list of the baptisms, marriages, and deaths

during his incumbency. Two monuments have been erected

to his memory—one at Madeley, with an inscription written

by his widow ; the other in City Road, London, " Method-

ism's Westminster Abbey," immediately under Wesley's mon-

ument, with an inscription by Richard Watson. Mr. Wesley,

who for a number of years had designated Mr. Fletcher as his

successor, and urged him in vain to agree to his arrangement,

lived and lalic-ed six years after his departure. So short-sighted

is man; so limited his vision. But although the Wesleys, and

Fletcher, and Coke, and the Fathers of the Church, have passed

away, Methodism still lives, and Mr. Wesley has his successors

in all parts of the world.
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Art. II.—WILLIA^I TYNDALE,

THE FIUST TRANSLATOR OF Tin: BIBLE ES'TO THE PRtN'TED EN'GLISH

VERNACULAR.

Educational Period, I'iS'i-lSlO.

Ix one of tlie loveliest districts of England, lying along the

banks of the Severn, and sprinkled with villages, church

steeples, and ancient castles, is the hamlet of North Xibley.

Here, under the shadows of the ancestral fortress of the Saxon

Earls of Bei'keley, was born William Tyndale, the first trans-

lator of the Holy Scriptures into the printed English vernac-

ular. The year of- his birth is uncertain. Probably it was in

14S-4. The closing quarter of the fifteenth century was prolific

of children who subsequently rose to the highest stature of

Christian manhood. The birth of Martin Luther at Eisleben,

in Germany, and that of Ulrich Zwingle, the Swiss reformer,

on the mountains of the Tockenburg, was nearly synchronous

with that of Tyndale, whose history is largely " lost in his

work, and whose epitaph is the Reformation." "^

Little is certainly known of his ancestry. Some writers

state that his forefathers had held baronial rank, and had lost it

through faithfulness to the falling fortunes of the Lancastrian

claimants of the croTvn. Certain it is that, under Henry YIL,
wlio united in himself the houses of York and Lancaster,

his parents were sufficiently wealthy to send their boy, at an

early age, to the University of Oxford. There he studied

grammar and philosophy in the school of St. Mary Magdalen

;

and also the learned languages, under the tuition of Grocyn,

W. Latimer, and Linacre, the first classical scholars of England.

Apt«and assiduous, he soon obtained the customary diplomas

of proficiency.

Better works than those of lieathen antiquity next challenged

his scrutiny. The Greek Testament, edited by the celebrated

Erasmus, whom admirers called " the light of the world," was

rousing Christendom from spiritual torpor. Tyndale turned

to it as a work of learning, or manual of devotion, whose rare

and manifold beauties were adapted to excite religious feeling.

He found it to be all that he had conjectured, infinitely more

* Froude's " Historv of England." vol. ii, p. 40.
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than lie had imagined. It spoke to liiin in tones of divine au-

thoritj. It pointed out the way of salvation from sin and its

sequences. It presented the Lord Jesus Christ as the onlv and
all-sufficient Saviour. It supplied all his religious and moral
needs. With rapture greater than that of Archimedes, he
shouted, '• Eip7]!ca !

"—" I have found it !

"

Gladly accepting the Christ as his Lord and Sariour, Tyndale
is freely justified by grace through faith ; exhibits such purity

of life, and such charms of conversation, that he attracts the

younger members of the University; tells them of the treasure

he has found ; invites them to share it; and dwells on its con-

tents in his lectures on Greek literature. Ignorant and fanat-

ical, the adherents of the papacy take alarm, and overwhelm
both Greek literature and Greek lecturer with violent abuse.

This is in 1517.

Persecuted at Oxford, Tyndale flees to Cambridge. There

he meets with Bilney and Fryth, who have also been enlight-

ened by the entrance of the word. Together they radiate still

greater light and love on the spiritual night around them.

They boldly declare that no religious rite or priestly absolu-

tions can impart remission of sins ; that assurance of forgive-

ness is to be had through faith alone, and that faith purifies the

heart. Their doctrines strike at the root of priestly despotism,

and cut off the hope of priestly gains. Who will pay for an

absolution that is powerless and worthless ? Thus queried the

priests, who stormed at the young preachers as the Ephesian

craftsmen had done against St. Paul. It soon became expe-

dient for Tyndale, who had received priest's orders in 1502, to

seek another field of toil. Full of faith in his Divine Master,

and full of hope for the future of England, he left Cambridge

in 1519.

The Keformation of the Christian Church had begun in sev-

eral countries. It originated with God alone, and in the study

of " God's word written." In Oxford, Cambridge, London, as

in continental cities, the Greek Testament had many and dili-

gent readers.

The times were ripe for the Reformation. The events which

had threatened the destruction of Christianity in the East were

overruled to its salvation in the West. Constantinople fell

into the hands of the Turlos in 1453. Greek professors and
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Greek literature sought refuge from their merciless tyranny,

;ind were warmly welcomed in the south and west of Europe.

Classical learning revived in its new seats, Erasmus collated

manuscripts of the Xew Testament, and edited and published

the inspired volume, out of which the doctrines and polity of

the Christian Church exclusively sprung. It was eagerly

received by prepared readers. Under God, it changed the

hearts and lives of many. It impelled them to examine the

pretensions and organization of the Church of Rome. It

opened their eyes to the hideous fact of that Church's apos-

tasy, debasement, and slavery. Their hearts began to burn

with holy desire for its reformation.

No one can paint in colors too dark the degradation and
wickedness of the papal Church, as a whole, at that period.

The Pontiff was its visible head, and the proud pretender to

the vicegerency of Christ upon earth. As a temporal prince,

he maintained armies and fought battles ; as a diplomatist, he

was crafty, intriguing, and deceitful ; as a viveui\ he and liis

court derided Christianity as a fable profitable to their lusts

and pleasures. Rome was drunken with the blood of the saints.

Savonarola, John IIuss, Jerome of Prague, and many others

had been burned at the stake, or otherwise put to a cruel death.

England was on the same moral level with other Eurojjean

nations. Her clergy were -not only ministers, but also poli-

ticians, tradesmen, mechanics, and brewers. They had ceased

to preach, except on special occasions, and then tliey preached

monkish fables, but the Gospel never. The priests were un-

married, but many were unblushing fathers of families. Mul-

titudes of them were lascivious and lewd, partners with

thieves, drunkards, brawlers, profane, vicious. Monasteries.

for the most part, were cages of unclean birds. ]\Iany nun-

neries bore the reputation of brothels. Popery, then as

now, was an Antichrist. It would not permit the people-

to pray in their native tongue. On the 4th of April, 1.519,

the year that Tyndalc left Cambridge, '"Dame Smith, Robert

Hatchets, Archer, Hawkins, Thomas Bond, Wrigsham, and

I^ndsdale were burned alive at Coventry, in the Little Park,

for the crime of teaching their children the Lord's Prayer,

the Apostles' Creed, and the Commandments of God," * in

* D'Aubigiies "History of tiio Reformation," vol. v, p. 171.
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English. Popery dreads tlie truth, as the unknown criminal

dreads discovery.

The commonwealth of England felt that the Church was

mortally sick, but knew not how to diagnose the disease, nor

where to iiud an appropj-iate remedy. The monks were more
detested for their palpable frauds than for tlieir brazen de-

baucheries. Both were foul and feculent. Ecclesiastical dig-

nitaries openly kept women as concubines. Sometimes an

individual would maintain five or six. But all this was borne

more patiently than the impositions wherewith the monks ex-

torted money. At St. Antliony's Convent, in Bristol, they

exhibited " a tunic of our Lord, a petticoat of the Yirgiu, a

part of the Last Supper, and a fragment of the stone upon
which Jesus was born at Bethlehem. All these brought in

money." "^ Mountebanks, tricksters, conjurers, and always

liars in these deceptions, they hesitated not to do any thing

that would fill tlieir coffers, or gratify their carnal lusts.

The English were nauseated by tlie corruptions of Home,
and rebellious under her oppressions, but could not free them-

selves from her shackles until possessed of tiiat Gospel which

has brought life and immortality to light. Tyndale was to

present them with that priceless boon, and that in their mother-

tongue ; and by presenting that truth which maketh free to

bring them out of Egyptian darkness into Calvary's light

—

out of bondage into the glorious liberty of the children of God.

The England that now is, with her greatness and glory, is

instnimentally his work.

Determinative Period, 1519-1523.

Leaving Cambridge, Tyndale returned to the home of his

parents. Soon afterward he was requested by Sir John "Walsh,

the owner of Sodbury Hall, to take charge of the education of

liis children, and accepted the invitation. Entering upon his

new duties, Tyndale finds himself in a plain but large man-

sion, that commands an extensive view of the beautiful vale of

Severn. Sir John is an old companion-in-arms of the puissant

Henry YIIL, and is a favorite with that willful monarch. He
is genial, jovial, hospitable, and keeps open house for the fat

rectors, rubicund friars, and all the churchly and civic notables

* D'Aubigne'3 " History of the Refoniiatioii," \o\. ii, p. 88.
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wlio delight to visit him. Doctrinal discussions arise between

the priests and the tutor, who invariably carries his point by

the aid of his Greek Testament. The priests fear the little

book, and denounce it as " serving only to make heretics,"

and as '' a conjuring-book, wherein every body tinds what he
wants.^' Tyndale replies with loving-kindness, but also with

humor and biting sarcasm. " You set candles before images,"

he said ;
"' and, since you give them light, why don't you give

them food ? Why don't you make their bellies hollow, and put

victuals and drink inside ? " The mummery which they called

worship was not worthy of more respectful treatment.

Tyndale did not confine himself to controversies with the

priests. He preached" the evangelical doctrines to the inhabit-

ants of the villages and to the citizens of Bristol. But much
of the fruit of his itinerant ministry was lost because the people
did not possess the word of God in tlieir own language. They
could not search the Scriptures to determine whether what he
proclaimed were true or not. "Without the Bible," he ex-

claimed, " it is impossible to estabhsh the laity in the truth."

Then a great idea shot up in his mind : "It was in the language
of Israel that the Psalms were sung in the temple of Jehovah

;

and shall not the Gospel speak the language of Israel among
us ? . . . Christians must read the Xew Testament in their

mother-tongue." This was the decisive epoch in his life history.

Thenceforward tlie translation of the Bible into the English
vernacular became the dominating object of his ambition.

The priests resolved to crush the daring innovator. Reject-
ing the counsels of God, and following foolish fables, they
rushed upon him " like unclean swine that follow their carnal

lusts," tore his reputation to tatters, and excited the populace
against him. But his purpose took deeper root, and gathered
stronger force. " If God spares my life," said he, " I will take

care that a plowboy shall know more of the Scriptures than
you do." On the verge of arrest and condemnation to death,

Tyndale quitted Sod!)ury Hall. Gathering up his papers and
Greek Testament, he kisses the children, presses the hands of
his benefactors, bids farewell to the smiling Severn, and de-
parts; not knowing, like Abraham, whither he goes, but lirmly
Bet upon placing the Scriptures of God, in good, plain English,
"I the hands of his countrvmen.
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England had already enjoyed tlie gift of the Scriptures in the

speech of its people. But those Scriptures were not printed

;

for the art of printing had not been invented. In 1380, John
Wiclif, Eeetor of Lutterworth, and "the morning star of the

Reformation,'- completed his translation of the Bible. It was
the translation of a translation. Of Hebrew and Greek, the

original vehicles of revelation, he knew nothing ; but lie was

an excellent Latin scholar, and was assisted by learned men in

rendering the Vulgate into nervous English, Between ten.

and fifteen years he toiled at his noble task. When it was
finished, the labors of copyists began ; and, ere long, the Bible,

in whole or in portion, was circulated throughout England.

A gracious revival of evangelical religion followed. The
written Bible and Wiclifs works reached Bohemia, and there

wrought that mighty religious movement which preceded the

Germanic Tieformation under Luther. AViclif gave to England

the written Bible, Tyndale was to present his mother country

with the printed Bible.

Of all the printed books ever published, none has produced

such astounding revolutions as the Greek Testament, edited by
the erudite but cautious and vacillating Erasmus. The study

of it emancipated nations from their intellectual bonds, and

from their thralldora to the Pope of Rome, whose throne it

shook to the very foundations. It woke up Christendom to in-

tense activity, and gave an impetus to humanity whose force is

unspent to-day, and which augments in proportion to the vigor

of its operation.

Tyndale found a powerful auxiliary ready to aid in the dis-

semination of the Scriptures, and in the great enterprise of

Christian reformation. The art of printing had approached

perfection. In 1-138, Laurenzes John Koster, of Haarlem, in

Holland, had printed a work with blocks ; in 1144 John
Gutenberg, of Mainz, in Germany, invented cut metal types,

and used them in printing the Bible ; and in 1152 Peter

Schseffer cast the first metal t}'pes in matrices, and thus brought

the art to its consummation. Wiclif had struck the blow for

the liberation of the human mind and heart, Germany re-

sponded to his heroic efforts. Genius awoke. The press was
created. The holiest uses to which it could be applied were
the multiplying of copies of the Bible. In those copies were
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I ill' seeds of religious and civil liberty, of true science, of high

Cliristian art, of material prosperity, of the wide world's

hruthorhood, of eternal felicity to untold millions of the

iiuiaan family. The press never did a grander work than in

the printing of Tyndale's English Bible.

Emigrant Period, 1523-1524.

After bidding a sad farewell to Sodbury Hall, Tyndale re-

paired to London, where he hoped for employment from. the

scholarly statesman, Cuthbert Tonstall, who then filled the

)netropoIitan see. But he was disappointed. Tonstall greeted

liiin with cold graciousness, inasmuch as he was recommended
by Sir John Walsh, tlie king's old comrade ; by Sir Harry
(niilford, the king's controller; and also by a translation of

the Greek orator Isocrates into elegant Latin, made by Tyndale
liiinself. Yet Tonstall dared not employ him. The priests

were too clamorous and threatening, and the prelate was too

fojid of riches, ease, and honor to incur peril by protecting a

friend of the Gospel.

Tyndale does not despair. God, he says, will protect him.
God did protect him. The daring and faithful Christian, the

learned and imaginative scholar, and the touchingly eloquent

preacher found a friend in Humphrey Monmouth, a rich but
righteous merchant who had been edified by his sermons.
*' Come and live with me, and there labor," urged Monmouth;
and Tyndale did so. Evangelical religion owes much to godly
merchants.

In the house of his new friend, Tyndale studied dav and
night. John Fryth, the eminent mathematician, came from
Cambridge to help him. Sliut up in a little room, they trans-
lated chapter after chapter from the Greek into terse and
telling English. The work went on apace. But it could
not be finished in England. Tonstall turned persecutor, and
men were punished for reading portions of the Bible in the
vernacular. What will the comply bishop do if he detects the
translators at their work ? The stake is his fiery protest against
the translation and circulation of the Scri})tures. Tyndale is

not afraid of the pyre, but he does not wish to die before the
great work of his life is done. A vessel is lying jn the Thames,
receiving her cargo for Hamburg. It is agreed that he shall
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Bail in her, and prosecute his undertaking under foreign skies.

Monmouth gives him ten pounds. AVith his Xew Testament
in hand, he shakes oli the dust of his feet against the coai-se and
dissolute priests, and sails for the Elbe.

Lonely but courageous, the departing saint beheld the white
cliffs of old Albion fade away in the distance ; caught glimpses

of the Low Countries which papal intolerance and Spanish
cruelty would soon drench with blood and tears

;
greeted the

primitive home of the English people on the Holstein shore,

and passed up the crooked Elbe to the quaint free city where
he was to e^njoy brief repose and safety.

Germanic Period, 1524-1526.

liot in the commerce of Hamburg, not in its -net-work of

canals, not in its beautiful Binnen Alster, not in its splendid

churches, is he now particularly interested. Higher things

absorb thought and feeling. In a quiet lodging he perfected

the translation of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, and then
forwarded them as the first-fruits of the biblical harvest to the

mother-land from which he had been thrust out.

About the end of 1524 he received ten pounds more from
the princely Monmouth. By means of that sum he not im-

probably crossed the sandy plains of Brandenburg, visited

Luther at Wittenberg, and took sweet counsel with the sturdy

Saxon reformer.

In the spring of 1525, Tyndale turned his steps toward the

Ehine, and secretly established himself at Cologne. In that rich

and flourishing city were renowned printers, one of whom had

warehouses in St. Paul's Church-yard, London. In Cologne,

the matchless cathedral was slowly rising, and suggested the

construction of a spiritual temple infinitely more glorious than

that. The citizens prided themselves on possessing the bones

of the English princess, St. L^rsula, and her eleven thousand

sister virgins. Tvndale's aim was to bring the breath of life

nnon the moral "dead bones" of his native land. In the cathe-

dral were preserved the pretended remains of the ^fagi {drei

Konige Koln) who came from the East to worship the infant

Christ. Tvndale's hope was to crown his risen Lord witli the

love and loyalty of the English people.

Calling on the printer, Tyndale presented his manuscript'?,
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and ordered three thousand copies to be printed. Overjoyed,

lie saw the printing go forward. England, through his Xew
Testament, will come into the obedience of Christ. But the

brightness of the prospect was quickly obscured by densest

clouds. Instigated by Cochliieus, Dean of Frankfort-am -Alain^

ati inveterate persecutor ; and by Herman Kincke, an imperial

councilor, the Senate of Cologne forbade the printing to pro-

ceed. Brave and prompt in all his movements, Tyndale pre-

vented the seizure of his precious goods by hastening to the

printing-office, collecting the printed sheets and manuscripts,

jumping into a boat, and rapidly ascending the Ehine, bearing

with him the fortunes of the Anglo-Saxon race. When the

vultures swooped down on their expected prey, it was only to

be seized by disappointment and chagrin. The translator had

escaped as a bird from the snare of the fowler, and none could

guess whither he had flown.

On the historic Ehine, Tyndale and his assistant, Roye, con

tend for five or six days against the impetuous current. An-

tique cities and lovely villages adorn its banks ; hoary mount-

ains, fro%\'ning gorges, gloomy forests, scenes of exquisite pas-

toral beauty pass by in slow succession; ruined fortresses and

(iothic churches, rich in legendary memories, present tliera-

pelves to liis gaze ; boats pass and repass the lonely oarsmen

;

birds of prey soar and scream overhead : but Tyndale thinks

Kttle of these. His care is for the treasures of life that

liis bark contains. He passes the Siebengebergc under the

Draclienfels—castle-crowned. Does he recall the myth of

Siegfried, and of the dragon whose den was half way up the

hill, five hundred feet above his head ; that the hero slew the

reptile, and made himself invulnerable by bathing in its blood ?

We know, not. The spirit of Byron's beautiful lines was in his

heart as he gazed on all the witching loveliness around him

:

" The castled crag of Drachenfels

Frowns o"er the wide and winding Rhine,

Whose breast of waters broadly swells

Between the banks which bear the vine,

And hills all rich with blossom'd trees,

And fields which promise corn and wine.

And scatlcr'd cities crowning these,

Whose far while walls along them shine,

Hiive strcw'd a scene, which " I do see,

Willi donble j'oy, Christ wiih mo I -
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The last two lines are not as the poet wrote tliem. Tyndale

^vas not an amorous sensualist. Christ the Lord was with his

servant in the rocking boat, and gave him the assurance of

. ^^ctorJ over a dragon more destructive than that of fable to

those who drew near his den. His hopes rose higher than

Lowenberg on its dolerite hill, to a land more glorious than that

of the Ehine when the sun looks down upon it through sum-

mer skies. Coblentz on the right, Ehrenbreitstein on the left,

he passes with anxious haste
;
pauses a while at the mouth of

the winding Lahn
;
pushes on under the shadows of the Konigs-

stuhle, where German emperors have been elected, decrees

issued, treaties concluded ; and strengthened himseK in the re-

solve to enthrone his Master in the hearts of his countrymen.

The twin castles of Sterrenberg and Liebenstein, with their

weird legends of faithless love, broken hearts, and chivalrous

devotion, move his poetic and impassioned temperament.

Germany never saw more faithful and heroic knight than he.

He may have tarried at St. Goar to buy provisions ; have

drained the customary cup of wine presented by the citizens

;

been crowned and invested with civic rights, and inscribed his

name on the Hiinselbuch. He did burn with godly desire to

enroll all men in the society of the redeemed whose names are

written in heaven.

Skillfully steering through the foaming rapids and seething

whirlpools above St. Goai', and hugging the eastern shore of

the stream, he rows under the cliffs of the Lurlei which, as

poets sang, had formerly harbored a nymph- whose siren songs

enticed sailors and fishermen to destruction at the base of the

precipice. Under the Lurleuberg, they said, was hidden the

Kiebelungen treasure. O Tyndale, braver and stronger than

Siegfried I—through what rapids of cruelty, what whirlpools

of wickedness, what siren songs of temptation must thou pass,

ere the hidden treasure of God's word be freed from the heavy

mountain of Romish superstition and lust, and its contents freely

scattered among a thankful and joyous people I Although un-

Pecn by mortal eye, Christ is his companion in the lonely boat.

Wine of divine love cheers his heart as he passes the delicious

vintage of the Iviidesheimer Berg, and braces him for con-

flict .with prelates as callous as Hatto of Mentz, whose Mause
Thurm (Mouse Tower) he almost touches as it rises from the
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hosom of the Ehine. That brutal ecclesiastic was said to

have burned the famished poor. Konie then was burning

the hungry souls who fainted from desire for the bread of Kfe.

^lainz now heaves in sight—]Maiuz, witli its indelible memo-

ries of the English Winifred, the. apostle of Central Germany

—Mainz, the home of 'the printer Gutenberg, whose invention

Tyndale will utilize in benefit of his darkened nation. Mainz

also is left behind. "Worn and weary, the boatman lands at

last before the grand old city of Worms, where, in April,

1521, Luther had stated and defended his doctrmes before

Charles V. and the Imperial Diet.

Tyndale steps on shore, and lays down his precious burden

upon the ground. What knows he of the future—of the

enemies that watch for him—of the dangers that await him \

His courage is equal to that of Luther, whom nothing could

frighten. ''Though they should kindle a fire all the way from

Worms to AVittenberg, the flames of which reached to heaven,

I would walk through it in the name of the Lord." " Go and

tell your master that even should there be as many devils in

AV^orms as tiles on the house-tops, still I would enter it," said the

great reformer. He did enter it, boldly confessed his Lord,

and rose to the heights O'f moral sublimity as he humbly
affirmed before emperor and deputies :

" Unless I am con-

vinced by the testimony of Scripture, I cannot and will not

retract. Here I stand ; I can do no other. God help me !

Amen." AViclif had the English aristocracy at his back

;

Luther had powerful friends in the Diet, and warriors like

Sickingen longed to flesh their swords in his defense; but-

Tyndale was alone, (except the feeble Roye,) unknown, and

unfriended. His was the courage that singly dares the powers

of earth and hell. Yet he was not alone, for Christ was with

him.

Peter SchsefEer gladly lent his presses to Tyndale's godly

work. Two editions of the English Kew Testament were

quietly struck off by the end of 1525, and in the beginning

of 1526 were sent across the North Sea into England, and

were followed night and day by the translator's prayers.

Tyndale's prayers were answered. Five pious Hanseatic

merchants concealed his books among their merchandise, and

sjulod from Antwerp. As the vessel ascended the Thames, an
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invisible hand dispersed the preventive guard. Tonstall and
Henry YIII. were absent from London, and'C'ardinal Wolsej
was too busy with politics to play the part of police detective.

The jS'ew Testaments were safely landed. Thomas Garret,,

the curate of All-Hallows Church, received them into his

house; sold them to all purchasers, whether priests, monks^
or laymen ; and thus the books were distributed over the

entire realm. Every one devoured the contents of his pur-

chase. Hearts melted hke wax under its revelations, and mar-
velous moral transformations were wi-ought, even in the most
papal families.

The Eomish prelates soon discovered the state of affairs, and

were filled "snth the utmost alarm. Orders were issued on the

3d of February, 1526, to seize and destroy the obnoxious,

books, so fatal to the supremacy of xlntichrist. All that were
captured were publicly burned, and the owners—after being-

.compelled to cast their Xew Testaments into the fire—were
immured in noisome prisons. jSTumbers died from their suf-

ferings in jail, but others lived to become pastors and even

bishops in the reformed Church of England. The Papal pursuit,

was untiring. The clergy asserted that the Holy Scriptures con-

tained " an infectious poison." On the 24th of October the

Bishop of London ordered his archdeacons to seize all English

translations of the New Testament ; and the Archbishop of

Canterbury issued a mandate against all books that contained

" any particle of the New Testament." * Tyndale's great

life-work was now fairly under way, and all the rage and

cruelty of his enemies were not permitted to hinder its accom-

plishment.

Belgic Period, 152G-1520.

The precise date of Tyndale's removal from "Worms to Ant-

werp is not known, but must have been in the course of 1526.

While the priests were busily hunting for copies of the "Worms

editions of the New Testament, a new and more dangerous,

because smaller and more easily concealed, edition appeared to

terrify them. It was printed by Christopher Eyndhoven, of

Antwerp, who had consigned it to his correspondents in Lon-

don. The chagrin of the clergy was extreme. No sooner had

* " D'Aubigne's Uistory of the .Reformation," vol. v, p 297
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thev burned one copy of tlie New Testament than three more

made their appearance. They accused the printer Ejndhoven

at Antwerp, but their charges were contemptuously dismissed

by the magistrates. The Gospel was beginning to free men

from the Papal yoke, to restore the domination of just law,

and to protect the inalienable liberties of human beings to do

any thing and every thing that is in harmony with the revealed

will of their Maker.

England was now ablaze with Gospel trutli. The abomina-

ble wickednesses of Popery were now fully disclosed by its shin-

ing light, Tyndale, in his Belgic refuge, applied its teaching

to the social and political life of the English people. He vig-

orously opposed the divorce of Henry YIII. from Catherine of

Arragon, denounced the political interferences of the Papacy,"

and by the issuance of several controversial and devotional

pubHcations strove to enlighten and bless his fellow-citizens.

Edition after edition of the New Testament, printed on the

Continent, poured into England, and the very fury of the

priests, who burned all the precious volumes on which they

could lay their hands, only helped the work of the reformer

by stimulating the desires of the people to possess them.

Cardinal AVolsey now bent all his energies to compass the

death of Tyndale, who was repeatedly forced to change his resi-

dence. Xo powerful Duke of Lancaster, no illustrious Elector

of Saxonv came forward to shield him. Xevertheless, having

completed the translation of the New Testament, he boldly

began that of the Old. The learned John Fr}i:h, escaped

from the prisons of Oxford, diligently assisted him. In the

early part of 1529 they published the Books of Genesis and

Deuteronomy, and, in homely style, laid down one excellent

principle of interpretation for all Bible students: "As thou

readest," said they, "think that every syllable pertaineth to

tiiine own self, and suck out the pith of Scripture."

Tyndale, in September, 152S, took up his abode at Marburg,

on the Lahn, almost midway between Frankfort-am-Main and

Cologne. There, in 1529, occurred the famous disputation be-

tween Luther, Zwinglo, Melanchthun, and other reformers on

the true nature and character of the Lord's Supper. Whether

Tyndale were pi'csent at the memorable ]\rarburg Conference

is uncertain. Translation, rather than controversy, was his
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pressing duty; and he and Frjtli quietly pursued the pleasing

task of rendering the Hebrew Scriptures into their own vio;or-

ous vernacular. They were safe while in the territories of the

Landgrave Philip of Hesse, the dreaded opponent of Rome.
Yet Tyndale did not shrink from .controversy when provi-

dentially called to engage therein. In 1529 he proved himself

to be more than a match as the champion of Scripture against

Sir Thomas More, the cultured champion of the Church of

Rome. Unal)le to silence him by literary argument. More
and Tonstall grimly resolved to silence his pen by burning

hira at the stake.

- To effect this deadly purpose Tonstall crossed the North Sea

to Antweqi, whither Tyndale and Fryth had again repaired,

after their residence in Marbui-g. All that the crafty bishop

succeeded in doing was the purcliase of all Tyndale's unsold

Testaments, wherewith to celebrate a papal auto dafe. But

the very money paid out to this end only enabled Tyndale to

pay off his harassing debts, and to bring out a fresh and more

correct edition of the New Testament. The wily and un-

scrupulous ecclesiastic overreached himself, and had the morti-

fication of helping the man whom he yeai-ned to stifle in the

flames of martyrdom.

Dangers thickened around the courageous apostle. Placards

posted at Antwerp announced that the Emperor Charles V. was

about to prosecute—or rather persecute—all heretics and their

writings. Antwerp is no longer safe for him. He decides to

sail for Hamburg. Embarking with his books, his manu-

scripts, and the remainder of his money, he ghdes down the

Scheldt into the German Ocean, is overtaken by a terrible

storm, dashed upon the coast, and barely escapes with his life.

Books, manuscripts, and money are all swallowed by the re-

moi*seless waves. " Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy

waterspouts : all thy waves and thy billows go over me." But

the hero trusts his God with faith sublime as that of Job,

boards another vessel, sails up the well-known Elbe, and is

once more in his Hamburg refuge.

Geemaxo-Belgiu Pekiod, 1520-1534.

Joy waits for Tyndale at Hamburg. Miles Coverdale, after-

ward renowned as a translator of the Scriptures, is there on
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purpose to assist him. The two friends lodge with the pious

Marc^ret Yan Emerson, and spend some time in congenial

labor, undisturbed by the sweating sickness which is raging

around them. Coverdale soon returned to England, and Tyn-

dale was once more left alone.

But, though alone in a strange city, no man's power was

more deeply felt by all England. His book, entitled " The

Obedience of a Christian Man," and also his translation of

" The Testament of Jesus Christ," had fallen into the hands of

Queen Anne Boleyn, and had confirmed her in friendliness

to the Reformation, and in antipathy to the Antichrist of

Rome. " The Obedience of a Christian Man " fell into the

hands of King Henry YIII., and captivated him by the sound-

ness of its reasoning, and the vigor of its style. It also added

intensity to his own opposition to the papacy ; but he did not

allow it to lead him into submission to the King of kings.

About two years after this Henry sought to induce Tyndale to

return to England, rightly thinking that he might render excel-

lent service in the conflict with the papacy. But in vain did he

offer the reformer a safe-conduct under the sign manual ; in vain

did he make the most gracious promises. Tyndale would not

hearken. He had not thrown off the yoke of an ecclesiastical

to put on that of a secular pope. Besides, Henry himself had

opposed the circulation of the Scriptures, which the great Head

of the Church had commanded to be circulated throughout the

world. Tyndale profoundly mistrusted Henry Tudor, refused

his invitation, and gave him some excellent advice. Henry

was terribly exasperated, and thenceforth thought only how he

could arrest and punish the expatriated servant of God for his

faithfulness.

The importation of Testaments from Hamburg went on

without effective interruption. They entered England by the

ship-load. Enemies bought up and burned some, but still

more became the cherished treasures of Christian families.

Hitton was burned at the stake in 1530 for importing Testa-

ments. In 1531 the bloodthirsty m.onster, Henry VIIL, spilled

the life-blood of Bilney, Bainham, Bayfield, Tewkesbury, and

many others " of whom the world was not worthy."

Meanwhile, the multitude of Bible readers and believers

had effected something like a Church organization, wholly
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independent of Eome, nnder the name of "The Society of

Chrsitian Brethren." They established a central committee in

London, and sent out missionaries who distributed the Holy
Scriptures, and explained their doctrines in simple language.

Several priests, both in city and country, belonged to this or-

ganization. A'ain was the rage of man. In vain did kings " set

themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the

Lord, and against his Anointed, saying. Let us break their bands

asunder, and cast away their cords from us." Psa. ii, 2, 3. The
word of the Lord could not be bound. The waves of divine

knowledge broke through every barrier, brought salvation to

longing souls, swept away old iniquities and abuses, and caused

England "to rejoice and blossom as the garden of the Lord.

Even the English dogs caught the antipathy of their owners
to the papacy. One of these, a spaniel with long silky hair,

was taken by his master, the Earl of "Wiltshire, and Henry's

embassador to the Pope, to Rome in the year 1530. Poj^e

Clement, clad in pontifical robes, seated in his throne, and
surrounded by cardinals, received Wiltshire and his fellow-

diplomats with great pomp. They approached, and made the

usual salutations. Willing to show his kindly feelings, the

Pontiff put out his slippered foot, in order that the proud En-
glishmen might kiss the cross embroidered thereon. This they

disdainfully refused to do. The spaniel,' which had followed

his master into the episcopal palace, did more than decline.

When the !Pope extended his foot, the dog Hew at it, caught

it by the great toe, and held that sensitive member fast be-

tween his teeth. Clement hastily pulled his foot back again.

The scene was too ridiculous. The embassadors were ready

to burst with laughter, and hid their faces behind their long

rich sleeves. "That dog was a Protestant," said a priest.

"Whatever he was," replied an Englishman, "he taught us

that a pope's foot was more meet to be bitten by dogs than

kissed by Christian men." * The revolution of thought and
feeling indicated by this singular spectacle was very largely the

work of the isolated and persecuted translator.

Tyndale, whose hiding-place in the neighborhood of Ant-

werp was unkno^\'n to his malignant foes, continued to prosecute

* D'Aubigne'3 " Eistorv of the Reformation in the Time of Calvin,'' vol. iv,

p. 25.
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lii.> great work of translating and publishing the Scriptures in

Kugli.-^h. In 1532 he was left alone by his colleague, John

Frvth, who returned to England to scatter the Gospel there in

person. Fryth fell into the hands of his mortal foe, Sir

'Thomas More, in the month of October, and in the following

year was condemned to the flames. Tjndale wrote him from

Antwerp not to fear "men that threat, nor trust men that

speak fair. Your cause," said he, " is Christ's Gospel, a light

that must be fed ^vith the blood of faith." Fryth neither

feared nor flinched. On the 4th of July he was burned at

Smithfield—a sweet light shining on his face while he besought

God to pardon his enemies.

Tyndale was living at Antwerp, a beloved guest in the

liouse of Thomas Poyntz, a warm-hearted English merchant,

when an English ship brought the tidings of his faithful col-

league's martyrdom. Fryth's cruel fate foreshadowed his own,

and caused him to redouble his zeal in the Master's service.

lie visited and relieved the poor, studied and preached with

intense zeal, and labored unremittingly in his work of translat-

ing the Old Testament. " He is inaster of seven languages,"

remarked Busche, the disciple of Keuehlin, " Hebrew, Greek,

Latin, Italian, Spanish, English, French ; and so thoroughly

that, whichever he is speaking, one might believe it to be his

mother-tongue." * And yet Rome had no use for such a man,

except to burn him. That, however, she could not do till his

work was done. Four new editions of the New Testament issued

from the Antwerp presses in 1534. Tyndale presented Queen
Anne with a handsome copy of his ]Srew Testament, which she

highly prized and profitably pondered to the hour of her death.

Encouraged by her active friendliness, the adherents of the

Gospel printed six more editions of the IN'ew Testament for

sale in the English market. The flood that was to sweep the

papal dominion away from English soil was becoming resist-

less. Ko efforts availed to stay the swelling torrent. To say

that the Romish prelates hated Tyndale as the source of the

deluge is not to do justice to the diabolic intensity of their

malice. They longed and groaned for his blood, and com-

passed land and sea to spill it on tlie ground.

* D'Aubigue"3 '• Historv of the Reformation in the Time of Calvin," voL v,

p. 31.
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Crownlxg Period, 1534-1536.

The great translator's enemies were about to ejffect tlieir

nefarious designs. Chief among these foes was Gardiner,

Bishop of Winchester, the ecclesiastical Fouche of Henry
YIII., Kind a Clmrchlj Scotland Yard detective of the cun-

ningest and most unscrupulous type. His instruments wei-e

like himself. Two of them were sent to Antwerp to destroy

Tyndale. One was a specious hypocrite, named Phillips ; tlie

other a vicious and crafty monk, named Gabriel Dunne.
Both received welcome entrance into the hospitable mansion
of Thomas Poyntz. Tyndale, attracted by the conversation

of Phillips, invited him into his library, showed him his books
and manuscripts, conversed with him about his past and future

labors, and the means at his command for circulating the

Scriptures throughout England. The guileless ISTathanael un-

bosomed himself to the insidious Judas. Phillips, acting under

Dunne's instructions, went to Brussels, and concocted plans

for tlie betrayal of his benefactor, T}Tidale. Accompanied by
the papal officers he returned to the house of Poyntz, who was

absent from home, stationed them along the street and at the

entrance of the alley leading to the house, and "gave them a

sign." " I shall come out with Tyndale," said the new Is-

cariot, " and the man I point out with my finger is the one

you will seize."

With these words ho entered the house, complimented

Tyndale, and by means of a base lie borrowed thirty pounds

of him. Tyndale then invited Pliillips to dine with him at

the house of a friend. The covetous, miserable wretch gladly

accepts. Together they start down the alley. Tyndale, who
is of middle size, goes first at the urgent request of Phillips,

who is very tall, and who walks with forefinger extended over

his victim's head. The officers recognize the traitor's sign.

Their hard hearts melt with pity for the simple, unsuspecting

prey. ^ They seize him, and conduct him to the house of the

imperial prosecutor, who hastens to Tyndale's lodging, and

carries off papers, books, and all that belonged to him. This

booty, together with his prisoner, he places in a carriage, and

drives off. A journey of three hours brings them to the

strong castle of Vilvorde, two or three leagues from Brussels,
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on the banks of the Senne, surrounded on all sides by water,

and flanked by seven towers. The drawbridge is lowered,

Tyndale is delivered to the governor, and placed in a safe

place. Antichrist triumphs at last. Judas boasts of his ex-

ploit. Tyndale will not come out, except to die.

It is the month of August, 1535. The husbandmen are

reaping the fruits of the earth in the fat and fruitful Belgium.

England is reaping a richer harvest than that of Belgium. It

Is a harvest of spiritual blessings that spring from the prison-

er's sowing. lie himself will shortly reap the harvest of Hfe

eternal.

Tyndale in prison at Vilvorde is infinitely happier than his

betrayer at the imperial court. His countrymen cannot save

liim. King Henry ^T^II. and the English prelates gloat over

his capture; but he finds abundant consolations in Christ.

Ilis prison proves to be a palace—Jesus is with him there.

His prison hours are employed in preparing for the humble toil-

ers in his native county, and the counties adjoining, an edition

of the Bible in which housed the language and orthogi-aphy

of that section of England. Thus he fulfilled the vow made
many years before in the words: "If God preserves ray life, I

will cause a boy that driveth a plow to know more of the

Scriptures than the Pope."

Two additional editions of Tyndale's Xew Testament ap-

peared during the first year of his captivity. His publication

of the Old Testament, translated from the Hebrew text, seemed
to have been frustrated by the fiendish treachery of Phillips.

But Eogers, who succeeded the martyred Fryth as Tyndale's

colleague, had providentially rescued the manuscript of the

Old Testament at the moment ^\hen Phillips effected the per-

fidious arrest. He afterward printed it in the great folio Bible,

which was issued with such secrecy that it is not yet certainly

kno^vn. in what city 'it passed through the press. Hamburg,
Antwerp, Marburg, Liibeck, and even Paris, have been named.
Bonnet, the French bibliopole, affirms that it was printed by
Froschover of Zurich. Certain it is that it was published.

Then, when his life-work was done, the craft and malice of

Home were permitted to wreak their vengeance on the great

translator. His was the joy of perfect and assured success.

Tyndale's last days were full of great peace and divine
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sweetness. The jailer, liis du'.igliter. tiiid otiier memoers of

his household, were converted to Christ by the saintly prison-

er's life and doctrine, ills friends put forth the utmost exer-

tion to save him, but without avaih In August, 1536, he was
arraigned before the ecclesiastical court for having infringed

the imperial decree forbidding any one to teacli that faith

alone justifies. The accusation was true, and Tyndale's doc-

trine was also true. The imperial decree was utterly anti-

christian and indefensible. Tyndale defended himself with

such scriptural logic and touching eloquence as to win the

minds and hearts of the court that tried him. '-Tnily,"

exclaimed the procurator-general, "truly this was a good,

learned, and pious man I
" But that vras the very reason why

the Romish priests, like the murderers of our Lord, thirsted

for his blood.

Tyndale was declared guilty, was solemnly deprived of his

clerical character, expelled from the Church of Rome, and

delivered to the secular power for capital punishment. Can
such things be possible on this beautiful earth ? What a mys-

tery of iniquity is Roman Catholicism I The secular author-

ities delayed his execution for two months. Full of faith,

peace, and joy, he waited the hour when he should step into

the chariot of fire, and ascend far up above all worlds to be

forever with the Lord. " Well," said one who observed him

closely at Vilvorde, "" if that man is not a good Chricstian, we
•do not know of one upon earth."

Rome, '' drunken with the blood of the saints," was bent on

burning him. Friday, October 5, 1536, brought, release from

all sufferings. In the ripeness of his knowledge, love, and

usefulness ; his eye yet bright, and his natural strength not

abated, William Tyndale pnssed, for the last time, beyond the

outward walls, and halted without the fortifications. A crowd

is gathered to witness his death. They behold not the punish-

ment of a heretic, but the triumph of a martyr. Memory is

vivid and accurate in this awful hour. But it is not of child-

liood days in the sunny fields and leafy woods of the Severn

vale ; not of student yeai-a at Oxford, nor of the heavenly

light that there streamed into his soul through the pages of

Erasmus' Greek Testament ; not of pleasant conferences with

felloM'-heroes at Cambridge ; not of the generous hospitalities
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of Sodbury, nor of the sojourn at Hanibnrg, the fliglit from

Cologne, the printing of the Gospel at Worms ; not of the la-

bors of Marbnrg, and the toils of Antwerp ; not of the traitor

Phillips, nor of the Vilvorde jail, that he thinks now. It is of

the dissemination of the Bible in England, the rescue of his

people from the slough of superstition and vice, and the glo-

rious lil)erty of the children of God into which the written

word should lead them. Henry Tudor barred the way. Of

him the sufferer thinks, and for him he prays. While the

executioner fastens him to the post, he cries in suppliant

voice, " Lord, open the king of England's eyes !

" Like his

Lord, like the proto-martyr Stephen, his last prayer is for his

murderers. AVho shall say that that prayer was not answered \

lie is strangled, and then burned.

Scarcely had " the apostle of England in this our later age "

—as John Foxe termed him—ascended to his celestial home,

when Richard Grafton, the printer, went to London, presented

Tyndale's Bible to Archbishop Cranmer, and begged him to

procure its free circulation. Cranmer examined it, and was

delighted with it. Fidelity, clearness, strength, simplicity,

unction—all were combined in this admirable translation. He
sent the book ^o Cromwell, " the hammer of the monks," and

requested that statesman to present it to his Majesty, and to

obtain permission for it to be sold, until such time as the

bishops should put forth a better translation, which, he added,

"I think will not be till a day after doomsday."

Henry ran over the book. Tyndale's name was not in it.

The dedication to himself was well written. He saM' tiiat it

would help him to emancipate England from papal thralldom,

and unexpectedly came to a very astounding decision, lie

authorized the sale and the reading of the Bible throughout the

hingdom. Verily, William Tyndale had not lived in vain.

The people received the Bible with enthusiasm. Those

who knew its history saw that it was printed with the blood

of the apostolic translator. All who could bought and read it

;

or had it read to them by others. Aged persons learned their

letters in order to study its pages. Poor people clubbed their

savings together, and purchased copies which they read by

turns to the crowds around them. The fetters of popery fell

from the limbs of England. Tyndale had prayed that he
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might see it on tire by his Master's word, and from his throne

in the new Jerusalem beheld the answer to his prayer, " Of
the translation itself, though since tliat time it has been many
times revised and altered, we may say that it is substantially

the Bible with which we are all familiar. The peculiar

genius—if such a word may be permitted—which breathes

through it—the mingled tenderness and majesty, the Saxon
simplicity, the preternatural grandeur, unequaled, unap-

proached, in the attempted improvements of modern scholars

— all are here, and bear the impress of the mind of one man

—

-William Tyndale.'' * All judicious critics are unanimous in

praise of this immortal work.

Xotices and biographies of the great translator are numer-

ous. Tanner, Bliss, Wood, Foxe, Walter, Offer, Wordsworth,

Dryden, iSTewcome, Johnson, Lewis, Cotton, Anderson, Town-

ley, Home, and many others have kept his memory green.

A monument marks the spot on Xibley Knoll where he is

supposed to have iirst seen the light.

The revision of the Authorized, or King James's, Version,

of the Scriptures has recalled the memory and services of

England's martyr-apostle, and suggested the idea of erecting a

statue to his honor. A committee, with Lord Shaftesbury at

' its head, was formed for that purpose. A line site on the

Thames Embankment in London was obtained from the

Metropohtan Board of Works. J. E. Boehm, a sculptor of

tlie highest eminence, and famous for his statue of John

Bnnyan at Bedford, was requested to prepare a design for the

work. Subscriptions to defray the estimated cost of $20,000

were invited from all lovers of the Bible. The clergy of the

Established and Dissenting Churches ; the universities, coun-

ties, towns, and societies of Great Britain ; the clergy and laity

of the British colonies, and of the United States, gladly poured

in their contributions. The bronze statue, representing Tyn-

dale in his doctor's robes, and holding an open Xew Testament

in his right hand, is soon to be placed on its pedestal.

The fathers drove Tyndale out of the country with threats

and curses ; the sons eulogistically erect a monument in his

praise, Xoble and eloquent orations will accompany its inau-

guration. But that creation of art and love is not the principal

* Froude's " History of England," vol. iii, pp. 86, 87.
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monument of the holy translator. The Bible itself is liis chief

remembrancer. His version of " GocFs Word written " laid

tieep and firm the foundation of England's greatness. Bap-
tized with the • blood of Frytli and Tyndale and Rogers, it

daid the foundations of a new and greater England on the

American shores of the wild Atlantic, and of other Englands
in South Africa, Australia, and ^New Zealand. In each and
all it is the fountain of liberty, the guide of legislation, the

guarantee of law, the glory of the Church, the strength of

society, the comfort of the soul, the perennial principle of

progress. Those great and growing commonwealths are com-
ponent parts of one of the grandest monuments possible to the

memory of man—a monument on which the instructed eye

fails not to see, inscribed in letters of living light, the name
of William Tyndale, The First TranslxItok of the Holy
Bible lxto the Printed English Yernaculak.

Art. in.—bishop HXrRST'S BIBLIOTHECA THEO-
LOGICA.

Bibliotheca Theologica. A Select and Classified Biblioprrapliy of Theology and
General Religious Literature, By John F. HuRST, LL.D. Xew York :' Phil-
lips & Hunt. 1S83.

BiBLiosopHY is quite another thing from Bibliomania. The
bibliosopher extracts wisdom from books, the bibliomaniac

worships their bindings, even their deformities, knowing sel-

dom more than the eccentricities and title-pages of his idols,

sometimes not even that. " He know any thing about books ! "'

exclaimed one of these victims of the delirium librorum^ when
told of the bibliographical attainments of a distinguished

scholar ;
" Perhaps he may, of the insides of them !

"

Nevertheless, the bibliosopher is sometimes a bibliographer

too ; he often knows books by heart and by title. Abundant
in knowledge, he knows where more can be had ; he can tell

you what he knows, and also, what may prove more important,

where he found it, where unworked beds of it lie yet undis-

turbed. Bishop Hurst, in giving us a list of titles, such as his

" Bibliotheca Theologica " contains, has earned gratitude, if

not glory, Hd has performed one of those services which, like
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giving a cup of cold water, cannot lose it's reward. Many a

young man eager to become a master in some one department

of theological literature will find in this book the beginnings

of power, the suggestions for a comprehensive self-culture,

which lie might otherwise seek for years and, haply, not dis-

cover. For of the scores who are ready to advise him, not all

are competent ; he may nm, as the German by-word goes, from

Pontius to Pilate, receiving only confusion for all his seeking.

But here is a classified list of all, or nearly all, the theological

literature of any value in the English language. Let him de.

vote hiuiself to what topic he may, he need but turn over these

pages to find what is necessary to start him in his studies.

The young minister who is beginning a library must not,

however, fancy that the " BibHotheca " is to be used as the

rustic used his bill of fare, that he is to eat his way through

from A to Z. On the contrary, he must begin a simultaneous

construction of the four great departments of Theology : the

Exegetical, the Historical, the Systematic, and the Practical.

Bishop Hurst has done well to build his library upon so simple

a ground-plan, four walls and an entrance hall, four great de-

partments and an introduction, into which he gathers Bibliog-

raphy, Lexicography, Cartography, and the so-called Libraries

of Theology. The student, also, will do well to build his

libraries, the one in his study and the one in his brain, upon
a ground-plan equally simple. For each of these departments

supports and is necessary to the other. Even exegesis, which,

at first blush, might seem to be merely a question of linguistic

knowledge and skill, is of little value when sundered from his-

torical fact and from pi-actical acquaintance with the diverse

forms of spiritual 4ife and society as displayed in diiferent

countries and epochs. What he shall buy is also quite a differ-

ent question from what he shall read. Bacon's maxim is the

final word upon this point. Some books are to be tasted and

some are to be chewed. It has sometimes occurred to me that

our itinerancy needs an itinerant's library to make it complete.

It would require no great contribution from each of us to build

up a conference library containing every book in the "Biblio-

theca Theologica,'' and numy more, some of which might circu-

late freely among the members of the conference, while others

remained at some central point to be consulted io^ the brethren
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as time permitted or necessity required. But such an arrange-

ment is perhaps impracticable, and in any event there are

many books Avhich every man fit to jireach at all does well to

keep always within arm's length ; and the intelligent user of

Bishop Hurst's book should mark at once, in each of the

great departments, these " indispensables." Certainly that is a

foolish, not to say impertinent, criticism which I have some-

wliere seen, the pith of which is the truism that a list of books

cannot be made so self-shrinking and self-intelligent that the

would-be buyer needs but show his purse to have the list

exhibit to him just what he ought to buy. For intelligent

friends, though never found in shoals, are nevertheless discov-

erable to the earnest seeker ; and, moreover, the first two pages

of Bishop Hurst's " Bibliotheca " contains mention of more
than one book which will help the beginner in theology to dis-

criminate between the dispensables and the indispensables.

As one turns over the leaves of this volume, containing its

375 pages of mere book-titles—these, too, of worlcs in a language

not the most prolific in theological lore—one is fain to reflect

upon the history of books, the history of creeds, the history of

religious thought, or perhaps it is better to say, in view of

some of these treatises, of thought about religion. "What a

long stride from Cadmus to Franklin, from hieroglyph to

stereotype, from graver's tool to printing-press, from the

parchments of Pisistratus to the vast treasures of the British

Museum or the Boston Public Library

!

Bibliography among the ancients involved no great labor,

yet what has come down to us is scant and fragmentary.

What would we not have given had the Alexandrian Library

fallen into the hands of some indexing genius like Mr. Poole \

Aristotle wrote a treatise upon books of which a few bits only

yet reuKun, but any of " the thoughts that wander through

eternity," whose first utterance was the splendid birthright of

Hellenic genius, have been pieced together only after weari-

some search from page to page and author to author. By
such painstaking reconstruction Mullach has enabled us to stand

face to face with the mutilated originals of Greek philosophy,

the Elgin marbles of the ancient mind. Indeed, nearly all our

knowledge of the scope and number of the literary labors of

antiquity is due to modern scholars.
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But the worker in these fields has one great advantage
;
pro-

duction has ceased. Whereas Libliograpliy, in an age of poly-

glot culture such as ours, is a task to break the spine of Her-

cules or Atlas. In our time every art has its literature, everv

profession its treatises, every city books about it as well as

^\'ithin it. "\Ve are inundated, overwhelmed, swept away with

tlie flood whicli pours down from above and wells up from
beneath. The pursuit of a specialty is but a form of self.

protection, like climbing a mountain to escape a deluge. Kay-
even the literature of the specialties is carrying all but the

strongest swimmers from their course. Take, for example,

Yaihinger's recently published commentary upon Kant. To
master the literature there heaped up about a single name is

enough to occupy the entire life of a more than ordinary man.

For this reason, not to speak of other weighty ones, the future

of bibliography must run more and more to monographs.

A dictionary of all books is sheer impossible. Even Ebert

saw, sixty years ago, the uselessness of any attempt to record

the title of all books ever published, and marked out clearly

the lines in whicli the study has since been moving ; and we
need not bemoan this inevitable abandonment of an enterprise

far more ambitious than useful. Bibliography will return to

its starting-point of single lists with chastened and clearer

mind. It will become auxiliary to science and to literature,

surrendering its haughty pretensions to be a science in itself.

Certainly we would all have been grateful enough to the Alex-

andrian grammarian, who arranged the dialogues of Plato, had

he also made out for us a catalogue of all the books which in

after years were consumed by Omars fiery logic. But the list

of titles, however interesting, without the books, could have

served us naught or little ; whereas the preservation of Plato

has affected the structure of the Aryan mind. I am well aware of

Henry Stevens's pregnant saying that the bibliographer must

be no respecter of books, not knowing which is destined to

immortality. The despised pamphlet of to-day may in the

course of centuries become a priceless literary or historical

treasure. All of which is true enough, and worthy to be

bound upon the frontlets of every librarian in the land. Yet

few of us do well to project ourselves so far into the future, or

to gloat through our descendants' eyes over the literary trash
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wliicli time shall have converted iuto literary treasure. Our

work is for to-day. It must be done between sun-up and sun-

down. The book-list we need must bear upon the topic in

hand. We have neither patience for waiting, nor strength or

wisdom for searching. Happy is the worker among books who

has learned to know and use these lists. While other men are

ransacking volumes to lind a fact or precedent, he cuts straight

to the spot. I have seen men waste hours, and even days,

tearching for what a little skill in bibliography would have

given them in a few moments, they being too proud to ask for

liclp, and, in this particular, too ignorant to help themselves.

But, though bibliography will gain rather than lose by this

return to its starting-point, such magniticent work as that of

Brunet must always excite our admiration. It could have

been produced only in a country where the making of books,

no matter what their kind, is a work of fine art. The English-

man's sense of the practical, the German's love of moling

among the roots of things, make the kind of enthusiasm im-

possible which is required when the biography of a book is to

be studied as though it were a living thing. But the French

founder of the science of bibliography seems to have been

born to emphasize through seven huge volumes Milton's

splendid saying, " Many a man lives a burden to the earth
;

but a good book is the precious life-blood of a master-spirit,

embalmed and treasured \\\^ on purpose to -a. life beyond life."

The evident delight with which he dwells upon details which
would escape all but the fondest lover would provoke a

smile could the sense of wonder for a moment abate. Yet
Ebert, whose valuable bibliographical dictionary is one of the

very few omissions in Bishop Hurst's book worth noting, has

ventured to call the bibliography of Brunet restricted bibli-

ography, and to contrast it with what he boldly terms l)il)li-

ography pure. The German librarian's point of view is, how-
ever, the only one adapted to the Teutonic eye. He must get

to the "grund," to the very core and heart of the nuitter, to

the thing in itself, to the book in itself, strip])ed of its accidents

and history.

English bibliography has been essentially practical ; hel])ful

to the book buyer and bouk seller, helpful also to the book
reader and book writer. . ,

17 FOTRTH SKRIKS, Vol.. XXXVI.
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NoTT scratcli an American and you find an Englisliman..

So, although our American bibliography has a bigness and a.

boldness quite AVestern, it is essentially English in its spirit.

AVhat stronger proof of this could we have than the appear-

ance in one year of Poole's " Index," Soule's " Lawyer's.

Reference Manual," and Bishop Hurst's " Bibliotheca Theo-
logica ? " Each of these is thoroughly practical in aim and
execution, and the publication of the latter two has brought
the practitioners of law and theology somewhere near the bib-

liographical level of the medical profession, who already pos-

sessed an inestimable treasure in the catalogue of the splendid

library in the Surgeon-Generars office at Washington,

I have already spoken of the simplicity of the ground-plan.

upon which Bishop Hurst has built ; but I am not so sure that

1 can praise the very numerous subdivisions lie has thought:

best to make. Kor am I altogether satisfied with his admissioui

of books into his list, which, however valuable to the theolog-

ical student, are hardly theological in purpose or in substance..

Kant's remark that tlie frontiers of the sciences must never over-

lap is especially binding upon the bibliographer. To neglect

it opens the door to caprice ; the exclusions are hard to explain

upon any 'principle that docs not banish many of those in-

cluded. On wliat principle, for instance, admit Mrs. Oliphant's

"Makers of Florence" and exclude the far more important

works of Burckhardt and of Symonds ? "What right has Her-

bert Spencer to a place which cannot be claimed wntli more of
justice for David Hume? But these, if they be failings at all,,

are failings that lean to virtue's side. More serious are some-

omissions, of which I miglit name Locke's " Essay upon Tolera--

tion," Laing's edition of the '* Complete "Works of John Knox,"
and Lorimer's " John Knox and the Church of England." The
yet uncompleted " Tliesaurus Syraicus," edited by Payne Smith,

should hardly liave been passed over. In the list pertaining tO'

the ecclesiastical liistory of the United States I miss especially

]\Iorgan Edwards's " History of the Baptists," a work as valua-

ble as it is rare. The Librarian of Pennsylvania may be par-

doned for regretting that he finds no mention of the Mennon--

itcs, and the very conspicuous absence of the "Ileligious Works,
of William Penu !

" To one who loves him, the non-appearance

of the YeneraUe Bede seems like a failure to invite a dear and

.
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honored friend. Montalembert's " Monks of the West/' which

!i:is liere rightly found a place, is a charming book, I know,

but it can never supersede (what book could ? ) the " Ecclesi-

a-<tical History of England," a translation of which is one of

I John's Antiquarian Library. And speaking of Montalembert

reminds me that Augustin Thierry's " Stories of the Meroving-

ian Times" is nothing more than a splendid rendering of the

clirouicle of Bishop Gregory of Tours, and should by all means

have a place under the rubric France.

But enough of this. The student of theology can hardly

turn over this patiently wrought-out table of contents and not

awake to the magnitude and dignity of his chosen pursuit.

Especially is this true of the departments of Historical and

Systematic Theology. The former is the study of human as-

piration in both its phases, intellectual and spiritual ; the study

of the mind in its struggle with falsehood and error; of con-

science in its desperate light with passions inward and outward

born ; the study of the lives of the chosen few who have risked

their all of existence and of hope in the conflict with steel-

clad prejudice, with the engineries of organized tradition impa-

tient of light and liberty, or with the tumult of licentious mobs
wliose unsated and insatiable fury is worse than hail or pesti-

lence or earthquake. Who, on the one hand, can trace the

liistory of doctrines from the Pistis Sophia to the l!s^ew Haven
Theology, from Marcion to Xewman Smyth, without a touch

of sadness to sickly o'er his consciousness of dearly purchased

lilxjrty of opinion I Who, on the other hand, does not thrill at

tlie suggestions of names like Bohemia, Waldenses, Moravians,

Lollards, Jansenists, Jesuits ? What a shrunken thing were

human liistory without the story of man's struggle to break his

way toward the light I What a shrunken thing were the hu-

man soul, its aspirations for the truth once gone ! A burnt

<'Ut volcano, discarded wrapping of a heart of fire! A waste

of sand, hot, stifling, destitute of plant or flower, where once

the blue waters reflected the sky and stars!

I cannot sympathize with those who think to make men wise

in the truth by keeping them in ignorance of every form of

error. Indeed, the perennial heresies—those which originate,

a^ it were, by spontaneous combusiion in every generation

—

t'riginate either among the ignorant or the learned-ignorant.
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Many a man nislies forward in these days with a discovery whicli

schohirs know to be as old as Celsus ; others float into notice

upon craft built for all the world like Spinoza's neglected
treatise upon the Old Testament, sublimely unconscious how
little there is of newness in the model of their sliip. But the
study of Error is one form of the study of Truth. It is in the

study of human thought, what morbid physiology is in the

study of the human body. It cannot secure us against disease,

but it may help us cure it ; it can make us kindlier toward the

erring ; it may make us careful of our own feet, lest we, too,

go astray.

Then, again, in these days of inductive science, Ave are seeing

very clearly that only by comparison can vre arrive at causes

and measure their respective potencies. Each historical epoch,

each genesis of doctrine, is a problem to be solved. Each indi-

vidual display of grace or power challenges us to discover the

reason of its being. If we are ever to know the practical

value of Christianity, if we are ever to know just what ele-

ments in it have been most effective, we must study it as one

of tlie producing causes of modern institutions, modern so-

cieties, modern men. The careless 7>o<s?! hoc propter hoc method

60 much in vogue must be abandoned for one more conclusive

because more scientific. But in that case we shall need knowl-

edge and more knowledge. We shall have to learn to add

algebraically as well as arithmetically, to strike a balance be-

tween opposing tendencies, not in one group of historical phe-

nomena only, but in scores and hundreds. The (juod est de-

manstrandum which is so often shouted nowadays by those

" who think to bear it by being peremptory," Avill make but

little impression unless we are . expert in all the facts and

methods needful to sustain it. Until then, the plainly told

experience of the humblest convert will be more effective to

demonstrate the value of Christian faith than any rhetorical out-

gush of undigested historical generalization. That is a dwarfed

and stunted theologian M'ho knows doctrines in their verbal

statement only, l)ut nothing of their inception and their growth
;

that is a sounding brass and tinkling symbol who is forever prat-

ing of the value of Christianity to the human race, yet takes

no pains to discover ])recisely what the world was over which

Christianitv began to flow, or the successive changes which this
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now- encircling of our planet with light and warmth has induced

upon its surface.

Of Systematic Theology it is dithcult to speak. What names
confront us here I Angustine, Calvin, Thomas Aquinas, the

.Vngelic Doctor; Anselm, the conqueror's conqueror; Butler,

I )orner, Xaville, Bushnell ! AVhat topics, too, are here ! God
and the Universe ; Necessity and Liberty ; Christ and the Eesur-

ri'ction ; Atheism, with its skeleton front ; Skepticism, with its

hopeless eyes; Pantheism, with its vague sublimity; Agnosti-

cism, with its \i2iVi^iy noil jpossumus; Evolution, unbuilding

imd rebuilding in thought the universe of fact ; Dogmatic Sci-

ence and Scientific Dogma, now approaching, now repelling,

each the other, from the days when Tertullian poured out his

])assionate protests against the alliance of tl\e Gospel of Christ

with the philosophy of Greece. Brave old Tertullian, with

his heart of fire and his throat of steel—how gladly would I

welcome him to a modem college, with its faculty of Chris-

tian teachers, or to a theological seminary, with its corps of

specialists

!

IIow gladly would I hear his clamor and his protest ! One
may be disposed to call him a Barbarian, as Kitter called

Tatian, but liis barbarism was like that of Luther, the out-

break of a healthy nature which feared for the robust life of

the young Christianity in an atmosphere laden to stifling with

Grecian subtleties and Epicurean sweetness. How healthy

that instinct was the whole subsequent scholastic period is

a witness. Christian doctrine during its continuance was so

overlaid with philosophic embroideries of every sort that the

Eeamless garment of Christ became a Joseph's coat of many
colors ; simplicity gave place, to subtlety ; the words of Christ

were lost in the jargon of disputation. That the doctrine of

justification by faith had to be re-discovered by Martin Luther
can only be accounted for by studying the drift which the

theologic mind had taken in the centuries between Tertullian

and the Beformation. The Greek poison had done its work

;

love of truth had been swallowed up in the love of intellectual

cunning. On the intellectual side Luther's revolt was against

the Thomists and their philosophical messiah, Aristotle, who
liad supplanted Christ and Paul, just as on the political and

ecclesiastical side it was a revolt against the supremacy of the
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Pope, who, as vicar of Clirist, was trpng to supplant botli

earthly and heavenly autlioiity, Tertnllian and Luther went

too far, for theology cannot absolutely dispense with philoso-

phy. To repel attacks which in their very nature imply a

system of metaphysics, materialistic, pantheistic, atheistic, is a

task from which theology will not soon escape. But attempts

to substitute metaphysical for historical foundations, to build

up a theology upon a speculative basis, in the present state of

our knowledge, resemble the attempt to build a castle upon a

shifting shore, castle and builders alike are apt to be tumbled

headlong into the sea. Yet this desire to eliminate as much

as possible the metaphysical element from our systematic the-

ology, and to remand what remains to its j^roper place, implies

neither a disinclination to have the truths of revelation worked

up into a coherent and logical system, nor a refusal to accept

the psychology and metaphysics which such a system may

clearly require. To. ohjecy to systematic theology woidd be

quite as absurd as to object to systematic physics or systematic

botany or systematic geology. God gives us facts, and we

must make our systems in every department of investigation.

But just as Copernicus studied the planets rather than the as-

tronomies of his time
;
just as Galileo abandoned Aristotle, and

sought knowledge of the inclined plane and tlie telescope
;
just

as iSTevv-ton reasoned from falling apple to falling moon, and

from breaking spectrum to compound light, so the master of

systematic theology must return to the truth as revealed in

Jesus, in Closes, in Paul, in John. Our theology must bo

drawn from the facts of the Bible and from the facts of per-

sonal experience, not read into and reasoned into both. Ter-

tullian's Credo quia aljsurdum ^st, while seeming to shut the

door upon all philosophy, has been the frantic expostulation

of every metaphysical devil, which a clearer knowledge of the

truth in Jesus has tried to expel from the contorted body of his

bride. On the other hand, Anselm's Credo lit inteUlfjam has

been often mutilated into Credo ut intelligo. Instead of the

belief shaping the understanding, the understanding has sliaped

belief. Texts have been torn from context, emptied of their

meaning, or tortured to express a false one ; the part has been

made greater than the whole, the letter greater than the spirit,

in order to sustain liypotheses that never liad any higher
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\rarraiit than himian speculation, often none biglier than human
ca])rice and human passion. Anselm's own Cur Deus Homo
U a striking example of this tendency; he seems himself to

jiave been so far conscious of his departure from the Augus-

titiian credimus nt cognoscamus as to change his maxim into

inteUlge ut credas^ to M-hich I have no objection as a rale

for private guidance, but upon which I declare eternal war

when another's intelUgo is used by him to maim and cripple

niy belief. I confess, therefore, that in looking over Bishop

Hurst's book I have at times M'ished that he had grouped

together somewhere by themselves all the doctrinal topics of

the New Testament, and ranged around them the treatises

written for their elucidation, or that he had divided Doctri-

aial Theology into Expository, Apologetical, and Controversial.

But for purposes of daily use his arrangement is far more con-

venient ; and although it jars upon my sense of fitness to find

*''The Incarnation" immediately followed by "Infidelity," still

I remember that dictionaries and works of reference must sac-

rifice logical forms to the demands of constant use. Here, as

in most things, we are dominated by the needs of the present.

In spite of Copernicus and Galileo, the sun still rises and sets

in the almanacs of science, as well as in the speech and to the

senses of the vulgar. The maker of a bibliography may well

plead in his favor a law so powerful.

The exegetical section of Bishop Hurst's book, which has

been built up with loving care, reveals, as hardly any thing

else could, the amazing change in the spirit of exegesis which
has taken place in the last three centuries. Few, indeed, are

the Christian thinkers of any school who would now deal

with Scripture as Calvin .did. Texts are no longer bits of

glass in exegetical kaleidoscopes, to be turned and shifted into

all possible combinations, each of which is divinely ordered.

The mind of the writer is now regarded as the mirror of the

spirit. As no one would think of studying light without
studying the nature of tiie eye, so no one expects to-day to un-

derstand the Father of Lights without a careful study of the
organ of revelation. All that in any way can help us to such
an understanding—local geography, current tradition, ethno-

logical peculiarities, prevalent modes of thought and of speech,

political conditions and aspirations, chronological color, and
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historical development—are eagerly sought after and seized

upon to help us in our efforts. Certainly there is much danger
of pedantry here, and of that vermicular erudition which sur-

prises more than it illuminates. Folly is a perennial and ubiq-

uitous crop ; but the erudite species of it is perhaps as harmless

as any other. Exegesis, to be of marked value, must of course

be mixed with brains. But unless we are all wrong about the

Bible, such brain-mixed exegesis can never be overdone.

To Martin Luther, especially, we are indebted for the

informing spirit of modern exegesis. Ko one can look through
his letters, or read the " Table-talk," without being struck and
moved by his attitude toward the Bible. He tlirew himself-

upon it to wrestle for its meaning. The cry of Jacob M-as on
his lips :

" Tell me thy name ! thy nature thou !" The whole of

its secret was not disclosed to him, nor has it been to any man.
Like the great Being from whom it came, it permits the seeker

of its glory to see only the trailing garments of its splendor,

the cloud, the blaze, the movement of the spirit. As with

Moses, so with him, the very darkness that covers him may be
the hiding hand of God, who even in the outbursts of his-

grandeur preserves a strict economy, and by successive glimpses-

of his power strengthens his children to at last behold his face.

But though Luther's mental attitude toward the Bible was

so frank, so unaffected, and in some respects so bold, how dif-

ferent were his surroundings from those of the modern student

!

What original texts are at our service ! What advances have

been made in the knowledge of ancient tongues ! To what

minuteness of detail have we carried our knowledge of ancient

lands and ancient peoples ! Could any one have told the Hit-

ter George as he worked away in his room in the Wartburg,

sore pressed by his own obtuseness and the cunning of the

devil, how in after years the texts of manuscripts would be

compared, how even the learning of Erasmus and of his own
dear Philip would seem but trifling in an age of Tischendorff,.

of Ewald, of Tregelles, of Jelf, of^Ellicott, of Westcott ; could

any one have told him what Lepsius and Wilkinson would

"write of Egypt, what Stanley would write of Sinai and of

Palesthie, his heart would have turned to water, and his un-

translated Bible grown moldy from his tears. " Who am I,"

he would have cried, " to attempt this mighty work ?" " What
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need has God of bunglers?'' But Jehovah phiced him in a

cleft of the rock, and covered him with his liand, as he passed

l>y. The future was hidden from him, for had he belield it,

we would have beheld it not !
" I will cause that the boy that

followeth the plow shall know more of the Scriptures than

tiiou dost I " said Tyndale to the ignorant priest. Brave

T^Tidale of the Christ-like heart ! what wouldst thou say, wert

thou living now ? God has indeed " provided some better

thing for us, that they without us should not be perfect/'

But I must not forget that the work of Bishop Hurst is

confined chiefly to tlie books which are to be found in our

mother-tongue, excepting some few great works iu Latin,

which could hardly be omitted. Yet in looking over the list

of translations we must be struck, I think, by the potency of

French influence upon our theological development, a fact too

apt to be neglected. Calvin, Pascal, Fenelon, our o^vn John
Flechiere, Chateaubriand, Lammenais, Lacordaire, Montalera-

bert have affected us in a positive direction far more than Vol-

taire or Renan in a negative.

TVe Americans, not living, as our English cousins do, within

a day's ride of the heart of France, are quite unconscious of

the currents of Gallic influence which are a part of England's

intellectual atmosphere. But we need only to think of Cal-

^^n's relation to Knox, of Fletcher's relation to Wesley, of the

theological and social reaction which found its literary expo-

nent in Joseph De Maistre, and its ecclesiastical champions in

Henry Manning and John Henry Xewman, to become aware
that even our spiritual existence is shaped, or at least colored,

by all that reaches England from across the channel.

On the other hand, the absence of all but a few Italian and
Spanish names tells a story that needs no comment. The land

of Da Yinci and of Galileo has produced in modern times a

Galvani, a Secchi, a Cavour, but no second Auselm, no second

Tliomas of Aquino, no second Savonarola, not even a second

Hildebrand. Theological greatness in Spain centered in Loyola
and Snarez until Mr. Shorthouse discovered Molinos for us.

But in the book before us, Loyola a])pears only by the porten-

tous shadow which he throws ; a shadow not unmixed with
light, as every student of Jesuit missions in America must will-

ingly confess.
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But of German influence upon Englisli tlieoloo:y it is not so

easy to speak. It is apparently very great, but there is such a

tiling as mistaking sympathy for influence, likeness of mental

and spiritual structure for discipleship and pupilage. German
influence upon English theology began with the appearance of

Erasmus in England, for though from Rotterdam he was

essentially a German. It ceased almost entirely with the

revolt in the Netherlands and the Thirty Years' War, not to

be resumed until the present century, except in the one marked

case of the Moravians and AVesley. But a hundred years ago

the Germans had answered the French sneer, " Can a Teuton

have genius?" by a manifestation of intellectual powers as won-

derful as they were various. Kant shook the old dogmatic

metaphysics from its foundation, and gave materialism a blow

from which it never has, and never can, recover. Herder

entered into history like a creative spirit, and chaos began to

take on shape. Poets like Schiller revealed a critical faculty

of the highest order. Goethe nuide poetry into science, and

science into poetry. Lessing carried criticism to perfection in

his " Laoccoon," and yet wrote dramas that still survive. These

Germans threw themselves upon nature and upon tradition

with an impetuosity and passion seldom, if ever, witnessed.

They demanded of the universe its secrets, and of every exist-

ing institution its warrant of existence. One is reminded by

the flerceness of their ardor of the oldest story about the

Teutons recorded in any literature : how when the sea began to

rage, the Scythians, arming themselves with helmet, shield, and

spear, rushed upon the foaming billows and sought to beat them

into calm. But, fortunately for Germany, fortunately perhaps

for mankind, the constructive passion has proved greater than

the destructive; the poetic, the creative faculty, mightier than

the critical. The Germany that gave us Strauss has given us a

Dorner alsa; the Germany that gave us Baur has given us an

Ewald; the Germany that gave us Xiebuhr has given us a Bun-

sen, a Curtius, and a AVaitz.

Now, the influence of this movement upon England and the

entire world is too patent and too potent to deny, or even to

discuss. But I am nevertheless inclined to think of it as Mil-

ton thought of German influence upon the English Ileforma-

tion. So far as the influence is a healthj pnej it has simply
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quickened into fresh activity a spirit essentially English. Be
the modern Angle unmixed Teuton, or Teuton tempered, ethe-

realized by Celtic lire, he is clearly nearer of kin to the modern
German than he is to Frenchmen or to Irishmen. If he has

not taken the same road of his o^vn accord it is rather because

of distnrbing influences than from lack of original impulse.

This is true of English life in general, and it is also true of En-

glish theology in particular. From the days of Cuthbert and of

Bede to the days of Wesley and of Butler, that theology was

marked by the same great characteristics, of sincerity, of bold-

ness, of intelligent inquiry, of unconquerable devotion to the

liberty of prophesying and the search for truth, i^or can I

see that after a century of commingling with German thought

tliese characteristics have been greatly moditied. The orig-

inal tendencies may have been quickened ; some tendencies ac-

quired from non-Germanic sources may have lost their hold

;

some few new ones may have been acquired. So much, but no

more. The land whose first great burst of song but para-

phrased the Book of Genesis, and which could call around her

first poet, Ciedmon, such kingly spirits as Bede and Wiclif and

Tyndale, to bear him company in his rendering of God's word,

liad certainly the exegetical impulse in full measure from the

start. Latimer and Bunyan—nay, even Francis Bacon—reveal

a sympathy with the mind of the spirit which Luther in his

happiest moments never surpassed. There is a breadth and

majesty in Hooker's handling of the Scripture which at times

approaches even the methods of the Master himself, in his

sublime treatment of Old Testament revelation,
j
Nor has Ger-

man erudition to any extent affected this fundamental char-

acter of our English exegesis. Our men of science have not

yet learned to "botanize upon their mothers' graves;'' our

biblical scholars have not yet come to value the gospels of our

Lord solely as frames upon which to hang their learning, or

upon which to display a perverse ingenuity.

In like manner the home of Roger Bacon has never lacked

its mighty thinkers whose eyes could search the lands and seas,

as well as gaze upoTi the far-off stars. With what easy mastery

Butler rises to the height of his great argument ! With what

limpid clearness Paley sets before us truths whose very trans-

parency at once reveals and conceals their depth ! Turgidity
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of phrase for its own sake, the affectation of learn in o; or of

science, was as far from tliese men as it was from "Wesley in Lis

preaching. The fogs M'hich settled down upon their island

home seem to have created in them a passion for an unclouded

intellectual sky. If under the influence of Coleridge a certain

nebulosity has come to pervade English theology ; if English

definiteness and positiveness have been to some extent lost

by the immersion of English thinkers in German speculation
;

at any rate, the old passion for lucidity is not exhausted, the

old power of exact expression is not utterly crippled, the old

faculty of straightforward and consecutive thinking still sur-

vives, and will soon assert themselves in all their native vigor.

•Then, again, that longing to express the unutterable, to break

the bounds of common logic, and scale the heavens by the

strength of impulses born and nourished within the soul, is

quite as much English as it is German. " The sparrow flies in

at one door, and tarries for a moment in the light and heat of

the hearth-fire, and then, flying forth from the other, vanishes

into the wintry darkness whence it came. So tarries for a mo-

ment the life of man in our sight ; but what is before it, what

after it, we know not. If this new teaching tell us aught

certainly of these, let us follow it." Such were the words

with which the Is'orthumbrian sage addressed King Eadwine

•when his wise men came about him to consider of the new

faith. These words might well be accepted as descriptive of

the spirit which has pervaded the purer minds of England

from the beginning: a spirit which showed itself in Hooker,

in More, in Fox, in Bunyan, in Baxter, in Wesley, and in poor

broken-hearted Irving. The English, too, have vast capacities

for faith and despair ; neither the one nor the other is due to

the influence of German theology or German philosophy in

later times.

iS'or can I wholly agree with those who trace the Christolog-

ical tendencies of recent English theology to German sources.

It is true that the appearance of Strauss's " Life of Jesus

"

made men keenly alive to what was really the heart of their

faith. But this feeling that a mortal blow had been at last

attempted was due to an instinct which has quickened the

utterances of every great English preacher from Bede to Wes-

ley; an instinct wdiich led IMilton to make the temptation of
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Christ the whole iirgiunent of "• Paradise Eegained," which in-

.•.jiired the subtle verse of George Herbert, the touching strains

of "William Cowper, and at last kindled in the soul of Charles

Wesley the raptures which sung themselves in lyrics " that are

not for an age, but for all time." Others may say that the

writings of Schleiermacher, Doruer, Ullman, have directly and

indirectly transformed a mere feeling of English Christianity

into an abiding intelligence, a mere instinct into a rational con-

sciousness. Certainly more than this cannot be claimed; to

ine, even this seems more than should be conceded.

But it is time to end these desultory reflections. Yet I cannot

do so without thanking Bishop Hurst for the catholicity which

is every-where present in his work. He might have produced

a bigger and yet a much narrower book. Though he terms it

a " Selected Bibliography,'' the selections are those of one who
contemplates the shock of opinions with that serenity which

belongs to the full assurance of faith. Such tranquiUity is the

oidy frame of mind that becomes the Christian thinker, but it

is not given to all of us, nor to any of us at all times.

In our gloomier moments, as we look out upon the crash of

human forces and the collision of systems, tumbling against

each other like the billows of an angry sea, only to take on
new shape and shatter themselves again, rushing no whither

and every whither, we are tempted to believe ourselves upon a

fchoreless ocean, whose distant horizon must fade a^-ay at last

into a starless, endless night. But the Spirit of God is upon
the face of the waters, to divide them into the sea and into the

rain. Their very turbulence is a witness of his presence ; the

winds that sweep across them are messengers of his to do his

will. "When Theology and Philosophy shall become vast pools

of stagnant and rotting traditions, then, indeed, we may have

peace, but it will be the peace of pestilence, of intellectual and

spiritual death.
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Art. IV.—agnosticism.

Tjkbeliet is as fond of new names as the unclean spirit was of

the swept and garnished house. To a threadbare system a

new name is a precious boon ; it hides the old blemishes, it

promises fresh revelations, it secures a new hearing. From
time to time there liave arisen many self-confessed pantheists,

deists, atheists. To-day a genuine representative of either of

these classes is almost a rara avis. Even avowed materialists

and positivists are ominously scarce. For the time being, the

opponents of theism prefer to affect the title of " agnostics."

The word itself is not older than the year 1ST6, being, if the

writer mistakes not, the cunning invention of Leslie Stephen, a

fellow of Cambridge ; but the system, if such it can be called,

is not newer thnn Locke and Hame; than Ilobbes and the Baco-

nian theory ; than the Greek root from which it was fashioned
;

than the immemorial attitudes of the human mind.. " Waiter,"

said the newly elected member of a petty bench, "call me
'Judge,' and call it loud." Our contemporary gainsayer likes

his new cognomen, and likes to have us call it loud.

Agnosticism, then. What does the new term stand for?

Specifically, it stands for the venerable theory that the human
mind can neither know nor conceive realities existing outside

of the sphere of sense. It takes the position of neither afhrm-

ing nor denying the existence of God, on the assumption that

divine existence is necessarily unknowable. It declares, indeed,

that the fundamental axiom of divine being, namely, self-exist-

ence, is unthinkable. The mind's primal and universal intui-

tion of a First Cause is suicidal to thought, for, according to

Herbert Spencer, " If we admit that there can be something

uncaused, there is no reason to assume a cause for any thing."

"The conception of the Absolute and Infinite, from whatever

side we view it," says he, quoting ]\ransell, " appears' encom-

passed with contradictions." There may be Intelligence and

Volition in the world, but he maintains he is forever inciipaci-

tated for seeing them. Mind may feel after, but never can

find, God. It may build altars and burn incense to the Un-

known God, but may never rise to the certainty of declaring

him to man.
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Tlie new name, all must admit, is prepossessing. It is no-

iron ding-dong of braggart denial, but a silvery and engaging

t:ound stealing down from what is apparently no mean altitude

of thought. There is reason to beheve that already it has

gone out through pretty much all the earth, and has been

received with favor every-where by those who do not like to

retain God in their knowledge. Indeed, it bears on its face a

subtle plausibility fitted to conciliate and deceive the very

elect. For, at first blush, agnosticism seems to admit the exist-

ence of a God. Its " perhaps " has the look of an encouraging

concession. Perhaps, says our agnostic, there may be over

yonder across the gulf, or even here at hand, a God as intelli-

gent, holy, benevolent, philanthropic, as hath entered into the

heart of faith. The liberality of such a concession, however,

is about equal to that of one who beams good cheer on a beg-

gar and sends him on his way to find Captain Kidd's money.

Magnificent treasure, no doubt, if one could get at it ; real

treasure, too, though far away ; a treasure not undemonstrably

under the pavement of this very city! A feast, after the

Barmacide order.

The new name, moreover, gives its owner a show of deeper

wisdom in his generation than the atheist possessed. The fun-

damental principle of the atheist involved him in the most

palpable absurdity. It assumed that, having made the round

of the universe, having fathomed all conceivable and in-

conceivable possibilities, he was prepared to report the impos-

sibility of a divine existence. A prodigious assumption,

which began by saying there is no God, only to end by

making the theorist himself a god ! The agnostic affects an

intellectual meekness quite in contrast with all this. He has

the manner of one whose increase of information has made

him aware how small the sum of his own knowledge is. " Cau-

tious science" has taught him humility. He does not shake

his fist skyward, but extends his open palm thither. He recog-

nizes the mystery of existence. He seems to even re-enforce a

certain doctrine of the very Scriptures, whose familiarity with

the Unknowable must often shook liim. lie is fond of re-

iterating the challenge of Joh, "Canst thou by searching find

out the Almighty to perfection ? " He quotes with approval

the Baying of Paul, " Dwelling in light which no man can
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approach unto.'"' lie liiids a forcible statement of liis hypoth-

esis in the declaration of Isaiah, '' Yei'ily thou art a God that

hidest thyself."

Much of the plausibility of the agnostic's assumption, doubt-

less, lurks in its new Greek name. Thrust upon us suddenly,

and with an air of candor, the glittering coin appears at ilrst

glance altogether worthy reception and currency. A little

careful examination, however, betrays the art of the plater.

Agnosticism involves necessary conclusions quite as fatal and

absurd as any that belong to the branded and rejected deism,

or pantheism, or atheism, of past generations.

1. Agnosticism is practical atheism.

The agnostic's universe is actually as empty of God as the

atheist's. For, if God have an existence, he must avoid all the

ordinary modes of existence. He must, indeed, be careful to

so create and to so control the world as not to exhibit intelli-

gence. He must descend to the level of David before Achish.

and simulate non-intelligence. Let the earth grow never so

corrupt and full of violence, he must never betray existence b'y

retributive and penal providences. The Power iSTot Ourselves

must never make for righteousness, lest some sharp-eyed

watcher catch a glimpse of the divine glory and joyfully reveal

the Promethean secret to men. The agnostic Deity must in

some anonymous way cure the human conscience of its univers-

al liabit of figuring to itself a Kighteous Governor who sides

with oppressed virtue and avenges transgression. Man's intui-

tions must be stifled, or they will filch the secret of divine ex-

istence, and keep parallel with the literal truth. Man must

be kept from dreaming these startling realistic dreams about

eternal life, for there is great danger that he will by means of

them live as though he actually knew there were a God.

Practical atheism I For what is this atiirming that God %vill

never make himself known in creation, providence, retribution,

moral inspiration, and intuition, but a new-fangled way of say-

ing that there is no God at all? Yerily, the hands are the

hands of an agnostic, but the voice is the voice of an atheist.

A God that never thinks, never acts, that has no moral affec-

tions—what is that but a nonentity { Putting the treasure at

the foot of the rainbow—what is that but a poetical method
of saying the rainbow has no foot ? A God who does not
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think, who makes no moral distinctions, who will not punish

or reward men—how far removed is he from the no-God-at-all

i)f the atheist ? The most naive and outspoken agnostics have

iicknowlcdged, indeed, that agnosticism really amounts to the

annihilation of the divine existence. '• We have seen," writes

one of them, " the spring sun shine out of an empty heaven

to light up a soulless earth ; we have felt with utter loneliness

that the Great Companion is dead." Xow, a being that is

dead, and always has been, is, in plain English, a being with-

out existence. Let- us understand, then, that though the

Lorelei is singing a new song in the upper air, the jagged reefs

and watery deeps lurk as of old below.

If agnosticism involves all the chilly and revolting conse-

quences of atheism, no more does it escape the grotesque cos-

mogony of that system. The agnostic must face the same di-

lemma as the atheist : the world came either from God or from

chance. He dare not admit that it was made by his unknow-

able God, for that would make him knowable to an alarming

degree. The God-made heavens would betake themselves to

telling liis glory. Kor has he the hardihood to adopt the

theory of the fortuitous concourse of atoms. The word " evo-

IntioD " is his god-send, as the theist would say. But the

broken and hand-piercing staff is not good to lean upon. The
word describes not the origin of things, but their process. I

ask a blind man just arrived at my door from a distant

city who led him hither. He betakes himself to naming

streets, highways, paths, crossings, lanes; he goes on calling

off landmarks, sign-boards, finger-posts, historic trees, town

pnmps, hamlets, villages, cities. '* My good man," I break in,

''these things could never have brouglit you hither—whose

hand was it that slipped out of yours at my gate ? " So tlie

agnostic, striving to eliminate God frum his own processes,

seizes on the names of certain methods and fashions of opera-

tion, which he names laws with especial reverence. These

are only the avenues along which matter has been conducted

hither. The unanswered question is, Who conducted it hither .'

2. The agnostic is inconsistent with his own principles.

Touching mattei-s beyond the realm of sense perception, he

professes to affirm nothing. Of the- phenomena of matter,

he knows much ; of God, he can know nothing. Isow, the

18—FOUKxn sp:kies, vol. xxxvi.
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assertion that we can know nothing about God is far more than,

an assumption concerning the limits of human perception. It

is a tremendous assumption concerning the divine possibilities

of self-revelation. It may be admitted that the denizens of a

South American ant-hill can hai'dly send hither an expedition

on a voyage of discovery, and go back reporting that such a,

person as I exists. But, if I choose, may I not make a voyage

of revelation, let my shadow fall upon them, feed them, de-

fend them, and though unable to unvail the total contents of

my nature to them, could I not reveal to them altogether re-

liably the fact that I exist ? The agnostic's language is far

meeker than his theory. His theory knows a good many im-

portant things about the unknowable God. Somehow or other

it has ascertained that he that formed the ear cannot hear,

that he that made the tongue cannot communicate. By some

means the agnostic has learned that he who has so marvelously

and gloriously hung system on system in everlasting equilib-

rium, who has inspired ten thousand dialects, is yet powerless

to invent the vaguest code of signals to flash across the abyss

some trustworthy gleams of himself. The agnostic has gone

outside and looked at man, and found him woefully sightless,

deaf, and dumb. He has looked at God, taken account of his

skill, and discovered that communication is out of the ques-

tion, Laura Bridgman had her Dr. Howe to find the secret

wicket-gate of the imprisoned soul and put it in communion

with himself and all the world. But this Almighty of the

agnostic can find no needle's eye in the blank walls of human
nature for the Hashing through of one ray of his divine glory t

Such is the necessary inconsistency of the system.

8. Agnosticism ignores the vital distinction between the un-

knowable and the inexplicable.

The tlieist insists quite as strenuously as the agnostic on the

limitations of human knowledge concerning God. But limita-

tion is something quite different from negation. The agnostic

brands all so-called knowledge of God as illusory, unreliable,

unreal. The theist maintains that human knowledge of God
is real and trustworthy as far as it goes. The peasant knows

nothing of actinic and ultra-violet rays, of wave-lengths and

angles of refraction ; but he does know that a sunbeam is, for

example, luminous. Xow, the luminosity of light is just as
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reliable and real a fact about light as any other. No theist

ever dreamed that design and causation express the totality of

the divine existence, but that they are true potencies of it, quite

;ls really as any unknowable attributes can be, and that they are

clearly and inevitably knowable every theist believes.

The agnostic's refusal to read the divine symbols, on the

liypothesis of their total inconceivability, would logically com-

pel him to distrust the alleged existence of his fellow-men

;

for no human being ever yet had a complete knowledge of

the personality of his fellows. Yet such incomplete knowledge

of their characters and thoughts was never deemed a basis for

doubt as to the reality of their existence. No more should

the fact that we cannot by searching find out the Almighty

to perfection warrant ns in affirming that such knowledge of

him as we do possess is chimerical. Far less than complete

and exhaustive knowledge of an object is necessary to convey

to us its reality.

4. Agnosticism does violence to reason in bidding it deny

design in nature.

If there be any thing with which we are acquainted, it is the

qualities and habits of mind. More thoroughly schooled are

we, than in any thing else, in its characteristic ways, its fore-

sight, its ingenuities and address in the face of difficulties, its

insight of laws and forces. When, therefore, we find in nature,

Bay in the human hand, the same shrewd methods, calculations,

co-ordinations, multifarious adaptation, structural triumphs,

what else can we rationally call it but the presence of thought ?

If we can ever identify any thing, we can identify that bright-

eyed force we have delighted in and consciously exercised

from the beginning.

. The agnostic admits that the world of matter looJcs as if de-

sign were present in it, but of set purpose he will not acknowl-

t'dge it as design. Well, then, what does he call it ? This

keen and deft planning, as every man out of a million would

acknowledge it to be—from what does it result, if not from

cither intelligence or accident ? "Well, he blandly replies,

from something or other in the unknown, which is neither

intelligent nor non-intelligent. Thus our agnostic Uriah

Ilecp, so cautious and 'umble, that he would not dare say that

the sign-manuals of mind all about us are not forgeries, grows
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all at once bold and dogmatic' In the face of effects he has

seen produced ten thousand times by mind, and never by any

thing but mind, he is too timid to say it is a case of mind, but

quite brave enough to declare he tliiuks it is something else

than mind, he knows not what. In other words, he heroically

creates out of his wanton fancy a third cause, not one of whose

traits is known to him, to replace a cause than which nothing

can be more familiar.

Our agnostic is an evolutionist. Suppose we apply his

method to that hypothesis. He cites multiplied instances of

effect of environment, natural selection, and survival of the

fittest. We blandly tell him, '" It looks as though there had

been an evolution, but plainly there has not." " What is it

then ? " he demands. We reply, " O, something or other else,

we don't know exactly what ; for we, too, are agnostics."

O thou strange Something-or-other, not intelligent, and not

non-intelligent, thou cunning mechanism of the agnostic's fancy!

Thou art not a Thinker, and yet thou dost think ; thou art no

Planner, and yet the world is full of thy glorious planning.

Thou hast made me like thyself, though it was neither inten-

tional nor accidental, but something or other else. I love to

think thy thoughts after thee, though they are not thoughts.

But thou couldest not think my thoughts after me, for my
tlioughts are fraught with design, and an uncounted number of

my ways are altogether intentional, and neither accidental nor

sjmething or otlier else ! Thou mightest follow the progress

of much of my thought, but my most poignant griefs thou

couldest not fathom, for those griefs spring from certain sins,

and those sins were the result of certain clear and dogged
designs

!

5. Agnosticism does violence to reason in denying a First

Cause.

The human mind can never be better acquainted ^vith any

thing than it is with the invariable and necessary relations of

cause and effect. In the cradle it began to know itself as a

cause, by watching movements of members M-hich it found to

be voluntary, and lifting up a voice of its own. As time went

on, ex|)erience found ten thousand results assignable to nothing

but individual personal volition. In millions of instances the

fabric of life was found to be woven together with the warj) and
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\v<M»f of cause and effect. The belief in causation is universal,

and of the very substance of mind. The tares in the field in-

evitably suggest the presumptive enemy. The untutored sav-

age, arguing a vauislied bear from the broken twig, and the

erudite Leverrier, postulating an undiscovered planet from cer-

tain celestial perturbations, agree in declaring that every effect

must have a cause.

Our agnostic concedes cause and effect, if yon will ask him
to go no farther than the realm of the senses. As far as tlie

world of matter is concerned, you cannot make your assertion

of rigid causation any too strong for him. But venture never

so short a distance into the supersensible realm, and he casts it

to the four winds.

He prizes causation as a golden key to unlock mystery here

—what key does he treasure to unlock mystery out there with

his unknowable God ? Causation ? Is^ay, nay, that be far from
him ! Eoad-bed and steel rails run into the fog. Shall we
assume road-bed and metals beyond ? No, indeed ! Ditch the

train at the edge of the fog.

"We should never have suspected, if we had not been told,

that conscientiousness is at the bottom of the agnostic's caution.

Indeed, Clifford went so far as to affirm that a " belief in a power

outside oui-selves is an immoral doctrine." In the face of this

stupendous effect we call nature, it would be sinful presump-

tion, do^\'nright immorality, to postulate a stupendous Cause

;

that is to say, a God. Xay, rather, something or other else

!

It is the conscientiousness of the colored witness on the murder

trial. On cross-examination he testified : that he did see the

prisoner taking aim ; he saw the puff of smoke, the fdling

body, and trickling blood ; but the bullet ?—no, lie did not see

that! Our agnostic admits that the universe bears all the

pigns of a genuine case of cause and effect, but that a proper

scientific conservatism compels him to say that it may be a

case of something or other else, he is not sure what. The red-

dening of litmus in a test tube cannot get on without a suppo-

f^ititious acid ; but an effect a million times more prodigious

i»eed not have had a cause !

f>- Agnosticism robs human character of its grandest in-

spirations.

The relations which theism gives man to an Almighty God
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have the most important bearing on liis character. It has

taught him that beliiud and before him are moving the majestic

forces of Divine Providence. It has enabled him to show

more than mortal daring and enterprise, because it has taught

him to believe himself defended, sustained, and inspired bj an

Unseen Power. He has gone gaylj into the desperate charges

of the battle-field, because he has been led to believe that

lie had more than human panoply; he has been brave and

calm in the thickest of the light, because be believed he savf a

sign of celestial promise in the heavens.

The background of divine personality has glorified human
life. It is something more than a mere process of vegetation.

The issues of existence hav^e seemed of unspeakable moment.

Men have been moved to seek a divine way of living the hum-

blest lives. They have borne themselves as though possessed

of a priceless charge. Thought ? God thinks. Love ? God
loves. Faithfulness and truth \ They are the vital breath of

Him who was, and is, and shall be.

The agnostic claims human fellowship for himself. But

the theist claims something more—divine fellowship. The
theist has found himself transfigured by the -consciousness of

the divine omniscience. God knew his bosom sorrow. God
knew how patiently he was bearing ineffable torture for truth's

sake. He has endured as otherwise he never could have en-

dured, because he saw the invisible.

Now, a system whicli takes away Godward relations from
man, thereby deprives him of the most important formative

influences whicli his spiritual nature can have. The battle of

life is too fierce and vast for mortal man to go into it single-

handed. If human existence is to exert its most potent inspira-

tions, it must be felt to be everlastingly significant. Man can-

not approach his own ideal of moral perfection without a more
august influence than mere human recognition and sympathy.

"We do not like the agnostic's new heavens and new earth.

AVe cannot feel that they are fitted to these souls of ours. His

little skies are too low for us. His mountain bi-eezes are tlie

blasts of a steam fan. His man, walking his puny earth, is a

victim of vivisection. The intuitions that tell him of the

Unseen and all-precious moral distinctions have been with-

drawn by a trepanning process, and the rent sewed up again.
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lie walks the earth, indeed, after the fashion of the poor

pigeon, robbed of a part of its cerebral substance, but plainly

ciiongh he is not the man he was before.

T. Agnosticism removes the foundations of morality. The
contest -with this genteel foe, then, is no mere abstract issue of

formal logic. It is one that comes home to business and bosom.

It has to do with the very foundations of human society.

Human instinct has founded the sanctions of right and
•wrong in the unalterable constitution of the divine nature.

Sin, we instinctively feel, is not mere harmless human M-]iim

or idiosyncrasy, but an eternally destmctive enmity against

God. It is no mere human pleasantry, but veritable dynamite
in the royal palace. And righteousness is not simply good-

naturedness, but the very smile and health of God himself.

But, if God be unknowable, that dreadful background of

Divine holiness that has so often siDiouetted human trans^-res-

sion is removed, and the heinousness of sin with it; that

Being of perfect purity and benevolence, evei* lamenting over

man's iniquity, and yearning to help him out of the calamity

thereof, whose smile he has been taught to expect when he
•does well, whose frown he was to dread when he had done ill,

lias no existence. It is a great day for the man who has bouTid

us and spoiled our goods, when the omniscient eye is plucked

out of heaven.

Now, it is due to the agnostics to say that they have felt the

•dire sociological peril of declaring the throne of the universe

vacant. Accordingly, after cutting the nerve of moral cJiar-

acter in its relations to a holy God, they have suggested various

galvanic substitutes therefor.

Professor Clifford had signal success in finding the secret of

consciousness in the constitution of matter. " The atoms of

niind-stuff," said he, " when they fortuitously coalesce in cer

tiin ways form a consciousness, and in other ways do not !

"

Can any one, after pondering tiiat luminous statement, doubt

the Professors abilitv to give conscience a materialistic basis

also 1 If so, let him note the new atomic thunder from the mod.
<?rn Sinai: "So act that all thy deeds may have molecular, not

Tnassive, antecedents." Think of men swearing to their own
hurt and changing not, because the fear of the molecules is 1)0-

iore their eves. Imagine the future Nelsons firing the hearts
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of their men by crying, " England expects every man to do

—

deeds that have molecnlar antecedents ! " Fancy the criminal of

the future warning his generation from the g-allows-tree against

the fatal influence of massive antecedents, and bemoaning the

lamentable lack of the molecular in his own character ! What
a sorry parody is such idle vaporing en the majestic, authori-

tative, and universal morality of the theistic system

!

Agnostics have endeavored to find an adequate basis and in-

spiration for virtue in the interests of mankind at large. Said

the same writer :
" The dim and shadowy outlines of the super-

natural deity fade slowly away from before us : and, as the

mist of his presence floats aside, Ave perceive with greater and
greater clearness the grander and nobler figure of him who'

made all gods, and shall unmake them. From the dim dawn
of history, from the inmost depths of every soul, the face of

our Father Man looks out upon us with 'the fire of eternal

youth in his eyes and says :
' Before Jehovah was, I am.'

"

" The face of our Father Man" is, of course, a highly poetical

figure applied to the whole race. This, then, is the new deitj

in whose face our souls are to find moral inspiration, from
which approbation is to shine and reproof to frown. Alast

we are already only too well acquainted with our Father Man.
We know only too completely the deceitfulness and desper-

ate wickedness of his heart. He is a kind of Father Is oah

;

he has done some pretty good preaching, indeed, but it is too

notorious that he has followed it up with very strange ways of

living. Nay, we cannot worship our Father Man; we have

too many times had to go backward and cover him with a

mantle. Worthy enough as philosopher and friend, he may
be ; but he is no moral guide. It is the too careful walking in

some of his footsteps that has hitherto brought us sore travail

and remorse of conscience.

But will the welfare of our Father Man keep the needle of

conscience true? Frederick Harrison professes to think so.

Death to him is personal annihilation. Let us eat and drink,

then. jSTot so, says Mr. Harrison. Think of your posthumous-

activities The humblest soul that ever turned a sod sends a

wave through the ever-growing harmony of human society.

There is no God ; there is no future life for us or for the race
;

but there arc generations of men coming after us, and moment
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liv moment we ought to conduct our lives with reference to

tlieir interests. 2s"ot the cry of Saul, "Lord, what wilt thou

have me to do?" but, What would the Hottentots and Tartars

and Australians of the twenty-fifth century have nie to do ?

The bare statement of such a theory exhibits its vapidity. It

has, as a moral motive force, about as much strength as the tiny

iralvanic current which a silver coin produces under a man's

tongue. The most of us have about all we can do, ^Ir. Harri-

6on, denying oui-selves and laying down our lives for the men
of the nineteenth century, with the wail of their sufferings en-

tering in our ears. AVe are only too conscious of having failed

to clothe a naked contemporary in the next ward and ^-isit a

personal acquaintance in prison in the next street. That bib-

lical "Thou God seest me" does move us to desire truth in the

inward parts, but your coming man of the forty-ninth genera-

tion, we very much fear, will be left to take care of himself.

The agnostics have claimed, by sheer vehemence of asser-

tion, that their system inculcates a nobler morality than Chris-

tianity, and for confirmation of the assertion have cited cer-

tain of their own number. oSTever was claim more specious

and impudent. It is the parasitic mistletoe sucking its life

juices from the generous veins of the lordly oak, and then

boasting a greener leafage and heavenward tendencies. Chris-

tianity breathed into the agnostic the very beginnings of moral

life. She poured out the treasury of her heavenly secrets for

him when he first began to think. He can no more isolate

himself from her influence than he can isolate his lungs from
the life-giving oxygen of the atmosphere. The world never

saw an agnostic pure and simple. The morality of a person

who never existed need not detain us.

Attractive as is the new name, it does not hide the old heart-

ache. To take away the Lord is quite as grim and pathetic an

cntei-prise now as when Isaiah wrote his forty-fourth chapter.

To be without God is still to be without hope. The dictum " I

do not know " is as little in hartnony witli the inmost experi-

ences of the soul as with the spirit of the time. Men want to

know
; and.the yielding up, voluntarily or involuntarily, of the

fact that they do know leads to despair. A most touching

example of such despair is the famous epitaph ascribed to the

gallant and outs])oken Peter of the agnostic apostolical circle.
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Kow , a system that is practical atlieism, that lacks self-consist-

ency, that ignores such vital distinctions as those between the

inexplicable and the unknowable, that denies design and a lirst

cause, that robs human character of its noblest inspirations, that

removes the very foundations of morality, must soon demand
an epitaph. What words are more fitting than those of its

own inspiration :
" I was not. I lived. I am not ? " -

Akt. V. — TIIE METHODIST DOCTRINE OF ATONE-
MENT.

Historically and doctrinally the atonement is fundamental.

Historically, the atonement is the outward, objective fact in

the work of Christ—tiie events of whose life, from the incar-

nation to the crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, and session,

make up the continuous fabric of his mediatorial existence,

and constitute the historical foundation of his religion—which

makes Christ Jesus a Helper, and his salvation a help, different,

in essence and power, from all others that have been offered to

humanity. Doeti-inally, the atonement is that central truth in

Christian theology which gives distinctive character to Chris-

tianity as a system of ethical and religious thought. Historic-

ally, it is that event in the external order of the actual life of

the world which has organized Christianity as the most power-

ful engine in modern civilization, and as the exclusive religion,

for the regeneration of mankind. Doctrinally, it is that dogma
in the scientific and intellectual elaboration of the theological

teachings of tlie Xew Testament by virtue of which Christian-

ity, as revealed and a1)solute truth, the unique religion, must

be intolerant of all external systems, and, in the sphere of

apologetics, refuse to co-ordinate with itself any ethnic religion

or any set of philosophical doctrines.

Kot only does the doctrine of the one atonement in Christ

bnild the wall against all enemies that attack from without : it

is the living organizer of all tlic inward elements of the truth.

The doctrine of atonement stands in a relation that is adequately

described only as vital and organic to the leading elements of

a completed Christian theology. According to the beginning
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point, it inold^, or is molded by, the other doctrines. As is our

doctrine of atonement, so will be our conception of the character

of God, of tlie dignity and worth of humanity, of the heinous-

ness and demerit of sin, of the person and work of the Son of

God, of the office of the Holy Ghost, and of the value of the glad

tidings which the Church is commissioned to herald to the na-

tions. A degraded theory of atonement drags all the other prin-

ciples of the Christian system to its oiwvi low level. A false or

incomplete soteriology works radical and wide-spread mischief.

It begets a shallow theology—a fragmentary and partial outlook

upon the divine nature ; a vicious anthropology—a hasty and

superficial diagnosis of the ethical constitution and history of.

the human ]-ace ; an unworthy hamartiology—a representation

of sin as a light matter, a mere disturbance of external order, to

be met by a governmental ex])edient ; an unbiblical Christol-

ogy, in which Christ may be only the mightiest of many mighty

teachers, reformers, and saviours ; an impertinent pneuma-

tology, in which there remains little or no place for the gracious

leadings and cleansing of the Spirit ; and an enervating eccle-

siology, in which the Church is stripped of lier glory and sinks

into the category of the other social and moral agencies which

are at work among men. In reverse order, one may begin with

inadequate doctrines concerning God, Man, and Sin, and he

will as surely reach an inadequate doctrine of Salvation, for

Salvation is designed to harmonize God and Man by the destruc-

tion of Sin. Salvation is the mediatorial doctrine, as Christ,

the Prince of Salvation, is the mediatorial person. In either

case, to purify and enlarge tlie one doctrine of atonement, until

the polemic theologian shall bring it to occupy and altogether

fill the great place assigned it in the New Testament, is to cor-

rect and amplify any system into which it enters, and conform
all the components of that system to the biblical standard.

Especially is the right appreciation of atonement necessary

to the normal growth of Protestantism. It is the correlate of

justification by faith. Eome may have the sacrament of pen-

ance, tlie repeated sacrifices upon the altar, and the Church's
<leposit of the supererogatory works of the saints of all ages,

by which to cover sin. Protestantism—blessed truth I—has only
the blood of Christ, and in his name only ])ronounecs blessing

upon the head of that man whose sin is covered.
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Botli the defenders and the enemies of the faith instinctively

recognize that in the atonement is to be discovered the one

snAlcient reason for the being of Cliristianitj. The peculiar

end of the Church, separated from communion with the ends of

any other society whatsoever, at once the warrant of its organic

existence, and the guarantee of its continued life, until the ac-

complishment of the commission received from the Church's

Head, is the proclamation of the finished redemption in Christ.

The Church is a mission, celestial in origin and equipment, in

the midst of a population foreign and estranged. To this

Church is given the ministry of reconciliation, that God was
in Christ reconciling the world unto himself ; to her ministers

is committed the word of reconciliation that, as embassadors for

Christ, they may beseech sinners to be reconciled to God. An-
nouncing that God is reconciled to raan, on the basis of this

reconciliation the Church prays men to be reconciled to God.
Hence arises the desire on the part of rationalists and Broad-

Churchmen to explain away the atonement, and on the part of

those whose faith has received the supernatural religion, with

all of its historical and doctrinal contents, to establish the

foundations here once for all.

To this instinctive sense of the situation are to be traced,

also, the continued production of treatises and multiplication

of theories, which are frequently not professional and theo-

logical, but partake of a semi-literary character. Horace Bush-

nell and a whole school of English and American writers

have written for a public wider than the theological, or even

the distinctively religious, and have found readers beyond the

walls of theological seminaries and the ranks of the clergy.

Men hesitate to recognize that element in the eternal and im-

mutable constitution of the divine nature which demands

purity and holiness, and pronounces desert of punishment upon

sin. Therefore they ask. Is there any thing in God to fear ?

and we have had a revival of superficial theories, not only of

the Socinian, Grotian, and governmental types, but also of a

moral and purely sentimental character. As a contribution to

the settlement of the true doctrine, as held with almost unde-

viating uniformity by ]\[ethodism, upon scriptural, historical,

and dogmatic foundations, this paper is written.

The safest, as well as the most strictly scientific, method of
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discussing tlie atonement would doubtless be, first, after the

manner of exegetical and biblical theology, to collocate and

carefnllj interpret all the express texts aud all the extended

teachings of Revelation upon the doctrine under examination,

80 as to bring the tj'uth into our minds just as it lies in the

Scripture. A classification of truths and summary of results

would naturally follo^\^ Eeason and the logical understand-

ing would now bring to light the necessary and universal

principles and implications of tlui biblical statements, and, if

possible, a single formula would be reached, embracing all the

essential attributes of the doctrine, which, for the dogmatic

theologian, ^vould be the definition of atonement. Lastly, an

historical survey would enable us to apply the test of the trath,

as embodied in the definition reached by the processes de-

scribed, to all the forms of the doctrine as set forth by the

teachers and theologians of the universal Church. But the

limits of this paper forbid the employment of this complete

and scientific Exegetical, Dogmatic, Historical method, and it

may the more freely be departed from since the exegetical

ground has been frequently gone over with great thorouglmcss

and accuracy, and with comparative freedom from dogmatic

bias, while the historical treatment is rather in the interest of

caution and additional interest than essential to the establish-

ment of the doctrine. A proper point of departure, therefore,

may be from the position of the systematic theologian, while

exegetics largely, and perhaps historical theology to some ex-

tent, will be made to serve important uses in the progress of

the discussion.

Let us make a beginning by placing side by side two Meth-
odist definitions of the atonement. By Methodist definitions,

definitions by recognized Methodist theologians are meant.

The latest, and, so far as the writer knows, the only, distinct

treatise on atonement that Methodism has produced is the work
of Dr. John Miley, Professor of Systematic Theology in Drew
Theological Seminary. Dr. Miley early in his monograph gives

us a formal definition of atonement. It is as follows

:

Tlio vicarious sufierings of Clirist are an atonement for sin as
a conditional substitute for penalty, fulfilling, on the forgiveness of
sm, the obligation of justice and the office of penalty in moral gov-
ernment.*

* Miley, "Tlie Alonement in Cliriat," p. 23.
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The second definition is taken from tlie unpublished lectures

on the Twenty-five Articles of Religion of the Methodist

Episcopal Churches delivered by the late Dr. Thomas O-

Summers, as Professor of Systematic Theology in Yanderbilt

University. The definition is in this language :

Atonement is the satisfaction made to God for the sins of all

mankind, original and actual, by the mediation of Christ, and
especially by his passion and death, so that pardon might be
granted to all, while the divine perfections are harmonized, the
authority of the Sovereign is upheld, and the strongest motives
are brought to bear upon siiuiers to lead them to repentance, to

laith in Christ, the necessary conditions of pardon, and to a life of

obedience by the gracious aid of the Holy Spirit.*

An analytical comparison of the two defiiutions reveals sev-

eral points of difference. 1. Dr. Summers calls atonement a

satisfaction made to God, Mdiich form of expression Dr. Aliley

not only excludes from his definition, but carefully avoids and

stringently opposes throughout his treatise, since he identifies

the satisfaction theory wdth the Calvinistic scheme of com-

mercial substitution, always calling this last mentioned doctrine

the doctrine of satisfaction. 2. Dr. Summers gives the atone-

ment relation to original as well as to actual sin, as is done by

our Second Article of Religion—"whereof is one Christ,

very God and very man, who truly suffered, was crucified,

dead and buried, to reconcile his Father to us, and to be a

sacrifice, not only for the original guilt, but also for actual sins

of men."f This Dr. ^liley's definition ignores, and his whole

essay does not touch the question except when he glances at

the relation of the atonement to infant salvation
; X and in this

momentary consideration it would appear that he attaches little

weight to the teachings of the fifth chapter of Romans, since

he makes no reference to it. A brief statement of exegetical

results, if nothing more, would have been very pertinent. 3. Dr.

Summers makes the atonement consist of the entire mediation

of Christ, especiaUy of his passion and death, while Dr. Miley

speaks only of the vicarious suft'erings, though he is doubtless

* This definition is taken from the writer's notes as a member of Dr. Summers's

class. The writer alone is responsible for the form given, but lie has every rea-

sonable guarantee that it is an exact reproduction of the Doctor's language.

f Southern Methodist Discipline, ed. 1882, p. 12.

X Miley, " Atonement in Christ," pp. 262-265.
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in complete accord with Dr. Summers, as is evinced by liis

masterly treatment of the great passage in the second chapter

of Phihppians :
" The incarnation itself is a great fact of aton-

i 11"- value in the redemptive mediation of Christ. . . . There

are two marvelous facts : the self-emptying

—

tavrov eKevojae—
or self-divestment of a rightful glory in equality ^\-ith God

;

and an assumption, instead, of the form of a servant in the

likeness of men." * Nevertheless, we are not to overlook the

superiority of Dr. Summers's definition in point of comprehen-

siveness, 4. Dr. Summers assigns three results to the atone-

ment, or grounds it in three necessities, though it is but right

to state tliat tlie last he did not class in respect to urgency

with the other two great necessities. In this last particular he

and Dr. Miley are again in agreement.f The three results or

necessities are, (1) The harmonization of the divine perfections.

Tliis follows from the previous doctrine that the atonement is a

satisfaction made to God. (2) The upholding of the authority

of the Sovereign. (3) The bringing to bear of the strongest

motives upon sinners to repent and believe. Here Dr. Sum-

mers has most felicitously combined all the elements of truth

in the three great theories of atonement, Satisfaction, Govern-

mental, and Moral. Dr. Miley represents the atonement only

as a conditional substitute for penalty, fulfilling the obligation

of justice and the ofiice of penalty in moral government. His

atonement yields only a governmental result, and has its only

ground in a governmental necessity. He himself has chosen

the title and uniformly calls his theory Kectoral, or Govern-

mental. 5. Finally, Dr. Summers's definition includes the se-

curing of a life of obedience by the gracious aid of the Holy
Spirit. He thus effectually guards the doctrine of atonement

and its correlate justification by faith from antinomian accusa-

tion and abuse. He answers those objections that have been

in the mouth of opponents from the time of Paul, the original

expounder of these truths, until the present. Here doubtless

our two Doctors are also in harmony ; but mark the grasp and

reach of Dr. Summers's formula. There may be other minor

points of difference between these two definitions. It is not

necessary for our purpose to be exhaustive; the differences

enumerated lie out broadly on the face of the two formulas.

* Miley, " Atonement in Christ," pp. 276-278. f Jl^id., pp. 125-126.
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But let us be careful that Dr. Miley's doctriue is not mis-

taken or misrepresented. It may be that he has not been able

to include explanation, enlargement, and exposition within the

limits of definition. Is it entirely certain that he does not

ground the necessity for atonement in the essential nature and

immutable character of God apart from his rectoral office and

relation \ It is granted that there are some passages in his book

that on fi]-st reading, and considered apart from the underlying

and pervading principle of his doctrine, seem to admit such a

necessity. But a more attentive examination ^vill often reveal

limitations and 'saving clauses in the passages themselves ; and,

further, they are rebutted by explicit assertions to the contrary.

An extended consideration of Dr. Miley's teaching, as will be

shown by large quotation, will make it appear that he does not

allow a separate and distinct demand for atonement in the

divine nature apart from God's office as a Sovereign. He
earnestly contends that if such a demand be allowed it must

yield an atonement by commercial substitution, or, as he calls

it, satisfaction. So far as a demand for atonement in the

nature of God may be regarded as acknowledged by Dr.

Miley, he identifies it with, and absorbs it in, the demand

that lies in the necessities of government. His section in

which he vindicates the necessity for atonement is entitled

*' Necessity in Moral Government." ^ " The necessity for

the redemptive mediation of Christ lies ultimately in the

perfections of God," he says, and we think here is the great

truth unequivocally stated, but he immediately adds the sav-

ing phrase, " as moral liuler." f In the same connection he

continues

:

We have the truth of a divine moral government as tlic

ground-fact in the necessity for an atonement. We have found

the facts and principles of such a government strongly atiirma-

tive of this necessity. They thus respond to the explicit attir-

mations of Scripture thereon. Furtlier, we liave found this

necessity to be gi-ounded in the profoundest interests of moral

government, for the protection of which tlie penalties of the

divine justice have a necessary function. Here we have the

real hinderance to a mere administrative forgiveness, and, there-

fore, the real necessity for an atonement. The true office of

atonement follows accordingly.^

Miley, " Atonement in Christ," p. 71. f Ihid., p. 73. % Ibid., p. 74.
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The penalties of divine justice are, therefore, not the mani-

festation of God's essential rectitude and holiness abstracted

from all governmental considerations, nor is there any bar in

the divine nature to sovereign forgiveness—this bar is wholly

tlie demand of governtnental exigencies. It is not desired to

attach any inference to Dr. Miley's doctrine that he does not

himself avow, and he shall be freely, but briefly, quoted by

passages taken from every part of his book

:

In the governmental theory, the scientifically consistent neces-

sity arises in tlie interest of moral government, and as an im-

perative requirement of some provision which may fulfill tlie

rectoral office of ]>ena]ty in tlie case of forgiveness.* . . . We
ground the necessity in tlie fact and requirements of moral gov-

ernment. f . . . And God, as a righteous Ruler, must intiict merited
penaltv upon sin, not, indeed, in the gratification of any mere per-

sonal resentment, nor in the satisfaction of an absolute retributive

justice, but in the interest of moral government, or find some rec-

torally compensatory measure for the remission of penalty.^ . . .

While divine penalty falls only upon sin, the supreme reason for its

infiiction is in the rectoral ends with which moral government is

concerned. Nor is the penal infiiction a moral necessity apart
from these ends. § . . . There is no sufiicient reason why sin must
he punished solelv on the ground of its demerit. . . . And, all

other ends apart, [the ends of moral government apart from the

demands of God's essential nature,] retributive justice may re-

mit its penalty. It may do this iclthoid an atonement.
||

. . . And
with no absolute necessity for the punishment of sin, it seems
clear that but for the requirements of rectoral justice, compassion
would triumph over the disposition of a purely retributive justice.*[

•^ . . But as penalties are remissible so far as a purely retributive

justice is concerned; so, having a special end in the interest of

moral government, they may give place to any substitutional

measure equally securing that end.** The demerit of sin im-
l)oses no obligation of punishment upon the Divine Ruler.ff The
rectoral ends of moral government are a profounder imperative
with justice itself than "the retribution of sin, simply as such.§§
The cross is the highest revelation of all the truths which embody
the best moral forces of the divine government.

||1|

We challenge that both in the New Testament and in Chris-

tian experience the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ is infinitely

niore than the embodiment of the forces of moral government

!

* Milcy, " Atonement in Christ," p. 61. f Ibid., p. 63.

X I'^id., p. 75. § Ibid., p. 226.

I Ibid,, p. 228; italicizing added by the writer. T| Ibid., p. 232.
*• Ihid., p. 229. ft Ibid., p. 233. §§ Ibid., p. 233. || Ibid., p. 239.

13 FOIRTII SKRIKS, VOL. XX.KVI.
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And real as the divine displeasure is against sin and against

sinners, atonement is made, not in its personal satisfaction, but

in fulfillment of the rectoral office of justice.*

It would be well if Dr. Milej could definitely tell us what is

his conception of displeasure against sin and sinners in such a

being as the unchanging and holy God. Is it appeased without

a consideration ? Is it a mere temporary affection, an ebullition

^of personal feeling, that, after the analogy of human wrath»

will burn itself out and gradually die away if let alone ?

Yet the atoning sacrifice of Christ neither appeases the per-

sonal displeasure of God nor conciliates his personal friendship.f

Could a sinner, icithout the helpful grace of redemption, sincerely

repent and render a true obedience, there woidd be a coincidence

upon hhn of the divine regards ofpersonal friendship andjudi-
cial condemnation. \

Such a conclusion, the legitimate outcome of Dr. Miley's

theory, which he has had the frankness to explicitly state,

stamps that theory as untrue. The idea here expressed is ut-

terly unbiblical. Dr. Miley cannot produce a single proof-

text from, the Xew Testament containing an approximation

to the thought contained in this strange sentence of his. "We

know that God loved us before the atonement, and that his

"love provided the atonement—this truth will receive full treat-

ment before the discussion closes; but God's love producing

an atonement for the satisfaction of his holiness that he may

forgive the sinner is widely different from a coincidence of

the divine regards of personal friendship and judicial condem-

nation upon a person for whom no atonement has been made.

A man may be the possessor of the personal friendship of God

and yet under sentence of judicial condemnation ! Almighty

God is your friend—your personal friend—and yet you are in

danger—in danger of eternal death! This onmipotent per-

sonal friend, in whose favor you abide, is powerless to help

you! God has constructed a government that ties his own

hands and nullifies his own personal friendship! He cannot

bless and save a sinner whose attitude and state he personally

accepts ! God's law is holier than God's nature ! The inmiac-

ulate God, who is a consuming fire to all sin, can endure and

* Milcy, " Atonement in Christ," p. 247. f Ihid., p. 249.

X Ibid., pp. 249, 250 ;
iUlicizing added by the writer.
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accept that which his law condemns and punishes ! One more

quotation will be sufficient

:

But for his regard for these rights and interests, [of moral gov-

ernment,] and, therefore, for the sacredness and autliority of his

law as the necessary means of their protection, he might have

satisfied the yearnings of his compassion toioard us in a mere

adinin istrative forgiveness*

It is very clear that Dr. Miley means to leave us no reason

for mistaking his doctrine. If he has passages that speak of

God's personal displeasure against sin, he is careful to ex-

plicitly inform us that the atonement is not grounded in any

necessity for the propitiation of this displeasure. So pointedly

does he put this, and so completely does he absorb the per-

sonal wrath of God, and the primitive desert of sin, in the ends

of moral government, that he tells us that, apart from moral

government, mercy and compassion may so dominate justice

and holiness in the essential nature of God, without any sort

of consideration 'or satisfaction offered to the offended Deity,

tliat he might forgive sin, so far as it is an offense to his own
purity and personal righteousness, by mere Sovereign preroga-

tive, while the only obstacles are interposed by moral gov-

ernment, considered in itself, and these insuperably prevent

administrative pardon. Hence the necessity for atonement is

grounded in moral government alone.

The question now arises, Is Dr. Miley's the Methodist doc-

trine of atonement ? Can we regard it as fortunate that the

only express Methodist treatise on atonement should ground

its theory exclusively in a governmental necessity ? Does Dr.

Miley's theory adequately interpret Scripture in those pro-

found texts which represent the demand for propitiation and

reconciliation aa. arising among the divine attributes in the

innennost recesses of the divine nature? Or is Dr. Summers
nearer the truth of Scripture, and nearer the Metliodist doc-

trine as taught by Watson, the first, and Pope, the last, of

great Metliodist writers on Systematic Theology? Can tlie

atonement be represented as a satisfaction to God, a harmo-

nization of the divine nature and attributes, and a reconcilia-

tion of God to the world, without the errors of the Calvin-

istic theory of commercial substitution ? Can we hold fast the

* Miley, "Atonement in Christ," p. 272 ; italicizing added by the writer.
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profoimdost teacliiiig-s of tlie Xew Testament witliout abatiiio;

one jot or tittle of all the meaning that an imdogmatie and schol-

arly exegete will find in them, and jet reject the Calvinistic so-

teriology ? AVatson, Pope, and Summers seem to think those

Scriptures teach that atonement is a real satisfaction to the

demands of the divine nature, and that this is consii^tent with

the true Armininn doctrine of atonement, Dr. Miley to the

contrary notwithstanding.

Dr. Miley, to some extent, recognizes the fact that he is not

in accord with the trend of Methodist doctrine. Eichai-d Wat-

son is allowed to have made statements which assign him to a

theory of atonement that Dr. Miley finds it necessary to criti-

cise and reject." He acknowledges that many leading Armin-
ians are to be classed with Watson. Dr. Pope's doctrine so

little harmonizes with Dr. Miley's that he is but once alluded

to, and that upon an insignificant side issue.f The writer does

not undertake to say exactly what theories of atonement are

held by Drs. Whedon and Raymond, since he has never met
\vith the article and sermon of the former referred to by Di-.

Miley, and, while his cnrsory examination of the " Systematic

Theology" of the latter reveals passages which seem to commit
him to the doctrine that atonement is a satisfaction to God^
he is not sufficiently informed to be competent to classify his

system. But in quoting Drs.Whedon and Raymond, Dr. Miley

thinks it expedient to argue that tho principles held by them
issue in the governmental theory, while he candidly admits tliat

Dr. Whedon has never called his theory governmental, and is

careful to say that he would not identify Dr. Raymond with a

theory which he discards.§ As shown by the two definitions,

Dr. Miley's theory is widely different from that of Dr. Sum-
mers. Here, then, we have a recognition of Watson as holding

another theory of atonement, a tacit acknowledgment of want

of harmony with Pope, a consciousness that in formal state-

ment and title of theory the support of Whedon and Raymond
cannot be claimed, and of a great gulf between Summers and

]\[iley. Dr. Miley, though not making an issue with the Meth-
odist doctrine as such, certainly would not claim to represent it.

* Miley, '-Atonement in Ciirist." p. 117. f Ibid., p. 205.

X Raymond, "Systematic Tlioology," vol. ii, pp. 2-19, 310.

g Miley, "Atonement in Clirist," pp. 212-214.
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By pointing out these fact^^, it is not intended to create any

prejudice against Dr. ^liley, or even an a priori presumption

iigainst the trutli of his theory in advance of the argument

upon its merits. It may be freely admitted that advance

in t^cientific theological statement, as in every other depart-

ment of human thought and activity, must come through

tlic work of the specialist. Tlie monographic treatment of

the minute student of a single section of Christian doctrine

ought to differ widely, in method, and possibly in results,

from the work of the general waiter on Systematic The-

ology. We expect his work to abound in criticisms, and, if the

whole truth and the exact truth has not before been reached,

lie is the man to define, elucidate, establish, and defend it.

Certainly Dr. Miley is privileged to work up the doctrine of

the Atonement, as Dr. Pope has presented the doctrine of the

Person of Christ, Dr. Whedon the doctrine of the Will, and

Dr. Summers the doctrine of Baptism. Certainly he may
show, if possible, that Watson and Pope and Summers are

wrong, and that if Whedon and Itaymond had been making a

specialty of atonement their acknowledged principles would
have developed into a scientific treatment practically one with

the doctrine Dr. Miley has set forth. All this may be fairly

granted. But the question is. Has he succeeded in accomplish-

ing such a work as this ?

Dr. Miley has continually written upon the assumption that

there is no middle place between the Pectoral theory and the

Calvinistic theory of commercial substitution, which secures

the unconditional discharge of all for whose sins Christ's death

paid the penalty, and carries with it all the Calvinistic pecul-

iarities of limited atonement, unconditional election, irresistible

grace, and final perseverance. This he has misnamed the Sat-

isfaction theory. Watson, Pope, and Summers are certainly

Batisfactionists ; but this is not their theory. Miley denies that

there is any scientific place for them. They must either be
Calvinists, or give in their adhesion to the pure Pectoral theory.

Put it is strange that all these Methodist theoloirians, some of

whom were certainly possessed of as much exegetical skill,

metaphysical acumen, and logical power as Dr. !\riley has man-
ifested in any part of his treatise, should have all lodged in an
nnscientific and indefensible half-way position, unable to see
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that if tliej abandoned the Calvinistic theory of commercial

substitution their principles must carry them over to the gov-

ernmental theory of atonement. Dr. Miley is free to essay the

rescue of Methodism and of these uncritical theologians from

an inconsistent doctrine ; but, undoubtedly, the whole ground

must be very carefully reviewed before he can be permitted to

hold the field unchallenged. He must make good his position.

It is an acknowledged principle laid down by Dr. Miley, in

common with others, that any theory of atonement, to be valid,

must adequately interpret the Scriptures. Systematic theol-

ogy, like systematic science, is the formulating of general prop-

ositions and laws which must fully embrace and explain all the

individual phenomena grouped under them. The fatal defect

of the rectoral theory, however it may approve itself to a shal-

low rationalism, is, that it is not an interpretation of Scripture

in its profound representations of propitiation and reconcilia-

tion. The issue with Dr. Miley is made at once just here. The
writer of this paper is not desirous of setting forth his own
naked and unsupported opinions and interpretations ; when he

can add to the native worth of the argument, he advances the

authority of those whose theological learning is unquestioned,

and who have earned the right to be heard. Dr. Pope is one

of the most accomplished of the many learned Greek exegetes

of Great Britain, which perhaps leads Germany in the single

department of New Testament criticism and interpretation.

The pre-eminent merit of his great work on Systematic The-

ology is its approximation to biblical theology in its close ad-

herence to exegetical methods. Here we have few of those

long chains of abstract reasoning that fill so many other bodies

of divinity, in which there are no quotations from Scripture, and

little attempt to rest the pillars of the argument upon support-

ing biblical deliverances. Dr. Pope has set forth the true doc-

trine so lucidly and succinctly that the argument conducted by

frequent quotation from him must be largely the gainer thereby.

Ills general preparatory statement is made in this language :

The teaching of Scripture on this subjeet may be siuninod as

follows: The Finished Work, as acconiplisbed by the Mediator
himself, in his relation to mankind, is his divine-human obedience
regarded as an expiat()ry sacrifice—the Atonement pro])er. Then
it may be studied in its results as to God, as to God and man, and
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as to man. First, it is the supreme manifestation of the glory and

<-(»iisistency of the divine attributes; and, as to this, is termed the

Righteousness of God. Secondly, as it respects God and man, it

is The Reconciliation, a word Avliich involves two truths, or rather

one truth ifnder two aspects: the propitiation of the divine dis-

pleasure against the world is declared; and, therefore, the sin of

the world i^ no longer a bar to acceptance. Thirdly, in its inlluence

on man, it maybe viewed as Redemption, universal as to the race,

lijnited in its process and consummation to those who believe.*

Here Dr. Pope lias not thonglit it necessary even to allude

to governmental necessities and results. He employs a biblical

vocabulary and such modes of speaking as are not unknown to

the Scriptures. In continuation of this thought, be says, in

jet more unmistakable language :

As availing for man, by the appointment of God, it is no less

than the satisfaction, provided by divine love, of the claims of

divine justice upon transgression; which may be viewed, on the

one hand, as an expiation of the punishment due to the guilt of

human sin; and, on the other, as a propitiation of the divine dis-

pleasure, which is thus sliown to be consistent with infinite good-
will to the sinners of mankind. But the expiation of guilt and the

^

propitiation of Avrath are one and the same effect of the atonement.

Both suppose the existence of sin and the wrath of Go.d against it.f

Once more

:

As the atonement avails for the human race, and is therefore
ours, it must be viewed as a vicarious satisfaction of the claims
of divine justice or expiation of the guilt of sin, and propitiation

of the divine favor.|

Dr. Pope now proceeds to the exegetical defense of these

<iogniatic definitions. There are two families of terms that

must be at once brouglit forward in every discussion of this

subject : the nouns IXaay-oq and KaraXXayri most fitly represent

these two groups of terms and ideas. The first group is pre-

sented in three leading forms

:

Christ is the 'lAaa/io^, the virtue of the propitiation, and the
Propitiator: He is the p)'opifiatio>/ for our sins/ not the 'IXaorTjp,

because the process of his propitiating is lost in the effect. He is

the livmg Expiation. He is also the DMorrjQiov, the Kapporeth,
or Mercy-seat, according to the use of tlie word in the Septuagint,
Whom God hifth set fort Jt to be a PropitintloJi, that is, as a mercy-
seat, between himself and sinners. Or, if the word be an adjective,

* Pope, "Compendium of Christiati Tlieolosry," vol. ii, p. 263.

I Ibid., vol. ii, p. 264. % ^'"^•. vol. ii, p. 269.
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then Qi^a i.s understood, and he is a propitiatory sacrifice. As the
high-priest he is said iXaaKiaeai raq afiaQriag, that is, to expiate
sms; -though the English translation hides this meaning: to make
reconciliation for the sins of the peojjle*

Now consider tlie second group of terms

:

The verb KaraXXdaasiv signifies the virtue of the mediation of
Christ as^ composing a difference between God and man and
KaraXTiayi] the result

; the new relation in whicli the world
stands to God, he being no longer an dvrl6iiio<;, and the world
being no more an object of wrath. The context in the two pas-
sages where the verb is used shows that God is the antagonist.!

Coming now to discuss the specific idea of satisfaction as
involved in expiation and propitiation, Dr. Pope says

:

- As commonly used to signify the unlimited reparation made
for the dishonor done to the majesty of holiness bv sin, it has no
direct, though abundant indirect, sanction in the Ncav Testament
l:iut n evermore blends with the idea of propitiation : God is
propitious, or favorably brought near, to the entire race of man-
kind; there is now but one dvdQ0>-6Krovo^ for whom eternal ricrht
shall take no satisfaction But the idea as referred to the Di-
^•lne being is really twofold: it is the satisfaction of his unutter-
able love which provides the atonement; and it is the satisfaction
OJ bis eternal holiness which must be a consuming fire to evil.|

This is by no means identical with the doctrine advocated by
Dr. Miley, that a sinner may be at once possessed of tlie per-
sonal friendship of God and exposed to judicial penalty. It is
true that the atonement is to be traced to God's love as its
original. But that love does not exclude co-existent divine dis-
pleasure against sin and sinners. And in order that that love
might have free course to the sinner and be glorified in his sal-
vation, it gave birth to the atonement, not as an outgrowth of
governmental necessities, but as a demand arising among the
divine attributes, and to remove difficulties interposed by tlie
divine nature. This is very different from Dr. ]\Iiley's doctrine,
that if the governmental difficulties were out of the way the
personal displeasure could be removed without atonement. In
substantial accord with Dr. Pope, the writer, several years ago,m a tract issued by the Southern Methodist Publishing House,
had occasion to formulate the truths involved in this lano-uac-e :
..

o &

* Pope, " Compendium of Christian Theoloey," vol. ii, p. 272.

t Ihid., vol. ii, p. 272.
^ ma., vol. ii, p. 274.
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The atonement is sometimes misapprehended. Horace Bush-

nell had the true doctrine exactly reversed when he maintained,

in his "Forgiveness and Law," that God made tlie sacrifice of his

Son in order to excite love and forgiveness in his own bosom
toward the creature upon whom he had conferred so costly a gift,

just as we find that large self-sacrifice on behalf of our enemies

and their interests substitutes hate and vengeance by love and
forgiveness in our feelings and intentions. Such a system, or

any other, beginning with the malignity of God toward his creat-

ures, in whole or in part, dishonors God, and is viciously false.

God is love, essentially and inalienably love. Grid's love was not

born of the atonement, but the atonement of God's love. Man
lost his place in the approving love of God, but not in his benevo-

lent love. Antecedently to the atonement of Christ God loved

the world: for "God so loved the world that he gave his only-

begotten Son." He did not give his Son that he might love the

world. By this we understand that, while the righteous and
rectoral principles of his character and government demanded
the punishment of bin, and would have inflicted that punishment,

he yearningly desired the salvation of his creatures. Else the in-

carnation and crucifixion had never taken place. lie loved us

while we were yet enemies, just as we love our children when
we are about to inflict corporal punishment upon them. Upon
the death of the Son, however, the race steps up on a new and
higher plane before God. God stands in an altered relation to

his creature. He not only has a desire to save, but he now has
the ability to pardon, and at the same time not infringe upon the

righteous demands of his character and law. Is this now, when
we turn to man, unconditional ? Has the sinner a claim upon
God ? or, has the sacrifice of Christ purchased him a right of

forgiveness ? Is the commercial conception of the atonement, as

held either by Augustinianistn or Universalism, according to

which the price has been paid, and the bond must be fulfilled

by the delivery of the pui-chased possession, true ? Here the

Calvinist and Universalist hold the same fundamental principle,

for it matters not that the purchase in the one case is a part of

the race, and in the other the whole. The questions asked above
nmst be answered negatively ; and we avoid Calvinism on one
hand, and Universalism on the other, building firmly on the

broad foundations of Arminian orthodoxy, when we consider that
the demand for atonement lay in God, or in the character of
God—not in the value or number of the souls under the condem-
nation of violated law\ The atonement accomplishes simply the
removal of the divine disabilities, and God now obtains only the
power to consistently pardon. It is not a question of the purchase
of a given number of souls by the jiaynient of a stipulated price,

but a question of making the pardon of r/»y soul possil)le. Just
the same atonement is required to make the justification of one
Binner possible that would be required for an infinite number.*

* "Wandering Stars," pp. 4-6.
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So Dr. Pope

:

Propitiation, from Propc, ncai-, indicates in the Bible tliat tlie
favor an.l good pleasure of God is attracted to tlie sinner l)v the
mediation of Jesus. He ts the Propitiatiox because in him God
IS nearer to man the sinner than even to man the unfallen The
factthat holy wrath is turned awav througli the atonincr' satis-
factioi. IS a secret behind the Incarnation : in tlie very ess'enee of
tiie 1 mine God. Herdn is love, rmt that ^re loved Gael hut thm
he loved Its, and serd his Son the Propitiation for our sins The
profound truth remains, that the divine wrath and the divine
Jove are revealed at once in Christ, but love must have the pre-
eminence in our phraseology.*

This is sufficient refutation of the following argumeut of
Dr. Miley's

:

•Why did the Father sacrifice the Son of his love in our re-
demption y It could not have been from any need of personal
propitiation toward us. The redeeming sacrifice itself, the fruit

. ot his love to us, IS proof to the contrary.f

Unquestionably all careful exegetes will agree that the noun
KaraXXayq expresses

tlie divine virtue of that mediatorial work which reconciles in
lT..d himself love and holiness, justice and mercy: in God himself
betore the Keconciliation was exhibited in th'e world Of the
distinction between this xVtonement eternally in God and Recon-
ciliation in the world of time we must speak attain We
mean by the Atoxemext the whole economy of our Lord's sav-mg intervention as consummated on the cross. It is the iXaanoc
and aaoKeoOac which answers to the IQIi and the 133. Just as
we employ the term Redemption to designate Christ's work as
f=.aving man generally, and the term Reconciliation to sicrnify the
ministry through which that salvation is proclaimed; so we use
the term Atonement to include the virtue of the redeemincr work^
as propitiating the divine mercy to our race. In fact, it* is the
theological formula for all that belongs to that work.J

No systematic theologian has ever excelled Dr. Pope in exe-
getical skill. It would bo difficult to find in the whole realm
of theological M-riting a profounder appreciation of the exact
teaching of Scripture .than is expressed in the following
passage, especially in the concluding sentences:

* Pope, '• Compendium," etc., vol. ii, p. 275.

fMiley, "Atonement," etc., p. 272.

X Pope, " Compendium," etc, vol. ii, p. 275.
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The divine Holixess is exhibited as conspicuously as the di-

vine love, so far as concerns the process of redemption : love is

supreme in the origination, and ^vill be supreme at the end—for

mere]/ rejolceth af/ainstjudgment, not over it, thougli over against

it; but in the actual atoning work the justice of holiness, de-

manding the punishment and extermination of sin, is displayed

in the most awful manner of which the human mind can form
any conception. It is important to remember that Holy Scri})t-

ure never niakes such a distinction between the love and the

holiness of God as theology thinks it necessary to establish.

The mercy that provides and the justice that requires the atone-

ment are one in the recesses of the divine nature. Their union

or identity is lost to us in the thick darkness of the light which
we cannot approach. The cross of Christ, or rather the whole
mediation of the Redeemer, equally and at once reveals both.

Herein is love—to quote once more the final revelation of Script-

ure on thi^ subject

—

yiot that we loved God, hut that he loved vs,

and sent his Son tlie 1^'opitiation for our sins. In our infirmity

we find it needful to correct onr estimate of one attribute by ap-

pealing to the other. The Scripture scarcely condescends to

that infirmity. It speaks of the divine dyd-r] as ordering the

whole economy of what is, nevertheless, an iXaaung or propitia-

tion, and of the divine £v6oKca as ordering the whole economv
of what is nevertheless a KaraXXayi]. We shall hereafter see

how these four words meet in the sacrifice of the cross, where
love reigns through the infinite sacrifice of love.*

., Could anj thing be more beautifully or more truthfully

said? The superticial theology of Dr. Miley's theory is

driven away like chaff before the strong wind by such com-
plete presentation of the whole content of the sacred writings.

Dr. Pope is as careful as Dr. Miley to leave us in no doubt
concerning his conception of the necessities and residts of

atonement

:

The change of relation is mutual : God lays aside his dis-

pleasure against mankind, being propitiated in "the intervention
of his Son ; and all men, through the ministry of the Reconcilia-
tion, are invited to enter into a state of acceptance with God,
laying aside their enmity, f

Dr. Pope does not for a moment entertain that superficial

and sentimental error that the reconciliation is only of man to

God, not of God to man. If our view must be one-sided and
incomplete, our doctrine would be nearer the truth if it held
only the great biblical fact of the reconciliation of God to men :

* "Compendium," etc., vol. i, pp. 278, 279. f Ibtd., vol. ii. p. 232.
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Not to betake ourselves to abstract principles, the Scripture

must be our appeal. The few sentences containing that aspect

of the Saviour's work which views it as the Keconciliation speak

in their context of a divine wrath, and in such a way as to give

wrath its uttermost meaning. In the classical Corinthian pas-

sage we read not imputing their trespasses unto them, which has

behind it, or rather before it, that most solemn declaration, Who
though he kneio not si?i, was made six for us. These last words
give the key to the whole doctrine ; closing the statement of it

with deep emphasis. . . . When he who kneio no sin was made
sin/orns, the wrath of God against our transgression was ex-

pended upon our Representative, and diverted from us. He
reconciled the world to himself by removing from it, as a world,

his eternal displeasure. What is now going on through the

ministry is the winning of individual souls to the enjoyment of

the divine peace. For the full interpretation of this classical

passage it is necessary to consider more distinctly the meaning
of both terms : Reconciliation and World. The entire world of

mankind God is said to have reconciled to himself in Christ,

inasmuch as the atoning sacrifice was the actual realization of a

purpose which had been regarded as wrought out from the be-

ginning of human history. An economy or relation of peace

had always ])revailed in his government of a sinful race. . . .

The purpose of redem])tion was an eternal purpose. . . . There
was in heaven :in Atonement before the Atonement. . . . The
term [Reconciliation] may be said to characterize the kind of ad-

ministration the Suf)reme Ruler has exercised over a guilty race.

. . . As the world has received a Saviour or Deliverer, and the

Gospel is preached to the world, so the world has from the be-

ginning had the benefit of the amnesty. But a dispensation of

forbearance Befork Christ is In Christ a dispensation of perfect

Peace. Hence the Gospel is called the ministry of reconciliation.

God is administering, through the stewards of this ministry, a

system or economy of forgiveness and peace. The embassadors
of Christ announce a general declaration of the divine good-will

to the M'orld. Their ministry is not so much to induce sinners

to lay aside their opposition to God as to persuade them that

God has laid aside his o])position to them, not imputing their

trespasses. . . . There is nothing said here of a reconciliation

between the upper intelligences and man, or between both united

and God ; it is evident that the atonement is a ground of am-
nesty in the divine government universal so far only as the

human race is concerned. The cross belongs to the world, and
to all the world. Its two arms stretch backward and forward,
to the beginning and to the end of time. So it is in a parallel

place : J^or he is our Peace . . . that he might reco?icile both

unto God in one body by the cross, having slain the enmity
thereby ; what enmity he slevv' is explained by the reconciliation

Unto God. The result is that the life of salvation reigns. . . .

The race in its unity is, notwithstanding sin, placed in a relation of
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peace with the Supieuie Ruler, so that tlie holy heavens can still

ciinopy an unholy earth. , . . Our being reconcile<l never means
<mr putting away our enmity, but the revelation in us of GoiTs
mercy. This is evident in the apostle's words to the Romans :

lor if, xrjitn toe mere enemies, under the displeasure of God,
t\0()oi ovTE<;, we were reconciled to God, KarrjAAdyTjaev tg5 Qeio,

!••{ the decith of his Son, much more, hebuj recoucUtd, liaving be-

«-oine partakers of divine grace, ice shall be saved by Ids Ufe^ lie

is our Peace, St. Paul says, just as he is our Saviour, our Lord,
our Head- And those who have received the Atoiiemt^nt, or who
:iveJustified bj/ his blood ; tliat is, who do not reject the reconcilia-

tion which is announced to them in the Gospel—h:ive peace loith

God throu'jh our Lord Jesus Christ. The preachers of the Gos-
pel declare the message of their embassy, and beseech men in

Christ's stead: IBe ye reconciled to God. But they mean only :

Submit yourselves to the mercy of Heaven. St, Paul gives an-
other expression to the same truth: he adds. And came and
l>r( ached peace ; after that description of the atonement already
<|Uoted, which speaks of his having slain the enmity on the cross.*

What a Gospel I Glorious trutli ! How unspeakably great

and precious the message of recouciliation committed to the

embassador for Christ ! What a response in peace, in joy

unspeakable and full of glory, this Gospel receives in Chris-

tian experience I How unanimous the testimony of ecumeni-
cal Methodism!

^* The angel said unto them, Behold I bring you good tidings

of great joy, . . . and suddenly there was with the angel a mul-
titude" praising and saying—Ao^a h vxpiaroiq Gew koX tm yT/g-

e'lpijvT] iv dvdpdJToig evdoKiag : Glory to God in the highest, this

i.s one member of the angelic antiphony,

—

and peace njmn earth

among men of good-will—toward whom God is well-disposed,

—here is the responsive member.
Let Historical Theology, in concluding, render us some slight

Kcrvice. Referring to Socinianism, Dr. Pope says :

It refuses to admit of any immutable qualities Avhether of jus-
tice or mercy in the divine nature, these being only expressions
of his occasional will, called out, as it were, by the conduct of
man. An eternal justice demanding punishment is inconsistent
with an eternal mercy prompting to forgive. Satisfaction for
i^in is incompatil)le with love. Against this objection it is

enough to say that it opposes the tirst principles of scriptural
leaching concerning God, who is re[>resented as reconciling in
Idniself these opposite attributes by an atonement which is at

* Pope, "Compendium," etc., vol. ii, pp. 28.3-287. Paragraphs and sentences
trom all tliese pagrcs have been srrouped for quotation.
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once and equally an expression of both, and regulating Lis will.

Thus our doctrine is safe from Socinian censure only when it

first shuts itself up in God, and grasps the reconciliation of jus-

tice and mercy in the divine nature.* There are two everlasting
safeguards of the truth : the constitution of the human mind,
which bears witness to the wrath as well as the love of God,
and the express revelation of Scripture concerning the recon-
ciliation, f

Once more. In Dr. Pope's final historical summary the

beautiful harmony and almost marvelous coincidence of Pope
and Summers may be clearly seen

:

Most of the errors that have passed in review have sprung from
failure to connect the three leading biblical ideas: the "atone-

ment in God, as a necessity in the divine attributes; the recon-
ciliation on earth, as vindicating to the universe the rectoral

justice of God; and the exhibition of the redemption to man, as

moving upon his conscience and will and heart. Here unite
what are sometimes called the Substitutionary, the Goveen-
MEXTAL, and the Moral Influence theories. Tiie union of
these is the scriptural doctrine, as it is set forth in Scripture; and
especially in the Epistles of St. Peter, St. Paul, and St. John:
the last giving in many particulars the finishing touches in the
union of the Person and the Work of Christ. Neither of these the-

ories is valid, standing alone. Each is necessary as the comple-
ment of the others. The doctrine would commend itself more
than it does to the minds of all devout persons if justice was
done to every aspect. The champion of either of these theories

who thinks It necessary absolutely to deny the truth of the others
proves that his own is wrcng.J

The later theologian builds on the same foundation with

the older. Watson in his " Theological Institutes," Part II,

chapter xx, develops in extenso a doctrine in all essential points

in accord with that of Dr. Pope. The difference is that be-

tween the polemical and argimientative systematic theologian

who for several generations was the type of an English divine,

and the exegetical, polished, brief, scholarly, uncombative

treatment of the theologian who is a master in all the rich de-

velopments of the most recent biblical and theological learning

both in England and in Germany. Many passages might be

quoted from the familiar pages of this twentieth chapter of

Watson ; but in the special interpretation of the critical pas-

sages on which the doctrine turns this would be but to dupli-

* Pope, " Compendium," etc, vol. ii, p. 310. f Ibid., p. 312. % Ibid., p. 314.
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cute, in some cases very strikingly, the spiiit and results of tlie

quotations already made from Dr. Pope. The extended treat-

ment which Dr. Summers gave in his lectures developing his

definition was divided into three sections on the Satisfaction,

Governmental, and Moral aspects of the atonement. On the

doctrine of the atonement, Watson, Pope, and Summers are

a unit.

The limits of this paper do not permit us to enter upon the

minute discussion of the relation of the atonement to original

sin. Suffice it to say that Dr. Miley has accorded no special

treatment to this great question in any section of his work

;

and, moreover, in his cursory allusions to the manner of infant

salvation, he shows no critical appreciation of the doctrinal

teachings involved in any really adequate exegesis of the fifth

chapter of Romans, verses twelve to twenty-one. K. special

treatise on the work of Christ for the salvation of men that

gives no account of this passage can hardly proceed upon so

thorough-going a principle as to revolutionize the theology of

Methodism. Paul says :
" So then as through one trespass the

judgment came unto all men to condemnation ; even so through

one act of righteousness the free gift came unto all men to

justification of life. For as through the one man's disobedience

the many were made sinners, even so through the obedience of

the one shall the many be made righteous." But in Dr.

Miley's system there hardly seems to be a place for this

Pauliue fact.

The scope of this paper will not be mistaken : it is meant to

ascertain and present the doctrine of atonement as held by

Methodism. "Watson, Pope, Summers— all Englishmen, though

the last a representative of American Methodism—Miley, Whe-
don, Raymond—these six authors, all ministers and theologians

of Wesleyan and Episcopal Methodism, are the only writers to

whom reference has been made. Fletcher might also have

been embraced in our consensus^ but he may serve us a good

turn at another time.
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Aet. VI,—the scriptural doctrine of "THE
DEVIL."

" The world is very evil," wrote Bernard of Clugny, at the

beginning of his famous liynm to the Xew Jerusalem: but

probably the thought was there introduced oidy as a common-

place—a fact of which all were presumed to be aware, and the

recognition of which might lieighten the apparent fitness of

what he was about to say of that " better country." But the

existence of evil in the world is a fact of universal experience.

" The whole creation groanetb and travaileth in pain together,*'

and, as the wisdom of hoary antiquity declares, '• man is born

unto trouble as the sparks ily upward." Men instinctively

pursue courses of life and action, and develop characters and

conditions of heart and mind, which surely lead them into

trouble. How our world became so bad, and how such an

imperfect condition of things can continue in the domain of

Infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, is the " mystery of

mysteries," which confounds all finite thought ; and yet with

this question, man's folly and presumption have perpetually

busied themselves in futile attempts to solve the inexplicable

riddle, " And of their vain disputings find no end."

There is a natural evil which has its seat in the physical

system, and is affected by the conditions and environment of

sensitive subjects, but of that we have not now to speak, except

incidentally. Another form of evil of a purely spiritual nature

is recognized and illustrated in the Bible, which it calls sin, of

which the religious and ethical teachers of all others than the

Jewish nation appear in no case to have had any adequate

conception. Whether or not men are subject to natural evil,

except as the result of moral causes or conditions, is a question

not altogether undeserving of attention, and it is also beset with

very considerable difficulties, however it may be answered. Nat-

urally and philosophically, it would seem that pain and suffering

are inseparable from animal existence among the conditions of

this i^resent world—if, indeed, irrational creatures are capable

of conscious suffering—and yet to concede it would open up

some very far-reaching inquiries. The existence of moral evil,

SIN, in the world, and the development of its results, under the
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lilvinc government, us it is a matter of infinitely deeper inter-

est, appears also as a still more profound and tremendous mys-

tery. AVlien we are asked how this can l)e, we reply in our

i:,niorance that " an enemy hath done this." It is all the work

of the Devil. Ajid when our children ask us why God allows

tiic Devil to continue doing all this mischief, we are compelled

to confess that the whole subject is too deep and high for our

thoughts. Proud philosophers have vainly attempted to explain

these mysteries with their babbling " Theodicies," prating

" Of Providence, foreknowledge, will, and fate,

Fixed fate, free-will, foreknowledge absolute ;

"

but the devout and God-fearing lay their fingers upon their

h"ps and silently confess that they cannot answer, though their

faith in God assures them that although six exists for the time

being, and works its fearful ruin in our world, it is still within

the grasp of the divine power, and that the decree has gone

forth, '-'Thus far and wo farther.''

Perhaps some incidental advantages may have resulted from
such futile attempts to solve tliese deep mysteries, and that, too,

among the most favorable conditions. It seems, indeed, to

have been the divinely ordered mission of the Greek philosophy,

and before that those of Persia and India, to test to its utmost
ilie mind's capability of finding out God and understanding his

counsels. " The world by wisdom knew not God," and this

was demonstrated and at last confessed ; and the enforcement
of this intellectual despair was among the processes by which
the ago of the advent became " the fullness of the time."

The human mind demands something to be believed, and phi-

losophy had conspicuously failed to respond to that demand ;

and men were, therefore, the more willing to listen to the voice

"f God speaking from heaven, and still more to attend to the

Words of Him who came in person to reveal to men the deep
mysteries of the kingdom of lieaven. But these revelations
Jiro, however, only in i)art, and there still remains not a few
*' secret things" which (rod has reserved to liimself, to inquire
into which is neither wise nor reverent. Holy Scripture rec-

•'.i^cuizes the. existence of sin in the world, tells how it became a

Jtict in man's history and character, and, best of all, how its

furse may be avoided. Beyond this it is silent ; and we are
20 ForCTII SF.KIKS, vol.. XXXVI,
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left deeply interested spectators of the sublime drama of the

overthrow of the great Adversary and the destruction of his

kingdom.

The Scriptures in treating of six simply recognize it as a

fact, without attempting to propound any theory respecting its

origin, except that it is derived from an extra-mundane source,

and brought into the world by a spiritual being, neitlier divine

nor human, called variously the Devil, {Aid(3o^og,) the Adver-

sary, and Satan. He is also called, on account of his occupa-

tions, the " Tempter," the " Accuser," and the " Destroyer."

This person is a perpetually felt presence in the doctrinal

teachings of Holy Scripture, and a factor in all of life's prob-

lems. As God himself is the one great object of theology,

pure and simple, so in the theo-anthropology of the Bible is

the ever-present and always effective " party of the other part,''

standing over against God

—

the Adcei'sary.

The biblical account of the beginning of sin, as a fact in hu-

man life and history, presents the Devil as its promoter and

procuring cause. Whatever theory may be adopted respecting

the drapery of the story of the Fall, the diabolic presence and

efficiency remains. Nor does it appear that without that influ-

ence the sad event which brought sin and death into our world

could have occurred. So, too, the progress of the conflict

•which the incoming of six precipitated is every-where marked

by the same presence and power ; and the successful accom-

plishment of the work of the Messiah, as declared in prophecy

—which by reason of "the work of the Devil" is a militant

campaign—is to be signalized by the complete discomfiture and

. overthrow of the Adversary. Any system of theology, so-

called, that fails to recognize and make prominent the person-

ality and the active antagonism of the Devil, is not rjuo ad hoc

—so far forth—the theology of the Bible, nor can it be brought

into harmony with the chief features of that great body of re

vealed truth. The scriptural idea of the Devil is that he is

the personal embodiment of a great spiritual force, constantly

acting in the divine realm—the mental cosmos—and which is, as

to men's spiritual natures, a steady and terribly perilous impulse

toward " the evil." On this pregnant truth St. Peter bases

his godly admonition to believers, to which all would do well

to take heed :
" Be sober, be watchful : your advei-sary the
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Devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom lie

may devour : whom resist steadfast in the faith."

To examine in order, however briefly, all of the many pas-

sages of Scripture in which the doctrine of the presence and

spiritual influence of the Devil in human affairs is taught,

would entirely transcend our limits ; we therefore select a single

one, the elucidation of which will largely illustrate nearly all

that is given on the subject. That passage (John viii, 44) reads :

''Ye are of yourfather the Devil, and the lusts of yourfather

ye icill do : he icas a murderer from the beginning, and
alode not in the truth, hecause there is no truth in him: When
he spealceth a lie, he speaketh of his own : for he is a liar, and
Hiefather of itP These are Christ's own words spoken to the

Jews, who were violently opposing him in the temple only a

few days before his passion.

The conflict in Avhich our Lord was then engaged, which

appeared outwardly to be simply between himself and the Jew-

ish rulers, had broader relations, and was of more than any

merely incidental significance. It was a conflict of truth

against falsehood—of God in Christ against the Devil—and its

crisis was even then at hand. Our Lord, too, appears to have

been intent on placing the parties to that conflict each in his

proper position, himself doing the work committed to him by
the Father, and those to whom he spake arrayed against him
doing the work of their father—the Devil. And, that all

might clearly understand the case in all its bearings, he in re-

markably clear and comprehensive terms not only designates

the Devil as the active antagonist of the work of Christ,

acting through those directly addressed, but he also describes

his character and his ever-enduring relations of antagonism
against God—alike in character and action.

Looking carefully into these words of Christ, we find in them
not only a clear recognition of the Devil as a person, but also

a strongly marked expression of his character, with, perhaps,

(and perhaps not,) some reference to his history. They also,

and especially, indicate his relations to wicked men, and to sin
as it is found in men. Respecting this last particular, which
may be noticed first, it is shown that the wickedness of men,
as displayed in their conduct, is, as to its source and procuring
cause, of the Devil, and that he holds to evil men the relations
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of a father, by some kind of ethical genesis. B^^ some process

which from its nature is hidden fi-om liiiman scrutiny, the spir-

itual and moral charactei-istics of the Devil have passed over

to, and become abiding qualities in, men's spiritual natures
;

and as the characteristics of the father are reproduced in his

children, by the laws of heredity, so the ethical character of

the Devil re-appears in wicked men, and therefore he is prop-

erly called their •'. father.'' And it should be further observed

that this form of expression indicates more than simple like-

ness in kind or similarity of character; it embodies the notion

of causation—of generation. Men are what they are, in their

native depravity, because the Devil has made them so ; and

their badness, though really their own, is, at the same time, of
the Devil. Their evil propensities

—

hnSviiiaL—are therefore

called " the lusts of your father," as coming from him, though

developed in themselves. These lusts are, however, none the

less their own because of their derivation, as is well remarked

by Meyer, (H. A. W.,) '• The conscious will of the child of

the Devil is to accomplish that after which its father^ whose

organ it is, lusts^ All this, indeed, differs but very little from

the catholic doctrine of " Original Sin " as it has been taught

and held in the Church : that it consists not primarily in the

action, but in the depraved condition of the soul, derived by in-

heritance from a corrupted stock, which itself became such at

first through diabolical agency.

The presentation by our Lord of such an awful and pro-

found mystery as that' of the relations subsisting between sin-

ful men and the Devil made it proper that some fuller state-

ments should at the same time be made by him respecting that

unique and formidable personage. .Following the words of

our Lord a little farther, we tind a clear and explicit recogni-

tion of the Devil as a rational and intelligent person, with a

fully determined ethical character. These words of Christ,

uttered among such circumstances, can be understood only in

their most obvious signification. It must not be said that he

was speaking according to the prevailing notions of his times,

for he was directly antagonizing those notions. He was also

speaking as the divine Lo</os— the true Light—and was enun-

ciating original revelations of the things which he had seen

with the Father. AVhatever, therefore, as is either expressly

.
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declared or naturally implied in these words, must be accepted

as the tnith ; and the things thus clearly and authoritatively

ascertained may also be used in order to determine the sense of

related passages in other parts of the Scriptures.

First of all we have here to notice how clearly and distinctly

the personality of the Devil is recognized. The whole form

and conditions of the discourse forbid the supposition that

there can be any thing like a figurative personification, as though

he was playing with some rabbinical legend or persom'fying

the " abstract principle of evil "—itself an empty figment.

There is also running through this whole discourse a coupling

together, though with widest contrast, of God and the Devil

—each the father of his ov:n—so implying personality in the

latter as really and fully as in tlie former ; and to both alike

personal attributes are constantly ascribed. We can form no

conceptions of the attributes of truth and falsehood except as

predicates of persons. Even logical and mathematical truth

can become any thing more than barren abstractions only by
becoming lodged in individualized minds, that is, by appearing

as personal attributes. "When, therefore, the J3evil is charac-

terized as essentially false—" a liar and the father of false-

liood," as " abiding not in the truth," and " speaking falsehood

from his own nature "—there is all along direct implications of

his proper personality, which is quite too clear and manifest

to permit them to be set aside as simply figurative expressions

,jfim wydi-^WBre are no real objects.

The Devil is also here brought into notice as a moralforce
capable of acting upon other mortal he'ings. His spiritual pro-

clivities—" lusts"—evil desires, because of his o\v\\ essentially

evil nature—are reproduced in his children, that is, depraved

men, in whom they become laws of action. It is by virtue of
this transmissible moral force which inheres in the Devil, and
is able to reproduce its kind in other spiritual natures, that he

acts as the ''Tempter," and becomes the father of sinful men.
V)\ the reproduction of his own impulses to evil in other

minds—through the mysterious impact of one spiritual nature

upon another, a fact of universal experience, and as sucli

steadily recognized in Scripture—the Devil acts as an evil in-

fluence among men, and all who receive him and yield to his

enticements are changed into his own moral likeness, that is,
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become his children. It seems, therefore, that our Lord's

words, when he speaks of the Devil as a murderer, and apos-

tate, and liar, could not liave been used without very o-reat

impropriety in any other sense than as predicates of a real and
consciously active individuality, that is, a j^erson.

Having thus set before liis adversaries the Devil as their fa-

ther—in respect to their ethical characters—our Lord next pro-

ceeds still further to characterize the great Adversary, and in

so doing to characterize those whom he addressed. He is, first

of all, "a murderer "-—dvepwrroKToi'Of—tt man-JdlUr, whicli

epithet should probably be understood as descriptive of his

character rather than a reference to some fact, though the his-

torical element may uot be entirely wanting. The moral char-

acter of the Devil is here chiefly under notice, and yet there

may also be an allusion to the fact of the seduction of our first

parents, by which they and all their posterity l.)ecame subject to

the death spoken of in Rom. v, 12, and the reference will apply

equally well whether the death there indicated shall be under-

stood as natural or spiritual, or both. The notion advanced

by Schleiermacher that Jesus had no intention to teach any

doctrine regarding the Devil, but merely to add force to his

reproach by referring to the generally adopted interpretation

of the narrative of the Fall, cannot be accepted. We must, on

the contrary, conclude with Meyer that he lays down the doc-

trine, (of the person and cliaracter of the Devil,) and also inten-

tionally and explicitly expounds it.

. "If the epithet a murderer here applied to the Devil is

to be understood as simply a designation of his character,

then the qualifying words, arr' dpxri^,from the heginning, must
be understood to refer to the beginning of his own existence

;

or the phrase may be understood adverbially, always, from
the beginning onward, without intending to fix any initial

point That probably is the primary sense of tlie passage,

which, however, does not exclude the secondary, and not less

important, one, that his evil nature was displayed in the heg'ni-

ning of the history of our race, in the work of temptation,

which " brought death into the world."

That the overt act of killing, either consummated or at-

tempted, is not necessary to constitute one a murderer is

fihoNVTi explicitly by iSt. John, (1 John iii, 15,) who assumes
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tluit "luuing one's brother" is a sufficient indication of that

character. The whole spirit of our Lord's teaching favors the

i;anic idea—making the ethical spirit, of which the completed

net ion is only the formal result, the criterion of character.

Tlio same thing is elsewhere illustrated in nature. Certain

kinds of animals are accounted carnivorous, and though

through the force of circumstances some one of such a kind

t>liould be reared without having tasted flesh, that fact would

not remove that animal from the category of carnivorm. The

lion that has been reared in a cage, and, of course, never en-

gaged in the hunt, is, nevertheless, simply by virtue of his

nature, a least of prey. So all in whom the spirit of hate

abides and dominates, though they may never have performed

an act of violence, are " man-killers ; " and such was the Devil

wlien, with nmrderous purposes, he engaged in the work of

temptation in Eden and in the wilderness of Judea. If,

however, the application of that epithet to the Adversary

fliall be understood to refer to the temptation and the Fall of

our first parents, then the phrase '" from the beginning " may
seem to point to that transaction. The idea, which has found

i^upporters, that there is here a reference to the case of Cain

and ^A bel, has much less, in all its conditions, to commend it to

favorable consideration, though in the passage in the First

Epistle of John that case is referred to as an instance in point

•of the outcome of this deadly hatred of the heart.

It is, however, a rather far-fetched and forced construction

of the language of our Lord respecting the Devil, to deduce

from it any thing respecting the history of that mysterious

person, either as regards his origin, or how he became ''that

wicked." lie bursts upon the field of spiritual vision like an

unheralded comet in the heavens, covering half the sky, and

filling the nations with alarms—simply 6 (5m/3oAoc, tJie Devil,

your Adversary—-^w^ all that we know of him in all the past, is

what is here told ns, to wit, "he abode not in the truth." This

clause, liowever, which if it stood alone might seem to be

<-'upable of a historical construction, is deprived of that power
by that which immediately follows it, to wit, "becaiise the

truth is not in him." " Truth " is not to be contemplated as

*^uniething apart from its suijject, in which lie might be con-

sidered as abiding, as in an atmosphere, while in himself—his
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o\m moral and spiritual being—there is no tinitli. His not

abiding in the truth is therefore not at all indicative of any

change in his spiritual status, but rather an indication of his his-

torically unchanged and essential hadness. This text, therefore,

affords no support to Delitzsch's inference that, at some point

in the past eternities, " the Devil, instead of taking his stand

in the truth, revolted, as the god of this world, and selfishly,

against God, for which reason the world has been ' degraded and

materialized ' by God." This notion of Delitzsch, it will be seen,

implies that certain great cosmical changes have been effected

either directly ?>y, or else mediately through, the development

of sin, in the person. of the Devil; and that our present world

is a reconstruction from the ruins of an older and a better one,

into which new world have entered not a few evil conditions

and elements. It is enough, at this point, to say of all this

that is it purely gratuitous, not to say fanciful. Meyer's

rendering of this passage seems, therefore, to be decidedly

preferable :
" The passage under consideration," he remarks,

" treats merely of the evil constitution of the Devil, as it is,

without giving any hint of its origin. ... In respect to the

fall of the Devil nothing is here taught. If any such event is

taught in the Bible, it must be iound in some other places."

Let us, then, inquire of the Scriptures to ascertain, as nearly

as we may, what they do, indeed, teach respecting what has been

called, perhaps not improperly, the Natural History of the.

Devil. Turning to ''M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclopaedia,"

article Satan, (which name is treated as synonymous with

Am/3oAo?-, the Devil,)—in which article is embodied very hap-

pily, though briefly, the whole subject, wrought out in a truly

liberal spirit, though not altogether uninfluenced by the tra-

ditional and popular notions with which it is every-where

beset—we find, first of all, the concession that "of the original

state or nature of Satan little is revealed in Scripture;" and

to this is added the further significant statement, the correct-

ness of which will not be questioned, that "most of the common
notions on the subject are drawn from mere tradition, popu-

larized in English by Milton, but without even a vestige of

scriptural authority.'''' It is quite evident, however, that the

writer of that article, although he seemed to discard the au-

thority of the Miltonian arigelology, nevertheless took that
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svstern witli liiin, as a tlicorv to guide him in tlie interpretation

of the Scripture passages made use of—and, with a preconceived

theory in one's mind, ahnost any thing may be proved out of

the Bible. The Devil's spirituality, as contradistinguished from

any conceivable form of matter, is so clearly and constantly

implied in all that is said of him in Scripture, that there is the

less need of any direct proof on that point ; nor need we for

that purpose overstrain the language of St. Paul, (Eph. ii, 2,)

where he speaks of " the spirit that now worketh in the chil-

dren of disobedience"—for the term "spirit" is not unfre-

quently applied in a much wider and freer sense, and even to

living men. The descriptive terms there used, however, are

liighly significant of his relations and influence among men.

The entire absence of any possible evidence in Scripture of the

Devil's possessing any other than spiritual attributes may be

accepted as conclusive evidence that he is truly and p{*operly a

spiritual being, without any material corporeity. This concep-

tion of the personal substance of the Devil must effectually

remove from him, in such conceptions, every thing like phys-

ical power or agency in nature. "WTien, therefore, we see him
designated " the prince and power of the air," we, of course,

understand the word "air" in a purely tropical sense. " The
power," says Dr. Browne, in Lange's Commentary, " which
the prince (that is, the Devil) controls is described as " of the

air," for in this (that * is, the spirit of the ungodly world

—

society) are found the place and character of the power, its

medium, region, and domain, its means and modes." The whole
description of his power implies onl}^ a spiritual nature and
influence, presenting him as a rational and spiritual being of

superhuman power, wisdom, and energy. Any thought, there-

fore, of his acting upon the world as a physical forc^, whether
in the air, or on the sea, or in men's bodies, is puerile and
absurd.

It is also necessary to guard against any attempt to identify

him with the race of demons,, either as being of the same nature,

or as having any affiliation with them. It should be clearly

understood that the Devil is not a demon,, and that the demons
arc not deviU. The prince of demons spoken of in the New
Testament (Matt, xii, 24, 20) is not Satan, but Beelzebub—
quite another and a very different person. Respecting the
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latter, we are told by competent antliority that "the name was

that of a heathen deity, to whom tlie Jews ascribed the sover-

eignty of evil spirits. . . . All notices of Beelzebub are exclu-

sively connected with the subject of demoniacsP * The name

Devil,, properly applied, has no plural, simply because there is

but one Devil, unique, solitary, and without recognized kindred,

except human souls perverted to his own nature and image.

Eespecting his beginning, the Bible is absolutely silent, and

all conjectures or traditions about that matter are worthless,

superstitious, and misleading. How he became the "evil one"

that he is, and in which character he is exclusively spoken

of, is also not revealed to us, and the subject itself is incom-

prehensible. On the one hand, we cannot conceive that the

infinitely pure and Holy One either icould or could create a

spiritual being with a moral character the direct opposite of

his own; and, on the other hand, we cannot understand how a

being all of whose spiritual impulses are in harmony with the

divine, having been "created in righteousness and true holi-

ness," could, out of the impulses of his own nature, fall into

sin, and become transformed into "that wicked." Here we are

brought face to face with the tremendous and absolutely in-

soluble problem of the origin and perpetuation of evil—the

existence of sin in the domain of infinite righteousness.

According to the traditional angelology, the germs of which

were brought into the Church from theJater Jewish legends

—

themselves of Oriental origin—and augmented and brought to a

system during the Middle Ages, (from the fifth to the fifteenth

centuries,) and finally reduced to the form of a liistory in Mil-

ton's great epic— which has both supplemented and superseded

the authority of the Bible on that and many other related

matters—the Devil is a fallen archangel, himself having been

the leader of a great apostasy and r^ellion in heaven—whence

he was driven by the Son of God, against whom he had espe-

cially rebelled. The mythological and legendary origin of many
parts of Milton's great poem are well known to all classical

scholars, and to adepts in the legendary literature of the Dark

Ages and of the Kenaissance. This theory appears to have

been accepted as a whole by the writer of the Cyclopiedia arti-

cle to which we have referred, and yet he concedes that the

* Smith's " Biblical Dictionary."
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passage on which " all this fabric of tradition and poetry has

been raised " is Rev. xii, T, 9, wliich tells of " Michael and his

snivels" fighting against "the dragon and his angels," and how
'' the great dragon, called the Devil and Satan," was " cast out

into the earth, and his angels cast out with him," though it is

also granted that " this account cannot refer to the original fall

of Satan ; " and certainly it bears the character of a lyropJiecy

rather than a history. But if the comer-stone of the structure

is thus removed, on what shall it now rest ? "We turn, next, to

2 Pet. ii, 4, and read, " For God spared not the angels that

sinned, but cast them down to Tartarus^ and delivered them
into chains [Rev. Yer., "committed themto J9ii^'"] of darkness,

to be reserved unto judgment," which, with the nearly parallel

]>assage in Jude, may be accepted as the nearest approach to a

direct proof .of the matter in question. The question respect-

ing the canonicity of these two epistles may be passed over

with the remark that it is not well to base a very questionable

doctrine on an equally questionable, so-called scriptural, state-

ment. These epistles may (and they may not) be integral por-

tions of the inspired record ; and their claim to acceptance as

such must largely consist in their agreement with the other

Scriptures ; they are scarcely competent so to teach any thing

when standing alone. But if admitted as competent witnesses,

M'hat do they prove? The term "angels" is used in Scripture

with a good deal of latitude ; and, without departing from the

biblical usus loquendi^ it may here refer to either meyi, or

demons., or celestial spirits ', the first may be so called in their

disembodied state, just as, while in the flesh, they are called

t\\Q children of the Devil. Those who account demons to be of

the hosts of Satan (as we do not) may well claim the refer-

ences of these passages to t^iat order of beings ; or if, indeed,

they are creatures of a higher order, neither their character, nor
tlic occasion, nor the date, nor the method of their expulsion

from heaven is revealed.

The word Tartarus, it is well known, is borrowed from the

Greek mythology, where it was the name of the prison-house

of those who fell under the malediction of the gods. The
older writers, as Homer and llesiod, make it the prison of only
the gods, while Frehus is the prison for lost souls. As used
oy St. Peter—if, indeed, the genuineness of the epistle is con-
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ceded— it must mean either TTades or Geheniui, but his words
have much more of a mvthological than a biblical tone and
coloring. It seems, therefore, scarcely allowable to rest so im-

portant a dtx?trine as that of the fall of Satan and a large share

of the holy angels, changing them into devils and shutting thein

up in Tartarus (literally " Tartarizing'' them) to await a future

judgment, upon so slender a basis of proof. It is too much
like balancing the pyramid on its apex. In Matthew xxv, 41,

a passage whose authenticity and inspiration will not be ques-

tioned, our Lord speaks of " the Devil and his angels," for

whom the " eternal fire " was prepared ; but as wicked men

—

lost souls—were to be driven thither, we must believe that it

was prepared for them, and therefore that tliey, rather than

some other order of beings, of whom nothing is clearly re-

vealed, were the angels of the Devil there named. Angels

are uniformly taken to be purely spiritual beings ; such is the

Devil, and. such are disembodied souls. They, therefore, may
be denominated " angels ; " and as they are the children of

the Devil they are his.

Outside of the Apocalypse—which is usually understood to

refer to later times, and therefore need not be considered here

—still two other passages, one in the Old Testament and one

in the New, have been taken as proofs of Satan's expulsion

from heaven. On the return of the Seventy, when they had

rendered their account of the success of their mission, (Luke

X, 18,) our Lord said, " I saw Satan, as lightning, fall from

heaven," which to a mind already prepossessed with the tradi-

tional idea of his expulsion from heaven can very readily be

made a proof-text in its support. But the occasion on which

it was spoken, and the evident purport of the whole passage,

leave but little room to doubt that it is there used in reference

to the discomfiture of the Adversary by the preaching of the

Gospel ; and, so understood, it is a prophecy and not a remi-

niscence. Meyer renders this passage, " I then perceived " (in

sending them out to preach) "the speedy overthrow of Satan

from his lofty power, as it were a flash of lightning out of

heaven." A passage in Isaiah (chap, xiv, 12) speaks of " Lu-

cifer, son of the morning," as " fallen from heaven ; " but its

application to the king of Babylon is so obvious that only the

fertile imagination of some one of the later Church fathers
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could have found in it a refei-ence to the Devil's expulsion from

heaven ; and yet this was done by Jerome, and others have

followed in his steps, thougli the interpretation is certainly un-

authorized and fanciful. Xo competent critic will now concur

in its support.

llavino; carefully examined all the passages of Scripture that

ure usually cited in proof of the original angelical state and

character of Satan, we are compelled to say that they wholly

fail of the purpose, and therefore that it is not a scriptural

doctrine. What he was in the ages of the older eternities we

are not informed, nor what he will be in the eternities of the

future. God knows. But what lie now is, in his relations to

Christ's kingdom and to our own spiritual estate, we know

;

and here are our great interests in the matter. The Kew Tes-

tament, interpreted agreeably to its obvious sense, that is,

without reading into it what is not there, nor failing to see

and accept what certainly is there, very clearly exhibits, stand-

ing over against the power and agency of Christ and the Holy

Spirit in their great work in this world, another and adverse

power and agent, himself a formidable spiritual force, called

the Devil and Satan^ the Accuser and the Destroyer. He is

all the time spoken of or referred to as a rational being with

a clearly recognized ethical character, and other personal attri-

butes are freely predicated of him. The existence of the Devil

as a rational, spiritual person, powerful, adroit, and altogether

wicked, is very clearly a doctrine of the New Testament. Our

Lord, in all the provisions and processes for setting up his

mediatorial kingdom in our world, steadily recognized this ad-

verse power and its agent, and the attitude of Christ's king-

dom—the Church—was made thoroughly militant, and its suc-

cess was to be a triumph, because of the presence and adverse

power of the Devil. Tlie warfare on the opposing side is none

the less diahoHcal as to its source and inspiration, because it is

usually made effective through human agencies, that is, the

eiui.ssaries of the " god of this world, the spirit that now works

h> the children of disobedience." The form of Christ's tri-

•nnph in his ]\Ie?.siunic work, in all its intermediate stages, and

until the tinal and glorious consummation, is seen in the deliv-

erance of redeemed souls from the power of the Devil ; and

tlio last great victory will consist in the utter overthrow of
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Satan, represented figuratively by his being led in chains, after

the manner of Roman triumphs, and the complete subversion

of his kingdom. That conflict is now proceeding ; those inter-

mediary triumphs are secured as souls are being redeemed
from sin and Satan by the power of the cross, and as peoples

and tribes become subject to the power of the Gospel ; and the

final triumph—though as counted by earth's calendars that

event may be very far off—is steadily, and indeed rapidly,

drawing near.

The scriptural method of referring men's evil devices and
doings to the Devil—which surely cannot "without great and ir-

rational perversion be referred either to prevailing superstition

or to the use of figures of speech—necessarily implies both his

power and his personal being. In the Book of Job we see " the

children of Crod'' comino- too-ether, and Satan also cominff amona:

them as an Accuser. The prophet Zechariah shows us " Joshua

the high-priest standing before the angel of the Lord, and Sa

tan standing at his right hand " as his Adversary, David,

in the pride of his heart, numbers Israel ; Judas betrays his

Master ; and Ananias and Sapphira " lie to the Holy Ghost ; ''

but in each case Satan appears as the prompting cause. The
disciples, under the instructions of the Master, were slowly

coming to know the truth ; but Satan was not indifferent, but

desired to have them that " he might sift them as wheat," and

when Peter blurted out the worldly impulses of his heart re-

specting his Master's work he was rebuked as if himself a

"xSaton." The most practical and plainly expressed precepts

and exhortations of the jSTew Testament, teaching us our du-

ties and warning us against our dangers, are all along empha-

sized and treated as critical on account of the assumed presence,

the subtlety, the malignity, and the power to do liarm, unless

carefully resisted, of " your Adversary the Devil." These

things are, indeed, presented as together constituting a prin-

cipal factor in the great problem of our spiritual life and the

effectuating of our personal salvation. The end aimed at in

our Christian diligence is that we may deliver ourselves out

of the snare of the Devil ; and in putting on the panoply of

God is that we may be able to stand against the wiles of

the Devil ; and our confidence is that our Lord himself will

" bruise Satim under his feet " in us. This godly jealousy for
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our, salvation is also intensified bv the fearful possibility lest

'as the serpent beguiled Eve in his craftiness, your minds

should be corrupted from the simplicity and the purity that is

toward Christ." Thus at every point, whether of encourage-

ment or warning, of danger to be shunned or victory to be

won, the fearful presence of the Adversary must be recognized

and provided against.

It only remains now that we briefly and concisely recount

the conclusions to which our review of this subject brings us :

1. There exists in the spiritual cosmos a being of vast power,

called the Devil, Satan, the Adversary, etc.,—an ever-active

force, essentially wicked, and perpetually warring against God,

in and through mankind, for the promotion of sin and the

ruin of souls.

2. The Holy Scripture gives us no account of his origin, nor

any intimation respecting his history before he appeared in

this world.

3. Through the fall of Adam (by the temptation of the

Devil) our world (that is, the whole hnman race) has come un-

der his domination, so making him the god of this loorlil

;

—
^Hhe prince andpoicer of the air^'' "the ruler of this world."

4. This person is himself purely spiritual, and capable of

acting upon men's spiritual natures, to deceive and incite them
to sin ; but wholly independent of all physical laws of subsist-

ence, and unable to act in any wise physically or mechanically.

5. He is now the great inciting and stimulating cause of the

actual sin found in our world, as he was the procuring cause of

original sin.

6. In the conflict now proceeding in the spiritual cosmos

Christ (as Messiah) and the Devil are the leading combatants,

and every man is abetting one or the other side.

7. The end and outcome of the conflict now pending in our

world—of which the human race is at once the sul)ject, the

arena, 'and the prize—shall be the complete triumph of Christ

over the Adversary and his own glorification as the Head of

the triumphant Church ; in which all men who sliall have been
with him in that conflict, shall share in his triumph and glo-

rification
; while the Devil, and all who remain his liege sulv

JGcts and abettors, shall be driven J^way to receive the destiny

prepared for them.
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Art. VIT.—probation AFTER DEATH.
[Secon'd Articij:.]

The Scripture argument on this subject in the January num-

ber of this Review, besides making clear tliat tlie passages most

strongly relied on as favoring the continuance of this day of

grace beyond this life do not sustain it, answers a not infre-

quent inquiry for the proof that a probation after death is

impossible, by showing (1) that the teachings of our Lord and

bis apostles limit probation to the present life, which excludes

it from the next, and (2) that they base the decisions of the

final judgment upon conduct in this world, and in no way on

conduct afterward. Either of these positions is conclusive

upon tlie point for all who accept the Scriptures as authorita-

tive in matters of religion.

There are, indeed, many passages of Scripture which, at first

glance, apparently point to the salvation of the race, such, for

instance, as tell us that Christ tasted death for every man ; that

he wills that all men shall be saved
; that he will draw all men

to himself ; that he will subdue all things to his authority ; that

every tongue shall confess him to be Lord, and the like. Dr.

Farrar has made a catena of them extending through half a

dozen pages. If there were no positive assertions limiting pro-

bation, and making conduct in this life the ground of the final

decision, it would, perhaps, be natural to accept the apparent

meaning as the true one, to be realized, however, under a dif-

ferent system from that which God has framed. But there

are such assertions, and to them these passages, rightly inter-

preted, are in no way antagonistic. They set forth the divine

side of the plan of salvation, but with the full knowledge that

there is a human side as well, in which free, responsible man,

of his own choice, acting in opposition to God, may defeat his

gracious intentions, and gain only eternal ruin for himself, thus

destroying a soul for whom Christ died.

"With these views the discussion might here close, did not the

advocates of future probation call us to a range of argument
lying outside of revelation, with the frank confession on the

part of some of them that their doctrine cannot be argued from
the teachings of Scripture, and must be maintained on other
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"round;;. There nuiy be bravery in thus assuming to penetrate

the counsels of the Infinite respecting the destiny and privi-

leges of men, and to discover his unrevealed piu'poses and

methods of mercy in another world for those who spurn him

in this ; but if their logic be false and their conclusions baseless,

their solid rock will prove but shifting sand. The positions

taken fall together under one head, v.-hicli we will denominate,

I. The philosopliical argument for future probation.

P^xtremes meet here. John ]\Iurray, the hyper-Calvinist

and the father of American Universalism, who logically ex-

tended the decree of absolute and unconditional election to

embrace all for whom Christ died, and the Rev. Samuel J.

Barrows, the ultra-Liberal, who demands that we " remove the

stumbling-block of biblical infallibility,"* strike hands here,

and agree that the day of grace for the neglectful and the

wicked extends into the next life. Be it noted, however, that

the doctrine of probation, which throws the responsibility of

the sinner's damnation upon himself, is not known to pure Cal-

vinism. That system, by its principle of necessity, takes away

his freedom of choice and action, except in the direction in

which he is compelled to choose and act, and thus relieves him
of all responsibility for his conduct or destiny, and puts it upon

God. It makes him a mechanical non-probationer, imreward-

able and unpunishable, and then, with a justice equaled only

by its reasonableness, remorselessly dooms him to perdition for

what he cannot help. Murray's extension of election to include

all men, because Christ died for all men, while it does some-

thing to relieve the imputation ••upon the character of a holy

God, also leaves man with no proper probation. But both

Calvinism and Universalism have become so far removed from
their original forms that their founders, were they to re-appear

on earth to-day, would not recognize them ; and "• the progres-

i^ive orthodoxy" of the former has in ''the drift of modern
thought," to use Dr. Atwood's expression, gone so far toward
the a<loptiou of the theories of the hitter that they both agree

iu the impossibility of vindicating the divine character in giv-

ing to every man a fair chance, if probation is limited to tliis

life. Dr. Atwood, as reported in "The Independent," said

truly, in the Universalist General Convention in October last,

• "The Doom of the Mnjority of >[aiikiiid," p. UtJ.

-1 FOURTH sKi:ii;s, vol.. .WXVl.
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that "the principles of the new orthodoxy are akin to Uni-

versalism," though he was compelled to confess it " apparent

that, on the part of the leaders of that movement, there is a

studious attempt not to recognize the Christian standing and

work of the Universalist Church," But let him not he cast

down by this unreadiness to acknowledge the kinship, for it

needs only the adoption of Dr. Dorners inability to pronounce

dogmatically upon the doctrine of eternal punishment because

of human freedom, to place them in the same line. The laws

of the oscillation of the psychological pendulum are very cer-

tain, and have many illustrations. Dr. Farrar, the freshest and

most vigorous living advocate of continued probation, was edu-

cated in the school of rigid Calvinism., and in the reaction has

gone to the other extreme. Dr. Xewman Smyth, a Presbyte-

rian, is now among the foremost in the ranks of the advanced

orthodoxy. And the ISTew England Theology, whose ada-

mantine walls once towered so proudly and grandly, is razing

its own fortress, and, revolting from itself, is following the

revolt of years ago into the happy Elysium of Liberalism.

Professor Fisher, of Yale College, bore testimony in " The

New Englander" six years ago that, as a historical fact, in the

wake of modified Calvinism a belief in restoration and kindred

doctrines was springing up. It was not a Methodist, but Pro-

fessor Park, who, a few months ago, sorrowfully wrote :
" I

must say that on some of our essential doctrines, as, for exam-

ple, the doctrine of probation, we must look to our Methodist

brethren for light and guidance. On tliis truth they are

sounder than we are ; and if it had been told to our fathers

sixty years ago that this young denomination would be more

orthodox than the Congregationalists, our fathers would have

died before their time." Let us hope that the swinging of the

pendulum will finally bring our brethren to the solid Method-

ist ground tliat every human being who has intelligence enough

to be accountable has a probation, and a sufficient probation, in

this life.

Dr. Dorner's double standard painfully illustrates the mis-

chief of substituting philosophy for Scripture in the construc-

tion of his system. " That some are damned," he says, " rests

on preponderant exegetical grounds, but that gives no dog-

matic proposition, because this must be derived also from the
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principle of faith." * A theology based upon Scripture would

load him conclusively to the doctrine of eternal punishment,

but he does not accept it because it does not accord with his

pre\aoualy formed ideas of the absolute Christianity, or, as he

terms it, " the principle of faith." This double basis of Script-

ure and faith, in which the former is frequently compelled to

yield to the latter, pervades his whole theological system. So

Dr. Sniyth admits " Dorner's dogmatic hesitancy when he

finds himself unable to reconcile facts of history, or texts of

Scripture, with that which faith has already learned to deem
Christlike and most worthy of God." Beautiful as this is, it

casts us all adrift upon a sea of uncertainties. What we find

in Holy Writ we are not to embody in our theology until we
have tested it by some previously settled principle. But who
shall define for us what is " Christlike and most worthy of

God ?" Shall it be John Wesley, or John Calvin, or Theodore

Parker ? Or, shall every man be his own judge and hold him-

self at hberty to refuse from his acceptance whatever in Script-

ure does not harmonize with his conception of what is like

Christ and worthy of God ? This notion of what is becoming
God, differing in different men, may, as facts most clearly show,

become so greatly changed in the same individual that what
was but yesterday proclaimed as truth is in "the progress in

theology " to-day rejected as error. Yery pertinent here is

the remark of Dr. Xewman Smyth, that "the feeling of

God's being and nature is never fully taken up into any one

conception of him, and the religious feeling acts and reacts

upon us in a twofold manner, both leading us constantly to

think of God, and causing us to become soon dissatisfied with

our best thoughts of him. Theology must, therefore, be a

progressive science." f And whither it may progress and what
may prove its goal, with faith, the religious feeling, or the

spiritual intuition, by whichever name it be called, as the

arbiter of doctrine, no man can tell. Thus Dorner's principle,

that " those views are to be rejected which prevent faith," is

practically identical with that of Barrows, namely, this :
" We

must decline to accept as autlioritative any interpretation of the

Bible, be it true or false, wliich affronts the moral sense of

* "The Future State," p. 127. '

\ "The Religious Feeling," p. 166.
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hnmanitv or iinpni>-iis the rigliteoiisness of God." * The most

ultra .of Liberulirits ought to be satisfied Avith either.

Donier's argument that human freedom stands in opposi-

tion to eternal punishment, and that '' so loug as freedom of

any kind exists, so long the possibility of conversion is not

excluded, though it be through judgment and danmation to

deep, long wofe," is precisely the argument with which Univers-

alism has long made us familiar. It assumes that the moral

government of God will |je administered in the next world in

the same way that it is 'in this ; that probation continues be-

yond the present life, and even so long as human freedom

exists ; that the atonement of Christ, though spurned here,

will arail as richly in hell as it does on earth ; that the gracious

aid of the Holy Spirit to repentance and faith, refused by

men here, will be freely given there, and that the agencies

devised by inlinite wisdom to awaken slumbering souls and

bring them to Christ in this world, such as the preaching of

the Gospel, the strivings of the Spirit, and the example and

influence of tlie good, will be perpetuated in the world to

come. Indeed, it is assumed by some that God has in reserve

a higher system of agencies which he will there employ for

the recovery of those who under the present one die impeni-

tent, although it would seem beyond conception that there can

be a higher dispensation than this in which God himself be-

comes incarnate, manifests to men the full excellence of his

character, reveals to them his will, and then by the sufferings

and blood of the ci'oss pays the price of their redemption, and

in which the Omnipotent Holy Spirit is the minister of salva-

tion to all who will consent to be saved. Infinite love can

proWde no greater sacrifice, nor can it more clearly manifest

itself than it has done ; and the only obstacle to its winning

all men to its embrace is in the hostile human will.

Over against these assumptions, which not only have no au-

thority in Scripture, but are contrary to it, lies the fact of the

distinctive effect of persistent sin. God deals, and will forever

deal, with man in accordance with the laws of the nature

which he has given him. By one of those laws, the soul that

does not turn to righteousness must grow more and more into

worldliness and sin. Beginning with simple neglect of the

* '-Tlie Doom of Lite M;ijority," p. 140.
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( Jospel, witli the continuance of neglect it loses power to re-

ceive it, and absorbs from the world around a thousand influ-

ences which tend to harden it against the call of God, to

(leaden its susceptibilities to its own need, and to perpetuate

netdect to the end. Character early begins to form, and it so-

lidifies as the years roll on. Tlie influences that can change it

lose their power, and it acquires an abiding permanence.

Men die very much as they live. There are, doubtless, excep-

tional cases of genuine death-bed repentance ; but, as a rule,

the neglccter neglects to the last, the hardened awake to no

feeling, the scoffer turns to no prayer. They exhibit no

sorrow for sin, no sense of their deep guilt in God's sight, no

disposition to holiness, no turning to Christ, no dread of the

judgment that awaits them, even if mental unconsciousness

does not come upon them before they fairly realize that they

must die. And thus do they pass away from the opportunities

and influences that have here been inefficacious, carrying with

them the characters which they have formed, and which, by

the law of our nature, Avill abide and strengthen. The knowl-

edge of approaching death and coming retribution has failed

to arouse them to repentance, and, unless the laws of man's

being become entirely changed, there is no reason to suppose

that the entrance upon the dread reality will awaken them to

a loathing of sin. Nor is the habit of sin to be so easily

broken. The longer one lives in sin the stronger do its bonds

become, and the harder is it to break them. Every succeeding

year increases the chances against him, and there is no reason

to suppose that the sinner of fifty years ^dll be more disposed

to repent, or find it easier, when he is fifty thousand, and in

the atmosphere of hell.

"Besides all this, there is the law of self-produced inability.

Men close their eyes to the light, and destroy their power to

see. They shut their ears to the truth, and lose their power to

hear. They refuse obedience, and become unable to obey.

They harden their hearts, and settle down in their hardness.

A chosen persistence in sin induces in the soul an inability to

repent. This is an old trath. Jeremiah discerned it when he
said, " Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his

epots? then may ye also do good, that are accustomed to do
evil." Jer. xiii, 23. A more sad illustration of it cannot be
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found than in the Jews of Christ's time," of whom it is written
Ihough he had done so many miracles before them, yet thev

be leved not on him
: . . , therefore they could not believe^

John xn 37-39. First, they did not; then they could not
1 bus IS It always. Opportunity squandered diminishes power •

and too often, it is to be feared, in the full blaze of Gospel
light power for repentance dies away, though earthly life may
still be pro onged. Anotlier probationary trial for such souls
would be the offer of a cliance for repentance to those who
have no power to repent, and so a useless mockery.
But may not God, in a probation extended beyond this life

even though there be no higher dispensation of love and
mercy, through the sufferings that befall them, recover the
impenitent and rebellious to repentance and holiness ? It is
claimed that all punishment is disciplinary and remedial, from
which arises the hope that some, at least, if not all will be
brought to God in the future world who prove incorrigiblem this. But let us not confound the punishment inflicted as
penalty with a father's chastisement of his erring child in-
tended for his correction, or with what follows sin" as natural
consequence. That God does in various ways administer dis-
cipline in this world, as by afflictions and trials, is involved in
the idea of this life as a state of probation, and is by no means
to be forgotten; but that he will do it in another implies that
his moral government will in a world of retribution be the
same as it is in a world of probation, which has never yet
been proved. Again, if one thrusts his hand into a blazing
fire he is bunied, which follows as natural consequence. A
murderer's remorse is a consequence of his crime, but his pun-
ishment is the judicially pronounced and inflicted sentence of
the law. In Hke manner, sin has its natural consequence in t4ie

soul's defilement
; but God's punishment, over and above all

natural result, is infliction by his own hand as legal penalty for
transgression.

Now, in the face of much of the humanitarian philosophy
of the day, we deny the tendency of penal suffering to tefonii
the criminal. The records of criminal history amply sustain
this view. Punish, and do nothing more, and*^ the thief con-
tinues a thief, with a more intense hatred of the law and of
society. « Our o])servation," remarks Dr. F. II. Hedge, whose
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])0?ition would naturally incline liim to the contrary view,

»' docs not detect this medicinal quality in the penal suiferings

of the present life." And Edmund Burke, no light observer

of men and things, says, " The infliction of penalty has no

tendency to reform the guilty." Men do, indeed, come forth

from prison and punishment reformed, but it is because of the

agencies for that purpose which Christian benevolence, through

tlie State or privately, has gathered around them. The labor

of chaplains, Sunday-school teachers, Scripture readers, pious

visitors, and others, which is altogether outside of the penalty

imposed, is to be credited with the change in character and

life of the not absolutely incorrigible, which is wrongly attrib-

uted to the punishment itself. Xor is there reason to suppose

that punishment in the future world will have a different tend-

ency from what it has in this. There are no reformatory agen-

cies in hell. The only glimpse vouchsafed to us into the

dread prison-house discloses a sufferer whose day of grace was

past, with none around him to mitigate his pain, and calling,

but in vain, for a ministrant from paradise to cool his tongue.

Punishment is the operation of retributive justice upon offend-

•ers, the prime purpose of which is the vindication of law and the

maintenance. of government. In the case of lost souls, it falls

upon those who in their day of trial so resist the influences

•of grace that they become confirmed in their evil courses, sin-

ning on in spite of all reproofs and chastisements, and who, it

may be well supposed, would sin on in the midst of suffering

forever.

An appeal is made to the perfections of God, to his hatred
of evil, his power to destroy it, and his infinite love and pity

for sinners, as though in a system of probation continued in

the next life he could accomplish M-hat is not attainable here.

Such conceptions bear the mark of all the arguments which
demand for sinners another chance

; they are concerned in

putting the responsibility of the sinner's ruin on God if he fail

to do something more, while the real responsibility is on the
sinner himself for his use of what God has actually done. Let
us be well assured that in a purpose and plan of salvation de-
vised by his infinite wisdom no shadow can fall upon the per-
fections of his nature throiigli the perverseness of those who
reject its gracious benefits. The height and depth and breadth
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of his love cannot be more fully shown than they have been in
the sufferings and shame of his dear Son on the cross. His
hatred of evil is proved and illustrated by the price he has paid
for our deliverance from it. His power to destroy it or to stop
men's sinning if he will, is a false putting of the case, for tlie

existence or destruction of sin is no more a question of power
than was its beginning. In the nature of things a square can-
not be a circle, nor can two plus two equal five! In the nature
of things he could not create man intelligent, moral, and free,
and at the same time by an act of omnipotence prevent his sin-
ning. And if omnipotence cannot prevent it in this world,
without destroying man's freedom, which God will never do
until he contradicts himself, how can he by any exercise of it,

short of the annihilation of the sinner, prevent it in the future
world ? .It is in the power of man, confirmed in sin and hard-
ened in obstinacy, to perpetuate it forever. Take away his
freedom and he is man no longer, and if saved by an act of di-
vine power he is saved, not as a moral being, but as a machine.

Let it not be feiu-ed that evil shall win the \actory, and ulti-
mately triumph over God. The struggle is a long one and
hard, but tlie battle was joined and the result detennined when
Christ was enthroned as universal King. Men come and go
with the ages, and as they pass he is set before them that they
may bow the knee at his name and confess him Lord. Multi-
tudes have come to adore him, and other multitudes will not
have him reign over them. Skeptics sneer, infidels scoff, and
" the heathen rage," exalting themselves in their pride, while
believing souls, freely accepting him, find their fullest joy at
his feet. And thus %vill it go on until the final consummation.
In that dread day his method will change. The hour for rule
and the rod of iron and his mighty arm will have come. Ke-
bellion and resistance will be vain. His omnipotent voice, no
longer pleading, but now commanding, sinners will be com-
pelled to obey, and whatever power hi earth or in hell has
exahed itself against him will be subdued. Saints will gather
lovingly around him, and wicked men, still impenitent and hard,
will at his bidding depart from his presence forever. Satan will
be dethroned. Evil will still hate, but, willing or unwilling,
all rule and all authority and power throughout the universe
shall be under Christ's feet, and God supreme be all in all.
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II. Tlie probationary conditiou of the heathen.

As the Jews denied salvation to the Gentiles, so has the

Christian Church, especially from the time of Augustine, adopt-

ing the maxim, Extra ecelesianiiiullu salus^ "Xo salvation out-

ride of the visible Church," denied it to the heathen, and uutil

a recent day this has been the almost universal opinion. '• Ro-

manism and Lutheranisra," says Dr. Schaff, " save those only

who are brought into contact with the Church and the sacra-

ments, [and] Cah-inism those only who are elect from eternity."

The Westminster Assembly, in its Confession, allows the

heathen a " much less " chance of salvation than it does those

who hear the Gospel and disobey it, and in its Larger Catechism

says :
" They who, having never heard the Gospel, know not

Jesus Christ, and believe not in him, cannot be saved, be they

never so diligent to frame their lives according to the light of

nature or the law of that religion which they profess ; neither

is there salvation in any other, but in Christ alone, who is the

Saviour of his body, the Church."

Zwingli broke in upon this horrid nightmare of dooni with

his deolitfed conviction that together witliihe two Adaws, the

redeemed and the Eedeemer, Abel, Enoch, the host of Old

Testament saints, and Peter and Paul, will be gathered

Hercules, Theseus, Socrates, Aristides, Antigonus, Numa,
Camillus, the Catos, the Scipios ;

" in short," he says, " there

has been no good man, there will be no holy mind, there is no
faithful soul, whom you may not see there with God." Lu-

ther's reply, " If this be true, the whole Gospel is false," only

e.xpresses the general sentiment of his time.

Thus the old orthodoxy damns the heathen without a proba-

tion, and the new fails to do any better, except in the assump-

tion of a probation in the next life. And Dr. Smyth was

constrained to admit before the Xew Haven Council of Instal-

lation that " there is nothing definite in the Scripture with

regard to a possible future probation," and that "so far as its

possibility is concerned it is a speculation." * This dwindles

the chance of the heathen to the thinnest of shadows. It is

more than possible that if, instead of beginning its inquiries at

Geneva and Westminster, as has been so often done with like

result, the new orthodoxy had begun at the Arminian point of

* Verbatitn Report in " The fudependent," Sept. 28, 1882.
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the compass, it would liave lons^ since emerged into clear siin-

sbine without its present troubles and perils. But, notwith-

standing its disadvantages, it has came to hold, according to Dr.

Smyth, '" that obligation and ability are commensurate ; that

no man is guilty before personal choice ; that man is accord-

ingly by nature still capable of probation ; that a moral person

can be reprobated only upon the ground of personal deter-

mination in evil ; and that the atonement was made for the

whole world, and all men are to be finally judged by God in

view of the suthciency of Christ's sufferings.'' * This so-called

" improved Calvinism," from which Calvin is left out, evolved

through vast labors and throes and proclaimed as new light in a

great darkness, is just about what Methodists have been preach-

ing up and down the world for a eentuiy and a half. AVhy^

now, when we come to apply these principles to the question of

the salvation of the heathen, turn about and flatly contradict

them by making obligation exceed ability, and accountability

extend beyond opportunity I Yea, rather, why renounce them

for the husks of Westminster, in which there is no salvation for

those who have never heard of Christ I

Most assuredly, there is no salvation outside of the atone-

ment of Christ. But the atonement is one thing, and its appli-

cation is another. By Jiis acceptance of it, God is enabled to

act in saving men upon such terms as seem to him wise and

good, but in the bestowment of its benefits he has never bound

himself to treat all men as if living in the same dispensation of

truth and grace, or standing upon the same plane of intelli-

gence. The one all-embracing condition for responsible men
is a solenm belief in and self-surrender to him, but he has

never ordained that all men of every age must believe in

Christ, or even that the atonement shall never avail for a hu-

man being unconditionally. It would be neither Christlike nor

worthy of God to require actual faith in Christ of one who

never heard of him. The divine rule of responsibility is,

*' Unto whom much is given, of him shall be much required ;
''

and the human rule differs not from it :
" To whom men have

conmiitted much, of him they will ask the more." Luke xii, 48.

Responsibility equals advantage. Our Saviour's illustration

(verses 47, 48) is very clear :
" That servant, which knew liis

• Introduction to " Dorner on the Future State," p. 34.
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Lord's will," who was in charge of affairs and whose enjoined

duty was preparedness and watchfulness, " and prepared not

himself, neither did according to liis will, shall be beaten with

many stripes. But he that knew not, and did tilings worthy of

stripes," who had received no special orders and yet did as he

knew he onght not, " shall be beaten with few stripes," for his

guilt was less. " Yea, doubtless," pithily says John Goodwin,
" liad not this servant been in a capacity of Icnowing his Lord's

will, in ease he had been duly inquisitive after it, he had not

been beaten with any stripes at all, though he had committed

such things which had been worthy of stripes in other men."

So, in the parable of tlie talents, the accountability is measured

by the trust, five, two, or one ; and had there been a servant to

whom nothing was given, he would have been a non-probationer

and called to no account.

The inequalities of advantage among different people at the

same time and the same people at different times constitute an

important element in a judgment in which exact justice is to

be done in every case. God bestows his gifts of grace as it

pleases him, but holds the recipient responsible only according

to the gift. He granted light and means of salvation to the

Hebrew which he withheld from the Egyptian, to the English-

man which are not given to the Patagonian, and to Jerusalem

in Christ's time which it had not in David's time. Cities and

countries have shut their eyes to the light, and judicial dark-

ness has enveloped the generations following. " For judg-

ment," said Jesus, " I am come into this world, that they which
see not nu'ght see," and that they Avhich see might be made
blind." John ix, 39. Advantage may be abused, as by Cho-
razin and Bethsaida, and increased advantage may only result

in greater condemnation, as in Jerusalem. " If I had not come
and spoken unto them, they had not had sin, bnt now they have
no cloak for their sin." Jolin xv, 22. And with inferior advan-

tage, as in Raliab, may exist the disposition to so use the truth

known as to win acceptance with God. And we may be sure

tliat his judgment will take full cognizance of the opportunity

and ability possessed, and the requirement will exactly corre-

spond to the gift.

Men every-where have a knowledge of God which, however
small it maybe, is always sufficient to leave them "without
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excuse"' if tliey disobey him. The eternal Logos gives light to

every man that cometh into the world. All nature proclaims

him, so that from his works what is knowable of him, his

power, eupi-emacy, righteousness, and will is shown to them to

whom he has not revealed himself by his word. A traditional

knowledge of him, as revealed in the first ages, has gone into

all religions, and in the polytheisms the most debasing and the

farthest departed from the truth is a conception of the Su-

preme Deity ; and the Holy Spirit, whose office is with the

conscience, to reprove sin and awake to righteousness, has

never, from the day of Adam until now, been absent from the

world. Thus God has not left himself w^ithout sufficient

witness. Cultured Athens erected its altar to the " Unknown
God," the Infinite One. whose offspring, as.Cleanthes said, we
are; and the Scandinavian skald in the Elder Edda sang of a

Supreme, mightier than Odin, whom he " dare not venture to

name." In all heathendom there is a recognition of God as

supreme, though the conception of him may be widely diflier-

ent from the character of Jehovah made known in the Bible,

and also of a law binding on the conduct. And both reason

and conscience require that as they see and know God they

shall serve and obey him. Not to do so is sin.

St. Paul teaches (Rom. ii, 6-16) that men will be rewarded
according to their deeds as tested by the law given to them.

The possessor of God's written law will be judged by it, and
the heathen by "the law written in their hearts," which, though

imperfectly, it may be, points for them the path of righteous-

ness and duty. x\nd a true and acceptable obedience to this

law as discovered by the conscience requires a genuine faith in

God as discerned by the understanding.

This strictly accords with the principle of faith as the ap-

pointed condition of acceptance with God. A true faith grasps

God as the mind knows him ; and when the personal Jesus is

made kno-sm it will grasp God in Christ, and cannot until then.

For faith has its degrees corresponding to the several dispensa-

tions of truth and grace. Thus there is a patriarchal faith, a

Jewish faith, a Cliristian faith, and a heathen faith, each being

a true faith in God as he is apprehended. So "Abraham be-

lieved God" as Supreme, Protector, and Promiser, %vith only

the dimmest conception of a Redeemer; and his faith "was
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counted to Iiim foi' rigliteousness.'" Tloin. iv, 3. The harlot

Ribab, the devotee of Aslitaroth, believed in Jehovah as Cou-

nueror and Supreme, and is ranked ainong the heroines of

faith. Tlie disciples' faith while Christ was with them was a

true faith, but it rose no higher than his kingship of men until

liis ascension. And a Christian faith grasps God manifest in

tlie flesh, the Eedeemer and Savionr, which was not possible

until the Pentecost, St. Paul defines the lowest form of ac-

ceptably faith in Heb. xi, G: "lie that cometh to God must

believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that seek

after him." Mr. Wesley styles it the faith of a heathen. Be-

yond doubt, mnltitudes among the heathen have such a faith,

and in their dim hght grope after God. Such was Cornelius,

who sought after him and found him as the Jehovah of Israel.

It was in his experience that St. Peter learned the broad truth

that '• God is no respecter of persons ; but in every nation he

that feareth him [as he is made known] and worketh righteous-

iK'ss [as its law is discerned] is accepted with him." This is

tlie divine rule, though, as in the case of Cornelius, Christ be

not knoNSTi. In Christian lands, God as revealed in Christ as

Saviour and Son must be believed and obeyed. In Moham-
medan and pagan lands, where the Gospel does not shed its

light, souls that believe and seek God as he is revealed to

them are saved. The genuineness of the centurion's faith was

proved by the glad heartiness with Avliich it embraced Christ

on the preaching of the apostle ; and so, doubtless, many a

pagan, worshiping imperfectly, and in forms and ways that the

Bible disapproves, but sincerely fearing and serving God as

best he knows, is accepted with him, and on presentation of the

Gospel will welcome it as did Cornelius. We cannot quite say,

with Joseph Cook, that such souls do believe in the "essential

Christ," for of such a Christ we have no knoAvlcdge, while the

Christ set forth for our faith is very real and definite. And be-

sides, the real question relates not, as Mr. Cook seems to think,

to the perfectness of the object of faith, but to the perfectness

of the faith itself in the object as discerned. lie is evidently

not yet free from the trammles of Westminster.

It follows from what has been said, that in the atonement

provision is made for all the race; that opportunity and al)il-

ity are the measure of accountability; that, through Christ, a
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sufficient liglit and knowledge are given to the heathen whereby

they may be saved ; that none will be condemned except for

their willful rejection of the truth vouchsafed to them ; that

some do in their I'elative darkness truly believe in God, and

are accepted ^vith him ; and, therefore, that a new probation in

wliich to obtain mercy is not needed.

•' But if the heathen may be saved, why send them the Gos-

pel, whose added light will increase their responsibiKty?" For

the same reason that we preach it at home, though knowing

that to some it will be " the savor of death unto death "—to

save men. For the same reason that ministers and Churches,

by continued revival services, seek to arouse and bring to

Christ those who are neglecting salvation— to save more.

For the reason that there, just as here, the great multitude will

neglect the truth they have and press on in sin, except good

men persistently seek their rescue.

III. Infant non-probation.

The demand for a probation in the next world, for those who
die in infancy, has its root in the dogma of infant damnation.

Augustine assigned all unbaptized infants to hell, the mildest

part of it, to be sure, " but, nevertheless," he says, " they are

damned." In this he is followed by the Roman Catholic

Church. On this theory the overwhelming majority of those

that die in infancy are lost. According to the " Westminster

Confession," " Elect infants dying in infancy are regenerated

by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when and where

he pleaseth." Of course, the non-elect are damned, "to the

praise of his glorious justice;" but either by baptism or the

eternal election of God millions of infants are saved. The

new orthodoxy, rejecting these methods, demands that every

infant that dies shall be subjected to a decisive probation in

the next world. This is monstrous, if it be not necessary for

salvation ; and if it is necessary, the dying infant is unsaved.

If any are shocked at such a conclusion, let them remember the

fundamental principles of individual responsibility and the ne-

cessity of actual faith in Christ of every human being in order

to salvation. Dr. Smyth expressly mentions infants, idiots,

and " children born apparently to no moral chance," as among

those for whom he trusts God for " some special opportunity

for repentance in Hades," holding it to be "a logical deduction
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from the biblical principle of individual accountability under

a o-eneral atonement which has been maintained in our New
England theology." And if there be no such opportunity for

the repentance of those who have nothing to repent of, this

new theology, less merciful than either Eomanism or pure Cal- •

vinism, notwithstanding its pretensions to nobler conceptions

of God, finds no escape from the horribleness of a universal

infant damnation.

This notion of infant accountability transcends common
sense, for there can be no responsibility where there is and

can be no knowledge or power. In so far as the attempt is to

create an accountability to accommodate a preconceived theory

of a necessity of a probation for infants, it goes beyond what

God has revealed, and beyond what necessity requires as well.

Those Methodist thinkers who anxiously invent a supernatural

enlightenment by the Holy Spirit of the infant soul as it is

about to depart, that it may believe in Christ, may well reflect

whether faith is imposed as the condition of salvation upon any

one who is innocent of personal sin. TJie gracious opportu-

nities and tests of probation are for sinners who, by their own
acts, have become personally guilty in order that they may, if

they will, accept the offered mercy. But such a probation is

impossible to an infant, for he has incurred no guilt and needs

no pardon for sin which he has never committed, and, there-

fore, no believing in order to salvation. He is in the plan of

God a non-probationer, without knowledge, law, obligation,

power, or responsibility. Moreover, it is time to take excep-

tion to this exaltation of an expressive technical term of com-

paratively recent origin to be the basis of a new theological

dogma. "We find in the Scriptures that to intelligent and

responsible human sinners grace is offered upon conditions

within their power, on the perfoi-mance or non-performance of-

which their destiny depends ; and this for convenience' sake

we call probation. The term is good for just what it is meant
for, and nothing more. Least of all does this use of it warrant

the foisting upon it as doctrinal truth inferences deduced from
the word itself, and thus creating a need of an infant probation

which it proceeds to supply. Such handling of Christian tnith

cannot be too severely reprobated.

The innocence of the infant does not of itself furnish an
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adequate ground for liis salvation. Its true ground is to be

sought in his relation to Christ. By his relation to Adam he

has inherited a fallen, depraved nature, v/hicli is not his fault,

and for which, on no principle of jnst dealing, can he be held

responsible, but which is, nevertheless, displeasing and otTensivo

to God, because contrary to his own most holy nature. Ab-

stractly viewed, it shuts him out of heaven and shuts him up

in hell, wliich involves so monstrous an injustice that it is not

conceivable that a holy God could allow a child to be born into

the world without providing an antidote fully equal to the evil.

So, over against this " corruption of the nature of every man "

he has graciously placed the atonement of Christ, which is a

"perfect redemption, propitiation, and satisfaction for all the

sins of the whole world, both original and actuaL" If, then,

by Adaurs sin the race was placed in the position of sinners,

by Christ's atonement we are recovered from our displacency,

accepted of God, and made heirs of eternal life. Through

Christ we come into the world free from condemnation, saved,

and children of the heavenlv kingdom. " Of such is the king-

dom of heaven.'' This involves not only an external relation,

but an inward character as well, fashioned and made pleasing

to God by the indwelling Holy Spirit. If the former be justifi-

cation, the latter is regeneration, or what would be so termed

in an adult. And this is salvation. In this condition infants

are started in their career to retain it until death, or until vol-

untarily forfeited by sin. If they die, there can be no question

of whither they go ; they are transplanted to the paradise of

God, for whose sweet fields they are so beautifully fitted. To

thrust in here upon already saved souls a probation to test their

willingness to be saved would seem to be the climax of absurd-

ity. If, on the other hand, they live, and in the fight with

temptation fall into sin and forfeit their saved state, what

then ? Truly, this, and not the question of infants, idiots, and

other irresponsibles who die, is the difficult problem, and no

man could solve it had not Christ spoken. By his shed blood

lie has the right to offer them conditionally a restoration to

what had been before bestowed unconditionally and lost ; and

to all such as can hear it he sends the message of his Gospel,

Come unto 7ne, and he ye saved.

That Christ, on the infant's entrance into paradise, is made
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known to him, cannot be doubted ; not, however, for acceptance

or rejection, which belongs oulj to probation and involves the

idea of contingency which can have no place there, but for

recognition, adoration, and love. With the penitent thief and

nudtitudes of untrained and untaught Christians, the in-

fant will learn the great truths and mysteries of God, and

sweetly join in the glad song of redemption. But this is not

probation. Growth and development there will be, but not

change of destiny.

lY. The awards of the Day of Judgment a hnality.

" He hath appointed a day, in the which he will judge the

world in righteousness by that man whom he hath ordained."

Acts xvii, 31. The date of this general judgment of man-
kind is not revealed, nor are the elements for its calculation

given ; but we are told that it will occur in connection with the

second advent, tlie resurrection of the dead, and the winding up
of this world's history. It is eminently fitting that the rewards

and punishments connected with the moral government of the

world should be administered at the closing up of the present

order of things, and that the transaction should be a public

one. The probationary system will then close. The gather-

ing of its results privately would be unseemly, and not after

God's usual method. Its administration is in the sight of

angels and men ; its vindication will be in the presence of the

a.>sembled universe. Problems of God's providential dealings

that can here be met only with faith in his wisdom, justice, and
love will then be solved, and all doubtei-s, nmrmurers, and
coinplainers be covered with confusion. Besides, sin has not

confined itself to a corner or to darkness. It has shown its

Work openly, exalting itself in hostility to all goodness, and
Haunting its dehant rebellion in the face of Omnipotence.
The alternate victories -and defeats in the war of s-ood and
evil must come to an end in a way that will to all intelligences

f^how the latter prostrate and powerless in the grasp of the

Almighty. So open and public must be tlie gathering out of

the race of sinners of those who are saved, and so manife-tly

nuist they be seen to have been washed from their sins in the

blood of Jesus, that no tongue in all the universe can ever ac-

'ii>;e the Judge of injustice or lack of goodness in danniing, or

of partiality in saving. Such a consummation leaves nothing
22—FOL'Rin sEiMEs, voi. xxxvr.
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for subsequent review, and can have no repetition. It will be
a finality.

The nature of that day as a day of judgment for men leads

to the same result. Our Saviour (Matt, xxv, 31-46) vividly

describes the scene, in which he will be seated on his judg-

ment-throne, with angels for his attendants, and all mankind
arrayed before him. Unlike the constant divine discrimina-

tion now of human conduct is this of the great day for absolute

decision upon determined moral character. The tribunal is a,

judicial tribunal ; the inquiry is a judicial inquiry into the tes-

timony of the opened books ; the decisions are judicial decis-

ions; the awards are judicial awards, and at the hps of an
infallible Judge. Judicial awards are always of force until

they are judicially reversed ; and from these lies no appeal.

There is no higher tribunal ; there is no second day of judg-
ment : the sentence pronounced is irrevocable.

But if perchance the sinner be by the agonies of his punish-

ment awakened to repentance, may not a merciful God, not-

withstanding this judicial condemnation, hear his cry and de-

liver him from his woe ? This implies that character which is

determined at or before death may change in hell ; that proba-

tion continues beyond the judgment as it is in this life ; that

the judgment of the great day is only an advance step in

God's dealings with men ; that the mediatorial government of

Christ will continue beyond its close in the delivering up of

the kingdom to tlio Father ; that the consummation is not the

consummation ; and that the King and Judge who pronounces

the irreversible doom, foreknowing the future repentance and
granting of mercy, will contradict himself by its abrogation in

the exercise of his sovereignty. Failure in any one of these

points is failure in all. Hope of rescue in hell can be only

endless despair.

The awards of the judgment, " Come, ye blessed," and " De-
part from (drro) me," are as opposite as are tlie characters

addressed, and are both eternal. " And these shall go away
into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into life eternal."

Union with Christ in the heavenly kingdom forever is for the

one ; separation from Christ in punishment forever is for the

other. Kotwithstanding Dr. Farrar's sneer at it as a "stock

sophism from the days of Augustine," we must hold that any
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limitation of alcoviog in the punishment of the wicked applies

equally to the happiness of the righteous.

A second passage, the only additional one to which we can

refer, is 2 Thess. i, 9 :
" Who shall be punished with everlast-

ing destruction from the presence of the Lord and from the

glory of his power." This is the penalty on persecuting

lieathen and unbelieving Jews when Christ shall come " ren-

dering vengeance" to them. Stern as is this expression, it is

the right one, eliminating from our conception of it every

thing of the humanly capricious and passionate. It means

inainte7mnce of right, diwd so, penal satisfaction for injury, or

retribution. Christ, then, will award the retribution demanded

by justice. In verse 6 we read, "It is a righteous thing with

God to recompense tribulation to them that trouble you."

"We are brought face to face with the divine justice, and St.

Paul, contrary to the sentimentalism of punishment solely for

correction, asserts that it is a just thing with God to pay in

kind—tribulation for tribulation, affliction for affliction. In-

deed, this is the law of justice—like for like. It pervades all

government, human and divine. It is in the institutions of

the theocracy, and the New Testament is full of justice and

retribution, while the rule for individual action without proc-

ess of law is that of love and tenderness. In this view, these

wicked people are to be " punished," that is, literally, topay a
penalty, and that penalty is " eternal destruction from {d~6)

the presence [or face] of God, and from {d-6) the glory of

his power." The " destruction " is not annihilation. The
sinner, separate from Gocl,ambuilds, pulls down, and brings to

naught all God's plans for him. He destroys himself while

Vet living on the earth, and in that day God will destroy him,

perpetuating the separation from himself and his plans forever.

I'iiis is eternal destruction. The preposition employed shows
f^eparatiou in locality. Here, then, we have the consequent of

the sentence of the Judge, " Depart from me, ye cursed."

-Vttending angels, the ministers of his power, enforce his

^vords, separating the condemned from his face and his glory,

and bearing them away to their eternal prison, where they are

forever shut out from God and all goodness and shut in with
all evil.

.
The use of al6vio^ we had planned to discuss, but our limit
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of space forbids. We can only refer to some remarks in this

Quarterly for April, ISTS, from the scholarly pen of Professor

W. S. Tyler, and give the following from the late Professor

Tayler Lewis :

The single terras (o/(///i and afwv) do not of themselves, or neces-

sarily, denote endless, but sim})ly unmeasured duration. It should

be borne in mind, however, that it is by their fearful redupUca-
tions the scriptural writers express that idea which no single

noun, unless it be an abstract negative, can fully set forth. But
what the .single noun fails to do is accomplished by the adjec-

tive alojvcog, as a term of greatest ?}ieasure)nent. . . . ^l^onian

duration is that which is measured by a?ons, ages, worlds, or

eternities, just as finite periods are measured by years and centu-

ries, and are therefore called centennial, rnillennkd, etc. There
being no greater unit of measurement than the ola)n, there is no

limit to the conception of the ichole which it measures or divides.

In this way the adjective comes to denote absolute eternity, as

is put beyond all doubt by its use, 2 Cor. iv, IS. It is there the

antithesis of the temporal, and can have no measurable bound.*

These words from this eminent scholar amply offset the

opinion of Drs. Smyth and Whiton, which they seem to have

borrowed from F. D. Maurice, that aldvLoq is not a word of

duration. Its import of endlessness proves the finality of the

judgment doom pronounced on evil conduct in this life.

The thought of the eternal ruin of a human soul without

remedy or hope is appalling. Xor is there relief in the

knowledge that it is self-produced by willful persistence in

chosen sin in spite of all God's efforts to save him. Look at it

as we will, it is terrible. And a free, full, and sufficient pro-

bation for every man, in which the means of salvation are

urgently placed before him for acceptance, and none is re-

jected except for his rejection of mercy, is God's sutficient and

perfect \dndication.

*"The Six Days of Creation," p. 366.
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Art. VnL—the GNOMIC AORIST IN THE NEW TES-

TAMENT.

TuE best known and most elaborate New Testament grammar*

now extant denies the existence of this form of Greek usage in

the New Testament. On the other hand, an authority no less

eminent for Greek grammatical scholarship f admits this mode

of expression in the grammar of the New Testament, and gives

a few examples of its use. The contradictory views, expressed

by grammarians so eminent, allow the inference that the ques-

tion is not settled, and that any contribution on such a subject,

even viewed as a matter of philological inquiry, is not without

value.

\7hen, however, the usage is one which has its application

in some of the life-truths of the New Testament, it becomes

not only a scholastic delight, but a duty, to investigate the

topic. Neither of the grammarians referred to—Winer or

Buttmann—have made any use of it in its bearing on difficult

exegetical problems. An inquiry into this usage is not out of

place, especially if it can be shown to have an application to

some interesting and ditlicult passages of Ploly Scripture.

The accuracy of the Greek language in the expression of

tlie finer shades of meaning is too well known to need special

argument. It is this which gave to it such a wonderful adapta-

tion to convey to mankind the teachings of Christ and his

apostles, and it is one of the recognized providential prepara-

tions for the Saviour's advent. It is therefore natural to sup-

pose, that although the language at the time of Christ varied

largely from Attic purity, it would yet retain those elements
of special value for the conveyance of the loftiest thoughts on
spiritual things.

It is at this point, however, that Winer makes his strong

objection to the existence of the gnomic Aorist in the New
Testament. It is in his view a refinement too subtle for the

writers of the New Testament. It is well known that some
of the finer forms have disappeared. Especially is this the

case in the use of the particles. This laxity in the use of

* 'A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testament Greek," by Dr. G. B. Winer.

T "A Grammar of New Testiiment Greek," by Alexjinder Buttman.
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particles is not coniined to New Testament Greek, but is found
also in some of the Attic prose wT-iters.* Otlier variations are
frequent and need not be enumerated. Without claiming for
it the character of Attic purity, it is yet a language which,
thougli modified by Hebraisms and other causes, is well calcu-
lated to express the rich thoughts which the sacred writers
intended to convey.

The question before us is not whether some of the choice
forms of expression had passed away at the time when the
]Srew Testament was written, but whether this precise form, the
gnomic Aorist, had entirely disappeared. It is not necessary
to show that it was frequently employed, but that it is clearly

.
found there. The gnomic Aorist is, as will afterward appear,
that form of speech which expresses proverbs or general
truths, and is of the nature of a pictorial or vivid presentation
of a subject. This is precisely the characteristic which belongs
to the New Testament, and is especially characteristic of the
waitings of the apostle Paul. His style is graphic, and par-
takes often rather of the characteristics of the orator face to
face with his audience than of the prose writer dispassionately
and methodically discussing his subject. And yet in his most
rhetorical flights logic and precision of expression ai-e ricridly

maintained.
^

One of the finest forms of Greek usage is that of conditional
sentences. These distinctions are for the most part rigidly
maintained. The force of many passages in the writings of
Paul IS clearly seen by noticing the form of the conditional
sentence employed. It is not intended to maintain the exact
conformity to classical models, but a general adherence to
them. A clear case of this is found in Gal. i, S-10 :

-AAAd Kal ^Hv iineX,; 7) dy'yeXog i^ ovpavov eva^jEU^rjrai vfilv Trap
b ev7]yyeXtaa!ie0a vfxlv, dvddsita ^aro). co^ rrpoeip/jKaiiev, Kal dpri
•naXiv ?.Eyu)^ el tic vfia^ evayyeXi^eTac Trap' o v^apeAaiSere, dvdOsiia
iaro). aprt yap dvOp6nov>; ttsIOu) 7} rov Qe6v- 7} C'/rw dvdpdjrtoi^ dpioKSLV ;

el yap tu dvOpu)-ocg TJpenKov, Xpiorov dovXog ovk dv 7ji.irjv.

Here, within the compass of three verses, threO out of the
four forms of conditional sentences are emploved, with clear
discrimination of the meanings of them. If "the conditional
sentence is so well preserved, why not the gnomic Aorist? If

* Biittnian, p. 71.
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a probability can be established that such will be tlie case, it

will help iu the investigation of the passages where it is sup-

posed to be employed. We propose to give a few illustrations

of this usage from classical Greek, taken almost at random from

examples in classical grammars in common use, and then to

inquire into the biblical usage. That it is a common form in

Oreek, we can readily see by the following citations :

Curtius's Greek Grammar, sec. 494, says :

The Aorist Indicative is used in statements of experience, im-

plying that a thing once happened, but admitting an application

to all times : poet, rci ,'\;p6voj t] 6lk7] iravroyq rjXd' a~oraauevT], with

time avenginor justice always came, {a?id hence always comes;)

jiai (3ga6vg tvjSov/.og dXev Taxvv dvdpa 6i(1)ko)v, even a slow man
when well advised overtook {overtakes) by pursuit a quick man.

In English we employ the Present in such general assertions, and
often add such adverbs as usually, commonly, always, etc. ; rat;

TU)v (pavXiidv avn'ovolag okiyog XQ'^'^'^? SceXvaev, a short time usually

dissolves the associations of the bad. This Aorist is called the

gnomic Aorist, because it is often used in gnomes, proverbs, or

maxims.

Jelf, sec. 402, 1, says

:

As the force of the Aorist may extend over the whole space of

past time, without reference to any.^ingle definite moment, it is

used to express an action winch took place repeatedly in past

time, or in the statement of some general fact or habitual prac-

tice which operated at different indefinite moments of past time.

Goodwin, " Moods and Tenses," see. 30, 1, says

:

The Aorist and sometimes the Perfect Indicative are used in

animated language to express general truths. These are called

\.\ic gnomic. Aorist and the g>iomic Perfect, and are usually trans-

lated by our Present, These tenses give a more vivid statement
of general truths by employing a distinct case or several distinct

cases in past time to represent (as it were) all 2:>ossible caries, and
implymg that wliich has occurred will occur again under similar

circumstances.

These statements, from strictly classical grammars of the

"Greek language, show how prevalent this usage w-as among
the best authors.

When we come to the Kew Testament, Winer objects. His

language is :
" In no passage of the New Testament does the

Aorist express an habitual act." *

* Thayer's Tnuislution, pp. 201, 202.
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In reply tL» this we quote at length from " Buttmau's Gram-

mar," already mentioned

:

According to Poller's exposition, this Aorist, used alike by
poets and prose writers of every aq-e, can, indeed, express habit-

ualness; but just as well, and still more frequently, the necessity

or universality of an action or state, which does not, like habit-

nalness, permit of exceptions. Since, now, this Aorist was em-
ployed for the most part in general propositions deduced from
experience—propositions whose contents are valid not only for

the pasl, but also for the present and the future—the title, "Gnomic
Aorist," designates more correctly its essential nature.

Its use in Greek occurs not only in similitudes, propositions

involving comparisons, (as so often in Homer,) and ideal pictures,

(Plato, Phiedr,, p. 246, sq.^ but also in abstract, maxim-like dec-

larations, founded in practical observation. (See the examples
from Thucyd, and Domosth., given by Moller.) *

When, then, Winer asserts that the Aorist never in the

New Testament expresses what is habitual, the assertion is well

founded so far forth as the peculiarity of the Aorist in ques-

tion is not adequately described by the feature of habitualness ;

but the occurrence of the gnomic Aorist, according to the above
description of it, ought at the same time not to be denied. For
the objection that the whole idiom presumes too nice an observ-

ance of the laws of classic Greek, and greater familiarity with

them than can be supposed in the New Testament authors, may
perhaps be decisive for a portion of them, but not for all. On
the contrarv, the employment of the Aorist, as the most common
historic tense, corresponds perfectly to the character of popular

expression, which so gladly endeavors to break away from the

form of abstract presentation, and spontaneously falls into the

tone of narration. Observe the form of the Homeric compari-

sons, or the description of the shield in the Iliad, where, moreover.

Imperfects and Aorists continually alternate in the narrative.

If, then, it is evident, from the exposition given,*that the New
Testament writers, so far forth as their writings, philologically

viewed, are products of Greek modes of thought, must have been
led by the very nature of the popular language to use this Aorist

as a matter of course when occasion occurred, (and the cases

would certainly be more numerous if the compass of the books-

were greater, since with the present compass they are already

pretty numerous,) etc.

He sustains this view by the following examples

:

James i, 9, sq.: Y^avxaoQcd Sk b dSeXorjg 6 -a-eivbg iv rep vrpei avrov.

6e TxXovatog iv rg raTXfU'MOEL avrov, on ojg di'dng ^oprov rrapeXev-

aerai. avireiXe yap 6 i]Xioq ovv rut Kavoo)vi^ Kai t^rjpave rov xop-

rov, Koi rb ufOog avrov tstTrtof, icai rj evrrptTreia rov 7Tpuou~ov avrov

dTidJ?xro' ovru) Kai b TiXovoiog iv ral^ riopeiaig airov p.apavOi]atrai.
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The Revised translation reads :

But let the brother of low degree glory in his high estate: and

the rich, in that he is made low: because as the flower of the

grass he shall pass away. For the sun ariseth with the scorching

wind, and xnlthtreth the grass; and the flower thereof falleth^

and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth : so also shall the

rich man fade away in his goings.

In the above passage dvETEtAe, k^rjpave, e^eneos, and d-cjAsro are

employed as gnomic Aorists, and so recognized by the Revisers.

Further, James i, 23 : ore el rtg dKpoar7]g Xayov iarl /tat ov

-rTOLTjrjjg, ovroq toiKev dv6pt Karavoouvr^ rb Trp6oo)7rov -qg yeveoeug

avTOv tv tao-rpcj)' Karevorjae yap iavrbv Kal dTreXTJXvde, Kol evdeux;

inekddero 6-olog tJv.

Jlevised translation :

For if any one is a hearer of the word, and not a doer, he is

like unto a man beholding his natural face in a mirror: for he be-

holdeth himself, and goeth away, and straightway /br^e^^e^/i what
manner of man he was.

Here the Aorists are similarly translated.

Similar to instance in James i, 11, is 1 Peter i, 2-i : 6l6-i

'rrdaa adp^ dg x^P'^^i '^"^ irdaa 66^a dvdp6ixov wf dvdog x^P'ov.

e^pdvdr] 6 xoprng, nal ro dvdog avrov t^errEae'

For,

All flesh is as grass,

And all the glory thereof as the flower of grass.

The grass tolthereih, and the Q.ower Jxillcth.

From the same source, namely, the requirements of historic

presentation, proceed the Aorists in Paurs doctrinal analysis in

Rom. viii, 29 : ovg Trposyvo), Kal Trpoupcoev . . ovg 61 TrpowpLoev, rov-

rovg Kai iKaXeaev Kal ovg ticdXeaev, rovrovg Kal eSiKaldjaev' ovg 6e

iSiKacuaev rovrovg Kai tdo^aoev ; hence it is not necessary to assume

that the last Aorist (edo^aoev) differs in force from all the rest.

Finally, the two Aorists in John xv, 6, may also, in part, at

least, be included under the head of the gnomic Aorist, inavS-

mnch as the thought contains an experimental truth set forth

figuratively, in which the two momentary acts {k{iXi]dq, k^qpdvdrf)

come into manifest antithesis to tlic continuous one denoted by
the Present, {owdyovaiv.) kdv firj rig jXEivrj kv enol, e(3Xrjdr] t^cj dyg

TO KXijua, Kai k^qpai'dq, Kai owdyovaiv avrd Kai slg Tzvp pdXXovai,

«o< KaUrai.
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Kevised translation:

If a man abide not in me, he in cast forth as a branch, and is

loithered; and they gather them, and cast them into the tire, and
they are burned.

The above examples are taken from Buttman, but we have

introduced the Kevised translation to show that our recent

revasers understood them in the same way.

It thus apj)ears from unquestioned grammatical authority

that the gnomic Aorist exists in the ISJ'ew Testament.

It is further to be noticed that the same usage prevails in

the Old Testament, affording a further reason why it should

be found in the Xew Testament. It is distinctly recognized

hy Hebrew grammarians.

Driver, " Use of Tenses in Hebrew," speaking of the Hebrew

Perfect, (preterite,) says :
" It is used to express general truths

known to liave actually occurred, and so proved from experi-

ence ; here again the idiomatic rendering in English is by

means of the Present." He also remarks, in note under the

Perfect :
" Both the Perfect and Aorist (the gnomic Aorist)

are similarly used in Greek, that is, to express general truths

known to have occurred."

Job xxviii, 8-11, LXX, is an instance: Kai ovk e-dr-qaav nvrbv

vloi dXaJ^ovcjv^ 6vTtapr]?.dev err' avrrig Atwv, sq.

The Hebrew, of special interest, is from the ninth and tenth

verses

:

The lion's whelps have not trodden it, nor the fierce lion passed

by it.

'lie putteth forth his hand upon the rock; he overturneth the

mountains by the roots.

He CKtteth out rivers among the rocks; and his eye seeth every

precious thing,

Tlie English translation treats the Greek and Hebrew as

instances of the past, with the gnomic meaning.

It will be noticed that in this passage the Hebrew verbs arc

in the preterite tense and the Greek in the Aorist, while the

English translation is in the present tense.

Another instance is found in the lirst psalm: "Blessed is

the man that walketh not in the counsel of tlie ungodly, nor
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fitandeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the

scornful." Gesenius* cites this as an instance of the gnomic

Aorist. The Hebrew ^'?n, n-^r, 2ty', which are verbs in the He-

brew Preterite, are rendered in the Septuagint by i-opevdr],

loTT], tKadioev, and in the English by the Present. So, also, the

passage already cited, 1 Peter i, 24, is a quotation from the

Septuagint of Isaiah, and shows in the Old Testament and in

the IN^ew the gnomic characteristics.

Ewaldjt also, speaks of the Hebrew Perfect (preterite) as ex-

pressing "general truths which are plainly taught, and already

fully established by experience," as " the wicJ:ed maji, ;*i<j, de-

spises God, and frequently in comparisons and proverbs."

It thus appears that this form of syntax exists both in Greek

and Uebrew.iJ: It is found in Homer, as well as in the authors

who wrote in the most polished period of Greek literature.

It belongs, therefore, to the language of the I^ew Testament

by right. We may fitly claim that it may legitimately enter

into the discussion of such passages of the Kew Testament as

may be affected by it.

If the gnomic Aorist be recognized as a part of the structure

of Xew Testament Greek, it follows that it may be legitimately

employed in the exposition of passages which involve doctrinal

distinctions as well as in mere historic presentation.

It may be well to begin with a passage in Galatians, chap.

11, 10 : [lovnv rC)V tttcjx^v Iva fj,vT]iiov£v(jL)H£v, b Kai tOTTOvdaoa avrb

Tovro Tioiriaai.

The late Revision translates, "Only they woidd that we should

remember the poor; which very thing I was also zealous to do."

What is the nature of the Aorist io-novdaoa \ The apostle,

in this part of the epistle, is proving the independence of his

apostolic authority, and that although he, witli Barnabas, had

gone up to Jerusalem, as delegates to the apostolic council,

he, nevertheless, had derived no special information from that

body wliieh sliould dictate his teachings. He declares that

they had only enjoined upon them the duty of remembering
the poor, *' which very thing I was also zealous to do." AVhen

*Mitche!rs Edition, sec. 126, 3.

t
' Syntax of the Hebrew Language of the Old Testament." Translated by

James Kennedy, B.D., p. 5.

X See also Green's Hebrew Grammar, sec. 262, 3.
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was lie zealous to do it ? At the point of time when the injunc-

tion was delivered, or at a subsequent period? He evidently

means to say that on this point he needed no special counsel,

as his zeal in this direction was habitual to him. Alford says,

" Then and always : it was my habit "—and refers to Rom. xv,

25-27; 1 Cor. xvi, 1-4; 2 Cor. viii, 4; Acts xxiv, IT, as proof

of his habitual g-ov6i].

Ellicott linds it difficult to evade the force of Alford's view,

and shelters himself behind "Winer's denial of this usage in the

New Testament. His bent is manifestly towards regarding it

as a gnomic Aorist. His language is :
" The Aorist is here cor-

rectly used, not for the Perfect, (Conybeare,) nor even for the

Pluperfect, nor yet exactly as expressing the hdbit^ (compare

Alford,) this usage being somewhat doubtful in the New Tes-

tament, (see Winer, etc.,) but simply an historical fact which

belongs to the past, without its being affirmed or denied that

it may or may not continue to the present," This distinguished

and very accurate grannnatical exegete seems here to feel the

force of employing this as a gnomic Aorist, but shrinks from

adopting in the exposition a usage not sanctioned by the recog-

nized grammatical authority of Winer. The other passages

adduced, however, justify the use here, and show that Paul

employs tlie Aorist in this case to assert his habitual zeal in

remembering the poor, and hence that the counsel they had

received had added nothing to him.

The passages, however, of the greatest importance in this

connection are yet to be considered.

Pom. iii, 23, is well worthy of attention in regard to its Aorist.

It is, tidvrtq yaq 7\\iaprov, kol varepovvrat, ti]^ do^qg rov Qeov. This

verse is translated in our late Pevision, "For all have sinned, and

fall short of the glory of God." That our revisers have felt a

difficulty in the employment of this Aorist, in the usual xVoris-

tic sense, is clear. It was one of the cardinal laws of the Com-
mittee to translate tenses uniformly, and they have adhered to

their law in the case of the Aorist with great pertinacity. The
difficulty of connecting the ordinary sense of the Aorist with

the present tense, in the second clause of the sentence, con-

fronted them, and they translate the Aorist by the Perfect. On
the other hand, the very same word, in the very same tense, in

Rom. V, 12, is translated " sinned," without the " have." If
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I'lfuiprov (Ivoiii. iii. 23) should be translated as a gnomic Aorist, the

{litliculty would bo removed, and a plain and simple proposition

wuuld result
— '' All sin, and fall short of the ^^lory of God."

Is not this translation of the Aorist demanded by the context?

Paul is aiming to convince the self-righteous Jew, not merely

of past sinfulness, but of present transgressions which prevent

liim from, procuring salvation by the works of the law, and

lience be urges their present condition as a reason for their ac-

ceptance of salvation by grace through faith. (See Tholuck on

"Romans, 1. c.)

Dr. Shedd ("Commentary" on Romans, 1. c.) declares, that

"the apostle has in mind a particular historical event, the same,

namely, with that alluded to in ndvreg rjuaprov, of chap, v, 12,

the sin in Adam," while Tholuck, Meyer, and Pliillipi regard

the reference of the Aorist to individual transgressions. The

force of this Aorist is nowhere, however, more clearly put than

by Dr. "Whedon, (see "Commentary" on Komans, 1. c.,) who
declares that " the phrase is tantamount to all }/ie?i sin.'''' The
only point on which we insist here is, that it is the expression

of the gnomic usage, a general fact which they conld not deny,

which the apostle is urgmg upon their attention. It is not

eufficient to claim that their sin is merely that of sinning in

Adam, which produced corruption of nature and consequent

actual transgressions ; for he has discussed, in the first and

bccond chapters of this same epistle, the present condition of

Jews and Gentiles, as actual transgressors, and has shown that

they cannot extricate themselves from their condition without

gracious interposition. It is their habitual statg as sinful and
sinning that is before the mind of the apostle.

Another important passage is fonnd in Eom. v, 12 : Kai
ovTu)^ Eiq Tidvra^ dvdpo)7TOvg 6 ddvarog di/)A9ev, tip" o) TTavreg W'^'
~ov. The late Revision translates :

" And so death passed

unto all men, for that all sinned." As already noticed, they
have here preserved a strict Aoristic sense. But is not this

also best rendered, as a gnomic Aorist, "for that all sin?"

Having shown that tliis is a legitimate use of the Aorist in

the Xew Testament, we n^iay well inquire whether it is not the

proper and intended use of the Aorist in this particular passage.

The Revisers' translation carries with it the dogmatic infer-

ence that all sinned in Adam, and places death as the penalty
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of that single sin. Is that tho only sin that receives this pen-

alty, or is it the habit of sinning which belongs • to man's

nature and which is ever working death ?

This gnomic usage gives a philological basis to that form

of interpretation which has been accepted by so many writers

on the tlieological conceptions of Pauh Dr. Whedon, who has

in his "Commentary " stated so clearly the train of thought of

the apostle, has forcibly presented" the force of the Aorist in

several of Paul's passages. The fact, then, that so many
writers, including De Wette, Stuart, and Whedon, have given

a meaning to this clause which is most natural and in harmony
with this usage, is a strong proof that the gnomic Aorist is not

foreign to the idiom of the New Testament.

The sixth chapter of Romans is an instance of similar usage

of the apostle. We place in connection Rom. vi, 4—9, in Greek,

and in the two latest English versions

:

l:Wsrd(t)T]iiev ovv avTU> did rov Panriofjiaroq elg rbv ddvarov, iva

uairep Tfyipdr] Xgiorog eK vekqC^v did TTjg So^rjg rov -nargoq, ovTO)g

Kal rjfiEig ev Kaivdrrjrc y^z/C TreQtTrarT)oo)fi£v. el yap avfi<pv-0L yeyova-

fitv TO) diiocd)fj.arL ~ov davdrnu oiirov, dXkd Kal rfjg avaardaecjg eao-

fieOa, rovTO yivchaKovreg, on 6 -aXaiog ijnuv dvOgojirog GvveoTavp(l)Or],

Iva Karapy7]dq ro aojiia rf]g daapriag, rov fj.T]KerL dovXeveiv Tjfidg r-g

dfiapria, 6 yap d~o6avG)v dediKalioraL d-b ri]g aixapriaq. el 6e d-eOd-

voftev Gvv Xp/crd), morevofiev ore Kal ovv^Tjaonev avrCJ, eldoreg ore

Xpiorog kyepdelg ek veKp(l)v oviceri dnoOv/pKei, ddvarog avrov ovKeri

Kvpievei.

Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death: that

like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the

Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life. For if

we have been planted together in the likeness of his death, we
shall be also in the Ukoiess of his resurrection : Knowing this,

that our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin might
be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin. For he

that is dead is freed from sin. Now if ire he dead with Clirist,

we believe tliat we shall also live with him: Knowing that Christ

being raised from the dead dieth no more; death hath no more
dominion over him.

—

Authorized^^rsion.

We irere buried therefore with him thrcugh baptism into

death: that like as Christ was rallied from the dead through the

glory of the Father, so we also might walk in newness of life.

For if we have become united with him by the likeness of his

death, we shall be also by the likeness of his resurrection; know-
ing this, that our old man %oas crucified with him, that the body
of sin might be done away, that so we should no longer be in
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hondage to sin; for he that hath died is justified from sin. But if

we died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him;
knowing that Christ being raised, from the dead dieth no more;

death no more hath dominion over him.

—

JXemsed Version.

The early Englisli translations, Wiclif, Tyndale, Rheims^

Geneva, translated these Aorists, namely, ovvErdcprjiiev, ovvearav-

fMdr], etc., in a Perfect sense, apparently assured that it was a

general fact or experience which the writer was enforcing.

The consensus by so many translators as to the meaning of

the apostle may -serve as a justification of the view that here

also he is employing this Aoristic usage.

The passage in Komans viii, 29, 30, is an additional text

which claims attention here. The Revised translation is

:

'' For whom he foreknew, he also foreordained to be con-

formed to the image of his Son, that he might be the Urstborn

among many brethren : and whom he foreordained, them he

also called : and whom he called, them he also justified

:

and whom he justified, them 'ho also glorified." Allusion has

already been made to these verses in the reference to Butt-

man's Grammar. The ordinary method of explaining these

Aorists is that of Winer :
" In Rom. viii, 30, ido^aae is used

because he in regard to wdiom God has accomplished the

iiKaiovv has already obtained from liim the do^d^eadai also,

though the reception of the cJo^a as an actual possession be-

longs to the future."

It is as if God looked upon the 66^a as already accomplished,

and that Paul introduced several Aorists in their ordinary

sense, and then the last one on the ground indicated by Winer.
Is it not better to assume with Buttman that Trpoeyvco, Trpocopiaev,

tKaXsoev, ediKaiuaev, iSo^aaev, are gnomic Aorists, and set forth

God's plan of securing the final salvation of his people, which
must inevitably bring them to glory ?

'" For whom he fore-

knows, he foreordains : and whom he foi-eordains, them he also

calls
: and whom he calls, them he also justifies : and wliom he

justifies, them he also glorifies."

It would not be wise to make dogmatic considerations the

basis of grammatical laws; nor, on the other hand, should

grammatical rules override the plain sense of any passage.

Our grammars arose out of a careful study of the meanings
of the writings discussed, and not the writings out of the
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grammars. Grammar is still a progressive science, and every

attempt to add to the meaning of passages through philology

cannot be entirely without u.^e.

"When we take into consideration that the gnomic Aorist

existed through all the ages of Greek literature, from Homer
onward, that it is a recognized usage in Hebrew grammarians,

and is employed clearly in the Septuagint, that it is sup-

ported by the best grammatical authority, and that it is clearly

stamped on several Xew Testament passages, it is impossible

not to recognize it as a usage of JS^ew Testament Greek gram-

mar, and to give it a wider apph'cation than it has thus far

received.
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QUARTERLY REVIEW OF THE Methodist EriscoiML Chcrch, Socth, January,

1884. (Macon, Georgia.)—!. Greek Mvtliology and Philosophy; by Professor

J. C. C. Newton, ^ A.M. 2. The Soul; by' President G. T. Gould. D.D.

3. Suicide—Causes and Cure; by Rev. H. M. DuBose. 4. Methodist Churcli

Membership; by D. C. Kelley. D.D. 5. Locke on Government; by Dwight M.

Lowrey, Esq. 6. Hayne's Poems; by Rev. George "\Yilliams Walker. 7. Atone-

monc— [is Conservative Force: by "Rev. \Y. Jackson. 8. Two Women; by

Is;tlxsl D. Martin. 9. Human Freedom—Divine Necessity ; by Rev. W. I. Gill,

A.M. 10. Mary of Bethany; by A. A. L.

New En-glaxder, March, 1S84. (New Haven.) — 1. Scieutitic Ethics: by lion.

H. T. Steele. 2. Darwinism and Christianity ; from the German of Wm. Bender

;

by y,. G. Bourne. Z. Woman's SuftVatre; by Prof. Goodwin. 4. Teleology,

Old and New ; by F. A. Mansdeld. 5. The l-lxiradition of Criminals ; by F. M.

.Stone. 6. Moral' Defects in Recent Su:ida3'-schooI Teaching; by Rev. J. M.
Whiton. 7. The Substitutes for Cliristianity Proposed by Comte and Spencer;

by Julia H. Gulliver. 8. Personal Characteristics of Lutlier; by C. W. Ernst.

9. Catharine Adorna ; by Rev. B. Hart. 10. Notices of New Books.

Tlie Rev. Burdett Hurt, after an appreciative analysis of the

e.x'perieuce of Catharine Adorna, remarks

:

If we are not mistaken, it is a very common opinion among
Christians that it is uecessari/ to sin while they remain in tliis

worM. They woidd not put that statement hoklly into their

creeds
; they would not assert it in their exhortations to young

disciples
; they would not dare to state it in form in their prayers

to God. But their confessions of daily sin have that undertone
in them, and their daily lives are graded down to that standard.
Tliey are not sur])rised at themselves when they see that tliey

have need of the confession of sin ; they would hQ surprised if

they liad no such need. They do not regard it simply as a cer-

tain truth that they will sin, hut as a necessary truth that they
nuist be expected to sin. Tiiey regard sin, espeeially in regard to

^'hri.stians, more as a misfortune than a crime. r»ecause they have
hcen sinners, they look upon it as a kind of unavoidable d<i<>ni

that they must be so still. It beloncjs to tlieir im})erfeetion. . . .With
fetich views there cannot be that struggle against sin which is the
duty of the believer, nor that freedom from sin which should

23 FOURTH SKUIKS, \0\.. XXXVI.
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be the aim of a holy life. There must be the hope of success to

encourage effort, and the accepted promise of success also.

The book before us presents a different view. "Her business^

as she understood it," says the narrator of jMadame Adorna, " wa*
not to transgress against God, but to believe in him and love

him, and to fulfill, with divine assistance, all his holy purposes.""

So far all can go. So far Christians ought to believe. That
standard is a practical and a practicable one. To go beyond this,

and to claim that we are free from sin, actually and entirely, to

claim that they have attained aud are already perfect, mu&t be

within the domain of radical error.

If this last sentence bo true, why are those Christians to be

censured \vho think, as stated above in the first paragrapli,

" that it is necessary to sin -s^'hile they remain in this world."^

And how can it be made to harmonize witli the sentence that

next precedes it, which claims that Christians " ought to be-

lieve " with Madame Adorna, that it is not their business to

"transgress against God, but to believe in him and love him,

and. to fulfill, with divine assistance, all his holy purposes ?

"

Is not one who possesses faith and love, and fulfills all God's

purposes, '*' free from sin ? " Surely this writer unwittingly in-

volves himself in palpable contradictions. And this, evidently,

not from any lack of sympathy with the conception of a sinless

life, but because he fails to make the T\"esleyan distinction be-

tween absolute and Christian perfection. The latter is not prop-

erly claimed to be ideal, angelic, or legal perfection ; but it is the

complete sovereignt/of divine love over the affections, and such

an outworking of that love in holy actions as makes its possessor,.

in the words of St. James, " perfect and entire, wanting noth-

ing." Was James living " within the domain of radical error ?

"

Catholic World, Janu.irv, 1S84. (Xew York.)—1. The Protestant Episcopal

Convention. 2. The First Christmas Eve. 3. Psyche, or the Romance of Nat-

ure. 4. Reminiscences of Bethlehem ; bv M. P. Thompson. 5. The Coiner's

Den; by C. U. O'KeoIIo. 6. Wicked No."?; by Wm. Setou. 7. A Story of

Nuremberjr: by Agnes Repplier. S. The Turk in Ireland; by W. P. Deuuehy.

9. Armine, Chapters 31-33; by Christian Rcid. 10. New Pubhcations.

February.— 1. The Supposed Issue between Religion and Science: by Rev. G. M.

Searle. 2. The True Beatrice Cenci. 3. Some Aspects of the Negro Problem;

by Rev. J. R Slattcry. 4. The Youth of Pedro de Rihadcneyra; by J. M. Stone.

5. A Haunt of Paiu"ters ; bv V.. G. Martin. 6. Uncle Geo'rge's E.xperimcnts;

by M. M. Meline. 7. What Siiall our Ynung Men Po? by Rev. A. F. Hewitt.

8. An Answer to Neal Pow; by Rev. C. A.Walworth. 9. Armine, Chapters-

34-36; by C. Reid. 10. New Piiblicatious.

Mr. Walworth utters some strong words against the worst class

of liquor sellers, against drunkenness, and, alas! also against
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die constitutional prohibition of tlie liquor traffic. He " cannot

believe that a wide-spread intemperance is inseparable from the

sale of alcoholic drinks." He is evidently sincere in this un-

belief, but if he will read the lesson of modern history he will

learn that the liquor traffic and wide-spread intemperance have

been generally, if not always, related as cause and effect. They

are like the Siamese twins, in that the death of one involves

the destruction of both.

English Reviews.

British and Foreign Evangelical Review, January, 1884. (London.)—1. Mar-
tin Luther, the Hero of the Reformation; by Rev. C. H. H. Wright. 2. A
Glimpse of the Waldensiau Valleys; by Rev. Hugh Macmillan. 3. The New
Theology; by Rev. R. M. M'Cheyue Edgar, i[.A. 4. The Christian Attitude.

5. The Visions of Zecliariah ; by Rev. Wm. Burnet. 6. Modern Biblical Criti-

cism: Its History and Methods; 'by Prof. Howard Osgood, D.D. 7. The Met-

aphysical and Theoloeical AppliCiUions of Induction and Analogy; by Prof.

R. L. Dabney, D.D., LL.D. 8. Tlie Philosophical Basis of Theism; by B. G.

Stevens. 9. Current Literature.

British Quarterly Review, January, 1884. (London.)—1. Mr. Gladstone.

2. The Inspiration of Death in Folk-Poetry. 3. Palestine West of the Jordan.

4. Lay and Medical Functions in Hospital Administration. 5. Ulster and
Home Rule. 6. Recent Theories of the Pentateuch. 7. Political Survey of

the Q\iartcr. 8. Contemporary Literature.

Edisbcrgh Review, October, 1883. (I^ondon and New York.)—L Prowe's Life

of Copernicus. 2. Early Law and Custom. 3. Letters and Memorials of Car-

dinal Allen. 4. Russian Railways in Asia. 5. The Scottish Language. 6. The
Hartfordshire Pomona. 7. Schubert— Chopin— Liszt. 8. Yicksburg and
Gettysburg ; by the Comte de Paris. 9. The Correspondence of Lord Aber-
deen.

Westminster Review, October, 1883. (London and Xew York.)—1. Great
Britain and the United States on the Irish Question. 2. Henry Greville and
Lord Ronald Go wcr. 3. Gold Fields : Ancient and Modern. 4. The Belief in

tlie Immortality of the Soul. 5. Australian Federation. 6. Ernest Reuan.
7. Politico- Economical Heterodoxy; Cliffe Leshe. 8. Dr. Tuke's History of

the Insane in the Britii<h Islands. 9. Contemporary Literature. India and Our
Colonial Empire.

Edixbcrg^ Review, or Critical Jocr.val, January, 1884. (London and New
York.)— 1. Government of the Indian Empire. 2. The Spencerian Philosophy.
3. The Anarchy of Pari-i. 4. p]dersheim's Life and Times of the Messiah.
5. The Egyptian Question. 6. The Literary Life of Anthony Trollope. 7. Ec-
clesiastical Jurisdiction. 8. An Embassy to Rome. 9. Parliamentary Re-
form.

Of lives of the Christ there seems to be no end. Happily,

both the theme and the demand are inexhaustible ; and although
tliut Life has been so mucli discussed, and in so many lights,

there yet remains, and always will remain, something to be
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said wliicli has not been said before. Of the '' Life and Times
of the Messiah," by Dr. Edersheini, the Review named above

claims that it is of " an unusual cliaracter, both as to its con-

tents and the peculiar qualification of the author." It contains,

says its writer, " an amount of archaeological information, of

facts ilhistrating Jewisii thought and feeling, of acute analysis

of character, and of graphic delineation of civil and religious

life at the beginning of the Christian era which renders this a

unique work." We give the following passage from Eder-

Bheim, and the remarks with which the reviewer introduces it

:

Much of the opposition to Jesus in the gospels is inexplicable
on modern principles. The miracles, which are an obstacle to

belief in a skeptical and scientific age, as Dr. Edersheim ju>:tly

observes, were precisely what was expected in the times of the
Messiah. The Jews are not repi-esented as denying that Jesus
did many wonderful works, yet they reject his divine mission.

In the present day, the concession of miraculous powers to Christ

is instantly followed by }>rofessed obedience to his claims as a

teacher, but the Jewish rulers admit the miracles and then
crucify tlie Christ. From our stand-point this is inconsistent, but
not from theirs. Dr. Edersheim thus explains their conduct

:

" It was enmity to the ^>o-.sa/i. and teaching of Jesus which led

to the denial of his clahus. The inquiry. By what power Jesus
did these works ? they met by the assertion that it was through
that of Satan, or the chief of the demons. They regarded Jesus

as not only temporarily but permanently possessed by a demon,
or as the constant vehicle of Satanic intluence. And this demon
was, according to them, none other than Beelzebub, the })rince of

the devils. Thus in their view it was really Satan who acted in

and through him ; and Jesus, instead of being recognized as the

Son of God, was regarded as an hicarnation of Satan; instead of

being owned as the Messiah, was denounced and treated as the

representative of the Kingdom of Darkness. All this because

the kingdom which he came to open, and which he preached, was
preeisely the opposite of M'hat they regarded as the Kingdom of

God. Thus it was the essential contrariety of Rabbinism to the

Gospel of Christ that lay at the foundation of their conduct to-

ward the Person of Christ. "We venture to assert that this ac-

counts for the whole history up tothe cross."

In the closing paragraph of his paper this reviewer says:

No one can read this book without receiving fresh light upon
this story which no repetition can render stale. Nor can it be

perused without confessing that of all the tragedies this world
has witnessed not one has been so sad and so moving as the

passion of the Man of Sorrows.
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I/OSDON' Quarterly Review, Octolier, ISSli. (New York.)— 1. Rev. Edward
Hawkins, D.D., Provost of Oriel Cilleee. Oxford. 2. Socialism in England.

3. Saint Teresa. 4. The Fur Seals of Commerce. 5. Marshal Bugeaud, Duke
of Italy. 6. Trade Routes to China, and French Occupation of Tonciuin.

7. Ecclesiastic:\l Courts Commission. 8. Disintegration.

London' Quarterly Review, January, 18S4. (London.)— 1. National Education

at Home and Abroad. 2. The Uncertainties of Science. 3. The Antiquity of

Civilization. 4. The First Principles of Early Mediodism. 5. Luther and his

Critics. 6. Spain. 7. The Church Congress. 8. The Pauline Doctrine of

Union with Christ. Short Reviews and Brief Notices.

Tiic Review is fully abreast with tlie times. In its second

and third articles it meets the skeptical scientists of the day on

tlieir own ground, applies to their alleged facts and to their

philosophy tests similar to those by which they test revelation.

And it "must needs be confessed that they do not escape un-

shorn. They are, in fact, "hoist with their own petard,"

Placed on the defensive, they appear far less formidable than

when, with great flourish of trumpets, they rush to assault the

truth. We greatly misjudge the spirit of society if it be not

already passing out of that mist of scientific doubt which for a

few years past has threatened to establish itself and to imsettle

public faith in Holy Scripture.

German Reviews.

TiiEOLOGiscHE Studien" und Kritike.v, (Theological Essays and Reviews.) 1884.
Second Number.

—

E^scujs : 1. Herixg, Tlie Beneficence of the German Refor-
mation, (second paper.) 2. Orations delivered at the Universities of Halle and
Wittenberg on the occasion of the fourth centenary of Lutlier's birthday, one
oration by Prof. J. Kostlix, and one by the Rector, Prof. Boeetius. 'i. Riehm,
Luther as a Bible Translator. Thon/jhts and Remarks. Hofstede de Groot,
Luther in his Study. Rnoicws : Kostlin; Views of new additions to the Hfo
of Lutlier in the year 1833. Mkcdlarues: 1. Programme of the Teyler Theo-
logical Society of Harlem for the year 1834. 2. Programme of the Society of
the Hague for the defense of the Cliristian Religion.

From the above table of contents it will be seen that this

number of the above periodical is almost entirely confined to

Luther. The shadow of the great reformer seems to hover
over the Gennan theological mind of late, to the exclusion of

t'very other subject. Of the above articles we opine that the

one of most interest to general readers will be that of Prof.

Riehm on " Luther as a Bible Translator." Among the blessings

wliieh God bestowed on the German nation through Martin
Luther one may well claim the German Bible as the greatest
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and the noblest. With good reason one may ask :
" If among

the blessings of the Reformation this one failed, what would

have become of the others \ " In the jubilee year, therefore,

it is befitting to pay marked attention to this perennial treas-

ure that the nation possesses in its Luther Bible. Even that

learned Catholic scholar, Dr. Dollinger, recently declared

that this work alone made him the greatest benefactor of his

nation, and that all Catholics should forget all else than this,

and for it join in the national celebration. Luther himself laid

no claim to the entire work which he commenced on the

Wartburg. He was ready and willing to call to his aid those

loyal companions who sat by his side and counseled with him

in all his difficult labors. He said repeatedly, " It is a great

work, and worthy of our best powers, because it is for the

common good." And again he said, " I will not touch the

Old Testament unless you, my friends, assist me. If we all

work together we shall have enough to do in the Bible, the

one- with his learning and the other with his understanding."

Melauchthon was his great helper. Before he put the trans-

lation of the Xew Testament, which he had performed on the

Wartburg, in the hands of the printers, he called to his aid

several of his friends for a thorough revision. But he was so

impatient to bring it out that he was hardly willing to allow

himself and his colleagues the necessary time for the work.

At a later period he and Melanchthon revised this on the

basis of the Greek and Latin texts. But, thankful as Luther

was for the assistance of his friends, and to whom he had done

full justice before the world, he had a good claim to say of his

translation: "It is my Testament and my translation, and

shall remain mine." The creative work belonged entirely to

him ; that of his collaborators consisted only in suggesting,

completing, or improving,' His colleagues always regarded

him as the translator called of God, and as the only one sutfi-

cient for the great work.

One must make an effort to realize the great task that he

had undertaken in order rightly to judge and appreciate his

immortal masterpiece. And he who knows the ruling concep-

tions of his period in regard to the art of translating can alone

admJre him as the fortunate pathfinder in this new and unex-

plored field. There was a species of German Bi1>le, before
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that of Lutber, by a monk of Halle, of "wLieli several small

oJitions were printed. But it was a translation from the Yul-

ijate, and in which no allowance was made for the peculiari-

ties of the Latin or the German tongue ; there was a slavish im-

itation of the Latin text which was often totally misunder-

stood. Luther used not the Vulgate as a basis, but rather the

original text, following each expression as nearly as possible

up to its original source. But it required a great deal of cour^

age in him to free himself fully from the chains of ecclesias-

tical authority, and as translator to follow the current of his

intentions against the numerous and violent accusations of his

opponents that he was abandoning the old and accepted text of

the Christian Churcli.

And added to these troubles there were whole mountains of

•difficulties to be overcome from the state of linguistic science

at that period and the narrowness and imperfection of the

means at his command. He repeatedly declared, in reference

to Job and the prophets, that he labored and worried in con-

junction with his assistants until the work became at times so

discouraging that he almost came to the conviction that he had

undertaken too much, especially in the matter of the Old
Testament. But under all discouragements and trials he still

labored on, and called to his aid all outside means that could

in any way afford him light and aid. In many technical mat-

ters he did not hesitate to call even unlettered men into his

•confidence and counsel. He would consult the anatomist and
the butcher in regard to the slaughter of animals and their

preparation for the sacrifice, to make sure that he would give
no imperfect idea of the subject which he was describing. And
thus he at last prepared a book that has been a source of na-

tional as v.-ell as religious culture, and one M'liich lies nearest
to the heart of the German people. It is with them, indeed,
the Book of books, and more read than any other. It is the

inestimable national treasure, and the broad basis of the relig-

ious development of all German Protestantism.
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French Reviews.

Revde CHRETiEyNT:, (Cbristiiui Review.) Xovember, 1883.—1. Falloa, Laic.ol

Religion. 2. Secretax, Tlie Philosopiiy of George Sand. 3. Bkrsier, Tlie

Religions ^Crisis of Coliguy. 4. Wagner. Luther. Monthly Hoview by
PreSvSENse.

December, 1SS3.

—

Astie, The Fear of the Protestant Principle in the Ranks of

French Protestantism. 2. Sabatier, Madame de Remusat and Her Son.
3. ***. The Conscience of the Heart. 4. Correspondence by Bouvier. Lit-

erary Notices. Monthly Review.

January, 18S4.—1. Stapier, The Question of Biblical Versions. 2. Dartigue,
Contemporary Catholic Preaching. 3. Bridel, Philosophical Chronicle.

5. The Old Messenger of the Vosges. by L. R. Bibliugrapliical Notice by
Hollard. Review of tlie Month by E. de PREtiSE.vsE.

Remie Chretienne opens its volume for 1S81 under very en-

couraging prospects. It is understood to be the most popu-

lar and aqceptable representative of French Protestantism, and

is so because of the breadth of its views and the latitude of its

aims. It is necessarily popular in its character, because it

must respond to the needs of many who have scarcely any
other hterary resource under the lead of the Protestant Church,

and it must necessarily be broad to enlist the sympathy of

Churches that are quite different in their individual character,

while supporting a common cause and having one Christian

aim. We have simply to look over a table of contents of the

last year to perceive in the work of its contributors acceptable

articles in the various literary, philosophical, and religious do-

mains, on subjects most worthy of occupying the attention of

French Protestantism. For the coming year the editor prom-

ises new and more energetic efforts to reach the height of their

mission, in both the Christian and liberal spirit to which they

invariably remain true. The amount of matter offered to the

editorial corps is so great that they much desire an increase in

the ciipacity of the Beinie. This shows an energy and activity

in the ranks of the French Protestants that augurs well for

the future.

The facilh princeps of the Revue will continue to be the

energetic and aggressive Edmond de Pressense, notwithstand-

ing the fact that he has recently been elevated to the rank of

senatorial dignity. In the bulletin for the coming year, he
calms the fears of his friends by assuring them that his new
duties will not prevent him from performing the same labor

for this periodical in the future that he has devoted to it in the
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pa.-t. This will be welcome iuformation to some wlio are not

aware that Pressense has the working power and energy of

two ordinary men.

In the closing number of the last volnme of the Revue he

expresses his gratitude for the marks of sympatliy received

from all shades of French Protestantism and of the Liberal

party, on the occasion of his election to the Senate. He ac-

knowledges this to be a powerful encouragement to the per-

formance of liis duty in the sevei'e conflicts of the near future.

And he foreshadows the energy and boldness of his purpose in

his new capacity by giving his friends very clearly to under-

st-and that in his senatorial position he will meet and oppose the

recent action of the Chamber of Deputies in its vote on the

Budget for Public "Worship. He unhesitatingly declares that

the reduction of the appropriation for this purpose indicates

the real character of the policy of the majority in the question

of the relations between Church and State, already sufficiently

indicated by the passage of a municipal law of the same char-

acter, by the City Council of Paris. He declares these to be

like attempts to impoverish and enfeeble the Church, in order

to reach a separation of the two powers, when this regime has

become impossible to the cause of religion, and this in the

name of free thought, flaunted as a political flag. He con-

denms these resolutions from every point of view, and promises
to meet them in this spirit when they shall be brought before

the Senate ; and we have no doubt but that this promise will

be kept, and that the great champion of French Protestantism
will be a fearless combatant on the senatorial arena.

The leading article in the December number by Astie, on
" The Fear of the Protestant Principle in the Ranks of French
Protestantism," is extremely suggestive of the fears and doubts
that trouble the heart of the Church. For many years before
the great National S}-nod, held by the permission and under
the rt(jlme of Thiers, the French Churches were so essentially

divided and estranged from each other that it was no easy
matter to decide on the essential principle of Protestantism.

After they came together in apparent unity, they learned that

there was a great divergence in their views in regard to the
nujor principle that bound them together. For some years,

therefore, the leading thinkers of the Church have been
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discuffting tliis question in books, reviews, and sermons. It

finally reached tlie platforms of their pastoral conferences, and

in this Held our author appears, with the reply to a question,

presented by the Central Connnittee of a Pastoral Association

of Switzerland. This question was as follows: "What is the

principle of Protestantism ? " And Astie replies to it in sub-

stance as follows

:

" The three questions which we must examine from an his-

torieal point of view, in order to remain faithful to the pro-

gramme of your Central Committee, will be these : What have

we been ? What have we become ? and. What is the future in

reserve for us ? And we thus reply :
' What is the primitive

idea of Protestantism, that from which all others have sprung,

and which brings tliem all back to unity by imprinting on them

its seal?' We call attention to the fact that the question con-

cerns the primitive idea of Protestantism, and not that of the

liefonnation, which began by a fact, and not by an idea.

JS'either is it a question of the principle of Protestant theology,

which did not appear until a later period.

"This elimination conducts us to the Diet of Spires in 1529,

when our fathers accidentally received a name which has been

accepted with more or less good grace l)y all the Churches that

have sprung from the movement of the sixteenth century.

Frightened by the incessant progress of the reformatory work,

said Diet decided that they would accept" the accomplished

facts, but that in the future it would no longer be permitted

to attempt new conquests. It was against this assumption of

settling the religious question by a majority of votes that

our fathers protested. ' We cannot,' they said, ' act otherwise

than according to the demands of our own conscience.' But

what is it that gives to conscience the courage and the strength

to protest ? It is because it has imbibed the conviction of its

rights, or rather of its duties. The minority declared that, in

all matters that concerned the salvation of our soul and eternal

happiness, each one is responsible before God alone, and that

it is to him only that we must render an account for our con-

victions.

"In this way the i^uhjecti.ve character of Protestantism above

all else is established in an historical manner. But what is the

nature of this subjectivism !! The object of the protest clearly
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indicates the reply. Our fathers protested wlien tlie Diet

vdshed to rob them of the right of pursuing the conquests of

the Eeformation of which they were already tlie children, and

of which, in case of need, they were ready to be the martyrs.

Now, why and how was the Keforniatiou effected ? The most

bitter enemies M'hich it provoked could tell iis in case of need.

They wished above all things to bring back their protesting

colleagues to the confessional, and to the tribunal of penitence.

It is on the indispensable intermediary of the sacrament, of

which the hierarchy possesses the exclusive administration, that

it bases its power to hold the conscience captive. What ren-

dered the Eeformation possible, and that which served it as a

lever, was the intense conviction in both Luther and Zwinglc

of the absolute importance of Jesus ; in clinging directly to

bim as the only source of salvation they emancipated the hu-

man conscience from the yoke of the Church, and in spite of

themselves.

" I have said ig spite of themselves^ and this reservation is

' decisive. In the beginning our fathers intended, as faithful

sons, to be the reformers of the existing Church ; nothing was
farther from their intentions than the project of founding nevi

Churches. All the ideas which they advanced they presented

as having the right of citizenship in the dominant Church, of

which they themselves formed a part, and which had taught

them these same ideas. The subjectivism of the reformei-s

was, therefore, not exclusive—it was eminently social, both as

to its bases and as to its aspirations. And this brings us to that

which constitutes both the strong and the weak point of the

work of the sixteenth century. It was in yielding to this so-

cial element that our fathers were reformers and not simply

the representatives of a contemplative and quietistic tendency,

seeing that God himself, and the circumstances of the ]ieriod,

were assuming the task of reforming the Church. But our
fathers clung too much to the idea of remaining ecclesiastical

reformers, and this was their weak point.

" It is true that religious and moral interest rules every thing
;

when it was a question of sacrificing the rights of conscience
to enter into direct conmiunion with Jesus Christ, they prefer
to break with the Church, but they do it in spite of themselves,
in self-defense, and as little as possible. It is for this reason
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tliat their work remained incomplete, and that in many regards

it failed. We are therefore in harmony with those who find

their origin in the one single principle of Protestantism, The
ancient distinction between the formal principle and the real

principle appears to ns singularly apocryphal. At a later pe-

riod, undoubtedly, our fathers were greatly desirous of being

in accord with the Scriptures ; but in the beginning they lirst

appealed to ecclesiastical law, to tradition, and to the general

council as the only legitimate and definitive authority. They
began to insist on the authority of the Scriptures only in the

course of the conflict, and not until they saw themselves obliged

to renounce the hope of reforming the Church ; for then they

needed to invoke an authority in order to justify their doctrines

and the claims of God, in opposition to a majority which re-

pudiated them, and with whom they had differed for other

reasons. Having been forced into a minority by the majority

of the ruling Church, they were compelled to prove that they

possessed an authority superior to that which condenmed them."

This signiticant discussion we consider a very healthy one for

the period, and believe that the French Church need not fear

to raise such a standard as their principle of Protestantism,

namely, direct appeal to scriptural authority.

Art. X.—foreign RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

THE FREE CHURCH OF FRANCE.
The Free Cliurch of France seems to be holding its position very fairly

against many counteracting influences. At its late synod there were re-

ported thirty-four congregations witli 4,500 members, and besides this

about twenty mission stations, of which some are on the point of rising

into the dignity of independent congregations. This comparatively

weak body has in about two years collected 335,000 francs for its ec-

clesiastical wants, while giving considerable to works of private benev-

olence. At its recent synod some very vigorous thouglits were expressed

by distinguished speakers, indicating an ardent desire for a sound,
manly, and popular religion. Tiiis key-note of the assembly has since

been brought out in hold relief by the Journal du Proiestantisme Fran-
^u, which says: "We have never ceased to defend these views, since

we claim for our Protestantism the right to develop itself in harmony
with the highest endeavors of the spirit of our age." Pressensg, as

usual, was the controlling figure of the occasion, in a splendid address
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on the debt which Frencli Protestantism owes to Russia. lu another

address, by Pastor Pezzi, on the history of tlie principles of the Free

Church since 1848, he laid down the following three as the cardinal ones,

namely, confession of the name of Christ, individual confession of faith,

and the autonomy of the Cliurch. A point worthy of notice was the fact

that a prominent member of the body declared himself opposed to

becjueathals for the Church, i)ecanse the self-sacrifice of the individual

members might thereby be rendered torpid. Another member would

receive them only under the condition of immediate wants for the uses

of the Church, but not for capitalization. Several important resolu-

tions were adopted, first, that the name should be clianged from Union

den Eglises Evangeliques de France to Fglisc<< Evangeliqaes libres. A new
article was added to the fourth chapter of the constitution, as follows:

"Baptism and the Holy Communion shall be administered as institu-

tions;" but without fixing, in regard to baptism, the manner and the

period of its application. Anotiier question of general interest was
concerning the consecration of the evangelists. There was a difference

of opinion in regard to the amount of New Testament Greek to be de-

manded in their examinations. The synod finally resolved that if the

candidates were found competent in other respects to admit them to

consecration without any knowledge of the Greek. But it was distinctly

declared that the full consecration for pastoral work should not be

granted without a knowledge of the Greek. We are pleased to see that

the independent position of these Eglisea libres is being more and more
acknowledged by other Protestant bodies of Europe, and it was proved,

by the fraternal deputations from other ecclesiastical organizations that

ivere received and greeted, that the Free Church of France is a nucleus

for liberal and untrammeled theology, that may grow from the mustard-

seed to become a great tree in French Protestantism. The mo in differ-

ence between this Church and that of the National Reformed Church of

France is the fact that the former is independent and the latter depend-
ent. The spirit of the age is the triumph of independence in the Church
as in the State.

A CATHOLIC CONGRESS IN ITALY.

The Catholics of Italy are following the example of their Protestant

opponents in holding congresses for the discussion of the leading ques-

tions that interest them in the great ecclesiastical conflicts. Shortly

after the Pope gave audience to the small army of clericals and laymen
who sought his presence in the Vatican and St. Peter's, an Italian Cath-
olic Congress was held in Naples. According to the report presented to

this body, the members of the association number about 60,000, divided
into provincial, diocesan, and parochial associations, sliowing a very

systematic organization and combination of tiiese clerical and lay forces

in the Italian realm. That tlie convocation was a brilliant and signifi-

cant one may be inferred from the fact that there were present about
thirty bishops and archbishops, together with numerous distinguished
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representatives of the Italian nobility and members of municipal author-

ities, which latter, in the great centers of Italy, are beginning more and
more to assume the clerical character.

The Prince of Bisignano was made president of the meeting, and in

his opening address called earnest attention to the necessity of standing

closely around the successor of St. Peter in his trials and tribulations.

He presented, as a principal means of opposing atheism and Protestant

propaganda in the schools, the most careful culture of Catholic educa-

tion for youth. And on the same subject there were two other earnest

reports, by Canon Mineo and Prince Macchia, of Naples. The latter

called attention to the fact of the necessity for the immediate establish-

ment of Catholic schools in Xaples, and the preservation of religious in-

struction in the municipal schools now in operation. The Bishop of

Foggia recommended tlie foundation of a great theological faculty in

Naples, which he declared would be the crystallizing center for a com-

plete Catholic university, with all the departments. We surmise that

no small share of this anxiety in regard to Naples is the recently devel-

oped activity of our own Methodist mission work in that city, which is

felt by the authorities of the Church to be the beginning of great danger

for their Catholic parochial schools. Another important question was a

comprehensive plan of organization for the Catholics of Italy who were

truly loyal to the Holy See. The army of papal supporters, for elections

in Catholic interests, for protests against godless laws, and for sacrifice

for the purposes of the Church, must in every parish have a central di-

rection for its organization, in order to be ready, at a given watch--word,

to enter into concerted action. Even the pilgrimages are to be controlled

by a regular organization ; and each pilgrim is to be provided with a

"Pilgrim's Manual." A long and patient discussion was devoted to the

social questions of the day, namely, the establishment of kitchens for

the people, the Christianizing of the family, and the condition of the

working classes. In these matters the Neapolitan nobility was entreated

to bp especially active. It was even resolved to cultivate a taste for

historical investigation of the Church according to the method of the

Pope. All this clearly proves the increasing and dangerous activity of

the Papal Church of Italy.

THE LUTHER FESTIVALS IN ITALY.

The Luther festivals that have been so surprisingly numerous and en-

thusiastic in Italy have doubtless pierced the Vatican between the joints

of its armor, and irritated it to unusual activity. The papal power has

considered it a special challenge that the poisonous rebel of the si.xteenth

century, the doctor and master of a great portion of Germany, should

thus rise from his tomb to renew his persecutions of the Church. The
climax was added to this when it was one morning announced that in

the palace of the German embassy there would be a religious ceremony
in honor of the great reformer. The Fopolo Romano also announced

that, besides the embasi^y and its personnel^ there would also be present
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the nephevr of the emperor. Tliis fact alone vras necessary to signalize

tlie chiiracter of the ceremony. A Luther festival in the chapel of the

German embassy, with the presence of one of the German princes, was

quite enough to give a most defined character to the occasion. The
Vatican press spoke lightly of the affair, forgetting that this religious

celebration of the occasion was by order of the emperor. Even the

special German embassador exhibited so little diplomatic tact as to ap-

pear on that occasion, with the Prussian and Baden princes, and a hun-

dred other German Protestant dignitaries. This official leading off of

the Luther festivals in the land of the Pope and capital of the papacy

was a significant hint to the German Protestants of all Italy, who were

profited and strengthened by the example. In Naples, Rome, Florence,

and Palermo the celebrations were very brilliant. Eveiy-where the

churches could scarcely c<iutain the mnsses that crowded to the cere-

mony, and e-v-ery-where the orators seemed inspired to strike the effect-

ive key-note without indulging in useless polemics. In Florence the

festival was international, and the addresses were delivered by a German,

an Italian, an Englishman, and a Frenchman. Even in the famous

Protestant military chapel of Capellini were found a large number of

Italian soldiers listening to the story of the conflicts of the great Ger-

man reformer with the Pope. After the regular services of the occasion

were ended several of the subordinate officers among the Italians abso-

lutely delivered addresses and led in prayer; and the services were con-

cluded by the enthusiastic singing of the great battle-hymn of Luther
in Italian. It is scarcely possible to comprehend the significance of

such an event in the city of the Pontiff, or to grasp by the imagination

the extent and the influence of these exercises themselves throughout
the Italian peninsula. .

PROTESTANT WORK IN AUSTRIA.

The Protestants of Austria have had a fearful struggle to obtain and
maintain the rights granted to them a few years ago in that country,

largely at the instance of the Evangelical Alliance. But they were re-

cently allowed to hold in Vienna a general synod of both branches of

tiieir Church. The emperor kindly received a deputation of the synod,

and in return for the assurance of loyalty to the state were, for their

part, assured by the monarch that the Protestant Church might rely in

the future on the protection and support of the authorities. Those of

the Augsburg Confession counted forty-three members, and of the Hel-

vetian Confu-ssion twenty-one members. The curious and troublesome

question of nationality and the language to be used in the transaction

of business was the first to present itself, and it was resolved that the

principal record of the proceedings should be made in the Boheniian
tongue. Unfortunate as this may seem, it was just; because in Bohe-
mia and Jloravia the Protestant congregations number 120,000 souls,

^hile the German congregations in the provinces of Vienna and Ga-
licia count but 8,000, The Germans do not understand Bohemian, while
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nearly all the members from Bohemia and Moravia understand and speak

the German. It is a great pity tliat the Protestants of xVustria thus in-

troduce into their convocation the same apple of discord that is now di-

viding the politicians. If these synods liereafler sliall insist on the use

of the language that a huge number of the leading members of the body

cannot understaud, the result will be a division of the forces.

The proceedings were of a very broad and general character, referring

to the Protestant theological faculty of the University of Vienna, to the

elementary schools for their children, and the marriage laws. They de-

sire that the connection of their faculty with the State University shall

be genuine, and not apparent. The Academic Senate is opposed to this,

but the synoi.1 demands it as a logical sequence of the privileges granted

to their body. In the matter of the schools they make two complaints,

one is in regard to the legal position of Protestant schools, and the other

as to the use of Catholic prayers in the public schools. As to the Prot-

estant schools, it was resolved to appeal to majesty for a revision of the

late scliool law, whicli declares Protestant elementary schools to be pri-

vate institutions, and thus dispossesses tliera of general rights under the

school law. The revision desired would give to the Protestant schools

the character of public schools, and enable them to collect the scliool

funds from their adherents. It is much to be hoped that this appeal to

tiie monarch may have a fortunate result, and it now seems that such a

hope will be likely to be realized. The deputation of the synod ap-

pointed to present the petition has been kindly received by the emperor,

and it is hardly possible now that he could do otherwise than throw the

weight of his influence in favor of relief and protection to the Protest-

ant schools. A far more troublesome question for the Protestants of

Austria is that of the laws concerning marriage that are extremely nar-

row and tyrannical, and there is but little probability that the resolu-

tions of the synod will effect much in this regard. It is now impossible

for Catholic priests who leave their orders and become Protestants to

marry; and mixed marriages, where permitted, are indissoluble, and in

nearly all cases are permitted only on the condition that the children

issuing from such marriages shall be inscril)ed on the public records

and educated as Catholics. The entire question of mixed marriages in

Austria is tlie most sensitive one in the social organization, and is bound

to cause much trouble in the future. The late Austrian cardinal was

opposed to any modification of these laws, as also to the admission of a

Protestant faculty into the university, and his influence still remains after

bini.
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Art. XI.—foreign LITERARY IXTELLIGEXCE.

Tiif: rlieological periodicals and reviews of Germany are absolutely filled

with all sorts of matter concerning Luther, his labors, his contempora-

ries, and the thousands of festivals of every shade that have taken

place, in the Fatherland and elsewiiere, in honor of his deeds and mem-
ory. Therefore, to rellect the theological spirit of the hour, we are

forcetl to follow suit. The rarest literary innovation in this line is a

drama, entitled " Historical Exposition of Luther, in Seven Parts." This

so-called drama was absolutely played by the students of .Jena on the

dramatic boards of that little city; and it is said to have produced the

most profound impression by the poetic power with which the principal

episodes of the life of the reformer were presented, by a sober but at-

tractive mise en scene, and tlio vivacious dialogue, enlivened by unique

and original expressions. It was, in short, a history of the Reformatiou

dramatized and performed like the ancient mystery plays of the Middle
Ages, with a language completely modern, and with the sentiments of

our own era. Except the characters of Luther and Katerina von Bora,

confided to actors of the highest merit, the drama was played, and very

well played, it is said, by students and citizens of .Jem^ At "Worms they

were even still bolder. A dramatic work of Professor Ilcring, declared

to be equal to that of Devrieiit himself, was performed by the very faith-

ful in person, in the very church' of the Trinity. The role of Luther

was performed by Dr. Bassermanu, of Stuttgart. The grand scene of

the Diet of Worms, where the immortal reformer, surrounded by all the

princes of Germany, cast into the face of Charles the Fifth his undying
expression, "I cannot do otherwise, so help me God," produced an im-

mense effect. This strange event is the theater reconciled with the

Church, at least for a day—the theater returning to its original use in

the Middle Ages—returning to the Church, which was, in fact, its

mother.

From the German press there still continues to flow a steady stream
of Luther literature of tlie highest order. The association for the pres-

ervation of the literature of tlie Reformation has opened its column
with Professor Kolde's " Luther and the Diet of Worms." Friedrich
Soldan treats the same subject, with special reference to the surrounding
localities of Worms. Dr. Lorenz, in collal)orationwith the corps of Ger-
man professors and pastors, lias pul)lishcd a calendar of the Luther fes-

tival, in which the various relations of Ehrfurt to the humanistic aims
of the period of Luther, to the Reformation, to Gustavus Adolphus,
and to the Catholicism of the period, are exhaustingly treated. Gen-
eral Superintendent Erdmanu, in Berlin, presents us with an extremely
rich and learned monograph on " Luther and the Hohenzollerns." lu
this work each separate investigation in regard to Luther's relations to
this influential ruling house enriches our knowledge and discloses the
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far-seeing political eye of the reformer, as well as bis delicate and well-

digested tact.

The parent Bible Society of Prussia has published Kleinert's treatise

on Luther's prefaces to the Sacred Scriptures. Pastor Ninck, in Ham-
burg, gives a very judicious extract from the favorite monograph of Lu-
ther, " Of the Liberty of a Christian Man," under the peculiar title,

*'Free from Every Body and Yet the Servant of All." With a skillful

hand Musical Director Stein, in "Wittenberg, treats of Luther's '• Musical

Significance and Activity." The same author has composed several

popular chorals for the liturgical festival on the jubilee day. In addi-

tion to these, the same Bible Society has published a goodly number of

liturgical devotions for the use of the churches during the festival

days.

Luther's hymns have also been the object of the greatest attention.

During his life-time he received the sobriquet of the nightingale of Wit-

tenberg, and his undying notes have ever resounded, even through years

of darkness, down to the present light of day. One of the works is en-

titled "The Nightingale of Wittenberg," and introduces his hymns with

most instructive notices. The Christian songs of the German Churches

would be a comparative blank without the hymns of Luther, for on

these has been based all the hyranology of the German Protestant

Churches since that day. Some of these publications are accompanied

with Luther's proverlis, adages, and fables, because of their peculiarly

poetic character, and the fact that many of his hymns were based on

these. In connection with these we may mention some of the artistic

productions of the Reformation, now revived and republished, especially

the large ones of Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Frederick the Wise,

and Hutten. A very excellent engraving of Lutlier, at the ridiculously

low figure of three cents apiece, and in quantities at even a lower rate,

has been published by tens of thousands, and, in spite of its low price,

is really an acceptaljle ornament for the modest households of the

masses.

The relations between Wiclif and Huss are being brought out into

a clearer light under the inspiration of the large attention being paid to

tlie history of the Reformation. That there were close connections be-

tween the Bohemian movement of the beginning of the fifteenth century

and that of Oxford are no longer simple suppositions; indeed, that such

relations existed was clear to all concerned in the Council of Constance.

But in the coui-se of time, when the works of Wiclif became more in-

accessible, the consciousness of the close connection between the two

reformatory movements fell into the background. But since, duiing the

last few years, the pul)lication3 concerning Wiclif are commanding
more attention, we are gradually perceiving how much IIuss was indebted

to Wiclif. The first step in this direction has now been made by

Professor Loserth, of tiie University of Czernowitz, under the title of

" Huss and Wiclif." This work will be of <rreat value to theological
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investigators. Loserth's very thorough and very diligent investigations

are from many stand-points of scientific importance. Loserth seems to

present valid proof that the Bohemian movement was, in the main, a

rei)etition of the E»iglish one ; that Wiclif was the highly gifted and

energetic master, and Huss the docile scholar.

Dr. Guthe, the famous Palestine explorer, has just published an ex-

tended and valuable report of his latest labors in the line of excavations

around Jerusalem. The accounts mainly concern the southern wall of

ancient Jerusalem, the old sites and buildings on the south-eastern emi-

nence, as well as the surroundings of the Pool of Siloam. Eleven

plates of large form, partly lithogiaph and partly crayon, serve as illus-

trations; a m.\p based on Wilson's, but corrected by Guthe and Sandel,

affords an instructive view of the enti;-e work, The journal of the Ger-

man Palestine Association has, in the first number of its sixth volume,

much interesting matter in regard to the present condition of the inhab-

itants of Palestine. It has also an article on the names of the squares,

streets, and passages of the present Jerusalem by the missionary San-

dreczki ; also a treatise in regard to the so-called temple associations of

Palestine, by one of the co-workers in that enterprise, as well as a de-

scription of the workmen and the sphere of work of the German Prot-

estant mission in Jerusalem. The last article of the issue treats of the

jiersonnel and the condition of the various Christian confessions in the

Uoly Land, as well as those of the Jewish inhabitants. This German
publication is one of the most valuable now issued in regard to contem-

poraneous activity in Palestine, and is invaluable in its contents to that

portion of the Christian world that looks with interest and favor to all

that concerns the regeneration of the Holy Land.

Under the title of " Exegetical Commentary to Nine Epistles of the

Apostle Paul," we have a new work by Karl von der Heydt. It is to the

Germans a gratifying as well as a rare occurrence, that a layman should

use his extraordinary genius to throw a brilliant light on the living

word of God, and so to delve in the original text of the New Testament
as to find and give new significance to many of its words and expressions.

The autjlior of this work has discovered a rare worth in these Bible

words, and seems greutly to enjoy all their meaning. His exegesis is-

not given solely on his own responsibility, but is based on tlie present

status of investigation and the commentaries and authorities of the most
tlinrougli Greek scholars.

Two Cliristological works antagonistic in their character have recently

ii|)peared to attract the interest of tlie Christian world. The Ritschel

tlieology has forced the Christological qae>tion into a new position by
Its distinction between metaphysics aiul dogmatics, but a work now
comes to its relief from Alsace, fnmi the pen of Professor Lobstein, in

Strasburg. It is in Frencii, and bears the following title: "The Idea
of the Pre-existence of the Son of God: A Frafrment of Experimental

Christology." Tins work has just been published by the Protestant
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house of Fisclibacher in Paris, "While asserting that he desires to serve

neither the liberal nor tlie orthodox theology, he makes an effort, exc-

getically and critically, to furnish the proof that in the orii^inal New-
Testament text the idea of pre-existence of the Son of God did not

exist. lie makes assertions as follows : The Acts of the Apostles ac-

knowledges his eternity only after death, and Peter asserted the pre-ex-

istence of Clirist only in the thouglit of God. The Revelation contains

the fir^t assertion of a pre-existcnce of the Messiah. Paul, ^vith rabbin-

ical terminology, takes up the thought, and arrives in later epistles at

the assertion that Jesus is to be comprehended as the living principle,

and as an independent eternal personality. The Epistle to the Hebrews,

on the basis of the Alexandrian philosopliizers, makes the Son equal to

the Father, as a symbol of his nature, etc. It is plain to be seen, from

his short review of the quotations^of Lobstein, that he starts from the

supposition that tiie Lord himself has nowhere asserted liis pre-existence,

and that where it occurs it is only a human construction, and may, there-

fore, lay no claim to objective authority. He who can satisfy himself

with this result of scriptural investigation may see how he will finally

fare with his " historical and critical " testimony.

The other Christological work which we have here to name proceeds

from a diametrically opposite basis. It is that of the Oxford professor,

P. 11. Liddon, which has just been published in German, to gratify tlie

theologians of that land with an antidote for the works above named.

The title of Liddon's book is, "The Divinity of our Lord and jMaster

Jesus Christ.',! It is in the form of lectures, with a preface by a pastor

of Nice. The views of this subject which we here find are of no ex-

traordinary novelty. The most difficult problems of this Christolo-iical

question, namely, the relation of the divine nature to the human, as well

as the difference between the God-man existence of the Lord in the so-

called condition of humiliation and in that of his elevation, is scarcely

touched; and, indeed, the mode of treatment which Christology expe-

riences in the scliool of Ritschel is not even mentioned, much less de

bated. Nevertheless, the book is calculated to furnish a rich blessing to

earnest Christians seeking for a Godlike Christ, and will, doubtless,

exert a wide and wholesome influence in Germany, as it has done in

England,
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Art. XII.—quarterly BOOK -TABLE.

lidiglon, Theology, and Biblical Literature.

The Eet;ised Vtrsion.—Heb. vi, 4-G : 'Advi/arov yap tqv^ a-af (puricOr.vrag ytvaa-

fiivovq TE Trig ^i^p^dg rf/c errovpaviov Kol fiEToxovc yevrjdtvraQ nvevuaroq uyiov

KCi Kolov yevaausvovg Oeo pf/ua 6vvufieig te iiilXovToq aluvog, inal -apa~tco-

VTar, nuAiv uvanaiVLi^Eiv slg fiErdvoiai>, uvaaravpovi'Tag eavrolg rbi' vt<!V tov deov

Kol TTapadeiyuriTL^ovTag.

For it is impossible those once eulipchtened, having tasted the heuvenly gift,

and become partakers of the Holy Spirit, and tasted the good word of God, and

the power of the future state, to renew again unto repentance, they recrucifying

to themselves the Son of God, and exposing to disgrace.

—

Literal readtring.

For as touching those who were once enlightened and tasted of the heavenly

pift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and tasted the gt'od word of

God, and the powers of the age to come, and then fell away, it is impossible to re-

new them again unto repentance ; seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of

God afresh, »arid put him to au open shauie.

—

Reoi<td Vtrsion.

This passage of Scripture is justly regarded as among the most

interesting and solemnly important of the whole Bible. It is

interesting as a critical study, since its finer discriminations of

meaning can be clearly determined only by careful attention not

only to the accepted sense of the words used, but also to the

structure of the sentences, and especially to the tenses of the

several verbal participles. It is also interesting as a dogmatic

study, on account of its direct bearing upon a much-disputed

point of the theology of evangelical Protestantism, the possibil-

ity or impossibility of the fatal and final apostasy of real Chris-

tians ; and likewise for its awful lessons and solemn warnings

against the sin of apostatizing. It embodies with great fullness

and richness of expression the facts and phenomena of Christian

experience, and shows the high estate, at once so precious and so

perilous, in which the believer stands; and it also seems to inti-

mate that, while a fall from that high estate is supposable, the

condition resulting from such a lapse is terrible beyond all com-
parison.

In respect to its grammatical form and structure, the passage

is not a difficult one. The words used are not unusual ones, nor
do they appear to be carried out of their ordinary application,

and the whole structure of the sentence is agreeable to the best

understood and universally accepted grammatical rules. A cer-

tain process (to renew again unto repentance) is indicated as

itnpossible {dSvvarov) to the class of persons who are included

under the four designations (tlie last one twofold) first given, and
"vvhohave fallen away from that state; and a further explanation
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is added showing that this impossibility is conditioned and
rendered irreversible by the position and practice of those who
have so fallen away, because they " recrucify " and "contemn"
Christ. In respect to the grammatical sense of the whole passa<Te
there IS really no difficulty at all, and the objections raised against
allowing It to be accepted and understood as it seems obvfously
to mean arise simply from dogmatic reasons, as teachin- one or
more points of doctrine that stand opposed to certain other ac-
cepted beliefs.

_

It is the established and the only defensible rule for interpreta-
tion of a discourse, spoken or written, that it shall be understood
agreeably to the ordinary sense of its words and phrases, and
where that is clearly ascertained there can be no appeal from its
determination. The rule sometimes insisted upon, that particular
texts (and the whole Bible is made up of such) must, be inter- •

preted agreeably to "the analogy of faith," can be legitimately
used only when all other methods fail, and then the passa-es
so interpreted cannot be employed as proof-texts. As an ele-
ment in criticism dogmatic considerations must always occupy a
very low place, and they must be used, if at all, only with very
great caution, and when other and more rational processes fail
to give any probable sense to the matter in hand—a considera-
tion which certainly will not apply in this case.
The purport and design of the discourse of which the pas-

sage under consideration is a part should be clearly apprehended
and Its bearing properly conceded. Accordingly, we find the
evident intent of the Epistle to the Hebrews to have been to
dissuade those addressed from apostatizing from their Christian
tidehty, toward which there seem to have been among them,
at that time, strong incentives. The passage therefore appears as
giving a reason why the threatened defection should not be al-
lowed to take place, and the motive urged is the certain, fearful
and irreversible perdition of those who so apostatize.

_

The persons in whose interests these instructions appear to be
given are indicated by certain facts that are assumed to belon<-
to their history, and by referring to certain spiritual attainment^
to which they had come; the whole taken together constituting
a deep and broad presentation of the religious or spiritual life°
having very few parallels in accurate delineation of personal ex-
perience and Christian attainments.
The adverb of time or order, a7:a^, applies naturally to all of

the first four terms or clauses, which are all in one or other of
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the preterit tenses, and it accordingly gives to all of them an his-

torical value, as if it were said that these things having taken

place, and now still another important fact having intervened,

the inevitable outcome must be considered. As a fact, the case is

no doubt a supposed one, and yet its pertinency for the use to

which it is put supposes something more than its possibility. It

indeed seems to say to those addressed that, having themselves

been made the subjects of the tilings named as having once {(i-a^)

occurred, and being now tempted to " fall away," they have need

to be warned of tlie fearful consequences that would be sure to

follow such a backsliding. Respecting their experience, they are

first spoken of as having been enlightened, (pcoriadivrag, a term

often met with in both the Septuagint and the Xew Testament,

meaning primarily "to bring to light," or "to cast light ujjon;"

but a little later, and especially among the early Christian writers,

it is used in the sense of "being enlightened," and in that sense

it was used to indicate the work of the Spirit in the conversion

of the soul. (See chapter x, 32.) After the apostolic age, and
when baptism had become the accepted synonym for regeneration,

that ceremony was styled the " illumination ;" but even then, as

is shown by Suicer, [sub voce,) "the word never came to simply

;ind purely signify outward baptism, but it always included

{in its meaning) that illuminatio7i of the new birth which is

the thing signified in the sacrament." Erasmus coincides with

this, and describes those here spoken of as having been " once

enlightened," as those " who had escaped from the darkness of

their former life, being illuminated by the doctrine of the Gos-

pel," which evidently pertained to the heart no less than to the

outward understanding, so making these illuminated ones the

truly regenerate.

This first clause, as naming a single past event, is expressed in

the indefinite past tense, but the second, indicating a continuous

experience, is in a tense which brings the action down to the im-

mediate past—" having tasted "

—

yevaaiievovg—having been all

along tasting— "the heavenly gift," the peculiar gifts of the

Spirit of which only real believers partake. "This heavenly
gift," says Alford, " these persons are supposed to have tasted^

for themselves." And thus it would appear that the whole proc-

ess must fall within the sphere of tlie personal spiritual con-

sciousness.

Tiie eftbrt is mnde by a class of Biblical interpreters in order

*o meet the exigencies of their dogmatic pre-determinations, to
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evade the force of this language by minifying the word " taste,"
{yEvaa^Livov^, twice used,) so that it shall mean not really ^ar^aX;-
ing of, or feeding upon, but only testing by the organ of taste

—a rendering directly opposed to the use of the same term
elsewhere, (Psa. xxx, 8; Matt, xvi, 28; John viii, 52; 1 Peter ii,

3,) and manifestly used only as a makeshift, and yet it has been
accepted by not a few able and respectable divines. Dr. Dod-
dridge sees "no necessity for extending, in this place, the energy
of the Spirit beyond his extraordinary (outward) gifts," and in-

stances Simon Magus as an example. Stuart, with characteristic
candor, confesses that the words, taken as usually employed, would
imply that the persons described were real Christians ; but he
thinks they may be used in a lower sense, which, in obedience to
the demands of his traditional creed, he seems to timidly prefer.
Dr. Cowles, of Oberlin, concedes that the text speaks of real
Christians, but most absurdly claims that the cases here given are
only supposititious, and such as can never be realized; and in all

this he is substantially repeating what was before said by his
great exemplar, Kev. Albert Barnes, who dissents from Stuart's
half-assumed position that a lower state of grace than actual con-
version is intended

; but still he holds fast, with a kind of death-
grasp desperation, to the doctrine of the indefectibility of the
saints. « It is not," says he, "an affirmation that any had actually
fallen away, or that in fact they icould do it ; but the statement is,

that on the supposition that they hadfallen away it would be
impossible to renew them again," We confess our inability to
appreciate the intellectual condition of any one who could soberly
assume such a position. The question is not as to what had
actually occurred, or would occur, but the essential conditions of
the problem in hand require that the conditions named shall be
possible—that they might occur; and ihQ 2yossibiUty of falling
away is precisely the question at issue. If there could be m>
falling away there was really no danger, and the warning uttered
was based upon a falsehood, and there could be no condition
admitting of a renewing unto repentance, and so the whole thing-
must appear as a solemn farce, a bugaboo with winch to alarm
children about fictitious but really impossible perils. We are
asked to believe that the inspired teacher knew very well that
their actual fall was sure not to occur, and yet he speaks of it

as not only possible, but so likely to take place, that the utmost
carefulness ought to be exercised to prevent it, and for that
purpose he pictures the horrible ruin tiiat would follow that
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impossiLIe event, shouhl It only take place, which it is " morally

certain " it never will

!

We find our own views happily expressed in the subjoined re-

marks of Dr. S. n. Turnei-, (" Commentary on Hebrews,") which

are at once moderate in tone but forceful. After presenting the

arguments noticed above at length, he says

:

Such a mode of reasoning appears to me wholly iiiisaiisfactory. The object of tlie

apostle is to prevent the actual fallino: away of the persons wliom lie describes as real

Christians, and with this view he sets before them the horrors of a state of apostasy.

It is incredible that he should feel and show such concern to prevent what he
knew could not occur. Such a statement might indeed be made, but such a moral
motive could not be presented by an inspired or judicious man to free moral agents.

It were preposterous to offer motives in order to dissuade creatures from fdling

over a precipice wlio were physically in a condition which made such a fall impos-
silile. And as to the me of such a warning, it may well be asked. What practical

pood effect c-an result from showing the greatness of a merely hypothetical sin,

which can never possibly occur? And surely there ore real sins enough to warn
men against, without denouncing threats against such as are merely supposable.
With equal consistency tlie Universalist might allow that the doctrine of future

aod eternal punishment is revealed, [in Scripture.] and yet regard the representa-
tion as made simply in order to deter men from sinning.

The impossibility [ddvvarov) of renewing unto repentance

{dvaKaivi^eiv elg nerdvoiav) those who have fallen away (Traparre-

aovrag) is declared to be because they are (present

—

7iow) recru-

cifying [dvagravgovvrac) and putting to shame (rraQadeiyfiari^oi'-

rag) the Son of God, The form of the declaration is in no sense

uncertain, or within itself other than absolute and indicative of

something sure to occur. "The import of the expression," says

Luneman, "is absolute, and to weaken it into ^><jr difficile est, (as

some have done,) according to which we should have to suppose

a rhetorical exaggeration, would be an act of caprice. Nor may
we assume (as some others have) that the impossibility is -wholly

on man's part, and not at all on the part of God.. The impossi-

bility of this renewing is, in itself, emphasized only on the part of

its eiSlcient agent, (God.) Had it been otherwise, the passive and

not the active form of the verb would have been used." The
impossibility in the case is, therefore, as to man, ohjcctive rather

than subject ice. Since "there is no other name given under heaven,

nor among men, whereby we maybe saved, but Christ Jesus;" if

be is rejected '•' there remains no more " (no other way of) " re-

mission of sin, but a fearful looking for of judgment."

It is important tliat we observe, that while all the preceding

propositions, indicating both the religious experiences and the

falling awav, are expressed in the past tense, this one—the recru^

cifyiny, etc.— is in the present, and of course the act itself is con-

tinuous; and so long as th.it is the case repentance and restoration
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are absolutely precliided. "The question," says Alford, "is nut

whether man's ministry or God's power is to be supplied as the

agent, nor even whether the verb is active or passive; the im-

possibility lies merely within the limits of the hypothesis itself.

"Whether God in his infinite mercy and almighty power will ever

by judgment, or by the strong workings of his Spirit, reclaim the

obdurate sinner, so that even lie may look upon ITira whom he has

has pierced, is—thank him—a question which neither this nor any
other passage of Scripture precludes us from entertaining."

And, ou the other hand, it should be noted that no passage of

Scripture, legitimately interpreted, casts the faintest ray of ho])e

into that abyss of si)iritual ruin which the rejecters of Christ

have taken as their alternative portion.

^^ another class than those already referred to, (sometimes,

however, very nearly related to them,) this passage has been

understood to teach the utter impossibility of the recovery of

those who have apostatized,—those who, having been truly con-

verted, have turned again to sin, and rejected Christ and his sal-

vation. But the text itself does not proceed to that extent ; and

eince the presumed " imj)0ssibility " is conditioned on the contin-

uous recrucitixion and exposing to obloquy of Christ, if a cessa-

tion of doing this is supposable, then nlay there be a possibility

of renewal unto repentance. On that point this passage makes
no utterance, either for or against such a hope ; and while on the

one hand the oft-reiterated declarations respecting the divine

long-suffering and tender mercies give room for the hope that

even such may be recovered and saved, on the other hand the

whole tone of this passage, and still more so the parallel one in

the tenth ciiapter, is fearfully significant of the almost absolutely

hopeless condition of the soul that, having been, raised to such

heights of grace, ic'iUfulhj rejects, crucifies anew, and casts open

reproach upon the Son of God in his relation of the Saviour of

men. The shutting up of the possibility of this sin to the times

and circumstances of the early Jewish Church—as seems to be Dr.

Clarke's view—does not appear to be in accordance with either

the evident design of the warning nor with the language used.

It is still a fearful truth, universally a])plicable, that "a gracious

soul may fall from grace ;" and a joyful one that we are not for-

bidden to hope, to i)ray, and to labor for the restoration of those

tjie farthest gone in apostasy. And still the solemn thought re-

mains, "It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living

God."
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Studies in the Christian Evidences. By Alexaxder Mair, D.D., Iforningside,

Edinburgh. Crown 8vo. pp. 399. New York: Scribner & Welford.

Dr. Mair has given us au excellent book, It consists of a

scries of discussions, cloven in number, of selected fundamental

points in the Christian Evidences, intended especially to meet the

wants of those in the Church and out of it who have become
perplexed, though not convinced, by the religious doubts and diffi-

culties of the age. Starting from simple Theism as an accepted

basis, it leads us, by a path of beautifully lucid and scholarly

argument, into the center of the Christian system.

Taking up first " Christianity and Physical Science," Dr. Mair

concedes that the present age has its full share of unbelief, though
he denies it to be greater than in the latter i)art of the eighteenth

century. He doubtless speaks of Great Britain. We know it

in this country to be less. Nevertheless, these are times of

skepticism. Much of it is nebulous, and more is simply the fog

arising from inability to solve the adroitly put queries of infidels.

Positive unbelief now takes mainly the form of blank atheism

or materialism, or, if it calls itself by some other name, it ulti-

mately comes to the denial of a personal God. Largely conducive

to these results is the fact that this is emphatically the age of

physical science, which demands methods of proof peculiar to it-

self. Its field is the world of matter; its instruments are the five

senses. Its metliod of proof, the easiest known to men, is perfect-

ly good within its own domain, and totally inapplicable out of it.

There is, rightly viewed, no antagonism between Christianity

and physical science. Their methods of proof are entirely differ-

ent. The facts and truths of religion and criticism cannot be

ascertained by the chemist's crucible or the geologist's hammer,
any more than Kepler's laws can be proved from the testimony
of consciousness. Nor does eminence in physical science give

weight to one's testimony in a department which he has never

studied. A theologian who is nothing else is of no authority in

chemistry
; a chemist who is nothing else is of no authority in

geology
; nor is a physicist who is nothing else than a physicist

of any authority in religion. Xo greater absurdity can be found
in tlie present age thaii the assumption to subject historical events

and moral questions to the tests of physical proof, and no blind-

ness is greater than that of men who first determine that only

matter and force exist in the universe, and then shut their eyes
to the proper proofs of Christianity and declare that nothing is

to bq seen. Happily, the larger proportion of physicists in the
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foremost rank are of another sort, and stand with Brewstei-, Fara-
day, Thomson, Gray, Dawson, and Winchell as believers in Christ.

Yet equally absurd and blind is the class of unbelievers, not
mere pliysicists, who subject the facts and truths of Christianity

to their previously established philosophy. Thus, Baur pro-

nounces the question of supernatural or no supernatural to be a
" purely philosophical question." Strauss holds that " an event
cannot be historical which is inconsistent with the known and

^
otherwise universal laws of phenomena." Renan declares it " an
absolute rule of criticism to grant no place in historical narra-

tives to miraculous circumstances." They start with the idea

that the supernatural is impossible, and then, dismissing the evi-

dence for it, coolly set themselves at explaining away as they best

can whatever savors of tlie supernatural. They thus prejud-^'e

the whole question beforehand, and disqualify themselves for a
hearing.

In considering the " Intellectual Difficulties in Religion," Dr.

Mair thinks they arise partly from the 'objects contemplated, and
partly from the finiteness of the mind that contemplates them.

One of those objects is God, a pure spirit, without form, and
infinite. The more we try to comprehend him the deeper is the

mystery. The farther we travel in infinity the vaster do we con-

ceive infinity to be. Another object is man, of whom, after all

the study of the centuries, we know so little. Whence does he
come? What is he? Whither does he go? Of him Goethe
"truly said, " He knows little of the world, and least of all of him-

self." And yet this finite man is expected to comprehend the

infinite God ! To do it he must himself become God. It must
be expected, then, that a religion emanating from God will con-

tain difficulties and mysteries and truths that we may not be able

to explain, but are nevertheless bound to believe on their own
proper evidence. Xone will more bravely decry this principle

than a class of scientists, and yet within their own field they con-

stantly act upon it, and both unquestioningly believe and openly

proclaim the facts they have gathered, not an element of which
they can explain.

It is hardly conceivable that God could create a being with

religious capacities, instincts, and necessities, and leave him to

grope his way through the darkness as best he might, with no
manifestation of himself and no revelation of his will. The
human soul, free to utter its own voice, cries out for nothin^j in

the wide universe as it does for the living God, to whom it may
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h-ncak, wliora it may hoar, and in wliosc embrace it may lie ; and

it is inciedible that God has no open door for the liearing of this

cry and the relief of this want. And who shall say that a reve-

lation of religious truth to men by an infinite God is an impossi-

bility ? How such a revelation shall be given, whether vocally,

written on stone, or printed in a book, as one man imparts new
truth to another, is wholly immaterial. Xor does the question of

inspiration, or any particular theory of inspiration, properly come

in here, for, as to the New Testament, all our knowledge of any

inspiration of it at all is derived from its pages, and it is yet to

he settled whether tlie book itself is truthful and authoritative.

This grand question is a historical one, in which the proof is

liistorical proof, and must depend on testimony. The histories of

Matthew , Mark, Luke, and John have come down to us as have

the histories of Xenophon and Tacitus, and are to be judged

and received upon the same principles with theirs. Are they

competent, trustworthy witnesses of what they saw and heard

and learned ? If so, their testimony is authoritative, and must

be received until it is impeached.

The historical testimony to the Now Testament books as pro-

ductions of the a])Ostolic age is abundant. The three great 3ISS.,

the Alexandrine, Vatican, and Sinaitic, carry us to A. D. 350.

Back of that time are the Versions, the Fathers with their numer-

ous quotations, some of whom overlap the age of the apostles,

as Papias, Polycarp, and Clement of Rome, and the testimony of

the heretics themselves, besides the numerous catalogues of the

accepted books. The argument is familiar to biblical students.

But a long step is gained in the admission by the chief represent-

atives of the school of negative criticism that the first four epis-

tles of St. Paul—Romans, First and Second Corinthians, and

Galatians—are genuine and undisputed productions of the apostle,

and that he lived at the time usually supposed. These epistles

contain a clear, decisive statement of every fundamental historic

fact of the Gospel, and their author is a competent, trustworthy

witness, unimpeached and unimpeachable.

The study on "The Christian Miracles" is a piece of splendid

argument. Its definition of a miracle as a visible result produced

in nature by a su{>erhuman agent, and more particularly by the

special and direct volition of God, is sufficiently full for the pur-

pose iu hand. It does not admit that a miracle is a "violation

of the laws of nature," as Hume claims, but, on the contrary,

it is an occuiTence in the interests of the highest order. In the
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gradation of nature we find matter, chemical force, vegetabh;
life, animal life, spiritual life, in which the lower exist and work
for the higher.' If, now, disease and disorder attack the higlicst
rank, as they have done in man, God may use the lower laws
and forces of nature for its restoration to health and order if he
sees it best, even though it he by miracle. The possibility of
it ought not to be questioned by a believer in a personal God.
Physical science never has proved, and never can prove, its impos-
sibility, while its facts do show supernatural intervention on his
part. There was, for instance, during unnumbered ages, an estab-
lished order of things under the laws of nature, when suddenly
by the divine volition a living man, thinking, willing, moral, and
free, was brought into being. Here was a supernatural new be-
ginning in nature by divine interference. And can not he who
created nature and its laws use them and modify them, if he
pleases ? Every plan of man to which he gives effect in action
uses these laws, counteracting them if he holds up a stone, com-
bining and utilizing them if he builds a steam-engine ; thus from
time to time making new beginnings, and exhibiting what is the
very essence of the supernatural. God did this in the creation of
man by his power and will, and by the same power and will

he manifested himself by miracles in the supernatural begin-
ning of Christianity. Hume argued that miracles are contrary
to experience, and so incredible. Well, it is contrary to experi-

ence, in Hume's sense, that man should come into the world in

any other way than by ordinary birth, which would prove that

man has existed from eternity. But science proves that some-
how there Avas a first man, which, on his theory, ought to be
incredible. And, after all, the world does believe the most
astounding things on trustworthy testimony, and it is contrary to

all human experience that such testimony, multiform and cumu-
lative, as we have for the Christian miracles should be false.

The direct personal testimony of the sacred writers to miracles,

which is the subject of a separate study, and, in particular, that of

St. Paul in his four epistles conceded to be geimine, js strongly

and conclusively stated. He testifies to receiving revelations, to

seeing the risen Christ, to miracles in the early Church, and to

having himself performed them among the very people to whom
he thus wrote, among whom were bitter opponents of his apostle-

ehip, who would have contradicted and exposed him had his state-

ment been otherwise than notoriously true.

The studies on " The Resurrection of Christ " and " The Unique
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Personality of Christ " are masterly examinations of their sub-

jects For them, and also for the two concluding the series, on

.'Important Converging Lines," with its unique application of the

.uatliematical doctrine of Probabilities, and "Proof from 'Sur-

vival of the Fittest,'" we must refer our readers to the volume

itself. _______

^ r^ . ^/ ih^ TTnlu ."^n^ril Tho Ninth Series of tlie Cunningham Lectures

^Bv^loRcf^E^ov, DD PrcJessor of Exegetical Theologv^ New College

EdiaS! 8vo;pp:372. 'Ediuburgh: T. & T. Clark. New York: Scr:bner

k We! ford.

The motive which led Dr. Smeaton to make the Doctrine of the

Holv Spirit the topic of these six lectures was a desire to coun-

teract the influence of "the representatives of modern theology,

who it is well known, have almost wholly ignored it. He had

also' found it impossible to divest his mind of the impression

that "among those who take religion in earnest, a disposition

exists in no small measure to pass over the supernatiiral agency

of the Holy Spirit." To accomplish his purpose he found it

necessary to take " a general survey of theology from the view-

point of the doctrine ^f the Holy Spirit." To give completeness

to the discussion he has given us first a dissertation m which

« he endeavors to bring out the testimony of Scripture to the

doctrine of the Holy Spirit as contained in the Old and ^ew

Testaments;" next follow "Six Lectures," which contain
;
a

brief outline or sketch of the positive truth-the form in which

the Church dogmatically holds the doctrine." In a "third di-

vision" is a "historical survey," or condensed history of the

doctrine from the apostolic age to the present time.

In the first part the subject is treated exegetically—at least

sufficientlv so to " evolve what the Scriptures say," and to show

what was' the teaching of the prophets, from Moses to Christ,

and of the apostles subsequent to the resurrection. To mark

the contrast between their doctrine of tho Spirit and modern

Sabellianism was the writer's leading object. His argument m

this part is cumulative and conclusive on the main question;

albeit it is not satisfactory to an Arminian thinker where it af-

firms the invincibility of the Spirit's influence, and asserts the

dogma of the necessary final perseverance of those who, being

once led by the Spirit, " cannot omit duty or neglect privilege.

The scope of the "Six Lectures" is wide, embracmg the Per-

sonality and Procession of the Holy Spirit, the Work of the Spirit
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in the Anointing of Christ, in Revelation and Inspiration; in the

Regeneration of Individuals, and in the Church. These tran-

scendently great topics are quite profoundly discussed, with rare

dialectic skill, much theological leai-ning, and in a reverent spirit.

Yet it must be confessed that the impression resulting from their

careful perusal is more perplexing than satisfactory. The sub-

lime problem of the Trinity in Unity remains an unsolved and

unsolvable mystery, notwithstanding our author's earnest and

able attempt to find a key to its solution. It may, indeed, be

honestly questioned whether the effect, on some minds, of his

^reasonings upon the personality of the Christ and of the Holy

Spirit will not be to unsettle rather than to establish their faith

in the scriptural doctrine of the Trinity. In treating the dis.

tinctions between the divine personalities he frequently pushes

his theories so far that, logically extended, they must lead to

tritheism. In trying to pilot his readers through the currents of

heterodox dogmas, he is so anxious to keep them from striking

against the rocks of Sabellianism that he narrowly escapes steer-

ing into the vortex of tritheism. Assuredly, his work proves his

preliminary assertion, that it is not his province "to explain

the mystery of the doctrine of the Trinity." Nevertheless, like

one attracted from his purpose by a fascinating object, he vent-

ures to make the impossible explanation. Richard Watson
wisely remarks of such ventures :

" It would perhaps have been
well, if divines, in treating this awful and mysterious subject,

had confined themselves to the expressions of Scripture, for the

moment we begin to explain it beyond the written word of God
we plunge ourselves into inextricable dilUculties."

Following the " Six Lectures " is a brief " historical survey of

the doctrine of the Holy Spirit," in Avhich the developments of

the doctrine, and the discussions to which it has given rise dur-

ing the progress' of the centuries, are traced, not in detail, but in

outline; touching only marked epochs in the history of the doc-

trine, and condensing a multitude of historic facts into small

spaces. This is admirably done, excepting in its anti-Arminian

passages. Dr. Smeaton is an ultra-Calvinist, as he shows most
unmistakably both in the Lectures and in this dissertation.

Hence his*views of the work of the Holy Spirit are determined
by the Genevan theology, Avhich he freely applies both to the

doctrine of the Spirit and its development in the Church. He
does this with an unshrinking dogmatism which might dispose a

reader unversed in the history of theological discussions to fancy
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that tlie great body of the Christian Church accepted Calvinism

as th.e truth, and that its opponents rank, by general consent, as

t-rrorists. It is refreshingly cool, in view of both the past and

the present status of that theology, to be tokl by this really able

writer that Arniinianisra " insinuated itself into the Reformed

Church and became a very formidable power which spread in all

<lirections, and ca)( scarcely even ytt he said to have spent its

force ! " Perhaps if the learned doctor would look beyond little

.Scotland, and out into the great world, he would discover genu-

ine Arminianism—not the numerous types of error to which its

adversaries unjustly gave its name—to be, not a force nearly

spent, but a power so formidable and growing as to be leading

all the Churches back to that faith in the universality of the atone-

ment, in the freedom of the human will, in election conditioned

on faith, and in the efficacy of the Spirit's operations except in

those who persistently resist him, which was the common pos-

session of the Church before the time of Augustine. If this

book is to be taken as evidence that Scottish theologians intend

to revive the declining power of old Calvinism as a means of

counteracting the influence of the "• New Theology," its appear-

ance is to be regretted, since nothing would more surely promote
that theology than the revival of that unscriptural system.

Ciark'i Foreiga Theohfjical Libmnj. Fourth Series. Vol. XXIII. Keil's Intro-
duccion to the Old Testament. 8vo, pp. 529. Vol. I. Edinburgh: T. k, T.

Clark. 1871.

Our readers are informeil, by a })assage quoted in our notice of

Dr. Ladd, that the only leading thinker in Germany who still

maintains the "traditional" view of the Old Testament Canon
is Keil. lie is the Abdiel in the general defection, "faithful

among the faithless," who pays no homage to the (rrundschrift.

Accordingly his Introduction presents the best view as yet access-

ible to the rea.lers of English alone of the Pentateuchal question.
Its last edition was issued by the author in 186S, and the date of
the translator's i.ssue is 1860. It is too early for the later mani-
festoes of Kucnen, Wellhausen. and Robertson Smith. The op-

ponents it meets are I)e Wette, J]leek, Tuch,.and Keihm. As
•in Introduction it may well be* read by our theological students
>ii addition to Ilarmau's. And to those awakened by the present
a^^pectsof the Pentateuchal discussion its pages will possess a spe-
«'iul interest. The style is now and tlien clumsy, and should have
l^t-en a little straightened by the tran.slator, Prof. Douglas; but

25 FOrRTii SERIES, VOL. XXXYU
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the additional bracketed passages, by the editor, are uniformly

pertinent and valuable.

"When he comes to the treatment of the Five Books of Moses,,

Keil opens his battery upon the Grundschrift, or, as he signifi-

cantly styles it, " the imaginary Fundamental Document," which,

the manipulations of the disintegrationists have professed to find

as the Pentateuchal skeleton. He spreads before us the ground-^

scripts- of Tuch and Bleek, and gives full exhibition of Dr. Da-

vidson's programme of the respective parts of the Elohist, the

Younger Elohist, the Jehovist, and the Redactor, a programme
which at once demonstrates its own absurdity. To the investi-

gating student Professor Douglas gives the following suggestion

how to manage with the Elohistic, Jehovistic, etc., conti-ibutions:.

If anyone wishes to study the subject in his Hebrew Bible for himself, perhaps.
no way wiil be fonud at once so easy and so thorough as to conceive of the-

iBxistiug Pentateuch as if it were the result of successive deposits or strata, and-
to paint, them with difterent colors, as the geologist paints the successive deposits

or strata on his m;ip. For instance, let him leave the fundamental document
untouched by the natural whiteness of the paper. Let him give a blue tint to the

Jehovist, and a yellow tint to the Vor-Eloliist of Vaihingtr, or the Younger Elo-

hist of Davidson, (for these will be found to have much in common;) and let him
reserve the red, which is sorer on the eyes, for the rarer work of the Redactor,

Immediately the composition of the Pentateuch, according to the criti&il school,

.

will stand out distinctly before hini.

Keil then gives an analysis of the skeleton, showing, first, that

.

while it pretends to furnish a continuous fabric it presents lam-

entable gaps, vertebrte absent from its spine, and missing mem-
bers of its corporeity. He shows that the eliminated parts of

the text are tied to the skeleton by distinct references, and pi-e-

suppose a unity, and, on the whole, obliterates the imaginary

dividing line.

How small the capital upon which the Elohistic-Jehovistic

theorists do business is manifest from the extreme fewness of

the passages in which either one of the names is used exclusively.

.

The following statement tells the whole story:

(A.) Eloldm nlone occurs in eh. i-ii, 3, (the creation of heaven and earth;) li.v,

29-3S, (Lot's departure from Zoar. and settlement in the mountains of Edom;) •

XXV, l-ll, (Abraham's last marriafre, children, deatli, and burial:) xxvii. 4G-

xxviii. 9, (Jacob's dismis-^ion from his father's house:) and i, (.Jacob's burial and

Joseph's dcatli.) (B ) .fohovah alone, in ch. x. xi. (table of the nations, confusion

of tongues, Shem's genealogy; xii, xiii, (Abraham's journey to ("anaan and

Egypt;) xxiv. (ReV>ekah eii<,^icred. and brought to be the wife of Isaac;) xxviii,

10-22, (Jacob's drpa:n at Bethel;) and xxxviii, (Judali's incest.) (C.) The two

names conjoined only in ch. ii, A-w. 24. (paradise and tlie fall:) in fact, Jehnvah-

Elohim united twenty tim.es, and Elohini alone tiiree times; then alternating in

cli. iv, (Adam's sons. Cain's fratricide, and his descendants.) In all the other

sections we find other names of God along with these: fla-EHnm, both in our

Elohistic context (v, 22. 24; vi, 9, 11, etc.) and in a Jehovistic context, (vi, 2, 4:
,
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XX, 17; xxvii, 28;) in addition, Adonai otdj in addresses to God or conversations

with God, in a' Jehovistic context, xv, 2, 8 ; xviii, 3, 27, 30-32; xix, IS, and in one

that is Elohisric, xx, 4. El in Genesis and Exodus only as an appellative, with

various epithets to determine the conception more precisely, xiv. 18-20, 22 ; xxi,

33; ivii, 1; ix\-i:i, 3; xxxv, 11; xlviii, 3; xvi, 13; xxxv, 7; xlix, 25; xxxiii, 20,

and others besides, not only in so-called Elohistic portions, like xiv, [?J
xxviii,

xxxi, xxxiii. xxxv, xliii, xlvi, and xlviii, but also in the Jehovistic portions, hke

xvi, 13, and in closest connection with Jehovah, xvii, 1, and xxi, 33.

lie then furnishes a theory of the principle that gaided the sa-

cred writers in the use of the respective names. The translator,

however, properly interposes the remark, that while there will

be a manifest propriety often guiding a writer which term to use,

yet the distinction would often be overlooked, and either term

be used indiscriminately. AVe might illustrate this view by the

uses of the two names, Jesus and Christ.

History of the Christian Church. By Philip Schaff. A New Edition, Revised

and Enlarged. Vol. III.—Niceiie and Post-Nicene Christianity, from Gonstan-

tine the Great to Gregory the Great, A. D. 311-600. 8vo, pp. 1049. New
York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

It is a matter of very small concern to the public how Dr. Schaff

is able to accomplish the more than herculean labors that are con-

tinually brought into view by his publishers, ostensibly as his own.

It is, however, a matter of very great interest, and a cause for a

profound satisfaction, that such works as appear over his name
are prepared and published. To be able to render available

other people's labors, in whatever calling one may be engaged,

is a faculty scarcely less admirable than the ability to do large

things by one's own efforts ; and in i-espect to available product-

iveness, the latter is often of the better quality. In some way
Dr. Schaff contrives to be a wonderfully prolific author, without

falling into the usual faults of mere compilers of books.

Al)out twenty years ago he began issuing his "History of the

Christian Church," of which the third and last volume, coming
down to A. D. 600, appeared in 1867. Of the public estimate

of that work it is enough to say that it successfully contested the

Held with Xeander's great work ; and by improving the advan-

tages afforded by the lapse of time, and the researches and dis-

cussions of later writers, some valuable improvements were made.
He now returns to revise, enlarge, and greatly enrich his own
work, and has at length the great satisfaction, so often denied

veteran authors, of seeing the revisal completed, and the whole
vv'ork in its rejuvenated form appear—a finished production.

The work, as it now appears, is much more than simply a
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revision, with corrections and emendations, of the former one, be-

ing largely a new i)rodnction in respect to both the matter and its

arrangement. The history of the whole period from the Advent
down to A. D. 311 was comprised in the lirst volume (528 pages)

of the former work; but in this one, two Avhole volumes (I and II)

are given to the same period ; and this third volume of the new
work is enlarged so as to comprehend what constituted the former

second and third volumes. The period thus traversed is among
the most deeply important in the history of the whole post-apos-

tolical Church, not less so than that of the lleformation. It was
especially the period of great men—Constantine the Great and

Julian the Apostate ; St. Anthony and St. Benedict ; Athanasius

and Arias ; Augustine and Pelagius, and of Leo the Great. It

was the period of theological development and organization, (4'

heresies an^l counter-heresies, of synods and councils, in which

nearly every form of theological opinion that has since appeareil

in the Church was propounded and canvassed with a degree of

force and acumen that has scarcely since been equaled. These

things are brought forward in this history with a satisfactory

degree of fullness, and in such order and with the kind of group-

ing of subjects and events that help to a ready appreciation of the

whole subject. No doubt, as in every case, the predilections of

the writer unconsciously affect his statements. The author's own

views may be traced in his writing ; and while making due

allowance for these, it may still be said that very few works of

the kind are so free from that kind of faults.

The Faitht of the World. St. Giles's Lectures. 12mo, pp. 364. New York : Charles

Scribner's Sons.

This volume contains twelve lectures by eleven leading Scottish

divines, treating Brahminism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Religion

of Persia, Religion of Ancient Kgypt, Religion of Ancient

Greece, Religion of Ancient Rome, Teutonic and Scandinavian

Religion, Ancient Religions of Central America, Judaism,

Mohammedanism, and Christianity in relation to other Religions.

Of necessity so many themes discussed in so small a volume

cannot be treated exhaustively nor in detail. Hence these very

able lectures are condensations, pictures in broad outline of the

central features in the faiths of mankind. They give the results

of much patient study on the part of their highly accomplished

writers, who, having intelligently grasped the characteristic ])rin-

ciples of the religions of tlie world, show wny they existed, why
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thoy spread, wherein they failed, and what are the points of

contact between our Christianity and those false systems which

still continue to exist. Hence the book is not unworthy to be

regarded as an introduction to the " great science of compara-

tive theology," deserving the attention of advanced students, and

especially of tliose busy laymen whose innumerable duties for-

bid profound research, but who desire sufficient insight into the

religious tliought of the world to establish them in their convic-

tion that, the more thorough is one's acquaintance with false

theologies, the more ready will one be to subscribe to the truth

of the tinal sentence in this volume, that " not one of the feat-

ures or doctrines of Christianity will fail to appear in a brighter

eight and with a diviner beauty after they have been compared

and contrasted with the correlative features and doctrines of

other religions."

The Life, of Christ. Bv Dr. Bernhardt Weiss, Professor of Theology in Berlin.

Translated by M. G. Hope. Vol. II. Svo, pp. 403. Edinburgh : T. "& T. Clark.

New York : Scribner & Welford.

In the pretended form of a life-story of Jesus of Nazareth,

many modern writers, and especially those of Germany, have

found opportunity to re-e.xaraine and restate the liistorical and

doctrinal contents of the four evangelists, and to make of them
just what their own predilections called for. "The Life of Christ "

by Dr. Weiss differs very considerably from all others, being

widely separated from those of both Strauss and Renan, and about

equally far from those of Hase and Schenkel ; and yet he will

not be accepted as a safe authority by the evangelical Churches
of Protestantism. There are peculiarities in the German methods
of thinking and writing which the more direct and logical Anglo-
Saxon fails to appreciate, and this unlikeness of methods renders

much that seems to be especially learned and profound in many
German works practically unavailable for Englisli readers. This

work seems to be of this class. It is learned, able, and thoughtful;
it accepts the supernatural and the spiritual in the Gospel, recog-

nizes Christ's divinity, and, in some sort, the inspiration of the

Scriptures
; but his way of viewing and putting these things is

not such as to commend his work to English-speaking Christians.

Some of his discussions, as that on "The Demoniac," and "The
Leper," are interesting, but unsatisfactory. Whether for critical

or for devotional purposes, better books on the same subject may
be found that have not come to us from another lancjuasre.
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A P&puJnrEiskyry of Christian Doctrine. Bv T. G. Crippev. 8vo dd 357 Pimburgh : T. & T. Clark. New York : Scribaer & Welford.
' '

The author of this comprehensive compendium enters upon his
work with a profession of modesty that seems scarcely to be called
for, in view of its character—that it is designed for a class of read.
ers who may not be " able to appreciate the scholarly works of
Hagenbach, Shedd, and Cunningham," for, though less voluminous
than those, there is no reason why its scholarly qualities should
be depreciated in advance. The author's plan is, after a pre-
liminary statement of the " Sources of Religious (Theological)
Knowledge," to examine the several chief subjects of doctrine, in
order, tracing them in their manifestation from the apostolic
times to the present. The discussions of the several points,
wluch he presents in eleven" classes, are necessarily brief, and yet
they are so presented as to clearly indicate the subject with the
principal argun!ents on both sides. For most readers, even for
most ministers of the Gospel, this amount of reading will suffice;

but if any wish to go further, this work will prove a valuable
introduction to the subject, and a desirable guide to further and
fuller sources of information. The author's own opinions, which
seem to accord with tliose of the Scotch Presbyterians, are quite
obvious at a variety of points, while some subjects, now much dis-

puted, are readily disposed of, and the disfavored views quietly
dismissed as "heresies." His information in respect to the doc-
trinal positions of some now existing bodies is often at fault, vide
Methodism on Baptism. The chnpter on "Last Things" is sug-
gestive, but not of the final settlement of the questions involved.
The Appendixes are especially valuable.

Philosophy, 2Ietaphi/sics, and Ge7ierctl Science.

Creation; or. tlie Bible Cosmoj^ony in the Licrlit of Modern Science. By Arvold
GcTOT, LL.D., Blair Professor of Geoloorv and Phvsical Geography in the
Colleire of New Jersey; Author of "Earth and Man," Member of 'the Xa-
tioiial Academy of Sciences in America. Associate Member of the Roxal
Academy of Turin, etc., etc. IGmo. pp. 13G. Xew York: Charle3 Scribner"s
Sons. 1S84. Price. .$1 50.

This admirable volume is an antidote to the attempts of some
men of science to array the testimony of nature against the
cosmogony of Moses. Its author, whose scientific knowledge
cannot be truthfully questioned, believes that nature bears wit-
ness to the order of creation as stated in the book of Genesis.
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Tiie grounds of tins conviction Professor Guyot lucidly sets forth

in sixteen brief chapters, in which the descriptions of the cosmo-

gonic week given by Moses are first subjected to expository

treatment, and then compared with what the earth and the

heavens now reveal concerning the order of their creation. In

stating the results of his inquiries he says :
" To a sincere and

unprejudiced mind it must be evident that these great outlines are

the same as those which modern science enables us to trace. . . .

"Whatever be the opinion which we may entertain as to the cor-

rectness of the history of the creation of the universe :ind the

^arth, such as the present results of inductive science can furnish,

we may affirm that the best explanation science is now able to give

•on this great topic is also that which best explains, in all its de-

tails, the first chapter of Genesis, and does it justice."

French and German Socialina in Modern Times. By Richard J. Ely, Prof, in

Johns Hopkins University. 16mo, pp. 274. XeAv York : Harper & Bros. 1S83.

This valuable and interesting history illustrates how largely the

•difEerences of human conditions are based in stupendous differ-

ences of human character. For the very narrative of socialism

is a narrative of a succession of eminent characters, of mind-

xnonarchs, who towered above the humble masses whose con-

•dition they studied and toiled to elevate. The line is almost

.as unbroken as the line of French kings before Louis XVI.
They were men of great heads and great hearts, and their

labors may not be evil to mankind. In our own country

the immense and ever-widening distance between the million-

aires and paupers is matter for profound thought. We are by
110 means free from danger. Our two palliatives are universal

suffrage, which greatly forestalls resorts to violence, and the ab-

sence of entails, which divides up great estates. But legislation

must have a sharp eye to the dangers of war between capital and
toil.

LocJie's Theijry of Knowledge. With a notice of Berkeley. By James M'Cosh,
D.D., LLD., D.L., President of Princeton CoUego; Anthur of "Method of
Divine Government," "Intuitions." " Laws oC Disenrsive Thonght," "Emotion.s,"
etc. 8vo, pp. 77. Xew York : Cliurles .Scribiier's Sun3. 1S84. Price, 50 ct-nts.

This pamphlet is Xo. 5 of a series of philosophic tracts which
Slim to disseminate among the people right views of the leading

principles and facts in modern philosoi)liy. The name of the

author is sufficient guarantee of the value of his work.
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History^ Blographj, and Topography,

History of fhe Literature of the Scandinavian Xorth from th^ Most Ancient Times to
the Present. By Frederick: Winkel Horn". Pli.D. Revised by the Author
and Translated by Rasmus B. An-derson. Author of '"Norse Mytho!o-v •'

"America Not Discovered by Cohuubiis," "Vikuijj Tales of the North "'"jiud
Other Works. With a Bibliography of the ImporUnt Books in the f:n.'li<li
Lanrciiage Relating to the Scandinavian Countries. Prepared for the Translator
by Thorvald Sor.BERc;, of the Library of Congress. Wasliintjton, D. C. 8vo
pp. X, 507. Cliica-u: S. C. Griggs & Co. New York: Baker. Pratt & Co'
1884. Price, $3 50.

, ,
.

The publication in this country, a little more than forty years
ago, of translations of Frederika Bremer's stories of Swedish
life and of Hans Christian Andersen's Danish tales, legends, and
fairy stories at once turned a large popular attention to those
lands, which was greatly increased by the appearance, a few
years later, of Bayard Taylor's account of his travels in Sweden,
Denmark, and Lapland. Since that period there has been a
growing interest in the Scandinavian pet)pIos and their literature-

To this several things have contributed, among which are the
work of evangelical Christian missions in those countries, the
excellent character of our Scandinavian population, the intro-

duction to our acquaintance by translations of more or less of the
old literature of the fatherland, and, in particular, the production
of original works in this country. In this Mr. Anderson is

among the foremost, if not the chief. His " Norse Mythology "

and "The Scandinavian Languages: Their Hi.storical, Linguistic^

Literary, and Scientific Value," not only attest their author's schol-

arship, but have aided in the creation of a demand for a wider
opening into the field of Norse literature. Chicago is the chief
center of American original supply, and from its press has already
issued quite a library of standard volumes. Yet the biblio-

graphical references in English to Scandinavian countries number
about two thousand, while a list of the titles of English transla-

tions from Scandinavian authors fills nearly thirty pages.

Very naturally, therefore, a history of this literature has be-

come a desideratum for popular use, as well as for the student's
table, and Dr. Horn has very ably supplied it. His work divides
into three parts : I. " The Old Norse and Icelandic Literature ;

"

IL "Denmark and Norway;" and IIL "Sweden." The old

Norse properly continues to near the close of the fourteentij

century, when modern Icelandic begins, although the modifying
influences of Christianity were earlier felt.

The date of the severance of the Scandinavian branch from
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the great Gothic-Germanic, or Teutonic, stock cannot be definitely

ascertained, though it is assumed to have occurred at about

the time of the birth of Christ. Its people were rude and brave,

who became the dread vikings, loving battle and adventure,

and by no means destitute of a high degree of barbaric cult-

ure. Independent knights they -were who brooked no superior,

and when monarchy was established in Norway the best and
proudest preferred emigration to submission. Iceland thus was
settled by people of the noblest birth, or, as Dr. Horn says, " the

flower of the nation." Here was the real home of the Old Norse,

where it tl(nirished in its beauty and glory. Tradition preserved

among them the unwritten books that they had brought over the

sea, and the later productions born after the settlement of the

island. They told the stories of their ancient gods, and sang the

exploits of their noble heroes. And when Christianity came,
their chiefs became their priests and were interested in perpetu-

ating the old culture and the old history, even though Odin and
Thor were with Jupiter and Mars relegated to the realm of fable.

They were ready for the art of writing long before it reached

them. The Eddas are simply fragments, some of which belong to

the turbulent times of the vikings, and others reach farther back
to a period of greater refinement. The skalds were the poet-

laureates and history-tellers, the Homers and Tennysons of their

times. Of the form of their verse we could here give the reader

but little idea, but its laws were as establishe<l as those of the
Greek or Latin, and much more ditticult. There must be meter,
alliteration, rhyme, atid abundant ornament. In raet.iphors it

is extravagant. Thus gold is " Freyja's tears," because Freyja
Is said to have shed golden tears when deserted by her husb.md.
But who can interpret the following from an Icelandic skald?
" The moon of the eyebrows of llie white-clad goddess of the onion
soup shone beaming on me as that of a falcon from the clear

heaven of the eyebrows, but the beaming splendor from the moon
of the eyelids of the goddess of the gold ring causes since then the
uiihappiness of me and of the goddess of the ring." In plain prose
it means, "The eye of the woman clad in white shone beaming
on me as that of a falcon from her forehead, but the beaming
splendor of her eye causes my and her uiihappiness."

The relation of Christianity to Scandinavian literature, and the
influence upon it of the printing-press and the Reformation,
constitute most interesting passages in this history. Coming
from Germany, they first appear in Denmark. The new culture
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sought in the universities at Cologne, Heidelberg, Paris, and

elsewhere turned thought into the direction of theology, pliiloso-

phy, and the canon law, to the damage of the popular spirit.

But the time came again when the work done was for the peo-

ple, and from their ranks sprang many of the most powerful in-

tellects of the age.

It is instructive to follow the steps by which the trammels of

foreign culture are thrown oil and a new national spirit aroused

which settles a language and builds a literature of its own, which

revives its old antiquity, and at the same time enters upon a new

aiid expanding life. The successive phases of this progress are

graphically described by our author, with the names and works of

many authors who are reflecting honor on their age and coun-

try. " Blood is thicker than water," and though they be four

peoples yet are they one Scandinavia.

Echoes from P'jk.r.ni'..^ By Rev. J. W. Mexden'Hall, A. M., Ph.D. Witli Seventy
Illustration-?. Svo, pp' 7;iG. Cincinnati: Waldcn & Stowe. New York:
Phillips & Hunt. 1S33.

Dr. Mendenhall is not "a gatherer and disposer of other men's

stuff," nor an imitator of "the thousand and one " travelers who
have told the story of their travels in the Holy Land. He is an in-

dependent, original observer and tliinker, and has produced a vol-

ume which, though treating of men and places hackneyed by mul-

titudinous descriptions, is as fresh, entertaining, and instructive

as if its subject were unfamiliar. Much of this freshness is attrib-

utable to its author's purpose not to make it "like a picture from

an old negative," but a record of the impressions made on his

own n:ind by what he saw. It was his purpose not to write as a

mere sight-seer, nor as the composer of a diary, but as a student

-viewing Bible truth in the light of his personal observations on

the scenes in which its events occurred and its most distinguished

characters lived and moved. In his opening "Statement" its

author says :
" The book is not, therefore, ])rimar!ly a panorama

of travel, but a panorama of truth, with Syrian landscapes for the

background."

Dr. Mendenhall, pursuant to this purpose, first sketches with

sufficient fullness for general readers the topography of such parts

of the Holy Land as were embraced in his tour from Jaffa to Jeru-

salem, and from the Dead Sea to the sources of the Jordan. This

part of his work shows that while enthusiastically alive to the

great events which make those i)laces memorable and sacred, he did
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not suffer his enthusiasm to cast a false glamour over the scenes

amid which they were enacted. He viewed them, not through •

his imagination, but simply with open eyes. Hence, for example,

he discovers no beauty, as other writers have done, in the women
of IJethlehein. With more frankness than gallantry, he says,

*' Nothing has surprised me more than the extolling, on the part

of travelers, of the women of Bethlehem for their beauty, even

the guide-books . . . pronouncing them tlie rivals of the beautiful

and graceful women of Nazareth. Whether from lack of appreci-

atiun of Oriental beauty, or from a disposition to be independ-

ent in our mode of tlnnking, we have to write that the usual report

on this subject is a fiction." Writing of Jerusalem, while admit-

ting that if viewed from the Mount of Olives Jerusalem pre-

sents a stately appearance, he claims that when approached

from tJie west " no vision of beauty, no scene of magnificence,

Oriental or otherwise, captui-es the senses." Within its walls

he saw it to be, as Lieutenant Conder writes, " a very ugly city.

There is nothing in its site or architecture, as a whole, which can

save it from the imputation of ugliness." His estimate of the

Jordan is equally realistic. He found its waters "too muddy
for clean bathing, too swift for navigation, not typical of any
thing bright or beautiful ; , . . its approaches are unpleasant ; its

currents make it dangerous ; contact with it is defiling." Curi-

ously enough, he finds an argument in this river against immer-
sion as John's method of baptizing. "It is evident," he says,

" that if the beach was as muddy in the days of John as it now
is, candidates could not get to the water's edge; if the river

was as swift as it is now, it would have been unsafe for any
except the strong to enter the water ; and again, if the river held

in solution tlie alluvial deposits of its banks, Johri himself would
have forbidden baptism in it. With an irrepressible immersion-

ist this may have no weight, but with the traveler on the spot it

is usually decisive of all controversy." But, notwithstanding

these illustrations of our author's disposition to paint things just

as he saw them, and as he would if tliey were barren of sacred

associations, it must not be suj)posed that he viewed Palestine in

the spirit of an iconoclast seeking to destroy impressions made on
tlie Christian public by his predecessors in travel. On the con-

trary, wherever he finds the beautiful in art or nature he delights

to do it ample justice.

The characteristic feature of this volume is found in its com-
bination of doctrinal dissertations and serious reflections with
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topographical, descriptions and historical statements. In this re-

spect it is a piece of mosaic work, ingeniously and quite artistic-

ally wrought. Each place he visited suggests its topic. Jaffa, fur

example, brings up Jonah and the whale, Peter's vision, and Dor-

cas, the '' patron saint of the sewing circle," each of whom, Peter

especially, is pertinently and sensibly discussed. The Jordan

and the baptism of Christ are made the text of a brief disserta-

tion on the Trinity which he strongly maintains, but finally sum-

marizes his own view by saying, "As Angelo was poet, sculptor,

painter, and architect, so God had his diversity of manifes-

tations in unity of character : " an illustration, by the way, to

which the heretical Sabellius would scarcely object. Happily,

however, the doctor does not present it as conclusive, for he very

cautiously adds : "No adecpiate explanation of the trinity is

possible."

By following this method, Dr. Mendenhall aptly, and in the

main acceptably, discusses most of the leading doctrines of the

Christian faith, and of the ethics of which that faith is the only

root. Though constantly passing from the topographical to the

theological and moral, his transitions are so smoothly made as to

appear perfectly natural. lie is evidently an independent thinker,

having the courage of his opinions, and that, too, on disputed

points of theology. To these opinions he gives clear, vigor-

ous expression, with their reasons tersely set forth
;
yet he is

never offensively dogmatic. He writes so vivaciously that the

attention of his reader rarely flags. Taken as a Avhole, the book

admirably fulfills his purpose, and may be commended as worthy

to be ranked with the best of our numerous popular works on

the land which the Christian Church will always regard with

peculiar affection because it was the birthplace and abode of the

Son of Man.

Kadesh-harnea : Its Importance and Probable Site, with the Story of a Hunt
for It, inchidinc; Studies of the Route of the Kxodus and the Southern Bound-
ary of the Holy Ixiiid. By II Clay Trumbull, D.D., Editor of the ••Sunday-

School Times." 8 vo, pp. 478. XewYork: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1S84.

It is an interesting fact, that while the enemies of our faith are

searching with unresting toil for facts and arguments with which

to impeach its venerable record, the providence of God is, as

never before, bringing forth fresh and convincing evidence of

the strict accuracy of its statements down even to its topograph-

ical descriptions. The noble volume before us, a magnificent

Bpecimen of book- making, is a valuable contribution to this end.
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albeit it is devoted to only one biblical site, Kadesh-barnea,

Concerning this place it discusses: 1. Its ^lanifold Importance;

2. The Biblical Indications of its Site; 3. The Ancient Refer-

ences to it Outside of the Bible Text; 4. The Later Attempts at

its Identifying; 5. The Story of a Hunt for It; 6. Its Sites Coni-

])ared; 7. A Special Study of the Route of the Exodus.

One's first impression on glancing over this volume is, that its

author thoroughly understands his subject. lie is master of the

literature of the Sinaitic desert. The story of his travels shows

that he possesses the spii-it, the tact, the persistence of a genuine

explorer, and though he sought for Kadesh-barnea under the

inspiration of a belief that he should discover it, not where so

high an authority as Robinson, with other noted explorei-s, had

located it, but in a spot designated by the Rev. John Rowlands,

in 1842, yet he steadfastly reins in his imagination lest it should

be captured by that inspiration, until it is confirmed, ns he thinks,

by the testimony of his senses, and by n carefiil iiivestigation of

the locality and its environments, made in the light of the Mosaic

recoi-d. Hence it is no imaginary Kadesh-barnea that he de-

scribes, but, as he believes, the veritable spot where Israel made
his " liead-quarters or rallying-[>oint " for some thirty-seven

years, and from which he finally marched into the land promised

to Abraham.

Kadesh-barnea is a pivotal point in determining the route

and abiding places of the Israelites in the Sinaitic desert. Its

site determines several others. Hence the importance of cer-

tainty as to its location. Robinson fixed it at Ain el-"\Vaybeh,

although that site failed to meet all the conditions of the ]\Iosaic

narrative. ]Mr, Rowlands, shortly after the publication of

Robinson's " Biblical Researches," accidentally discovered a spot

named Ayn Quadees by the x\rabs, and perceived that it did fill

all the requirements of the Scripture, as to fertility, extent, the

rock pouring forth its perennial streams of delicious water, its

contiguity to the southern border of Judea, and its lines of ap-

proach toward the Holy Land. Many German writers of note fa-

vored Rowlands's view. But Robinson, who had never seen Ayn
Quadees, coiulemned it, and liis infiuence won most English and
American writers to his side, especially as subsequent travelers

failed to find it, owing to various causes explained by Trumbull.
In the work before us, this gentleman relates the story of his

search for it, and gives his reasons for believing it to be the

identical spot of Israel's principal encampment, and his point of
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final departure from his forty years' wanderings in the Sinaitic

desert. His descriptions and his reasoning upon them ap[)ear

conclusive; but time and future investigations will put them to

the test. We give our readers bis graphic picture of Ayn
Quadees :

"It was a marvelous sight! Out from the barren and deso-

late stretch of the burning desert waste, we had come wdth mag-
ical suddenness into an oasis of verdure and beauty, unlooked

for and hardly conceivable in such a region. A carpet of grass

covered the ground. Fig-trees, laden with fruit nearly ripe

enough for eating, were along the shelter of the southern hill-

side. Shrubs and flowers showed themselves in variety and

profusion. Running water gurgled under the waving grass. . . .

"Standing out from the earth-covered limestone hills at the

north-eastern sweep of this picturesque recess, was to be seen the

large single mass, or small hill of solid rock, which Rowlands

looked at as the cliff {sel'a) smitten by Moses to cause it to give

forth its water when its flowing stream had been exhausted.

"There was a New England look to this oasis especially in the

flowers and grass and weeds. . . . Bees were huranaing there,

and birds were flitting from tree to tree. Enormous ant-hills,

made of green grass-seeds, instead of sand, were numerous. It

was in fact hard to realize that we were in the desert or near it."

As to the extent of this region our author says: "It has a

mountain-encircled plain of suflicient extent for the encampment

of such a host as Israel's. ... It is a region where a mighty

host could abide many days; and as such a region it stands abso-

lutely alone among all the localities yet discovered on the

southern border of Canaan, or near that border."

Ammg the ffohj Eilh. By Henry M. Field, D. D., Author of "From the Lakes

of Killarnev to tlie Goldon Horn," "From EVypt to Japan,' and "On the

Pesert." 12mo, pp. 243. Xew York: Charles Scribncr's Sons. 1884. Price,

$1 50.

Dr. Field in this deliirbtful volume tells us what he saw, thought,

and felt while travelin- in Palestine from Jerusalem to Beyrout.

He passed over a track often described, yet never uninterest-

ing to Christian readers when sketched with an intelligent, observ-

ing, and picturesque pen, such as this writer wields. Evidently

the doctor is not a disciple of the Dryasdust school, since he

seems unacquainted with the art of literary dullness. His eye is

trained to catch the picturesque in nature, the curious things m
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art, and the cliavacteristic features of men. His mind is given to

retiections which are natural, suggestive, and useful, abounding in

sound sentiments, yet free from sickly sentimentality in expres-

sion. His geniality never forsakes him, the discorafoi-ts of travel

never sour him, the rascalities of guides and dragomen never

betray him into fretfulness of soul. The dignified familiarity

and friendly spirit of his stylo puts his readers at their ease, and

beguiles them into such pleasant companionship \vith him th;it

when his journey reaches its close they regret to bid him adieu.

Hence, "Among the Holy Hills " will no doubt meet with cor-

dial acceptance from all who love Palestine, uot for its soil, cli-

mate, archreological treasures, and present inhabitants, but because

it is "the cradle of our religion;" and because, " of all that we
have, not of religion only, but of liberty also, we must trace back

the origin to the Galilean hills."

Tk: Conquest of England. By Jghn' Richard Greex, M.A., LL.D., Honorary-

Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford; Author of '' History of the English People.''

"Short History of t!ie English People," "The Making of England," etc. 8vo,

pp. 607, New York: Harper & Brothers.

This last production of Mr. Green's pen was composed in the

shadow of death. Yet it bears no marks of weariness or mental

decay. It displays the same complete mastery of his subjects,,

the same sound historic and judicial judgment, conscientiousness^

candor, insight into character, descriptive power, and vigorous

vivacity of style as the best of his previous works. It relates

the stirring events of English history from A. D. 758 to A. D.

1071, ending with the conquest of the Saxons by the Norman
knights under the leadership of William I. The story of this

period in English history has never been more charmingly and

adequately told. It may be a long time before England produces

a writer so rarely endowed with genius for historical comnosition

as was this brilliant gentleman.

A Shoi-t JJistory of Our Oicn D'mes, from the Accessi'cn of Queen Victoria to the

General Election of 1880. By JuSTix M'C.\RTHY. M.P., Author of "A His-
tory of Our Own times." ,]2mo, pp. 448. New York : Harper iV Bros. 1884.

Mr. M'Carthy's reputation as a fascinating writer of history is

too generally known to need furtlier praise. His original history

has successfully passed the ordeal of criticism on both sides the

Atlantic. This abbreviation of it will be read and welcomed by
many who are not well able to purchase the larger work. It meets
a popular want, and will doubtless be very widely circulated.
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EfJucational.

Christian Educators in Council. Sixty addresses by American educators, with
historical notes upon the National Kuucaiiooal Assembly. Jield at Ocean Gruve,
N. J., Auprust 9-12, 188;i Also Illiteracy and Education tables iVoni the cen-

sus of ISSO. Compiled and edited by Rev. J. C. Hartzell, D.D. Kcw
York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe. 1SS3.

Ocean Grove, a summer city by the '• sounding sea," lias been

made pretty familiar to the American people by its annual relig-

ious meetings ; but it is becoming more and more a field for all

the great reformatory movements of the country. Its conven-

ience of access, its ca})acity for disposing of a crowd, its great

auditorium, and its freedom from all the irregularities produced

by alcoholic drinks, give it immense advantages for certain annual

meetings and other important gatherings. Hence it was chosen,

last year, as the place of meeting for the National Educational

Assembly, which, under the organizing ability of Dr. Hartzell,

proved to be a great occasion, and for three successive days com-

manded the attention of an audience consisting of five or six

thousand interested hearers. The large book before us, of over

two hundred and si.\ty pages, printed in double column, contains

the proceedings of this long intellectual " camp-meeting," together

with such other matter pertaining to education as must make Dr.

HartzelFs volume a convenient hand-book for all who seek full

information on that subject.

The range of discussion embraces all the " problems," and is

as wide as the needs of the country. Some idea of its fullness

may be gathered from the to])ics which called forth so many ad-

dresses. Among these were, Education as Related to Improve-

ment: The Various Aspects of Illiteracy; National Aid to Com-
mon Schools; Education as Related to the Negro; Education as

Related to Wealth and Poverty, also to Crime; Education.andthe

Indian; Education and the Mormon ; Education in the South;

Education and Cliristianity.

What may perhaps be regarded as the chief point, thnt which

relates to the duty of the national government, received less at-

tention than any other. But the Corresponding Secretary (Rev.

C C. Painter) tells us in his report that there is a great change

discernible among the peoi)le on that subject, and that public

meeting.s, memorialists, newsi)apers, and intluential individuals are

every-where urging Congress to immediate action. It is now
nearly forty years since a golden opportunity for governmental
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intervention was thrown away. After paying off the national

<lebt an inconvenient surplus accumulated in the Treasury, and

there was a strong feeling in the North to have it appropriated

to the work of general education. But, unfortunately, the

South did not then want public education, and the great sum was

distributed to the States and mostly wasted. The case is very

different now. Education has become a matter of interest

through all the South, and the chief obstruction is a want of

adequate means. Hence there is a general willingness apparent

in Congress to do something efficient. But the work is delayed

by the difficulty of agreeing on a measure which will insure the

needful aid without offiering a bounty to sharp administrators.

The action of Congress cannot be too prompt. No thoughtful

man can fail to see that some system of national education is

imperiously demanded. While it is true that there are liberal and

efficient systems in many of the States, and that the South will

ultimately fall in with the general current and provide for her

own people, it is also true that the country cannot afford to wait.

Something bold and strong needs to be done at once. The next

generation ought to be lifted out of the dark cloud of ignorance

that now broods over the land. It is not too much to say that

the harmony, the peace, and the good order of the Republic

depends upon it.

It appears from the late census (it is in the volume before us)

that the number of persons who cannot write is over 4,200,000.

People naturally suppose that the great majority of these is

among the colored freedmen of the South. But, in spite of

their disadvantages, great numbers of them have, in one way or

other, picked up a considerable degree of knowledge, so that

the lines are now pretty evenly drawn between the colors.

As a fact, the negroes are a little ahead, or were when the census

was taken, but the white illiterates have not much to boast of.

Their number is 2,050,463, while that of the negroes is 2,147-

000—only a little in advance. But the nation should not long be
required to answer for such a mass of ignorance. It is a perpetual

threat of danger, and in large portions of the country it means
riots, mobs, and public disorder. But the danger line, as one
"f the speakers said, "is not Negro education, but the lack of it."

Hence we should not lack it long. A very grave duty devolves
on Congress. The first interest in a Republic is its citizens. If

these are incompetent the State will be incompetent; if these are

disorderly the State will be disorderly ; and if these are intelli-

20—FOUETII SERIKS, voi,. xx.v^^.
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gent and self-governed the State, will be well and easily governed.

But especially is the country bound to care for the freedmcn.

They have been wrenched from their servitude by a violent stroke

of state, and their dependence on the government is so great,

that they have been universally regarded as its wards. But
what kind of a guardian is he who brings up his ward in igno-

rance and turns him out on the world without any equipment for

its most ordinary aff;iirs ?

On the subject of the future of the Negro race in America,.

•we have been interested in noting the evident tendency of public

thought toward the views of Dr. Stevens, as expressed in his

admirable article in the last number of our Quarterly. Some of

the speakers, naturally enough, ignore a subject so distasteful,

and confine themselves strictly to the matter of education. But
others cautiously show what must be the end. Rev. J. W.
Hamilton says : "No two races can live side by side in this land,

one the reproach of the other. We cannot be confederated. We
must be assimilated. All the social, intellectual, and constitu-

tional elements in our civilization must mingle in a oneness of

relation, inseparable. There can be no distinction of rights, as

there must be no restriction of privileges." Rev. Dr. Tanner, ed-

itor of the " Christian Recorder," (Philadelphia,) said :
" Whether

the whites and the blacks of the country shall mix is no longer

an open question. It is settled by the fact that the mixture has

already, and to a very large extent, taken place. The black man
already shares in the best blood of the land."

So the discussion goes on, and meanwhile time is in no hurry,

and gives the most abundant opportunity for all the great changes

that statesmen see in the future.

Literature and Fiction.

Fhlk-Lare of S'hakes}-)eare. By Rev. T. F. Thistleton' Dyer, M.A., O:ron, Author

of "British Popular Customs, Pa^t and Present," eta 8vo, pp. viii, 559. New
York: Harper & Brothers. 1884.

Other works on folk-lore in general, and the folk-lore of Shakcs-

])eare in particular, have done good service and won excellent

reputation, but none of them has been so well adajited to popular

use as this production by the Rev. Mr. Dyer. He has made him-

self familiar with the popular customs of his country, as is evinced

by his previous work, as well as by the present one, though tho
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})reparation of the latter required a broader study. For, while

Sliakespeare makes much use of that purely English folk-lore

Avhich sprang from the superstitions, legends, rural tales, and

social life of the time of Elizabeth and the two or three centuries

preceding, it so happened that into the folk-lore of England in

his day there entered the folk-lore of many other lands, which,

like many American games, is traceable, not only to various coun-

tries of p]urope, but to ancient Greece and Rome, and even to the

East. In almost all of his dramas, wherever the scene is laid, he

shows his rich stock of this kind of knowledge, and employs it

with delightful effect. But to thoroughly appreciate it requires

an acquaintance with it which most readers of Shakespeare do

not possess. A carefully and copiously annotated edition of his

plays will lay open for them much of this beauty, but none that

we have seen answers the purpose which Mr. Dyer accomplishes.

With his explanations he gives such admirable selections from the

plays that not a few passages are made to appear in a new light.

Our author groups his subjects in twenty-three classes, two of

them entitled ''Sundry Superstitions" and "Miscellaneous Cus-

toms, etc.," serving for a large number that would fit in nowhere
else, and are yet too important to be omitted. And thus he dis-

courses of " fairies," " witches," " ghosts," " demonology and devil-

lore," "birds," "animals," etc., with abundant historic informa-

tion as to use, and tracing each subject to its origin so far as

known. In the poet's day, to illustrate, the fairies were both fa-

miliar and in fashion, and much of his knowledge of their realm
he has put into "A Midsummer-Night's Dream." They are

charming little folk, " to whom a cowslip is tall," with Oberon
(Auberon in French, and Elbe rich in German) for their king,

and Titania, their queen. As Shakespeare is the first to give her
this name, it would seem that he identities the fairies with the

classic attendants of Diana whom Ovid calls Titania. She is the

mischievous Queen Mab "that plats the manes of horses in the

night." Puck, the prankish jester of the crowd, "which most
men call hub-goblin "—" hob " being the diminutive of Robert
and llol>in— is Robert the Goblin, that is, Robin Goodfellow, who
misleads night wandqrcrs, and then laughs at them, and, again,

will " grind corn for a mess of milk, cut wood, or do any manner
of drudgery work." Popular fairy characteristics were beauty,

power, perpetual youth, immortality, ability to assume various
forms and to become invisible at will, love of music and dancing,

pinching slovens and sluts till they were black and blue, hating
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the wicked, and protecting, and enriching the good. Shakespeare

might thus be called the poet of fairydom.

Mr. Dyer brings together in a chapter of thirty-two pages the

principal Jjroverbs either quoted or alluded to by Shakespeare.

Some of them are identical with proverbs in use on the conti-

nent, and some are of Latin origin, while others are plainly of

English birth, as, for instance, " Make hay while the sun shines,"'

which Mr. Dyer is very sure could have originated only under

such variable skies as those of England. Many of these have

been perpetuated by Shakespeare, and are in current use in

this as well as in the mother country. Equally curious and in-

teresting would be a list of the pithy sayings originating with

the poet himself which have come into use as proverbs since his

day. This, however, did not fall into our author's plan.

Who's to Blamed By Henry FauNTLEROY. 16mo, pp. 355. Nashville, Tenn. :

Southern Methodist Publishing House. Printed for the Author. 1883.

The author of this volume writes under the inspiration of intense

antagonism to that prevailing epidemic of financial corruption

which was begotten by the necessary expenditure of vast sums
of money during the War of the Rebellion. It is inevitable, hu-

man nature being what it is, that such prodig;\lity as war compels,

associated as it always must be with a vastly inflated currency,

will create a passion in many minds for the rapid accumulation

of wealth. That passion blinds and paralyzes the moral sense,

and men learn to transact business, not in the spirit of the second

great commandment, but under the impulses of that supreme self-

ishness which is utterly reckless of moral obligations and conse-

quences. Out of these base impulses come the adulteration of

food, fraud in manufactured articles, lying misrepresentations,

grinding of employes, financial trickeries, gambling, speculations.

of various kinds, breaches of trust, defalcations, bribery, collusions

between lawyers and judges, the corruption of legislators, and a

multitude of kindred deeds degrading to their perpetrators, op-

erating mischievously on society, and, if permitted to continue

indefinitely, breeding confusion, distress, and serious disturbances

in the nation.

Mr. Fauntleroy, profoundly impressed, apparently, by the ex-

tensive prevalence of these Protean forms of corruption, seeks to

illustrate their operations and effects in a story which, though it

cannot be accorded very high literary rank, does, nevertheless.
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produce a deep impression on its reader. It brings before him

a youug man of moral stamina sufficient, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, to keep him honest, but not tough enough to resist

extraordinary temptations presented in moments of extreme

trial. He places this man in a business house whose head,

though a member of a Christian Church, and actively engaged

in Christian work, conducts his extensive business on meth-

ods requiring misrepresentations on the part of his poorly paid

clerks. Our author's hero refuses to lie and is discharged. Un-
able to find other employment, he and his delicate wife are

reduced to extreme want. One of his old employer's men, already

corrupted by his enforced habit of lying for the benefit of the

business, meets him in the crisis of his troubles, persuades him to

rob the store, and then betrays his intention to the firm. He is

consequently shot on entering the store, and subsequently tried

for burglary. Nothing saves him from the state-prison but the

sympathy of an upright lawyer, who, having learned the facts in

the case, so exposes the immoral conduct of the firm that the jury

spontaneously acquits him. The details of this part of the story

are sensationally wrought out ; but they move the reader's heart

to indignation against those who were chiefly to blame for the

wrong, to hatred of their unprincipled methods of business, and
to sympathy with employes, to whom such men virtually say,

"You must tell lies for our benefit or starve."

One is loath to believe that there are many business houses in

the land such as this book so mercilessly exposes. Neither can
one very willingly admit that there are many such tricky lawyers
and unprincipled judges as it describes. Yet the citations from
several highly respectable metropolitan journals, found in its ap-

pendix, indicate that at least in some States there are some
such. 0]ie of these journals affirms that " courts have Become
'shops ' where law, judgments, and final processes are turned out

to applicants according to the expenditure that is made. This
does not imply that the judges sell their judgments, but it does
imply that the system is so framed and administered that, "by
the expenditure of money, justice may be delayed and defeated,

and irreparable wi'o'ng committed." Conceding that these state-

ments are justified by far too many facts, constantly transpir-

ing even in this State, they forecast an evil future. Viewed in

connection with the unprincipled methods of greedy millionaires,

gigantic railroad and other corporations, and with the organiza-
tion of labor to resist the encroachments of capital, they portend
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social and political storms before which much of the wealth so

wrongfully acquired will be swept into bottomless abysses.

Every social wrong has its ISTemesis, as all history demonstrates.

The reign of injustice is sure to be succeeded by the reign of

ten-or, unless the latter is averted by timely repentance. Hence

the need of the hour is a wide-spread ethical reform in law, in

business, and in political life. And since this can only be brought

about by spiritual and divine forces, it behooves the Church of

God to elevate and enforce the ethics of her life within her own

pale, and then to go forth in the spirit of her Lord and regener-

ate the life of the nation. The volume under notice, despite its

lack of superior literary merit, especially in its conversations,

which in places have a savor of sentimental cant, may contribute

somewhat to this end. For this reason, it is commended to such

readers as prefer learning truth through fiction to its graver but

more profitable study in didactic essays.

Miscellane&us.

The Gospel according to St. Mark. Witb Introduction, Notes, and Maps. Bj
Thomas M. Liyi^SAY, D.D., Professor of Divinity and Church History, Freo

Church College, Glasgow. 12mo, pp. 272. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark.' New-
York : Scribner & Welford.

This is one of a series of hand-books for Bible classes and private

students now in course of publication in Edinburgh, under the

supervision of Drs, Dods and Whyte. Its notes are brief, yet

without obscurity ; based on an intelligent exegesis, though not

critical in form, and well adapted to the needs of the classes for

whose* use it was designed.

Christianity and Humanity. A. Course of Lectures delivered in Meiji, Kuaido.
Tokio, .Japan. By Charlks S. Eby, B.A. lucludinc: one lecture each by Prof.

J. A. Ew'iNG. B.Sc, F.R.S.E, of the Science Department, Tokio University,

and Prof. J. M. Dixon', M.A., of the Imperial College of Plngineering. Svo,

pp.296. Tokio. Yokohama : li. Meiklejohn & Co. 1S83. [All rights reserved.]

These Lectures are a curious exhibition pf the fact that the

discussions awakened and prosecuted here in our Anglo-Saxon-

dom arc agitated in Japan with the same earnestness, a country

so recently absolutely closed to all Western approaches. These

Lectures were delivered in English, and on a subsequent evening

repeated in Japanese, Spencerism, Darwinism, Antiquity of

Man, etc., are discussed in free, clear, popular, and effective style.
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They would be found very readable, and do much good, if repub-

ished in America.

Harper's Fkanklis Square Library: Mcrre Leaves from the Jov.rnal of a Life

in the EighlancLi from 18G2 to 1882. Svo, pp. 42. A Short History of Our Own
Tunes from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election 0/ 1880. By
JuSTi.v M'Carthy. Svo, pp. 89. AW Piding Hood. A Novel. By Fa.vny E.

MiLLETT XOTTEY. 8V0, pp. 84.

Li'jhl to tJie Path. A Compend of Bible Teachinc:s concerning: God and the Crea-

tion, Fall, and Restoration ol Man. By Joseph Ix)xgking. o2mo, pp. 126. New-

York : Phillips and Hunt. Cincinnati : Waldeu & Stowe.

Sound in doctrine, concise, clear, forcible in statement, this little

book is exceedingly valuable for the religious instruction of

youth in the family, and as a text-book for catechumen classes.

It is a body of divinity compressed into a nutshell.

Home College Series : Tracts with Covers. Phillips <fe Hunt. No. 78. Art in

Greece. No. 74. Huyh Miller. No. 87. Charles Lamb. No. 89. The Regicides.

No. 90. Sketch of Arnos Lawrence. No. 91. John Knox. No. 92. Margaret

Fuller. No. 93. The Life- Current. No. 94. Charlotte Bronte.

This series of tracts, numbering 100, is an admirable conception

of Di\ Vincent's, designed to create a taste for literature in such

as have not been favored with literary training in early life,

Luther: A Short Biography. By James Anthony Froude, A. M., Honorary Fellow^

of Exeter Colleere, Oxford. Reprinted from the " Contemporary Review." 16mo,

pp. 90. New York : Charles Scribners Sons. 1884.

Mr. Froude evidently wrote this epitome of Luther's career con

mnore. It is, as usual with this writer, graphic in its descrip.

tions, clear and forcible in statement, and thoroughly sympa-

thetic with the heroism, if not with the beliefs, of its subject, of

whom, in his closing sentence, he says: "A living belief can rise

only out of a believing human soul, and that any faith, any piety,

is now alive in Europe, even in the Roman Church itself, whose

insolent hypocrisy he humbled into shame, is due in large meas-

ure to the poor miner's sou who was born in a Saxon village four

hundred years ago."

A Commentary on the Shorter Catechism. By Rev. Alexander "Whyte, D. D.,

Minister of St. George's Free Chnrch, Edinburgh. 12mo, pp. 213. Edinburgh:
• T.& T.Clark. New York: Scribner & Welfbrd.

While some Scottish theologians are striving to create a new
departure in theology, others are equally strenuous in their

endeavors to revive the declining influence of the dogmas of

Augustine and C:th in. Hence thi.s commentary, or catena rather,

in which much skill and considerable learning are employed in

giving interpretations to Scripture, many of which, we opine,

iieithtr Christ nor Paul could indorse.
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A Day vi Athens with Socrates. Translations from the Protagoras and the Republic
of Plato. Xew York: C. Scribner & Sons. 16mo, pp. 145,

It was a happy thought which moved the translator of this de-

lightful volume to bring some of the thoughts of Plato, the great-

est and best of the ancient thinkers, within the purview of men
unacquainted with Greek. Written in pure idiomatic English,

yet faithfully rendering the original, it cannot fail to be an aid

to the culture of the popular mind.

Wesley's Designated Successar. The Lift^, Letters, and Literary Lf^bors of the Rev.

_ John William Fletcher, Vicar of Madeley, Siiropsliire. By Rev. L. Tykrman,
Author of the " Life and Times of the Rev. Samuel Wesiev, il.A., Rector of

Epworth," '-The Life and Times of the Rev. John Wesley, M.A.," "The Life

of the Rev. George Whitefield, B.A.,'" and "The O.xford Methodists." 8vo,

pp.531. New York: PhiUip.s & Hunt. Cincinnati: Walden & Slowe. 1883.

The name of John Fletcher is a household word wherever

Methodism is known. For his portrait in our pi'esent number
we are indebted to Mr. Tycrraan's recently published Life of this

.saintly man, entitled " Wesley's Designated Successor." It is

" taken from an exceedingly scarce engraving in the Methodist

_ Museum at Centenary Hall, London."

Mr. Tyerman, in his modest preface, says that this volume con-

tains " all the facts of any importance that are known concerning

Fletcher, and that here, more than in any previous publication,

is illustrated the intellectual and saintly character of one of the

holiest men that ever lived."

The appearance of this volume is timely, since its wide circula-

tion would be an antidote to that spirit of worldliness which is

tempting the Church to be content with a lower type of the

Christian life than was illustrated in Fletcher's experience, and

which is taught by Christ when he says to his disciples, " Abide

in me, and I in you,"
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